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IN THE CFIAIR: MRS VEIL

Presidcnt

(The sitting ans opened at 5 p.-.)

Presidcnt. - The sitting is opened.

l. Resumption of the session

President. - I declare resumed the session of the
European Parliament which was adjouined on
26 March 1980.

2. Memknhip of Parliament

President. - I have been informed, pursuant to Rule
a (a) of the Rules of Procedure, rhat Mr Colombo has
been appointcd Foreign Minister of the Italian
Republic.

Mr Colombo has sent me a teletram rcndering his
resignation, oonveying his sincerest good wishes to the
Assembly and expressing his determination ro work, in
his capaciry as President-in-Office of the Council, for
wholeheaned cooperation with this Parliament. Mr
Colombo expects rc be urith us on Vednesday nexr.

Pursuant to the provisions of the Treaties, we establish
that thcre is a vacancy and inform the Member State
concerned.

3. Petitians

Prcsidcnr - I have received rwelve petitions, the
iitles and authors of which you will find lisrcd in the
minurcs of this sitting.

These pedtions have been given Nos 1/80 to 12/80
and have been entcred in the register provided for in
Rule 48 (2) of the Rules of Procedure. Pursuant ro
paragraph 3 of that same Rule, they have been

referred to the Committee on the Rules of Procedure
and Petitions.

4. Documents receioed

President. - Since the adjournment of the session I
have received from the Council, the committees of
Parliament, the political groups and Members of Par-
liament various documents, a list of which you will
find in the minutes of this sitting.

5. Texu of treatiesforutarded by the Coancil

President. - I have received from the Council ceni-
fied true copies of various agreemenm and legal acts.
These documents, which are listed in the minutes of
this sitting, will be deposircd in the archives of the
European Parliament.

6. Transfer of appropiations

Presidcnt. - The Council has informed me that pur-
suant to the provision of Anicle 101 of the Financial
Regulation it has approved on 9 April 1980 rhe trans-
fer of appropriations ser our in Doc. COM(80) lJ5
final within the framework of the budgealy esrimares
for the EAGGF Guarantee Section for the financial
year 1980.

Ve take note of this informarion.

7. Refenal to committees

President. - The motion for a resolution tabled by
Mr Battersby and Mr Harris, pursuanr to Rule 25 of
the Rules of Procedure, on rhe esablishment of a
European Fisheries Centre (Doc. l-28l80), receipt of
which was announced on 24 March 1980 and which
had been referred to r.he Commimee on Agricu.lture as ,

the commimee responsible and to the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon for
an opinion, has now also been referred ro rhe Com-
mittee on Energy and Research for an opinion.
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8. Cancellation of a doatment

Prcsident. - Document l-606/79 (Annual Repons
on the progress achieved towards European Union),
receipt of which was announced on l4 January 1980,
has been cancelled.

9. Statement by tbe President

President. - The chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee has informed me that his committee has

decided not to draw up a repon on Docs 1-444/79,
l-644/79 and t-653/lg. You will find a detailed state-
ment of the reasons for this decision in the minutes of
this sitting.

10. Order of basiness

President. - The next item is the order of business.

At its meeting of 13 March 1980 the enlarged Bureau
drew up the draft agenda which has been disributed
to you (PE 63.826/revJl).

As the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection has not adopted the Mun-
tingh repon on [he consenration of European wildlife,
this item, which had been down for debate on Thurs-
day, has been withdrawn from the agenda.

I have also received the following requests for urgent
debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Proce-
dure:

- from Mr Glinne and Mr O'Connell, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, for a motion for a resolution con-
demning the assassination of Archbishop Romero
(Doc. 1-74l80)

- from Mr Diligent and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pary (CD Group) and Mr
Baudis, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, for a motion for a resolution on the granting
of asylum to Cuban citizens (Doc. 1-84180).

The reasons supponing these requests for urgent
debate are contained in the documenr themselves.

- from the Council for a proposal for a regulation lay-
ing down, for 1980, cenain mcasures for the conser-
vadon and management of fishery resourccs appli-
cable to vessels flying the Swedish flag (Doc. 1-35l
80).

The request for urgenry is justified by the fact that
current arrangements are due to expire on 30 April
next.

I shall consult Parliament on these requests for urgent
debate at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

Finally, I have received two proposals that the agenda
be amended, pursuant to Rule 12 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure.

Sir Fred Catherwood, chairman of the Committee on
External Economic Relations, has asked that an
interim repofl by Mr Seal on the rade and economic
cooperation agreements besween the Communiry and
India be placed on the agenda of this part-session.

At a meeting held this morning the chairmen of the
political groups have expressed the wish that this
repon should be considered instead at the May pan-
session, panicularly with a view to giving the Commit-
tee on Development and Cooperation the opponunity
to deliver its opinion.

I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - Madam President, I would like to sup-
pon strongly Sir Fred Catherwood's request that this
report be put on the agenda for this plenary session.

One of the things that this House has tried to do is

debate things at a time when it can influence the Com-
mission and the Council of Ministers. If we postpone
this repon until the next pafl-session it will be too late
to influence the Commission and the Council. This is

an extremely important repon. It is one that the
House ought to discuss, and it is one that we ought to
discuss in time so as to make our influence felt. So I
beg that we uphold the request that it be considered at
this plenary session.

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Fred Catherrood. - iI would point out, Madam
President, that we were going to discuss this with you
in the enlarged Bureau. I have made prorcsts on behalf
of our commimee. Time and again Parliament delivers
its opinion after things have happened. Our committee
has to work in accordance with the timetable of nego-
dadon with other countries. Yet all the time we find
that the agenda of the part-sessions is taken up by
items which, unlike the matters referred to our com-
mirtee, are not ded to a strict time-mble. The matters
discussed in our committee fall within the competence
of the Communiry and are topics on which Parliament
has been asked officially for an opinion. I would like
very much not only to support Mr Seal, but to ask you
to reconvene as soon as possible the cancelled meetint
with the chairmen of the committees.

The Presidcnt. - I put this request to the vote.

It has been decided therefore to include this repon on
the agenda for this pan-session.

I propose that this debate be put on Thursday's agenda
as the last item.
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President

Are there any objecdons?

That is agreeed.

Mr Pranchdre and others ask that a new debarc on the
fixing of agricultural prices be placed on the agenda
for this pan-session.

As this request reached me only after this morning's
meeting at which, with the chairmen of the political
groups, we considered the problems relating to the
organization of this pan-session and as the matter is
such an imponanr one, I shall consult the Assembly.

I call Mr Pranchdre.-

Mr PranchCre, - (F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, the powerful resisrance by rhe farmers,
which has even made itself felt in this Chamber, has
already borne its first fruit with the abolition of the
monerary compensatory amounts leading to a rise in
guide prices of 3 .5 0/o for some products in France.

The farmers are continuing their fight with vigour,
and their action is a condemnation of the attitude of a
mijority in this House which has taken upon itself the
heary responsibility of leaving the whole matter in the
hands of the Commission, whose agricultural price
proposals have been described as norhing shon of a

Provocation.

'$7'e now ask for the agenda of this pan-session to be
changed to enable the House ro pronounce clearly on
a precise rate of increase in the agriculrural prices: we
believe that the figure should be 7 .9 0/o arrived at by a
calculation using the objective method.

In making this proposal we, rhe French Communists
and allies, believe we are answering the wishes of
farmers in France and in the other Community coun-
tries.

Ve have often criticized the arrcmpts made in this
House to take over pov/ers which do not rightly
belong to the European Parliamenr. On this occasion,
however, we note that Parliamenr has failed to use im
righc to support a justified social demand. Ve believe
that the fixing of agriculrural prices at a level corres-
ponding to the evolution of production costs and
infladon is a decisive factor if we are ro pur an end to
the decline in farmers' earnings which has been con-
tinuing for six years no*, in France. A majoriry
(including ourselves) in the Committee on Agriculture
felt that the price increase should be 7.9 o/o and not
5 0/o and that this figure could be arrived at by adding
the national monetary measures already aken or
remaining to be taken. Our farmers were satisfied by
this. Ve have asked for this change in the agenda in
order to bring Parliamenr face to face with its respon-
sibilities.

(Applause ftom some benches on the extreme lefi)

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangcma'.. - (D) Madam President, we have a
special session behind us which did not result in the
definition of a precise figure to be proposed by Parlia-
ment to the Council of Ministers. All the political
groups regretted this fact; Madam President, the fact
was that nor all the groups in this House were able to
accept a compromisel in fact it was first and foremosr
the French Communists who rejected the compromise
submitted by rwo major groups with the suppon of all
the members of all the other groups. They rejected our
decision to fix a figure of ar least 5 % based on appli-
cation of the objecdve method.

(Applause fron the cenre and ight)

You have sold the interests of the French farmers ro
protect the interests of your own parry, and you are
now engaged in nothing more rhan a cheap political
manoeuvre.

(Mixed reactions)

Madam President, I am fed up of hearing from the
French Communists that they are defending the inter-
ests of the farmers. On the last occasion they defended
the interests of their own parq/, and that was all.
Today they are insulting the French farmers by mak-
ing the request that they have now put forward.

(Appkasefrom the centre and ight)

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Sutra.

Mr Sutra. - (F) I have asked to speak on behalf of
the French Socialists because we consider rhat Parlia-
ment did not live up to irs rrue responsibilities at our
last pan-session. The press in my own country u/as
almost unanimous in exprcssing the view that Parlia-
ment had suffered a serious defeat in failing to use its
powers to the full and in leaving the decision ro rhe
Commission.

Secondly, there seems to be a problem of procedure,
but it is too late ro return ro rhat now. Ve had decided
to reject Mr Delatte's requesr for the normal voting
system to be reversed and to vote first, in accordance
with the Rules of Procedure, on rhe amendments
which depaned furthest from the morion. But to the
extent tha[ we began with the amendment of the Com-
mittee on Budgets which quoted no figure . . .

Mr Bangcma... - (D) The Socialists wanted that!
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Mr Sutra. - (F) . . . and ended with the amendment
by Mrs Barbarella which was very similar, it seems

rather surprising that one amendment was felt to be

closest m and the other funhest removed from the
report. This difficulty could be remedied if we re-

opened the debate to enable Parliambnt [o Pronounce
clearly, fully and unambiguously making use of all its
rights.

President. - I put this request for inclusion of this
item on the agenda to the vote.

The request is rejected.

The order of business is therefore agreed.l

ll. Speaking time

Presidcnt. - In agreement with the enlarged Bureau
I propose that speaking time be allocated in the man-
ner proposed in the draft agenda.

Are there any comments? That is agreed.l

12. Deadline for tabling amendments

President. - I propose that the deadline for tabling
amendments be fixed as follows:

- at 6 p.m. this evening fol the items on the agenda for
15 and 16 April

- at 6 p.m. tomorrow for t\e items on the agenda of
17 April

- tt 6 p.m. on Vednesday for the items on the agenda
of l8 April.

Are there any comments?

That is agreed.

13. Procedrre witbout rePort

Prcsident. - In the minutes you will find the titles of
the proposals from the Commission co the Council
that have been placed on the agenda of this sitting for
consideration without report, pursuant to Rule 27 A of
the Rules of Procedure.

Unless any Member has asked leave in writing to
speak on these proposals or amendmenm are tabled to

them before che opening of the sitting on Friday,
18 April, I shall declare the proposals to be approved.

14. Visit of the President ofWnezuela

Presidcnt. - Next Thursday Mr Luis Heriera Cam-
pins, President of Venezuela, will be visiting Stras-

bourg to meet the Members of the European Parlia-
ment.

On this occasion we shall suspend our proceedings
from 5 p.m. to 5.45 p.m. in order to enable him rc
address us in this Chamber.

I hope that a very large number of Members will
atrcnd this meeting in order to underline the import-
ance our Parliament attaches to relations with the
Latin American countries, and panicularly with the

Republic of Venezuela.

I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak on a point of
order.

Mrs Kellett-Box,man. - Madam President, I merely
wished to make the observation that following the

most unfortunate happening on the last occasion,
when there were some very narrow defeats or narrow
votes and on three occasions Members cheated and
voted for persons who were not present, a number of
us .emorCd our cards in order rc keep them under
proper supervision, as is the custom in the United
States Congress. Now we have come back and found
that we have had a second card put in our places. Now
this must mean that there are a certain number of dual
cards floating around, and I would respectfully sug-
gest that it would be as well to check up to see how
many cards have been repearcd; those Members who
have got two cards could then be approached to relin-
quish the second card.

(Laugbter)

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - I wish, Madam President, to
raise two points of order, if I may.

First, I have no wish, of course, to oPpose the Presi-
dent of Venezuela alking to this House on Thursday,
because it has already been arranged and it would be a

great discourtesy if it were now changed in any way at
all; but may I ask you and the House to accePt that
this creates no precedent for future Presidents or
Prime Ministers to come to this House and to take the
floor. It would, in my view and in that of many of my
colleagues, be the wrong atdtude for this House to
adopt. This case is unique and must not set a Prece-I See minutes of this sitting'
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Scott-Hopkins

dent, and I hope that will be recorded in the Repon of
Proceedings.

My second point is a shorr one, Madam president.
Tomorrow morning I shall be moving a requesr for
urgent procedure under Rule 14 for a debate to take
place concerning the reacdon of the Communiry to
the situation in Iran following rhe statements of piesi-
dent Caner, and, to show the self-sacrifice of my
group, it has been proposed that it should take the
place of the debate which my group would be initiat-
ing on Vednesday.

I say this merely as a point of informadon and as a
courtesy ro you, Madam President, and to the House.

President. - To Mrs Keller-Bowman I should like to
say thar as a result of the incidenr rhat disrupted the
voting at the last part-session, we have asked the firm
that installed our electronic voring sysrem ro repair it.

The problem of the correct use of the voting cards had
to be broughr to rhe anendon of the enlarged Bureau.
However, because its last meeting was so shon, the
matter had to be postponed td nexr Thursday's Bureau
meeting. Ve shall consider an arrangement whereby
each member could reuin his card, a copy of whicir
would be kept by the Secretariat. In any case rhe
enlarged Bureau, as you rightly point out, will have to
give a clear ruling on the conditions under which cards
are made available ro Members.

I would add that it was no doubt by mistake that a cer-
tain number of members voted for absent colleagues.
There are narional parliaments where this pract[e is
permitted, though it is contrary to our Rules of proce-
dure.

To Mr Scott-Hopkins I would say that I have taken
note of his remarls. Ve shall bear them in mind
tomorrov/ when we come to deal with the motion for
a resolution of which he has informed us.

15. Action taken on the opinions and proposak,of
Parliament

President. - The nexr irem is the statement from the
Commission on acrion mken on the opinions and pro-
posals of the European Parliament.l

I not thar no one wishes ro speak on this item.

16. Qaestion Time

Presidcnt. 
- The nexr ircm is Question Time.

Ve shall begin with the questions addressed rc the
Commission.

Question No I by Mr Danken (H-70l80):

Is it true that rhe Commission has exceeded rhe appro-
priations available for rhe Guarantee section of the
EAGGF during the 1979 financial year by over 200 mil-
lion EUAI If so, on whar legal basis were commitments
made beyond rhe appropriations available? Vhen did it
become apparenr rhat appropriations were going to be
exceeded? Vhy did the Commission only inform one parr
of rhe Budgetary Authoriry and not alen both pans
immediarely and what administrative, financial and legal
measures does the Commission propose rc regularize the
siruarion relating ro the 1979 budget?

Mr Tugendh*, Member of the Commission. - At no
stage in the 1979 budgetary year were commitments
made by the Commission beyond the appropriations
available. Indeed, the House will recall that the grant-
ing of advances was interrupred in November 1979
precisely because, pending the adoption of the Third
Supplementary Budget, credits were not available.
From 10 December onwards, however, the Commis-
sion was, in accordance with Anicle 7 of the Financial
Regulation, enrided rc give the EAGGF advances,
which would be charged against the 1980 budget. Itr
therefore did so. It is, however, rrue rhar amounts paid
out by the Member States under the EAGGF (Guaran-
tee Section) before the end of the 1979 financial year
exceeded the toal credits which were finally made
available under rhe 1979 budget by 203.5 million
European units of accounr.. The late adoption of the
Third Supplemenrary Budger on 13 December, cou-
pled with the normal granting of advances against the
1980 budget in December 1979, may have caused
some uncertainry in the paying agencies of the Mem-
ber States as to the amounr of money held by them
which represented appropriations actually available
under rhe 1979 budget. This probably accounrs for the
spending in December of 203.5 m EUA. This final
figure only became available when the Member
Sates' declarations of expenditure were submined at
the end of February. The Commission informed both
arms of the budgetary authoriry simulaneously of the
situation when it submitted its final requesr for trans-
fers within the EAGGF (Guaranree Section) of the
1979 budget.

No special financial or legal measures need to be taken
in order to regularize the situation relating to the 1979
budget. The amount of zol.s m EUA cannor, of
course, be charged to the 1979 budget, but in accord-
ance with Anicle 5 of the Financial Regulation is
chargeable to the 1980 budget.I See Annex.
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Mr Dankert. - (NL) I am pleased to note that the
Commission has in effect conceded that the 1979

budget was exceeded. I regret that the Council was
informed of this and the information withheld from
Parliament.

I should like now to hear from thi: Commissioner to
what extent the excess has been deducted in calculat-
ing the welfth for January and whether, as a result,
the Commission has exceeded the provisional twelfth
in January this year.

I should also like an assurance from the Commissioner
that in future the Parliament and Council will be

informed simultaneously of any similar occurrences.

Mr Tugendhat. - Tvro points, I think, arose from
Mr Danken's intervention. The first concerned the
times at which we informed the two arms of the bud-
getary authority. \7e did, in fact, inform both arms of
rhe budgeary authority at the same time, but as the
paying agencies, the intervention boards, are located
within the Member States and are indeed more or less

closely connected with the governments of the Mem-
ber States, it is, of course, the case that the Sovern-
ments of the Member States and thus the Members of
the Council were aware of the siruation from their
ourn sources before we had provided the information
ro the two arms of the budgetary authority' \7e did,
however, provide the information to the two arms of
the budgetary authority in our first official communi-
cation, and we did so at the same time - on
19 March.

So far as the twelfths are concerned, the amount of
money which was carried over and which can be taken

inrc the 1980 budget hardly affects the twelfths in the

first instance. It obviously reduces by 200 million the

total amount available under the twelve twelfths, but
in the early pan of the year, as I think the House will
agree, the melfths pose very little problem; they get

*r-orse and worse thi longer it Boes on. So the sum of
200 million undoubtedly comes off the total amount
available, but it does not make a difference in the

immediate January-February situation'

Mr J.M. Taylor. - As a supplementary rc this very
imponant quesdon by Mr Danken on this very serious

.itt.r indeed that has rc do with the way we conduct
our affairs in the Institutions of Europe and the

authority which is attributed to our budget - or the

lack of it - may I follow through by asking whether
it is not tnre to say that the Commission failed very

badly to obsenre budgetary cover in 1979, and in parti-
culai sold no less than 250 000 tonnes of butrcr with-
out budgetary cover; that this and similar matters gave

rise to the sheer size of the Third Supplementary

Budget; and that when that Third Supplementary

Bud[et was debated in December, the Commission

,.r..ly -.rtt have known of this absence of legal and

budgetary cover and did not disclose it at that tirne?

And I should like to know why not. 'Stre should also

like clarification of the areas in which the excess mon-
ies were spent and of the precise operations on which
they were spent. \7ith respect, Madam President, I
give you rrodce, if I may that I have the signatures of
five colleagues to a notice here to you, under Rule 478
(1), requesting an immediate debate on the Commis-
sion's answer to this question of Mr Danken's.

Mr Tugendhat. - Mr Taylor's questions obviously

went rather wider than the immediate ones posed by
Mr Danken, but there are a number of points which I
should like to make quite clear. The firct is that, as I
am sure the House will recall very clearly, in the run-
up to the Third Supplementary Budget, before indeed

this House had actually passed the supplemenary
budgeq the Commission - very properly, in my view

- decided to interrupt payments precisely because we

did not have budgetary cover, and therefore the

imponant point which Mr Taylor makes about budget-

ary cover is one to which I think there is a very clear

ansver.

Now I of course accept, and believe, that it is a very
serious matter that this overspending should have

occurred. But I would like to make rwo points to the

House, if the House will bear with me; the first is that
in the past we have always been criticized because we
had overestimated the amount we had made available

for the EAGGF, but on this occasion we produced a

supplementary budget request of 802 million Euro-
pean units of account - 802. The Council, in its wis-
dom, reduced that by 100 million to 700 million, and
the Parliament, in its wisdom, accepted the Council's
lower figure of 700 million and not our higher figure

. 
of 800 million.

Now I think it is very imponant rc understand that if
it is true - and it is true - that the Commission
underestimated the amount of money that was

required, both arms of the budgetary authoriry under-
shot to an even Breater extent.

Ve were not pressed at the time of the supplementary
budget to increase our appropriations - far from it;
we were pressed to lower them. !7hen the Commis-
sion, realizing that things were going to be very dght

- not realizing that they were going to be as tight as

they were, but realizing that they would be very tight

- decided that it would ask to transfer 130 million
from the Guidance Section to the Guarantee Section
of the EAGGF in order to make sure that that money
which would otherwise not be spent would be spent,

the House, as it had a perfect right to do, lopped off
30 million, so that we only had 100 million instead of
the 130 million.

So, Madam President, let me be quite frank and cer-
tainly take the blame for the fact that we underesti-
mated; but let me remind honourable gentlemen and,
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indeed, rhe Council as well that they y/ere nor ar thar
time pressing us ro appropriarc more, they were press-
ing us to appropriarc less, and had we in iact goi what
wp wanted, the amount of ovehpending, tho-ugh still
serious, would perhaps have been only half whai it has
in facr been.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Vould nor rhe Commissioner
agree thar rhe whole issue gets more and more curious
as things go on and the answers are unveiled? I am not
arguing whether he or we undershot more, but would
he not accept that his interpreation of the one-rwelfth
is a litde srange, m put it mildly? He says that in the
early months of the one-rwelfth rule it does nor matrcr
if he overspends, because he can borrow it from the
later rc/elfths. Since when has that been a rule? Since
when has thar been allowed under the regulations? It
is nor sor and he knows it is not. Is he not, in'point of
fact, finding a merhod of payment which is completely
uhra oires, and will he look again at the answer that he
gave to rhe honourable gentlemen over there, Mr
Dankert, in reply to his original question? He has been
uhra oires in the method whereby he has had to rectify
the mistake that he and we and the Council made. Viil
he not accept that?

(App hus e from ce rta in q turters )

Mr Tugendhat. - Not being a lawyer, Madam pres-
ident, I am nor actually entirely suie what uhra oires
means...

(Laugbter) 
,

... but at all events I do not accept rhar we have been
out of order in what we have done, because, as I said
in my answer, in accordance with Anicle 5 of the
Financial Regularion this extra amounr of money is
chargeable rc the 1980 budget.

The second point I should like to make is that as the
extent of this serious overspending on the pan of the
intervention agencies only became appareni well over
half-way through the first quaner, it obviously follows
that one could not have made any adjustment at the
beginning of the first quafter. Now, as I understand it

- and it would, perhaps, be unwise of me to become
involved in a discussion at this stage about the rwelfrhs

- the toal amounr the Communiry can spend under
the one-twelfth rule is twelve melfths of whar was
spent lasr year, and therefore if you spend more ar the
beginning you have less rc spend at ihe end; bur you
cannor alter the rotal, and that is the problem. On ihis
basis cenainly the money has to be subtracted, rhere is
no doubt about that, but it could nor have been sub-
tracted before we knew where we srcod.

(Cies from some qudrtefs)

Prcsident. - I have rceived a request, pursuanr ro
Rule 47 B of the Rules of Procedure, for i debate on

this subject immediarely after Question Time. I shall
give a decision on rhis in due course.

Question No 2 by Mr Seal (H-a6a/79):

In view of the increase in the number of origin marking
frauds and the unilateral action of the Frenchlovernment
in introducing its own origin marking .egulation will the
Commission open immediate negotiationi with rhe AEIH
and otha inrcrested bodies with a view to a Community
regulation requiring all clothing to be clearly marked widr
its-counrry of origin and establishing machinery ro ensure
effective enforcement?

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) The
Honourable Member is perfectly righr; rhe falsifica-
tions and lack of clarity in a numbir of commercial
ransacdons relating ro rextiles and clothing give rise
to concern. I have had occasion ro refer to thii during
prcvious debates. The Commission accordingly sub-
mitted rc the Council on lZ March a commu-nication
on various aspecff of the verificarion of origin in order
to make sure [hat there can be no fraud in- that pani-
cular area. The documenr in question is now Leing
considered by the Council with a view ro early juridil
cal measures to strengthen control.

These matters are of course also being discussed with
the professional organizations conceried, and I have
had occasion to give detailed explanations ro rhe
European clothing union.

Yr t"t. - .I hope.that a quick decision is reached by
the Council, but it does bother me that labelling of thl
country of origin is more important than ever now in
view of a decision which was made concerning the free
circulation of low-cost textiles by rhe Commission on
2l lanuary. I would like m know from the Commis-
sioner why this decision about limiting the surveillance
on free circulation was made before any decision had
been taken by the Council on indicating the countries
of origin.

Mr. Davignon, - (F) Mr Seal, rwo different aspecrc
musr be considered. Firstly, the Commission is respon-
sible for ensuring that goods can circulate fieely
within the Communiry and that there are no barrieis
to such movement. On the basis of Anicle 30, we
therefore took cenain measures when free movemenr
was being_impeded. On rhe other hand when goods
enter the Community it is important for their orilin to
be clearly known and for freedom of movementlo be
allowed only if this condition is complied with.

The communicadon which we have submitted to rhe
Council is therefore complementary to and consistenr
with freedom of movement and with an assurance that
there is no fraud or falsificarion. Our measures are
therefore perfectly in order in that sense. proof of this
is provided by the fact that a measure taken by one
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Member State to impose speLific national marks of
origin was suspended pending the outcome of Com-
munity discussions on the basis of the Commission's
proposal.

Mr Turner. - Can Parliament take pan in these dis-
cussions on the document the Commissioner has put
to the Council, because many of us have had represen-
tations from the industry on this and I think we could
be of use in trying to find some procedure which
would deal with this origin fraud we are all so con-
cerned about?

Mr Davignon . - (F) I shall see to it that this docu-
ment ii immediately made available to the committee

- no doubt the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs - responsible for dealing with matters of
origin and technical barriers.

President. - Question No 3 by Mrs Chouraqui (H-
488/79):

Vould the Commission not agree that the common agri-
cultural policy has proved to be a signal European

achievement and that im application has made ic possible

to forge close links with many Mediterranean countries,
which cannot be jeopardized by unrealistic and costly

concessions to Spain - panicularly as regards citrus fruit

- during the negodations on Spanish accession to the

Communiry?

Mr Gundelach, Wce-President of tbe Commission.

- (DK) I would first like to point out to rhe hon-
ourable Member that the object of our neSotiarions
with Spain is not the exchange of rade concessions on

citrus fruim for concessions on industrial goods or
whatever, but Spanish accession to the European
Communities, that is to say the assumption of all the

obligations and benefim entailed by fult membership
under the Treaties. The negotiations therefore relate
to the transitional arrangements required to ensure the
reasonable and just implementation in full of the Trea-
ties between Spain and the Community. They are

therefore not, ai the question would give us to believe,

nego[iations on a number of different products,

bargaining one concession for another.

However I would agree with the honourable Member
that the Community, under the common agricultural
policy in particular, has produced a number of sensible

and mutually beneficial trade arrangements with sev-

eral Mediterranean countries, and the Commission
takes the view that, in the process of enlargement to
include Spain, the Community must ensure that the
benefits of the cooperation with other Mediterranean
countries are not eroded. The Commission snted this

view very clearly in its communication to the Council
and Parliament on the agricultural problems arising

from the enlargement of the Community.

Mrs Chouraqui. - (F) Europe has cenain links with
the Mediterranean countries; we have already received
delegations from Morocco and Israel and we have had
contacts with cenain delegations from the Maghreb
countries and even from the Mashreq, to mention only
Egypt. The Accession of Spain will clearly cause dis-
turbance and perhaps even economic disorder in trade
between the Mediterranean countries and Europe.
\flill the reaty which is rc be negoriated with Spain
consain a clause to allow for the damage suffered by
the Mediterranean counries? How is that damage to
be remedied?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) As I have already said, the
Commission takes the view that Spanish accession to
the Community, for which transitional arrangements
are essential, is an acceptance of the 'acquis commu-
nautaire' as it stands when Spain becomes a member.
But at the same time the Community must maintain
contact and negotiate with other Mediterranean

countries to ensure that, in the process, adverse effects
are avoided or compensated for by measures to benefit
the Mediterranean countries concerned, with whom
we need to maintain good relations.

Mr Marshall. - Perhaps the Commissioner will not
be surprised if some of us comment on the original
premisi of the question, which relates to the success of
ihe co-.on agricultural policy, because many of us

feel that the common agricultural policy is so costly
that other developments which could make the Euro-
pean ideal more of an everyday reality are prevented'
In the negotiations for Spanish entry, can Yre have an

assurance that the right of sherry-producers both in
England and in Cyprus to describe their fonified wine

"r 
iherry will be retained, especially as the legality of

that was confirmed in a long-standing English case in,
I think, 1953?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) I do not think that the ques-

tion as put related to the common agricultural policy
as a whole, but to the effects on Mediterranean coun-
tries of Spanish accession to the Communiry. That was

the question I answered. And my reply applies just as

much to the problems raised by the honourable Mem-
ber as to those originally mentioned.

Mrs De March. - (F) Even nowl as I have been able

to see in the Mediterranean regions of France, Particu-
larly in Langudeoc-Roussillon, agricultural products
from Spain are invading our southern markets where
they arrive by the truckload - lettuce is one of the
products involved. The French grow'ers find them-
selves in a situation where there are no more buyers
for their products; sometimes they cannot sell any-
thing at all.

Does this situation not foreshadow the effecm of
enlargement with the accession of Spain? Does the
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Commission not think that safeguard measures musr
be taken and that rhe plans for funher enlargement of
the Communiry should now be abandoned?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) \7irh all due respect, I feel
$/e are widening this question, on ceftain effects of
Spanish accession ro rhe Community on the Mediter-
ranean countries, into a discussion of Spanish acces-
sion and its effect on rhe Community itself. That was
not the question but, without entering into a new
debare on rhis point, I would point our rhat, in our
communication to the Council and Parliament, .we

drew artention io a number of difficulties which must
be dealt with before this welcome enlargement of the
Communiry takes place on mutually acceprable rcrms.
In the negotiations we have to reach suitable transi-
tional arrangements, of course including safeguards,
and there may be some quesrion of adapting the
'acquis communautaire' to a new situation, but to go
into that in detail would be beyond the scope of this
Question Time.

Lord Douro. - Vould the Commissioner agree that
at the moment the Community is only self-sufficient in
citrus fruits for abour 40 o/o of its consumption, and
that even afrcr Spanish accession the Communiry will
not be self-sufficient in citrus fruits, so that the danger
to Community producers from Spanish accession is
minimal?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) It is true rhat at the momenr
the Community is far from self-sufficient in citrus
fruits and is hardly likely to become so even afrer
Spanish accession, unless the Communiry's various
agricultural schemes encourage an increase in citrus
fruit production in Spain. That might happen. If so,
our trade relations with Mediterranean counrries such
as Morocco would be seriously affected as has been
suggested. The aim in negotiating these transirional
periods musr be ro ensure furure stabiliry, and it
should be possible to solve the problems of the citrus
sector without too much difficulry. Other commodi-
ties, such as olive oil, will probably presenr more prob-
lems.

President. - As its author is absenr, Question No 4
by Mr Rossi will be answered in writing.t-

Question No 5 by Mr Ippolirc (H-515/79):

In view of rhe present serious crisis concerning supplies of
raw materials and energy, is the Commission srudying any
system of direcr aids or assisted loans which *ould giul

industrial concerns in rhe Member Smtes practical supporr
whilst they were prospecing for deposirs of fossil fuels,
fissile materials or raw materials?

Mr Bnrnner, Member of tbe Commission. - (D) The
European C<immuniry should give its suppon [o
investments which involve a high risk but can be of
assistance to the Community's energy supplies. It is
already doing so. 'S7e are at presenr assisr.ing 144 oil
exploration projects and encouraging uranium extrac-
tion in the Communiry. l36million EUA have been
made available for oil exploration and 15 million EUA
for the uranium sector. In orher areas we are investi-
gating the possibiliry of technical improvements in
production; rhis research falls under the four-year
research programme and 3.6 million EUA have been
earmarked for it.

Mr Ippolito. - (l) My quesrion was designed mainly
m highlight rhe present deficiencies in Communiry aid
for energy research.

In the oil exploration sector, an opera[or engaged in
deep-sea drilling is eligible for aid from rhe eommis-
sion, and an undenaking which discovers a deposir -once it has been found - can receive loans from the
European Investment Bank; but there is an interme-
diate period between the technological developmenr
and the increasingly expensive offshore exploration
during which in practice rhe undenaking receives no
aid whatever under rhe existing provisions.

The purpose.of my question was to ask the Commis-
sion to examine ways of filling rhis gap between ad-
vanced rechnological research and rhe commencemenr
of exploitation of a deposit once it has been found.

In the case of fissile materials, the Euratom Treaty
provisions - nov/ under review - stipulate that thl
Commission may apply restrictions to supplies ro rhose
countries which have not made all the necessary effon
to locate such materials on their own territory. Here
too I think specific measures are called for.

Mr Brunner. - (D) I am able ro assure the Honour-
able Member that we shall conrinue our effons to
close this gap and shall present funher proposals to the
Council of Ministers.

Mr_ Rogerc. - In view of the vasr profits made by
mulrinational oil companies operating in rhe energy
field, referred ro by my Communisi friend, is t[L
Commission studying any sysrem for recovering direct
aid given ro rhese companies which, as'he said, is
another method of providing the risk capital for these
companies while at qhe same time allowing them to
remin the profits after production, which is, of course,
the very andthesis of the capitalist system with which
s/e are burdened?I See Annex
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Mr Brunner. - (D) This is an aspect of the Euro-
pean. Community's general poliry to promote invest-
ments in the energy secror; that poliry has been dis-
cussed here already. Community proposals to encour-
age investments in this sector have already been

submitted to the European Council. These proposals
envisage that, subject to the approval of the European
Council, special levies should be raised as one means

of obtaining additional financial resources. '$7'e must
now await the debate in the European Council on this
subject.

Mrs Ewing. - As this House has already lent a rym-
pathetic ear to the faraway Orkney Islands in another
context, could I ask Commissioner Brunner to bear in
mind that if he were to visit the Orkney Islands -which I would not advise him to do at the present time

- he would find on every house and every shop a sign
rhat simply says 'no uranium'? It is a small deposit, but
it lies immediately under the only populous area of
these islands, between the ancient, medieval city of
Kirkwall and the ancient town of Stromnes. Is he

aware that the people of this area ere not going to
allow this German firm to prospect for this material
because they are not going to allow the machinery to
get on to these islands to look for it? This is an issue

which unises the churches, the locally elected people,
every association and every citizen in these islands.

\flould this House perhaps - if Commissioner Brun-
ner will not listen - understand that there will be no
looking, prospecting or digging for uranium in the
Orkney Islands?

Mr Brunner . - (D)Under these circumstances I
should naturally not travel to the Orkneys without the
protection of the Honourable Member.

(Langhter)

To return to the point, we have said from the outset
that we shall only promote uranium exploration if we
have the approval of the local authorities. In this pani-
cular instance the local authorities have not yet given
their approval, and the question therefore does not
arise inpractice. There is accordingly no real justifica-

tion for the wall slogans to which the Honourable
Member referred.

European Parliament stated that there was a need for
information on the social situation of persons working in
the cultural sector and requested the Commission to
instruct irs Statistical Office to undenake the necessary

work. Has the Commission simply ignored this request or
has it taken steps to obtain figures through its Statistical

Office on the employment' remuneration and social

securiry (level of benefits) of cultural workers, so that we

may analyse them in the same way as figures on workers
in industry and agriculture?

Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission. - (D) The
Commission views the position of workers in the cul-
tural sector as an exremely imponant matter. Ve have

not as yet been able to meet Parliament's wishes but
are making effons to do so. The reason why we have

been unable rc effect a comprehensive survey of the

siruation is this: we are dependent on data provided by
the national statistics offices, but we have not yet

received enough information. Ve shall continue to
press the national statistics offices for a better alloca-

tio, of priorities so that we do soon receive the docu-
mentati;n which we require. Ve share the view of
Parliament that this is an imponant matter and take a

close inrcrest in the position of workers in the cultural
sector.

Mrs Pruvot. - (F) I have noted the fact that the

Commission shares Parliament's views and I hope that
it will keep its promise to ensure that Parliament, and

in panicular its Committee on Youth, Culture, Educa-

tion, Information and Spon, receives the desired

answers and statistical data as quickly as possible.

Mr Brunner. - (D) I share the Honourable Mem-
ber's view and assure her once again that we shall con-

tinue our effons.

Mr Price. - The Commissioner has put the blame

for this very long delay on the national statistics off-
ices. Could he indicate on what date the various
national statistics offices were asked rc provide this

information, and which of them have so far replied
and which have not?

Mr Brunner. - (D) I shall provide the deails in
writing. Over the past twelve months we have made

constarrt effons rc obtain this information. \7e have

also scheduled a working meeting rc discuss not only
the matter of the provision of information but also thpt
of the priorities followed in the work of the national
statistics offices.

President. - Question No 7 by Mr Collins (H-60/
80, formerly O-l l0 /79) :

Vill the Commission say whether at any time they have

calculated the effect of changes in Community Policy on

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

President. - Question No 6 by Mrs Pruvot (H-519/
79\:

In its resolution of l8January 1979 embodying an opi-
nion on the communication from the Commission con-
cerning 'Community action in the cultural sector' the
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prices ro European consumers and whether in future,-they will undenake to do so and to make the figures
public?

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) The
Commission clearly rakes accounr of the economic
implications of the policies which it proposes and
implemenrs. Virh thar end in view ir has regard in par-
ticular to rhe consequences of common policies for
price formation just as it assesses their impact on orher
economic variables. It must be stressed, however, rhat
no common policy has a direct influence on consumer
prices. There can be no detailed staristical appraisal of
the effects on consumer prices of comperition policy,
policies on the domesric market and consumer prorec-
tion or, more generally, of any Community acrion.

As regards the common agricultural policy, the Com-
mission assesses, in each specific case, the impact of
the measures proposed by it on consumcr prices and
will continue to do so. These estimares are published
with the price proposals.

Mr Collins. - I was very inrerested to hear rhe Com-
missioner refer ro rhe common agricultural policy,
but I am sure rhar he would appreciare that nothirfg
could have been further from my mind when I raised
the question. However, since he has raised rhe marrer,
may I say that the reason I put the quesrion in this way
q/as rhar I think that Community policy tends to be
thought out in a rarher one-sided way and frequently
considers the common agriculrural policy in terms of
farm incomes almost to the excluiion'of consumer
expenditure. I wcinder, therefore, whether the Com-
mission will not agree rhar, ar a rime when unemploy-
ment is rising and poveny in industrial areas is increas-
ing, a more balanced approach is necessary, and thar
this can only be achieved if consumer prices are con-
sidered and indeed published? I do not think it is

9n9ugh to consider them; rhese figures must be pub-
lished. I wonder if he will funher undenake, when
looking ar this, to publish the effect on food prices of
the recenr imposition by one of the Memb.i Sr"t"r,
the United Kingdom, of positive MCAs. I wonder
whether the Commissioner will not atree that this is a
piece of considerable hypocrisy by the Minisrcr for
A-griculture concerned, which will not only have an
effect on consumer prices but will also have-a deleter-
ious effect on rhe balance, or rather the imbalance, of
contributions to the Community budget by Member
Stares.

Mr Cheysson. -.(F) The Honourable Member has
raised two subjects: firstly he is suggesting that the
Commission should provide more frequent informa-
tion on the evolution of co_nsumer prices in relation to
new common policies or the improvemenr of policies
already adopted. The Commission will look into rhis
suggestion closely. I would stress that when rhe last

atricultural price proposals were forwarded by the
Commission ro Parliament, my colleague, Vice-Presi-
dent Gundelach, and the Commission gave precise
details on rhe impact of the Commission's proposed
price rises on food expenditure, i.e. an increase of
0.80/0, or 0.1 0/o of. average household expenditure.
In other words the Commission has already acted
along the lines recommended by the Honourable
Member.

I was asked a second question which, it must be
conceded, is more a matter for the Government con-
cerned than for rhe Commission imelf. The reversal of
the monetary compensatory amounts in the case of the
United Kingdom results from the fonunate trend in
the value of that counrry's currency and from the Bri-
tish Government's justified requesr for a change in its
monetary compensatory amounts. But this reversal and
its possible consequences for consumer prices clearly
show that, no marrcr what may be said in some quan-
ers, the evolution of agricultural prices is a complex
marter which cannot be dealr with solely by a freeze
on prices.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) Mr President, I agree wirh Mr
Cheysson that the Commission has provided clear
information on rhe effect of rhe common agriculrural
policy on consumer prices.

I should also like to rake this opponunity of asking -and perhaps my quesrion would be better put to-Mr
Gundelach - whether, as a resulr of our Jebate last
month, the Commission has considered amending its
1980-1981 farm price proposals, and wherher iihas
taken into accounr rhe fact that Parliament regarded
the Commission's proposal of 2.4 Vo as comlletely
unacceprable, and regrerred that the Commission had
ignored objective findings that farm incomes had
fallen behind by at least 7 o/0.lhope that Mr Gunde-
lach will answer the question.

Mr Cheysson. - (F) May I poinr our rhar this ques-
tion has no bearing wharever on the question thai we
are discussing.

President. - Quesdon No 8 by Mr Rogers (H-65/
80, formerly O-142/79) :

Vill the Commission in conducing trade relations rrith
Guatemala bear in mind the appalling record of rhe pre-
sent regime in power rhere in the matter of human rights,
including imprisonment without trial for polidcal offe-nces
and numerous polidcal murders of trade unionists and
others, is documepted by Amnesry Inrernational?

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-hesident of the Commission.

- (D) The Community maintains no special bilateral
trade relations with Guatemala. Any trade poliry prob-
lems which may arise are dealt with in a-muliilateral
framework, i.e. in GATT and UNCTAD.
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Mr Rogers. - I am quite amazed at the Commis-
sioner's answer. It is quite conrary to some of the
information that I have been able to ascenain.

Could I ask the Commissioner another question then
arising from his answer? Political murders are being
carried out in Guatemala by special death squads that
often include uniformed members of the military and
security forces. Recently a new death squad, the ESA,
has been set up which serves as an umbrella group for
miliary and security forces, land owners and business-
men whose primary aim is a 'final solution' for the
problems of land titles, union organizing and eco-
nomic development. In view of these considerations,
will the Commission provide Parliament with the full-
est possible information on trade by the Community
with Guatemala, thus updating the 1978 figures which
have been provided to me and which show that the
EEC imports from Guatemala goods rc the value of
211 million units-of account per year and that expons
to Guatemala earn 151 .5million unirc of accounts
eachyear?

Mr Haferkamp. - (D) I should like to begin by
pointing out that rhe general figures quoted here in no
way contradict the observations I made just now. They
are not based on special trade relations with Guate-
mala; the trade in question is effected under the gen-
eral rules of GATT and UNCTAD. Parliament and

the Honourable Member concerned can of course be

provided immediately with funher data on trade pat-
terns within the international organizations. As to the
Member's comments on the infringement of human
rights, I would add that the Commission condemns all
such infringements no matter where they may occur.
The Commission continues to subscribe to the posi-
tion set down in 1977 in the Joint Declaration of this
Assembly, the Council and the Commission.

Presidcnt. - Question No 9 by Mr Linde (H-69/80,
formerly 0-146/79):

In view of the continuing arrests of members of the group
inside the USSR monircring the political situation follow-
ihg the Helsinki and Belgrade agreements, will the Com-
mission obtain a full repon from Amnesty Inrcrnational
on this deteriorating situation?

Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of the Commission.

- (D) Mr President, the Commission maintains per-
manent contact with Amnesty International on the
subject of human rights. This clearly applies rc the
situation of persons or groups who arq speaking out in
the Soviet Union in favour of fulfilment of the agree-
ments contained in the Helsinki Final Act. The Com-
mission shares the view expressed by the Community
Member States that the victimization of persons who
speak out in their own countries in favour of imple-
mentation of the Helsinki Final Act is incompatible
with the objectives of that Conference on Security and

Cooperation in Europe.

Mr Linde. - (D) Am I to undersand from the
Commissioner's answer that the Commission generally
and in this specific instance looks favourably on the
work of Amnesty Internationall

Mr Haferkamp. - (D) Ve not only look favourably
on its work but also cooperate very closely with
Amnesty and give it our suppon, while respecting its

rules and satutes.

President. - Quesdon No 10 by Mr Berkhouwer
(H-385/7e):

Vould the Commission be willing to take the initiative in
establishing a postal system under which all residents in
the Community would be able to use for normal postal
communication a common qtamp of the same value valid
throughout the Communiry in addition rc their national
stamps?

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - (F) The
Commission shares the Honourable Member's view
that it would be altogether appropriate and psycholog-
ically desirable to develop a public av/areness by issu-

ing an identical postage stamp valid throughout the
Community. That is our political posidon. The legal
situation is as follows: only the member countries of
the Universal Postal Union are entided to issue

stamps, in other words the individual counries but not
the Community as such. I therefore think that it would
be useful to open a debate on the possibility of finding
juridical solutions whiph would enable a politically
useful step to be taken and which should not raise any
particular difficulty. If Parliament were to mke an ini-
tiative in this sense - since the matter falls within the
competence of the Member States and not direcdy
within that of the Community - it would have the
Commission's support.

Mr Berkhou (NL) Mr President, I am
delighted at the Commission's extremely positive and
constructive answer. In the past the situation was

unfonunately different, but things now seem to have

taken a turn for the better. I would like to put one
supplementary question: I share Commissioner Davig-
non's view that a postage stamp valid in all the coun-
tries of the Community would be of great value. How-
ever, the position at present - and perhaps the Com-
mission can do something about this pending funher
measures - is that there are even different postal tar-
iffs in the Community. I shall quote you an example:
to send a letter from Rotterdam to London we pay 80

cents in the Netherlands but only 50 cents for a letter
from Rotterdam to Messina. That is a difference of
25 0/o, and if you have enough letters to post from
Rotterdam to London it is wonh taking the boat - a

ridiculous state of affairs. I am very interested in Lon-
don, Mr President, which is why I have mentioned
that ciry, but the situation is quite ridiculous. You have
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to pay 25 0/o more for a letter to London than for a
letter to Paris.

I should like to ask Mr Davignon whether the Com-
mission can pur an end to this situarion pending its
further action. England has now been a member of the
Community since l January 1973 and I hope that it
will remain a member. I sincerely hope so and I
assume that my view is shared in this House.

(Laughter 
- apphase fiom some benches of the Earo-

pean Democratic Group)

Ve have now been involved in a period of adaptaticin
for six years - you roo, Mr President. As a mayor
you do not of course pay any posrage, bur an ordinary
citizen does have m pay these differenr rates.

(Laugbter)

President. - You may be assured that I pay for my
stamps !

(Laugbter)

Mr Davignon, - (F) If we wgre to follow the Hon-
ourable Member's reasoning,'it would appear thar
there is an increase in maritime traffic in proporrion ro
increases in postal charges and,in the distribution of
mail . . . On a more serious note, Mr President, the
Commission submitted to the Member States in May
of last year, i.e. nearly one year ago, a recommenda-
tion for the inroduction of a single mriff within the
Community for letters of up to 20 g. Vhy was the
figure of 20 g chosen? Because these letters accounr
for 80 0/o of all mail in circulation. Ve made this
recommendarion to the Member Stares at a meeting of
the Ministers of Posr, bur up ro now we have not
received an answer from the posml administrations of
the three new Member States. It would, however, be
necessary to introduce this harmonizarion protres-
sively. I think this would be a useful srcp ro take, and
the Commission will conrinue to insist on rhe recom-
mendation being put into effect.

Mr Prag. - The post berween the Member countries
is an essential element in the free movemenr of goods,
people and capital. I wonder whether the Commis-
sioner, during his profound and extensive reading, saw
in the Bild am Sonntag lasr autumn the resulr of a
practical test carried out by the Bild am Sonntagin res-
ponse to a written quesdon of mine to the Commis-
sion, which showed that the eighteenth cenrury srage-
coach post uras faster than the present-day post.

Is the Commission prepared rc reintroduce a stage-
coach post or to do anphing else ro improve on rhe
present lamentably inadequate speed of the post
between the Member countries?

(Laughter)

Mr Davignon. - (F) However much the Commis-
sion may wish to bring about a reduction in energy
cbsts within the Communiry, our proposals, and those
of my colleague, Mr Brunner, do not yet include rhe
reintroduction of stagecoaches to rransporr mail or a
restoration of the monopoly enjoyed by the family of
Thurn und Taxis for this purpose. S[e are therefore in
a clear situation ar presenr, under which responsibility
for the postal service rests with the national adminis-
rations. The Treaty gives the Community no parricu-
lar competence in this area.

Mr de Courcy LioS. - \7ill the Commissioner agree
that this situation could hardly be worse if the many
surplus catde in the Communiry were used to draw the
stagecoach to which Mr Prag referred? \7ill he nor
also acknowledge that this is now such a serious bar-
rier to trade within the Community that the Commis-
sion ought to consider purting the question of posral
communications, particularly between France and the
United Kingdom and between Paris and London, on
the agenda of a European Council larer in the year.
This is something which the electorare of the Commu-
nity really cares about. It is a small marrcr, perhaps, as
compared wirh some of the major srrategic Commu-
niry matters we are considering, but if we, as a Com-
munity, cannot organize ourselves betrcr on this score
we will cenainly be disappointing our electorate very
badly. \7e wanr some urgenr action, an initiative from
the Commission, to spur the Member tovernments
lnto actlon.

Mr Davignon. - (F) However much I may wish to
assist the Honourable Member, I must say that the
Commission does not intend to submit the problem of
postal organization to the European Council. \7e have
in fact found rhat because of an increase in costs the
internal postal systems of the Member Stares function
less satisfactorily than the sysrem for deliveries
between Srates, because other means of communica-
tion are used. This matter either relates to an improve-
ment in legislation, in vhich case it concerns,all the
countries of Europe and should more normally be
dealt with by the Council of Europe, or else it is linked
with the dissatisfaction felt by the general public with
the postal qFsrcm in the respective countries.

I do not think we should be doing a service to the
European Community if we were to give the impres-
sion that it can take up responsibilities which do not
normally rest with it to settle a problem which should
normally rest with the individual States. If there were a
special problem affecdng reladons between rwo States
in such a way as to run the risk of impeding free
movement, rhe Commission would then intervene with
the powers which it has. On this specific point I can
assure rhe Honourable Member that the Commission
will act efficiently and speedily.
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Mr Cottrell. - Mr President, I should like to help
the Commissioner, if I may, with what he may find is a

useful suggestion. It seems to me that we are tackling
this very difficult problem the wrong way round in
trying to persuade the Member States so agree to a

common tariff for postage. Vhy do we not, as the
European Commission, as the European Parliament,

'as the European Investment Bank, issue our own Pos-
tage stamps? \7hat, is to stop this organization, which
after all generates a great deal of paper and a great
deal of correspondence, from becoming a postal
authoriry in its own right? I have heard it suggested
that perhaps there is a useful propaganda value in hav-
ing a common postage identified with Europe. The
United Nations does it already; it makes an enormous
profit out of running its own postal service. I should
like to ask the Commissioner, or any other Commis-
sioner who has perhaps dealt with this problem,
whether this has been considered in the past and
whether it is likely to be considered in the future.

Mr Davignon. - (F) I answered the first question by
stating that the Commission looks favourably on a
political gesture in the shape of the issue of a Euro-
pean posage stamp. However, as things stand at pre-
sent, neither the Commission nor Parliament nor the
Council of Ministers has any authority to decide that a

uniform postal tariff should be applied within the
Community for all correspondence within the same

caregory. That is perfectly clear. Today the situation is

different, and the issue of a new stamp would not lead
to a reduction in charges for posting letters between
rhe Netherlands and the Unircd Kingdom or vice
versa.

Moreover, the authority empowered to issue samPs
must, in the case of all UN Member States, belong to
the Universal Postal Union which lays down the rules
for issuing stamps. The Communiry as a juridical body
does not belong to the Universal Postal Union and is
not entitled, as such, to issue samPs. '$7'e are perfectly
willing to contact the Universal Posal Union and we

shall suppon initiatives towards that end if the Nine,
who also belong to the Union, indicate their wish for
the Community to join likewise, thus giving it the
right to issue stamps. As you will sbe, I have arrived at
the same conclusion as you although by a rather lon-
ger route - even though I do not travel by stagecoach

- because I am obliged to take account of all the con-
straints of a juridical nature which make the European
Communiry, however powerful it may be in its own
right, also a pan of the wider international community
of nations.

President. - As its author is absent, Question No 11

will be answered in writing.l

Question No 12 by Mr Balfe (H-a76/79):

Does the Commission consider that the Present rules con-
cerning the operation of the Social Fund prcvent applica-

tions by, and grants to, projects fulfilling the purposes for
which ihe Fund exists, but inrcnded to help people outside

areas designated for regional development by national

Governments?

Mr Vredeling, Vce-President of the Commission.

- (NL) I must answer the Honourable Member's
question in the negative. Only in the case of interven-
tions for the benefit of backward regions must the cri-
terion be met, by definition, that the projects con-
cerned are intended rc help the population of areas

earmarked by the national Governments for regional
development purposes. In practice, thanks m the appli-
cation of the Social Fund guidelines, the overwhelm-
ing bulk of intervention from this Fund benefits the
..giont concerned. ln 1978 this was the case for 80 0/o

of the total and in 1979 for 85 %. This is one conse-

quence of the Commission's effons to concencrate aid
on areas in which the need is greatest.

Mr Balfe. - Vould the Commissioner accept that
there is grave concern in London, which is the area

that I represent, that the Social Fund is increasingly
being seen as just an adjunct rc the Regional Fund?
The area that I represent has, in fact, seen vinually no
money at all out of the Social Fund, although there are
many projects which are eminently eligible in some of
the smaller areas of London. I wonder whether the
Commissioner could make it clear that monies from
the Social Fund are not necessarily and solely tied rc
the regions, because there does seem to be an impres-
sion growing up in England that the Social Fund is

merely another variant of the Regional Fund and wor-
thy projects which do not happen to be in regional
areas stand very little chance of success. This of course
means that areas such as London, which would not
qualify as a region but does have very heavy levels of
unemployment and deprivation in the inner city, see

very little money from the Community at all. I hope
the Commission can give us an assurance that it will
rry, as they say in England, to spread the jam a bit
more.evenly.

Mr Vredeling. - (NL) I willingly support the Hon-
ourable Member's suggestion and am able to inform
him that there is no truth in the assenion that the
Social Fund can do nothing whatever for big cities like
London. Priority is, however, given to regional areas

which receive 80 0/o of the available appropriations.
There then remains 20 o/o, and of this 20 0/o very high
priority is given to projects to assist migrant workers
or to special projects for the vocational training of
women over the age of 25 and of handicapped per-

sons. Such projects could thus easily be subsidized in a
big city like London by the Social Fund provided that
the criteria laid down are met.I See Annex.
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Mr Velsh. - Vould the Commissioner not accepr
that the Commission will, in fact, have no policy of its
own on the Social Fund, the Regional Fund, or any
other of im development funds, until ir frees itself from
the shackles of the criteria set by Member Srares' gov-
ernmenm for shon-rerm political reasons, and will he
recommend to his colleaguqs in the last few mon[hs of
their term of office that this would be a very good
cause for them to fight for and to go our on, in other
words to leave an. inheritance for thbir successors
which will enable them ro run the Commission and
run the Community as an independent force?

Mr Vredelin1. - @L) The Honourable Member
clearly has a lack of information on the situation
regarding the Social Fund. I can only answer thar the
Commission, and nor rhe Member States, is fully res-
ponsible for applying the crireria relating to Social
Fund pro.iects notified to us by the Member States. It
would be a grave misundeisanding to suppose thar in
this respect the situation regarding the Regional Fund
and the Social Fund is identical.

Mr Lomas. - I appreciare rhe difficulties of the
Commissioner working as he does under the presenr
rules. But it is not quite true to say rhat other cities
suffer to the same extent as London, in the sense that
many other cities in the Communiry benefit from
regional aid, which London does nor. I wonder
whether he has ever visited the East End of London,
which I represenr, and seen the dep,rivation and pov-
eny and unemployment there and whether the Com-
mission has thought of any new ways, apan from the
present stnrcrure of aid, by which aid could be given
to areas such as that. I had a reply recenrly, Mr Presi-
dent, a written reply from rhe Commission, telling me
that in the seven years rhar Brirain has been a member
of the Community no aid has been given ro rhe Easr
End of London, apan from a couple of small projects
under the anti-poveny programme, and even they are
ending this year. It is no wonder, Mr President, that
most people in rhat erea are so bitrerly hostile to the
Community, and I wonder whether the Commissioner
can give any son of optimistic reply regarding the
future for the people of such areas.

Mr Vredeling, - (NL) The Honourable Member is
in fact justified in feeling some degree of optimism.

I imagine that the reply he received in respecr of the
East End of London did not relate to the Social Fund
but to the Regional Fund or some orher fund. In the
case of the Social Fund it is often impossible to ascer-
tain exactly where rhe money is used. '!7e therefore
canno[ refurc his sutgestion that no money has ever
reached the East End of London. As to the substance
of his question, I would say rhat in considering pro-
jects for the vocational raining of young people in
panicular, we use criteria which are not based solely

on statisr,ical data in respecr of the percentage of
young unenrployed. \7e also determine which urban
areas are involved. It is often the category of young
people rather rhan the actual percenrage of young
unemployed which is the decisive consideration. To
use a word with which rhe Honourable Member is
familiar, I would say that we are far more concerned
with the drop-outs of society than with percenrages.
Ve take accounr of this aspecr roo and wish to give
additional atrention ro rhis caregory when it comes ro
the matter of vocational training for young people in
our big cities.

President. - Question No 13 by Mr Dalsass (H-
477 /79):

In view of the need to make fundamental improvements
to ransalpine rail raffic does the Commission not rhink
that the capaciry at which the Brenner railway needs to
operate can only be achieved and greater energy savings
ensured by rhe consruction of a long base tunnel and his
the Commission considered the possibility of providing
finance for this major European construcrion proj..t, anJ
if so, how much?

Mr Burke, Member of the Commission. - The con-
struction of long base railway tunnels does make it
possible [o increase the capacity of railway lines and to
improve the average speed. Funhermore, theoretical
studies have shown that such srnrctures could, in some
cases, lead rc significant reductions in energy con-
sumption, panicularly if heavy road vehicles and pri-
vate cars are carried by rail. However, it would not be
advisable to give an opinion on a parricular case undl
thorough cosr-benefir studies have been carried out,
using all the data concerning this case and comparing
the resulrc with other possible oprions. The possibiliry
of providing financial aid for a major Alpine project
such as the proposed Brenner tunnel is, of course, nor
to be excluded. On numerous occasions when discuss-
ing other projects the Commission has stated rhat ir
would be urrong to give an opinion either on the prin-
ciple or on rhe amounr of Community financial ald
before the procedures esrablished for this purpose have
been completed.

The Commission attaches trear imponance rc the
creation of a new financial instrument capable of
meeting the needs of ranspon infrasructure. The
Council is still examining the proposal for a regulation
concerning financial aid to infrastnrcture projects of
Communiry inrerest. The Commission has submitrcd a
proposal for an amendmenr ro extend the scope of this
regulation to projecrs located on the territory of non-
member countries. The adoption of the regulation and
amendmenr by the Council would make it possible to
consider applicadons for assistance to projects like rhe
Brenner tunnel.

\! Dalgss, - (D) I am surely right in saying that
this is a highly imponant initiadve of the urmostlnter-
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est to several countries. Several studies have already
been made. Now I x/an[ to put a supplementary ques-

tion to the Commissioner: is the Commission prepared
to determine the cost of this project at an early darc
and is it willing to intervene to speed matrcrs up, since
we all know that rail traffic over the Brenner no lgnger
meet's the present requirements?

Mr Burkc. - The Commission does not wish to use

the complexity of the problem as an excuse to ayoid
making decisions. However, it would be irresponsible
for it to give an opinion ex abrupto without a thorough
knowledge of thc facts. For this purpose, after the
necessary consultation with Parliament, Council has

adopted those parts of our overall policy which consist
of a consultation procidure and a Committee on
Transpon Infrastructure. I would put it to the House
and to the honourable Member that this committee
could take an interest in projects such as this, if Mem-
ber States urere to submit them at an appropriate time,
provided always of course drat the essential regula-
tions and the amendments to extend the scope of our
regulations are passed. So the Commission hopes that
the Committee on Transpon Infrastructure will subse-

quently be able to help to deal with some of those con-
crete problems, including the problem of whether a

transalpine tunnel deserves, from the Communiq/s
point of view, to be given prioriry, and, if so, which
Member States should submit the application through
the normal procedures.

Mr Moreland- - The Commissioner said that he

would not give his opinion on panicular projects, but
he has been quorcd, righdy or wrongly, in the Unircd
Kingdom as giving comments on a certain tunnel
which has the laudable objective of bringing France
and tJre United Kingdom closer together. Comments
have been atuiburcd to him on financing, suggesting,
for example, that 20 0/o might eventudly come from
t}re Community. Funhermore, on this panicular ven-

ture there is a suggesrion that he supports the British
Rail project. There is also a Professor Foster wander-
ing around the United Kingdom giving views occa-
sionally, it appearc, on behdf of the Commission.
Could he clarify the Commission's views on this pani-
cular project?

Mr Burke. - The Commission has published a dis-

cussion paper in November, and the Project alluded o
by the honourable Member is included by way o!
eiample of the kind of project which could be used, if
the institudons of the Communiry passed thc necessary

regulations. The honourable Mbmber has referred to
stalements anributed to me. These possibly arose from
a Prcss confcrence at vhich ve indicated ccnain
resuh of studies we had commissioned with the help
of Parliament on a number of oprions of this kind.
Nobody could reasonably understand me to have

come down in favour of one or other proiecq because

I must allow the necessary procedures already set in
motion with the institutions of the Community to take
their course.

fu to any percentage figures attributed to me, of
course these would be inaccurate, because I am not in
possession of any facts and knowledge as rc hour
much, at this stage in advance of the passing of legisla-
rion, a Communiry contribution niight be. By the way,
I do not x/ant to be understood as being other than
benevolently neural in this situation. The laws and the
reguladonq which I have proposed to the institutions
of the Community do not allow me to preiudge 

^ny
of these matters.

Mr Turner. - Has the Commissioner made arrange-
ments for a colloquium or afi/ other form of meeting
in the near future, where the various possible candi-
dates for ransport support might be put forward and,
if so, what are the details of that meeting?

Mr Burkc. - I would hope that the colloquium
could be held on 6 June in Brussels. The purpose of
the colloquium would be to drav dre conclusions from
this six-month debate, *,hich would terminate at about
that time.'We can then see whether or not the initia-
dve we took in staning up discussion of this matter
will have led to any increase in public awareness and
vhether any political authoriries with the neoessary

poxrer to take decisions will have advanced their posi-
rions by that time.

Vhile it is not for me rc exclude anyone, I cannot give
any precise details as to the exact prorects, if. arny,

which might be discussed at that time.

Prcsidcnt. - Question No 14 by Mr Provan (H-
504/79):

Thcre is e large amount of fuh being dumpcd at beloq'
intervention prices. Vill rhc Commission givc deteils of
all aids givenby nadond Govcrnments to thcir own fish-
ing fleeis including tax conccssions and fucl subsidics?

Mr Grmdclaci, Vce-hesidott of tbe Commission.

- (DK) The question asks for deails of subsidies

and aid for fishing flcets introduced by cenain Mem-
ber Statcs because of the fuel crisis.

However, the introduction to the quesdon refers to
low fish prices, frequendy loanr than i*.ervenaon
prices. To avoid misunderstandings, although the
question does not relate to fish prices, I will say that I
do not see a direct link between subsidies to midgarc
thc effect of high energy priccs and the fall in fish

prices in the last fer. months by comparison u'ith the

irwious two years. The reasons for the lattcr are far
more complex.
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Moreover the question asks the Commission to give
details of subsidies ro fishermen to relieve the effecm
of energy price increases. The Commission is entitled
to receive information on the matter, in accordance
with Anicles 92, 93 and94 of the Treaty, and has
received e great deal of information and a number of
requests for approval and notifications. I am sure rhar
the honourable Member does not wish me ro embark
on a lengthy accounr of what is being done in rhe
Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy and so on,
but rather to undertake to provide these details in
writing. This matter is of course vitally imponant to
the fishing industries of other countries as well.

Mr Provan. - I think Mr Gundelach may have
slightly misread the question, when he said thai it was

rying the whole prospect and the whole tragedy, in
fact, of the slump in fish prices ro rhe enerty situation.
Vhat I believe, and what I believe we as a Community
have gor to realize, is that we cannot enforce'wirhdraw-
al prices or have auronomous fish prices on a basis
that is not common to all fishermen within the Com-
muniry.'What I tried to say ro the Parliament and what
I asked the Commission is how can we enforce or try
to impose fish prices in the Community on a basis that
is not a basis of fair comperition ro srar! off with. This
is one fundamental thing that musr be established in
the Communiry, if we are going ro have fair and free
competition, and I hope rhat Mr Gundelach as Com-
missioner can accepr that. Can I just follow on by say-
ing that autonomous fish pricing is perhaps the cause
of the slump in fish prices in the United Kingdom and
especially in the North-East of Scotland, the area
which I represenr. Because fish prices ar rhe withdraw-
al price thar the Commuhity imposes can be lower in
cenain areas, fish can be transponed by lorry to other
areas within the Communiry, so as to benefir by the
reduced withdrawal price. Vould the Commission
accept that and what does it propose ro do about it?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) I do not think I misread Mr
Provan's question; I was simply trying rc avoid any
misapprehension in this House thar a firm connection
could be established between rhe energy situation and
the fall in fish prices, and I did not take that m be Mr
Provan's view either. My answer to his first supple-
memary question, whether I can accept his thinking
on that point, is yes-

The next point is that no proper policy on fish prices
in the Community, or any other prices, can be intro-
duced withour reasonable uniform condidons for com-
petition. One of the Communiq/s main objectives in
its developmenr of a common fisheries poliry, as in
other sectors, mus[ be to ensure reasonable and equal
conditions for the fishing industry in the various pans
of the Community, and in saying that I am accepring
Mr Provan's third point, that at presenr, with the sys-
cem of autonomous fish pricing, we are seeing unna-
tural parterns of trade. In some areas of the Commu-

nity we are taking fish off rhe market to keep prices
up, and that draws in fish from other pans of the
Communiry, giving rise ro rhese unnatural rade flows.
In working out our market policy, which will be a vital
pan of the common fisheries poliry, we must avoid
these artificial rade patterns.

Miss Quin. - As has been pointed our, in pans of the
United Kingdom we have seen a flood of cheap
impons which have completely disrupted the market
for fish. And there is a feeling that there musr be a
great deal of overfishing going on to have created this
situation, which is very serious. \7ill the Commission
give an'assurance that under the powers given it by
Anicle22 of the Council Regulation of lgJanuary
1975 it will come up wirh measures to deal with rhis
situation and to restore fair trading conditions?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) As I said, the Commission
takes the view that fish prices are unusually low at the
moment, and ir intends to take action to ensure rea-
sonable fish prices. I should like to add that I was
interested ro note the honourable Members clearly
expressed supporr for higher prices for fish products.
It is usually the other way round when the honourable
Member is talking abour orher foodstuffs.

Mrs Ewing. - I thank the Commissioner for his re-
interation of the principle that there should be no
unfair compedtion and limit my supplementary to the
pan of Mr Provan's quesrion about the details of aids,

- although I suppon his point and Miss Quin's poinr
I want to tell Mr Gundelach that I have in front of me
a paper from my group's Bureau, which I will make
available to his office, alleging breaches of the Treary
of Rome by Belgium, Denmaik, the Federal Repubtit
of Germany, Italy and the Netherlaids, all in relarion
ro the unfair interesr rates offered when boats are
purchased. This enables their owners to compete quite
unfairly with those who purchase boats in the United
Kingdom and in Ireland and presumably other pans of
the Communiry. I will make these figures available.
They have come from fishermen to fishermen. If they
are correc[, then I would call on Mr Gundelach, after
he receives my paper, to undenake ro have an enquiry
and expose rhis series of breaches of the Treaty of
Rome.

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) I shall be glad to accept Mrs
Ewing's paper, and will of course reply on the infor-
mation it contains once [he requisite enquiries have
been made. It frequendy happens that, when an indus-
try is in trouble, suspicions arise that conditions are
better elsewhere in the Community, and I should like
to point out here rhat special arrangemenrc have been
inroduced in the United Kingdom too, simply rc
make the point that c/e are not dealing with a problem
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affecting some Member States and not others. I shall
reply on the matter raised by Mrs Ewing when I have
the information, which I hope will be as soon as possi-
ble.

Mr Hutton. - Vould the Commissioner accept that
the present position among the builders of fishing
boats in the Community has led to considerable
redundancies - in Scotland the figure is 20 0/o 

- and
that the very low interest rates in Norway are imperill-
ing the survival of these yards, not only in Scodand
but in the Communiry as a whole? \7ould he confirm
that he is considering a proposal to provide 8 Yo loans

over an 8r/z year period for new vessels built in the
EEC for EEC owners and would he say when he

thinks this proposal, which would certainly be wel-
comed by Scottish builders, might come into effect?

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) I shall not enter into a

debate on the honourable Member's assumptions;
many of the boats being laid up in the Community are

obsolete in terms of the opponunities open to Europe
in a changing world. But as Parliament will realize, a

common fisheries policy must include a structural pol-
icy with the resources to give Communiry financial aid
to adapt the fishing fleet to future circumstances.

There have beerl various interim funds, and at the
moment we are working on proposals for one for
1980, but c/e cannot expect to see political accePtance

of the actual amounr until a common fisheries poliry
is adopted as a whole - some timc in 1980, we hope.
Details of how the aid is to be given can be left rc a

future debate on structural policy for the fishing
industry; I therefore do not propose to go into interest
rates and borrowing rates at this poinl

Mr Harris. - \fill the Commissioner publish'the
information he now has as quickly as possible, because

there is widespread suspicion, panicularly among my
own fishermen, for example, that their competitors are

getting very large subsidies on fuel which makes fair
competition impossible? Does he accept that this issue

becomes all the mori imponant if we are to tet a com-
mon fisheries poliry? I incidentally want e common
fisheries policy.

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) I quirc agree with the hon-
ourable Member that, as I have repeatedly said, aids

and subsidies of this kind are a problem in any com-
mon policy, and that applies to a common fisheries
poliry as well. But I should like to make the point that
this should not be regarded as a phenomenon occur-
ring in some Member States and not others, and that
the United Kingdom itself recently introduced quite
substantial aid arrangements, including a price

mechanism which has helped bring about the anificial
trade patterns we discussed at the beginning of this

debate. The phenomenon is therefore not resricted to

a few Member States, but unfonunately occurs
throughout the Community. I did not say we would
publish our information; we are not authorized to do
so. Vhat I did say was that I would make it available
to Parliament, and this will be done.

Sit Fred Varner. - I refer specifically to aids given
by national governments. Even Mrs Ewing's figures do
not afford a complete picture of the aids available to
the builders of fishing fleets and their purchasers.

Could the Commissioner, in providing these figures,
consider whether he could include any aids which may
be given, not by national governments, but by regional
governments or bodies financed from public funds.

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) !7hen we refer to national
aids we mean any kind of aid involving the transfer of
public funds, whether by nadonal governments or
regional authorities. In addition there is of course the
matter raised by Mrs Ewing. The problem of widely
varying rates of interest affects'a Breat many sectors
within the Community, and is not going to disappear
overnight. It is of course a major factor here, and in
the fishery sector we can alleviate its effects by esmb-
lishing the fisheries fund rc which I referred earlier.

Mr Kirk. - (DK) I was beginning to feel that this
was developing into an exclusively British debate.

It is known for a fact that the problem affecting the
European market in fish is not simply an internal prob-
lem caused by national aid arrangements. I should
therefore like to ask Commissioner Gundelach what
he intends to do to raise the reference prices applying
to third country impons into che Community. For it is

a fact that those countries outside the Community
which dealt harshly with the British, Danish and \7est
German fishing fleets, cutting down their traditional
fishing grounds in Icelandic, Canadian, Swedish and
Eastern European waters, have now begun to increase
their expons of fish products to the Community. It is

also a fact that the Commission has a weapon which it
can use if it wishes, which is to raise the reference
prices in respect of these impons. I should like to
know when the Commission intends to use the wea-
pon it has in its hands.

Mr Gundelach. - (DK) As I said before, I believe

that there is no simple explanation for the fall in fish
prices. It is not just cheap imports either. Rising
imports are becoming a standard excuse for difficulties
in any industry. But they are not the sole reason. It is

[rue thar impons of certain rypes of fish have risen,
and as I earlier rcld Parliament in more general terms,
I consider that our references prices are out of line
with the present situation, both in our own market and
internationally, and the Commission intends to use its
povers in the next few weeks to make substantial
adjustments to them.
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Vce-hesident

President. - The first part of Question Time is
closed.r

I have decided not to give a favourable response to the
request by Mr J. M. Taylor and orhers that a debate be
opened after Question Time on Mr Danken's ques-
tion on the exceeding of the 1979 budget. Nevenhe-
less, the Commission's attention is drawn rc the fact
that, from the poinr of view of sound financial man-
agement, the question raises serious problems with
regard ro, on rhe one hand, the use by the Commis-
sion of EAGGF advances as commitment appropria-
tions and, on the other hand, the allocation, whether
to January alone or rc the enrire financial year 1980,
of the 203 million units of accounr mentioned in
Mr Danken's question.

17. Food aid to Cambodia

President. - The next irem is the repon (Doc.
l-734/79) drawn up by Mr Vawrzik on behalf of rhe
Committee on Development and Cooperation on food
aid to Cambodia and the South-East fuian refugees.

I Call Mr'Vawrzik.

Mr Vewrzik, tutpporteur. - (D) Madam Presidenr,
ladies and genrlemen, the Assembly referred the rwo
resolutions by Mr Cariglia and by Mr Sarre and others
to rhe Committee on Development and Cooperation.
The committee has considered them and now submits
its own resolution ro you.

In discussing this point we clearly recognized thar this
resolution must be seen in a broader cont€xr in rela-
tion to the political situation throughout the world,
since the Cambodian refugees who are present mainly
in Thailand are no more than a small pan of the over-
all refugee problem in the world. According to UN
estimates, there have been 11 million refugees since
1975, some l0 million of whom have come from coun-
tries under Communist governmenrc. Over E0 0/o of
these refugees have sought to reach non-Marxist
countries. That is one side of the coin. The other
aspect is that this whole problem forms pan of the
debare on world hunger, since world hungcr is not
attributable solely to climatic, geological and orher
factors but, as w'e can see from the total number of
refugees, is also caused by political failure or by cer-
tain political trends which take no accounr of human

factors. Cambodia occupies a special position in this
respect since there appears to be no cenainty that food
sent to that country actually reaches the starving pco-
ple for whom it is intended. 'V'e cannot be sure that
this food aid is nor also being used rc supply the
national army which has been the cause of this flood
of refugees.

Mr Cheysson has now submitted an emergency aid
plan on behalf of the Commission and we are most
grarcful rc him for doing so. The observations made in
this plan suggcsr that there has been a substantial
improvement. in the situarion in this area.

Most of the refugees from Cambodia are nos, in Thai-
land. Thailand has to bear the full burden of rhc flood
of refugees, and this burden has not only financial but
naturally also political consequences for it; it crearcs
uncenainry in regions where there are large numbers
of refugees and this even disturbs the political cquili-
brium of the country as a whole. In the lighr of this
realization we have worked on rhe assumption rhar it
should not simply be thc task of the Communiry to
safeguard food supplies but rhat we should also assist
Thailand in ir difficulr task by helping to financc pro-
jects designed to improve supplies to rhe camps. !(e
have included this aspect in the motion for a resolu-
tion, because in the long run a counrry like Thailand
which, not least in response to international pressure,
has declared its readiness ta accept over 750 000 refu-
Bees cannor be expecrcd to bear on its ov'n the cost of
the entire camp infrastructures. It is no longer mercly
a matter of supplying food to rhe refugees; they must
also be provided wirh accommodation, medical care
and clothing; rhe camps musr be equippcd with all rhe
necessary sanitary facilides and rhe necessary acccss
roads must be built to enable food rc be brought to the
camps. All these projects cosl a grear deal of money.
Ve consider it essential ro help this country tD cerry
our its tasks and this involves more rhan just supplying
food as we havc done up to nou,. Some assistance has
akeady been provided through bilateral aid measures'
but we in the Communiry should make,a special con-
tribution of our ourn.

Madam President, the Committce on Developmenr
and Cooperadon has submitted a report on rhc two
morions ro which I referred earlier and calls upon the
House rc approve its resolution now.

Presidcnt. - Thc list of speakers is closed.

I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Chcyeson, Member of the Commission.

- (F) Madam President, sincc direcr elections, this
Parliament has made it a point of honour to discuss
the problems of refugees at almost dl of its parr-ses-
sions. The rapporrcur has very righdy drawn ittcntion
to the reasons for rhis. There are ten million refugeesI Sec Annex.
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in the world ! There can be no doubt that this section
of the population is suffering from the greatest depri-
vation. Once again we are discussing the fate of the
refugees in South-East Asia, more specifically the
unfonunarc Cambodians who are suffering great
hardship in Cambodia itself, in the frontier regions
and in Thailand.

I want to thank the rapponeur, Mr Vawrzik, and also
all those who had already tabled resolutions: Mr Car-
iglia and the Socialist Group, and Mr Purvis who was

intending to put a question during Question Time but
has added it to this debate.

Madam President, every report about the Cambodians
uses the words distress, despair and misery. Afrcr years

under a bloodthirsry regime, the Pol Pot regime,
which killed, massacred and displaced whole sectors of
the population, the country is now living under a for-
eign military occupation and the misery is increasing.
The Communiry recognized this f.act very early on.
Allow me to remind you that at a time when we were
hearing only of the boat people, the Vietnamese refu-
gees, this Parliament and the Council of Ministers
voted, in July, an initial appropriation from Chapter
950 to enable us to intervene immediately in the first
phase recommended by the non-governmental organi-
zations and then by the UN Secretary-General, Mr
Valdheim; that phase was to cover aid to refugees
who had reached other countries and to the Cambodi-
ans in their own country; it represented a total of
220 million dollars and covered the period from
Autumn 1979 to April 1980. The Communiry and iu
Member States covered more than one third of the
total of 220 million dollars, i.e.36 0/0. The Community
on its own accounted for 200/o or 31 million units of
account, consisting of 24 million in cash, augmenrcd
by 25 000 tonnes of rice and t s00 tonnes of milk
powder, the total value being 43 million dollars. This
Communiry aid has been paid out in full: one half has

gon€ to Thailand and the other half to Cambodia
itself. 90 % of this aid - I refer so aid from the Com-
muniry budget - passes through two UN agencies:

UNHCR in Thailand, UNICEF and VFP in Cam-
bodia, and also through the Red Cross. The other
10 0/o is handled by 18 European non-governmental
organizations such as Oxfam, Catholic Relief, Catho-
lic Relief Service, Secours Populaire etc.

The distribution of this aid, which rightly concerns
those Members of Parliament panicularly responsible
for the budgemry sector, must be viewed from the
angle of the regions in which the refugees or displaced
persons are located. In Thailand itself, rwo big camps,

at Sa Kaeo and Kao I Dang, under UNHCR
conrol, have provided accommodation for 145 000

Cambodians. Sanitary conditions are adequate. Of
course these unfonunate people are refugees, but the
basic amenities are respected. Mr Haferkamp has him-
self visited these two camps only recently. In the fron-
rier regions things are now improving and the number

of persons living in camps on the frontier has fallen
from 200 000 to 140 000. On the other hand, a larger
number of Cambodians are living within Cambodia
itself in zones controlled by different forces - some
by Pol Pot, others by the Serei Khmers and the major-
iry in areas under Vietnamese control. The number of
Cambodians living at home but seeking food in the
frontier region from the aid which we make available
has risen from 300 000 to 500 000. Thus, the frontier
region provides subsistence foriome 750 000 Cambodi-
ans.

For these two regions all of our aid, represendng one
half of the rctal or some 15 million units of account,
has been paid out. Over 80 0/o is available locally and
the remainder is now en route; 71 0/o has been distri-
burcd under UNHCR and Red Cross superrrision and
ve are satisfied with the conditions of distribution.

Madam President, the biggest problem arises in Cam-
bodia itself where there are five million suffering per-
sons with insufficient crops. It is true that our aid has

actually reached Cambodia: on 15 March, 83 0/o of
our aid was available in the country itself, but as of
January practically nothing had been actually distri-
burcd. The risk was not so much chat aid would be
divened to the occupying armies, but that it would
remain in storage with rucks at the door but the auth-
orities refusing to allow the medical, sanitary, cloth-
ing and food supplies to reach the population. As I
told the Political Affairs Committee a few days ago,
things have now improved and, as of 15 March, we
consider that about two-thirds of the aid available on
the spot had been distributed. There has thus been a
material improvement. It is characterized by a funher
imponant factor, namely, the decision of the Phnom
Penh government to allow the peasanr to keep their
present small rice crop. This will enable the peasants to
nourish themselves from this crop under relatively easy

conditions at a time when distribution throughout the
country is extremely difficult, and they are being
encouraged [o sow for the major crop at the end of
the year.

'!7ould it then be true to say that the situation in Cam-
bodia is sadsfactory? Madam President, I would be

misleading Parliament if I made that claim.'$7e are far
from a satisfactory situation. The small rice crop
which the peasants have been allowed to keep will not
tide rhem over to the end of the year and we have at
present no means of distribution outside the towns. In
the towns themselves, which now depend entirely on
foreign aid since the small crop has been left to the
peasants, the conditions of distribution are shrouded
in mystery since the local authorities and the Viet-
namese authorities flady refuse foreign personnel,
regardless of nationality, the right to establish contact
with the local people. \7e have done all in our power
rc srengthen the local personnel. There has been an
increase from 12 persons in October last to 45 early in
March; but 46 persons for all the governmental and
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non-governmental organizations is a highly inade-
quate number. I must stress that up to now only
22 medical staff have been broughr to Cambodia
through cooperation wirh rhe Soviet Red Cross:
l0,doctors and 12 nurses from the Soviet Union or
Eastern Europe have been brought in through the Red
Cross; 22 persons, not one more, for a population of
more than five million. The Phnom Penh authorities,
and primarily the Vietnamese, sysiematically refuse
any contact whatever between foreign nationals and
the local population.

Madam President, we musr not allow this to dismay
us. The world community bears a responsibiliry, and I
am happy to note rhat in discharging that responsibil-
ity the Eastern and Vestern countries are working
side by side; Soviet deliveries ro rhe counrry are now
substantial and they are being effected in close con-
junction with the supplies supervised by the Unircd
Nations, the Red Cross and our non-governmenal
organizations. The second phase, propospd only
recendy by the UN Secretary-General, musr therefore
be implemented at the earliest possible date. It com-
prises, to begin with, the supply of seeds and fenilizers
to enable a normal main harvest to be obtained; a0 000
tonnes are to be moved out very soon.

It comprises also intervention in rhe towns while the
peasants are left to live on their small harvest. Finally,
it comprises provision ior the second half of the year
during which more substantial means of disriburion
will need to be brought into action, primarily in Cam-
bodia.

The whole enterprise represenff, Madam President,
325 million dollars berween April and the end of 1980,
rc which must be added deliveries from rhe Soviet
Union and Eastern countries; as I said just now, these
are being effecrcd on a basis of close coordination and
under satisfactory conditions. The 325 million dollars
will go mainly to Cambodia since this is where the
most serious problems arise.245 million will go to the
camps in Thailand, 10 million to the Cambodian refu-
gees in Vietnam, 13 million to the people of Thailand
affected by this influx of refugees, as the rapponeur
very rightly pointed out just now, and, finally, 55 mil-
lion to the frontier region, the bulk of this being
inrcnded for the people of the interior who come to
fetch food supplies here. A small amount of aid will be
used for road consrrucrion under rhe conditions indi-
cated by the rapponeur.

Madam President, under these conditions the Com-
mission has recendy proposed a fresh effon from the
Communiry budget of +0 million units of accounr, !o
which must be added 35 000 ronnes of cereals and rice
via the world food protramme. These deliveries repre-
sent in all 51 million dollars, or some 20 0/o of the
second phase planned by the non-governmental
organizations. Ve have discussed this effon with
UNICEF, UNHCR and the non-tovernmenml organ-
izadons at a series of meetings held in mid-March.

The Nine were informed by me on 26 March, and I
had occasion to speak on the subject in Vashington
too on 27 March. The documenr is now before the
Council and Parliament and I very much hope,
Madam President, that Parliament will be able to
adopt a favourable position of principle. Ve hope that
the next meering of the Council of Ministers of the
Nine will adopt the same position of principle, thus
only confirming the solemn declaration made by the
nine Foreign Ministers in Kuala Lumpur a few weeks
ago when they met with the five Foreign Ministers of
ASEAN.

The situation is serious, as is indicated in the motion
for a resolution tabled by Mr Vawrzik and the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperarion. A disaster
has been warded off but it may be with us again at any
time. I am nor asking for a decision from Parliament
today. Ve have nor yet made any detailed budgetary
proposals which would enable rhe budgetary authoriry
to reach a decision because we are not aware of the
phases for rhe supply of this cash and food aid and
because, as you know, we are experiencing a difficult
budgetary situadon because of the provisional
rwelfths. The Commission would be grateful to Parlia-
ment if it would pur on record its interest and anxiety
at this serious situation and its desire to see the Com-
muniry panicipate in an international effort uniting,
God willing, all the nations of the world; in shon, its
resolve tg give im approval of principle ro rhe recom-
mendation made by the Commission. That recommen-
dation will be convened into a precise proposal as
soon as we have your reply of principle and that of the
Council and as soon as we are able to see how, in
budgetary terms, we can navigate between the shoals
of the provisional twelfths.

President. - I call Mr Haagerup ro present the opi-
nion of the Political Affairs Committee.

Mr Haagcrup, drafisman. - (DK) Madam Presi-
dent, the Political Affairs Committee has been asked
to deliver its opinion orally, and ro do so will take very
little time. The Political Affairs Committee completely
endorses the views expressed in the report on the need
to continue aid to the large numbers of refugees in
Sourh-East Asia and to the people of Cambodia. This
positive attitude is unreservedly shared by my group.

Since the reporr was drawn up, new information has
come to light to indicate rhe gravity of the situation in
the area, and the Commission, and especially Mr

' Cheysson, have given the Polidcal Affairs Committee,
and tonighr Parliament as a whole, detailed informa-
tion on the aid being given and the funher assistance
required from the Community and from the nine indi-
vidual Member States.

The Political Affairs Committee has taken a position
on tw'o other factors in rhe South-Easr Asian situation.
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Both stem from the resolution adopted by Parliament
on 15 February on the basis of a motion mbled by Mrs
Macciocchi and others, amended by Mr Adam Fergus-

son and myself. That resolution called on the Presi-

dent of the European Parliament to invite the UN
High Commissioner for Refugees to aPPear before a

joint meeting of the relevant parliamentaqy commit-
tees, i.e. the Political Affairs Committee and the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation, in order to
ascertain how the European Community could best

bring aid to the affected peoples both inside and out-
side Cambodia. Since then Parliament has sent an invi-
ation to the UN High Commissioner for Refugees,

Mr Poul Hartling, who indicated his acceptance. It has

now been confirmed that a meeting between Mr Har-
tling and the two committees will be held, in the pres-

ence of the Commission, at 10.30 a.m. on 22April in
Brussels.

In the same resolution Parliament instructed its Politi-
cal Affairs Committee urgently to consider the setting
up of a committee of Members of Parliament to ascer-

tain in Cambodia the people's vital needs and to check
that Communiry aid was being properly distriburcd.
The Political Affairs Committee has since done so,

and as its rapponeur I can state that it has decided to
postpone a decision on whether to send a parliamen-
tary delegation to South-East Asia, including possibly
Cambodia, until it has had the opponunity of hearing
Mr Hanling's account of the situation in the refugee
camps administered by the UN High Commission for
Refugees in Thailand. I should like to sress that the
Political Affairs Committee has never contested the
reasoning behind the proposal to send a parliamentary
delegation to South-East Asia as originally proposed
by Mr Sarre and others in a motion for a resolution
last October.

On the contrary, the Political Affairs Committee gave

careful consideration to the political ir4plications, and

came to the conclusion that the dispatch of a delega-
tion at this point would be untimely, both in respect of
its opponunities for acquainting itself with the situa-
don and possibly helping improve the distribution of
aid to the people of Cambodia, and because a delega-
tion from this Parliament could in present circum-
sances be politically exploited for purposes which
would not benefit the local population inside and out-
side Cambodia, and inight discredit the European Par-
liament.

I should like to point out, however, that the Political
Affairs Committee does not regard this as a complete
rejection of the proposal to send a delegation to the
area. lt could be revived later, but only after there has

been an opponunity to hear the UN High Commis-
sioner on Refugees.

I should like to say in conclusion that too much should
not be made of any disagreement in this House on the

desirability of sending a delegation now or later or
even at all. Our prime concern must be how we in the

European Community can render subsnntial and

practical aid rc the unfortunate people of South-East
Asia, and ro ensure the distribution of that aid under
the difficult conditions which will presumably con-
tinue in the future.

President. - I call Mr Cohen rc speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Cohen. - (NL) Madam President, on behalf of
the Socialist Group, I wish rc exPress our full suPPort

for the motion tabled by the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation. I am assuming that if not the

entire Parliament, at least an overwhelming majoriry
of its Members will be able and willing to suppon this

resolution unreservedly. I believe that to be very
necessary since although we discussed the problem of
the refugees in Cambodia and South-East Asia a few
months ago, memories are very shon. At the time
when Mr Sarre and Mr Cariglia tabled their resolu-

tions the newspapers were full of repons about Cam-
bodia and the refugee problem. But now these reports
no longer make the headlines. Other events have

attracted our attention and we tend to forget what is

still happening in South-East Asia. Hunger and misery

still privail there. Mr Cheysson has clearly pointed out
that the situation is now really more serious than it
was a few months ago. Ve therefore give our full sup-

port to this resolution and above all to the passages.in

which emphasis is placed on the need'to reach the

affected'slctors of the populadon and the need to
improve communication routes which are extremely
inadequate. 'We agree entirely that the international
organizations must be called in to provide aid, because

thJy are often better placed than official bodies to do
this.

I gather from Mr Cheysson's speech that there are

very real problems. It is not easy to.make contact with
the- popu[ation. The political situation in that pan of
the world is still such that the problems cannot be

solved as easily as we should wish' My group will cer-

tainly suppon the Commission in its effons to provide
aid undCrthe. best possible conditions. I hope that we

shall very soon be able to discuss the new proposals

which the Commission has forwarded to the Council
and Parliament. It is obviously impossible to say any-

thing definitive at this stage because we ar6 not famil-
iar with all the details of the proposals, but we shall

study them carefully. It is of course also necessary for
effons rc be made at this stage to create a favourable

climarc towards these proposals in the Council, and

here I believe that the Commission itself can play an

important role.

,I shall end by repeating the point I made earlier on:
the general situation in Cambodia and South-East Asia

is juit as sad and hopeless as it was a few months ago.
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It is the dury of this Parliament m do all in its power
to see ro it that help arrives as rapidly and efficiently as
possible.

President. - I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti ro
speak on behalf of the European People's Parry
(Christian-Democraric Group).

Mrs Cassarmatnato Ccrretti. - (I) Madam Presi-
dent, Commissioner, ladies and gentlemen, the Euro-
pean Parliament has concerned itself repeatedly in
recen[ months with the dramatic situation of the Cam-
bodian people and of the refugees from South-East
Asia, and the Communiry has already sent food and
medcal aid to the affected areas.

In stressing the need for more intensive assistance, the
Committee on Development and Cooperation,
through the resolution contained in the Vawrzik
repoft, has asked the Commission to report in detail
on the situation. fu always, Mr Cheysson has come
here with full information and asked Parliamenr and
the Council to adopt a more precise position.

The !flawrzik report asks in panicular for funds to be
made available to improve access roures to the refugee
camps on the Cambodian border. The Group of the
European People's Party stresses that it is nor impor-
tant merely to resolve the problem of hunger, but
equally imponant to solve that of individual freedom.
The barbed wire round the refugee camps clearly
shows the need to approach this political situation with
great seriousness, and rhe Commissioner was right to
call the atrention of the institutions responsible for
nking political decisions ro rhese problems and right
to indicarc the possible ways of working towards a
solution.

The explanatory statement in the Vawrzik report also
stresses the desirabiliry of sending a delegation of
European parliamentarians m rhis region in order to
investigate the real needs and the arrangemenr thar
must be made in order ro bring aid to the civilian
population and not to the combaranrs in the field. On
this aspect of verification, I consider it important and
courageous on rhe part of the Commirtee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation and its rapporteur to have
highlighted this point.

Mr Cheysson has told us that there is a lack of active
health personnel and social assistants in this region.
Ve should then appeal not only to intergovernmenal
bodies but to all free associations - denominational
and non-denominatinal, which have obtained new
funds through the Commissioner's effons - to bring
active, operational suppon to the afflicted population.

In the commirree's repon. on world hunger which is
now in preparation we call upon the Commissioner to
make a grearer effon to ensure the release of the funds

earmarked for rhis aid. I would add that it would be an
act of courage of the nexr Presidenry to release the
funds for operadonal activities in rhe medium and long
term.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Purvis to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Punis. - Madam President, the Commissioner
stressed that we have warded off one tragedy in the
refugee camps, but that anorher could come fonh at
any time, and in particular in Kampuchea itself. I
appreciate that Mr \Tawrzik's reporr was approved in
commiuee on 1l February and that rhis pre-dated by
four days the highly-charged debate we held on
15 February on rhe resolution tabled by Mrs Maccioc-
chi and approved in amended form by this Parliament.
I too suppon the resolution of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation, but it seems to me
necessary that some of the spirit of that debate and of
that resolution should be incorporated in this panicu-
lar motion.

To my mind, the crirical element is urgency; we musr
not allow the urgenry of the situation to be watered
down or overlooked; ir must be stressed and it must be
restressed. The problem facing us is in Kampuchea
itself, as Mr Cheysson has said, and indeed I am very
pleased to hear from him rhat two-thirds of the aid
that has arrived in Phnom Penh has now been disri-
buted. It was only one-renrh on 16 January. But if that
is the case, we are left with only one-third and a criti-
cal period of six months to ger through. Are you all
aware that the monsoon in Kampuchea srarrs in May?
That is in about three weels, by which rime the next
crop musr be sown. The wharf ad Phnom Penh, I am
informed just today by one of the relief agencies, has
collapsed. The non-governmenal organizations are
faced with three weeks ro ger enough seed in for
planting before the monsoon and obviate food shor-
tages from the autumn onwards. lZith three weels m
repair the wharf at Phnom Penh so that rhe seed can
get in, they are using up their available funds by hav-
ing to fly in from Singapore, by mo flights a day, a
new wharf system and all the pon machinery. They
are flying in seed for planting, while Kampong Sen,
the other port, is hopelessly clogged and internal dis-
ribution, as we have heard repeatedly, is quite unreli-
able. Even if they succeed in bringing in the seed for
next autumn's harvest, there will be a grave shortage
of food, medicines and medical assistance between
now and the autumn. The next six months are there-
fore critical, perhaps more crirical rhan any yer. So we
must nor allow ourselves to be lulled into a sense of
complacency, a feeling that we have done all that is .

possible, that things are improvint, rhe worst is over
and we can now relax. \7e cannot relax,

Nor must we mince our words. There is still great dif-
ficulry in gaining cooperation from rhe de facto gov-
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ernment authorities. No'lTestern observer can venture
readily outside Phnom Penh. There is great difficulry
in ensuring proper distribqtion within Kampuchea and

in inroducing the necessary medical aid and adminis-
trative personnel, and Parliament imelf will have to
bear its share of responsibility when the budgetary
consequences of what we are talking about now come
to face it.

I therefore move an amendment in my name which
sresses the urgenry, the continuing urgency' of this
situation. It calls on the Commission to ensure contin-
uing and adequate supplies of food and medical aid
and to monitor their efficient distribution.

President. - I call Mr Gremetz to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Gremctz. - (F) Ladies and Bentlemen, the atti-
tude adopted up to now by the reactionary, social-
democratic and socialist members of this Parliament
on the subject of Cambodia and Vietnam is unwonhy
of the peoples of our counries. I remember how a'lit-
tle while aBo on these same benches those Members
who are absent this evening - there were plenty of
them when a reactionary majority was needed -sneered when we, the French Communists, circd the
irrefutable evidence of all those who, including their
friend Sihanouk, announced that life was slowly
returning to normal in this country which has suffered
the manyrdom of four years under one of the most
ferocious dicntorships ever seen, that of Pol Pot.

Since then a Ereal deal of evidence has been gathered
to confirm this. \flould you dismiss as liars the most
senior officials of UNICEF, of the International Red
Cross, OXFAM, or Professor Minkovsky of Cochin
Hospital when they all assen that life is returning to
normal in Cambodia and that international aid is being
distriburcd, thanks in particular to the assistance pro-
vided by Vietnam - by Viemam whose people have
agreed to make the greatest sacrifices to bring aid to
the people of Cambodia, Vietnam towards which you
direct your chorus of hatred and from which you have
cut off food aid by a decision which was unwonhy of
you? Mr Cheysson, who is so keen on acquiring the
image of a progressive man in the Third Vorld, will be

marked for ever as the Commissioner who took the
decision to starve a whole nation and did not hesitate
to use food as a weapon.

In realiry the Community governments know well that
Cambodia is undergoing a rebinh and developing
once again. They also know exactly what the role of
Viemam has been. The French tovernment knows this
so well that it is opposing the broadcasting of a film
which shows the truth about Cambodia, even though
it commissioned the film itself for rclevision.

In fact the reactionaries and revanchists of all kinds
have not been able to stomach the defeat of imperial-
ism in South-East Asia. They are once again trying to
exploit the difficult economic situation of these coun-
ries in an attempt to impose a neo-colonialist solution.
Your motion for a resolution bears witness to this: you
are trying once again to make a choice among the vic-
rims. If you really want to help the people of Cam-
bodia, not by words but through deeds, you must
recognize the present Cambodian government which
has given proof of im legitimacy.

Ve, the French Communists, believe that all the Com-
munity Member Sates should immediately establish
normal diplomatic relations with the legal authorities
of Cambodia. Realism demands that measure. It alone
can make a genuine contribution rc the aid which the
Communiry has a duty to provide to Cambodia. \7e
also demand restoration of the 'suspended' food aid
which, Mr Cheysson, has been cut off for too long
from Vietnam. Ve demand a decision from the Com-
munity, with no strings attached, to provide aid in
accordance with the needs of Cambodia, i.e. on a
much larger scale than agreed up to now. Finally, we
v/ant to see serious and comprehensive plans worked
out for development and cooperation to assist Cam-
bodia and Vietnam in the process of reconstruction
and advance. The French Comrnunists will do all in
their power to gain acceptance for the measures I have
just outlined. The motion before you today in no way
reflects the real needs of the present situation. Ve
shall vote against it.

President. - I call Mr Flanagan to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Flanagan. - Madam President, much has been

said already along the lines that I would have spoken.

Apart from entirely disagreeing with the attitude of
rhe last speaker, I wish positively to say that I welcome

Mr 'l7awrzik's report and on behalf of my grouP
pledge our support to him.

I should be less than honest if I did not admit that I
regard some of the delay as reflecting little credit on
the institutions of this Parliament - in panicular, the
fact that it took six weeks to appoint a rapponeur. How
many people die in six weeks? Indeed, the rapporteur
specifically referred to this when he said that the mis-
ery and despair of the people are so great that we can-
not afford to spend weeks, or months, discussing the
problem or reflecting on resolutions. So from that
point of view I think it is not unfair to say, as one

orher speaker said, that we have spent too long talking
and wasted too much time in seeking to fulfil our
moral and humanitarian duty to the people of Cam-
bodia and South East Asia.

I think we are all well aware of the problems, some of
which have been spelled out by Mr Cheysson and oth-
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ers - in Mr Purvis' speech too. It is a tagic fact -and I refer ro my own report ro the Committee on
Budgets, where, in connection with the Commission's
proposals for food aid for 1980, draw attenrion to
the fact -'that 'several irregularities have occurred in
that entire shiploads have disappeared without rrace,
or food has either failed to reach its destinadon andl
or been used for other purposes. The Community
should not continue to supply the aid ro rhose benefi-
ciaries where such aid consistently fails to reach its
destination'. However, in view of rhe points raised by
the rapponeur on behalf of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, I would nor ar rhis stage weigh in with the
suttestion that there should be a delegation from the
Parliament appointed now. I think thar the poinrs he
made in his speech were cogenr and acceptable and
that we should therefore posrpone a decision on rhar
matter, while at the same time keeping very much in
mind the things that are happening, or which we hope
are happening - namely, that the dry-season harvest
which, we hope, is now going down will be a success.
It will make the situation even worse if that harvest
should fail. The resolution refers to pracrical matrers
like clothing and blankets and rcnts, and expresses the
hope that they will reach the destinarion for which
they are intended. I heanily endorse that hope and I
heanily approve of the statements made by various
Members in regard [o rhe sreps the Council and the
Commission should take to rry ro ensure that the aid
gets through to the people for whom it is intended. So,
I join with others in asking rhat we redouble our
effons.

Finally, Madam Presidenr, I refer briefly ro the resolu-
tion at the Dublin Summit in which member govern-
men$ were urged to pursue a solurion of the wider
problems which confront Cambodia, a solution that
would be based on an independenr and neutral Cam-
bodia with a genuinely representative government and
without a foreign military presence. \Thether you call
a government legal or otherwise, it is either oppressive
or ir is not, and when it is oppressive I do not care
whether it is legal or nor, because it does nor represenr
the ordinary people who are now starving; and I do
not care if the so-called legal governmenr uses rhe sup-
ply of some food and blankets and other aids rc rhe
people concerned as a cover-up for the effects of mili-
tary interference. I rherefore toally reject the attitude
of the last speaker and join with the rest of the House
in approving this resolurion and hoping that, as I say,
at all levels we will redouble our effons ro see rhar rhe
aid actuallv gets ro its intended destination.

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (I) Medam President, in lisren-
ing to this debate I have been left with the impression
that the resolution now before us is still couched in
excessively general terms. However, we are willing to
support it because ir represents an imponant acr of will

on the pan of this Parliament. I became convinced of
that when I listened ro [he grotesque and ludicrous
remarks of the Communist speaker who said rhat
Cambodia was flourishing once again, rhat life was
resuming there and ihat we should regard that country
as one in which the Russo-Vietnamese Socialist spring
was blossoming with all the red flowers of the imagin-
auon.

I have read with interest the repon submitted to us
and listened above all ro the imponant speech by
Commissioner Cheysson and to those by Mr Purvis
and Mrs Cassanmagnago. I was deeply moved by their
words because they confirmed the realiry of the tra-
gedy which confronts us. As the last speaker poinrcd
out, we have an abnormal situation in which an army
has taken control of a counrry wirh its occupying
forces and we do not even know whether rhe supplies
which we send out actually reach the people or serve
to fatten the occupying rroops. I shall never rire of
underlining the abnormality and monstrosity of this
situation and I ask the Honourable Member who
spoke in such grotesque rcrms ro reflecr on rhe fact
that the freedom and independence of rhe peoples are
sacred values in which we ser our faith - rhe same
holds good for the occuparion ofAfghanistan. Repons
reaching us and the information,given by Commis-
sionerCheysson...

Mr Gremetz. - (F) Your information is wrong: you
are getting your informarion from the colonialisr!

Mrs Macciocchi. - .. . I know that the Russian
colonialisrs keep you carefully informed about the
occupation of South-East Asia . . .

From all the repons reaching us, we now know per-
fectly well that if the situation has improved,
Mr Cheysson, it is because I 700 grammes of rice are
now being distributed per person per monrh in some
of the villages, (where before there wirs none). \7e
know too, as you probably also know, because this
report has been published several times, rhat the occu-
pying government, which has been placed in power by
the occupying forces, is a totally illegal government
which discriminates between those who are faithful to
the regime and those who do not give it their suppon.
Ve know from a personal reporr from Phnom Penh
that the chauffeur of an official of the regime receives
eighteen kilos of rice per month with a similar quantiry
for his wife and half for his children; rhat is his salary.
And it is in this monstrous fashion that the aid is beirrg
distributed.

Admittedly a delegation from this House might travel
to Cambodia, as Mr Haagerup has suggested, but it is
highly likely that it will nor see everything. I would
draw a parallel here with whar Mr Solzhenitryn has
said about the well-meaning delegations of Vesterners
who come to visit the Russian concentration camps.
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Ve also know from other testimonies that on the day
when the photographers and television reponers
arrived, the Vietnamese began to distribute a great
deal of rice which they then took back on the day the
repofters left; but their repons could give the impres-
sion in the \fest that spring is blossoming in Cam-
bodia. Ve are thus faced with an extremely complex
and delicate situation. I would say to Mr Haagerup
that I find it difficult to follow his argument that a
delegation might be inopportune because it could be

used politically to harm the image of the European
Parliament. I do not know if the interpreter conveyed
the message correctly. But if he did we must then
agree with the speakers - including the Communist

- who claimed that everything is going well and that
there is a distinct improvement. On the contrary,
Mr Purvis is right when he says that the repons are

alarming, that there is no longer a wharf at Phnom
Penh and that aid must be carried by air rc the starving
people who are experiencing a tragedy that has no
equal in our age since the fall of Nazism

I insist on the need for a return to the spirit which
infused our debate on 15 February when I had just

returned from the camps in Sakeo and Kao I Dang
and had seen with my own eyes, in company with
other parliamentarians, the immense tragedy that peo-
ple are suffering there. I appeal to you, Madam Presi-
dent, I appeal to all the Honourable Members and to
the Commissioner who has reassured us through his

desire to make available sufficient appropriations to
enable the Community to intervene - I appeal [o you
all to see to it that the delegation does set out, even if
it is surrounded by derision; I do so because I am con-
vinced that the lies which we have heard in this Cham-
ber will be repeated elsewhere.

I should like it rc be known that we in the Europcan
Parliament are at the very least able to exen Pressure
and serve as a moral conscience. \7e have no other

POwers.

I should like it to be known that we remain vigilant
and show full respect for the future independence of
the people of Cambodia. It is therefore extremely
important for the delegation to set out, even if it can

do litrle. The imponance is not so much political as

humanitarian. I realized this last Sunday, Easter Sun-
day, when I was marching through the streets of
Rome with an enormous crowd of citizens from var-
ious pans of Europe who were holding up dozens of
placards calling for action to be taken in response to
rhe appeal launched by the Italian Radical Pany; in
other words Europeans are looking to this Parliament
for action. Vell then, we must give concrete form to
the demands that we are making here or in street
demonstrations.

On 22 April the High Commissioner for Refugees will
be speaking to the Political Affairs Committee. But the
p.oble. remains to superrrise the distribution of this
aid, to see rc it that it does not reach the army of

occupation and is not used to feed the sycophantic
officials of the new regime; we do not want to see a

vast bureaucrary established over the bodies of all
those who have died of hunger in Cambodia and in
the camps 4round Cambodia.

I would ask you to take note of the following point:
Mr Haagerup and I both belong rc the Political
Affairs eommittee and we shall be continuing this

debate in the committee, but I would urge the Presi-

dent of this Parliament to remember that we have

approved by an absolute majority of our members a

risolution asking for a delegadon of European parlia-
mentarians to be sent to Cambodia. It will probably be

difficult for them to gain admission to the country;
perhaps, Commissioner, you will be able to help them

in this. Perhaps too the President herself can suggest

measures to be taken not with a view to recognizing
the illegal Samrin govemment but to obtain the right

- sinci this aid is coming from our Communiry and

since it is the cidzens of Europe who are sending it -to send observers to report back to the Europeans on
the way in which aid is disriburcd in Cambodia. On
this baiis I think we will be able to gain access to the

country, even though it is now surrounded by a fero-
cious iron cunain.

I am coming to the end of my speech; I believe that in
general we should approve this resolution and suppon
everything that can be done, even if the action we can

take is limircd. But above all I appeal to you most

strongly not to continue with the iiiesome procedure'

that we have witnessed here: the first resolution was

tabled on 20 or 22 October, then there was a second,

then six weeks passed before a rapPoneur was

appoinrcd and then we went to Cambodia; we held a

second debate on 15 February and now, in April, we
are reopening the same debate and moving on from
one delay to the next. 'V'e cannot countenance any
funher delay unless we ourselves are to become mur-
derers or accomplices in the murders, extermination
and genocide now under way in Cambodia. I therefore
appeal to you, Madam President, and above all to you,
Commissioner Cheysson, to point out the need for
extremely concrete action. This is not only a [udget-
ary problem, as you have rightly pointed out. You
have our support, and I am sure we are all united on
this. Above all we need an initiative to show that the
presence of this Parliament is not merely that of a

charitable benefactor who, closing his eyes and hold-
ing his nose to keep out the stench of a military occu-
pation, continues to send such aid as he can. As we see

it, the problem of aid must be seen in reladon to
another dimension, which is that of the independence
of a nation and the freedom of a people who are nour-
ished not only with bread and rice but also with free-
dom. Ve know that the first task is to provide food,
but we also know that it will be all the more easy to
distribute this aid equitably through the country the
greater our vigilance and the firmer we are in our con-
demnation of the attacks and crimes against the lives
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of men and rhe lives of children. In this connection, I
want to make a brief reference to Commissioner
Cheysson's report: you spoke of Soviet aid to Cam-
bodia and I should like you ro be more specific on rhar
point, since all the information which we have
received is uncenain - and you yourself were
extremely vague, you only made general statements. I
should like to know exactly what this aid consists of,
how much it amounts to, and I should also like you to
inform us whether you do not find ir monstrous -despite the elegance which is characteristic of all your
speeches and the calmness of your reasoning - and
horrible that there should only be 22 doctors and
nurses for a remaining populadon of five million pcr-
sons. Faced with all this suffering, are we now to claim
that everything is fine and that the spring is blossom-
ing, as we heard from a cerrain Member who now
seems to have left - perhaps to bask in the sun of his
own future? Faced with this shameful situation, should
we not once again consider the rcrrible problem that
faced our own delegation on rhe frontiers of Cam-
bodia, that of sending doctors and nurses ro rhe coun-
try?

Prcsidcnt. - The debarc will be conrinued romor-
row, as it is now time to adjourn our proceedings.

- from Mr Josselin and orhers, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, for a motion for a resolution on Community
financial aid for the regions of Brittany affccted by an
oil slick (Doc. 1-87180);

- from the Commission for its communication to the
Council conccrning the proposals for food aid pro-
grammes in rhe form of cereals, skimmed milk, pow-
dered milk and burtcroil for 19t0.

I shall consult Parliamenr on these requesr for urgent
procedure at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

18. Urgentprocedure

Prcsident. - I have received four requests for urgent
debate, pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of Proce-
dure:

- from Mr Caborn and others for the inclusion on the
agenda of this pan-scssion of the rcport by Mr Don-
nez on the Adams affair (Doc. l-44180);

- from Mrs Pruvot and othcrs for a motion for a rcsolu-
tion on the situation of thc political prisoners in the
Peoplc's Republic of Guinea (Doc. l-86180);

19. Agendafor next sitting

Prcsidcnt. 
- The next sitting will be held rcmorrovr

Tuesday, l5April 1980 from 9a.m. rc1p.m. and
3 p.m. to 7 p.^., wirh rhe following agenda:

- decision or urgency

- Vawrzik report on food aid to Cambodia (condnua-

, tion),

- 
joint debatc on rhe Dclmotte repon on the founh
annual repon on the ERDF and an oral question to
the Commission on the inclusion of the Nonhcrn
Adriatic in the Europcan unification process

- Van Micn repon on human righs in Chile

- Antoniozzi reporr on the situation in Nicaragua

- Hensch repon on human righa in Czechoslovakia

- Gonnella report on the righr of rcsidence of nationals
of thc Membcr Stares in anorher Member Statc

3 P.*.

- voting time.

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at B.l i p.n.)
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ANNEX

Commission Action on Opinions Deliaered by the Earopean Parliament at the March Part-Sessions

l. Ar its firsr pan-Session in March 1980, rhe European Parliament dclivered 23 opinions in re-

sponse ro Council requesm for consultacion. In four cases the no-report proccdure was used, to deliver

favourablc opinions on:

- a proposal for a Regulation amending Rcgulation (EEC) No lllg/78 laying down special mea-

sures for peas and field beans used in the feeding of animals.

- a proposal for a Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2925/78 suspending ap-plicadon of
rhl condirion rc whth the imponation into the Community of cenain rypes of citrus fruit origin-
ating in Spain is subiect.

- a Commission proposal to the Council for a_Regulation amending Reg-ulation No 1081/77 on thc

Emporary suspensron of aids for the purchase of dairy cows and of heifers intcnded for milk
production.

- proposals for

- a direcdve on srarisrical returns in respecr of the carriage of goods by inland watcrs'ay, for the

purposcs of a possible statistical survey

- a directive on statisrical returns in respeo of the carriage of goods by rail, for the purposes of
establishing regional stitistics.

2. Ar the first pan-Session in March, Parliament debatcd the following 14 reports which received

favour4ble opinions or did not give rise to requests for formal amendments:

- Repon by Sir Frederick Catherwood on four proposals concerning thc CCT for beef and veal and

for processed fruit and vegeable products

- Rcport by Mrs Barbarella on the Directive on the modcrnization of farms

- Rcpon by Mr Spinclli on a decision empowering the Commission to contrac-t loans with a view to
promoting investments within the Community

- Rcpon by Mr Buchou on a proposal to fix rhe quantitics of basic products considcred to have

been used in the manufacture of goods

- Report by Mr Ligios on a regutation on thc common organization of the market in fruit and

vcgetables

- Repon by Mr Sabl6 on two proposals relating w the 1979 food aid Programmes

- Repon by Mr Scal on trade with Cyprus

- Rcpon by Mr Seal on rhe negoriation of a uansitional protocol m the association agrcement with
Cyprus

- Repon by Mr Helms on thc measures for the conservation and managcment of common fishery

resourccs off the west coast of Greenland

- Repon by Mr Nielsen on three proposals for rcgulations concerning the management of fishcry

rcsouroes and applicable ro Norwcgian vessels

- Repon by Mr Enrighr on a fisherics agreement betwcen the Community and Guinea-Bissau

- Rcpon by Mr Voltjcr on a fisheries agreement berween the Communiry and Guinea-Bissau

- Rcpon by Mr Provan on rwo reguladons concerning fisheries agreements with Canada

- Rcpon by Mr Kirk on two proposals for reguladons on the srcrage of fish

3. Parliamcnt proposed thc amcndment or withdrawal of Commission proposals in five'cases and in

threc of these cascs thc Commission agrced to such amendment:

(a) Repon by Mr Cronin on the proposals for regulatioqs.providjng fq specific Community mea-

sures ro promotc regional development pursuan[ to Article 13 of the ERDF regulation

An amcnded proposal is being drawn up and will shonly be forwarded to thc Council
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(b) Repon by Mr Angclosante on a directive concerning rhe periodic information to be published by
companies whose stocks and shares are officially quoted at a srcck exchange

An amended proposal will shonly be forwarded to Parliament and to the council

(c) Repon by Mr Filippi on a decision inuoducing special aid for small and medium-sized industrial
undenakings in Ponugal.

An amended proposal will shonly be forwarded ro the Council

In two cases the Commission preferred to maintain its original proposals:

- Repon by Mrs Barbarella on the proposals relating to the policy on agricultural strucrures.

- Repon by Miss Quin on a reguladon concerning rhe collection by the Community of a fee on
licenses authorizing vcssels flying the flag of a Communiry Member State to fish for salmon in
Swedish fishing zones.

4. At its second pan-Session in March, Parliament dealt solely with agricultural issues and'delivered
three opinions, approving rhe Commission proposals in rwo cases:

- Repon by Mr Friih on the Commission proposals to the Council for:

(i) a regulation concerning moneury compensatory amounts;

(ii) a regulation concerning the value of the unit of account and the conversion rares ro be applicd
for the purposes of rhe common agricultural policy

- Report by Mr l7oltjer on the Commission proposal to the Council for a reguladon laying down,
for 1980, certain measures relating to the conservation and management of fishery reiouices and
applicable to vessels flying thc Norwegian flag.

As regards the repon by Mr Delatte, who suggcsts a number of amendments to the Commission pro-
posals, Mr Gundelach made it known in the course of the debate that the Commission would main-
tain its proposals.

Qrestions afiich coald not be ansuered duing Question Time, uith witten ansu)ers

Question No 4 by Mr Roxi (H-509/79)

Subject: Data processing in the Community

The Commission recently arranged a meeting of representatives of the main electronics indusuies in
the Community; does it now intend to develop major programmes for cfficient and pragmatic imple-
me.ntation by these- industries? For example, does the Commission not consider that ihe necestary
industrial cooperation could be secured with a view to serring up a 'telematics' network for thl
acquisition, transmission and processing of data required for the managemenr of the common agricul-
tural policv?

Answer

!. Yes' Along the lines proposed in the document adopted by the Commission and forwarded ro
Parliament: 'European socicty faced with the challenge o1 new information technologies: a Commu-
nity response'.

2- The Commission-has proposed a feasibility study with the aim of linking up the independent data
Processing systems of the customs authoriries in the Member Stares, thc Commission 

"nd 
the bodies

responsible for the adminisuation of the agricultural policy. This proposal was adopted by the Coun-
cil at the end of Septemb er 1977 . It is entitled the 'CADDIA projict'-(Cooperation'on thi Automiza-
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tion of Data and Documentation concerning Imporm and Expons and Agriculture). Its secondary
aims are to develop standards for exchanges of information and to identify the need for other projects

to be developed on a cooperative basis.

The Commission regards this issue as having high priority.

3. The Commission is also studying other projec$.

*+

Question No 11 by Mr oan Aerssen (H-46y79)

Subject: Differing subscription rates for nesrspapers in the European Community

Newspapcrs and magazines are imponant and detailed sources of news, purveyors of culture and

provide a linguistic bridge in rhe European Community. Owing to the different rates charged by the
national posal aurhorities the cost to the subscriber of individual newspapcrs varies widely depending
on the country rc which they are delivered.

Does the Commission intend rc submit proposals and take measures to remove these cultural barriers

in the European Community?

The Commission is aware of the problem raised by the Honourable Member. The differences in

newspaper subscription prices may be rhe result of the different rates charged by the national postal

authorities.

On 29 May 1979, within che framework of the approximation of postal charges between Member
States, the Commission issued a recommendation to Member States. In this recommendation it
'recommended Member States to apply internal rates in intra-Community postal traffic to letters in
the lowesr weight catego4/ (these are lctters of up to 20 grammes which represent 80 0/o of all postal

traffic) and for'postcards'.

Given the lack of response on rhe pan of the Member States, thc Commission does not intend to
undenake any funher steps until this fiist initiative has met with some success.

+

++

Question No 15 by Mr Rufolo (H-52a/79)

Subject: Bagnoli steel plant

Can the Commission indicate irs progress in considering the plans for restructuring the Bagnoli steel

plant and what commitments does thc Commission intend to make with regard to this programme?

Ansaner

Before issuing an opinion, the Commission reached an agreement with the Italian Government on a

preliminary verification procedure for the plans for resructuring the Bagnoli steel plants.

This procedure comprised an assessmen[ of the economic effects and a review of the implementadon
procedure for investments and the volume of production of wide-strip mills in the light of the need to
ensure a balance berween supply and demand on the Community market. These studies were carried
out between the middle ofJanuary and the middle of February 1980.

The Commission will issue its opinion on this investment within the next few weeks.

+*
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Question No 16 by Mrs Ewing (H-4/80)

Subject: Parliamentary access ro the Commission's data bank systems

Following the Commission's reply to written quesdon No 690/79 from Mr Gillotl reladng ro access
to the CIRCE automated data system, in view of the fact that a securiry dcvice has been built inco the
computer programme of the Commission's data bank system which prevents unautJrorised access to
cenain categories of confidential information, and given the large expense of creating a parallel sys-
tem for the Parliament's own use, how can rhe Commission jusdfy withholding direci Pailiamentary
access io all CIRCE files-notably the PRC and ASMODEE sub-iiles which cimprise basically open
information l

Ansaner

The Commission readily accepts the need to avoid duplication in rhe provision of data-processing
services between Commundy Institutions and is actively examining ways of enabling Members of Par-
liament to have direct access ro the open information on the PRC and ASMoDEE sub-files.

Question No 17 by Mr O'Connell (H-2/80)

Subject: Employment of physically handicapped people

In view of its interest in promoting the employment of physically handicapped people would the
Commission agree to ascenain the numbcr of handicapped people employed in each Communiry
institution with a view to maximising the employment of the disabled through a policy of posidve
discrimination including the usc of minin rrm quotas where such an instrument would prwe useful?

Anruter

The Commission does not consider thar it would be justified in making a special study of the numbcr
of handicapped officials in Community institutions. As the Commission indicated in answer to tle
previous question of the Honourable Member on this subject (453/79) and in answcr to the written
question No 30/78 of Mr Mtiller the association of handicapped officials in rhe Commission has esti-
mated the number of physically handicapped persons employed by the Commission as being somc-
what in excess of 5 0/0. This compares favourably with rhe minimum percenratcs required by thosc
Member States which have statutory provisions obliging employers to have a quota of handicapped
persons in their employment. There is no reason to believe that the position is markedly different in
other Community institutions. In general, as has been pointed out in previous replies, there are rcla-
tively few manual jobs in Community institutions and physical handicap is unlikely to be a bar to
entering employment provided thar rhe candidate meets tle requirements of the post.

Qrcstion No 18 b7 Miss Hooper (H-3/80)

Subject: International sugar agreemenr

Vhat steps are being aken by the Commission to ensure that the Communiry may join thc interna-
tional sugar atrecmenr at the earliest possible stage?

Ansaner

1. The Commission has submitted a dctailcd opinion to thd Intcrnational Sugar Council indicating
what equivalent provisions would make it possible for the Communiry to join the agreement undei
the conditions ser out in Anicle 75 (3).

') OJ No C 19,24.1. 1980, p. l0
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2. The International Sugar Council has not yet reacted specifically to these proposals, and seems to
be waiting for the Community to make the next move .

3. From the Community point of view, ir will not be possible to take any further action on the mat-
rer unril the Council has determined its future sugar policy. The relevant Commission proposals are

now before it for consideration.

Question No 19 by Mr Adan (H-6/80)

Subject : Consumer protecdon

Considering that consumers have differing levels of income can the Commission show that lower
income groups are receiving more attention than highcr income groups in the field of consumer pro-
rection and can rhe Commission show that at least an equivalent value for money is obtained for a

cheaper anicle as with a more expensive anicle?

Ansuter

The measures provided for in rhe first programme for a Community consumer policy (t) and in the

draft second p.og.r.r. (2) are general measures for the protecdon and promotion of consumer

interests. They are based on the five basic rights common to all consumers.

Thus, none of these proposals is aimed at promotint the inrcrests of a specific income group.

In pracrice, however, some of the proposed measures may be of more panicular benefit to consumers
in lower income groups. This could be the case, for example, in relation to the proposal for a directive
on doorstep selling and to thac on consumer credit.

The question of relative value for money as between cheaper and more expensive anicles is ultimately
a matter for the consumer's own judgemcnt.

The Commission has, however, put forward a number of measures designed to assist the consumer in
making this judgement. Some examples are:

- Council Directive No 79 / 581/EEC (r) on price indication for foodstuffs

- Direcrives Nos79/530/EEC and 79/531/EEC on energy labelling of domesdc appliances (a)

The Commission's activities in relation to the qualiry of foodstuffs clearly also have a bearing on

value for money. Finally, rhe application of the competition rules of the Treacy has the effect of pro-
rectinB consumers against excessive pricing policies.

Qtestion No 20 by Mr ChistopberJachson (H-10/80)

Subject: Tax on fuel leaving Italy

It is reponed that Italy has imposed a ncw fuel tax on vehicles leaving the counry with full, or Par--
tially full, fuel tanks. 'i"h. ta* was inuoduced on January lst without advance warning and a limit of
50 litres (about 11 gallons) has bcen set as the maximum amount of fuel that commercial vchicles can

take our of the country. If the vehicle's tank has more than this, the driver must pay a tax of I 000 lire
(55 p) for each litre over the amount. Is such action in accordance with the Treaty of Rome and as

tlris new tax clearly hinden intra-Community t*fic q.hat aoion does the Commission proPose to
take?

t) OJ No C 92 - 25.4. t97s
2) OJ No C 2tB - 30.8. 1979

) OJ No L 158 - 26.6. te79
{) OJNoLt4s-11.6.1979
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Ansuer

1. These arrangements infringe Anicle 34 of the EEC Treaty (which'prohibits quantitative restric-
tions on exports and all mcasurcs having equivalent effect in trade berwecn Member States).

2. Following contacr between the Commission and the Italian authorities, measures arc being taken
to make the arrangemenm more flexible:

(a) The right to re-expon, within the permitted limits, the same amount of diesel fuel as had been
conmined in a vehicle's fuel unk on entering Italy and declared by the driver;

(b) I7ith the conversion of Dccree-Law No 560 of 30. tz. 1979 into Law No 3l of 29.1. 1980, the
limits were fixed at 10 to l0 litrcs and 50 to 150 litres respectively.

3. Howevcr, since this relaxation of the original arrangemenr is not sufficient to end the infringe-
ment, the Commission has decided to initiate the infringement proccdure providey' for in Aniclc 169
of the EEC Treaty against the Italian Government for violation of Anicle 34 of the Treety.

Question No 21 by Sir Peter Vannech (H-11/80)

Subject: Relations between the Community and the oil producing states

lZill the Commission communicatc to the Parliament's Committec for Energy and Research a writtcn
record of thc meeting with reprcsentatives of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries,
30 June 1979, and if not, why not?

Ansaner

The meeting of 30June 1979 between representatives of the Member Starcs and the Commission on
the one hand, and the OPEC Strategy Group on the other was confidential, and the Commission is
therefore unfonunately not in a position to submit a written record to Parliament's Committee on
Energy and Research.

Thc meeting of 30 June 1979 d,ealt with matrcrs relating to short and medium term supply and
demand devilopments on the markcr in mineral oil. The dommission has already refcrred io itrir in
its answer to a written quesdon (764/79) by the honourable Mcmber.

Question No 22 by Mr Poncelet (H-14/80)

Subject: Compliance by the Members States with the recommendation dealing with the serious diffi-
culties confronting the rynthctic-fibrc tights (panry-hose) industries

In view of the steady increase in impons of rynthetic-fibre dghts inrc the Community and the serious
difficuldes confronting our industries, the Commission issued a recommendadon in 1976 asking
Membcr States to discourage any expansion in production capaciry and the practice of having finish-
ing carried out in third counuies. To what extent have the Member Statcs followed this recommenda-
tion?

Ansuer

1. Following the recommendation of 20 Seprcmber 1976, the Commission has approached Member
States on a number of occasions to discourage any initiativc which would be likcly to increase new
production capacities.

2. As far as outward processing traffic is concerncd, where thc abovementioned recommendation
also seeks to prevent inccntives to the producrion of goods manufactured in this form, the prescnt
statistics show a declining trend in the order of 6.6 o/o (1977/1978) for Nimexc item 600431
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Ansuer

The present exrremely high world market priccs for sugar and their extraordinary volatiliry are

mainly due to speculative factors which are affecting almost all commodiry markets in the world. Ve
do nor believe ihat these prices are justified by the posidon as regards supply and demand on the

sugar market.

The miin prioriry in the arrangements which we proposed was to provide more balanced financing
for agricultural.poliry in the sugar sector and we shall adhere closely to this goal.

Yes. But world sugar stocks are more than sufficient to make up the deficit without these being

reduced to below their normal level.

'Virh 
a normal annual harvesr, our proposals would lead to a surplus for expon of 2.1 million tonnes

of sugar guaranreed by Communiry rcsources. The Community producers would moreover be free to
produce as much sugar as they wish. Our aim is solely to maintain the volume of production tuaran-
teed by Community resources within reasonable limits.

(Panty-hose of yarn of a fineness of 6.6 rcx or less) while during the same period overal EEC
impons from third countries rose by approximately 0.3 %.

The Honourable Member is referred to the answer to Vritten Question No l4l3/79 on processing

traffic in the textile sector.

Question No 23 by Mr Ansquer (H- I 6/80)

Subject: Developments on the sugar market

'!7hat conclusions does the Commission draw from the developments on the world sugar market?
Does it intend to revise its restrictive proposals on the ortanizadon of the internal market?

Question No 24 by Mr \Yekh (H-17/80)

Subject: Research into machine transladon rystems

Is the Commission satisfied that money being invested in rcsearch into machine translation rystems is

being spent in the best possible way?

Ansuer

l. The Commission has been financing research into machine translation systems sincc 1975. It has

done so because, in view of the imponance of the language problem in the Community, it wishcs to
take every opponuniry to improve communication between Community citizens and within the Com-
munity Institutions.

2. Appropriations of approximately 1.6 m EUA made available over the last five years have been

used principally for two projects:

- Firstly, an automaric translation system was acquired and further developed. Following comple-

tion of rhe neceisary trial period, this rystem, known as 'SYSTRAN' in'$?'estern countries, now
meets rhe expectations associated with the machine transladon of technical and scienrific texts.

Among othei things, the development of practical applications of this rystem was essential to thc
muttilingual usc of the EURONET-DIANE information ncrwork which became operational in
Parliament last Dcccmber.

- The second project supponed by thc Commission is a research programme for the development of
a multilingual ranslation system based on the most up-to-datc linguistic concepts. Known as
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EUROTRA, this project is being run joindy by nine universities rcpresenting all linguisric areas of
the Communiry, and is regarded by specialists as the most promising venture of its End.

Qnestion No 26 by Mr Neuton-Dunn (H-19/80)

Subject: Fishing

Vould the Commission confirm that there have been numerous breaches of the zero TACs which
were agreed on behalf of all Member States by the Council on 29th October 1979,.vi2. German fish-
ing for Cod in Area XIV (Greenland), Irish fishing for Herring in VII g-k (Celric Sea), French fish-
ing for Herring in Area IV (Nonh Sea), and what action dois the Commission intend to take ro
ensure rhar all Mernber States fulfill their obligations in this respect?

Ansaner

The Commission has in fact been informed of several instances of failure to respeo rhe interim mea-
sures decided on a number of times by the Council rcwards the end of lg78 and during 1979,where
by the Mcmber States undenook to conduct their fishing activities in such a way thar;hen catches
were made !y 1h9i. vcssels account would be taken of the TACs submitted by thi Commission to the
Council and of the ponion of the TACs allocated to third countries under agreements and arrange-
mens concludcd with thcm by the Communiry.

It has considered the circumstances leading to rhe situation rhat has been created, and is following
developments with the closest anention.

Vith the adoption by the Cluncil on 26 March 1980 of two regulations, one on the TACs and the
otJrer on the registration and notification of carches, the Commission now holds legal instruments
requiring the Mcmber States to forward to the Commission on the l5rh of each month details of
catches in thc preceding montlr. Thc rystem has actually been in operation on an informal basis since
15 February 1980.

Implementing measures relating to thc rystem are nov in preparation; Commission proposals con-
cgrni_ng an on-board register, declarations of catches and transhipment will shonly be pliced before
the Council.

These will constitute a supplementary set of provisions which should be crucial in enabling the super-

:,ff.O.."un".nies 
to ensure that conservation measures adoptcd by the Council are obsenred by ilsh-

Questbn No 27 byMrGnffths (H-23/80)

Subjeo: European Developmcnt Fund

Is the Commission avare of thc critcria, if any, on which the figures for job creation forecasts (table
I I of the 4th Annud Repon of thc European Regional Development Fund) are based and what value
does the commission place on thcm rrhen asscssing tlre impact of regional assistance?

. Ansuer

Thc information in Table I I of thc Founh Annual Repon of the European Regional Fund is supplied
to thc Commission by the Member States pursuant to Article 6 (6) ;f the Fund Rcgulation, which
requir-es a statistical survey of the results achieved and the employment gcnerated as a result oi assist-
ance from the Fund. The data consist of forecess preparcd by the firmi concerned of the additional
jobs crearcd as a result of investments undenaken with thc hcli of regional developmcnt incentives.
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The Commission believes that these statistical forecasts are not in themselves a sufficient basis on

which to evaluate the effects of aid provided by the Fund and that figures on the numbers of jobs

actually created as a result of regional development incentives must also be mken into account. As the

Commission clearlystates in point 123 of the FounhAnnual Reponof the European Regional Dev-
elopment Fund, the dau provided give only a rough picture of the situadon.

Question No 28 by Mr Renilly (H-24/80)

Subject: Revival of qhe European telematics sector

Vhat proposals does rhe Commission intend to make with a view to reviving the possibility of a con-
cened European strategy in the telematics sector?

Ansuer

The Commission refers the Honourable Member to two documents which have been sent to Parlia-
ment and which answer his question:

1. tEuropean society faced with the challengc of new information technologies: a Community res-

ponse' (COM (79) 650 final of 23 November 1979).

2. 'Employmeiu and the new micro-electronic technology' (COM (80) 16 final of 5 February 1980).

Question No 29 by Mrs Barbarella (H-31/80)

Subject: Renewal of the agricultural advisory committees

As rhe agriculrural advisory committees are shortly to be renewed can the Commission state what
crireria it proposes rc adopr for the selection of representatives from farmers' associations, coopera-

tives and the trade unions? Does it feel rhat these criteria are sufficient to ensure adequate representa-

tion of all those involved in agriculture?

Ansarcr

The Commission has always adopted a pragmaiic approach when assessing the represenativeness of
professional organizations given the difficulry of establishing strict valid criteria for the Community
as a whole.

At the same time the Commission only takes account of proposals made by professional organizations
established at Community level which precludes national professional organizations from panicipat-
ing directly in the appointment of members of advisory committees.

The Commission is currently conducdng a major enquiry among users of advisory committees.

The results of rhis enquiry should provide a better understanding of cenain problems which arise

when committees are being renewed.

In this connection, the Commission is willing to take account of other criteria of representativeness.
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Question No 32 by Mr Prancbire (H-35/80)

Subject: Inuoduction of a premium for suckling cows

The introducdon of a premium for suckling cows has been under discussion for some time. Does the
Commission intcnd to introduce such a premium and can it indicate rhe likely consequences on future
producdon of bcef and veal of crhich the Community still produces insufficient quaniities?

Ansuer

The Commission proposes to introduce a premium of 60 EUA per head on a maximum stock of
15 suckling cows. If the Commission proposal were to be modified by increasing the maximum limit
as cenain members wish, this would clearly mean thar the sum per head would be reduced given the
overall sum available to finance the premium.

Granting-this premium for approximately 3 500000 cows out of a total headage of 31 234 000 will
barely affect total producion of beef and veal.

Question No 34 by Mr Pininfaina (H-37/80)

Subject: Product liabiliry

Further to Mr.Sieglerschmidt's question to thc Council and the debate on this matter during question
dme at the February pan-session and with paflicular reference to che requesr made by Mi Hord at
that dme, can the Commission give an assuranc€ thar any new version of the direcdve on product
liabiliry will be referred to Parliament for consideration prior to a decision by the Council?

Ansanr

First of all it should be borne in mind that:

- the Commission referrcd a draft Council directive on the approximation of the laws, regulations
and other administrative provisions of the Member States on product liabiliry to the Council on
9 September 1976;

- this proposal was referred to Parliament for its decision on 5 October 1976 and this was delivered
on 26 April 1979.

The Commission therefore sees no reason to consult Parliament yet again.

On the conrary, Parliament's deliberations allowed each detail of rhis draft directive to be discussed
and I took,pan in these deliberadons on several occasions. Finally Parliament adopted the resolution
embodied in the repon by thc Honourable Member, Mr Calewaen. In this resolution, Parliament
welcomed this proposal and called on rhe commission ro adopt a number of amendments.

The Commission acceded to this rcquest except for the issue of the inclusion or non-inclusion of
'development risks' a matter which was debated exhaustively. Parliament rhus had an opponunity to
comment on all the measurcs proposed by the Commission. Indeed the retendon by thceommisiion
of the inclusion of 'development risks' in no way affected the contcnt of rhe Commissionis inidal
1976 proposal. It is thercfore neither neccssary nor, as far as I can see, desirable for Parliament to be
consulted again. In addition, I would refer the Honourable Member to the reply which I gave on
Thursday, 17 April 1980, to rhe oral Question by the Lrgal Affairs committee 1t5-iszfis1. 

-

Question No 35 by Mrs Desmond (H-38/80)

Subject: Abolition of headagc grants in disadvantaged areas in Munsrer
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Is rhe Commission aware of the hardship caused in certain areas in Munster by the Irish Govern-

ment's decision ro abolish headage grarrts for part-time farmers whose off-farm income exceeds

I 3 550 p.a., but whose holdingr .-.. not viable, and of the detrimental effects this will have on the

development of agriculture in those areas?

Ansuer

The Commission is not aware rhar the payment of headage grants to part-time farmers, whose off-
farm income exceeds I 3 550 p.a., had Leen abolished in any pan of Ireland. The Commission has

conacted the Irish Government to ascenain the situation.

Question No 37 by Mrs Lizin (H-43/80)

Subject : Data-processing equipment

Could the Commission indicate wherher the restrictions on the use of ICL equipment, as announced

after rhe meeting of the C.D.I.C. (Steering Committee on Data-procesing at the Commission) of

l8 January, are plurely remporary and, if so, when they will be lifted. Vould it be possible.to.return to

th. pr.uiour situation including,'for example, the use of the Mac system on Tuesdays and Thursdays,

without having to purchase additional equipment?

Ansaner

The ICL compurer was sarurated at the beginning of the year and, as a result, provided Poor turn-

round times to the Commission's users.

It was therefore decided to reduce the work-load on the computer undl funher notice - for exam-

ple, by reducing the MAC work on Tuesdays and Fridays.

As a result of the measures uken the service to users has improved considerably. However, given the

expanding informatics work-load of the Commission, it will not be possible to remove the present

constraints until exra ICL capacity is available .

Question No 44 by Mrs Castle (H-44/80)

Subject: Massacre of seals

Following the resolution of the European Parliament of 11 October 1978 in which the European Par-

liament e"*pr.ssed its concern about ihe massacre of seals and requested. that thc Commission of the

European bommunities intervenc, would the Commission_please sate. what action it has taken to ask

gorr.rnr.n* ro publish the scicntific evidence used co authorize the slaughter.of seals and would the

bommission please funher sate what measures it intends to take to ensure that Member States ban

the imponation of seal products into the EEC?

, Ansuer

As the Honourable Member has already been informed, the programme for the culling of adult grey

seals and the massacre of seal pups introduced by the Scottish Depanment for Agriculture and Fisher-

ies was suspended in 1978 as a result of the pressure of public opinion.

In the meanrime the Commission has awarded a research contract to the Inrcrnalional Council for the

Exploration of the Sea (ICES) to study rhe manatement of the grey seal population and their inter-

ference with cenain rypes of fishing.

The Honourable Member is no doubt aware that the grey seal problem is only one small aspect of the

overall problem of the conservation of seals. There are other species facing graver threats and for
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which conservation measures are morc urgently required. The grey seal is hunted primarily to prorcct
fish stocks. Hunting for commercial purposes is ristricted 

"nd 
for this reason rules on'implns of

sealskins would not be very effecive.

The UK Nature Conservancy Council has conducted a general study of the main European marine
mammals with a view to obtaining a broader picture of the situation.

The- results of this rcpon are being s-tudied and will be used by the Commission as a basis for propos-
als for Communiry measures in rhis field.

The Commission is also in favour of volunmry resrictions on imports of rhe skins of young seals
similar to those already applied in France and the Netherlands.

Question No 39 by Mr Noftrtnton (H-48/SO)

Subject: Invitations to tender for public contracts

To ask the Commission whether they are satisfied with the implementation by Member States of the
Community poliry.requiring publication of invitations to rcnder for public'contract? Since this is
binding upon Membcr States, by what authoriry is the Commissior, .*.-pt from this requirement?

Ansuter

I.

l. The Commission is satisfied that the Member States have adopted the necessary measures ro
comply with Directivc 7 I / 305 /EEC coordinating procedures for the iward of public uorks conttuutt.

2. . The si'r,ation with rcgard to Directive 77/62/EEC coordinating procedures for the award of
public.supply cgntractt is influenccd by two factors. First, only four M-ember states had taken steps to
complywiththisdirectivebythetimcitenteredintoforceon24June lgTS.AfunherfourMember
Statcs complied in July 1979 and one has nor yet done so.

Second, the Commission is in the process of checking that the measures adopted by the eight Member
States to implcment the direcdve on supply contracr actually comply with the directive. 

-

II:

3. TIe dirccdves on public contracr arc not directly binding on the Communiry institutions as they
are addressed to the Membcr States pursuant to Anicle 1 89 of the Trcary of Rome.

!. The Financial Rcgulation applicable to the general budget of the European Communities does,
however, require cach institution to comply with the measu.is adoptcd by the Council in che field oi
public works contracts, notably thosc which call for the publication of invitations rc tender.

Question No 40 by Mr O'Donnell (H-)0/80)

Subject : Local Communitics

Has rhc. Commission any,proposals to enable local communities to play a more
economic developmenr and social progress of their own localities and iegions?

acuYe role in the

Ansuter

It is not for thc Commission to makc proposals to allow local communities to play a more active role
in the economic and social developmcnt of their regions.
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However, the proposals the Commission makes and the activides it carries out within its various fields

of responsibiliry ofren increase rhe scope for local communities to take a more active pan in the dev-

elopment of their own localities and regions.

As the Commission is aware of the positive role played by local communities, it seek regular contacr
with rhe representative organizations of local and regional communities, though it is careful to res-

pect institutional rules.

Question No 41 by Mr Maber (H-51/80)

Subject: Subsidisation of shipbuilding

Vill rhe Commission clarify the Rules and Regulations applicable rc subsidisation of shipbuilding
within the Communiry, either through Community Funds or National Government Funds, either by

way of direct granr ro the shrpbuilder or shipowner or through preferential interest aided funds?

Ansaner

Member stares' aid schcmes for the shipbuilding industry are governed by Articte 92 of the EEC
Treaty and in panicular by Directive 78/338/EEC, which was adopted pursuant to Anicle92(3).
These provisions cover vinually all the aid granted in this sector, the main category being production
aid. Production aid is compatible with anicle 6 of the above directive if it is granted in order co

remedy rhe present crisis in the industry and if it is linked to the attainment of industrial restructuring
objecdves. The aid musr be degressive and may not exceed the limit laid down by the Commission.

In addition, the Commission will look into rhe possibiliry of providing more specific support from
Community funds on the basis of the position to be adopted by the Council on a plan currendy being

prepared for the financing of scrap and build projects for ships.

fusistance for investment in the shipbuilding industry may be provided from the Regional Fund and

through Communiry loans, though only in conjunction with measures to resructure and restore the

compedtiveness of this industry.

The Commission is currently studlng the possibility of extending the existing range of aids from the

Social Fund in order to provide more assisunce for workers in the shipbuilding industry.

Question No 42 by Lord Douro (H-53/80)

Subject: Vhaling

Is the Commission prepared to consider a panial or complete ban on the impon of whale products

into the Community?

Answer

As announced in the memorandum annexed to the 1980 protramme address, the Commission intends

to Eansmit to the Council as soon as possible a proposal for a regulation concerning common rules

for impons of whale products. Experience has shown that the conservation measures_ taken- by the

Internidonal Vhaling Commission ([!7C) are almost always inadequate or belated, as they are

adopted when stocks of the threatened species are already extremely low.

Funhermore, vrith a view to strentthening international measures, various Member States have

adopted or are planning.to adopt measures designed to guarantee the survival of whales. Community
measures are necessary rn order to ensure the uniformity of the common commercial policy in this

area. The Commission therefore proposes rc impose a licensing system for the importation of the

main whale producu into the Communiry. The relevant authoritics may grant licences only after they

have established that the products concerned will not be used for commercial purposcs.
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Thc European Parliament will have an opponuniry to give its opinion on the proposal in question.

The Commission also considers it essential that the Community as such should accede to the interna-
tional convention governing whale hunting and has zlready submitted a proposal to the Council to
this effect.

Question No 43 by Miss Quin (H-55/50)

Subject: Testing levels of fungicide in citrus fruits

Vill the Cotmmission, as a matter of urgency,,re-examine its direcrive on preservarives with a view to
inroducing effecdve methods for testing the levels of fungicide 2-hydrorybiphenyl in citrus fruits?

Ansatet

2-hydrorybiphenyl is a fungicide which is applied to rhe skin of citrus fruits. The present method of
a.nalysis used to monitor the quantitics of fungicide employed is set our in Annex iV, paragraph 5 of
the Council Dirccdve of 27 luly 1967 on the use of cenain preservativcs for the surfaie treatment of
citrus fruits (67/427/EEC, OJ No 148, 11 July 1967, p. l).

This directive was adopted before the first enlargement of rhe Communiry in l973,.The new Member
States-accepted the vqrsion drafted in their respective languages and published in a special edirion of
the Official Journal with their assistance and approval.

The English version contains a uanslation error. By letter of 30January 1980 the Commission was
informed that, because of this the method could not be used. On 25 March the Commission asked rhe
Council to publish a correcrion to the Official Journal ro rccrify rhe situadon.

The Commission does not agree that rhe methcid of analysis, which was devised by chcmists from all
the Member States and used since 1957,is ineffective. It is, however, aware rhat'a number of criti-
cisms can be made, in addition to the Eanslation error I mentioned, and since the method has already
been in usc for l3 ycars, it has decided to call a meetint of experts from the Member States to rcview
the method in June.

Question No 44 by Mr Fottb (H-64/50)

Subject: Dumping of tyres

'Vhat action does the Commission propose to take on the dumping in the Communiry of ryres manu-
factured in Eastern Europe?

Ansuer (H-64/80)

The Commission's investigations have shown that there has been dumping of cenain rypes of car ryres
imponed from various state-trading countries; which has considerably harmed rhe Cbmmuniry tyre
industry.

Exponers in the counries concerned have declared their willingness to adjust their expon prices in
order to remedy rhis situation.

These proposals are now bcing studied by the Community bodies responsible. They will probably bc
accepted and the antidumping procedurc can thus be completed.
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Qaestion No 45 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-72/80)

Subject: Attitude of Euroforum to the question of equality of treatment at work

Issue No 5/80 of Euroforum conrains rwo cartoons (pages 8 and 9) exhibiting an attitude to the

problem of equal trearmenr of women at work that is at once banal, superficral, facetious, old-

iashioned and, indeed, inconsistenr with rhe position adopted by the Commission. \flhile accepting

that Euroforum, as is made clear, does not necessarily reflect the oprnions of the Community Institu-

tions, I consider it urgenr and essential for information provided on women to be both scrupulously

fair and accurate. \7ould the Commission not agree, theiefore, that - staning with its own informa-

tion services - effons should be made to eliminarc fatuous and outmoded attitudes to women, which

may be considered as a form of discrimination against women?

. Answer

The Commission regrets that the Honourable Member found the Euroforum illustrations offensive.

As with all thc orher caftoons in the magazine, they were intended to be humorous and to draw
artenrion to the article rhat rhey illustrated. The anicle clearly domonstrated the Commission's funda-
mental commitment [o the prirrciple of equal treatment for men and women.

Question No 46 by Mroon Wogau (H-73/80)

Subject: Bulk of documentation necessary in applying for EAGGF aid

Is rhe Commission aware rhat a wine-grower requesting EAGGF aid under Reguladon 355/77 mtst
submit an application of some 70 pages in length, amounting practically to a mini-thesisl

Does the Commission agree rhar in this way small and medium-sized holdings are discouraged from
benefitting from such aid, and that the purpose of such measures is therefore not fulfilled? Is the

Commission prepared to take the necessary steps to reduce the bulk of such documentation to rea-

sonable proportions?

Ansuer

1. The Honourable Mcmber is confusing the area of application of the regulation concerned which
applies to invesrments for the commercialization and transformation of agricultural products and not
investmenrs in the farming sector. Even invcstments which affect one single wincgrower are quite

consideiable. Moreover, the majority of beneficiaries are small and medium-sized undenakings and

cooperatives.

2. Regulation (EEC) No. 355/77 reqtires projects to lead to an improvement in suuctures which
excludes extremely small projects. And, as the capital subsidies averate 300 000 EUA and may

amounr to 
"r 

,rch as sereial million EUA per project, the Commission must be supplied with suffi-
cient information to judge the validiry (both in economic and financial rcrms) of the project.

Ques,tion No 47 by Lord O'Hagan (H-74/80)

Subject: Fish and Chips

It is widely rumoured that the Commission of the EEC plans to make it impossible for the British to
continue to buy Fish and Chips, wilh traditional vinegar, wrapped in newspapers. Is this rue and if so

why? Vill the Commission now withdraw all such proposals?
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Ansuer

The Commission does not know where the ntmours to which the Honourable Member refers origin-
a1edt.Al any event' they are completely unfounded, as the Commission has never felr nor expreised
the slightesr concern as regards rhe sale of fish and chips in the United Kingdom.

Question No 48 by Mr Kaoanagh (H-76/80)

Subject: Proposed Directive on free movement and right of establishment of pharmacists

Vhat progress has been made in the drafting of the proposed directive on free movemenr and the
right of establishment for pharmacistsl

Answer

1 On 12 February 1980 President Jenkins presented co Parliament the Commission's programme
for 1980. In the memorandum annexed to his address it was indicated thar the Commission'would
transmit to the Council during the first half of the year proposals for directives on the free movemenr
of pharmaciss and rhe mutual recognidon of diplomas in pharmacy.

2. After numc-rous wide-ranging consulmdons the work of finalizing these proposals is now nearing
completion. A final mecting between the leaders of the European pharmacilts;associadons and Mi
Davignon will be held in the coming weeks and consultadons will take place with the Greek Govern-
ment to seck the latter's views on rhe Commission's plans.

Question No 49 by Mr Clinton (H-77/80)

Subject: Carpet Industry

Is the Commission aware of_ the damage being done to the carpet industry and the unemployment
being created in Europe by the enormous amount of American iarper being allowed into rhe'Eu.o-
pean marker?

Ansuer

The Commission is well aware that impons of carpets into rhe Community from the Unircd Starcs
rose sharply in 1979. The higher level of impons, consisting mainly of rufted synrhetic carpets,
affected the Unircd Kingdom market in particular.

However, despite the recent increase, these impons sdll represent only a small proportion of the
Community market (1.3 0/o) and of the United Kingdom market in panicular (1.7 W.

It would therefore be difficult to say to what extent rhese impons are responsible for the loss of jobs
or the redundancies announced in the Unired Kingdom carpei industry.

The Commission is keeping a close eye on the situadon in conjunction with rhe British Governmenr.

Question No 50 by Mr Ligios (H-80/80)

Subject: Imports of pasm products into France

Is the Commission aware that there is considerable opposition in France to Italian pase products, the
composition of which is determined and expressed on the basis of national methodi? Vhat sreps does
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it intend to take to prevenr the present controversy from resulting in the introduction by a Member
Sate of quantitative restricdons on impons of pasta products that are of a radionally high quality,
produced in accordance with the relevant regulations and marketed in Italy?

Answer

I. This problem has already been raised by rhe honourable member in identical terms in Vritten
Question No. 1502/79 to which the Commission replied on 27 March 1980.

2. The Commission is aware of the difficulties encountered when marketing Italian pasta producm

in France; these are linked to differences arising from national reguladons on the marketing of pasta

products.

A complaint has been lodged with the Commission on this subject which is currently being examined
in the light of Anicle 3 et seq. of the EEC Treaty.

3. The Commission will examine with the utmost care the content of the nadonal regulations in
quesdoninaccordancewiththeprinciplesinDecision l2O/28of20.2.1979oitheCounofJusticeto
which the honourable member has referred and which specifies that any product produced and mar-

keted in accordance with rhe relevant regulations in a Member State must be allowed access to the
market of any other Member Sure unless the differences resulting from nadonal regulations on Pro-
duct marketing are necessary on cotent grounds and unless the provisions concerned have as their
objective a general interest of which they constitute an essendal safeguard.

On this basis the Commission will establish whether it is necessary or not to invoke the procedure
provided for in Anicle 169 of the EEC Treaty in relation to the French Government.

Qrestion No 52 by Mr Nyborg (H-82/80)

Subject: l,engthy customs formalities

Lorry drivers have recently blockcd the frontier crossing poinr between Denmark and the Federal

Republic of Germany and between the Federal Republic and Ausria (at Kiefersfelden) according to
.epo.t , in protest against lengthy and unnecessary customs formalities. Vhat changes in the 

-custom.s
formalities-has rhis action prompted, and will the Commission be able to obviate the need for such

aoion in the future by negotiating more flexible customs procedures with the national authorides?

Answer

Funher ro my lecer of 25 March 1980 to the Honourable Member on thc blockade o[ the German-
Danish bordir by lorries, I would point out that recent incidents on this border and the others on the

German-Ausrrian border are mainiy due to the build-up of vehicles on these borders as a result of the

prohibition placed on heavy goods traffic in Germany between midnight and trO o'clock on Sundays

and holidays.

In view of these difficulties, the customs authorities responsible have decided to inroduce a number

of improvemens to facilitate trans-frontier traffic.

fu far as rhe situation at Padborg (German-Danish border) is concerned, the following improvemens
have already been made or are being introduced:

- office opening hours have been exrcnded on Sunday night from midnight until 2 o'clock and on

orher days of the week from midnight to I o'clock;

- in addition ir has been decided to try to speed up generally the various formalities required for
crossing the border;

- finally in order to permit ransit vehicles to cross the borders outside normal office hours, it has

been decided to build a special lane for these vehicles to prevent them finding their route blocked
by vehicles undergoing the normal customs clearance.
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As far as the situation at Kiefersfelden (German-Austrian border) is concerned, the following
improvemenu have been agreed on or are planned_for rhe near future:

- the exrcnsion of office hours on Saturdays from 6 to 8 p.m.;

- chechs carried out already on lorries in transit at the ltalian-Austrian border at the Brenner will be
recognized at Kiefersfelden and vice-versa;

- in addition the Austrian authorities have announced their intention to increase the sraff at the
border subsuntially in the near future.

As regards the other points, the Honourable Member's attention is drawn to rhe fagt rhat the Com-
mission has entrusted a number of committees and working panies with the task of examining all
obstacles to frontier traffic for the various forms of ffanspoft and with seeking effective solutions ro
the difficulties encountered.

The German authorities have announced that the situation has since improved ar the two border
crossings mentioned.
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Mr Daztigno4 Member of tbe Commission;
Mr fanssen oan Raay (EPP); Mr Tynell
(ED); Mr Berhbouaner (L); Mr Gillot (EPD);
Mr Bosb (I)

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

(The sitting utas opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approoal of the minutes

President.. - The minures of proceedings of yesrer-
day's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

The minutes are approved.

2. Documents receioed

President. 
- 

I have received the following docu-
ments:

(a) from the Council, requesrs for opinions on:

- proposal from the Commission of the Europcan Com-
munities to the Council for a regulation laying down
for 1980 ceftain measures for the conservadon and
management of fishery resources applicable to vessels
flying the flag of Spain (Doc. 1-82180)

which has been referred to the Committee on Agri-
culture;

- the proposals from rhe Commission of the European
Communities to the Council for:

L a directive amending Council Directivc 77/541/
EEC on the'approiimation of thc laws of thc
Member States relating to safery belts and rcsraint
sysrcms of motor vehiclcs

II. a directive amending Council Directive 76/115/
EEC on rhe approximation of rhe laws of the
Member States reladng to anchorages for motor-
vehicle safery belts

Perso.nal comment: Mr Bogh

Point of order: Mr Bonde

Mr Daoignon

Urgent procedure

Agendafor next sitting

III.a direcdve amending Council Directive 74/408/
EEC on rhe approximation of the laws of the
Member States reladng to the interior fittings of
motor vehicles (strength of seats and of their
anchorages)

(Doc.1-83/80)

which have been referred to the Committee on
Economic and Monemry Affairs as the commimee
responsible and rc the Committee on Transport for
an oPlnlon;

(b) the following morion for a resolution:

- motion for a resoludon by Mr Cariglia, Mr Ferri, Mr
Orlandi and Mr Puletti, pursuant to Rule 25, on the
violations of international law and the Chaner of
Human Righu in Iran (Doc. 1-81/80)

which has been referred to rhe Political Affairs
Committee;

3. Membership of Committees

President. - I have received from the Group of the
European People's Pany (Christian-Democraric
Group) a request ro appoinr Mr Estgen member of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment.

Are there any objections?

This appointment is ratified.

4. Decision on urgent procedure

President. - The nexr irem on rhe agenda is the
decision on a number of requesrc for urgent proce-
dure.

I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure in
respeo of tbe Commission proposak for food aid for
1980 (Doc. 1-t/80).

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

107
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15.
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President

I propose that this debate be entered on the agenda for
Friday, 18 April.

Are tliere any objections?

That is agreed.

I ask the Committee on Development and Coopera-
tion to present a text on these proposals as soon as

possible.

,* o

President. - I now put to the vote the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the Commission pro-
posal for certain measures for tbe consentation of fi,shery
resources (Doc. I -3)/80).

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

I propose that this item be entered on the agenda for
Friday, 18 April.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

I ask the Committee on Agriculture to table a report as

soon as possible.

noo

President. - Ve shall now consider the request by
Mr Caborn and others for urgent procedure in respect

of the Donnez report on the Adams ffiir (Doc 1-44/
80).

I call Mr Caborn.

Mr Caborn. - Mr President, the Adams affair has

been before this Parliament for a number of years and
has been taken up by a number of people. It is a topic
that cuts across all parry boundaries. I just want to
inform the Parliament that there has been a develop-
ment in the Adams-versus-Hoffmann-LaRoche affair
in rhe last two or three days.

As some of you will know, this case has, over the
years, placed a heavy financial burden on Mr Adams.
Very briefly, on 9 June 1976 the Commission accepted
the information given by Mr Adams. This has been
very useful. On 13 February 1979, when Hoffmann-
LaRoche appealed, thc Court of Justice upheld the
decision against the Swiss Confederadon. Since then
the financial implications for Mr Adams have been so

great that he has been brought before the couns for

bankruptcy and served a funher 53 days in jail over
Christmas and the New Year. Mr Adams has in fact
been released from jail, but in the last two days he has

been told that he must again appear before the courts
in Rome where he faces the possibiliry of funher
imprisonment, if he is convicted. Moreover, he, is
involved in eight bankruptcy suits which have, been

brought for non-payment of debts to his lawyers,
which amount to some Lit. 63 million.

So this man is in one hell of a mess, to say the least!

Vhat I am trying to do by moving urgent debate -and I do not think there is any difference berween the
political groups, as the repon under discussion was

agreed by all the parties in the LegalAffairs Commit-
rce - is to bring the debarc forward by one month so

that Parliament can give assistance to a man who, I
would suggest, has been victimized by this very big
company.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangema (D)lhave been familiar with this
affair as long as I have been a Member of the Euro-
pean Parliament, and Members who belonged to the
old Parliament are familiar with it too. It is true to say
that we have never disagreed on the substance of the
matter. There has always been a reladvely large mea-
sure of unanimiry in this House in suppon of Mr
Adams in his efforts to escape prosecution in Switzer-
land, because we all felt that he should not be prose-
cuted under Swiss penal law for conduct which, after
all, did not contravene European law. There is no dif-
ference of opinion at all about that. All I should like rc
say to Mr Caborn is absolurcly nothing of what he has

said here is new. \7e have been aware of it for years,

and there is therefore positively no reason why the
matter should be debated by the urgent procedure.

The Donnez repon will in all probability be on the
agenda next month. So you see, the Legal Affairs
Committee is discussing the question. Even if his

report is now placed on the agenda in this way, it is

doubtful whether Mr Donnez can be present. It is pos-
sible he will not be here. But, apan from this, there is

absolutely no reason why the report should be debated
this week. It will be quite early enough if we do so

next month. You say Mr Adams faces Bankruptry
suits. They will cenainly not end this week, and even if
they did, what do you think you could do to help the
man? Hoffmann-LaRoche has every right to appeal.

So there is absolurcly nothing, Mr President, that
makes the matter urgent. I do not therefore see why
we should atree rc this request for an urgent debate.

President. - I call Mr Balfe.
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Mr Balfe. - Mr Presidenr, I only want to make a
very simple point in reply rc Mr Bangemann. The case
comes up in Rome on 28 April - that is, before the
next meeting of this Parliament, so clearly a debate
now, especially as some of the charges concern alleged
fraud, would carry grearer weight than if we'post-
poned it to the May pan-session. Now that the Don-
nez report has been through the committee, if we do
not accept a request to move it along at a reasonable
pace it will look as though we are beginning to lose
interest in the matter. It is a matter of uking up a doc-
ument which has been approved by rhe commitree,
and in view of the interest we have shown in the
Adams case and the fac that ir is coming before a

coun which is within the Community before rhe nexr
part-session, of .dealing with it expeditiously at rhis
pan.session to show rhat our commitment to Stanley
Adams and to the case remains as srrong as ir has been
in the past. If we stan failing on this son of issue we
shall really be letting ourselves and these people down
and we shall have no right to expect help in imple-
menting the standards that we chose rc ser for com-
mercial and other atreements. I hope the House will
pass this marler and allow it to be debated, presumably
on Friday.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri, chairman of the Legal Afairs Committee.

- (I) Mr President, in the absence of the rapporteur,
Mr Donnez, I have asked to speak pursuant to Rule
la (2) of the Rules of Procedure. Let me say right
away that I suppon Mr Caborn's request. The repon
was adopted by the Legal Affairs Committee unani-
mously, with three abstentions, on 19 March, thereby
demonstrating its continuing support for the substan-
dally unanimous approach of Parliament to the Adams
affair, as confirmed by Mr Bangemann.

Since Mr Caborn's statemenr could be given a wront
interpretation, however, I should like to make the
point that the legal proceedings facing Mr Adams in
Italy at the moment are of course quite unconnected
with the problems of the Adams-versus-Hoffmann-
LaRoche affair, which has been and continues rc be
Parliament's concern and on which the repon of the
Legal Affairs Committee has once again taken a firm
stand.

This must be quite clearly undersrcod, because Parlia-
ment could not and ought not to even consider trying
to influence the course of justice in Italy. Italy is a

constitutional state and the Italian judiciary applies the
law regardless of any political pressures from any
body, whatever its standing

The Lcgal Affairs Committee's Dogrnez report does,
however, exhon the Italian governmenr - the gov-
ernment, you will nore, not rhe judiciary 

- ss sx61si56
the greatest possible leniency towards Mr Adams in

order m help him ,.rot r. his financial problems, which
are at.least indirecdy a consequence oftris unforrunare
experiences arising out of the Hoffman-LaRoche
affair. In the light of these considerations and given
the imponance of the case, which has been before Par-
liament for some time now, I believe Mr Caborn's
request should be approved and a decision aken for
an urgent debate during the present parr-session.

President. - I put the request rc the vote.

The request is rejected.

o 

oo

President. - Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motionfor a resolu-
tion by Mr Glinne and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, on the assassination of Archbkhop Romero (Doc.
I -74/80).

I call Mr Maffre-Baug6.

Mr Maffre-Baug6. - (F) Mr President, I have to say
that I am personally in favour of urgent procedure in
this instance. Archbishop Romero was not only a vic-
tim of his faith in the'people of his own counrry,
whose sufferings can be put down rc the fact that the
agriculture of San Salvador is entirely controlled by
just founeert families, but also a martyr to his Chris-
tian beliefs. I therefore support, the request for
ur8ency.

President. - I put the request to the vote.

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

I propose that this item be entered on Friday's agenda.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

President. - !/e come nexl ro rhe request for urgent
procedure in respect of the motion for a resolution by
Mr Diligent and others, on behalf of rhe Group of the
European People's Pany (Chrisdan-Democraric
Group), and by Mr Baudis, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, on the granting of asylam to
Cuban citizens (Doc. 1-54/80).

I call Mr Boyes.
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Mr Boyes. - I just want to compare and contrast the
last decision with this resolution here. There we had a

case where a lot of deail was known, a lot of facts
were known, the person who spoke on behalf of the
Socialist Group, Mr Caborn, has been in continual
contact with Mr Adams and his lawyers and yet this
Parliament decided, in its wisdom, to reject that reso-
lution. I am hoping that it will also reject this request
for urgency, because I am willing to bet that, apart
from a few newspaper reports on what is happening in
Cuba, there is'nobody in this Parliament who has got
any real information on what the situation is there.

(Laughterfron certain quarters on the ight)

Vell I expect that level of debate from our Christian-
Democratic friends, because I do not doubt that half
of these people here have been across on a fact-finding
mission and know exactly what the situation is. They
mlk of tens of thousands, loose rcrminology like that;
that really does not mean anything. !7e have had no
request from the Cuban Government for any help . . .

(Loud kagbterfrom the Earopean Democratic Groap)

or from any other government in that area for any
help. This Parliament continually refuses to debate
marters that are related to fascist regimes in other
counries, yet, if anything happens in any East Euro-
pean country or Cuba, immediately there is a resolu-
tion down here. I would hope that we shall stan
debating resolqtions for which we have information
and facts, and people have been to find out what the
situation is and not simply read it in the newspaper. I
would really hope that all those people who voted
against the Adams' case being debated, although, as

Mr Bangemann himself said we have had evidence of
the porsecution of that man for years, will reconsider
their priorities. I remember one of my colleagues say-

ing, we debate everything, everywhere, except what is
happening in our own Community. There are a num-
ber of things wrong in this Communiry and time after
time we are not prepared to debate them; yet in the
case of any country outside the Community, and espe-
cially if it is a Socialisr country, this Parliament imme-
diately, wants a debate.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bengemann. - (D) Mr President, I find myself in
an embarrassing position. I wanted to speak in favour
of the motion for a resolution, but everything the pre-
vious speaker said supports the motion and the request
for an urgent debate. I ought really therefore to speak

against it now. But as I do not want to do that, I
endorse what the previous speaker said. .

(Laugbter) I

Presidcnt. - I put the request to the vote.

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

I propose that this item be put on Friday's agenda.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

President. - !7e shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the motion for a resolu-
tion by Mrs Pruvot and others onthe political pisoners
in Guinea (Doc. 1-86/80).

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppicterc. - (NL) Mr President, I oppose the
request for an urgent debate, not because of the con-
tent of the motion, which is laudable, but because a

large majoriry of this Parliament consuntly reiects
urtent debates when the subject is the violation of
human rights and political prisoners in our Commu-
nity. If we discuss Guinea, we must also discuss, for
example, the prisoners in Nonhern Ireland ahd the
rial of autonomists which will be taking place in
France this week.

President. - I call Mrs Pruvot.

Mrs Pruvot. - (F) Mr President, I should like first of
all rc tell Mr Coppieters that I agree with him abso-
lutely and to assure him that I, too, have all of the pri-
soners very much in mind.

\7ith this motion for a resolution we are not seeking
to intervene in the national affairs of a signatory state
of the Lom6 Convention. The purpose of the modon is

to draw the attention of European public opinion and
the Community authorities to the tragic situation and
state of uncenainry of the European wives of political
prisoners still being held in Guinean gaols. There are
more than ten wives whose husbands have been held
for seven, eight, ten years - perhaps even longer.
Most of these women had been expelled from, Guinea
and the children of several of them kept back as hos-
tages. In spite of all their effons through various Euro-
pean organizations and prominent personalities they
have been quite unable to obtain any news at all,
directly or indirectly. The stubborn refusal of the local
authorities to even talk about them and repons from
recendy released detainees give just cause for the gra-
vest anxiety over their fate.

On the eve of his visit to the United States, President
S6kou Tour6 made a Besture of clemenry by freeing
Archbishop Tchidimbo of Conacry and several other
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detainees. Other ddmarches concerning prisoners of
European or dual nationaliry also bore fruit, as the lasr
of these was freed in January 1980. Unfonunately, we
are still wirhout news about a final category of politi-
cal prisoners, those married to European women. I
believe - and this is the modve behind my requesr for
ur8ency - that if we can take prompt aclion now we
should be able rhis time rc achieve some positive
results. The fonhcoming official visir to Europe by
President S6kou Tour6 is undoubtedly the last chance
we shall have to put an end not only to the anxiety and
terrible uncenainry of these families but also to the
serious legal, financial and social injusdces brought
about by the lack of any official information. That is
why we are callin$ for an urgent debate. \7e hope in
this way to give supporr to the Council of Ministers
which will enable it to obtain precise information on
the fate of these prisoners, and perhaps secure rheir
release.

Presidcnt. - I put the request to rhe vote.

The adoprion of urgenr procedure is agreed.

I propose that this item be pur on Friday's agenda.

Are there any objecdons?

That is agreed.

Mrs Le Roux. - (F) Mr President, during the last
part-session I tabled a modon for a resolution on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group calling in
particular for financial aid for Britany, which has
once again been hit by an oil slick. \7e are rherefore
all the more strongly persuaded ro vote in favour of
this request for urgency. The Tanio has spilled onto
our shores an oil whose characteristics constiture a
porcntially even great€r threat, ecologically and econ-
omically, than any previous oil slick. Moreover, rhe
effects of this slick are compounding the effects of the
Amoco Cadiz disaster, which occurred exactly three
years ago. The losses suffered by the Breron people
have been considerable. Brittany musr have help now.
It is therefore viral that we have an urtent debate to
decide what aid the European Communiry could prov-
ide.

President. - I put the request to rhe vore.

The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed.

I propose thar this item be put on Friday's agenda.

Are there any objecdons?

That is agreed.

5. Urgent procedure

Presidcnt. - I have received from Mr Scott-Hopkins
and others, on behalf of the European Democratic
Group, a motion for a resolution, with request for
urtent procedure, pursuanr to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the plight of the Ameicans beld captioe
in Teheran (Doc. I-89/80).

The reasons supponing the request are conr,ained in
the document itself.

I shall consult Parliamenr on this requesr for urgent
procedure at rhe beginning of rcmorrow's sitting.

6. lVehome

Prcddcot - I should likc to welcome to rhe official
gdlery of the European Parliament rhe delegadon of
the House of Asscmbty of Gibraltar, led by Sir Joshua
Hessan, the Chief Ministcr, and Mr Pete Isola.

I wish you a very hrcresting stay and I hope rhat the
contects betwecn you and us will be most rewarding.
Thank you very much for coming here.

(A?platre)

Presi&nt. - Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure in respect of the modon for a resolu-
tion by Mr Josselin and others, on behalf of the
Socialist Group, on the oil slick in Bituny (Doc 1-87/
80).

I call Mr Calvez.

Mr Calvcz. - (F) Mr President, it will come as no
surprise to you rhat I, as a Breton, endorse the modon
for a resolution tabled by Mr Glinne and Mr Josselin,
especially as I, on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, have already forwarded to rhe Commis-
sion a question in the same vein as that of the Socialist
Group. In fact, since nearly all of the 500 million
tonnes of oil passing off the coast of Brinany is des-
dned for discharge at European poru it scems only
fair and consistcnt with rhe idea of Community soli-
dariry that the Communiry should share rhe cost of
moniroring and prevention of oil pollution off the
coast of Brinany, which is a pnesenr being borne
endrely by Francc. For this reason our group supports
the request for urgent debatc.

Ptcsidcnt- - I call Mrs l-e Roux.
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7. Food ai.d to Cambodia (continuation)

Prcsident. - The next ircm is the continuation of the
debate on the report (Doc. l-734/79) by Mr'lTawrzik
on food aid to Cambodia.

I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - (I) Mr President, we were
unfonunately unable to conclude this debate last night
but in one sense this was lucky because it gave me the
chance to read an imponant anicle in the penultimate
issue of 'Le Nouoel Obsentateur', which I commend to
you all, on the refuBee racket in Kampuchea.

However, let me preface my remarks by saying that,
overall, we approve the \Tawrzik report, although we
have tabled three amendments to bring the resolution
closer into line with our own thinking. On behalf of
the Italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group I wish to point out that, far from arguing
against, we have always insisted on the need for rich
Europe to distribute as much food aid as possible, and
cenainly more than in the past, to all who need it: to
refugees and to all the people that have suffered hard-
ship as a result of wars or natural disasters. But we do
need to have some guarantees concerning the distribu-
tion of our food aid. And as regards the refugee camps
along the Thai frontier with Kampuchea, the value of
such guarantees has been seriously called into question
by Ren6 Backman in his long anicle for 'Le Nouoel
Obsentateur'. No one would challenge the integrity of
either the journalist or the periodical. The anicle
speaks of racketeering, of corrupt people who are sell-
ing the rice, cereals and bumeroil given by the Interna-
tional Red Cross, UNICEF and the Community in
exchange for gold and jewellery, in exchange for
women. Such reports are bound to arouse the gravest
concern. I beg you to read the anicle for yourselves
and I ask Commissioner Cheysson to give us some

kind of guarantee regarding this operation, because

otherwise it would be quirc pointless for anyone to
talk to us, in the antiseptic atmosphere of this Cham-
ber, of increasing food, medical and other aid to the
Kampuchean refugees if it is going to be used in this
way. Apan from which, none of this does anything ro
improve the popularity of the !7est in the eyes of the
peoples of South-East Asia. My second point is that
we have never believed in express or implied political
discrimination in the matter of food aid. The Commis-
sion has always assured us that political discrimination
did not exist. But how else can we explain the suspen-

sion, at the end of last year, of aid set aside for Viet-
nam in the form of cereals, butteroil and milk powder?
How else can w'e explain the fact that in the 1979 aid
programme the 86 000 tonnes of cereals that had been

intended for Vietnam are now rc be distributed to
other countries? By such actions we are playing the

poor off one against the other while the allocations, at
least of butteroil and milk powder, are being put into
store.'!(hat is this if not political discrimination?

I have listened in this House to the words of those
who are committed to defending the Kampuchean
people perhaps without realizing that in doing so they
are subscribing to an anti-Soviet campaign that is

without parallel in our times. I have also heard in this
House the more moderate voice of those who can
look beyond the problems and the conflict berween
the Soviet Union and China - in which the'Vestern
powers are also taking sides - who can look beyond
these realities and are coming to understand, in a way
that for Europe is morally easier to justify and politi-
cally more prudent, exactly what form our commit-
ment should take and what our position should be.

In the strongest possible terms we call for an end to
this form of discrimination in the matter of aid to
Vietnam and for the resumption of deliveries of
cereals, buttcroil and milk powder to that country.
That the European Communiry should use food aid as

a political weapon is repugnant to us and degrading
and will cenainly have serious consequences not only
in the sense of influencing the moral judgment that
these peoples will pass on the European Community,
because in the final analysis it is the \7est that is res-
ponsible for the destruction of their country - like it
or not, that is the truth of the matter - but also
because, politically, we should once again be embark-
ing on a suicidal course.

President. - I call Mr \7awrzik.

Mr Vavrzik, rdpporteur. - (D) Mr President, I
should just like to add a few remarks at the end of this
debarc. Firstly, I must thank all those who have spoken
on behalf of political groups prepared to suppon this
motion for a resolution. I feel that if at the end of this
debate we can agree with Mrs Cassanmagnago-Cer-
retti that there should be less talk and more action, we
should perhaps add that above all action should be

taken more quickly. I should like to thank Mr Cheys-
son once again very warmly for the fact that the new
emergency aid plan is ready and to assure him that this
Parliament will be examining this plan as soon as pos-
sible and, as I see it, approving it.

On the debate itself, just one comment: yesterday a

speaker on behalf of the French Communists, whose
speech I did not, however, hear, saw fit to throw
insults at Mr Cheysson in a provocative and evil man-
ner before this House, insinuating that he was panly
to blame for the hunger in Vietnam. Mr Cheysson and
the Commission have pursued a policy in this matter
which has had the approval of the large majority of
this House, and Mr Cheysson had done what this Par-
liament called on him rc do. I thank him for that, and
I completely reject the malicious attacks made on him
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during this debate yesterday. I should like to say to
him that he has my confidence, the confidence of my
group and of many colleagues in this House. Ve will
join with him in fighting hunger in the world and in
helping refugees, regardless of the country from which
they flee and of rhe counrry to which they flee, and -I quoted a few figures here yesterday - we will sup-
port him in this policy. 

)

(Appkuse)

I should also like ro express my gratitude for this
debate, and I feel that we should proceed to rhe vore
as quickly as possible. 

'

President, - I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysso\ Member of tbe Commission. - (F)
Mr President, may I first of all express my apprecia-
tion to the rapponeur for what he said about rhe
Commission. Clearly, we could not mke on our res-
ponsibilities in so delicate en erea without Parliament's
support and, in this connection, I am grateful also to
the various groups that have placed their confidence in
us.

Mr President, I should like to reply to a series of spe-
cific questions rhat have been raised. I will touch
briefly on a subject that is not strictly on rhe agenda
for today but which, because ir concerns South-East
Asia, is nonetheless relevanr: I refer of course ro the
question of food aid to Vietnam. It is rrue thar such
aid was suspended last year and that rhe last supplies
of food aid therefore arrived in Vietnam lasr autumn.
It has not been possible to do anything more since
then. I would remind this House that in the many
debates in which this matrer has been raised the Com-
mission has repeatedly given assurances that it would
propose resumption of food aid to Viernam as soon as

a sadsfacbry agreement was reached berween the
High Commission for Refugees and the Bovernment
in Hanoi for the orderly depanure of those who have
sadly come to be referrid ro as rhe 'boat people'.

I regret to have to tell you that, accordint ro rhe
report, by the Secretary-General of the United
Nations, this agreement is still far frorir sarisfacrory
since barely a few hundred of these 'boat people' have
been able to leave the country in rhe orderly manner
envisaged, whilst thousands are sdll being pushed out
to sea. Then, just as u/e were nevertheless ready to
propose the resumption of food aid, the Viernamese
authorities placed under embargo - and I am choos-
ing my words carefully here - the Vietnamese aut-
horities placed under embarto rhe food aid that had
been delivered to Kampuchea. At one rime we had
over 100 000 tonnes of foodstuffs in storage in Kam-
pong Som and Phnom Penh;217 lorries, ro be exact,
given by the Community were lined up in front of the
depom but permission was refused [o enrer the depots

to remove these foodstuffs and distriburc them ro a
population that was actually starving to death! This
was not the time ro recommend - and I take full res-
ponsibility for it - resumption of food aid to the
countries responsible for this embargo. Fonunately, as
I said yesrcrday, some protress has now been made
and we are currently holding discussions with several
non-governmental organizarions to decide on the
terms under which food aid ro Vietnam could be
resumed, with distribution entrusted to governmental
and non-governmental organizations on terms provid-
ing adequate guarantees.

Mr Presidenr, let us now rerurn to the actual subject
of rcday's debate. I should like first to rake up a ques-
tion put by Mrs Macchiocchi, who expressed astonish-
ment, delighted astonishmenr I may say, ar my report
of the scale of Soviet, aid m Kampuchea and the
degree of cooperation that has been established within
UNICEF, totether with the International Red Cross,
panicularly as regards the despatch of personnel and
supplies by the Soviet Union and its East European
allies and ourselves. Ve know that the Soviet Union
and the Eastern Bloc counries are presenrly carrying
ou[ a protramme delivering 100 000 [onnes of cereals
to Kampuchea. As the total food deliveries required
between now and the end of rhe year stands at around
300 000 tonnes, theirs is therefore no mean contribu-
tion.

It is interesting to note, moreover, that the pon facili-
des at Kampong Som are at present only kept opera-
tional with the help of technical expens from Eastern
Europe and that UNICEF and the Red Cross have
quite rightly asked the Soviet Union and their allies to
continue to provide this rcchnical assisrance. Lastly, let
me say that the pitifully small number of medical per-
sonnel that have been allowed ro enrer Kampuchea -10 doctors and 12 nurses for a counrry of 5 million
inhabitants is really very few - are Soviet. At the pre-
sen[ moment, therefore, we are seeing a united
humaninrian effon involving Eastern Europe, the
Communiry, the United States and the rest of the
international communiry under the supervision of the
Red Cross and UNICEF, which I for one am very
pleased to see.

Mrs Macchiocchi also asked some quesrions reladng
to the way in which aid was utilized. Let me say that
there are no restrictions on the use of aid provided by
the Community. Right now, parr of our cash aid is
being used to build roads to some of the camps, to
construct shelters, to provide blankets and medical
supplies. There are absolutely no restrictions. The allo-
cation of the sums we make available is left entirely to
the United Nations agencies and orher recognized
non-governmental organizarions on the spot. Neither
are there any restrictions in the form of conr.rols on
distribution. And here I must accounr for my acrions
before this House and take the Commission's respon-
sibilities entirely on my shoulders. In Thailand itself
two camps have been ser up in rhe traditional way and,
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as I said yesterday, the conditions of distribution can

be satisfactorily supenrised by the High Commission
for Refugees. At the frontier the situation is a great

deal more fluid, with people coming and going, and

with a gratifying mixture of men, both armed and

unarmed.

Vhat Mrs Baduel Glorioso has had to report about
the situation in this region is unfonunately true. It has

improved to the extent that there is no longer any

bombing in this zone, as there was panicularly in
December and January. At the time the Commission
was obliged to keep a very close watch on develop-
ments to forestall the resumption of military oPera-

tions in the midst of these refugees. All the same, refu-
gees living in makeshift camps, in unbelievable squalor

- Mrs Macchiocchi has seen them for herself - in

rhese makeshift camps along the frontier the refugees

are living in grave and constant peril of their lives. !7e
are pleaied to be able to report therefore that the

numbe.s of these refugees are constantly diminishing.
Most of them have returned to their own country,
coming back rc the camps only to replenish their food
stocks-and then returning again rc their farms and

their homes. I intimated yesterday that close on

600 OOO refugees are now making the return trip. This
is infinitely preferable to living in these camps, which
are in fact a Larget for brigands' '!flhat can we do?

These camps are located in Kampuchea itself. The
Thai army cannot therefore go in. To do so would be

classed "i "t a"t of aggression. These camps are

located in not very clearly defined control zones: side

by side - almost - you have regions controlled by
Pol Pot, others by the Khmers and still others by the
Vietnamese, the three panies having between them -I was going to say a gentleman's agreement but the

term is singularly inapt because as far as I am con-
cerned there are no 'gentlemen' in this region at the

present time - the three Parties, then, in effect respect

each others' territorial control.

So the question is, should we suspend food aid? Mr
Presideni, the Commission will not be resPonsible for
such a decision. Every non-governmenul organiza-
tion, without'.exception, is pressing us to continue,

even though we have no guarantee that all our aid is in

fact getting through to the refugees. The problem is

not of supplies being misappropriated by the warring
panies. I have repeated on numerous occasions that
there is not the least evidence to suggest that any aid at
all has tone to the warring parties, in panicular the
Vietnamese army or the forces of Heng Samrin. On
the other hand, it is highly probable that some of the
aid is being divened by brigands or by the de facto
authorities in a given region. The point is this: Should
we leave the rest to starve just because 5 0/o or 7 0/0, or
whatever, of our aid might be divened? The Commis-
sion will not take that responsibility.

Mr President, these few illustrations show to what
extent the situation differs from one region to another.
And in yesterday's debarc it worried me to hear one or

two speakers bracket together the Kampuchean refu-
gees living in organized camps in Thailand, those in
the vulnerable frontier zone and the Kampucheans liv-
ing, often in abject poverty, in Kampuchea itself. The
conditions are entirely different from place to place.

One of the committees of Parliament will shonly be

receiving a visit from the Unircd Nations High Com-
missioner for Refugees, Mr Poul Hanling, a man for
whom I have the deepest respect, and I am pleased

that he will be able to give evidence before this com-
mittee. But I must say right away, as he will confirm
himself, that he is only in a position to give evidence

about the camps in Thailand. For the High Commis-
sioner for Refugees does not work in Kampuchea and
indeed has never been there. It is primarily the non-
governmental organizations and UNICEF that are

working in Kampuchea itself and that is where condi-
tions are sometimes the most difficult.

Vhat I have said, this distinction between Thailand
proper on the one hand and the region bordering on
Kampuchea on the other, answers many of the obser-
vadons made by various Members. Mrs Cassanmag-

nago Cerretti, for example, wondered if it was possible

to increase the numbers on the spot of personqel
belonging to the international agencies and non-gov-
ernmental organizations. The problem is not in finding
volunrcers. There is any number of people in Europe,
America, Canada and Australia who are ready to go.

The problem lies in obtaining permits, for them to
enter Kampuchea. !7e are having no difficulties at all
with personnel in Thailand itself, or even in the fron-
tier zone. Our difficulties are in Kampuchea and these

arise not out of a shortage of available personnel but
from the difficulry in obnining the necessary permits.

At the same time, Mr President, I should like to refer,
in drawing this distinction, to the proposed parliamen-
tary mission that several speakers have mentioned -the rapponeur, Mrs Macchiocchi and Mr Pun'is
among others - to make an on-the-sPot visit. This
mission will experience no problems in Thailand, of
course. And there is not the slightest doubt that this
token of interest by the European Parliament in the
plight of the refugees in Thailand will be welcomed.
But will this mission be allowed to enter Kampuchea?
Personally I am convinced that it will. The authorities
in Phnom Penh are most anxious to increase their pol-
itical contacts with other countries. And in this con-
text, Mr President, perhaps I may be permitted to raise
what I realize is a delicate matter: desirable as this
mission is as a way of ascenaining the conditions of
distribution on the spot, and of keeping up the pres-

sure on the authorities in Phnom Penh to speed up
distribution - we need to increase our distribudon
capacity by a0 000 tonnes per month - as I say then,
desirable as this mission is for all these reasons, it
would be panicularly undesirable if it were to risk
becoming confined to a political dialogue with the au-
thorities in Phnom Penh. I am sure that the members

of this parliamentary mission are av/are of the need to
avoid this, but I must confess, Mr President, that I was
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disturbed ro hear one of the speakers yesterday declare
that all that was required for all these problems to be
resolved was [o recognize the government of Heng
Samrin. I do not believe that this is the best way ro
safeguard the refugees or the Kampucheans in Kam-
puchea.

President. - The debare is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next votint rime.

8. Fourth Annual Report on the ERDF

- Inooloement of the Northem Adriatic
in the European anification process

President. - The nexr item is the joint debate on:

- the repon (Doc. l-789/79) drawn up by Mr Del-
morrc, on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy
and Regional Planning, on the Founh Annual Repon
(1978) of the Commission of the European Communi-
ties on the European Regional Development Fund
(ERDD (Doc. t-789/79)

- the oral question with debate (Doc. l-32l80) by Mr
Cecovini on behalf of the Liberal and Dcmocratic
Group to the Commission.

Subject: Plan ro involve the Nonhern Adriatic in the
European unification process by using the
pons of Trieste and Monfalcone

The Community is faced with two highly mpical
issues, namely its expansion into the easrern Mediter-
ranean as a result of rhe fonhcoming accession of
Greece, and also the energy crisis.

The first problem means rhar fast transpon links with
the south will have to be established, and the second
that this will have ro be done in the most economic
way, i. e. with a view to saving energy.

This must be borne in mind when considering rhe pro-
posal that the natural warcrway of the Adriatic Sea be
used insread of rhe existing or planned land routes to
the easrcrn Mediterranean, the Near and Middle East
and countries beyond the Suez Canal, by constructing
a modern, expanded sysrem of direct road and rail
links between Munich and the mosr nonherly pons on
the Adriadc, Trieste and Monfalcone and by develop-
ing these porrs as required.

This route would be 2 40p nautical miles, i. e. 5 days'
travelling time shorter than the traditional Hamburg-
Suez route and would also promote the economic
recovery of one of Italy's frontier areas (Friuli-Vene-
zia-Giulia), which was hit by the closure of the San

Marco Shipyard, Fabbrica Macchine and Verobel
after the war and is now facing a serious economic and
employment crisis.

As the plan would not only solve the above Commu-
nity problems, but would also be welcomed by the
people in the area concerned, and as the EIB has
already approved a loan ro [he IRI (Institute for
Industrial Reconstruction) totalling Lit. 27 thousand
million for the consrruction of a 40 km section of
motorway from Udine to Carnia as part of the Ger-
man road link berween Munich and Trieste:

l. Is the Commission prepared to recognize that thc said
project is of Communiry interest and to finance it
appropriately?

2. Does the Commission intend to urge the governments
concerned to panicipatc as actively as possible in the
future in financing those secrions of rhe project wirhin
their rerritory?

I call Mr Delmotre.

Mr Delmotte, rapportear. - (F) Mr President, it is
now mid-April 1980, and rhe item on the agenda is the
Founh Annual Repon (1978) of the Commission of
the European Communities on lhe European Regional
Development Fund. !7e might be tempted to regard,
this report as a belated s[aremenr on rhe workings of
one of the wheels in the Communiry machine, some
kind of list of achievemenm drawn up by the authority
responsible for irs operarion. !7e might also be
tempted to rake note of it and, imprisoned, as ir were,
by the framework of a regulation thar is unchangeable
before the expiry date of 1 January 1981, to confine
ourselves to taking nore of ir for the discussion on the
revision at a fonhcoming conciliation meeting with the
Council. That was nor my intention or rhar of the
Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
ning, as a member of which for rhe last seven years I
have had the honour ro presenr a number of repons
relating ro the Communiry's regional poliry.

At the beginning of rhis introductory sraremenr I
might be rcmpted rc apologize for presenting a reporr
some 66 pages in lengtfu, 10 or so devoted ro the work
and the opinion of the Committee on Budgetary Con-
trol, which adopted it unanimously without a single
deletion. On reflection, however, and I hope this does
not sound like an aurhor's conceit, I should like rc say
to my colleagues rhar the contenr of rhis repon is in
line with my intention to make available to them, and
more specifically those who have joined us since rhe
elections of June 1978, various item of information, an
assessmenr of the situation in the past which can only
panly be found in the Community's records on rhis
subject. I hope, discreedy and in all humiliry, that rhis
document will be of some use ro them in the future.

\7hile Parliamenr was composed of appointed Mem-
bers before June 1978, ir prorested on several occa-
sions against the deficiencies and shoncomings of the
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ERDF regulation, against the Council's inconsistency,
against the bad faith of the governments, their anxiety
to pursue a poliry of juste retor4r, if not against the
scandalous way in which some Member States, France

in particular, derive benefit from the meagre Commu--
nity endowment to grab from the sections of the popu-
lation concerned laurels which ill conceal the shon-
comings of their national regional policies. The exam-
ple I give, Corsica, is a perfect illusradon of this, and
I have other examples to give the House.

The Council of Minisrcrs adopted the regulation set-

ting up the European Regional Development Fund on
18 March 1975, 15 monrhs after the date set by the
Heads of State or Government at their meeting in
Paris in October 1972.The regulation adopted by the
Council differs appreciably from the Commission's
proposals. It introduced national quotas in place of the
list of priority regions drawn up on the basis of Com-
muniry criteria. In its resolution of 12 March 1975 the
European Parliament expressed reservations about the
Council's proposals. In panicular it felt that Commu-
nity aid should be additional to national aid. This
accorded with the principle of complementarity fre-
quently defended in this Chamber by the whole of
Parliament. It also called for a broad interpretation of
the notion for infrastructure and felt that proPer
results could only be obtained by launching genuine
regional development programmes. Such programmes
only became compulsory on I January 1978, the year
to which the Commission's report relates, and we
know that their content is unsatisfactory. In its conclu-
sions at that time, Parliament noted that the provisions '

proposed were based on diverse national policies and

still only amounted to a policy of simply assisting

national regional policies.

These among other examples of inadequary show that
the fund can be no more satisfactory than the provi-
sions of the basic regulation were themselves. The
European Parliament refrained in 1975 from propos-
ing any amendments to the proposal for a regulation
setting up the fund, but only on condition that its

recomrnendations were taken into accqunt when the
basic regulation was re-examined. Anicle 18 of the
regulation lays down that the Council, on a proposal
from the Commission, must re-examine the regulation
'before I January 1978'.The Council did not observe

the deadline for the revision of the regulation. In 1978

the Regional Fund operated on the basis of an unrev-
ised regulation. This revision v/as not effected, owing
to the usual procrastination, undl 5 February 1979, a

delay of more than one year, as u/as the case when the
fund was established in 1975, so history was simply
repeating imelf. The activities of the Regional Fund in
1978 were therefore subject to the provisions of the
old regulation, as adopted in 1975, which the old Par-
liament had always criticized as seriously deficient.

The operation of the Regional Fund in the years 1975
to 1978 could not therefore have been satisfactory.
Parliament in fact had an opponunity to criticize its

operation, when discussing the reports on its activttres

in the years 1975,1976 and 1977.

Parliament's opinion on the Fourth Repon on the
activities of the ERDF at last gives us an opponunity
to recall all the criticisms of which the Council must
take account when next revising the Regional Fund
regulation, which it must do before I January 1981.

Vhat I should say is that Parliament will be pointing
out in fact that the revision made on 6 February 1979

falls well shon of what Parliament considered neces-

sary. Anicle 2 (2) of the basic regulation lays down
that when re-examining the regulation, which it was to
have done before I January 1978, the Commission
must make, and I quote 'the appropriate proposals for
the Community's regional poliry and for aid from the
fund during the subsequent period'.

The regulation therefore makes a very significant dis-
trinction between, on the one hand, the Community's
regional policy, and, on the other, aid from she

ERDF, which is no more than one of the instruments
of that policy. In accordance with the European Par-
liament's recommendations, the Commission submit-
rcd to the Council on 3 June 1977 a communication
concerning guidelines for Community regional policy
and including a proposal for the amendment of the
regulation establishing the Regional Fund. That pro-
posal provided in panicular for the creation of a non-
quota section. On 13 October 1977 Parliament noted

that the Commission had very largely taken account of
these proposals, and I congratulate it on having so

done.

The Commission must therefore put forward some

dme this year proposals for the new revision of the
Regional Fund. The object of the repon now before
the House was [o recall the criticisms expressed by
Parliament regarding the regulation on the oPeration
of the fund and to recall its proposals on them. In its
proposals the Commission must take account of the

ton".rn of this Assembly, and an examination of the

fund's activities in the past will allow certain conclu-
sions to be drawn on how its operation can be

improved. That essentially is what I wanted to say in
the repon I have iresented. Mr President, I should
have liked to say a little more, but as time is shon, I
will conclude by calling on the Commission to take
account in its proposals of the requests Parliament has

reiterated. Parliament must keep a close vatch to
ensure this has been done when it comes later this year
to discussing the Commission's proposals to the Coun-
cil on the revision of the regulation establishing the

ERDF.

President. - I call Mr Cecovini.

Mr Cecovini. - (I) Madam President, at the time
that I, with some skilled colleagues, was preparing the
plan to which the question we are now debating refers,
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the EEC - Yugoslavia agreemenr had not yet been
finalized. The plan was rherefore produced for other

- and quirc definitely separate and sufficienr - rea-
sons which may be summed up briefly as two points of
predominandy Community inreresr and a third, also
highly imponanr, of regional inrerest.

The first problem that the plan tackles and endeavours
to solve, in a manner that will bring grear benefits to
the Communiry, is ro provide Europe wirh a rapid and
direct route to the South which has become absolurely
necessary and can no longer be postponed in view of
the expansion of the Community into the Eastern
Mediterranean.

The second problem that it endeavours ro solve,
directly related to the presenr grave enerty crisis, is
the provision of as economic as possible a roure ro rhe
South, in other words one permitting maximum
energy conservation.

The plan which the Liberal and Democratic Group
wanm adopted as a Community project.is a linked-up
sysrcm of direct and shon road and rail communica-
tions between Munich in Bavaria and the pons of Tri-
este and Monfalcone, the nonhern-most pons of the
Adriatic and in this case proposed as rhe gareway
between land and sea routes on rhe way to [he Easrern
Mediterranean, the Near and Far East and the coun-
tries beyond Suez, consisring for the most part in the
natural waterway, already there and available, of the
Adriatic Sea.

The choice of this combined land and sea roure should
not, however, be seen as an alternative to the land -only links that already exist to some exrenr but for the
most part are sdll on the drawingboard; rhe construc-
tion and mainrenance of those - let it be said in pass-
ing - are far more costly than those of this land-sea
route, another advantage of the latter being its free-
dom from all rhe obsacles associated with crossing the
frontiers of countries that are not in the European
Community.

In other words the Adriaric warerway is not being pur
forward in opposition to rhe all-land route but as a
complemenrary alternative ro rhe latter of which
no-one can deny the economic and strategic relevance.

Europe has imperative need of a Nonh-South transal-
pine route and the existing Austrian network or even
that country's new plans are nor sufficient for this pur-
pose; in the lasr ren years freighr raffic uansitting
through Austrian territory has increased by a factor oT
24.

Though it does nor belong ro rhe Communiry, Austria
nevenheless lies at the very hean of Europe and
already carries twice as much transir traffic as Switzer-
land,. Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece and Turkey pur
totether and this is likely ro increase still funhir, ior
one thing because of Greece's fonhcoming accession

to the European Community - and this in a counrry
where the roads are already congesred.

Vays of relieving rhe situation must therefore be
found. Greece, with the biggest fleer in the Medircrra-
nean, needs to be offered sea routes. Our plans does
exactly that, offering the Adriadc route ro supplemenr
and relieve rhe land rou[es.

As far as Austria is concerned, if financial supporr was
obtained from the Community for its Nonh-'!7est-
South-East anery, thar counrry would not fail to con-
firm its readiness to bore the Monte Croce Carnico
tunnel, which would be a vital pan of rhe land-sea
route proposed. Italy in its turn would cenainly be
more convinced and have greater interest in suppon-
ing, in the Communiry, the other requesrs and various
requirements of its neighbour Ausrria, including the
financing of the Passau-Spiefeld motorway.

Another poinr is that, compared wirh rhe traditional
sea route in use today for freighr from Cenral Europe
to destinations in the Eastern Mediterranean and Suez
and vice versa, lhe Adriatic route would shonen the
journey by 2 a00 naurical miles, i. e. 5 days' ravelling
time, and no-one can ignore the fact that, given the
present energy crisis, devices such as preferential rail
tariffs and concessionary sea freight are nor sufficient
to outweight the big difference in distance, because it
is the physical shonening of distance that brings sav-
ings in energy, the prevailing and essenrial objective of
European poliry today and for the immediare future.

On top of these rwo reasons of specifically Commu-
nity interest and for which the plan can rightly be
claimed to be European, there is one of a regional
nature. In the final land pan of the route, the plan
concerns the full spread of the Friuli-Venezia Giulia
Italian frontier area which would be crossed from
Nonh ro South by the proposed road and rail route
(already panly constructed), and it obviously implies
the use of the integrated pons of Trieste and Monfal-
cone as the interface berween sea and road routes. In
this way it is a perfect example of Communiry acrion
for the benefit of a frontier, peripheral area. From
there, the sea rourc skins Italy along the whole
Adriatic coast. The marginal position in which the
Friuli-Venezia-Giulia area, and Trieste its capital in
parcicular, is siruared, has already had the mosr severe
economic, social and demographic effects. The unem-
ployment rate in this area is higher than the Italian
national averate. There are 53 000 people looking for
work and this in spite of the high rarc of migration to
richer European counuies and even to countries out-
side Europe like Ausralia and Canada.

The big San Marco shipyard in Trieste and rhe famous
Fabbrica Macchine, which used to build big marine
turbine engines, have closed down togetlier with
Vetrobel and a whole series of small and medium
satellite firms.
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Unique in Ialy, the city of Triesrc is in a state of
steady and now worrying demographic decline. The
ratio between binhs and deaths is now 1:3, the average

age is 43 and the percenuge of retired people is higher
than in the rest of the country

Nevenheless the Trieste area and its pon could well
come back to life if a major European artery were to
feed it with the life blood of new traffic, new work,
new hope and faith. Among other things, this pon of
Triesre is equipped for the functions it is hoped to per-
form.

Already, 90 % of the traffic handled, with the help of
a workforce of engineers, shipping and forwarding
agenm and specialisrc of all kinds - already available
because of the city's long tradition as a trade cenre in

the service of Central Europe - has neither its point
of origin or destination in Italy.

Lastly, then, the project which meets all the criteria of
Community and regional policy would be looked
upon with the greatest favour by the populations con-
cerned.

Its implementation would obviously call for contribu-
tions, along with Communiry aid, from the countries

concerned - Italy, Germany and Austria' Italy is
already providing funds through the Istituto per la

Ricostnrzione Industriale and the loans of lire 27 bil-
lion raised with the EIB, used to build 40 km of the

Udine-stazione motorway via Carnia which is the

central section of the through route from Munich to
Trieste in Italian territory. The Southern part, already
in use, connects up, not only with the pons of Trieste
and Monfalcone, but also with the port of Venice in

the Vest and neighbouring Yugoslavia to the East. All
that is left is rc build the Stazione motorway via Car-
nia - Monte Croce Carnico and the Tunnel I have

already referred to.

The project does not stop at the motorway but
includes two alternative rail routes, one being straight
through and coinpletely new, shonening the distance
between Munich and Trieste by 150 km'and reducing
travelling time to six hours for goods and four for pas-

senters, and the other, straightening out the route
already in use and shonening the distance by 72 km,
reducing travelling time to 7 hours for freight and 5

hours for passengers.

I would like to add that, though an outline plan, it
does include a rough estimate of costs and time neces-

sary for design and implementation and an indication
of the organisations on the Italian side to whom the
work might possibly be entrusted. For the rail pan of
t\e plan it is suggested that a 'Gruppo d'asse Adria-
tico-Baviera' be set up, on the model of the Brennero,
Tauri and Adriatico-Vienna groups that already exist.

I would like to end by drawing Members' attention
again to the new factor - the EEC-Yugoslavia agree-

ment - which rc my mind makes the adoption of the
plan by the Community institutions not only useful
and dmely but a matter of bounden dury.

It is a fundamental rule of the Communiry that its act-

ion on behalf of third countries should not have harm-
ful effects on any of its own frontier areas and this
would be precisely the case with the EEC-Yugoslavia
agreement and its effect on the Friuli-Venezia-Giulia
aiia which would be complecely bypassed and sealed

off from any European traffic by the new Europe-
Greece route, unless Europe itself akes its own reme-

dial action, offsetting by appropriate measures the

harm that would otherwise be inevitable.

Let there be no doubt that Ialy, the Friuli-Venezia-
Giulia area, and the Italian and European city of Tri-
este accept and approve without reserve the EEC-
Yugoslavia agreement, being fully aware that Yugosla-
via, as .n outpost of the '!7est, must be helped and

sustained. But this 'European' attitude should not and

cannot jusdfy harm that can and should be avoided.

This, Mr President, is what the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group wishes to ask Parliament with the motion
for a resolution that will be tabled at the end of the

debate.

President. - I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, - Member of the Commission. - Mr
President, I shall confine myself in this reply to that
pan of the discussion which arises from Mr Cecovini's
question.

In its memorandum on the Community's role in the

development of transpon infrastructures, the Commis-
sion gave particular attention to ffansport links which
would permit more effective integration of new Mem-.
ber States into the Community. Among the ranspon
links which merit panicular attendon in this regard, it
mentioned land and sea links with Greece. The con-
struction of better road and rail links with the Adriatic
ports could, without doubt, contribute to the solution
bf t."nspon problems arising in the framework of the

Community's trade relations both with Greece and the

countries of the Middle East. There can be no doubt
of the Community's interest in such projects.

As the honourable Member points out, the Commu-
nity has certain means of assisting such projects. Men-
tion should also be made of the proposal for a regula-

tion concerning suppon for transport infrastructure
projects of Community interest. This proposal, which
is currently being examined by the Council, provides

for the granting of loans, loan guarantees, interest

subsidieslnd grints for the construction of projects of
Community interest. Under Article 4 of this proposal

the initiative in seeking Communiry aid lies with the
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Member State on the territory of which the project is
to be carried out.

The Commission clearly cannor anricipate the resulr of
the examination of any given projecr under the proce-
dure provided for. The decision insrituring a consulta-
tion procedure and setdng up an infrastrucrure com-
miree provides rhat projects of Community interest be
notified to rhe Commission. At iu own request or ar
that of a Member State, rhe Commission consults the
Member States on the projecm in question. This proce-
dure provides the Member States and the Commission
with an opponuniry to express their points of view. Up
to now no project connecred with the link referred rc
by the honourable Member has been notified on the
basis of this decision.

President. - I call Mr Griffiths to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Griffiths. - Mr President, I would first like to
pay ribute ro Mr Delmotte for rhe thorough review
he made in his repon of rhe 1928 Repon of ihe Com-
mission on the European Regional Development Fund
and also to point our rhat for new nemberi like myself
he added an excellent historical perspecrive. In-that
perspective it soon became clear that year by year rhe
problems of the Regional Development Fund are rhe
same, problems of lack of funds, difficulties in estab-
lishing the non-quota sector and the continuing diffi-
culties with rhar secror, rhe problem of establishing
real additionality on Communiry spending in thi
regions, the question of effective control of and publ-
iciry for Community operarions in the region and the
difficulties in rying to achieve local and regional
involvement in the operation of the Regional Develop-
ment Fund.

Another-problem which is high on the list year by year
is that of rhe great disparity between the words uitered
by the Council and its acrion ar the time of the budget.
As long ago as 1972 the Council of Ministers promiied
to give a high priority to regional problems and ro
reducing the disparities in wealth between the differ-
ent regions of the Communiry. However, we have
seen that these regional disparities conrinue ro
increase. The gap berween the rich and the poor gets
greater instead of smaller, and with the imminent
enlargement of the Communiry this problem will get
even worse.

Now, in referring to the difficuldes over the size of
the Fund I would not wish to mislead the House into
thinking rhar merely by increasing the amount of
money available for rhe Regional Fund we will thereby
overcome the problems of the regions. Ir seems ro me
there is within the Communiry an inherent paradox
between the free movemenr of capital and the 

-attempr

to direct capiral to the regions. In looking therefore it
the whole problem of rying rc evolvi a common

regional policy, we musr ask the Commission wherher
it does not think that there is a conflict between the
operation of the ideal enshrined in the Treary of
Rome, i.e. free movemenr of capital, and rhe arrempr
rc diven this capital, ro encourage this capital to go to
the regions. Ve must ask the Commission whither
there is nor a conflicr between ir indusrial and com-
pedtion policies and what it is rrying to do by encour-
aging the establishment of industry in the regions. \7e
must ask the Commission whether it believes that the
regional initiadves ar presenr being undenaken,
whether in agriculture, ransport, social affairs, energy
or the environmenr sector, can be properly coordi
nated to make sure that help for the regions is maxim-
ized.

Then, when we look at the repon, we see reference
again to this problem of additionality. Now I know
that in the United Kingdom successive governmenm
have taken whar can only be described asi relaxed or
even a complacent view abbur making sure rhal rhere
is real additionality. Although the repon says thar
some attempr is being made to respecr this principle, I
can only say thar, by and large, most governments do
not make much effon ro see that addirionality is
observed, and I would suggesr rhe Commission must
now really take steps ro ensure that we do get real
additionality.

Ve need also ro look at the questions of publicity and
control. I think the two go hand-in-hand, because if
governmenr give adequate publiciry to the way in
which money is spenr from rhe Regional Fund in iheir
areas, then c/e can also get better help in respect of
control. One example srands out, in the repon, of lack
of control which must also be due to a lack of public-
ity. The repon tells us thar in Corsica, where a consi-
derable amounr of money is spent from the Commu-
nity's Regional Fund, the local and regional authori-
des did not have any idea abour what rhe money was
being spent on. I would like to point our rhar there is a
great need to'draw in the regions and rhe local author-
iries so that there can be effective control and effective
publicity of the Regional Fund.

President. - I call Mr Pottering to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD-
group).

Mr Piittcring. - (D) Mr President, we are discuss-
ing,today an aspecr of European poliry which we hope
will become one of the most imponant aspects of
European policy in the foreeseable future, which is
yhy .y group, the Group of the European People's
Parry, would like to thank the rapporreur, Mr Del-
motte, very sincerely for his work, A word of thanks
also goes to the Commission, represented here today
by Mr Giolitd. My group would like ro see so large a
measure of agreement in this Parliamenr on all aieas
of European policy as there is on regional policy.
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Allow me to recall the following principle: the

regional policy concerns a genuinely human aspect of
European poliry because it sets out to create jobs

where people were born and where they live, and this

must continue to be the focal point of any European
regional policy. Ve see our effons to use the regional
policy to crearc an infrastructure and m establish small
and medium-sized undenakings in the structurally
weak areas as a means of helping people to help them-
selves, as an incentive for the people concerned.

Mr Delmotte referred to the financial limits. ln 1978

about 581m EUA was available in commitment appro-
priadons.'S7hen we look at the major tasks facing the
European regional policy, this is undoubtedly a small
an ourrt, which must be increased in the future if we
are to solve the problems. But an increase in resources

is justifiable only if we create the necessary controls
over their use, in other words if the Commission and
this Parliament succeed in carrying out the necessary

investigations, on the spot and elsewhere, into where

the money has gone. It is completely unacceptable -
and the rapporteur, Mr Delmotte, kindly pointed this

out - thai ihe Commission should not be permimed in
one Member State to conduct the necessary investiga-
tions and that the attempt should be made to use

European resources on a purely national basis. My
group feels that if a Member State refuses to make the
necessa.y on-the-spot checks, no resources should be

made available to that Member State of the Commu-
nity in future while it refuses such checks.

(Applause)

The European regional policy also rePresents an

opponunity to demonstrarc Europe's identity as a

Community.

That is why we expect the necessary public relations
work to be done, so that the people of Europe know
that European Community money is being made avail-
able, to show the people who need our suPPort that
they are actually getting this suppon from Europe.
This again means that Europe must show itself as a
Communiry in actual projects, and that means aid
grantcd from the European Regional Fund must go to
rhose 

"once.ned 
and not flow back into the national

budgea, where it is offset against national resources.

No, European resources must go to those concerned
so that they personally experience what Europe is.

One further comment on the question of controls.
Although controls over the udlization of resources are

needed, we would ask the Commission to do every-

thing in its power to ensure that we keep the Process
of bureaucratization and red-tape down to a very lim-
ited level, because the people do not sympathize when

they see the European Communiry only in terms of
the-flood of paper rc which it gives rise. Unfonun-
ately, in my country at least, the European Commu-
nity is frequently seen in these terms. 'S7e should play

our part in restricting this bureaucratization as far as

possible.

A word about the futirre: Ponugal, Spain and Greece

will soon be members of the Communiry, adding 56

million to its population. Two-thirds of these people

have a standard of living at the level of the poorest
regions of the Community. !(e feel that, after we have

welcomed these three nations into our Community, we

should also show our solidarity in future by increasing
regional policy resources. '$(i'e must tell the Council
that this is possible only if the Community's revenue is

raised to a level at which we can meet requirements
and that this should not be done by placing e gre^ter
burden on the citizens of Europe but by transferring
more tasks from national to European level, so that
more resources are available to the European budget.
'!7hen showing solidarity with the weaker regions of
the Community, I would call on the Members of this
Parliament not to forget that in the wealthier countries
also there are suucturally weak regions in which many
jobs need to be created because of a fast growing
population. It would, be befitting for Europe not to
overlook these regions in the 'wealthy' countries.

A brief comment on Britain's budgetary problems. My
group welcomes the fact that possible compensation is

being discussed in the context of Britain's contribution
to the budget, that funds are being made available to
Britain for structural measures and regional policy
projects. My group and I consider this an excellent
move, and I also feel that there should be no pettiness

in this respect. But I would also call on our British col-
leagues to give a sign that will make it possible for a

really satisfactory solution to be found - a sign that
Britain is irxfavour of the Community, so that we can

adopt a joint position in these matters.

(Applaase)

President. - I call Mr Harris to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Harris. - Mr President, anyone reading this

excellent repon by Mr Delmotte could be forgiven for
wondering whether there is such a thing as a Commu-
nity regional policy. !7e have heard already this morn-
ing about some of the difficulties. Member States

apply completely different criteria when submitting
applicadons to the Regional Development Fund. \fle
hive heard a lot about breaches of the principle of
additionaliry; I have to say that my own country has

been in the forefront in breaching this principle and I
say that trith regret.

But the Community policy is important, and I think
the role of this Parliament is to champion that policy.
Indeed, some member nations rather tend to look
upon the fund as nothing more than a means of cor-
ricting financial differences. I am very grateful for the
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remarks made by Mr Potrcring, in which he says that
he believes the fund can be used rc help overcome rhe
panicular problem which Britain faces with its budget.
I agree with him. But I think the fund and the regional
poliry of the Communiry must be much more rhan just
that.

Panly because of the election to this House, the
regions with high unemplolment are looking to Brus-
sels for help in building up srronger economies in their
areas. This, I believe, presenm us with a challenge and
it is my personal opinion that we should moue fairly
quickly to a position in which the regions have direcr
access to Brussels, have stronger links with Brussels,
make their applications to Brussels rarher rhan having
to go through national governmenr. Of course
national governments must retain some say in the way
in which the mon.ey is spent and perhaps they can have
a veto, but I do not rhink rhar we shall have a really
meaningful Communiry policy in rhis field until rhe
links with the regions are much sronger than rhey are
at the moment.

Reference has been made to some of the disgraces
which have occurred already in the operation of the
fund. Mr Griffiths referred ro the position in Corsica,
and Mr Delmotte said that there are other examples
which he could make available ro rhe House. I do not
want [o pick on just one counrry, but I really do rhink
that ir is a scandal rhar one counrry - and I am sorry
to say thar it is France - has absolutely refused to
allow the Commission's inspectors in to see how the
money is being spenr in the industrial sector. This can-
no[ to on and I would ask, or rather demand, from
the Commissioner who is here today an up-to-date
report on what is happening in rhis respecr; because if
France does persist in this atdtude, rhen really we must
not go on paying money if we have no means of
assessing whether that money is being used in accord-
ance with the principles of the fund.

Mr President, I am sorry if my brief remarks in this
debate have been on rhe difficulties of the fund. I per-
sonally believe in a Communiry regional policy and I
look to this Parliamenr ro champion, as ir has done in
the past, the need for a regional policy to improve the
operation of the fund, so rhar in future our reporr ro
this House will be just as full as rhe one presented by
Mr Delmotte but will tell a srcry which shows that we
are succeeding in rhe object which rhose of us in this
Chamber today hold dear.

President.'- I call Mr Gourhier to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Gouthier. - (I) Mr President, I shall be speak-
ing both on Mr Delrnorte's reporr and on the problems
of Trieste and Friuli-Venezia Giulia.

On the former subject I wish to make two points. Ve
fully agree with the reporr, and with the informadon
and suggestions it contains, bur we feel we have to
raise two policy developmenm that, in our view, are
crucial. Vhat emerges from the work of Parliament,
which, so far rhis year has been tackling mainly budg-
etary problems and has recendy dealt with the prob-
lems of agricultural prices? More generally, what do
we see emerging as rhe Commirtee on Regional Policy
and Parliament, with progressively treater authority
and incisiveness, tackle complex marrers such as rrans-
pon problems and problems relating to specific areas
in our conrinenr like Friuli-Venezia Giulia? To my
mind an imponant policy rrend is emerging in broad
sectors of Parliamenr - as we see happening today.
Not only is there appreciation of the great value of this
fund as an instrumenr of action but also, aird this is the
political fact, there is increasing awareness in various
political groupings - democratic polirical groupings

- that regional policy from now on is increasingly to be
viewed in close association with,,rhe Community's gen-
eral policy orientadons. \Vhy dbes this basic quesrion
arise with such urgenry? The answer is ttat vre are
witnessing a Erave development which is that, inside
the Communiry and conrary to what was provided for
and sanctioned by rhe Treaties, the disparities and
imbalances, far from diminishing, are spreading and
worsening even ro the point of interfering with the
Communiry's very capacity ro operarc. This is why the
problem of regional policy has to be relarcd to this
basic requiremenr. This is why, as things stand and
given the mechanism available ro us and the
extremely limircd resources as regards the welcome
non-quota system, we cannot hope to do anything
about rhis worsening in rhe disparities and the eco-
nomic and social tensions wirhin the Communiry
purely with rhis instrument, with rhe Social Fund or
with the EAGGF Guidance secrion. This is why, there-
fore, the problem has to be seen in broader and more
comprehensive terms.

Having approached the question from the standpoint
of practical applicatign, I find I have to suess one
thing with panicular reference to Inly. Compared
with commitments, rhe percentate of payments from
the Regional Fund by the end of tgzg was, on aver-
age,very low and this was the fault of our country and
therefore of the governmenl and of the Cassa del
Mezzogiorno, which were responsible, as we know, 

,

for allocaring these resources. These problems need to
be seen against this background.

Moving on ro rhe quesrion of Triesrc and Friuli, we
have always considered with care, and without any
preconceived ideas or prejudices, the proposals prod-
uced by other political panies and we therefore have
given careful consideration to Mr Cecovini's proposal
as well. After a careful analysis, however, we feel we
can say that our conclusions se[ out in the motion for a
resolution, thar we, together with our Socialist col-
leagues, have rabled, not only seem [o us [o be more
complete but they also appear ro us ro be more feasible
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and more realistic - and I say this above all in the
light of the statements made a few moments ago by
Mr Burke. Vhy? Clearly, our starting point is a posi-
tive assessment of the EEC-Yugoslavia agreement
which cenainly raises problems for Trieste and Friuli-
Venezia Giulia but also opens up broad perspectives

and new opportunities. \7e know that if use is made of
these prospects and these opportunities not only will it
be possible to prevent any funher decline and margin-
alization of Triesrc and similarly placed regions'but
the role of this ciry and area as a bridge with Eastern
Europe, from the economic, political and commercial
standpoints, can be strengthened. Ve are aware of the
need to assess these problems in the light of the big
projects under way in the European setting - EIB
financing for the trans-Yugoslavia route, in substance
provided for in the EEC-Yugoslavia treaty, and the
opening of the Rhine-Danube link in five or six years'
tlme.

Coming now to practicalities, our specific proposals
are basically four in number. The first concerns the
urgent need to define a system of road and rail infra-
structures to provide more rational and rapid links
between the areas of Central Europe and the sea ports
of the Nonhern Adriadc and in panicular Triesrc,
Monfalcone and Venice. Here we are working on
solid-ground, knowing that the Chamber of Deputies,
the special commission on Friuli-Venezia Giulia and

the Committee on Transport have identified the spe-
cific items that concern Trieste and this area - the
boring of the Monte Croce Carnico tunnel, the dou-
bling of the rack and the improvement of the Ponrcb-
bana line, the compledon of the Udine-Tartisio-Coc-
cau motorway and the widening and improvement of
highway No 13 to eliminate the serious bottlenecks
affecting it today. In panicular, as regards Trieste and
in the light of what Mr Burke has just said, it seems to
us that the most practical line to follow is to apply
pressure for action in two directions. The Commis-
sioner confirmed that the Commission has a proposal
for a regulation now under study by the Council on
support for transpon infrastnrcture projects of Com-
munity interest.'!7e are therefore, as a first point and
as set out in a motion for a resolution tabled by our
group on this subject, asking the Council to approve
these proposals for a regulation on support for rans-
port infrastructure projects of Community interest.
Secondly, as widely discussed at the joint meeting of
the Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Plan-
ning and the Committee on Transport, we nrant ports
to be included among the infrastructures eligible for
Community finance. In the Commission's recent
memorandum, too, the special imponance to be

attached to the development of pons is stressed. Here
therefore, close at hand, is a direct, concrete and posi-
tive lever that can be used at the European level to get
the Italian government doing something about having
rhese Adriatic pons and in panicular-those of the
Nonhern Adriatic included in the infrastructures qual-
ifying for Community finance in the general frame-
work of aid for pons. In our view shese initiatives

should be given special attention. In the third place we
feel that it is necessary - in the framework of the
application of the EEC-Yugoslavia agreements and the
trans-Yugoslavia highway project - to have a high-
speed through link not only between Nonh and South
but also between East and 'Vest, so that Trieste and

Gorizia - because the problem concerns these two
centres in particular - can have the necessary links
with Fiume and Ljubljana. Founhly, we hope that, in
the light of these initiatives and these possibilities for
practical and early inrcrvention, the Commission will
put forward a programme of action based on co-ordi-
nated control of the Community's financial instru-
ments.

These, we feel, are the points on which concrete and
realistic action can be taken, bringing in the whole
spectrum.of available instruments. It seems to us that
Mr Cecovini's plan, which rightly refers to the general
requirement that use be made of the Northern Adriatic
and irc pon infrastructures, is wholly legitimate and
acceptable. In our view, however, I repeat, our Pro-
posals and the fact that they are based not on the main
or almost exclusive use of the Regional Development
Fund but on a wider spectrum of mechanisms, are
more realistic and more capable of producing quickly
the positive resulm we are seeking in correction with
our general policy of co-operative relations with Aus-
tria and Yugoslavia, two countries which, through the
neutrality of the one and the non-alignment of the
orher, perform an exceptionally positive role in the
present situation of grave international tension. 'S7e

hope that these measures at the political, economic
and social level will help to provide solutions to the
problems I have referred to.

President. - I call Mr Irmer to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Irmcr. - (D) Mr President, my grouP has taken
on board the proposals by Mr Cecovini because we
mke the view that this plan could prove to be a model
for rational and constructive Community policy. In the
first place it is a regional policy measure, since it pro-
poses support for the regional structure of Friuli and

Giulia-Venezia and would create jobs. But at the same

time - and in this we regard the plan as exemplary -it is a measure that would embrace other sectors of
Communiry poliry.

Firstly, energy policy. Mr Cecovini has already
pointed out thar considerable energy savings could be

made by implementing this plan. Secondly there is the

linking of the Member, Greece, with th Community
and thirdly, and lastly, there are the relations with our
neighbours Ausria and Yugoslavia. I w_ould also

stress, as a representative of Bavaria, that I look for
advantages for the Bavarian economy in the imple-
mention of this plan. In addition, it is urgently neces-

sary - not least for holiday traffic reasons - rc take
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some of the pressure off the Brenner route which is
the only reliable link we have today berween Munich
and Northern Italy. In our opinion, therefore, this
plan should be carefully scrudnized even though it is
not possible to say today whether ir can be carried out
in every detail in the form in which it is now proposed.

My last point is environmenal acceptability. Various
alternative corridors have been discussed. It seems to
us that the proposed route offers the least risk of
endangering rhe Alpine environmenr.

One funher commenr on regional policy in general.
The non-quora secrion of the Regional Fund unfor-
tunately comes ro only 5 0/o 

- 5 0/o of a Regional
Fund which is too meagre so srarr with. This makes it
that much more difficult to undersrand, and that much
more scandalous, rhat even rhis small amount of 5 o/o

is blocked because one governmenr, one Member-
State, refuses to allocate these 5 0/o by Community cri-
teria. This we just cannor understand. Vhat is the
logic of governmen$ agreeing rogerher to distribute
5 0/o solely on rhe basis of Community criteria if one
government then makes cenain that the principle can-
not be applied in practice. To my mind it is panicu-
larly provocative that the government concerned is
precisely the one that otherwise loudly complains that
its own contribution ro the Communiry budget is too
high. I feel that these complaints by the government
concerned would receive more understanding and
sympathy if it were ready to lift rhis blockade and
make an effon to ensure rhar the disadvantaged
regions of the Communiry could be helped on rhe
basis of Community criteria.

Prcsident - I call Mr Cronin to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrars.

Mr Cronin. - Mr President, I too would like rc
thank Mr Delmotte for the very thorough approach he
has adopted in presenting his repon on rhe Commis-
sion's founh annual reporr on the European Regional
Development Fund. The morion for a resolution con-
tains no fewer rhan 55 paragraphs, and consequently I
would like to concenrrate on rhe facu that I believe to
be the most imponant.

The period we are dealing with is a period of losr
opportunities, in which the Community failed to live
up to the high ideals of the 1972 Paris summit. The
Heads of Stare and Governmenr meeting in Paris
recommended that a high priority be given to the aim
of correcting in rhe Communiry strucrural and
regional imbalances which might affect the achieve-
ment of economic and monetary union. They invited
the Community institutions to establish a regional
development fund, which was ro be ready ro operate
by the end of. 1973. The Communiry failed to introd-
uce the fund in 1973 and 1974. By the time ir was

implemented in 1975, it had become a watered-down
document of compromise ar the lowesr level. As a result
of the delay in adopting the regulation, inflationary
economic forces dealr a funher serious blow to its
effectiveness. Instead of creating a valuable fund
which would correct srrucrural and regional imbal-
ances, it merely made a nominal and insignificanr con-
tribution to the problem. The sums allocated to the
Regional Fund are so meagre and so un-arrracdve that
projects which would normally be submitted for inclu-
sion to benefit under a fund such as this are not being
put forward. These projects would make a major
improvement in industrial and infrastructural develop-
ment in the less well-off regions:rhis fact is borne out
by the ever-widening disparities berween' regions
under the present fund.

Before l January 1981, the Council'is due to take par-
ticular account of Parliament's poinr of view in its
review of the regulation establishing the ERDF. I
would like to support the rapponeur in urging the
Council to recognize the limits imposed by the opera-
don of the original fund, and take the necessary reme-
dial steps when next reviewing the fund. Failure to do
so could lead m disintegration of the Community.

One of the central issues of the debate is the level of
national quotas. In our EPD election protramme we
stated that the system of allocating the fund's appro-
priations according to national quoms should be
revised, since it has increased disparities and wasteful-
ness. Aid should be concenrrated in the most needy
regions. Nothing has happened to alrer our view in
this respect. The motion for a resolution points our rhe
need to draw up a list of regions elegible for aid from
the fund, based on a compararively low per capita
product, a high percentage of workers engaged in
agriculture or in a declining indusrial sector, structural
underemploymenr, a consistendy high unemployment
rate and high emigration figures. Ireland is more than
qualified for increased aid unrcr all the above criteria.

If we are to reduce existing economic disparities, then
these points must be seriously considered by the
Council when reviewing national quoras. Funhermore,
a real and larger regional fund musr be additional to
national expenditure and must be used, as is necessary
under the presenr system, as panial repayment for
national aid to industrial projects.

Commission proposals that rhe percenrage for the
non-quota section of the fund should amounr to 13 o/o

have been more rhan halved by the Council. The Min-
isters are for 5o/o, which greatly limits the use of the
fund.

The fund fails rc live up ro the expecr.ations of achiev-
ing regional, social and economic convergence. I
would ask the Council to recall the conclusions of the
Presidenry in Dublin last November. On the subject of
convergence and budgetary quesdons the European
Council reaffirmed that'steps musr be taken to srreng-
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then the economic potential of the less prosperous
countries of the Community'.

By reducing the non-quota section, we are limiting the
fund's effectiveness in areas where a large quota is

mosr badly needed - for example, the border areas

berween the Nonh and South of Ireland. Funher
delays deny the potendal value of the proposed aids
for initiative, aimed at allowing communities to help
themselves. I have no doubt that coummunities on
both sides of the Irish border, given the means of
achieving economic progress through the existence of
the non-quota secdon, will reap rewards not only for
themselves but for the Community as a whole.

My group entirely agrees with paragraph 20 of the
resolution. Prioriry must be given to the development
of infrastructures which would be eligible for Commu-
nity aid amounting to 50 0/o of the total investment.
The Council figure of 40 % is unacceptable. I would
also wholeheanedly support paragraph 21, which
deplores the fact that the Council has not accepted the
five panicularly deprived regions, including Nonhern
and Southern Ireland, which the Commission pro-
posed should qualify Tor the higher rate of assistance
for infrastructural projects.

Bearing in mind the effects of inflation on an already
small fund, paragraph 35 of the motion for a resolu-
rion should be stressed, together with paragraphs 37

and 4l: rhe smallness of the fund did nothing to ease

unemployment levels, and the speeding up of pay-
ments is crucial if the fund is to be effective. Our elec-
tors will not understand why 58 0/o of the fund pay-
ments for 1978 were not utilized at the end of that
year. The red tape which is discouraging applicants
must be done away with by the Commission, the
Council and the Member States. The fund must have a

simple coordinated approach taking into account local
and regional characteristics. The operation of the
ERDF must demonstrate publicly a resolute commit-
ment to reduce imbalances and guarantee a fair distri-
bution of wealth.

Finally, Mr President, one might well wonder at the
urtency of these matters in view of the fact that while
the Council sought to get Parliament's view on the
non-quoa secdon of the fund last December and the
report was submitted in March, no acdon has yet been
taken.

President - I call Mrs Bonino.

Mrs Bonino. - (I) Mr President, I want to speak not
so much on the teneral problem of the Regional Fund
as on the specific matter raised by Mr Cecovini's oral
question.

Clearly none of us wants to argue about the EEC-
Yugoslavia trealy, convinced as lre are that the

enlargement of the European Community to other
areas obviously implies relations and agreements with
other countries. Furthermore we fully realize the
imponance of a treary with Yugoslavia, particularly at
this political juncture.

'What surprises us is the fact that though the intention
in this treaty is to ackle and find positive solutions to
the problems of new relationships - which implies
better communications and better infrastructures -no thought has been given, even for the purposes of
satisfactorily implementing the treaty itself, to the
impact that this situation will have on the economies
of the frontier zones and in panicular the Trieste-
Monfalcone area.

It is clear that the communications network that it is

the inrcntion to bring into being torally ignores the
Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Carnia frontier area and the
rcnsions that may be generated between neighbouring
populations.

I feel that Mr Cecovini's inidative deserves to be taken
up as a matter of urgency and supponed with courage.
Indeed, the proposal is put in economic terms of com-
plementarity as far as the neighbouring regions are
concerned, so these would find themselves at the
cenre of an area of raffic with appreciable advantages
from the viewpoints of the shoner distance and energy
conservation.

Implicit in these thougha is my criticism of the ami-
tqde taken by the Italian government that has failed, in
this situation, to protect the just rights of the popula-
tions concerned.

'!7e all realize - I repeat - the imponance of what
has been decided in political, security and 'good
neighbour' terms, but I feel that it is very wrong as a

poliry to create tension between frontier populations
that should instead be encouraged to co-operate with
each other. Under Anicle 4 of the Treaty it is up to the
Italian government to ask for action by the Committee
on Infrastructures. So far, the Italian government has

taken no initiative of this kind and there is no ignoring
the fact that when it is a question of concluding agree-
ments that are disadvantageous for us it is always
ready to do so. I refer in panicular to the economic
pan of the Osimo treary which was brought up for
discussion although none of us raised the question of
the definition of boundaries in the discussion.

I would therefore follow this criticism of the Italian
government with my endorsement of Mr Cecovini's
proposal that a study be made of this supplementary
plan.
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Wce-President

President. - I call Mr Gendebien.

Mr Gendebien. - (F) Mr Presidenr, I must first
draw attention ro rhe importance and quality of Mr
Delmotte's report. It is not just a review of the sirua-
tion, but a real analysis. It also poinrs ro direcdons to
be followed in the future.

At this time when the European Parliament is assessing
the Commuriity's regional policy, most of our Mem-
bers agree on the need to increase rhe appropriations
for the ERDF. However, regional policy decision-
making and implementing mechanisms need to be
improved as well. Ve believe that inrcgrated pro-
grammes should be selected in priority regions on rhe
understanding that the non-quota secdon - freed
from the paralysing right of vero - should be
increased by sages. All this requires a significant
increase in the Commission's staff - and I am per-
fecdy willing rc be the advocate of such an increase. It
is one of the essential conditions for the more efficient
management of the Regional Fund.

But there is one basic question to which we do not
seem to be giving enough thoughr. I refer ro rhe
effects, in the field of regional policy, of enlarging the
Community to include three new Member Srates. I
feel that the Commission would perform a very useful
service by making an official assessmenr of the exact,
quantified effects of the enlargement and here I am
referring first and foremost ro rhe effects on the
regions of the presenr, Communiry of the Nine.
Secondly, however, the Commission ought to make
just as exac[ an assessmenr of the effects of enlarge-
ment on the weaker regions of Greece, Spain and Por-
tugal. It is clear that the organizadon of the ERDF -its volume, its objectives and its merhods - will be
deeply affected by the enlargemenr. I have the feeling
that fire are not as much concerned about this as we
should be. And yet the prospects I have just referred ro
are a formidable challenge. !7hat total will the ERDF
cover tomorrow? If we keep the bad system of quotas
how will these quotas be established? Does the Com-
mission really have the political will to do what is
necessary to ensure thar the new ERDF Regulation is
examined here and adopted in sufficient time, in other
words by January 1 98 1 ar the latesr?

Mr President, I would like to conclude by dealing with
one particular point which is a veritable scandal. Ve
are celebrating - if that is the word - rhe eighth
anniversary of the decision aken by the Commission
on 26 April 1972 under Anicle 93 of the Treary of
Rome. It will be remembered that, under this excep-
tiohal decision, the Commission clearly invited the

Belgian ,or..nrn.n, to change its system of regional
aid. The system was criticized by the Commission as

being too favourable to a rich Flanders - and
unfavourable to a region in serious difficulties - \Val-
lonia.

Since then, the Belgian tovernment, under continuous
pressure from the Flemish majority, has always refused
to conform to the injunctions of the Commission and
therefore to change the map of what are called
regional development zones eligible for assistance.
From time to time, the Commission has senr funher
prorcsr to the Belgian authoriries serring time limits
on each occasion, the latest being 20 March. These,
including the last, have not been complied with. I say
that it is scandalous for a Member Sate which claims
it is in favour of the unificadon of Europe to refuse to
comply with a decision of the Commission in this way.
Public opinion in \Tallonia has less and less faith in the
effectiveness and impanialiry of the Belgian govern-
ment in its distribudon of aid among the regions. It
must not be allowed to lose faith in the impanialiry of
the European Community, itself because, ar rhe
moment, the Community is the only recourse that
'l7allonia 

has in its conrinuing with the central govern-
ment. This being so I shall end by saying that the
Commission must show firmness but also independ-
ence with regard to governmenm and in this case the
Belgian governmenr. And since rhe Belgian govern-
ment has nor yer complied with the decision of 26
April 1972, well then I propose that the Commission
should institute proceedings with the Coun of Justice
in Luxembourg.

President. - I call Mr Gaben.

Mr Gabert. - (D) Mr Presidenr, I too would like to
emphasize the particular regional poliry and ransporr
policy significance of Mr Cecovini's question and also
the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Gouthier, Mr
Cariglia and others. I would however like to deal more
specifically with the rranspoft poliry side of this ques-
tion and explain that, as before, I am still of the opi-
nion that the Commission needs to formulate an over-
all European transpon poliry strategy and that priori-
ties should then be esnblished on rhe basis of that
strategy. These priorities will cenainly need to be
aligned with the Member States' regional policy
requirements, but also with countries outside the
Community where the volume of traffic will increase
in the near future with Greece's accession to the Com-
munity. The question of rhe use of the ports of Trieste
and Monfalcone is cenainly imponanr in this connec-
tion, but I feel you will agree that the ransport infra-
structures in the hinterland, behind the pons, will play
just as Ereat a role. After all, if the ranspon infra-
structure in the hinterland fails to work then the pons
will not be able to perform the function we expect of
them. The accession of Greece will therefore bring
with it problems in connection with traffic in the
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North-South direction, and vice-versa, and also in the
East-Vest direction and vice-versa. Nor will the prob-
lems be confined to the Community counries. Austria
has already been mentioned. I am glad that the Com-
mission is conducting constructive talks with Austria
on the Pirn motorway. As regards Yugoslavia I am
also pleased to see that transport, questions - includ-
ing the Adriatic pons - are addressed in Article 8 of
the treaty with that country. In addition it is clear to
all of us that the sea route and the use of pons are
both imponant. Juit as imponant, however, is the
transport of goods from the ports to the other coun-
tries and here it must be ensured that transport is

firstly economic and frugal in its use of energy and
secondly - and this I must stress - environmentally
acceptable, particulary in the case of the transalpine
routes..Ve cannot just destroy magnificent valleys and
coat the alpine landscape with asphalt. The question
refers to a direct road link between Munich and Tri-
este. A section of motorway from Undine to Carnia is

mentioned and I would very much like to know where
the connection would be: via Villach to the Tauern
motorway or to the future Pirn motorway, which
would not seem to me to be very sensible?

Austria is certainly badly burdened with transit traffic
not just because of the fact that Greece is now joining
the Community but also because of the heavy vehicles
it accepts. Switzerland allows a maximum gross train
weight of only 28 tones on its territory with the result
that rhe heavier vehicles concentrate even more on lit-
tle Austria. Austria allows 38 rcnes, although I hear
that serious consideration is being given to reducing
this figure of 38 tones for heavy vehicles. Or is the
answer, for example, rc be the Allemania motorway? I
hope not because it would be unthinkable tir destroy
the magnificent valleys of the Tegernsee, Achental and
Zrllenal; it would also be pointless, because the gov-
ernments of Federal Germany, Austria and Italy have
all come out against this route.

I therefore feel that, apart from these questions of
motorway construction, we must give first priority, for
heavy freight, to rail transport. To my mind, from the
standpoints of energy and environmental protection as

well, the ffansport concept of the future has to be an

efficient rail system. I think that it is necessary for all
authorities responsible for transport poliry to come

out plainly, once and for all, in favour of this priority.
Rail freight Eansport has to become more efficient
and fasrcr. Frontier-crossing formalities must become
more efficient, i. e. more speedily dealt with. Surely we
can hardly talk about European transport if goods sit
waiting, ofrcn for weeks at a time, at borders within
the Community. That is no way to run a railway. So
ve have to do something about it.

\7e need combined transpon, piggyback Eansport,
and that requires decisions from the Commission for
good connections with priority to be given to rail
transport. for heavy freight.

Again, it is only if we really work for this that the
necesssary investment for the pons will make any
sense. This is a point I would ask the Commission to
reflect upon, aking into account, if I look at the
motion for a resolution which includes Venice with
the ports, the fact that in the case of the transalpine
lines, concrerc discussions are already under way on
the boring of a tunnel under the Brenner. All of this'
needs to be considered together when studying the
question.

President. - I call Mr O'Donnell.

Mr O'Donnell. - Mr President, I would like to join
with the others who have spoken here in commending
Mr Delmotte's excellent report. This repon on the
operation of the Regional Fund for 1978 focuses
attention once again on the totally unsatisfactory and
utterly ludicrous situation which obtains in relation to
rhe Regional Fund and, indeed, in relation to the
whole area of Community regional policy. As the Del-
motte report points out, the European Parliament has

frequently in the past criticized the way in which the
regulations restrict the operations of the ERDF, espe-
cially in its opinions on annual reports on the fund for
'75,'76 and'77.Indeed the Commission's own report
for 1978 points out that the lessons which cap be
learned from that year differ very little from those of
previous years. '$fle find again that in respect of the
year 1978 we have the same litany of problems, the
absence of a coherent regional policy, the inadequacy
of the fund, litde respect shown for the vital and very
imponant principle of additionaliry and no proper sys-
tem of control. It must be a cause of great concern to
the Members of this directly elected European Parlia-
ment that a quarter of a century after the establish-
ment of the Community there is as yet no credible or
identifiable Community regional poliry. Indeed, as this
latest repon points out, there is no real regional poliry
geared to the achievement of economic and social
convergence in the foreseeable future. And it also
points out that what passes for the present Communiry
regional policy has mere symbolic value. The stark
reality of rhe situation facing us today is that regional
disparities and imbalances continue to worsen with
each year that passes. In plain language, the rich
regions are getting richer, while the poor are getting
poorer. This, I respectfully submit, Mr President, is a

disgraceful, indefensible situation which reflects no
credit on the institutions of the Community or on
Member States' governments. It makes a mockery of
both the letter and the spirit of the Treaty of Rome. Is
it any wonder, then, that nowadays doubm are being
expressed and questions are being asked by a growing
number of people about the credibility of the funda-
mental principles and basic philosophy on which this
Communiry is founded.

The greatest and most urgent challenge facing the
Community today, and indeed this is very clearly
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emphasized in the Delmotrc reporr, is the challenge of
formulating a realistic and comprehensive Community
regional development policy, supponed by adequate
financial and other resources. Such a Communiry pol-
iry must be implemented rhrough fully integrated and
properly coordinated regional programmes, pro-
grammes designed to meer the special needs of the dif-
ferent regions. There 'is just no orher way that the
problem of regional disparities can be tackled and
there is no other road ro the goal of ultimare economic
and monetary union. The task of formulating and
implementing a Community regional policy of this
kind is a daunting one and it is one which can only be
tackled by a new approach and a greater degree of
commitment by the Community institutions, especially
the Council, and the national governmenrs. As long as

the existing finanical and budgetary structure of the
Community continues, there is just no way that a com-
prehensive regional policy, so badly needed for
Europe, can be implemented. A substantial increase in
the financial resources of this Community is a sine qua
non for the implemenation of an acceptable and cre-
dible European regional policy.

I want to say that I totally reject the argumens rhar
have so frequently been put forward of larc to the
effect that regional development policies should be
implemenrcd at the expense of the common agricul-
tural poliry. I want ro say thar, insofar as most of the
disadvantaged regions of Europe are concerned, agri-
culture is a basic and fundamental pan of the economy
and that a common agricultural poliry must be an inte-
gral pan of any European regional poliry. But a pro-
per regional policy must cover all rhe sectors of the
economy - agriculture, industry, fisheries, tourism,
infrastructures and so fonh, and must embrace all the
resources of the region, physical as well as human. All
these resources must be utilized to rhe oprimum
degree, and all the Communiry and narional instru-

'menrs must be properly coordinarcd and channelled
into a dynamic European regional policy.

Finally, Mr President, it is only through a realistic
European regional policy thar we can achieve eco-
nomic and monetary union for Europe. But by means
of a credible European regional policy, we will also be
creating a society where the principles of equity and
justice will not only prevail, but will be seen rc prevail.

(Apphuse)

President. - I call Mr Taylor.

Mr J. D. Taylor. - Mr Presidenr, ir is very nice to
follow a speaker from the sourh of Ireland wirh whom
I can agree. I share very many of the views just
expressed by Mr O'Donnell. It is regrertable that, in
chis major debarc on regional poliry, we have only 4
minutes for each of rhe 4 speakers in this group. I
know that my colleague Mr Hutton from the south of

Scotland and Mrs Kelletr-Bowman from the northwesr
of England wish rc stress the local problems in their
pans of the Unired Kingdom. It will therefore be on
the affairs of Nonhern Ireland that I must concenua[e

il1. 
r.-"r* in the few momenr.s rhar are available to

I would, at the outset, like to congratulate Mr Del-
motte on his repon and also on rhe additional report
which gave us background hisrcry of the development
of European regional policy, I do believe rhat both of
these documenm should become compulsory reading
in years [o come, for studenm of the development of
regional policy throughout the nine countries. 'We are,
of course, not debadng European regional policy as

such, because there is no such thing. Ve are really
debating today the European Regional Development
Fund; a fund which is used to aid existing national
regional programmes.

In my opinion regional development in Europe, up to
now, has been a failure. This is the general consensus
which is emerging from what other speakers in the
House have said today. It has been a failure firstly
because of lack of funds, as has been stressed already;
secondly, because of the quota sysrem which works
against the areas which really need regional develop-
ment; thirdly, because of the lack of an overall Euro-
pean poliry, and finally, something which huns us in
Northern Ireland, the fact that additionality is used so
that the money never reaches the areas that actually
should be getting rhese funds from Europe. Of course
all of this is proved by the point which Mr O'Donnell,
from the south of lreland, has just sressed, namely
since the inception of the European Regional Fund,
the poorer areas have gor even poorer and the richer
areas have become even more prosperous. The gap
between poor and rich has increased rather than
decreased during the period of operation of rhe Euro-
pean Regional Fund. So one of the first points I want
to stress here in.the House this morning is rhat the cri-
teria for the allocation of European regional funds
should be restricted to need and need alone and
should not involve orher factors such as quota alloca-
tions on a national basis.

If need is the basis for allocating regional funds then
we in Nonhern Ireland cenainly will qualify no marrer
how one defines the crircria. If the criteria is defined
on the basis of peripheral areas, Northern Ireland is
cenainly a peripheral area; if it is unemploymenr, we
have one of the highest unemploymenr rares in Europe

- ll 0/o 
- so again we qualify; if it is emigration we

have a high emigration rare; if it is declining industries
then, cenainly, in the city of Belfast, with the decline
in the shipbuilding arld textile industries, we qualify
yet again. Finally, of course, if it is on the basis of
being an agriculrural communiry, once again, North-
ern Ireland qualifies. I know that Mr Giolitti, the
Member of the Commission, who is here with us this
morning, recognizes thar Nonhern Ireland is one of
the prime areas ro warranr aid from regional aid.
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Now, unfortunately, as I said, it appears that none of
this aid actually comes to Northern Ireland. \fle find
that where the Commission decides rc provide funds

for cenain projects, the British Government deducts
the same amount, from the sum it has allocated for
those schemes. So the net inflow of funds to Nonhern
Ireland is nil. This proves that the ERDF is not aiding
areas that require regional aid. There is no evidence

that areas such as Nonhern Ireland are becoming
more prosperous. The gap is, in fact, widening.

Mr President, in the few moments left to me I would
like to stress the need for funher conffol of the way
these funds are being spent in the various countries.
The example of France cited in the repon is alarming,
and I am sure there are other examples in orher coun-
tries. Secondly, I would like to see more publicity. In
Northern Ireland and in the Republic of Ireland the
projects receiving aid from the fund are getting good
publicity. In Belfast today you can see signs at Alder-
grove airpon and on the M1-M2 link through the city
ieferring to the Regional Fund. In other parts of
Europe it does not seem rc be happening. Finally, I
would like to see consultation between the Commis-
sion and the regional authori[ies - not small local
parish councils or similar q?es of councils in the

Community but regional authorities. Unfonunately we

have none in Nonhern lreland at present, but hope-

fully before long we will have a regional authority
which will speak with authority as a democratic body
representing the people of Northern Ireland. At the

moment, projects suggested to the Commission come

from the United Kingdom Government. In Nonhern
Ireland people are not consulred. It is not democratic
in the least. Therefore I would like rc place on record
today some of the problems and some of the items we

would like to receive attention.

I am glad to see Mr Burke, the Commissioner for
Transpon, here and I would say to him that we wel-
come his visit to Nonhern Ireland and we hope that
the prime case considered will be the Scotland-Nonh-
ern Ireland tunnel which would stimulate development
not only throughout Nonhern Ireland but throughout
the whole island of Ireland. Everyone in that island
would benefit from such a [unnel. I would like to see

rhe A75 Stranraer route improved. I would like to see

the inter-rail link in Belfasi improved so as to provide

a continual rail link the whole way through Northern
Ireland from Londonderry to Craigavon and down to
Dublin.

Finally, Mr President, I would say this: for all these

things to be considered the Commission needs more
staff to develop properly a European regional policy
and I suppon the need for more staff in that panicular
section of the Commission.

Mrs Ewing. - First of all, I should like to say that I
have lodged amendments rc the Delmotte rePort, Nos
1,2 and 3. They are all similar and perhaps it will not
surprise anyone, neither tlie Commissioner, Mr Burke,
noi Mr Delmotte, to know that I am seeking to add

the Highlands and Islands of Scotland to the other
listed areas. I think I must just move these amend-
menr formally and go on to speak about the principles

which have lead me rc lodge these amendments.

My area, apart from Greenland, is really the periphery
of the peripheries. I-think it is known to you that
among my responsibilities are about 80 inhebited
islands and I am glad that Mr Burke is here because

[ransport is perhaps the key to the survival of the
population. The death of an island is something we in-

Scotland 
^re 

very familiar with. Many islands used to
have thriving populations and now have none. '$7hen

any one of these islands dies, a culture dies, songs die
and the heans of people die. And it will happen again
and again unless, in the words of the President of the
Commission, Mr Jenkins, this Community shows a

human face towards its peripheries. I think I agree

with every speaker and with all the points that have

been made. Like Mr Delmotte I think they all have

their heans in the right place, but I should like to sug-
gest that here we do have the great problem of depo-
pulation.

One of the reasons that the figures for my are^ are
slightly out of focus, perhaps, is the oil industry. Our
country has all this oil, but we do not seem to have

many happy advantages. Ve seem to have the disad-
vantages of the risks of pollution to our tourist rade
and the risks that other pans of the Community share.
'$fle have a temporary shifting of population with a lot
of workers coming in, some from Europe, some from
other pans of the world, which alters on PaPer our
population figures, but it has almost nothing m do
with the real problem of our periphery area where
population is actually being lost and where islands are

at risk.

I should just like to make one or two general points. I
would echo all that has been said by Mr Harris, by the
Velsh Socialist speakero about additionality. I so agree

with that. It was all exp<ised in a very interesting article

- which I recommend to Mr Burke - in The Scots-

man entitled the 'great Euro-fraud'. Now that is the
way it has been represented and it is up to a point true
about the additionality scandal in the United King-
dom. I could not agree more with all the speakers who
have made the point about the direct approach by
regional authorities. I should like to make the point
about flexibility. 'Small is beautiful' where you are

risking depopulation of remote places. Ten jobs could
be vitil to a whole area and yet sometimes we make

rules about the number of jobs for the giving of aid.

For example, 17 people manage to survive on an island
in my constituency and therefore you can see rightPresident. - I call Mrs Ewing.
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away that one male job mighr be vical ro rhar panicular
island and so I would ask for a liwle flexibility in
applying this rype of rule.

On transpon, I am so happy thar Mr Burke is here and
I would like rc ask this Parliament ro give Mr Burke a
lovely big budget. I am sure he would like a much big-
ger budget, because, in a sense, transport is the key to
depopulation. There is one island of Islay where, if
they declared UDI tomorrow, with the amount of
whisky on thar island everyone rhere would be a mil-
lionaire. That island is a happy island because it has a
winter population of 4 000, ren-years ago 2 000. Ir is
the only success story of increasing population. Vhy?
The answer is transport, because they have planes
every day and a choice of boat twice a day. That is the
secret of Islay and the development of its small indus-
tries. I would like to see road-equivalent tariff introd-
uced as a principle of this Community. It has already
been adopted by the Committee on Regional Poliry in
the past. Many people agree wirh it. Parliament has
approved it in the past. Mr Corrie's report is on record
before you. I should like rc go further and ask you ro
look at the northern population of Norway. How can
Norway double its nonhern populadon up ro rhe Arc-
tic in 50 years, when my area halved its population in
50 years? Again, the key is transpon and rhe cost
thereof. The Norwegian plan is wonh a look. Equal-
ized freighs. Mr Berkhouwer spoke today abour the
postage. \7e would think it odd in Britain, if it cost a
different price to post a letter from the island of Canna
or Muckle Flugga in Shetland, compared with, say,
London. Ve take that for granted: why not freights
also? I would ask thar these things be looked ar

I would ask that Scotland gets an instirure of some
kind. Ve are famous, I think rightly so, for our educa-
tional background. Ve expon graduares, unfonun-
ately for us roo many. They are exponed and never
come back and are lost to our culture and our islands.

Unfonunarel)r, perhaps, we do not expon enough to
Europe. Too many go elsewhere. I beg this Parliament
to consider that instirutes of all kind have been estab-
lished in other pafts of the Communiry. I ask for eirher
an institute for economic analysis and research -after all we invented economics, perhaps a bad day's
work on the pan of Adam Smith - but nevertheless I
ask for that or an instirute of energy research in
Dounreay.

If this Community is ro wear a human face, Mr Presi-
dent, I would suggesr rhar this Parliament passes my
amendments, because we really are at the periphery of
the periphery

President. - I call Mr Blaney.

Mr Blaney. - Mr President, I have tabled an amend-
ment No 4, which I merely move here. It is housing

and asks the Commission in the revision of the fund
regulations to include provision for assistance for
housing for those who cannot house themselves and I
would beg the llembers of this House to give this
amendment their suppon.

A few words on rhe overall debate. I can'only agree
very briefly and quickly with so many speakirr iho
talk about the growing disparities between areas and
regions wirhin the Community. I can also emphasize
the belief rhat Parliament has too little control over rhe
expenditure of regional funds. So far as policy is con-
cerned, I think it is pretty well agreed without really
criticizing anybody rhat policy as such on rhe ERDF
just does not exist and I.rhink this, to a large degree, is
a reflection of the lack of appreciation, the lack of a
realisdc approach by the various narional govern-
ments. And indeed, despite the contributions here
rcday, I wonder, does this Parliament have a true
appreciation of what it intends ro do or would hope to

, do under the ERDF. There is a lack of coordination,
there is no clear tie between that fund, rhe EAGGF,
the Social Fund and all rhese other funds that might be
put totether to betrer use. I would suggesr also that
transport, as orher speakers have already indicated, is
from the point of view of the distant regions, the most
imponant item that we musr deal i,ith. In talking of
that I refer panicularly ro rhe wesrern area of my own
country pans of which have neither sea nor air trans-
port nor adequate road sysrems. I can again find
myself in agreement wirh Mr John Taylor when he
mlks about the project for a runnel berc/een Ireland
and Scotland. Convergence is what ve have been talk-
ing about. All I would say in conclusion, Mr President,
.is - convergence just does not seem to be on the hori-
lzon.

President. - I call Mr Peronio.

Mr Petronio, - (I) Mr President, we shall supporr
the proposal which will subsequently be presented bur
which has already been fully argued by Mr Cecovini as
regards the links berween Trieste and Nonhern
Europe by land and with the Eastern Mediterranean
by sea, on rhe basis of the speed of this roure, rhe
energy savings it would undoubrcdly bring and lastly
im big potenrial contribution ro rhe furure of a ciry suf-
fering from the ills that Mr Cecovini has, briefly but in
rcnes of exrreme seriousness, described.

Th'c Adriatic was first exploited by the Republic of
Venice several centuries ago when the larter trans-
formed the linle town into a major capiral which
transmitted rhe culture of the Vesr to the whole Med-
iterranean, so much so rhat the Venetian dialect is still
used in some Turkish and Greek towns and pons for
routine loading and offloading operations. Larer Tri-
este was discovered by the Empress Maria Teresa of
Austria who made ir her great storehouse, the leading
pon forMitteleuropa. Later the ciry fell inro decline, as
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we all know, in the terms lhat have been described.
Today, thanks to this plan which can be discussed,
postponed and no doubt perhaps even amended, the
city of Trieste could be integrated in - instead of
excluded from - the network of the big European
port and transport infrastructures. Ve shall therefore
support it as an alternative to the motorway it is pro-
posed to build at a cost to the Communiry of 200 m
u.a. which would go through Linz and Graz, thus
bypassing Trieste, and connect Nonhern Europe
direcdy with Greece and Turkey via Yugoslavia. In
addition, with regard to these infrastructure problems,
we would like to draw some other matters to the
attention of the Commission. One of these, for exam-
ple, is the fact that not only is there a plan for the
much talked about canal from Milan via Cremona,
Mantua and the Po to the Adriatic but that it is

aheady at the implementation phase above all - wait-
irg - the forthcoming opening of the Frejus and-
Gotthard tunnels which will bring thousands and
thousands of big TIR trucks down to the plain of
Padua in Inly which is not equipped to cope with this
enormous mass of vehicles. This major waterway
could therefore really connect the Nonh - since the
Frejus and Gotthard tunnels have already been bored

- with the Adriatic sea, and since the port of Cre-
mona has already beqq built 4nd si4ce tbgqe are 25 km
of natural bed between Cremona and Milan, it could
also be useful to the city of Trieste, both in reladon to
the well-known mnker degasification facilities and in
that case the tanker barges we were talking about a lit-
tle time ago, and inject new life into the Triesrc ship-
yards which are capable of building special ships like
the castor, the Picard bathyscaphe, etc. Much has been

said about the Rhine-Rhone and Rhine-Danube links
which would bypass Trieste. On the contrary, it seems

to us advisable to support these two types of project to
which might be added a third - that supported by the
Swiss for a link between Locarno and the Po and the
Adriatic via Lake Maggiore and the Ticino.

So there are projects of interest in many quarters. Ve .

hope that the Italian government, for example, or the
Italian regions will make use of the available financial
instruments - the Regional Fund, the Social Fund,
the European Investment Bank and the Ortoli facility

- to ensure that this ambitious and modern plan
which would also include a nevr port in the zone
between Ferrara and Rovigo directly connecting with
the pon of Trieste should not b)?ass this frontier zone
in Europe in deference to some strange theory that
favour should always be given to the regions that are
rhe fanhest away from our own Community.

Prcsident. - I call Mr Hume.

Mr Hume. - I would like to.ioin with the rest of the
speakers in this debate in congratulating Mr Delmotte
for a very thorough and effective report, which is

underlined by the fact that it was unanimously

adopted by the Committee on Regional Poliry. Indeed
all that most speakers in this debare have done and all
that I am going to do is to repeat what Mr Delmotrc
has said in his report.

Every debate that has taken place in this Parliament on
regional policy and regional development and every
debate that has taken place in the Committee on
Regional Policy has stressed the same point. !7hen the
European Community was founded, written into the
preamble to the Treaties was the objective shared by
the countries forming the Community to ensure the
harmonious development of the Community by reduc-
ing the differences between the various regions and
the backwardness of the less-favoured regions in pani-
cular. It is putting it mildly to say that there has been

total failure to achieve this objective. In essence the
differences in living standards between the richer and

the poorer regions of Europe have increased rather
rhan decreased, and there has been little effon to
really ackle that problem. There is a tonl lack of
commitment on the part of the Council of Ministers rc
dealing with this problem.

The points that have been made about the Regional
Fund have been made by every speaker. The inade-
quacy of the fund is obvious to everyone, but so too is

the hypocrisy of those national governments who
complain about the high percentage of funds spent on
agriculture when they themselves prevent any increase
in the size of the Regional or Social Funds. There is a
lack of coordination of the financial and policy instru-
ments of the Commission and the Community itself.
There is little point in the Commission on the one
hand giving out grants under the Regional Fund to
create jobs in priority areas, while on the other hand
Commission policies in other areas are losing jobs for
those same regions. It simply does not make sense.

Then there is the problem, sffessed again and again by
most speakers, of additionaliry. There is little point in
the Community providing funds to reduce national
aids rc the regions, thus ensuring that the whole pur-
pose of the Regional Fund, which is rc increase aid to
priority regions and to regions in need, is not, in fact,
achieved. There is the need to involve regional and
local authorities and give them a direct role and a

direct say in putting forward ideas and proposals for
the development of their own regions.

However, these points have been sressed again and
again. I would simply like rc concentrate on two major
points. The Commission has to recognize five priority
regions for regional aid. They are Greenland, the
French overseas departments, the Mezzogiorno,
Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland. If
regional policy is to have a real effect in tac[ding the
serious needs of those five regions - and the need is

serious in those five regions, if one looks at the unem-
ployment figures and the standard of living in those

areas - then there ought to be for each of those
priority regions a coordinated development pro-

tramme. \flhere such a programme does not exist, the
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Commission should see ro ir that it does exist and that
it should be joinrly funded by borh rhe Commission
and the narional governmenr.

Vithin that developmenr programme atrcntion should
be given rc rwo imponant secrors. One is the rransporr.
sector. \7e have already heard about the Commis-
sioner's proposals on transporr infrastructure from Mr
Burke himself. They are to be welcomed. They are one
of thc rnost imponant developments in the Commu-
nity in many years, and it should be the wish of this
Parliamenr thar rhey come ro fruition. Ve should give
them our full suppon. !7irh regard to the second sec-
tor, it is noticeable thar all of the prioriry regions are
regions which depend heavily cin agriculture and have
a large number of small farmers. It no longer makes
sense to promore policy which removes people and
small farmers from rhe land and brings them inrc the
towns, where all they are doing is swelling dole queues
because there are no jobs to give them in urban areas.
Therefore rhere is a grear need now at regional level
for rural developmenr programmes in these prioriry
regions, rural developmenr protrammes that will give
priority to the development of rural rowns, ro rhe
mainrcnance and devqlopment of small farms, to train-
ing programmes for small farmers, to an increase in
food processing in those areas.

If we are to achieve any reducdon in unemployment in
the backward regions, rhen we have to take a very
hard look ar [he son of regional incentives that are
being given a[ the moment. In places like Nonhern
Ireland we find i25,000 per job being granted to mul-
tinadonal indusry in return for a promise rc provide
.iobs. It would seem rc me rhat a f26,000 granr for an
individual job could be used a lot more effecrively if it
was used to develop local resources and pur into rural
development proBrammes.

All the points I have made, Mr President have been
made by every orher speaker. Everyone has com-
plained about the inadequacy of rhe Fund. Everyone
has complained about rhe lack of a coordinated policy.
Everyone has complained about the problem of addi-
donaliry. Everyone has complained about the lack of
real contact with local and regional aurhorities. trn so
doing, however, all u/e are doing is underlining the
unanimity of rhis House about rhe inadequacy of
regional policy, about the scandalous failure to reduce
disparities in living standards between the richer and
poorer areas of this Community. In saying that, rhe
challenge is not to those of us who nepresent rhe poor
areas of this Community; it is to rhose of you in this
House who represent the richer arcas, because you nor
only do it in this House, your parties do it in the gov-
ernm€nts of the Member Satrs that are preventing the
development of a regional policy and a Regional Fund.
There ii a Brear deal of lipservice paid rc the concept
of wishing to reduce disparities in living standards
between the richer and poorer areas, bur the political
power [o rake effecdve acdon rests with the pardes
that are represenrcd in this House. Effective acripn can

be taken if rhey want to ake it. In rhe absence of such
action the differences in living standards will continue
rc widen and the disillusionmen[ in rhe poorer areas of
this Communiry with the concept of a European Com-
munity will continue ro grow.

President. - I call Mr Modiano.

Mr Modiano. - (I) Mr President, I am speaking on
my own accounr. and on behalf of my Group regarding
the point made in Mr Cecovini's question and in order
to stress and resuess the imponance and economic
validiry of the proposals it contains. L,eaving aside
purely parochial concern which would be completely
out of place in a marrcr of such broad-ranging eco-
nomic and infrastructural imponance, it must be
poinrcd out that rhe significance of building more
rapid and functional road and rail linls besween Tri-
este and Central Europe is that it would be implement-
ing an infrastructural prograrnme in the service of the
Communiry by vinue of which the Community pons
of the Nonhern Adriaric could once again perform
their natural world-economic funcrion in rhe links
with Nonh Africa, the Eastern Mediterranean and the
Middle and Far East.

\Tithout referring ro rhe Comnunity Regional Policy
and measures already taken wirh rhe help of rhe
Regional Fund and non-quoa acrions, it is enough to
remember rhat rhe measures suggested in Mr Cecov-
ini's proposal are based on [wo fundamental and
closely connected principles: the time-savint on rourcs
between the Community and the areas I have referred
to and the consequent saving in energy. It must there-
fore be clearly pointed our rhar the plan is not in open
contrast to other and different programmes concern-
ing other links between Central Europe, rhe Mediter-
ranean, Greece - the next Member of tJre Commu-
nity - and places beyond Suez. Ve have to bear in
mind that the recent atreement berween che Commu-
nity and Yugoslavia provides for consi{erable appro-
priations, amounting to 200 m u.a., for infrastructural
projects in that country. In addition, Yugoslavia is ask-
ing for a financial conribution by the Communiry to
mo[orway infrasrructures judged to be of Communiry
interes[, including - in panicular - the mororway
crossing Austria diagonally from Linz to Graz and
then conrinuing in the direction of rhe Balkans along
the trans-Yugoslavia route. This is why the proposal
we arie now discussing can and should be seen as
nothing less rhan rhe guarantee of a certain infrastruc-
tural equilibrium which could orherwise be disturbed
to the disadvan[age of the Community pons of the
Nonhern Adriatic. This balanced situatiori would thus
allow the ports of Trieste, Monfalcone and Venice to
perform their functions in genuinely compedtive con-
ditions.

The recent agreemenr berween the EEC and Yugosla-
via ukes over the substance of the 1975 Treaty of
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Osimo between Italy and Yugoslavia and it also refers
to a series of road and rail links connected with the
planned joint Ialian and Yugoslav industrial free
zone. However it takes up only pan of the infrastruc-
tural problems of the links between Trieste and Cen-
tral Europe referred in Mr Cecovini's plan. In subst-
ance it deals with proposals that have already been

considered and discussed with qualified political and
economic authorities in the countries concerned. Some
of them are already taking concrete shape thanks to
rhe finance obtained, so far, at the nadonal level only.
It therefore seems logical to ask the Community to
provide additional help and above all authoritative
support for the urgent completion of the work
requested, and to bring reasonable and proper pres-

sure to bear on the countries concerned.

As a European, more than as a Tiestino I ask all
Members to approve what is suggesred in the proposal.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - Mr President, warm con-
gratuladons to Mr Delmotte! The Commission's
founh Annual Repon on the European Regional
Development Fund and the snte of the regions pre-

sents a very sombre picture indeed in which the situa-
tion in regions heavily dependent on problem indusry
has got steadily worse.

There are some things in the Fourth Repon which
greatly puzzle me. I vividly remember Mr Yeats, on
behalf of the Committee on Budgets, drawing atden-

tion, in his opinion on the second Annual Repon on
the fund in 1976, to the inadequacy of detailed checks

on industrial projects which had received fund aid.
Has the position improved since then? Absolutely not!
Indeed, it has got worse, and we are now more aware
of the inadequacy of the checks than hitheno.

Vhat fascinates me, however, is the table on page 48.

Here we see that the number of indusrial investment
projects checked in the United Kingdom is higher than
anywhere else and, as far as infrastucture projects are

concerned is more than double that of any other coun-
rry except Italy. !7as this because the United Kingdom
was particularly dishonest? By no means! The Court
of Auditors uras involved in four of the inspection vis-
is-one each in Ialy, Germany, France and the
Unircd Kingdom-and according to the report now
before us, the United Kingdom was the only state

about which the auditors did not complain. ![hy,
therefore, spend their time investigating the good
instead of the bad? In Germany, the completion
reports often differed from actual figures given on
page 50; in Italy, plant provided with the aid of fund
money was apparently whipped off smartly to another
factory; but far and away the most outrageous was the

conduct of France, which flady refused to allow Com-
mission officials to visit cenain industrial projects.
Small wonder that Mr Delmotte in his repon should
demand the suspension of fund aid to members which
impede auditing work and that Mr Gouthier, in his

opinion, agrees!

But auditing to make sure the money has been used

for the intended purpose is not enough. It is essential

to know that the expenditure is cost-effective, and

here the Committee on Budgetary Control has a vital
role to play, probing beneath the surface of mere

acceunting for money spent to make sure that the
Community gets value for money, and I believe that
the reputation of the Community will to a very large
extent depend on the thoroughness with which that
committee does its job in every realm of Community
activity.

It is equally fascinating ro note that the wealthiest
Member State, Germany, is the quickest off the mark
in demanding payment for completed projects, though
apparently speed and accuracy did not go hand in
hand, since their returns were challenged. But it really
is essendal that all Member States qhould submit their
claims promptly, thus enabling the Commission m pay
promptly and make the fund immediately effective.

Unfonunately, we have still not solved the problem of
additionaliry, and Mr Delmotte is right to hammer this
home again, as are other Members. If Member States

insist on grabbing every penny that- is given by the
fund to industrial projects, they must not be surprised
if industrialists dig in their heels and decline to apply
for ERDF aid, thus causing Member States to lose

rheir share.

Mr Delmotte is right in stressing the imponance of the
standard of infrastucture in promoting development in
this energy.hungry world: this must include railways
and canals and such projects as the Channel Tunnel,
which will help with the steady and cheaper Eansport
of goods from the more isolated pans of the United
Kingdom.

I regard the role of local authorities, who alone really
know the situation in their areas, as crucial. I would
like to see them being allowed to apply direct for a

certain proportion of the fund without having to go
rhrough national governments, but with a right of veto
by Member States, to be exercised within one month
only. Until this is achieved, I welcome the closer links
which the Commission is forging with local authori-
ties.

The endowment of the ERDF is and has always been

torally inadequate, though this is the instrument which
combined together the fanhest regions of the Commu-
niry and helped them to share in the prosperity of the
golden triangle. It is essential greatly to increase the

main fund and also the non-quota section' which has

helped areas and sectors hit by the very policies which
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we have put forward ourselves. They are therefore
entitled [o our urmosr assisrance. Until that help is
generously given, we shall never be able to claim that
we are ruly a citizens' Europe.

President. - I call Mr Cariglia.

Mr Cariglia. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I approve Mr Delmotte's repon and shall confine
my comments rc rhe problem raised by Mr Cecovini.

To prove that the Adriatic can and should be the trad-
ing outlet of Central Europe and the point of entry for
the raw materials and products coming from Asia and
East Africa does not, to my mind, require any effon of
imagination.

The pons of Northern Europe, although they may be
more efficient than rhose of Southern Europe and
therefore preferable, are saturared. The Rhine-Danube
canal, although it fits inro a.warerway transport net-
work linking Nonh and South Europe, cannor be con-
ceived as an atrcmpt - at least not on our part - to
bypass the Adriatic sea roure which is far more cdm-
patible with Communiry interesa even allowing for
the accession of Greece and rhe role of the federative
Republic of Yugoslavia.

The enlargement of the Suez Canal, the increasing
economic imponance of the Indian sub-continent and
the fact that the Chinese are striving for a place in
world trade show how urgently necessary it is rc fash-
ion an overall transpon strarcgy which, in its rurn, will
lead to largescale infrastructure projects that will radi-
cally revitalize the Adriatic pons, backed by new land
routes - even if mainly by rail as requested by Mr
Gaben - from Central Europe.

I was disappointed to hear Mr Burke say a momenr
ago that up to now no projects have been notified by
the governments concerned. I wonder whether the
blamewonhy inenia of the Ialian government might
not be overcome by designing a project of Communiry
interest for submission ro rhe Council.

I say this precisely because I am convinced rhat the
standpoint from which this problem has to be seen is
not Italian, as might be thoughq but largely European.
I would remind you rhat rhe industrial area of Cenral
Europe is approaching saturarion and that, with rhe
ecological and social problems caused by the intensive
migration into F,urope and panicularly Central
Europe, we should take a fresh look at the future of
Southern Europe where the factors of space and man-
power are combined to the best possible exrcnr.

Perhaps I am going roo far, but I do not think ir would
be too rash m plan in the near future for a single over-
all inrcr-regional authoriry wirh powers to formulate
and manage an organic rransporr policy in Sourhern

Europe. In this way Europe could extricate itself, once
and for all, from the rut of routine administration.

President. - I call Mr Travaglini.

Mr Travaglini. - (I) Mr President, the very limited
time I am allocated allows me to make only a few
points of a general narure on regional policy.

Community actions to rdsrore regional equilibrium
have up to now been absolurely inadequarc in scale
and content. In the past it has often been pointed out
that, since regional policy is not explicitly named
among the common policies provided for in the treaty,
it was a long time - until rhe fund was instituted in
1975 - before suitable instrumenm and specific meth-
odologies were introduced for a more incisive Com-
munity contribution ro rhe process of regional reequi-
librium.

I think the time has come - for one thing because of
the increasing interest of Parliamenr in regional policy

- to raise the question again in its right terms. The
absence of regional poliry from rhe common policies
listed in Anicle 3 of the Lreaty, far from being a reason
for delaying Communiry acrion, on the conrrary prev-
ents any confusion between instruments such as the
common and orher policies lisrcd in the anicle and one
of the fundamenral reasons behind rhe institution of
the Communiry itself. The Common Market itself -if you really think about rhe words 'by establishing'
that precede the words 'Common market'in Anicle 2 of
the treary - and 'approximating tbe economic policies'
is clearly referred to as an instrument to 'promote a
harmonious deoelopment of economic actioities and a
continuoas and bahnced expansion'of the Community.
Conversely 'to ensure tbeir harmoniots deoelopment by
reducing tbe differences exkting betaneen tbe vaious
regions and the backwardness of the less faooured
regions'is one of the few reasons for establishint rhe
Communiry itself, one of the few clear objecrives ro be
found in the opening words of the treary, which are
not a preamble - I would ask you ro nore - but an
organic and basic pan of the treary itself.

It is all too clear that this objective could have been
attained by making the best promorional use of all rhe
general Community machinery for rhe areas in the.
weakest state - the gradual esmblishment of rhe
Common Market, an effective and balanced agricul-
tural poliry and the implementation of all the other
common policies should automatically have triggered
off, according rc the promorers of the Community, an
accelerared process of developmenr in the least-
favoured areas. The benefim of these Communiry
actions have in fact been felt but, in the end, the dis-
parities have vastly increased. Nor has the institution
of the fund and the first years of its application - fall-
ing moreover in rhe midst of the economic crisis -helped to resolve the problems. Far greater effecdve-
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ness is necessary in Community action to produce
concrete results in the process of restoring regional
balance.

very great regret, the wrangling of the Member States

has made it very much smaller than it should have

been, and Mr Delmotte has properly exposed the trad-
ing that has gone on from the beginning. Of course it
is still going on, for in my part of Scotland we even

have a project, the revitalization of the Garnock Val-
ley, where unemployment has now reached 20 0/o and
which is crying out for all the help it can get, bu[ we
have not got approval for using the non-quota section.

The section is not big and what it can do is not very
extensive, but it is a sign of the care and concern
which Europe can show for people out on the edge of
the Community.

My main concern is the direction in which the Com-
mission will point this non-quota section, especially as

I hope it will increase in size and imponance. I want to
sutgest to she Commissioner that the non-quota sec-

tion should become the stan of a Community rural
fund. Vhat will be the point if our industrial areas

flower again and suck in people from the countryside
who are fed up with having awful bus services, no trains,
higher prices and lower services, just to add funher
pressures to the urban areas? These industrial areas

need rehabilitation - in the centre of Scotland we have

more than enough examples of that - but hand-in-
hand with that we cannot. allow our rural areas and

our islands to wither and die. Ve have got to keep

people on the land, for they not only produce food,
but they keep the countryside. It therefore behoves

this Community to do very much more than the CAP
is doing. !fle want to give some point to keeping peo-
ple in, and, I hope, attracting them into, the country-
side; we have ro encourage tourism and those indus-
tries which can be done well in the rural areas. There
is the perfeo example of the high-quality knitwear of
the Scottish borders and of food processers who buy
the produce of their areas. I have a man in my aria, an

area of 15 0/o unemployment, desperate to create 40
jobs, and he cannot get a grant from this Community
to do itl I want to urSe the Commissioner that, since

we have a Regional Fund which is already giving con-
siderable help to depressed industrial areas, the non-
quora section should be the thin end of a wedge to
begin tackling this difficult but absolutely vital work of
stimulating what is our richest asset, our countryside
and the people who live there.

President. - I call Mrs Cresson.

,,
Mrs Cresson. - (F) Ladies and gentlemen, vre

Socialism are both committed Europeans and fully
convinced of the need for a regional policy. As .the

rapponeur so rightly says, there are cenainly obstacles

to regional policy and whilst the attitude of all govern-
menrc is not always consistent, with the letter and spirit
of the treaties, the French government has a panicu-
larly improper attitude towards European regional
policy.

The fund is an essential, but absolutely inadequate,
instrument. The non-quota section does, I agree,

allow for a minimum of Community initiative in defin-
ing specific actions, but we need to guard against the
danger of having to tackle shon-rcrm problems with
the fund whose purpose, instead, should be to contri-
bure to the solution of the structural problems that
already exist in the less-favoured areas. [t is not right
and it would be dispersive - let us hope that this is

not done - to use appropriations from the fund syste-

matically rc nckle the negative effects that common
policies may have in these areas. Conversely, in defin-
ing more appropriate conditions and contents for our
common policies we should take into account the need

ro contribute to a better balance between regions. And
if that is not possible, the cost of dealing with negative
effecm must be met by the individual policies causing
those effects and not by the Regional Fund.

'!7hat is needed is a new and cenainly more effective
concept of regional policy so that the resources and

inscruments of tho Member Smtes, regions and the
Community itself may all be involved in regional deve-

lopment and adjustment schemes in an integrated
approach to development requirements, problems and

prospecE. In other words we need to resurrect the ter-
ritorial dimension of problems and action.

I shall soon finish. The Community should atuck the
problems of the less-favoured areas in full cooperation
with the regions concerned and in real unity of effon
and remedial action. For regional development and

adjustment, the treaties place tasks on the Community
rhat go far beyond help for the Member States, frag-
mented as they are, in any case, in a myriad of infras-
tructural projects. The Community should work out
clear definitions of new methodologies, make concrete
proposals for promoting these methodologies centred
on integrated and strictly predefined operations, and
make concrete proposals to bring about a coor{inated
and substantial increase in all the common policies as a

new dimension of direct aid. Only in this way will it be

possible to comply with the clear instruction in the

treaty to 'reduce the dffirences existing betueen tbe oar-
ious regions and the backuardness of tbe less-fattoured
regions'.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Hutton.

Mr Hutton. - Mr President, I want to support all
that Mr Delmotte says about the non-quota section of
the Regional Fund. The non-quota section should be a

marvellous demonstration of the vitality of the Com-
munity, of how it is living and evolving; but, to my
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Members like to complain in rhis Parliament of the
cost of the agriculrural policy, suggesting that the
appropriations could be saved in order to develop
other policies and regional policy in panicular. Rest
assured rhat even if the ERDF appropriations were
multiplied by ren rhere will never be any European
regional policy that includes France as long as the
French government persists in its present practices.

\flhat are these practices? To find our, I had ro over-
come much reluctance and many fears and refusals to
speak on the pan of European public servants patenrly
worried about possible reraliation. In France, the lik-
ing for secrecy has been accentuating the country's
traditional centralism to an excessive extenr for several
years. Moreover, this liking - this need - for secrecy
extends to all fields including thar of justice. I hope
that an end will be made of rhis silence abour how rhe
French governmen[ interprets and uses Communiry
regional policy. Make no mistake, we are nor in favour
of a supranational aurhority. Clearly, regional projecr
must be approved by the cenrral authority as pan of an
overall regional developmenr plan and then submitred
to the responsible European bodies, but this is far from
being the patrern of things in France. Firsr of all, the
French population knows nothing about regional pol-
icy for the simple reason rhar it is never told by rhe
authorities of the alhcation of ERDF funds in any
panicular case. This being so, how can its interest be
awakened in the consrrucrion of Europe? In other
countries, norice-boards at the worksi[es say if Europe
is contributing. There is nothing like that in France
where even the representatives of the ddpartements and
regions directly concerned do not know when ERDF
funds are being used. Vhat is worse, rhere is a factual
reason for this: ic is rhe French rreasury thar cashes the
ERDF appropriations and it is che ientral authoriry
thar sprinkles rhese appropriations around in elecror-
ally valuable regions and has documentary evidence
fabricated thar has no relarion with any concened pol-
icy for regional development designed to eliminate
disparities. I would add rhat the French governmenr
has asked im eighr parrners - successfully - for an
increase in irs disribution scale for ERDF appropria-
tions on behalf of the overseas depanments and terri-
tories whose difficulr situation is familiar ro all. \7e are
still waiting for precise information about the use of
these appropriations.

\7ho are being fooled? Everyone, the European insti-
tu[ions, the electors, the local and regional represenra-
tives who are sometimes astounded, when they come
to Brussels, to find out that rhere are ERDF appro-
priations for their region about which they had nor
been told. As I said, we are no[ in favour at all of any
weakening in the powers of national parliamenrs and
authorities. Vhar we want is compliance with the rea-
ties and respecr for the truth. This Parliament musr ger
to grips with rhis problem of the application of
regional policy. The subject is no new one for ir was
complained about by the previous Parliament, but no
definite and courageous srance has been established. It

is time that she Commissiorl presented proposals ro
bring the scandal ro an end. Ir is time that we elected
representarives were given precise. instead of procras-
tinating answers to our written and oral questions. It is
time that this pretence and the harm it does to the
development of our regions, the functioning of our
institutions, the future of European integration and
respect for democracy sropped.

As a step in rhat direction, the Socialists ask for an
increase in the non-quota secrion and at the same [ime
a far stricter monitoring of the practices I have com-
plained about, if necessary by scrutiny of documents
and on-the-spot inspections. You may uke it from me
that everyone of us will personally ensure this is done
in his or her region, informing the local elected repre-
sentatives and demanding ro see the books. You can
rely on the Socialists [o acr borh in the European Par-
liament and in the field.

(Applause on the Socialist Group benches)

President. - I call Mr Habsburg.

Mr Habsburg. - (D) Mr President, ir is highly com-
mendable that Mr Cecovini, the eminenr mayor of
Trieste, should have raised for discussion the quesrion
of the future of his city and the connecrion of the pon
with South Germany and Ausrria, particularly in rhese
critical times. Above all, it is high time, bearing in
mind rhe imminent accession of Greese to the Com-
munity, rhat provision were made for the best possible
links b-etween thar counrry and rhe indusrial hean of
Vestern Europe. In addition, however, hisrcric trade
routes will, in rhis way, again be opened up between
the Eastern Mediterranean and the German-speaking
areas of Europe. These natural links were first dam-
aged by the wave of nationalism after the first world
war. That is when the decline of this major pon began,
but the division of Europe as rhe resulr of rhe Yalta
Agreement and the occuparion of the Danube area by
the Soviet army was far mord destrucrive. A real iron
cunain came down interrupting normal trade flows
very much ro the disadvanrage of the peoples con-
cerned. The fact rhat we are ulking today abour
re-opening tradirional rrade rour.es, in spite of the con-
tinued presence of forces hosrile to the area in rhe
heart of Europe, can be attributed to four main facts:
the undaunted will m survive of the inhabirants of Tri-
este, the self-assertion of Greece as a bastion of free-
dom in the Eastern Medirerranean, Ausrria's abiliry rc
survive ans successfully end its foreign occuparion and
since then to preserve irc independence, and rhe hard
work of the German people.

It is also because of these factors rhat we can now talk
about a real step forward. Vhat is proposed here for
Trieste and im links wirh the East and the Nonh Vest
is European regional policy in the besr'sense of the
term. It falls to us to endow our frontiers with a new
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significance, using the means of modern communica-
tions. No-one today has any interest in interfering
with existing frontiers but we all want to extend com-
munications and remove anificial and unnatural obsta-
cles. In this way we can correct the mistakes of past

years without provokiog any danger of a conflict. In
this way Trieste can once again make its contribution
ro peace in Europe. This is where the higher interesm

of all Members of the Community lie, beyond their
tangible and material interests.

On the other hand we have to make sure that this pro-
jecr does not get put on the shelf. There is no time to
be lost, not least because of the energy savings to
which Mr Cecovini has so rightly referred. But we
must also be clear in our minds that the project in
front of us is difficult and costly. This applies panicu-
larly to the Alpine crossings and therefore the pan that
goes through Austria. Here we have to remember
rhat this is a small country with limited resources and

that it is precisely there that every kilometre of track
or road costs far more than further nonh or south.
Since the interest of the Community is at stake it
would therefore be only fair for it to shoulder part of
the burden, because the advantages of this new Euro-
economic dimension will benefit everyone and
because, politically too, a major Community project
will make a decisive contribution towards strengthen-
ing the Eastern flank of Europe as it now is.

Ir is therefore the dury of this Parliament to tell those

responsible clearly that the freely clected representa-
rives of the European people emphadcally support
the project and look forward rc its being put into
effect without loss of time. The stimulus to interna-
rional trade and the contribution to economic stability
are obvious, not least because Bavaria, the German
California, would lie at one end of this new transal-
pine anery opening the door to new opponunities for
all countries in the Alpine area and the Mediterranean.

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) I would like to take the opponun-
ity of this debate to ask the Commission, on a personal
basis, to report on the present state of the dispute it
has been involved in since 26 April 1972 wirh succes-

siye Belgian governmen$ on account of inrcrnal Bel-
gian quirrels and the Belgian authorities'approach to
the matter of regional aid.

Belgium's regional policy is based on the Act of 18

July 1959, confirmed by the Act of t+ July 1966. This
basic legislation and the implementing royal decrees

have been pointedly qualified by the Commission as a

general aid system that does not specify exactly which
sectors or regions are to benefit. On 26 Aprtl 1972,
therefore, the Commission took out Proceedings
against this legisladon for breach of the regulations on
the grounds that its applicadon distoned competition

between undertakings without, at the same time, sup-
poning specific regions or sectors in difficulty. The
point is that the terms of the Belgian legislation are so

vague and its limits so broad that it could be used as a
basis for helping prosperous sub-regions as much as, if
not more than, the weak ones.

The Commission has often asked successive Belgian
governments to study jointly with it the criteria and
methods used for selecting development zones in Bel-
gium. On many occasions in the old European Parlia-
ment and in the Belgian Parliament I have vainly tried,
with questions, to bring a solution to the dispute
closer. On 17 July 1979 again, in this elected Parlia-
ment, I asked the CommiSsion in my written question
No 257 /79 to say how things stood. The Commis-
sion's reply was that 'the Belgian gooen ment ilnofr-
cially put forutard a neut proposal for boundaies to tbe,

aid zones in October 1978. This proposal is now being
studied by the Commission uhose oieus utill be com-
municated to the Belgian authorities in a feat weehs'
time'. My question today,'Mr President, is simple, pre-
cise and brief : what is the position in this matter?

President. - I call Mr Giolitti

Mr Giolitti, member of the Commission. - (I) Mr
President, I can answer the specific point raised by Mr
Glinne immediately, reserving my reply on the report
and the various speeches to the end of the debate.

The situadon is exacdy as Mr Glinne has described. I
have to tell him that we are considering information of
an unofficial nature communicated to the Commission
services by the Belgian administration. To this unoffi-
cial information, the Commission services have replied
giving the Commission's reactions and observations,
these, [oo, being unofficial.

This exchange at - I would repeat - unofficial level is

mking place between the departmens responsible for
competition questions, in the Belgian administration
and the Commission, since it is in that light that the
aid systems that exist or are planned for the regions in
Belgium have to be considered. The Belgian govern-
ment has been asked to communicarc its official posi-
tion, in other words an official proposal for the final
settlement of these problems.

Thus the precise answer to the equally precise and

brief question put by Mr Glinne is as follows: we are

awaiting a reply to our request to the Belgian govern-
ment to communicate to us a proposal in an official
form. Pending that reply, we are prepared to continue
these contacts at the unofficial and informal level
which, obviously, may contribute to a better reciprocal
understanding of problems and the solutions that may
be proposed.
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President. - I call Mr Bocklet.

Mr Bocklet. - (D) Mr President, the transalpine
rou[es still consriture a crucial point of weakness in
the European transport system. In spite of some pro-
gress in the development of these roures - the Brenner
motorway is a panicular example - there is still a lot of
leeway to be made up. Because of this not only do mil-
lions of holiday-makers have to suffer throughout the
year but regions of the European Community with a
wealth of tradition, like Friuli, Giulia, Venezia and
Bavaria, are impeded in their development. The hard-
est hit are the pons of Trieste, Monfalcone and also
Venice. Only if there is a direcr connecrion between
Giulia, Venezia and Munich, will Triesrc and Monfal-
cone be able to hope rhat the pon facilities rhey
akeady have will be used to full capaciry. For this rea-
son we support the request for the construction and
extension of the Tauern motorway which would prov-
ide a high-speed link between Trieste and Munich and
impan new economic stimuli rc both areas. I would
however like to add rhat - ar leasr in our view - the
improvement of the ,railway line over the Brenner is
just as urgent because it takes the considerable traffic
as long to cover this stretch today as it did in the era of
the mail coach.

The problems relarc more panicularly to joint planning
and financing and the removal of bureaucratic obsta-
cles to transit traffic and to cooperarion between

, Member States and associated counrries. The planning
instruments we have so far, the consultation procedure
and the Committee on ffanspon infrastructure are not
enough; they must, ar leasr, be made effective. To
fund the developmenr of the European rransporr ner-
works roughly the same financing instruments are
available ar the moment as for regional policy. None
of these instruments, however, has rhe specific role of
providing support for transpon infrastrucrure mea-
sures. Instead, what is necessary, panicularly in view
of the accession of Greece, is a basic srraregy for rhe
joint financing of transit roures in third countries,
because we cannot leave these transit countries to
shoulder, on their own, rhe enormous cost of develop-
ing and maintaining North-South links serving our
own regional poliry interests.

Vith your permission I would just refer again to a
relatively minor problem compared with the financial
question, namely rhat of fronrier formalities which
nevenheless cause exraordinary irritation day in day
out. \fhat use are wider roads if things break down at
the frontier? It is precisely here, in rhe daily rourine of
border traffic, that we need more Community spirit.
As an associated country, Austria should show more
understanding in this marter too.. The Commission
ought to see whether appropriate undenakings could
not be given in rhe framework of the fusociarion rela-
tionship.

The an of European regional policy consists in
welding the developed sructures of the Community
into a harmonious whole while recognizing rheir indi-
vidual identities and, in so doing, removing existing
disparities using the economic means available for
cooperation. The Alpine area in particular has institu-
tionalized cooperation in recenr years beyond narional
and Communiry boundaries in the Arge Alp and the
Arge Ost and has developed that cooperarion as a

model for regional poliry. The Commission would be
well advised to take off its blinkers and make use of
the expenise of this body.

President - I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring - (D) Mr President, whar relative
imponance does regional economic policy really have
in the Community? In 1979 it came ro about 3 0/o of
the total budget compared with over 70 0/o for agricul-
tural subsidies. This disproponion ought to be our
subject today. The facts are that the EEC has 7 million
unemployed. Unregistered unemployment must surely
make rhis up ro a good 10 million and rhe enlargemenr
of the Community will add a few more million. Pov-
erty with full granaries. This is rhe reverse side of
Europe. In times gone by every farmer had a simple
rule for his economy. If workers were getting a good
wage then the farmer was alright. Have the represen-
tatives of agriculture in this Parliament forgotten rhat
principle? 3 0/o of our resources go to regional poliry
and with ir we safeguard 70 000 jobs a year. A drop in
the bucket, says rhe Delmorte reporr. If we maintain
this status quo, the enlargement of the Community
will require some 50 0/o more finance in other words
I 500 m EUA. But if we wanted to make a serious
attdck on unemployment in the Communiry, ten times
this amount would be necessary, l5 000 m EUA. And
yet the great aim of this Community is to reduce dis-
parities between rich and poor regions. The facts
prove the opposite. The situation is one of divergence,
not convergence. The gap between rich and poor
widens every year.In, fact we have ro admit that we
have no successful convergence policy, matching our
Community aims, to boast about. The Mezzogiorno is
just as crippled as it was when the Communiry was
founded. Is it not time thar we admined rhar some-
thing vital in our Community was not working? Is it
not high time thar we were thinking what radical
changes we need to make in order, ar last, ro live up ro
the objectives of our Communiry?

15 000 m EUAI I agree there is not the slightesr
chance in the foreseeable future of mobilizing such a

sum in the European budget for regional employment
policy, but where is it wrirten down that government
investment aid has ,to be financed from the ordinary
budget? After rhe second world war, when the Ameri-
cans, with a considerable effort in rhe Marshall Plan,
got the Central European economy going again with
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great success and to rheir own advantage, they did not
use budgetary resources but the traditional medium of
indusrial loan financing. If we converted the whole
Regional Fund into a financing platform for a new
European economic aid credit system, this would
gather in enough resources to fund a European
employment policy wonhy of the name. True enough,
conditions have changed since then, but one thing is

still the same. There are many people looking for jobs

in Europe who would love to buy many things they
cannot now afford. \flhat is more there are many
industrial plants lying idle in Europe in which modern
working conditions could be provided if there were
only buyers for them. To bring the two together must
be rhe paramount task of European economic policy.
If Parliament has a role to play, then it is that. Instead
of haggling about the height of the butter mountain or
the British contribution, we should learn from the mis-
takes of the past and at last rouse ourselves to action
with greater insight and skill than in 1949 so as to help
Europe recover out of its own srrength and ro carry
through an ambitious and courageous united pro-
gramme for the poor areas of Europe.

President. - I call Mrs Gaioui de Biase.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. - (I) The issue raised in Mr
Cecovini's question is not solely, or mainly, of Italian
interest. As has already been said, the South-Eastern
flank of the Community is going to become increas-
ingly important in that the accession of Greece and the
binding Treaty of Association with Yugoslavia will
make this area - once a frontier zone - an essential
link and pivot in the Community's internal system. But
it is mainly the commercial and political problems pre-
sented by the difficult relations with the Middle East
rogether with the need for a European political initia-
rive wirh regard to the Arab countries and the increas-
ing two-way trade with Asia and Africa that tie up,
here, with the strategy of economic and political
growth aimed at establishing equilibrium in the area
and materializing our hopes for peaceful developments
in rhe Mediterranean.

In this context, action to achieve maximum operabiliry
of communication infrastructures represents a triple
challenge calling for an overall response from a com-
plex system. Vhat is necessary now is to organize all
the measures and necessary cooperation between the
countries concerned and to promo[e Community act-
ion on a global basis, not just as the sum of competi-
tive national initiatives but stimulating narional plan-
ning by all the means available.

Against this background of overall political and com-
mercial strategy which is not Italian but the Commu-
nity's I would like to present three points for your
consideration. The first concerns the pivoml nature of
the Trieste area and the whole Friuli-Venezia Giulia
region. This is a region, Mr President, that is naturally

defined as European in Inly because of the frontier
culture that has always characterized it, because of the
high rate and quality of emigration from it and
because of ir entrepreneurial vocation. I would like to
remind you that this frontier region, where anything
could have happened in the period immediately after
the war and where European public opinion was
spared the bloody events, srife and ethnic conflicts
that occurred elsewhere - and could have occurred
there as well - between Italians and Slovenians, this
region should nor be punished for the peace that it
successfully maintained. The association with Yugosla-
via rcday is another result of the capacity of Trieste
and Friuli to work for day-rc-day coexistence over the
lasc thirty years along the difficult boundary that runs
from Trieste to Gorizia.

Imagining that problems of communication raised by
the association with Yugoslavia can be solved by
bypassing and marginalizing this region, and punish-
ing its resolute will to cooperare and overcome con-
flicts, is nothing short of absurd.

My second point is related to the first. This area has

seen a recent but already powerful experiment in
inter-regional cooperation in the form of a community
that has adopted the name of the Alpeadria commu-
riity involving nine regions in the bordering countries.
This regional organization needs to be strengthened
and its voice should be heard by the Community when
defining a coordinated and comprehensive system of
Nonh-South and.East-!/est communications in the
area.

My third point relates to the narure of the comprehen-
sive system that needs ro be set up in this area with the
cooperation of the countries concerned and the Com-
munity. Through this and other initiatives, the treaties
recommend that we should try to eliminate existing
disparities and prevent the creation of new ones. If we
try to create a complete system of infrastructures,
jointly between the Community and.the countries con-
cerned, for the Nonhern Adriatic, we must also make
sure that no new marginal areas are once again formed
within these regions. From rhis standpoinr there are

three areas to be considered - Belluno which should
be able to find the way out of its isolation through the
proposed Venice-Munich rou[e, Carnia which, when
the trans-Carnia motorway is finally built, will have its
link function recognized and lastly Gorizia, a city split
in two by the peace treaty but today bound up in
intensive trade with neighbouring Yugoslavia for
which a big frontier complex is now being built. If the
full porcntial of this complex is to be developed it
needs to be fitted into a network of communications
of appropriate international imponance. Possible act-
ion in the framework of the regulations that exist
today and a general review of the Community's rans-
pon policy would need to take these requirements into
account.
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President. - I call Mr Delmotte.

Mr Delmotte, rdpporteur. - (F) Mr President, I can
be very brief in view of the broad consensus that my
report has met with and, for that reason, I would like
to state my sincere gradtude to all Members who have
spoken in today's debate. Raising one or orher aspect
of the report, they have added demils, and made clear
.intentions and requiremenm lhat the responsible aur-
horities cannot ignore.

Vith your permission, Mr President, I must express
my regret, in passing, that at a cenain level of
appraisal and decision in this Parliament it should have
been thought necessary to add Mr Cecovini's oral
question with debate to our discussion. Bur let me
reassure him. His initiative was highly commendable
because we do know that there are problems about
which no-one can remain unmoved. Nevenheless we
have to be consistent. It was our wish thar rhe Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport should be
split and policy with regard to ports, in parricular,
comes under the latter.

Mr President, I would like, at the close of rhis debarc,
to express our gratitude to this Commission, working
in extremely arduous conditions and with not enough
staff to do rhe work required for rhe scruriny of pro-
jecr and for the programmes of surveys to be carried
out. I have already, in the Committee on Budgers,
drawn the attention of those responsible ro rhis marrer.

Mr President, this repon will have been useful only if
we draw all its logical conclusions, including rhe
determination - on [he pan of a Parliamenr born of
democratic elections and therefore endowed wirh
unquestionable authority - to concentrate our effons
in rwo directions. The first of rhese, Mr President, is
the revision of rhe ERDF Regularion which, by I Jan-
uary 1981, will or should contain - as we have heard
today - the essence of the objectives and measures
requesred by our Parliament in its various sraremenrs.
These concern, in panicular, rhe manifestly inade-
quate level of the fund's resources, rhe moniroring of
the use of Community funds, the giving of informa-
tion to the populations affected by whar should be
coherent programmes instead of vague projects, some-
times, not very often, meeting narional, regional or
local ob.fectives and lasrly, in the medium term, the
firmer pressure to be applied to the Council to ger ir ro
define once and for all - because all of us can see

clearly that there has not been any regional policy -the philosophy of a real Community regional policy.
At the moment everyone has the feeling rhar the
ERDF is just an insrrument and a weak palliadve in
the absence of that policy.

Mr President, I would like once again ro thank all
those whose important contriburions to this discussion
have enabled all the Members and, I feel sure, rhe
Commissioner to draw some useful lessons from this

broad debate on the Fourrh Report on rhe ERDF in
1978.

President. - I call Mr Burke.

Mr Burke, Member of tbe Commission.- Mr Presi-
dent, since I have already spoken in the debare, and
since I do not wish to take from the time which would
be useful and necessary for my colleague, Mr Giolirti,
I shall norc the points made by the various speakers. I
have noted them with interest; they all form pan of
the general debate on infrastructures which has been
continuing since November and will be concluded
where this section is concerned in the colloquium on 6
June in Brussels.

I would make three poin6: firstly, this queslion, in
these nonh-south links, of choosing our priority. Yes-
terday, Mr Dalsass' question raised the marrer of rhe
Brenner Tunnel. I could also indicate other projects
that might be included in our overall assessment. Ve
have for example the St Gotrhard Tunnel and the
Spltigen Tunnel and the improved links between Ulm
and Milan. There are many orhers. It is therefore for
the Committee on Infrasuuctures already set up by the
Council to take on these matters and to discuss [hem.

The second point, I wan[ ro stress is the imponance
which the Commission attaches. ro the crearion of a ,

new financial instrument capable of meeting rhe needs
of transpon infrastructure. As I said yesterday in reply
to the oral quesrion, the Council is still examining this
proposal and I hope that our amendmenrs to it will
allso be received with attention. As a sub-point to rhis
I would ask Parliament in its funher budgetary discus-
sion for the first rime in rhe history of the Communiry
to give to the rranspon infrastructure area some funds
to make a stan in this regard.

Finally and very briefly, I would make the following
remarks on the resolution which is before rhe House.
The first three points of the motion srress rhe need for
an integrated approach to infrastructure development
projects so thar th. ,ecessary linkages can be made.
Members of the House will find thar this idea is very
clearly taken up and set our in rhe Commission's
memorandum on the Community's role in the deve-
lopment of cranspon infrastrucrure. On point 4 of the
motion for a resolution I would point out that in the
memorandum to which I have referred, the Commis-
sion stresses the complementary roles of existing
financial instrumenrc and our new proposed infras-
tructure financing instrument. I regret that have to be
so brief, but it is out of deference ro rhe House and to
my colleague who wants a little time to answer rhe
debate.
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President. - I call Mr Giolitti.

Mr Giolitti, member of the Commission. - (1) Mr Pres-

ident, as I told you I shall now make an attemPt a[ a

tour de force and sta[e the Commission's position in

less than 20 minutes on the content of a 65-paragraph
motion for a resolution and the points made in 28

speeches, some of which dealt with Mr Cecovini's
question on which I will make one brief comment.

In order rc keep within my time-limit I shall summar-
ize the points that I feel that I have to make under
four or five headings.

First of all I would like to express my sincere thanks to
Mr Delmotte, the rapponeur, whose skill and spirit of
collaboration with regard to the work that the Com-
mission has undenaken and will continue to undenake
in order to improve the effectiveness of Community
regional policy I have already appreciated on various

occasions in the past.

As the speakers have said, this report spells out all the
problems experienced in the management. of the

Regional Fund during 1978, a year which already
seems to be far away, for one thing because the regu-

lation that then governed it has since been superseded.

But I do not think that this is a reason for treating as

academic the discussion we have had and which is now
drawing to a close.

In any case, in policy matters, a review of the past

helps in undersanding the present and preparing the
future and it is above all the future that I shall have in
mind in the brief remarks that I shall now make, the
future not only of the Regional Fund but, lo use a Per-
tinent comment by Mr Griffith, rhe future of regional
policy as a whole, of which - as the rapporteur has

rightly pointed out on several occasions - the

Rigional Fund is just one instrument and, I would
dare to say, perhaps not even the main instrument,
since the principal aspect of regional policy is the
coordination of all the Community policies and the
inclusion in all Community policies of an appraisal of
their effecr at the regional level, in other words what
we call rhe AIR method - the appraisal of the
regional impact of every Community policy.

The first point I want to make concern the reference

that has often been made to the now imminent revision
of the Fund Regulation which is scheduled to take
place before the beginning of the new year'

The Commission cenainly does not intend to evade its

responsibilities but I would like to take this occasion to
draw Parliament's attention to the somewhat difficult
situation we find ourselves in this respect, which has

been brought out in this debate.

You have discussed, and I am commentint on, what
has happened with regard to the management of the

fund in 1978 - in other words the management of a

fund governed by a regulation which has since been

replaced by the regulation entering into force at the

stan of l97g - with the object of revising the Fund

Regulation.

Do we or do we not wish to take into account our
experience with the application of the regulation that
has been in force since February 1979 in view of the

fact that it was only in February 1979 that the Council
approved the Commission's proposals presented in

June 1977?

I do not think we can revise the Fund Regulation
without taking some account of the application -
however brief it be - of the second regulation that we

brought in, for one thing because this, second regula-

tion included one major innovation whose effective-
ness we must surely assess. I am referring to the non-
quota section which, sad to say, has still not been

implemented because the Council has not ye:"

approved - and unfonunately, I have to say, is not
yet making any attempt to approve - the first proPos-

als presented by the Commission for the use of the

non-quo[a sectlon.

Ve would add, however, that we ought to assess - as

several speakers have pointed out - the foreseeable

effects, to the extent. that we are capable of foreseeing

them, of the enlargement of the Community to include

Greece, which will accede to the Communiry on I
January 1981.

-This new regulation therefore, this revised l'und
Regulation, would have to allow for the accession of
Griece in all the quantitative and qualitative aspects of
the Community's regional policy. But above all, we -
namely the Commission and I personally - shall be

fulfilling our obligadon to present within the next feu/

months (during the summer I think it will be) the first
periodical report. on the socio-economic situadon in

the Community's regions.

I feel that it is on the basis of this first report that we

should assess the priorities to be set and the criteria to
be adopted so that the revision of the Fund Regulation
is carried out in relation to a concrete and real situa-
tion that we shall have been able rc analyse and eval-
uate.

These are the points I wished to put before Parliament
regarding the problem of the time available to us to
carry out the revision of the Fund Regulation without
haste and enabling us ro reap the benefits of a joint
assessment by the Community institutions, made more
profound by the experience that we have had and
iulled at those imponant opponunities for overall

review of which certainly the most significant will be

the repon to which I have referred.

The second point I wish to make is the importance of
the regionai development Programmes. Mr Del-
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motte's repon speaks of rhe thousands of individual
projects thar the Commission's slender regional poliry
staff have ro examine for eligibility for grants from the
fund - with the consequenr risk of fragmentation and
lack of cohesion.

Only through the improvemenr of rhe programmes on
the basis of the recommendarions which tfie Commis-
sion senr ro rhe Member Stares, and only on the basis
of well co-ordinared development progiammes, shall
we be able ro move forward according in a coherent
manner.

This is why I feel encouraged by the comments that
have been made during this debate along those lines.
Mr President, it is on the basis of the programmes thar
we shall be able to resolve this difficult and nagging
problem of complementarity which we have so fii -and I wish rc say rhis with all frankness - failed to
solve. Neirher can we be sariified wirh rhe position in
regard to rhe complementary and addidonal funcdon
that Community assistance should have in relation to
national supporr. in rhe field of regional policy.

It is on the basis of the programmes rhar we shall be
able m ov...dr. the difficuiiies thar have so far prev-
ented us - as we have to admit - from finding a
satisfactory solurion to this problem in order rc .uoid
Commun.ity assistance in the regional policy field
being reduced ro a refund of money spent from the
national budgets of the Member States and rherefore
performing a purely substitutional funcrion, whereas,
instead, it should be complemenrary and additional as
demanded by all the speakers who have spoken. On
this poinr, roo, the Commission feels encouraged by
the posirions adoprcd in the course of this debaie and

ld9ed on many earlier occasions by rhe European
Parliament.

This problem of complementarity and additionality
is clearly linked with rhe problem of information and
control. Members have referred to the unsatisfactory
situation prevailing in cenain counrries from this
standpoinr. Here too I am counting on the suppon of
Parliament so rhar this problem can be rapidly put
right and overcome. The Commission will not fail to
make every effon to improve this aspect as well.

I would like m make a very brief reference ro a marrcr
hardly rcuched upon during rhe course of the debate
but which neverrheless, seems wonh drawing to rhe
attention of this Parliamenr. As you know, we have
introduced the procedure of what are called acceler-
ated payments into rhe regulation rhar enrcred into
force early in 1979 after approval by the Council. This
procedure has given good results. ln 1979 we were
able rc make double the paymenm made in 1978, as
can be seen from Mr Delmotte's report.

I would also like ro touch very briefly on the prob-
lem of the relations berween the regional and-local
bodies which, after all, have considerable imponance.

Very recently, in the town of Campobasso, I had
occasion, to atrend a meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee which rhe five organizations represenring the
regional and local bodies in the Communiry have set
up. This seems ro me to be a very imponant srcp for-
ward. The existence of this single Advisory Commit-
tee, represenring the five organizations, makes it possi-
ble for the Commission and also the Commissioner
responsible for regional policy to establish relations at
this importanr level of political and adminisrrarive res-
ponsibility, namely rhat of the regional and local aut-
horities, more easily and therefore more conrinuously
and frequently.

I would like to say one word about the amendments
that have been tabled. I am in favour of Mrs Ewing's
amendments because the identification or choice of
the regions rc benefit from contributions from the
fund will nor be the Commission's responsibiliry for as
long as the basic regulation is unchanged. But it is the
responsibility of rhe Member Sates - and therefore
this cannot be offloaded onro rhe Commission - ro
add funher regions to the list of those assisrcd by the
fund.

As regards the amendment tabled by Mr Blaney
regarding the financing of housing, I have to say rhar
it is not as a social measure that this rype of infrastruc-
ture can be financed by the Regional Fund as the
amendment says bur from the economic standpoint.'!fle shall try, in rhe revision of the reguladon, to
exrcnd eligibiliry for contriburions from the fund to
housing where ir can be shown that housing for work-
ers, for example, in areas where new industries are
being set up will contribute ro rhe economic develop-
ment of the region. The objective of regional policy-is
not social assistancel its intention and purpose musr be
to funher development objectives. Regional policy has
to be a policy of development, not assistance.

Lastly, Mr President, allow me to take 30 seconds to
give my opinion - because the problem also concerns
my responsibilities - on rhe issue raised in Mr Cecov-
ini's question that has been combined with the debate
on the operadon of the fund although rhe connection
does not seem ar all clear or evident, at least not to the
naked eye, as Mr Burke has already observed.

\7ell, I feel that this connection can be found if one
consider - as I am ready to consider - that rhe prob-
lems raised under this heading fall withing the frame-
work of a regional policy, if it is coordinated with a
policy of territorial development as we propose to do
but which cenainly we have so far been unable to -for all the reasons rhat have been explained.

Transporr infrastructure is cenainly essential ro coun-
terbalance rhe disadvantages of peripherality from
which frontier regions, in general, suffer and nrhich
could in panicular affect rhe Friuli-Venezia Giulia
region if the improvemenm are not made - panicu-
larly in the context of the Community's new rilations
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wirh Yugoslavia and its fonhcoming enlargement to
include Greece - which the questioner and other
speakers on this point have described and requested on
the basis of considerations which seem to me to have
been summed up and brought home highly effectively
in the last speech of Mrs Gaiotti.

I apologize for the no doubt numerous, omissions you
will find - because of the limited dme available to me

- in rhis closing answer to the debate. On the ocher
hand, this will cenainly not be the last opponunity for
the Commission to nlk to you on these subjects. So
questions rc which I have not been able to give a full
reply. rcday will be properly answered on another
occaslon.

President. - To *ind up this debate on the oral
question I have received three motions for resolutions,
with request for an early vote, pursuant to Rule 7(5) of
the Rules of Procedure:

- from Mr Gouthier and others (Doc. 1-85180)'

- from Mr Cecovini, on behalf of the Liberal and

Democradc Group (Doc. l-90/80),

- from Mr Modiano and others (Doc. l-91l80).

I shall consult Parliament on these at the beginning of
tomorrow's sitting.

The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution contained in the Delmome
repon will be put to the vote at the next voting time.

The sitting is suspended.

(Tlte sitting was suspended dt I . t 0 P.n. and resumed at 3

P.n.)

INTHE CHAIR: MRSVEIL

President

9. Votes

President. - The next item is the vote on the
motions for resolutions on which the debate is closed.

Ve shall begin with rhe \Vautrzih report (Doc. I-734/
79): Food aid to Cambodia.

This morning Mrs Macciocchi submitced an amend-
ment [o me which, with the rapponeur's agreement,
she had hoped rc table. I told her that, since the dead-
line for tabling amendments, 6 p.m. yesterday evening,
had expired, this amendment could not be printed and
distributed. However, in view of the imponance of the

subject of the amendment, I wish m read aloud the
first paragraph which seeks to replace paragraph 7 of
the motion for a resolution by a new text:

'Has taken note of the Commission's proposals for a

second insalment of emergency aid totalling 40 million
EUA, and hopes that they will be approved as quickly as

possible.'

I draw the Commission's attention to this rcxt and asks

it to give Parliament an undenaking to report to it on
rhis matter as soon as possible. Since the Commission's
statement on this subject will be recorded in the verba-
tim repon of proceedings, this will meet the wish
expressed by Mrs Macciocchi and the rapporteur.

I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheyssoo., member of the Commission. - (F)

Madam President, during the debate that took up part
of yesterday afternoon and continued this morning,
Members were unanimous in y/anting the responsibili-
ties assumed by the Com5nunity for help to the Cam-
bodians, whether in Kamfiuchea irelf or as refugees in
neighbouring countries, to be fully and properly dis-
charged.

Now it so happens that, for reasons of climate and in
the interests of urgency, we must act yery quickly. Ve
have budgetary difficulties with which you, Madam
President, are more familiar than anyone else and
which have forced us to make a distinction in our pro-
posal between the decision on the principle and the
budgetary application in the framework of the provi-
sional ryelfths.

If Parliament would be kind enough to state its agree-
ment that the principle should be complied with as

early as possible, the Commission will undenake to
make detailed and precise proposals enabling a deci-
sion to be taken by the budgetary authorities as early
as possible.

I am very grateful to you for being kind enough to
read out the text proposed by Mrs Macciocchi - even

rhough it cannot be treated as a formal proposal by
Parliament - because in this way it will be minuted in
the repon of proceedings. The Commission under-
rakes to act as soon as possible along these lines.

President. - The second paragraph of this amend-
ment, which I shall now read aloud, will be submitted
ro [he enlarged Bureau at one of ir next meetings:

'Asks Parliament, in accordance with im vote of 15

February 1980, to send a delegation to make an on-the-
spot check on the distribution of this aid'.

I put the first two indenm of the preamble to the vote.

The first twd indents are adopted.
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Afrcr the second indend I have Amendment No 2 by
Mr Gremerz and others seeking to add the following
two indents:

'- having regard ro the motion for a resolution abled by
Mr Amendola and Mr Ansan on behalf of the Com-
munist and Allies Group on the ragic situation of
Vietnamese refugees (Doc. l-224/79),

- having regard to the morion for a resolution abled by
Mr Denis and Mr Ferrero on behalf of rhe Commun-
ist and Allies Group on EEC aid to Vietnam and
Cambodia (Doc. l-432/79)'.

'\Uflhat 
is rhe view of rhe rapponeur?

Mr'Vawrzik, rapporteur. - (D)Madam President, I
am againsr rhis amendmenr. The basis of the motion
for a resolution comprises the two motions for a reso-
lution from this House embodied in it. Here, however,
an attemp[ is being made to revise a policy thar has
been decided on elsewhere in rhe House by means of
this amendment.

President.. - I put the amendmenr [o rhe vore.

Amendment No 2 is rejected.

I put to rhe vore rhe third indent of the preamble and
paragraphs I to 5.

The third indent and paragraphs I ro 5 are adoprcd.

On paragraph 6 I have Amendment No 3 by Mr Gre-
mez and orhers, seeking ro replace rhis paragraph by
a new text:

'- Calls for increased aid to be provided for rhe peoples
of Cambodia, Vietnam and Laos, care being taken, in
agreemenr and in cooperation with rhe governments
concerned, ro ensure rhat, despirc all difficulties, rhe
aid reaches the civilian population; this will require a
special contriburion by the Community rc rhe repair
of rranspon infrasructures and the developmeni of
road and waterway ransport,

- therefore calls for the immediare restoration of
increased food aid to Viernam'.

Vhat is the view of rhe rapponeur?

Mr Vawrzik, fttpporteur 
- 

(D) Madam President,
my commenr on rhe first amendment also applies to
this one. I am againsr ir.

President. 
- I put rhe amendment ro the vote.

Amendment No 3 is rejecred.

I put paragraph 5 to the vore.

Paragraph 6 is adopred.

After paragraph 5 I have Amendmenr No I by Mr
Purvis, seeking to add the following new paragraph:

'5a In view of rhe critical condirions likely to arise in rhe
next few weeks from a severely restricted and dis-
rupted harvest in Kampuchea, calls on the Commis-
sion to ensure conrinuing and adequate supplies of
food and medical aid through rhe existing voluntary
organizations and to monitor their efficient distribu-
tion'.

'\7hat 
is the view of the rapponeur?

Mr Vawrzik, rapportear. - (D) I am in favour of the
amendment.

President. - I pur Amendmenr No I to the vote.

Amendment No I is adoprcd.

I put paragraphs 7 and 8 to the vote.

Paragraphs 7 and 8 are adopred.

Members can now give explanarions of vote.

I call Mrs Bonino.

Mrs Bonino. - (I) Madam President, I just wanr to
say very briefly that I shall be voring in favour of this
motion for a resolution but also to remind Parliament
that this is the second or third time that we have con-
cerned ourselves with the Cambodia problem and
unfortunately I am afraid that we will probably be
concerned wirh it for a long time to come. I also
believe that the rime has finally come to actually send
our parliamentary delegarion to Cambodia since rhis
was voted on and decided by Parliamenr on 15
February. I do not know what the - probably bureau-
612gis - reasons are for rhe delay. I would not venture
to think, Madam President, rhar it is an economic
problem. It seems [o me prerry ridiculous to put budg-
etary obstacles in the way of a delegation of this type.
I also feel, and this is the problem rhar Mr Glinne
raised in February, that the members of the delegarion
would have been quite prepared - I am sure - ro
meet, either personally or as a group, the cosm of the
,ourney.

I would also like ro recall rhat rhere is a subject that
we have nor yer managed to tackle and rhat is the
question of orphans and refugee children in rhe Thai-
land camps. This is a real rragedy. I undersmnd,
Madam Presidenr, rhat this morning you had more
direct information and I hope that the delegation that
is going to Cambodia will be able rc bring us back
information on rhis specific poinr so that we may ini-
tiate real action with in the shonest possible time.

I am quite cenain rhat there are families and others in
all the European counries ready to take in these
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unfortunate children and I think that we have up to
now set up too many bureaucratic obsacles and that
we in Europe have not atnched enough imponance to
the respect for human life and the duty rc help those

who are panicularly in need.

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (1) I would first of all like to
thank you, Madam President, for kindly reading the

two amendments that were tabled after the time limit
had already gone by. I would however like to add,

with renewed thanks to you, tha[ there are special

conditions of which we should perhaps take more

account, as in rhe specific case of this amendmen[ that
Mr Cheysson has been kind enough to sake up asking

that it be minuted in the report of proceedings. This
amendment could not have been nbled until after the

speech of the Commissioner which he gave ar 7 p.m.

yesterday. It was only after his speech and afrcrhe had

Lxplained to us the possibilities that existed for the

Commission to provide a new type of aid in a second

phase, that an amendment could be tabled. Otherwise
we would have had to be gifted with a kind of inspired

knowledge, a kind of European Thomism enabling us,

before the Commission and other imponant speakers

rook the floor, to know what they would say and

therefore what to put into an amendment. I say this

merely to explain why the amendment was tabled after
6 p.-. - a problem that, in my view, could well arise

for Parliament on o[her occasions.

As regards the second amendment that you were kind
.nough to read out and to put before the enlarged

Bureiu, I am particularly pleased at this decision
(although I would have preferred a vote to have been

taken) because this matter too vras taken up again this

morning by Mr Cheysson in his speech. In shon, I
repeat that I am extremely satisfied because the Com-
missioner has told us that, in his opinion, the sending

of a delegation of this rype could have favourable

aspects. There is every probability that this will be so,

alL the more so - and here I again agree with him -if it can avoid the vicious circle of a political debate

and directly tackle the task which, incidentally, we

have clearly outlined, in other words an on-the-sPot

check on the conditions in which this aid is being dis-

tributed. Once again, I would say to all those who
have spoken along these lines, and here I turn to Mr
Haagerup who spoke on the subject, that we must set

up this delegation, about which we first spoke in
October last year, as quickly as Possible, because I am

convinced, like all of you, that in this problem, that we

have been dealing with for months and months, a

delegation within this Parliament will give life to the

data-and information that Mr Cheysson himself admits

to be completely lacking, apart from that concerning
the refugee camps in Thailand.

I share Mrs Bonino's feelings about the problem of the

children and I think that next Tuesday in the Political
Affairs Committee in the presence of Mr Hanling,
High Commissioner for Refugees, we will be raising a
quistion which arises, not purely as a matter of life
and death, but as one of those capital moral choices

concerning one of the most difficult and pressing

aspects of future generations, namely the orphans of
this dreadful ragedy which, not to mince words,
could well be called genocide.

President. - Mrs Macciocchi, with regard to your
first point, under the existing Rules of Procedure

a.end..nts cannot be disributed unless they have

been translated. The Committee on the Rules of Pro-
cedure and Petitions will have to consider whether this
principle could not be waived.

On the question of sending a delegation to Cambodia
to ascenain how the Cambodian people can best be

helped, the Political Affairs Committee was to look
into this, as you know. I will ask what conclusions it
came to.

I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - (F) Madam President, I
voted in favour of Amendment No I tabled by Mr
Purvis, because it seemed to me very appropriate to
add a new paragraph afrer paragraph 6. I am sorry that
our two imendments have been rejected, the first
being of histbrical interest: the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Amendola and Mr Ansan on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group on the dramatic
situation of refugees from Vietnam is an old motion,
and it can be recalled without removing anything from
the context, as is the case with the motion for a resolu-

tion nbled by Mr Denis and Mr Ferrero on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group on EEC aid ro Viet-
nam and Cambodia.

Even if paragraph 6 is worded in such a way as to
satisfy us, our amendment No 3 could have been

adopted. These two amendments do not seem to me to
be so revolutionary.

\7e shall, however, vote in favour of the motion for a

resolution, because aid to Cambodia is as necessary as

aid to any people suffering under the conditions of
war, wherever they may be.

President. - I call Mr HaageruP

Mr Haagerup. - (DK) Madam President, as drafts-
man for the Political Affairs Committee I should like to
repeat what I said yesterday, namely that the commit-
t.i h"d, in response to the instruction to consider the

disparch of a delegation of this nature, recommended
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that a decision be postponed until the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees had been heard at the meeting
with rhe Committee for Development and Coopera-
tion and the Political Affairs Committee arranged for
Tuesday. As I pointed out in the opinion I delivered
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, that does
not mean the complete rejection of the proposal for a
delegation, which will remain on rhe cbmmiuee,s
agenda.

President. - The enla.ged Bureau will take accounr
of this.

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.

The resolution is adoprcd.

President. - !fle come ro the Delmotte report (Doc.
1-789/79): Foarth Annual Report on the ERDF.

I put rhe preamble and paragraphs I to 5 to the vore.

The preamble and paragraphs I to 5 are adopted.

After paragraph 5 I have Amendmenr No I by Mrs
Ewing, seeking to add rhe following new paragraph:

'5a Nevenheless deplores rhe fact that the Highland
Region and the Island Regions of Scotland have nor
been idenrified as priority regions by the crireria
employed by rhe Commission despire the very obvious
regional problems found rherein and calls on the
Commission to re-examine these criteria wirh due
regard ro rhe base-line socio-economic developmenr
found in these regions.'

'!flhat 
is the view of the rapponeur?

Mr Delmotte, rapporteur. - (F,) I understand rhe
intention, very laudable as it is, underlying the word-
ing of this amendmenr by the honourable Member,
Mrs Ewing, bur I would urge her to wirhdraw it,
because she must admit that we are not meant to be
proposing specific regions in a resolution of this kind.
It is not, Mrs Ewing, the Commission which proposes
priority regions, but the Member Sares, and your
thinking has undoubtedly uken the wrong course ro
some exrenr. This amendment is alien ro [he scope of
the repon.

President. - Mrs Ewing, are you maintaining your
amendment?

Mrs Ewing. - Madam Presidenr, when I refer to the
guidelines for Communiry regional policy, I do not see
that anything there is against the proposition rhar my
area should be excluded: the reason I gave was depo-
pulation, and if Mr Delmotte does not recognize that
that is a criterion rhen I can only say rhar, ilthough I
gave him credir for having a hearr, I was perhaps mis-
taken, because rhe depopulation of an area with a cul-
ture and a language that is dying is very imponant ro
this whole Community. I know rhat the Community
cares about peripheries, and I would just say that I
think my amendment is totally relevanr. Under all the
pieces of paper rhar I have either from the Commission
or from Parliament, and I refer rc rhe resolution dated
2l April, ...

President. - Mrs Ewing, I simply wanted ro know
whether you were maintaining your amendment.

I put the amendmenr ro rhe vote.

Amendment No I is rejected.

I put paragraphs 6 to 8 to rhe vote.

Paragraphs 6 rc 8 are adopted.

After paragraph 8 I have Amendmenr No 2 by Mrs
Ewing, seeking to add rhe following new paragraph:

'8a Nevenheless deplores the fact that the Highland
Region and the Island Rcgions of Scotland have not
been identified as priority regions by the criteria
employed by the Commission despite the very obvious
regional problems found thercin and calls on the
Commission to re-examine these criteria with due
regard ro the base-line socio-economic developmenr
found in these regions.'

'!/hat 
is the view of the rapponeur?

Mr Delmotte, rapportear. - (F) \7hat I said abour
Mrs Ewing's first amendment also applies to this one. I
ask the House to reject it.

President. - I put rhe amendmenr to rhe vote.

Amendment No 2 is rejected.

I put paragraphs 9 to 18 to the vote.

Paragraph 9 to 18 are rejected.

After paragraph 18 I have Amendmenr No 4 by Mr
Blaney, seekint to add the following new paragraph:

'l 8a Calls on rhe Commission, in making proposals to
the Council for the upcoming revision of the
Fund-Regulation, to include provision for sup-
pon from the Fund to national schcmes to heip
make housing accessible ro thosc unable ro bear
the rising cost of providing their own homes.'
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\flhat is the view of the rapponeur?

Mr Dclmotte, rdpporteur. - (F) In our Committee
on Regional Planning and Regional Poliry I have on
seue..f occasions in the past spoken in favour of the

establishment in the poliry of an infrastructure to Per-
mit the development of the less-favoured regions'

But, Madam President, I must point out that Mr Bla-

ney's amendment, in referring to access to ownership

and so on, is too specific in nature and does not there-

fore fit in with the general provisions contained in our
report.

For Parliament's information, I would add that the

Committee on Regional Policy and Regional Planning

is preparing a document on this very subject.

For the moment I would ask the House to reject Mr
Blaney's amendment.

President. - I put the amendment to the vote.

Amendment No 4 is rejected. I put paragraphs 19 to
21 to the vote. Paragraphs 19 to 27 are adoprcd. Afrcr
paragraph 21 I have Amendment No 3 by Mrs Ewing,
seeking to add the following new paragraph:

'21a. Nevenheless deplores the fact that the Highland
Region and the Island Regions of Scodand have not
'been included in the Commission's list of priority
regions despite the very obvious regional imbal-
ances found in these areas, and calls on the Com-
mission to re-assess the inrcrpretation of the criteria
which they have employed to define these priority
regions, paying panicular attention to 'structural
under-employment' in regions of base-line socio-

economic development (where traditional indicators

such as unemployment figures, migration rates' etc.

often fail to identify areas with chronic regional
problems);

Total Area (km2)

Total

Highland Island
Region Regions

25 r89 5 303

Population (1977) 189 800 68 100

Population Density 7.5 pers/km2 12.8 pers/km2

Employees in
employment 70 300 (37 0/o) 19 200 (28 0/o)

Percentage in:
Agriculture, forestry
and fishing 5.8 7.1

Engineering and
allied industries I 1.0 2.4

Other

\{/hat is the view of the rapporteur?

Mr Delmotte, rdpPorteur. - (F) Madam President,
we have here almost the same situation as with amend-
ments Nos I and 2. Having put in her plea for the
Highlands and Islands of Scotland, Mrs Ewing feels

she must add a mble giving detailed statistics. I believe,

Madam President, that, given the form of this repon,
the object should not be to draw Parliament's atten-

tion to a specific aspect, of which everyone in this

Chamber is aware. I see no reason why the resolution
should contain detailed satistics, as lhis has never

been customary in our Parliament.

I call on the House to reject this amendment.

President. - I put the amendment to the vote.
Amendment No 3 is rejected. I put paragraphs 22, to
65 to the vote. Paragraphs 22 to 65 are adopted. Mem-
bers can now give explanations of vote. I call Mr Fich.

Mr Fich. - (DK) Madam President, I should first
like to say that I welcome this comprehensive and tho-
rough repon on the operation of the Regional Fund
and the problems related thereto. However, politically
I disagree with the repon in two respec6. The first is
paragraph 13, which I find unacceptable. In this para-
graph the Council's adopdon of the unanimgus votint
procedure for specific projects is condemned, as show-
ing little Community spirit. That is absolutely wrong.
The whole idea of a Communfty is to reach unanimity,
to demonstrate the willingness to act jointly. I do not
believe that majority votint in the Council would help
rhe Community spirit, and I therefore oPPose the

views expressed in paragraph 13.

Secondly, I cannot accept the repon's opposition to
national quotas. Only under that system is each coun-
ry enabled to fix the objectives of its own regional
policy. Community criteria would not always coincide
with our peoples' wishes in respect of employment and

economic activity. I do of course accePt that a limited
section of the fund is not based on quotas' but the
individual countries' regional development plans

funded through the national quotas must remain the

backbone of the system. For these two reasons I shall
vote against the Delmotte report.

President. - I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Moreland. - Madam President, I shall be sup-

poning this resolution and I congratulate the rappor-
teur on a report which I think is sensible...

Mrs Ewing. - Don't forget the Highlands and

Islandsl

manufacturing
Construction
Mining, quarrying,
gas, electricity
and water
Service industries
UNEMPLOYED
(o/o)

1.7 1.2

62.4 60.9

8.5 7.0'

6.6
12.4

9.4
9.4

SOURCE: HMSO, CSO, Regional Smdstics 1979
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Mr Moreland and is critical where it should be
critical. !7hat I wanred to say is that we will in the
future, however, look for more criticism of the
re-Bional poliry, or indeed more analysis, panicularly
of areas where we squander money, ...

Mrs Ewing. - Squander?!

Mr Moreland because I think many of us are
worried rhat we are nor gerdng the results that we
should be getring from regional policy and we are
worried rhat it is sapping our enrerprise rarher rhan
encouraging ir. Therefore, while I supporr rhis resolu-
tion warmly, I believe that neit year we should look at
this very, critically indeed.

Mrs E*i"g. - \flhat about the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland, which you voted against?

President. - I pur to rhe vote the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole. The resoludon is adopted.

10. Human rigbts in Chile

President. - The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
1-821 /79) by Mr Van Mien, on behalf of the Polidcal
Affairs Committee, on rhe violation of human rights
and fundamennl liberties in Chile.

I call Mr Van Mien.

Mr Van Miert, rapporteur. - (NL) Madam President,
the quesrion of the violadon of human rights in Chile
has already been discussed by the international com-
munity on repeared occasions. In every case ir has
been sated unequivocally that human rights have been
violated repearedly and seriously in thar counrry since
the coup of 11 September 1971. Not only the Euro-
pean Parliamenr bur also many other international
bodies have expressed concern over this quesdon.
Among rhem are the UN Human Righr Commission
which has done a grear deal of work on [his question,
and the Council of Europe, the Organization of
American Srates, organizations like Amnesty Inrerna-
tional, internarional trade union organizarions and the
Catholic Church rarher rhan its representarives in
Chile imelf. It is clear that very serious violations are
sdll being perperrated.

The European Parliamenr as a directly elected Parlia-
ment was therefore quite right at its first constituenr
sirting to requesr the Political Affairs Commirtee ro
look into this problem again and to draw up a repon
on the situation in Chile with specific reference torhe
protection of human rights.

Since the appearance of the repon of 25 Ocrober 1978
by the UN ad hoc \Torking Group of Human Rights
in Chile which ir was felt allowed the prediction that
there would be a slight improvemenr in the situadon as
regards respecr for human rights, nothing has in fact
changjd. The latest reporr, likewise drawn up on
behalf of the United Nations by Mr Dieye conciudes
that the tendency towards improvement did not come
about. On the contrary. The state of siege that h,ad
been in force since September l97i was admittedly
lifrcd in March 1978, but it was replaced by a state of
emergency which in pracrice has approximately the
same implicarions. Thar, then, is the background
against 

-which the suppression of human rights has
taken a firmer hold.

Under the state of emergency the exercise of a number
of fundamental human righm is seriously restricted.
Only a few days ago rhe Chilean Church authorities
publicly emphasized rhis. For example, the freedom to
associate freely and to hold meerings and the freedom
of expression are srill seriously resrricted.

The Chrisrian-Democraric President Eduardo Frey
was not so long ago forcibly forbidden to speak. And
on the Internarional Day of the '!7oman, 8 March,
mass arresm wgre again carried our. People are sdll
being persecured and intimidated and arbitrarily
arresrcd and deained, even by bodies which have no
right to do so. Use is still made of tonure and other,
more refined merhods which are just as inhuman as
torture.

Since the coup more rhan rwo rhousand people have
disappeared. Despite international pressuie, rhe Chi-
lean authorities have always failed to conduct serious
investigations to clarify this panicular situation. It is
similarly an established fact rhar the milirary authori-
ties do nor even shrink from murder to silence the
opposition. I would simply remind you of rhe horrible
discovery of mass graves in Longuen, Yumbel and
Santiago and of murders committed abroad such as
that of Orlando Letelier in rhe United Sntes.

In addirion, the powers of rhe security services have
obviously been considerably increased, and rhe Gov-
ernmen[ has never been able to give a sarisfactory
explanation regarding rhe responsibility of its people
for the disappearance of numerous political prisoners.
The physical repression which undoubrcdly ixisrs and
which the military rulers in Chile openly supponed to
some exrenr, certainly immediarely after the coup, has
gradually given way, paflly due ro the pressure of
internarional opinion, ro a more institutionalized form
of repression by way of whar are known as anriterror-
ist laws and orher legislation governing, for example,
associations and trade unions.

One problem that deserves our parricular at[ention
and causes us concern is the fare of the million or so
Chileans who have had to leave the counry. The ina-
lienable right ro live and work in one's own counrry
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does not exist for more than l0 % of the Chilean
population.

Despite the amnesty announced by the Government.,
the exiles, with a few exceptions, are still in practice
unable to return to their country. It is essential that
these people should be able to return to their country
if they want to. The restrictive application of the theo-
retical right oJ return clearly shows that the Chilean
authorities are not politically prepared to reat these
exiles as full Chilean citizens again, with due regard
for the fundamental rights of man.

Vhat economic results the military junta has achieved
have been at the expense of the Chilean population
and the least affluent in particular. The Chilean citi-
zens standard of living and purchasing power have
declined substandally, and unemployment has

assumed alarming proportions. Furthermore, there are
other factors rc be considered, for example in regard
to education, to which less than half of what was spent
for a number of years now goes, as a result of which
the right to education has again become a right of the
privileged few rather than of the whole population.
Another example is health care, on which spending has

also been drastically cut in recent years, with the result
that it too has become something for the privileged
and the well-to-do, to which the ordinary man in the
street no longer has access. In short, what has been
achieved, and this in very relative terms, at economic
level has been at the cost of a great deal of misery for
the average Chilean citizen.

The pressure of international opinion has so far been
primarily concenrated, understandably, on execu-
tions, torture and other flagrant violadons of human
righm. It is obvious that this international pressure
musr not be allowed to abate and that panicular vigil-
ance is required. In this respect the European Commu-
nity has, in my opinion, a very important role to play.
The new resolution before the House should not
therefore be regarded as a mere verbal statement, but
as a srcp by which the directly elected Parliament
makes it clear to the Chilean Government, and thus all

Bovernmenrc which do not respect human rights that
other measures will be aken if this urgent appeal does
not produce any results.

Like the United Nations ad hoc Vorking Group, we
feel that only if continuous and strong international
pressure is brought to bear can the Chilean authorities
be induced to show greater respect for human rights
and fundamental freedoms. The directly elected Par-
liament has a duty to devote imelf to this cause. The
European Community and its Member States must not
let ir rest at pious hopes: they should revise and sus-
pend their economic and ntilitary relations with Chile.
The United States recently took a number of steps in
rhis direction. On 30 November 1979 the US Secrenry
of State decided, in view of the refusal by the Chilean
authorities to condemn the members of the Chilean
security services who were responsible for the murder

of the former Minister Orlando Letelier in Vashing-
ton in 1976, severely to resrict military and econimic
relations with the Pinochet Government. The position
adopted by the United States on the worsening of the
situation as regards respect for human rights in Chile
should prompt the Community countries to suspend
any form of economic and military aid to the Pinochet
Government until human rights and fundamental free-
doms are respected and undl the rule of law and
democracy are properly restored. Against this back-
ground, it is therefore regretable that the French
Government should be supplying Chile with weapons
and fighter planes and training Chilean pilots and that
the British Government should have restored diplom-
atic relations with the Chilean authorities at the begin-
ning of this year.

In this cont€xt it should be pointed out that Belgium
has not only supponed the relevant resolutions of the
United Nations and taken steps together with the
other Community countries in Santiago de Chile, but
has also adopted two other meastrres wofthy of note: a
complete embargo on the supply of weapons to Chile
and the refusal by the Foreign Minister to relax the del
credere mechanism in favour of Chile, despite its for-
eign exchange surpluses. Unfonunately the Belgian
Government has not adopted this attitude in other
cases, for example towards Uruguay, where human
rights are also very seriously violated. I personally find
this disgraceful. It is now for the European Parliament
and the other European institutions to demonstrate
very clearly not only that it is deeply c6ncerned at the
continuinS flagrant violation of human rights in Chile
but above all that it is prepared to draw the logical
conclusions, panicularly be suspending all economic,
financial and military assistance to the illegal Chilean
regime.

To conclude, we are only rco aware that Chile is not
an isolated case. Unfonunately, human rights are viol-
ared in practically the whole of Latin America and
elsewhere in the world in a flagrant and, in some case,

even worse way than in Chile. It is the bounden duty' of the European institudons continuously and consis-
tently to make every effon to ensure that human rights
are protected and respected everrwhere in the world.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) There is a danger,
Madam President, of inrcrest in the situation in Chile
waning to some extent. After the extreme indignation
which the coup by the military junta, under the leader-
ship of Mr Pinochet, on 11 September 1973 aroused in
almost every country of the world, we have, it some-
rimes seems, learned to live with what is unfonunately
still happening there. Murders, disappearances, arresm
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in Chile are no longer front-page news. There are var-
ious reasons for this. Human rights have been violated
so often and there are so many new cases as time
passes that there is a danger of the injustice that has
existed so long merging into the background.

Secondly, we tend to shut ourselves off from news
about torture, persecution and oppression because we
are emotionally unable to digest so much information.
Panly as a result of this, some people are therefore
only too willing rc believe repons of a few slight
improvements in the situarion: \flhy do those people go
on whining? It's getting a bit better after all. It is so
nice to dwell on these so-called improvements.

How much better is the siruarion in Chile at the
moment? The rapponeur has already talked about
this: 1.2 million Chileans have been forced to leave
their country, 250.000 of them recognized as political
refugees. The state of siege which has been formally
lifrcd by the junn has been replacel by a state of
emergency, which has not in fact changed the situa-
tion in 

^ny 
wey whatsoever. In April 1979 the jwta

announced what it called an anti-terrorist law under
which suspicious persons must be reponed. The
accused must then prove his or her innocence. This
anti-terrorist law also stipulates - this is another

- example - that any criticism of the Government is
punis'hable by impriionmelt of berween 10 years and
life.

Are things getting better in Chile? \7e need only ask
the trade union leaders who were put on trial in Sep-
tember 1979 because they were not prepared to play
the game in accordance with Mr Pinochet's rules, even
though trade union acdvities are formally allowed as

long as the requirements, which make any kind of
trade union acdvity impossible, are satisfied. Are
things getting better in Chile? Ve need only ask the
prisoners; for after the dissolution of DINA, they are
now being arrested by the same people, who have
transferred from DINA to the new securiry servrce,
the CNI, but whose methods, including inrimidarion
and torture, have not changed,.

Are things getting better in Chile? You must ask the
refugees who want to return to their country for per-
sonal reasons, but cannot obtain an assurance from the
Pinochet Government that rhey will be lefr unmolested
even if they are willing to stare explicitly that they will
refrain from any political activity.

But not all the reports on rhe so-called improvements
miss their target. Many people after all seek justifica-
tion for their commercial interests, for example. They
declude themselves rhat Chile is again a normal coun-
ry with which normal trade is possible, that Chile is a
country which can be supplied with weapons, thar
Chile is a country to which nuclear technology can be
sold with a clear conscience. But, Madam President,
the Van Mien reporr puts paid to this oprimism. Chile
is not a normal country. There is still oppression in

Chile. There is no freedom of expression at all. And
that is why my group fully supports the resolusion
which Mr Van Mien has tabled on behalf of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, calling for the suspension of
all military and economic aid. In this context the term
'aid' should be understood in its widest possible sense.
Any assistance accorded in any form by the govern-
ments of our countries to the Chilean Government
strengthens that Government and is an insult to the
many rhousands of its victims. It is a good thing,
Madam President, that through this debate today on
the report of the Political Affairs Committee Parlia-
ment should again be able to demonstrare im solidar-
ity with all those who are so bitterly unaware thar
things are getting better in Chile. They have a right to
our solidarity.

(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

President. - I call Mr Penders ro speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (C-D
Group).

Mr Penders. - (NL) Madam President, I should
like to begin by paying a complimenr ro rhe rappor-
teur, Mr Van Mien. Apart from a number of com-
ments I shall be making straighraway, I can sincerely
say that I find his report on the whole really excellent.
Furthermore, the rapponeur has also been coopera-
tive, he has reponed to the Political Affairs Commirtee
in detail, a great deal of research has.bqen done, and
he agreed to make substantial amendments ro rhe ori-
ginal text of his motion for a resolution. I feel he
should be thanked for this.

The problem of Chile can be looked ar from rwo
angles: the restoration of democracy and respect for
human righr. As-regards the first angle, it must unfor-
tunately be said that there is absolutely no prospect of
democracy being restored. This is a cause of great dis-
ress for the Chilean Chrisdan Democrar, who are
now firmly reunited under the leadership of Eduardo
Frey. As regards the second aspect, human rights, one
thing must be said: Chile is.not so bad at this moment,
p.opl. are no[ now disappearing. Things are worse in
Argentina, where death squads are still at work, for
which the Governmenr will accept no responsibility.
And Uruguay is complercly at the mercy of rhe mili-
tary.

But there is one thing wirh which I cannot agree. In
Chile human rights are continuously being violated.
That is very serious for a number of reasons: firstly,
because of Chile's one-time democratic tradition, and
secondly, there is considerable insecuriry, in the coun-
try. People may nor be imprisoned so soon, but they
are sent inro internal exile all the sooner. There is a
judiciary in Chile, I agree, but it has no say in the
activities of the military authorities. On 8 March of
this year, the Internadonal Day of the Voman, many
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people were arrested. Mr Michel, a member of my
group, asked questions about this, and I am glad that
you, Madam President, took action in this matter. The
Minister of the Interior was dismissed after the failure
of Mr Pinochet's state visit to the Philippines. This is a
bad omen, because the Minister was regarded as a rea-
sonably liberal man.

I now come to my few comments. The repon would
have gained in strength if various things had been
added. It behoves a critic also to make a few positive
comments. After'all, the ALEANA Vorking Group,
the UN Vorking Group, was in the end able to visit
Chile. That is a positive aspefi, even if it was a belated
visit. Although it has admimedly not yet been possible
for the Special Rapponeur to complete his work, it
would have been beiter to refer to this positive aspect,
the !florking Group's visit. The former Dutch Foreign
Minister, Mr Van der Stoel, expressly referred to this
during a meeting of the UN Human Rights Commis-
sion in Geneva on 25 February. There is, strange
though it may sound, reasonable freedom of the press

in Chile. The newspaper'Ho! can be very outspoken.
President Caner and Cardinal Silva Henriquez, who is

frequently quoted by the rapponeur, are to be thanked
for this.

I must also say that the report is very weak in one res-
pecr, the section on the economic and social situation.
Mr Van Mien has taken over almost all of this from
the Cassese report. I do not find it a very srong sec-
tion. Although many of the remarks made are correct,
it should also have been realized that the poor social
and economic situation was largely inherited from the
Allende Government. Not only big business but also
the Allecde Government is to blame. Reorganization
was necessary. Of course, any reorganization must
have a social component, a subsidiary policy, subsidi-
ary measures that must be mken. But it would have
been to the credit of the rapponeur and Mr Cassese if
they had mentioned the excellent work done by the
Vicaria, which is supponed by private organizations
and has made such a fantastic contribution to the rais-
ing orf morale among the poor sections of the popula-
tion. This is recognized by the UN, it is recognized by
the Council of Europe, Mr Van Mien might have
recognized it too. Of course, what is needed is an inte-
grated policy, and that is lacking in Chile. But it is not,
in my opinion, a good thing to include a section verba:
tim in the repon in this way.

Finally, Madam President, Mr Van Mien says in his
motion for a resolution that oppression is increasing
again. He says this in the founh recital, and it is true.
More arrests are being made, but this is because there
is greater freedom of demonsradon. If you look at the
statistics, you will see that there is grearcr freedom to
demonsrrate, and that is why there are also more
arrests. I do not approve these arrests, of course not.
Mr Van Mien rightly does not do so either, but it
would have been better to give a little more deail.

And then paragraph 5, which concerns economic and
inilitary aid. I am convinced that, despite everything
that has been said here, the economic and milimry aid
granted m Chile is in fact practically negligible. I
looked into this matter in some detail. Do you know,
Madam President, that of the nine Community coun-
tries the Netherlands is the only one not to gran[ the
Chilean Government credit guarantees for its poliry.
All the other Community countries do. I would not
call that aid, but normal economic dealings. Even the
Belgian Government, formed by Mr Van Mien's
party, grants the Chilean Government credit guaran-
tees. I also feel that Mr Van Miert should have men-
rioned in this context a detailed contract his fellow
pany member Mr Simonnet signed for the supply to
Uruguay of weapons valued at 22 million guilders.
And this was done despite the opposition of the Chris-
tian-Democratic Minister Eyskens to this transaction.
To be honest, I also feel that it would be better for
Parliament's credibility if this paragraph was removed.

To conclude, my opinion of che report as a whole is

still positive. I find it really outstanding. I hope that we
shall soon be able to take positive action. I would be

very pleased if the European countries went further in
the future in a number of concrete respects, and I
would refer in this context to one specific point,
namely assisting political exiles to return to their coun-
try. I fully realize that it will not be possible to allow
all political exiles to return, that is not usually on the
cards, but - and Mr Van der Stoel can give numerous
examples of this - unobtrusive activities can result in
many political refugees, political exiles, returning to
their own country. That would be a very good thing.
Once again, my compliments to Mr Van Miert, and I
hope that we can adopt a positive course as the debarc
continues.

(Applause)

President. - I call Lord Douro to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Lord Douro. - Madam President, this afternoon we
are considering two reports on Latin American coun-
tries. I would like to start off by questioning whether
Parliament is spending its time effectively when consi-
dering these matters. Our abiliry to influence events is

minimal. Most countries in the world, unfortunately,
have systems of government that are not democratic.
This is the Enropean Parliament and I would prefer io
see us concentratint on human rights in Europe where
I believe thas our influence would be greater.

Having said, that, I would like, Madam President, to
speak on both Chile and Nicaragua. I would like rc
congratulate Mr Antoniozzi on the repon on Nicara-
gua. I think it is a very impanial and objective report
and I think it is panicularly good in view of the rwo
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motions for resolutions which stimulated it, one nbled
by Socialists, one by French Communists. Both these
resolutions were full of useless invective and I rhink it
is particularly laudable, therefore, that Mr Antoniozzi
produced the repon that he did.

I wish I could say the same about Mr Van Miert's
report on Chile. My own opinion is that it is'biased,
lacking in objectivity and, in cenain respects, incom-
petent. Any remarks that I may make however, I must
emphasize, do not in any way constituie an endorse-
ment of the present government in Chile. Ve all want
to see a return to democracy in Chile and we all con-
demn violations of human rights in Chile and else-
where. However, I think we should put the matter in
perspective. ln 1973 the army intervened in Chile with
considerable popular support, because the government
of Chite had tomlly broken down. There was no food
in the shops, there was considerable anarchy and,
indeed, this House should not fortet that under the
government of Mr Allende torture, also, was, perpe-
trated.

(Interruptions : Prooe it !)

In fact there is a well documented case of a Member
of Parliament...- I am ready to prove it and I am very
pleased that I am having these son of interjections
from the other side - ... there is a well documented
case of a Member of Parliament, during the time of
Mr Allende, being tonured by the Allende govern-
ment. I should be happy to produce proof, if Members
opposite would like it.

Now it is most regrettable that, since 1973, there have
been no democratic elections in Chile and that there is
no apparent liketihood of them taking place in the
immediate future. However, I think it very unfonunate
that the repon does not give more attention ro rhe
undoubted success of the economic policies of the
governmen[. There has been a tremendous step for-
ward. There has been a reducrion in inflation - one
cannot deny that - and there has been real economic

Browth over many years. I would also like this House
to consider why it is that there are 10 000 people in the
Peruvian Embassy in Havana trying to ger our of Cuba
and that is not what is happening in Chile. There is
surely a moral in the fact that people are trying ro
leave Cuba, but people are trying to rerurn to Chile.

I know that my group very much wishes ro see a
return to democracy in Chile, but I regrer that rhe
motion for a resolution which we are being asked to
consider this afternoon is so lacking in objectivity and
I feel that the report which has been presented to us is
not up to the standard which this House could expect.

(Applause from the igbt)

President. - I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso to speak on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - (I) Madam President, Lord
Douro is very young and there is sdll plenty of time
for him ro learn. I hope he will use this time ro learn,
whatever his interests, his attachment and his love for
Ponugal and for Chile, all of which I, as a free citizen
and believer in individual and economic freedoms, res-
pect.

Having said that, I must set the record straighr by cor-
recting some of lhe statements made in this House,
coming as they do after two hundred and fifty days
during which not a word has been said about Chile. I
will say quite frankly that if [here ever has been an
attempt to create an alternative order in Ladn America
to the kind we see in Cuba then really rhat attempt
was made by the Allende tovernment, with its minor-
iry-respecting government of national unity which
withheld arms from the peqple even when it knew that
a civil war would perhaps haye been better for irs own
supporters - who were being tonured and murdered
in Santiago - and which did not opt for a Cuban-
style revolution.

You, Lord Douro, believe rhar where Ladn America is
concerned the only choice available is between Cas-
tro's way and undemocratic regimes. I rejecr your
argumen[ because I believe that there is a democraric
way and even President Frey believes it now, rhough
he did not agree at the time; now even the whole of
the Catholic Church believes it, though it did not
unanimously support that view then; and most Ameri-
cans believe it, though perhaps not Ifi, nor perhaps
the then Secretary of State Kissinger - who arro-
gantly boasted of having helped ro bring down rhe
government in Chile, saying: ''Vhat else could we have
done?'Arrogantly, he is making rhe United States pay
for this arrogance.

Today, everyone without exceprion is opposed ro the
Pinochet regime. In the UN, on a General fusembly
resolution there were 93 votes condemning the Pin-
ochet regime - including the British Government of
Mrs Thatcher - and only six countries, namely Chile
ircelf, Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay, Brazil and
Lebanon, failed to supporr the resolution, proving thar
a cenain solidarity exists, but nor among the European
nauons.

Secondly, as regards the economic siruation, it has
been suggested that the Van Mien reporr is incorrecr.
I disagreel For me, it is too restrained. Had I been the
rapporteur I should have had a great deal more ro say.
I should have said, for example, that in 1977 inflaion
in food prices reached 86 per cent. I should have said
that, compared rc 1972, the purchasing power of
wages - perhaps it is my natural inclination to side
with the workers - fellby 44 o/0.

You European Democram would interpret these fig-
ures to suggest that the presenr siruation in Chile was
brought about by the actions of the previous govern-
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ment. This is as much as to say that in Ladn America
there is no democratie alternative to Castro.

The Van Mien repon is a moderate report, not a radi-
cal repon. !/hen it calls for the suspension of eco-
nomic and military aid it is clear to what and rc whom
this refers: It does not call for the suspension of food
aid, which is something on which even we agree. In
fact, the reason why we are not calling for the suspen-
sion of food aid to Chile is because we know that large
quantities of Comntunity milk powder are still being
distributed in Chile today. Even in the absence of any
guarantees we are convinced that Europe cannot sus-
pend food aid where it is going to help the needy.
Here, the line is different, the moral choice is different
and the political choice is different.

I rherefore call upon this Parliament to vote unani-
mously in favour of the Van Mien repon as a report
which, two hundred and fifty days into this Parlia-
menr, at last presents a true picture of Chile.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Gelland. - (F) Madam President, the Liberal
and Democratic Group will be supporting the motion
for a resolution. Vhile thanking Mr Van Mien for his

imponant work I should like nevenheless to make just

one observation. By trying to prove too much one can

often do a disservice rc the cause one is fighting for.
Ve in the Liberal Group regard any attack on democ-
racy as intolerable, but one needs to have the courage
and perspicacity to analyze carefully the reasons for it
in order to prevent a recurrence. \7hen a government,
however nobly motivated, is pursuing an economic
policy that is leading the country to ruin, then there is
every reason to fear that democracy will suffer a set-

back. This is precisely what happened under the gov-
ernment of President Allende, whose economic failure
was legendary, as illustrated by an inflation rate of
1 000 0/o in the last year, and to try to sutgest' as you
have done, Mr Van Mien, in your explanatory state-
ment, that there has been vinually no improvement in
Chile's economy since 1973 is rc deny the truth and
weakens the credibility and objectiviry of our Parlia-
ment. The Liberal Group wishes therefore to place on
record its reservations on Chaprcr 4 of the explanato44
statement, which concerns economic development in
Chile. As this point is not taken up in the motion for a

resolution we shall be voting in suppon of it because

the Liberal Group wishes it to be known that it con-
demns any violation of human righr.

In point of fact, contrary to suggestions made in this
House, u/e are determined to condemn unreservedly
any atnck on freedoms wherever in the world it may
occur. We vigorously condemn the assassinations, the

disappearances, the detention and the intolerable and
unjustifiable torture under the regime of General Pin-
ochet. Ve are concerned at the rapid decline of free-
doms and the disappearance of democracy in Chile -a country which, since the independence of Latin
America over a century ago, has been an example of
constitutional development and of a thriving democ-
racy to the whole South Americam continent. But we
have to ask ourselves what more can Parliament use-
fully do beyond voting for this motion for a resolu-
tion. 'S7e must aim to apply effective pressure on the
Pinochet regime by rekindling hope in the Chilean
people, by obtaining information about those that have
disappeared, by enabling political exiles to return, by
securing the release of detainees and many other spe-
cific improvements.

That is why we wonder abous the possible effect a

delegation from our Parliament might have, streng-
thened by the knowledge that it represents 250 million
Europeans, if it were to visit Chile, Nicaragua and
Argentina. Besides conveying our Parliament's con-
demnation, such a delegation could expect to achieve

cenain modest but tangible results, as did a delegation
rwo years ago from the French Senate. The results that
one might expect to achieve may appear insignificant
in relation to the magnitude of the problem of loss of
freedoms in these countries, but we shall surely
achieve more that way than by sitting comfonably in
our armchairs passing resolutions. And if anyone
should condemn this kind of initiative on the grounds
that such a delegation might be seen as a sightseeing
trip or that such a journey would be too great an

extravagance, then I am sure that Members could be

found within every parliamentary group who would be

willing, if necessary, rc pay for such a trip out of their
own pockets. To sum up, let us by all means condemn
the Chilean regime, but let us also look for other ways
in which our Parliament could bring more effective
help to the people in those South American countries
where the rcrch of liberry has been extinguished.

(Applause from the ight)

President. - I call Mr Blaney to speak on behalf of
the Group for the Technical Coordination and Def-
ence of Independent Groups and Members.

Mr Blaney. - Madam President, I rise to compli-
ment the Political Affairs Committee its rapponeur
and, indeed the Parliament as a whole on the litany of
effons they have made over the last seven years or so

in condemnation of the situation obaining in Chile -and, indeed, in other pans of the world such as Iran,
Afghanistan and Czechoslovakia - and to say that
when they use terms such as are to be found in this
repon I can only agree with them very heanily. The
motion speaks of 'systematic intimidadon..., arbitrary
arrests, detention, deponation, torture and even mur-
der' and further says that the Parliament 'reiterarcs its
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condemnation of any kind of cruel, inhuman or
degrading punishment or treatmenr and all forms of
torture'. All very laudable and, I am sure, somerhing
with which the vast majoriry of the Members of this
House will once again agree, but I should be much
more.impressed by our chances of getting through to
those whom we are trying to make change their ways
if we were ourselves rc clear up these very same
dembaning, degrading and inhuman practices wirhin
the Community, more specifically in my counry, par-
ticularly in the North-East of thar country, which for
years, but particularly in recent years, has suffered all
of the things that are justly condemned here in rhis
report. (Protests) I merely draw the arrenrion of [he
House - and I thank Lord Duoro, who has already
spoken before me, for drawing rhe artention of rhis
Ho(se - to the manner in which we are so concerned
about so many things that are so far away and we do
not see nor do we condemn those cases which are
under our own eyes - and we might mlk to rhe peo-
ple over there who are now interrupting, because they
truly are the people who are responsible in my country
for the denial of human rights in every form.

President. - I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.

Mrc Gaiotti dc Biase. - (/) Madam President, the
motion for a resolution on Chile that accompanies the
Van Mien report is an opponunity for this Parliament
to Bet the measure of the continuing strength of feel-
ing of democratic public opinion. Evidence of this
strength of feeling is also to be found in the many peti-
tions on the subject that have been forwarded to Par-
liament, including the most recenl one, No 10/79 by
Mrs Danidle Josselin and I 250 other officials of the
Community, which is mentioned in the repon.

As rapporteur on petitions for the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions - and pending dis-
cussion of the procedural questions relevanr ro rhe
division of responsibility for petitions between the
Committee on the Rules of Procedure and rhose com-
mittees that are from sime rc [ime entrusted with them

- I should like to say that I find it personally very
gratifying to note that all the points in the petirion
seem to have been embodied in the repon by the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee under discussion today. I take
this as a positive response from the European Parlia-
ment. The strength of public opinion has made Chile a

matter of conscience, typifying rhe conradicrions,
problems and risks that follow from any atrack on
democracy by the flagrant violation of human rights.
This constitutes a challenge to which we musr respond
politically to the fullest extent of our responsibilities.
But in doing so we are of course split between a grow-
ing feeling of impotence, a growing weariness with
words, and the need nevenheless to do whatever we
can by finding out about and by raking an unequivocal
stand against any kind of direct or indirect supporr,
toleration or sympathy on the pan of anyone in the

Community for the arocides documented in the
report.. Even a more detached and analytical approach
than that 6f rhe Van Mien repon would nor in any
case have helped to conceal the true horror of rhe

.situation 
in Chile.

There is no sense in going over the many things rhat
have been said already, in panicular by rhe spokesman
for my group, Mr Penders, whose opinions I share.
The very fact that such divergenr political and social
forces have joined together to condemn rhem is suffi-
cient indication of rhe exrreme seriousness of rhese
events. !7e should like ro express rhe hope, rherefore,
that the Nine working in political cooperarion and this
Parliament may x last take inspiration from such univ-
ersal condemnation to search for a comprehensive pol-
itical solution to the whole quesrion of human rights
and democracy around rhe world. Ve need to find a
way of reversing the steady deterioration in political
condirions. Vhat we must no[ do in this siruation is to
indulge in mutual recriminarions concerning violarions
of human rights or simply sir back and try rc analyze
why democricy has made so few advances in the
world and why there is this escalation of violation by
left and righr-wing groups. In the meantime, rhe least
we can do is individually to starc our positions and
thereby keep alive rhe hope of all humanity rhar one
day we may live in a better world

President. - I call Mr Haferkamp.

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.

- (D) Madam President, the repon before us has
been complimented. !7e owe the rapponeur our
thanks and acknowledgement. I feel the repon might
be taken as an example of how developments and facts
reladng rc the violation of human rights'can be des-
cribed. The repon is a deuiled, a frightening summary
of the facts.

Ve believe that this repon and reporrs of this kind can
prevent veils from being drawn over rhe violation of
human rights, veils of forgetfulness and - the longer
a situation of this kind continues - of apathy, and
also veils of optimism and veils consisting in glossing
things over, as has already been said here, along the
lines of it's even worse somewhere else' or'things will
get better soon for sure'.

This repon produces a resolution. That is imponant. It
is important that we should srate our opinion, but it is
surely more imponanr to establish what opponunities
we have of doing somerhing rarher rhan simply stating
something. Paragraph 3 and the succeeding para-
graphs of the resolution essentially cover everything
the Member States could do and, according to this
resolution, should do in rhe fields of politics, diplo-
mary and bilateral economic relations. Ve can bur
hope that the appeal addressed here ro the Member
States is not only heard but also leads to acrion.
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'Vhat 
has the Community as such done in this specific

case? Since 1973 we have taken numerous opponuni-
des of adopting a clear stand against the violation of
human rights in Chile. During these years we have
received many leading figures who are living in exile.
\7e also have numerous contacts with others who in
one v/ay or another do not agree with the dicratorial
r6gime. ln 1977 we moved the Commission's Latin
American office from Santiago de Chile to Caracas.
Ve have excluded Chile from the Community's aid
programmes, for example those designed for non-
associated developing countries, and the trade promo-
tion programmes. Through international organiza-
tions, Caritas in panicular, we have maintained food
aid to this country and the people of this country. For
this reason we sdll have an external office in Chile,
which is dependent on rhe Caracas office. All the
information we have indicates that the beneficiaries of
what we are doing are in fact the people who suffer
under the regime. \7e feel we should continue wirh
this humanitarian aid.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Van Mien.

Mr Van Micrt. - (NZ) Madam President, there
have been a number of inaccuracies, which I should
like to correct. But firsdy I should like to thank Mr
Haferkamp for what he has just said. I believe that he

has also provided an answer to the question which
some speakers have raised as rc the purpose of a

debate of this kind so many years after the coup.

I should like to ask those who think such debarcs are
superfluous, who feel it is not necessary for a Euro-
pean Parliament consistint of Members from demo-
cratic states, of democratically elected Members, to
concern itself with anything like this - I feel that was

the tenure of Lord Douro's speech - whether it was

nor necessary ro support the democrats in Greece
when a milinry r6gime was in power in that country.
\[as it not necessary to do the same with regard to
Spain and Ponugal? Vas it not necessary several
decades ago, when people here in Europe were suffer-
ing under a non-democratic r6gime, for them rc be

able rc count on the suppon of democrats in other
parts of the world? The answer is, therefore, that it is

rhis Parliament's bounden dury to concern itself with
such matters. It is far from superfluous to spend some
time on them.

But I should like to refer to a number of misconcep-
tions which have become apparent from various
speeches, more specifically as regards Section [V of
the report, that dealing with the social and economic
situation. \7e rcld Parliament's services that the report
was already more than voluminous enough and that
the number of pages mlst be kept down. That is why I
finally decided sirirply to repeat in Section fV the con-

clusions drawn in the Cassese repon,'which comprises
more than 200 pages and was drawn up for the United
Nations. I personally feel that these conclusions are

still relevant today.

Vhen mention is made of various economic results

achieved by the present r6gime, the cost at which rhey
have been achieved must not be forgotten. The ordi-
nary Chilean man in the street has been the one to suf-
fer. There is less education than there used to be, there
is less employment, there is less health care. A policy is

pursued to attract foreign investments. Lord Douro
will know only too well what I am talking about,
because he himself has a firm in Chile and for the sake

of objectivity he might have stressed this a little more.
Yes, a great deal has been done to attract foreign
investments. An economic policy has been pursued to
this end, but not an economic policy to benefit the
Chilean people,,simply a poliry to benefit a privileged
class. Those are also results rhat have been achieved.
Those are also facts, and it is being objective to point
ir out. It has nothing to do with subjectivity. Lord
Douro has spoken of an incompetent report. Does he

mean by that the United Nations reports were incom-
perent, that the repon of the Council of Europe was
incompetent, that the many reports by Amnesty Inter-
narional are incompetent, that the resolution of the
Organization of American States was incompetent,
that all the other reports that have appeared, such as

that of she Catholic Church in Chile, are incompetent?

Mr Penders has criticized me for not referring to the
Vicaria. I assume that Mr Penders has read the whole
report, and if he has done so, there must be a page
missing from his copy, because a whole page is

devoted to all the efforts the Vicaria has made to date.
But I can only assume that this page is missing from
his copy of the repon, but that it is to be found in all
the other copies before the Members of this Parlia-
ment.

Mr Penders also referred to the Belgian situation. I
apologize to other Members for referring to this, but
what he has said is incorrect. Firstly, Mr Simonnet is
not a member of my pany and secondly, the Minister
of Economic Affaiis, who does belong to my party,
did oppose the supply of weapons to Uruguay. I just
wanted to tet that straighr

I will conclude by saying that I do indeed believe, as

Mrs Baduel Glorioso has said, that this report is not in
any way exaggerated, that it is a fair and sober state-
ment of facts which conceal an enormous amount of
human suffering, which evidently some Members of
this Parliament are not even able to appreciate. And I
find that regrettable, ladies and gentlemen. The repon
is based on objecdve information, which has also been
verified by me personally. I have myself mlked with
the Cardinal of Chile, Silva Henriquez. He did not
criticize a single point in this repon. On the conuary,
he was able to give it his entire approval. So I find it
regrettable that doubts should be expressed about the
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correctness of cenain pans of this repon in a very sub-
jective and personal way in a democratic Parliamenr,
where a totally democratic arritude is supposed to pre-
vail.

President. - The debate is closed.

The modon for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

ll. Situation in Nicaragua

President. - The next irem is rhe repon (Doc.
l-723/79) by Mr Antoniozzi, on behalf of the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee, on rhe polirical situation in
Nicaragua.

I call Mr Antoniozzi.

Mr Antoniozzi, rapporteur. - (I) Madam President,
the Political Affairs Committee has entrusted me with
the task of reponing to Parliamenr on rhe situation in
Nicaragua. I should like first of all to make a brief
comment of a procedural nature. I believe Parliament
must look for some way of dealing more rapidly wirh
matrers such as this. The origins of this debate dare
back rc luly 1979 with the abling of two morions for
a resolution, one by Mr Glinne and another by Mr
Ansart and others. Following a series of referrals -from Parliament to [he Political Affairs Commitree,
from the Political Affairs Committee ro orher commit-
tees for rheir opinion - we are now inro April 1980.
Of course, even in April 1980 it is still imponant for
Parliament to say something about the situation in
Nicaragua and call for some acrion ro ar leasr rry ro
rescue this country from economic and social disaster.
But, had we been able by means of. a more srreamlined
procedure to discuss and conclude a debarc such as
this within a much shoner period of time, for example
by rhe aurumn of 1979, there is no quesrion rhat the
European Parliament would have been in a position ro
exercise much greater influence in such imponant
matters and in such difficult and at times dramaric
situations, and perhaps we should have been able to do
what we had to do more efficiently and wirh the
desired urgency.

Let us now turn to the situation in Nicaragua. As ever-
yone knows, last summer saw the return of democrary
to Nicaragua, undoubtedly as a resulr of internal and
international pressures which broughr abour the fall of
the dictator Somoza, who for twenty-five years had
exercised control over rhe politics of that counrry
through a dictatorship rhat had deprived it of all

democradc freedoms and plunged it into a srate of
social and economic chaos. The political siruation,
however, remains delicate. The junta which is in
power clearly has right-wing rendencies, although
there are attemp6, which have been condemned all
along even by rhe trade unions, by cenain political
Broups, not always altogether democratically inspired,
to alter the balance.

The Political Affairs Committee does nor believe rhat
aid should be linked ro political criteria. All the same,
a failure of the international community ro come ro
the aid of Nicaragua in rhe enormous task of recon-
struction could perhaps considerably hold up the esta-
blishment of the new regime and of democracy. The
Political Affairs Committee therefore believes that a
series of programmes designed to give aid and assist-
ance, including equipmenr and supplies, would help
this country to srrengrhen an as yer delicate and unsta-
ble political situation that is srill only just beginning to
adjust to the democratic system.

For this reason ir is essenrial for rhe Communiry and
the other developed counrries ro srep in with substan-
tial aid to this rcrribly devastated counry, with aid
that is primarily and strictly humanitarian.

I turn now to the economic and social situation in the
country. Seventy per cenr of the population is wirhout
employment or resources, the monetary system is in
total disarray; the agricultural cycle is so dislocated
that it will take quite some time before the first harvest
can be gathered; food resources are nil; the capital,
Managua, is in ruins. The Government of Nicaragua
has drawn up a plan for reconstruction of the country
which deals wirh three phases: immediate necessities,
rehabilitadon of basic sysrems, and reconstrucrion.
The Government estimares thar its bilareral aid
requirements will amount [o some 2 500 million dol-
lars, besides which Nicaragua has an enormous debr
burden, amountint to I 500 million dollars, which is

.equal to the revenue from two years' expons and
which will have to be renegotiated if the country is to
derive any benefit from rhe economic and social mea-
sures. To this end the Government has made numer-
ous direct approaches, not only to the Communiry,
but also to countries in the orher main developed
regions of the world.

The European Communiry - and here I base my
remarks on the informarion given by Commissioner
Haferkamp at the meeting of the Committee on Deve-
lopment and Cooperation, in which he pointed out
that the Commission had already taken cenain mea-
sures to provide emergency medical supplies as early
as July 1979 and that shonly afterwards help was
made available in rhe form of seeds as well as aid to
Nicaraguan refugees living in Costa Rica. At the end
of August, a decision was taken to provide 3 million
EUA in aid of various types.
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This aid has already been dispatched. It includes 5 000
ronnes of cereals, 500 tonnes of skimmed milk pow-
der, most of which has been purchased directly to save

on ransport delays, although some 70 [onnes was

flown out from the Community. Of the total amount,
about 2 million EUA is being made available for the
purchase of beans from neighbouring countries like
the Honduras, Costa Rica and Mexico, for sale on
local markets in Nicaragua. Mr Haferkamp also stated
that Commission experts are in Nicaragua to evaluarc
projects which are designed to help in the rebuilding
of the country's economy, and that a further sum of
two or three million EUA has bien set aside for,this
purpose. The total aid from the Community now
amounts to about 10 million dollars since the end of
July. It is in the light of rhis political, social and eco-
nomic situation that the Political Affairs Committee in
its resolution justly welcomes the emertence of politi-
cal democracy and hopes that the present democratic
regime which is still finding ir feet may be streng-
thened. Funhermore, the Political Affairs Committee,
aware of Nicaragua's special economic and social
requirements, ilraws attention to the need for more
vigorous aid programmes than those that have been
implemented so far. It therefore calls on the Member
States of the Communiry, either as members of the
Community or bilaterally, to do whatever is possible
through a programme of contacts to improve condi-
tions in Nicaragua. The committee also hopes that the
Member States will observe strict neutrality towards
Nicaragua and will invirc their partners to take the
same attitude and to encourate im observance by
Nicaragua's neighbours as well, because there could
be the temptation to use pressures, infilration and var-
ious kinds of initiatives to effectively halt the groc/th
of democracy and reverse whatever protress the coun-
ry has made so far.

Having said that, the European Parliament, through
the resolution of the Political Affairs Committee, calls
for the rapid implementation of the aid programmes
already agreed upon and calls on the Commission to
keep it regularly informed on developmenrc in Nicara-
gua. It also instructs its President to forward the reso-
lution to the Council and Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities, as well as to the Foreign Ministers
of the nine Member States of the European Commu-
nity meeting in political cooperation, in order to fulfil
the objeccives that we have set fonh.

In conclusion, I repeat what I said at the beginning:
that we must seek procedures such as will enable us to
respond more quickly. Otherwise it may take a year or
so, and after a year or so it is exceedingly difficult, if
not to express our good intentions, then to achieve
anything positive and concrete.

(Applause)

INTHE CHAIR : MRVANDE\TIELE

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Lomas to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Lomas. - Mr President, this report and motion
for a resolution are fairly innocuous, and I am sure
will be welcomed by most Members of this Parliament.
I think, perhaps, the amendmenrc rabled by Mrs Lizin,
if they are acieptable to the rapporteur, may streng-
rhen it a little.

There are two main points: the question of aid to
Nicaragua and the question of a neutral political ami-
tude by the Member States of the Community. I am
sure we all welcome very much the democracy and
freedom which now exist in that country following the
fall of President Somoza. The Sandinist Government
which now runs that country's affairs should have our
full support'and every encouragement and assistance
in building a free democracy. Things have improved
since the troubled days of the struggle to ovenhrow
Somoza. The new government is now widely recog-
nized as the legitimate government of the country,
representing the aspirations of the people there. There
is certainly more stability. There are many schemes

now, ambitious schemes. The rapporteur referred to
some of them. A mass literacy campaign has been
introduced aimed at enabling, within the space of one
year,50 0/o of the largely illiterate population to read
and write. So it is our duty to give every possible
assistance to Nicaragua. Despirc our economic prob-
lems, we in the \7est are relatively very rich countries.
Ve really never do enough to assist countries in Latin
America and the Third Vorld generally. I appreciate
rhe economic problems we have, but I do feel that we
could give more assistance. This .eais not just aid.
Cenainly aid is important - medical aid, food aid -.But equally imponant is, for instance, better credit
facilities to enable the people there to build up an

industrial base.

'!flhile we do this we should make sure - and I come
ro the second point here - that there is no political
interference in the way things develop in Nicaragua. I
refer specifically ro the United States. !(i'e all saw the
desubilizing policies which applied in Chile when that
country introduced democracy and progressive mea-
sures. I hope that we do nct have that kind of interfer-
ence, if the government of Nicaragua, which I suppose
we could loosely describe as a left-of-cefitre govern-
ment, starts to introduce measures which are not
favourable to the United States. I hope we are not
going to have any interference, either, by multination-
als, as we had in Chile. I would draw Parliament's
artention to an interview which was held recently with
Mr Henry Gayerling, who is president of the 'Council
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of the Americas', a very important group of businesses
in America which deal with abour 85 % of rhe rrade
with Latin America. Vhen he was asked whether mu[-
tinationals interfered polidcally in the developmenr of
other countries, he said this - and I rhink the words
are significant - he said mulrinarionals should not
interfere politically with countries, wharcver their poli-
tics might be, but he said what they do do is ro go ro
their government and say - I quote - 'Thar is a son
of a bitch there, what are we going ro do about him?
Are we keeping him in or out?' Vell, I hope that Mr
Gayerling does not think of the new government of
Nicaragua as sons of birches and we do nor have any
interference there by any country, whether ir be the
United States or any other.

Finally, Mr President, I would say rhar I welcome, of
course, the assistance which has already been given by
the Community to Nicaragua and Mr Haferkamp out-
lined some of the aid that has been given ar a previous
session of our Parliament. But it is never enough.
Vhatever aid we give to developing counrries is really
never sufficient and I appreciate that; but I do urge the
Commission and Member States to do everything in
their power ro assist this young, progressive tovern-
ment of Nicaragua to make a success of running the
country and the economy, so that the people there can
for the,first time ever build a democratic society, wirh
a decent standard of living and hope for their future
and the future of their children.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Chambeiron to speak on
behalf of the Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiron. - (F) Mr President, as our agenda
calls for three successive debares (on Chile, Nicaragua,
Czechoslovakia) in which I might have asked to speak,
I have decided, with your approval and to avoid
repearing myself, which would have rried rhe patience
of the Members of rhis House, to speak on the second
report, which is equidistant from the firsr and rhird,
because I should like ro make a few general remarks.

I have noriced thar ar rhe beginning of each parr-ses-
sion Parliament is called upon ro debare human rights
in the most varied of countries. In rhis regard I should
like, on behalf of my French colleagues in the Com-
munist and Allies Group, to recall our basic position.

\7e have repeatedly said rhar in our view it is nor for
this Parliamenr [o ser itself up as a kind of interna-
tional judicial body responsible for laying down the
law in rhird countries. Ir is neirher within irs power [o
do so, nor is ir a role it should be playing.

But if it inrcnds ro conrinue on rhis course, it should
go about things more seriously artd leave norhing r,o

chance, which would inevitably resulr in our devoting

all our time ro these matters. I would add thar the
Community does not have a single instrumenr which
would permit it ro implemenr resolutions of this kind.

The impression I have gained while listening to various
statements in this House is that rhe question of the
violation of human righm has less ro do in some Mem-
bers' eyes with a desire to find pracrical solutions rhan
with a desire to circumvent the provisions of the Trea-
ties and so ro srrengthen [he supranational powers of
the Community or even ro serve racripal interests and
poliriking, which we cannot accept.

This attitude also reflecrs, in some J\rlembers, a desire
to line up with rhe posirion of rhe Unircd Srares and
thus runs counrer to rhe repeated declarations on
Europe's independence.

This being the case, insofar as the majority in Parlia-
ment forces us to debate these marrers, we insisr on
explaining our posirion. Our conception of democratic
life, and of political life in panicular, leads us very
naturally to include rhe question of human righrc in
our anxieties and our daily struggle. Our condemna-
tion of violations of human righrs and of all attacks on
human freedoms is unequivocal. It is not determined
by any partisan artirude or by any desire to be selec-
tive, as my iriend Maxime Gremetz stressed yesterday:
we do not make a choice among'the victims, we are
nol party to any orchestrated campaign; yel we note
that the criticisms made by the majoriry of Members
here are made in a sysremaric manner, stamped with
an inadmissible partialiry wirh regard to the Socialist
countries and the peoples who are rrying to find rheir
way in independence.

Ve condemn all attacks on human rights with rhe
same vigour, in whatever country they may take place.

Our condemnarion of rhe coup d'6tar against democ-
racy and rhe people of Chile plotted by Pinochet with
the help of the United Srarcs has been unequivocal.
Our solidarity with the Chilean people knows no
bounds. At this very moment, xs, with I May
approaching, Chilean workers and rheir trade union
organizations are subject to a new wave of terror, we
demand the immediate release of trade union leaders
from prison and of rhe women incarcerated on 8

March, the International Day of the'!7oman.

Our solidarity is indivisible when ir comes ro human
rights. Thus, we have condemned the administrative
measures affecdng Czechoslovakian citizens and
expressed our opposirion ro any trial not held in public
and not offering the accused all rhe tuarantees ro
which he has a right.

But we cannot accepr rhis false symmerry suggesrcd by
the agenda which was adopred yesrcrday. It is in Chile
that people are murdered in rhe stadia, it is in Santiago
that intellecruals are killed after being subjected to ter-
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rible tortures, it is in Chile that thousands of people
have disappeared without trace.

If the urgency procedure were adopted for debates on
violations on human rights throughout the world, we
would have to be in constant session. But why has the
sporlight of emotion been turned today on Chile and
Czechoslovakia alone? !flhy not the Vest Bank, Ire-
land, Tunisia, where 13 executions may take place

romorrow, El Salvador - the list is endless.

Since we must get to the roots of this matter, we

should not confine ourselves to the question of free-
dom of expression. There are other rights man can
claim: the right to work, to health, to housing, in a

word, the economic and social righrs. But it seems as if
these are the very rights that no one wants to discuss

in this Chamber. \Vhy keep out of our debates any
mention of the daily infringements of human rights in
rhe countries of the Community? \fle want to talk
about them and give them priority. That is why we
shall not rest until the proposal put forward by .y
friend Georges Marchais that an ad hoc committee on
contraventions against hunran rights iz the Community
should be set up is removed from the drawer in which
ir appears to have been placed and debated by Parlia-
ment at an early date.

For the reasons of principle that I have mentioned we
shall not be taking part in the vote on the Van Mien
and Hensch reports. On the other hand, as coopera-
rion is involved, we shall take pan in the vore on the
report concerning the political situation in Nicaragua,
to rhe extent that this cooperation relates to aid which
rhe Community can give to a na[ion which has been

sorely tested and is slowly finding im way back to a

normal situation and a democratic way of life.

(Applausefrom tbe extreme leJt)

President. - I call Mr Haagerup ro speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagenrp. - @K) Mr President, in its rela-
tively shon life as a direcdy elected assembly, this Par-
liament has expressed its views on many reponed viol-
ations of human righrc and debarcd even more
motions on such violations occurring all over the
world. Ve have just been debadng violations of
human righm in Chile and we shall be going on to dis-
cuss violations in Czechoslovakia. At the moment we
are discussing Nicaragua, where, as the rapporteur,
Mr Antoniozzi, has just said, the situation has taken a

more positive turn since last July when the European
Parliament first debated events in that country.

Like the other two reports, on Chile and Czechoslova-
kia, the report on Nicaragua has been discussed at
length in the Political Affairs Committee, comPetent

ro deal with such mat[ers. The repon on Nicaragua,
which it unanimously adopted, recommends increasing
aid to that country, primarily on humanitarian
grounds, and my group shares that view. Ve hope that
assistance might also help Nicaragua to make progress
towards greater stability and democracy, although
assistance must not be made dependent on political
criteria. My group endorses this point as well.

I should however like to make a more general com-
ment, not specifically referring to Nicaragua, where,
as we have seen, [he situation has improved, on the
way this Parliament debates and adopm resolutions on
the many violations of human rights reponed to it
from throughout the world. My group will vote for
this repon, and for the repons on Chile and Czecho-
slovakia. Obviously we cannot be indifferent to viola-
rions of human righm, especially in counrries outside
the Community, many of which do not enjoy indepen-
dent legal systems as we do [o assess complaints and
remedy wrongs where they have occurred. Nor can we
show political bias in concerning ourselves only with
violations of human rights reponed from countries of
particular political persuasions. The three countries
referred to in these three repons have varying political
systems. Ve must therefore concern ourselves with
violations of human rights, and we must do so on the
basis of the democratic principles uniting the vast
majority in this House, and here I clearly disagree
with the previous speaker.

However, at the risk of disagreement with several of
my colleagues, I should like rc emphasize that Parlia-
ment really must be selective in the cases it takes up,
and ir criterion should be whether there are reasona-
ble grounds for believing that a resolution or debate
on a matter in this House is at all likely rc have any
positive effect in each individual case.

The European Parliament is not the United Nations,
nor a mini United Nations, and we are not a Court of
Appeal for the unfonunately all too frequent viola-
tions of human rights we hear of, not to mention the
many we do not hear of because they occur in coun-
tries successfully shutting themselves off from the out-
side world. But the time factor and practical reasons
prevent us from investigating and giving our opinion
on every single case.

Our voters within the Community would find it hard
ro undersrand why the European Parliament, with im

crowded agenda, its overworked staff and, I might
add, im busy Members, should concern itself with all
these matters over which we have no influence. I
myself have tabled a written proposal within the Com-
mittee on Budger for a sub-committee to assess and
classify the numerous cases referred to us. Others are
considering how we can most effectively deal with
rhose cases where we can influence matters. I would
rherefore like rc conclude by appealing on behalf of
my group to this House to bear in mind that the num-
ber of cases we can consider is limited, and ask for res-

?
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traint in the referral of human righm violations to Par-
liament, for it has enough other external matters to
keep it busy, not least rhe acure inrernal economic,
social and polidcal problems facing rhe Communiry
irelf.

President. - Mr Haagerup, rhe Bureau will consider
what you have jusr said very carefully. Following on
from Mr Antoniozzi's remarks, your observation,
which is well founded, will be rhe subject of a special
discussion in the Bureau. Thank you for your suttes-
tion.

I call Mr Cheysson.

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, with your permission the Commission will
confine irs statement ro Nicaragua. Since rhe end of
Somoza's dictarorship, which was, as all the resolu-
tions say, implacable and destructive, rhis Parliament
and rhe orher Community insrirutions, rhe Commis-
sion in particular, have expressed rheir satisfacrion at
the return ro a sysrem involving grearer freedom, and
it was immediately decided ro rake steps. I should like
to say ro preVious speakers that is this case rhe Com-
mission rook effecdve action and thar ir is therefore
normal pracrice that we should be accounting ro Par-
liament for this acrion, as all the resolutions invire us
to do.

As you know, Mr President, rhe Commission took
emertency action in the three weeks following the
overthrow of rhe Somoza r6gime and rhe arrival of rhe
Sandinista r6gime by providing food aid, some bought
on the spot and some senr from Europe, as well as
medical and technical aid. From lare July 1979 unril
the end of 1979 the aid granred by the Communiry -I am not referring ro [har granted by the Member
Stares - rotalled 10 million dollars, more rhan half in
food aid - of which, as I said, a large portion was
purchased in the region so rhar it could be senr more
quickly to those suffering hardship in Nicaragua -slightly less than one million dollars' wonh of medi-
cine and 3.6million in technical aid rc allow the
re-establishmenr of food and orher srocks.

Contacts with the new Nicaraguan authoriries have
also been stepped up. Since the end of July Mr Hafer-
kamp has received rhe first official delegadon from
Nicaragua, and the Piesident of the Commission was
visited by the Minister for Commerce in the new gov-
ernmenr. Then, on 7 March 1980, came a visit by one
of the five members of the junra which heads rhe
Nicaraguan Governmenr, Mr Ramirez, is Finance
Minister and orher leading figures in the country, who
before visiting any of the European governmens, were
anxious to make conracr with the Commission, on
whose behalf I had rhe honour to receive rhem. They
expressed rheir gratitude for rhe very rapid action
taken by the Community and above all stressed the

political interpretarion rhey gave ro rhe facr that rhis
Community, which had nor had relations with their
country in the past, has been able, very flexibly and
very effectively, to act wirhout delay and with the
greatest impanialiry, as recommended by one of rhe
motions for resolutions, when the Sandinista r6gime
was able to liberare Managua. They also emphasized
the considerable difficulries suffered by a country
which has been devasrated by many years of dicrator-
ship, which was in debr beyond all reason, whose
economy and social s[rucure had largely been des-
troyed, as Mr Antoniozzi's report very rightly under-
lines. I was able, Mr Presidenr, to inform the member
of the Managua junra and his colleagues that the
Community would continue its acrion in line with im
sense of responsibility as approved by.the Council and
encouraged by rhis Parliament.

In 1980 we are rherefore counring on providing food
aid as we did in 1979. It will comprise supplies of
maize, rice, powdered milk and products purchased
locally, such as red beans, corron seed, vegemble oils
and food for children. The food aid thus provided will
be wonh 7 million dollars in 1980.

'I7e 
are also determined to assisr rhe Nicaraguan Gov-

ernment with some of its endeavours, several of which
are very ambitious. Thus, as rhe rapponeur has
pointed out, rhe Government has decided ro launch a
special campaign against illircracy. \7e have been told
that with the aid of UNESCO experrs 200 000 lireracy
teachers are now at work teaching rhe basics in rhe
first stage of this fighr againsr illiteracy among a mil-
lion people. This is a quire remarkable effon. It is
being carried our with all the means rhar Nicaragua
can mobilize, studenrs, civil servants who give up their
holidays. Instructors and teachers are also being
recruited from neighbouring countries, El Salvador in
panicular. The Community is, of course, experiencing
serious difficulty in releasing the resources required, in
view of the present 'budgetary difficulties', ro use a
euphemism. Nonerheless, we have found a means of
using aid to the non-associated developing countries
to assist the Nicaraguan budget wirh cenain develop-
ment acriviries, rhus enabling this budget ro meet a

large proponion of the cosr of the compaign againsr
illiteracy. Consequently, the aid which the Community
will have granted to Nicaragua in 1980 - rhe food aid
to which I have already referred and rhe contriburion
to this literacy campaign and so on - will amounr ro
l3 million dollars.

So, Mr President, we have an acdviry which goes far
beyond declarations of principle and which, more pre-
cisely, shows that it has been possible to translare into
practice the declarations of principle called for by Par-
liament and accepted by our nine governmenr: we
have shown the Community's solidarity wirh a people
which has fought hard for its freedom. I am happy and
proud to be able ro reporr to Parliament in this way,
and I should also like ro thank it for rhe resolutions
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which we hope it will adopt and which will give us

encouragement in this area.

Presiddnt. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resoludon will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

12. Human rights in Czechoslooakia

President. - The next item is the report (Doc. l-815/
79) by Mr Hansch, on behalf of the Political Affairs
Committee, on the respect for human rights in Czecho-
slovakia.

I call Mr Hansch.

Mr Hinsch, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, in the summer and autumn of last year
we rirere shocked to hear of the arrest of ten citizens of
Czechoslovakia, of the fact that some of them had

been put on trial and of the verdicts handed down on
them. There have since been funher arrests and trials
in Czechoslovakia. But here - and this not only since
Afghanisran - silence seems to have again taken the
place of ourage. Against this background it seems as if
this Parliament is debatinB an event which has long
since become normal practice. But normal practice is

the worst enemy of any movement which advocates

freedom. '!7'e are therefore adopting the right course

by again drawing the attention of the public to those
unjustly condemned in Czechoslovakia, by giving
them an albeit modest, but clear sign of respect and
hope. Vhat do we have in mind? Firstly, we are today
demonstrating with our report a moral attitude.
Secondly, we are performing our parliamentary con-
rolling function, and thirdly, we are describing what
we consider right in foreign policy terms.

Our moral protest concerns 25 men and women today
incarcerated in Czechoslovakian prisons for advocating
respect for human and civil righm in their country,
Czechoslovakia. Eleven other Czechoslovakians have
been conditionally discharged, two others face trial,
but are still free. These figures were established with
the aid of Amnesty International, which I should like
to thank very warmly at this juncture for its coopera-
tion. It is possible that other people have been arrested
or are being sought for political reasons. This repon
has been prompted by a number of resolutions which
Parliament debated in the summer of last year. The ten
people arrested at tha[ time belong to a committee in
defence of the unjustly persecuted. This is an associa-
tion of citizens who have set themselves the goal, as

they say, of observing cases in which people are prose-
cuted or held in prison for their convictions or who
have fallen victim to Czechoslovakian policy and arbi-
trary justice. From April 1978 undl October 1979 rhe
committee made 118 statements on the conduct of

legal proceedings against the members of Chaner 77

in Czechoslovakia and also on the trials of other citi-
zens, including_in panicular workers and young peo-
ple in provincial towns, deuils of whose trials would
not otherwise have been made known. By publishing
[he names of the accused and the verdicts reached, the
members of this committee attracted the interest of the
public in Czechoslovakia. The trial against six of the
ten people arresred took place in Prague in October of
last year. The Court found the members of this com-
mittee guilty of - I quote - 'subversion against the
Republic' on the grounds that they had published
documents of Chaner 77 and their own committee in
Vestern countries. Ve should add that the arresi of
these ten and the trials of six of them are but one link
in a long chain of trials and arrests involving, among
others, practising Catholics, both priests and laymen.
But it must also be said that some of those arrested last
year have again been freed, in some cases on proba-
tion. This all goes to show how the Czechoslovakian
Government is trying to limit and suppress the conse-
quences of the Conference on Securiry and Coopera-
tion of Helsinki in its own country.

The reasons for the arrests, which have in fact been
going on since early 1977, are many and varied, but
rhey all follow the same pattern. Some Czechs were
found to have a few typewritten lines from some
Chaner 77 document. Others were imprisoned
because they had copied works of authors who are not
allowed to publish or had taped music that did not
comply with the pany line. Yet others have been
accused, some of them on several occasions, of hastily
concocted criminal offences and arrested as a result.
Others have been thrown into jail for sending works
of Czech authors abroad, for being in possession of
foreign literature or for drawing the attention of var-
ious bodies to the injustice in their country. But it
should be pointed out that not all these incidents have
been the direct responsibiliry of the Czech Govern-
ment. Czech civil rights activists also admit that some
of rhese incidenm may well be due to the action of a

state security apparatus which is progressively freeing
irelf of governmental control. And I should also like
to add anorher point against the background of the
debarc we have just had:it must be said that the viola-
tion of human and civil rights in Czechslovakia, how-
ever much we may criticize it, bears no comparison
wirh what has been going on in recent years in Chile
or with events in Nicaragua in the last few years.

Vhat do the people and the civil righm activists in
Czechoslovakia want? All those who have been

affected by governmental measures in Czechslovakia

- and l, as the rapporteur, and, I hope, Parliament
attach great imponance rc this - want to take the
laws of their own country seriously and to use them.
They do not preach subversion, they do not want sim-
ply to return to capitalism. All they want is that their
own government should observe the seventh principle
of the human rights and fundamental freedoms, of
freedom of thought, conscence, religion and convic-
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don, which Czechoslovakia along with 34 orher coun-
tries undenook to observe in Helsinki. Czechoslovakia
undenook - with your permission, Mr President, I
quote - to promote and encourage the effective exer-
cise of civil, political, economic, social, culrural and
other rights and freedoms all of which derive from rhe
inherent dignity of the human person and are essenrial
for his free and full develdpment.

The supponers of the Chaner are not, then, calling on
others to break the law in Czechoslovakia. On the
contrary, they are calling on rhem to abide by the law.
They'want rhe Czechoslovakian Constitution, which
after all guaranrees freedom of opinion and of the
press and the freedom ro pracrice religion to be taken
seriously and to be enforced. They want ro see lhe
international rrearies and agreements like the UN
Chaner of Human Rights and the Final Act of Hel-
sinki respected by the Czechoslovakian Governmenr.
Vhar they do not have in common is a cenain political
concept. The civil rights movemenr in Czechoslovakia,
or to be more precise Chaner 77, includes Socialists
and Trotskyists, Chrisrians and Communism, former
members of the pany and outsiders. It includes intel-
lectuals, studenm and workers.

Secondly, we take the controlling function of our Par-
liament seriously. Our aim is not, as a previous speaker
in this debate has insinuated, to inrerfere in the affairs
of another counrry. Our aim is to point our rhar
Czechoslovakia is a contractual panner, and a con-
tractual partner of the European Communiry ar that,
since the Council and Commission were involved in
the Helsinki agreemenrs. In Helsinki each of rhe For-
eign Ministers meering in political cooperation repre-
senrcd his own counrry as a signatory state of rhe Final
Act in respecr of all pans of the Final Act. The then
President of rhe Council, Aldo Moro, also signed the
agreemenrs of what is known as Basket 2 of the Final
Act on behalf of rhe Communiry as a whole.

In accordance with Anicle 140 of the EEC Treaty and
other written agreements between the European insti-
tutions, the Council, Commission and Foreign Minis-
ters must be accountable to Parliament, and we will be
doing our dury as European parliamenarians only if
we discuss rhe question of whar rhe Council and Com-
mission are doing ro enforce what they drew up and
signed in Helsinki.

The third point is that we musr express our political
will as the European Parliament. Ve want the poliry
of- security and cooperation in Europe ro go funhei.
After all, this policy of security and cooperation not
only serves the interests of the Soviet Union. It was
never intended as a mere prize for good behaviour to
be presenred to rhe Soviet Union and has never
worked as such. It was and is an instrument for lhe
better maintenance of our economic and security
interesrc, and it is wrong to believe that changes can
only- be forced on Eastern Europe with a policy of
confrontarion. Experience shows thar the cold war by

no means makes change easier, and we are not doing
either Professor Zakharov or rhose fighting for civil
righr in Czechoslovakia a service by putting a srop to
all opponunities for contacm and talks and not taking
advantage of them. Talks, padent, persistent talks
often help the individual, the person concerned, more
than public declamarions. The civil rights activists in
Czechoslovakia form a movemenr which seeks not
change, but respecr for current laws and reaties.
Those who understand rhis and take it seriously must
ensure that there are internarional agreements which
the civil rights movemenr can invoke. The forces in
power in Czechoslovakia are being forced rc change
course. They are desperately u7ing, obviously without
success, to prove that the civil rights acdvisr.s are
breaking laws - Mr President, I am coming to the
end - because they are not indifferent to inrerrra-
tional reaction. !fl'e musr realize rhat we are also talk-
ing about a regime of weakness. This is an explana-
tign, not an apology. Ve, the directly elected Mem-
bers of the European Parliamenr make our voices
heard with this repon ro pay our respecm to those who
stand up for the maintenance of their rights as human
beings and citizens of Czechoslovakia. It is our r4oral
duty to do so.

As direcrly elected European parliamentarians ure
wanr ro know whar rhe Council of Ministers and rhe
Commission and the Foreign Ministers meering in pol-
itical cooperation are doing rc ensure thar atreements
they have signed are taken seriously by all the panies
to those agreemenr. This is our democradc right as a
controlling body. As directly elected parliamentarians
from nine European countries we also wan[ to see the
CSCE follow-up conference mking place in Madrid.
The Political Affairs Committee is preparing itself for
this with a large-scale public hearing. Ve want this
confrontation to be a success, but it can only be a suc-
cess if all the panies to rhe agreements observe whar
they decided in 1975. It is our political right to refer to

. this link publicly and at rhe proper time. Ladies and
gentlemen, we ou/e the civil rights activists in Czecho-
slovakia not cheap advice, but reliable solidarity, not
outrage but cautiously effective help. \7e owe rhem
our confidence in the moral strength of a movement
which represents a gleam of hope in a world that is
again growing darker.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Pelikan ro speak on behalf of
the Socialisr Group.

Mr Pelikan. - (I) Mr President, I believe ir is appro-
priate and consistent with its role that this Parliament
should concern itself with violations of human rights.
It has already looked at Chile and Nicaragua, and per-
haps it is even more appropriate and necessary, even if
a lirtle painful rhat it should also look ar human
righr violations in a European counry, namely
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Czechoslovakia. This is a country steeped in European
hisrcry and culture, a country that has made a signifi-
cant contribution to European culture through think-
ers like Comenius and Masaryk, through composers
,like Dvorak, Smetana and Janacek, and through wri-
ters like Kafka, Capek, Hasek and Seifen, to name
but a few.

I believe that if we were to refuse to concern ourselves
with violations in a European country we should have
absolutely no right to call ourselves the EuropeanPar-
liamenr. May I say that I cenainly agree with Mr
Chambeiron when he says that we should give priority
ro the consideration of human rights problems within
the European Communiry. Indied we are alieady
doing so in the Legal Affairs Committee and the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, and also in other committees.
And, speaking as a Socialist, I hope we shall continue
to do so.

Before continuinB, may I on behalf of the Socialist
Group congratulate the rapponeur, Mr Hensch, on
his excellent repon and express our support for the
motion for a resolution which we trust will be adopted
unanimously during the present pan-session. I must
confess that I was rather taken aback when Mr Cham-
beiron intimated that the French Communism were
proposing to abstain on the motion.

This is the third time that the European Parliament has

been called upon to debate the issue of civil rights in
Czechoslovakia: The first was in July of last year
when a resolution was adopted regarding the trial in
Czechoslovakia of the representatives of Chana 77.
Unfonunately, the rial ended with five of the signato-
ries being sentenced to l9Vz years' imprisonment. But,
even before the trial, hundreds of Czech citizens were
arrested and given severe sentences simply for
demanding respect for the Constitution, for the laws
of the land and for the international agreements and
conventions to which the Czechoslovak Government
irelf had put its signature.

Sadly, these arrests continue to this day, as borne out
by the recent arrest of [wenty-three people in Prague
for attending a debate on Greek and Arisrctelian phi-
losophy. These iolidcal prisoners are being paid 20
per cent of the normal wage for the work they do, and
with this they even have to pay the expenses of their
enforced stay in prison!. It is not uncommon for those
released from detention to have to continue to pay off
the cost of their imprisonment for a funher 10 or 20

years.

One of the best known Czech and European writers
and winner of the European literature prize in Vienna,
Vaclav Havel, was sentenced to 4r/z years imprison-
ment at the rial in Prague. In his most recent letrcr to
his wife from prison he wrote: "They have allowed me
rc tell you that I am working at the steelworks in Vit-
kovice, but I can say no more than that. Perhaps I can
say just this: that I must not write about anything of

importance, which I could not do anyway, but I really
cannot see how I am going, to be able to stand this
kind of life for the next five years." I must also tell you
that this writer, whose plays have been staged in
theatres all over Europe, has been forbidden to write
or to make any kind of comment; he cannot have

books and he is not allowed to study foreign lan-
guaSes.

The same things have been written by Jiri Dienstbier a

television journalist, the engineer Petr Uhl, sentenced
to five years in prison, Jaroslav Sabata, ex-member of
rhe Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Com-
munist Party, who has now been in prison for eight
years for rhe second time, and the rclevision editor,
Otka Bednirov{, who was sentenced rc 3 years' impri-
sonment and who despite being extremely ill has been
refused parole. I should like to call upon the President
of Parliament, Mrs Veil, to intercede personally to'
secure the release from prison of the courageous and
seriously ill journalist, Otka Bedn{rov4.

(Applause)

Unfonunately, Mr President, I have very linle time
lefr so I should just like to point out that arrests are
only one aspect of repression. Hundreds of thousands
of citizens have been removed from their jobs for pol-
itical reasons and therefore cannot work and have no
means of subsistence. It seems to me that what we
have in Czechoslovakia - I do not want to get
involved in an argument as to where there is more
freedom and where there is less freedom - is a much
greater trial, where the entire population is in fact
being punished for its bid, back in 1968, to live in free-
dom and democrary, in a free socialist sociery.

Mr President, our Parliament can do little more than
pass a resolution. I should like, nevertheless, to appeal
to all Members to to to Prague, to go to Czechoslova-
kia, to visit the relatives of the political prisoners, to
speak to those who are not ailowed to speak out, and
to let them know that they have not been forgotten
and that they are not alone. This too will be a way of
conributing to the cultural, political and moral unity
of our European continent.

(Sustained applause)

President. - I call Mr Habsburg to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (C-D
Group).

Mr Habsburg. - (D) Mr President, my troup
endorses Mr Hensch's report, even if it would have
been happier to see it phrased in an even clearer lan-
guage. I welcome Mr Pelikan's moving words and
would merely like to add that religious freedom is res-

tricted in Czechoslovakia in an inhuman manner, even
if priests are being released from prison. I regret that
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so much of our time has been devoted today to marrers
which do not directly concern us. As a result Europe,
and Czechoslovakia is pan of Europe, has been
short-changed. \7e should at last realize thar we have
been elected for Europe, that we are responsible for
Europe, for the whole of Europe, to which rhe peoples
at present held in slavery by the Soviet Union belong
just as we do.

(Applause)

President. - I call Lord Bethell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Lord Bethell. - Mr President, I would like to join
with others who have spoken in congratuladng Mr
Hensch on his excellenr repon which was adopred
unanimously by the Political Affairs Committee and
which I sincerely hope will be adopted unanimously by
this Assembly in plenary session. There were, I think, a

number of points where Mr Hansch could have
expressed himself more vigorously and wirh greater
clarity about the violations of human rights in Czecho-
slovakia. He has rightly poinred our rhar the number
of people imprisoned is very small, a few dozen at
most, but he might perhaps have concentrated a little
more on the other means of repression againsr political
dissenters in this European counrry.

It is no longer necessary, Mr President, to crush politi-
cal opposition by rhe methods of crude polirical terror
or torture. I admit, as Mr Hinsch pointed out, rhar
Czechoslovakia is no Nicaragua; it is no vicious ter-
rorist regime on a par with Amin's Uganda. It is not in
the same situation as Indonesia where, it is often
poinrcd our, there are more political prisoners than in
the rest of the world pur rogerher. It comes far down
the league able of numbers of political prisoners. But
there are orher ways of disposing of the people who
dare to think differendy from the government of thar
counry. A few of these were outlined by Mr Pelikan
in his ixtremely moving speech which rightly drew rhe
admiration of the entire House. It is possible rc crush
a group of people by depriving them of their liveli-
hood, by separating them from their friends, by divid-
ing husband from wife, by putting pressure on chil-
dren, by depriving them of Universiry education, of
higher education, by making their lives miserable
economically, socially and culturally, and this is whar
is being done. People are nor being ronured as they
were in Hirler's Germany or in Stalin's Russia, but
their souls and their spirits are being crushed in
Czechoslovakia and rhis in a country only a couple of
hundred kilometres from where we are sitting now, a
European counr.ry which could, if circumstances were
different, apply for membership of our Community
and which would be welcomed into our Community, I
feel sure, if only it were able to fulfil rhe basic criteria
of membership, one of which is respect for human
righm and the normal democratic forms of govern-

ment. I very much hope thar the day will come in my
lifetime when we will be able to welcome Czechoslo-
vakia into our Community.

It is equally important, however, as Mr Hansch
poinrcd out, that we are bound by treaty obligadons
with Czechoslovakia. The Helsinki Agreement, signed
by Mr Husak on his country's behalf, guaranrees free-
dom of expression for all people in rhe 35 counrries
which signed it, and this agreement is clearly being
violated by the governmenr of Czechoslovakia. This is
not a charade, the Helsinki Agreement. It is a specific
agreement with cenain paragraphs guaranteeing cer-
tain righr and giving cenain privileges, many of which
are extremely dear to the heans of Communisr coun-
tries such as Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union. I
feel very strongly that when rhis matrer comes to be
reviewed in Madrid chis autumn, we musr insisr thar
the Helsinki Agreement either is to be observed in its
entirety, all three baskem and all principles, or it is a
dead letter and something which we need nor borher
about any more. You cannot have a semi-agreement.
You cannot have an agreemenr of which one parr is
seen as very imponanr, whether it is exchange of
energy, the environment, medical research, scientific
exchange, trade, all of them matters which the Soviet
Union sees as viml to its progress, and yet cut out all
the references to human rights which are dear ro our
heans in this European Parliament,.

Therefore, I ask this House please to approve Mr
Hensch's report unanimously. I single out panicularly
paragraph 6 of the repon which instructs, our Presi-
dent, to communicate the document to the govern-
ments of the Member States of our Community and to
repon back to us on whar action is caken. This is
something which has no[ been done very often in the
past, but I think it is an excellent example of what
should be done. \(e should require rhe Member gov-
ernments ro tell us exacrly what they have done as a
result of the resolution if it is passed unanimously,
which I very much hope ir will be.

\7e should bear in mind, as Mr Pelikan very carefully
and wisely pointed out, that it is the people of Czecho-
slovakia and countries like that who are paying the
price for the fact that we live in freedom. Lines were
drawn across Europe 30 years ago. Demarcation lines
were drawn, and some people were condemned to live
under foreign occupation. This has not changed as the
decades have passed. It shows very litde sign of chang-
ing, and I think we must feel very humble about the
situation in which we find ourselves, able to enjoy the
fruits of freedom while other European countries, only
a few hundred kilometres from where wer are, still live
under foreign occupation and without normal basic
human rights. This, I think, is the message rhat must
go fonh from this House to the people of Europe.

(Appkuse)
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President. - I call Mr Irmer to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Irmer. - (D) Mr President, my group will be

voting in favour of the motion for a resolution tabled
by the Political Affairs Committee. Ve too would like
to thank the rapporteur, Mr Hensch, for the work he

has done.

It is rrue that this House is running the risk of creating
an inflationary rend.in resolutions on human righrc
throughout the world. !7e should cenainly not debase

this instrument. Ve must not devalue this Parliament's
moral protest. But when it comes to violations of
human rights in Czechoslovakia, we have a panicular
duty as the European Parliament. The rapponeur
pointed out Czechoslovakia is itself a signatory of the
Final Act of Helsinki. But there is another aspect to be

considered. !/e call ourselves the European Parlia-
ment. Our Member Sates form the European Com-
munity. Let us not forget, however, that Europe is a
larger entity than this Community. Let us not forget
that Europe does ndt end at the River Elbe,or at the
Bohemian Forest. Let us not forget that those other
Europeans on the other side of these geographical
lines do not, like us, live on the sunny side of the Con-
tinent, but still suffer bitterly from the consequences of
the Second \(/orld Var.'S7'e must show special solidar-
iry with them.

I find one aspect particularly tragic. For only a very
short period in its history has this country in the very
hean of Europe enjoyed freedom. Throughout its his-
tory it has been oppressed by foreign peoples, Austri-
ans, Germans, Russians. But rcday it is oppressed by
its own people, who have come forward to obey the
commands of a foreign power. Vhat fear this r6gime
must have of its own people if it persecutes freedom-
loving citizens in this way. How inconsisrcnt its con-
duct is with its own ideological aims. It is said that
existence determines consciousness. Can critical voices

then be so dangerous to the alleged Socialists bliss?

But obviously this bliss is simply nothing to write home
about, and the people know this. Then critical voices

do become dangerous, because they tell the uuth.

I should now like to say a word or two to the French
Communists. I am bitterly disappointed that even after
the moving speech by Mr Pelikan, we have not had a

French Communist ready to speak about Czechoslo-
vakia, following the silence on Chile from that side. Is
what is happening in Czechoslovakia the happiness
that the French Communists are promising Euro-
peans? Then we should be glad and grateful that they
do not wield greater influence. I find it disgraceful the
way the French Communists will at any given moment
with inconsistent hypocrisy denounce the violation of
human rights in the world. But when it is a question of
discussing violations of human rights in a country
where they consider the situation to be so satisfactory,

they are silent. \fle should mke very careful note of
this and express our disapproval.

(Applause)

Mr President, the Liberal and Democratic Group -and, I hope, the vast majority of this House - calls

for the release of the civil rights activists in Czechoslo-
vakia. At the very least we call for proper trials to
which the world's public has access and an assurance

of a proper defence. 'S7e too ask the House to vote in
favour of the morion.

(Applause)

President. - Does anyone else wish rc speak?

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote on
Thursday, at 3 p.m.

The debate is closed.

13. Directive on a rilht of residence for nationak of
Member States in anotber Member State

President. - The next. item is the reporu (Doc. l-40l
80) by Mr Gonella, on behalf of the Legal Affairs
Committee, on the

proposal from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council (Doc. l-324/79) for a directive on a

right of residence for narionals of Member States in the
rerritory of another Member State.

I call Mr Gonella.

Mr Gonella, rdpPorteur. - (I) Mr President, I am

deeply grareful rc the Legal Affairs Committee for
having entrusted me with presenting to Parliament a

report on the proposal from the Commission of the
European Communities to the Council for a directive
on a right of residence for nationals of Member States

in the territory of another Member State. This is a

subject very different from those we have just been

debating, which aroused indignation and protest at
these attacks on freedom, to which indignation and
protest I fully subscribe.

Ve cannot,, however, confine ourselves to a purely
general defence of human rights. Vhat is important is

to see what positive action [he European Community
can take through regulations and directives to encour-
age respect for human rights. This leacis us on to
another and certainly no less imponant issue, which
concerns the development and improvement of the
Community structure. 'S7e believe, in fact, that we
have here a significant development, that this proposal
provides the impetus for the transformation of the
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European Community from a common market in
goods, which consdtures such a large pan of our acriv-
ity, to a real community of citizens, of men.

'!fle all know, indeed it is a commonplace, being one of
the basic principles of our social and European heri-
tage, that freedom of movement within the Commu-
nity and, therefore, by extension, the right to choose
one's own place of residence, is a principle which has
been enshrined in the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Community.

That much is now beyond dispute. Vhat we are seek-
ing now is to draw inferences from this principle. I
need hardly remind you, but for the sake of good
order I shall mention ir anyway, that Anicle 3 (c) of
the EEC Treary accords freedom of movement to all
citizens pursuing an acriviry and naturally that means
an activity of an economic nature. Ve now wish to
take a funher srep and herein lies rhe imponance of
these decisions: 'We wish ro tuaranree freedom of
movement, the right to choose one's own place of
residence independenrly of rhe pursuit of an economic
acidviry. My repon could well have ended at rhis point
because this is where the difference lies, this is the rad-
icaI innovation.

Title III of Pan 2 of the Treary deals wirh the free
movement of two categories of persons. Specifically,
Articles 48 to 5l cover the free movemenr of workers,
defined as wage-earning, and Anicles 52 to 58 cover
self-employed persons. There is no point in my repear-
ing here that which can be found in the written report
concerning the numerous Community provisions that
have lately facilirated rhe free movemenr and esablish-
ment of persons. '!7e maintain - I believe withour
exaggerarion, given rhe Legal Affairs Commirree's
unanimous verdicr - rhar the proposal adds a new
dimension ro existing legislation in that rhe cirizen is
not considered here solely as an economic agenr, a
concepr thar we do not in any case accepr. !7e believe
that we will strengdhen in this way the feeling of all
citizens of belonging to a Community, nor just a Com-
munity of things, as rhey mighr often feel from our
agreements and our debares, bur more - what is
really fundamenral - a Communiry of persons. It is a
step towards the creation of a European cirizenship,
which, though it may be some rime in coming, is cer-
tainly our end objecrive.

I should now like to give a very brief summary of rhe
proposal. As I have said, its basic principle is thar the
right of residence should nor be dependent on the pur-
suir of an economic acriviry as it is at presenr. The-aim
then is ro remove all restrictions on citizens and on the
members of rheir families, and ar the same time ro
broaden the definidon of 'members of rhe family'. The
right of citizens to leave their own rerrirory is thus
recognized. Under rhe rerms of rhis provision, rhey
have the righr ro leave rheir own territory simply on
production of an identity card or passporr rhat must be
valid for nor less rhan five years - in order ro minim-

ize the problems affecdng any person having ro move
abour - withour an exir permit being required. This
too is an innovation. At the same time as recognizing
the right ro leave, the right qf entry without a permit ii
also recognized; an obvious relaxation, one might say
a technicality and a formaliry, bu[ underlying rhis for-
mality there is undoubrcdly a movement towards
European Union. On a practical level, provision is
made for the issue of a residence permit for a National
of a Member Smte, which would not be dependent on
the pursuit of an economic activity. Allowance is made
for breaks in residence nor exceeding rwelve monrhs,
essentially for milirary service and on medical grounds.
A list is given of the documenm required concerned
with proof of family relationship. It is made clear that
these exrended rights mus! cover all the territories of
rhe Member States of the Community; thar rhe resid-
ence permit musr be issued free of charge - again
with a view ro faciliraring the process of unification;
that derogation from rhe directive is allowed only on
grounds of public security and public health, and, fin-
ally, that the measures necessary to comply with the
directive musr be brought into force within 12 monrhs
and nor put off indefinitely.

You might legitimately ask: Vhat is the legal basis for
all this? The proposal rries to demonstrite thar the
legal basis is Anicle 55 (2), in which reference is made
to the coordinarion of provisions - a solution thar has
often been suggested. However, we reject this as a
basis because we are nor in any way dealing with a
case of coordination. If anything, rhis could be a refer-
ence to Anicle 9. In our view, Anicle 235 provides the
proper basis for this developmenr in Community rela-
tions. This Anicle is of enormous inrerest and value,
not solely from a philosophical and legal standpoint,
but also because ir leads rhe way to much more signifi-
cant progress on a legislative level by affirming thar if
action by the Communiry should prove necessary ro
attain one of the objecrives of the Communiry, appro-
priate measures can be taken even if the Treary has not
provided the necessary powers. One could therefore
accepr rhis provision with appropriate guarantees and
safeguards, such as a unanimous decision of the Coun-
cil after prior consultation of Parliament - as in this
case.

Given that we need ro refer to Anicle 235 rather rhan
Article 56 (2), rhe Legal Affairs Committee has put
forward an amendment, ro rhe first indent seeking to
replace this indent by the following recital: 'Having
regard ro the Treary establishing the European Eco-
nomic Communiry, and in particular Anicle 235, and
having regard ro Anicle 9 of this Directive, based on
Anicle 56 (2)'. \7e have ried in Anicle I to define
more clearly the meaning of family relarionships, whar
is meant by 'residing in the rerritory'- does it mean
residing in the rerritory or residing with? Ve have also
attempted to clarify rhe concept of family relation-
ships: who is a relative in the ascending line, in the
descending line, and so on. The age of-majoriry has
been laid down as 18 to conform with most of the
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national legislations of the Member Sates. In Anicle 2

we have proposed the addition of the words 'irrespec-
tive of their nationality'. Here we based ourselves

almost word for word on Directive 73/148/EEC.

Finally, we have included in Anicle 2 a provision

annexed to the European Convention on Human
Righr - which, as far as we are concerned, is beyond
discussion - which has also been included in previous

directives dealing with this matter. The last Anicle to
which amendments have been proposed is Article 4,

dealing with resources. Clearly there must be some

degree of coordination between the social security
provisions of cenain Member States. In some of these,

national assistance is granted automatically in cases of
persons who are without their own means of subsist-

ence. This provision does not prevent Member States

from applying more liberal rules in resPect of proof of
resources. I should like to say, finally, that since a

recommendation was called for we have added such a

recommendation as a footnote to the document. It
reads: 'The Council of the European Communities
recommends that Member States give to stateless per-

sons and persons having refugee status who were born
in a non-member state and who are akeady resident in
a state of the European Community the same reat-
ment as that laid down by the rules on the right of
residence, freedom of movement and right of esta-

blishment for nationals of Member Stases.'

I have to say rhat the Legal Affairs Committee gave

their unanimous approval , aparl from a few absten-

tions, to all of these amendments. For this reason I
particularly commend our rePort to Parliament. Vere
ir not for the fact that my time is up and that it is now
late in the day I should have liked to have tone on to
emphasize the fundamental significance of what we

are discussing. Our electorate is asking us what pro-
gress we are making towards European Union. \(ell,
although this represents only a small step, it is nev-
ertheless a step towards a more structured European
Union and towards a more meaningful recognition of
human rights. .

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) I
feel it would be a good thing for the Commission to
make its position clear before the Members of Parlia-
ment speak so that they can react to what we say and

we can then perhaPs rePlY.

Mr Gonella has clearly and accurately underlined the

imponance of this directive. Parliament and the p-ublic

often speak of the need to produce Practical proof that
the existence of the Community resulrc in additional
rights for its citizens. This is the aim of this proposal.

Firrt, the legal basis: there are two ways of approach-
ing the question of these righm. It can be said that
there should be legal innovation and the establishment
of new fundamental rights for the citizens as a result

of the existence of the Community. This would be the

beginning of the creation of a Europe of citizens, it
would be the beginning of the establishment of a

European political union. That is one of the questions

we shall have to examine in the months to come.

But it can also be said that we are not going to await
this major debate before giving the citizens additional
rights as the law now stands. This is the choice which
the Commission has made and which has been sup-

poned by the Legal Affairs Committee. I say this,
b..ruse it limits our freedom of action in this field.

Vhat we are concerned with is the effect of workers

,freedom of establishment and freedom of movement
and of the right of establishment of the employed and

self-employed in the Community and rights extended
to their families and dependenr. It is therefore logical
thar rhe Legal Affairs Committee should choose to
make a recommenda[ion to the Council on problems

connected with stateless persons, wherever they may

come from. Parliament recommends to the Council
thar the Member States should voluntarily make provi-
sions for these persons, which wou'ld not be connected
with the legal basis provided by Article 235, within the

context of workers' right of establishment and free-
dom of movement.

My second comment concerns the effecdveness of the
action we want to take. And here the Commission
faces a dilemma. This proposal aims at obnining the

Council's agreement (its unanimous agreement, since

we are applying Anicle 235) on provisions over which
it is clear the Member States have some reservations.
That is why we stated in Anicle 4 of the Commission's
initial proposal that the right of residence of the per-

sons covered by the directive might be restricted by
'Member States in the sense that those wishing to settle

in a Member State must have sufficient resources. Par-
liamenr's Legal Affairs Committee decided that this
was not a good way of tackling the problem, because

there was a risk that a distinction would be made

between various categories of citizens, which must be

avoided.

I should like rc make it quite clear from the outset that
I more than sympathize with Parliament's Position on
this: it is easier to say to people that there are no res-

trictions, and that obviates the danger that Member
States will use this provision to deprive the existing
iight of residence of any meaning it has.

Bur I also know the attitude of the Member States. I
would not say that they are looking for an excuse not
ro approve the right of residence, but they are showing
us that we must use all our persuasive Powers to get

them to take this decision. Some Member Sates are

afraid there would be major movements of population.
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I do not share this view. I do not feel that rhis rule on
the right of residence will culminate in major popula-
tion movemenr, because I believe thar everyone for
good reason feels berrer ar home. On the orher hand,
the situarion will be simplified.

I would ask the rapporr.eur to understand our posirion.
In the case of studenrs under 18 we agree wirh Parlia-
ment's position: it is easy nor ro creare additional legal
provisions for them, and we rherefore agree ro
amend our proposal accordingly. On the other hand,
where other people are concerned, we would like rc
keep rhe text as it is, wirh these two commenm which
we would pass on ro rhe Council with the modified
version of our directive, since we orherwise accepr rhe
other amendmenrs, ro which I will refer ar the end of
the debate so [har our posirion is completely clear.

Firstly, we musr define exactly whar the norion of suf-
ficient resources means, so rhat a mockery is not made
of this provision in rwo ways:by allowing rhe Member
States ro assess at any given moment what measures
should be taken and rhus raking away wirh the left
hand what rhey have given wirh the right or, on rhe
other hand, fixing rhe level of resources required in
such a way rhar rwo categories of cirizens are in facr
created in the Communiry, which would nor be
acceptable.

Otherwise, this would be a remporary provision appli-
cable for an inirial period of 5 years, afrer which we
would know what movemenr of population had
resulted from rhese rules. It seems [o us rhar rhe Mem-
ber Srares have no reason ro feel concerned, as they do
at presenr, and we would remove this measure afrer
the 5-year period.

'\7hy 
have we made rhis proposal? Because ir seems to

me important, for the Commission and for Parliamenr,
that we should be open and bold in our proposals
while ensuring rhey are effecrive, because if we pro-
pose something which cannor be pur into pracrice, we
may be pleasing ourselves, but not the cidzens of
Europe, to whom we are trying to give additional
rights.

Those, rhen, are the comments I wanted to make at
the beginning of this debarc. I will speak again briefly,
if I may, ar the end of rhe debate on the amendmenis
which have been abled.

President. - I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on
behalf of the Eurpean People's Pany (C-D Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, on
behalf of my group I should like to say rhar we
endorse the Gonella reporr. Mr Gonella won his spurs
years ago in the movement for Eurpean citizenship,
because that is what we are in fact ralking abour. Ve
all regard this right of residence for citizens of the

European Communiry in each other's territory as a
very important conrriburion to European citizenship,
because it shows all rhe cirizens of the Member Srates,
all our fellow-citizens, [har the European Communiry
is not jusr an economic Community, that we are con-
cerned with a new form wirhin rhese nine, shonly ten,
countries of the European Communiry. !7e whole-
heanedly supporr. this, jusr as we shall suppon any
measure leading rc rhis goal.

That is rhe first poinr. One of the most difficult aspecrc
which rhe Legal Affairs Commitree discussed 

"nd 
rc

which Mr Davignon has referred ar some lengrh, is the
question of providing proof of sufficient resources. '!7e

can well undersrand rhe concern of the governments:
they are afraid this freedom may be abused, parricu-
larly in view of rhe social security sysrems in the var-
ious countries of our Community. This concept is so
gexeral thar two members of my group on thi Legal
Affairs Committee voted againsr thi amendmenr r..k-
ing to remove the requirement of proof. In conrrasr, I
would appeal on behalf of the vasr majority of my
group ro the invqntiveness of the Commission to find
another way of prevenring such abuse rather rhan
evidence of resources.

Vhy, rhen, did the vasr majority of my group decide
not to supporr Mr Sieglerschmidt's amendmenr? There
are [wo imponanr reasons for this: firstly, if we intend
to set up frontiers for each orher's citizens, we do nor
want a[ the same time to introduce bureaucracy, and
as far as we can see, rhis measure would inevitably
result in rhat. The second major objection, one also
raised by the Legal Affairs Commirtee, is rhar an ele-
menr of arbitrariness might slip in here, because rhere
can be no doubr rhar the aliens police in our various
countries will be made responsible for inrerprering
these provisions and checking rhe validity of thl evid-
ence provided. Arbitrariness is a possibility, I would
not say a cenainty.

And. ar rhe very moment when we are seeking ro open
up the Europe of the Nine, soon ro be rhe Europi of
ten and even more Member States, for its citizens, we
must oppose bureaucracy and the possibiliry of the
police acring in an arbitrary manner. This resulred in
our rejecring by a large majority the amendment
tabled by Mr Sieglerschmidt, but I repear, Mr Davig-
non, we well understand your concern. There is, of
course, absolutely no point, because thar would be
throwing away rhe baby with the bath water, in our
introducing a freedom, wirh every good intenrion,
which becomes an impossibility becauie of large-scale
abuse. Ve feel rhat orher ways musr be found, ihar the
Commission musr rry to find our whether rhe Council
w-ould be willing ro accepr these provisions, in rhe light
of rhe two factors I have just mentioned. If we halto
choose berween no right of residence and a righr of
residence subject ro proof of sufficient resources, then
we.would, of course, agree ro such proof. That goes
withour saying. Ve should nor rherefore see rhis mat-
ter in such clear-cut rerms as I have put it. Hence my
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van Raay

appeal, on behalf of my group, to the Commission to
be as inventive as possible, in close consultation with
the Council, to prevent the freedom of European citi-
zens from being restricted by bureaucracy and arbi-
trary decisions.

(Applause)

could then be abolished. Moreover, the restriction
should be as narrow as possible and I agree that differ-
ent considerations apply to students. Many of us recall
rhat in our student days we were able to live for lim-
ited periods at less than subsistence level through the
hospimlity of other students, not arranged in advance,

and through unarranged casual work. Studenm should
be encouraged to travel widely in the Community and

they should be exempted. That exemPtion should
apply to those over 18 as well as under 18. I do not
know if the Commissioner was mistranslated when I
heard it said that his suggestion referred to those stu-
dents who were under 18.

I turn now to the recommendation relating to refu-
gees, another wonderful idea, but impracticable. It
would not help the refugees. Each country will say we

will take, for example, l0 000 refugees from Vietnam,
but if, on arrival in the European Community, all
those 90 000 refugeees were to be able to say they
would all settle in Holland, then the Community
would have to say tha[ we cannot take as many as

90 OoO. So it would not help them. Furthermore, in the
United Kingdom and maybe in other Member States

as well, we have the problem of the definition of
'national'. The proposal refers to 'nationals'. Now, not
all British nationals are nationals within the meaning
of Community law. This is a grave injustice to about
one million people who have full rights of citizenship
within the United Kingdom but do not have righr of
citizenship in the Community. It is a standing reproach
to the Community and it is a problem which must be

tackled and it must be overcome. But this directive is

not the place to do it, because it would mean an

amendment to the Treaty of Accession, where the
word 'national' was defined in the way which I have

described. It would be adding insult to injury to these

one million people in the United Kingdom who have

full civic righr in the Unircd Kingdom, if we were to
say to them, you may not have rights of residence

throughout the Community, but refugees from South
America and South Asia, and so on, may. So for these

reasons and because we consider that the 1951 Con-
vention on Refugees, to which all nine Member States

are signatories, gives refugees adequate Protection, we

cannot supPort that recommendation.

For these reasons I move the three amendments stand-
ing in the name of my BrouP and the additional
amendment standing on my own behalf and, if those

amendments are accepted - and they are acceptable,

as I understand it, to the Commission - this repon
will have the support of the overwhelming majority of
this House, excluding, I think, only the British Labour
members, whose reactionary approach to this existing
exciting directive is a matter of deep regret, although
not, I fear, unexpected.

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on

behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

President. - I call Mr Tyrrell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Tyrrell. - Mr President, this proposal is an

important landmark on the way to the creation of a

genuine Community of peoples. Nothing could do
rno.. to make the Community a reality for its citizens

than the right to move freely about it and reside where

they choose within it. Such righc will emphasize that
each citizen has a legitimate and personal interest in

the prosperity, security and well-being of all other
Member States. For this reason my grouP welcomes

the purposes of the proposal and I personally suPPort

Mr Gonella's amendment for the redefining of the

word 'family' to include all dependants. For the same

reason I share the hope that the right of residence

would be recognized, irrespecive of proof of means of
suPport.

However, the necessary conditions have first to be ful-
filled. This Parliament in its law-making capacity must

act responsibly having regard to what is practicable.

And I ask my good friend Mr Janssen van Raay,

whether in this respect he has not allowed his hean to
overrule his head, because no alternative Practicable
steps have in fact emerged. Ve must nol get carried

away at this sage by impracticable, idealistic visions.

Before requirement of proof of means of suPPon can

be made redundant, there must be considerable pro-
gress towards the cortvergence of social security struc-

iures. The Commission says in its proposal 'an exami-

nation of the laws of Member States has shown that in
some of them persons who do not have their own
means of subsistence are automatically granted social

security'. This is an understatement. In at least one

Member State, that is the Unircd Kingdom, there is a

legal duty on local authorities to provide accommoda-
tion, free of charge if necessary, for homeless persons

and this imposes a very heavy financial burden on the

inhabitants of the boroughs at the principal places of
enrry to the United Kingdom. It would be irresponsi-

ble of the United Kingdom or other sntes similarly
placed to take on this burden for a limirless number of
p..ront who have not the minimal means of suPport

ihat the proposal requires. At the Present time the

requirement, as suggested by the Commission, is

therefore, in my view, essential.

However, I welcomed Mr Davignon's suggestion that
there should be a review after five years to see if it
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Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, the Euro-
pean Community has been in exisrence and operation
since 1958, for 22 years in orher words. And the won-
derful thing is rhat all this rime the citizens of one
Member Stare have been regarded as foreigners in rhe
other Member Stare. Is ir really any wonder that it has
taken more than 20 years for us ro be foreigners in
each other's countries and thus subject to rhe national
provisions of legislation on aliens?

In the Unircd Kingdom, so dear to my hean, we used
to have to reporr to rhe immigration officer, as if we
were immigrants. Happily rhat is now a thing of the
past. I was once asked on arriving in England what the
purpose of my visit was. My answer ro rhose officiali
on British soil was always rhar I was working on hav-
ing them pensioned off as quickly as possible. This
situation has now fonunately changed, in rhat we no
longer need ro reporr rc rhe immigration officer: we
can enrer the United Kingdom with the Community
passport. So progress has been made in this respect.

I am glad that an Iralian veteran has inrroduced us ro
this subject marrer. He will know the history of
ancient Rome as well as I do. He will recall that
Emperor Caracalla, who was said to be mad, did do
one thing which was certainly not mad. In the year
212 he declared all inhabitanrs of the then Roman
Empire to be Roman citizens. And we, who have had
our Community for 22 years, are sdll nor European
citizens of the European Community. I have long been
pleading for Europe to be brought somewhar closer ro
the citizens. So what we are now doing here is very
close to my heart.

\7ith this directive we may now be on the righr path,
on the way to a Europe of the cidzens. Last time we
were discussing a European passporr.. This time we
have mlked abour a European stamp. So rhere are
really signs rhat we are bringing European citizens
closer together. Of course, we musr also have a Euro-
time, a Euro-driving licence, and a Euro-coinage.
People have no idea what countervailing duries at
frontiers are for. They will not understand anything
about the Communiry until they can rravel rhroughout
the Communiry using one kind of money, as can be
done in the Unircd States with the dollar and in Russia
with the rouble. I always say the Americans have dol-
lars, the Russians have roubles, and all we have are
troubles. But there must come a time when we can use
one kind of money rhroughout rhe Community rather
than six or seven kinds.

I also have some difficulry as regards the legal basis.'!Vhy must Anicle 235 be brought up again? After all,
Article 3 of the Treaty says rhar we wanr to bring the
citizens closer rogether. \flhy cannoc we refer to rhat?
Article 235 is always being quoted, in and out of sea-
son, and Anicle 55 has lirrle rc do wirh rhis subject
either, I find. And why is rhe direcrive again the cho-
sen form? All nine Stares will again be embroidering
away with rheir own legislation. !7ould ir not have

been better ro adop[ a European regulation? That is
the way ir should be, and thar's it. Binding on all cid-
zens. Not through rhe national administrations with
their bureaucra[ic nonsense again. Because we shall
not be spared this. It is all very well ro say rhar we
mus[ prevent bureaucracy, but we cannot avoid it in
rhis way. And we shall, of course, again have to face
rhe question of sufficienr resources.

Anicle I says rhar rhe Member States will abolish the
restricrions. Anicle 2 says thar the Member States will
grant the persons referred to in Anicle I the right to
leave their territory. Jusr imagine rhat after spending
some time in France or Britain I should not be able to
leave. That makes you laugh. It is rarher ridiculous.
The Commission is proposing a directive which states
that the Member State in which I have spent some
time will grant me rhe right to leave again. Just ima-
gine the French police saying, after I have spent three
weeks in Paris: you mus[ not leave Paris. I have every
respect for the Commission, bur this is preposterous.
And then ir says in Arricle 5 that citizens musr show
that they have sufficienr resources. And it also says
that the right of residence is dependent on the issue of
a documenr, a resident's card for citizens of Member
States. So I shall have ro queue up again for a resi-
dent's card. But whar is my position as long as I do not
have it? \7hat is rhe situarion rhen? I arrive in Paris
and say I want to sray rhere for three monrhs. Here I
am. Please ler me in. But I do nor yer have a card.

All I am trying to say, Mr Presidenr, is rhar legally this
is all still rather shaky. The directive could be
improved. The srrucrure could be improved, but in any
case I have ser my hean on this marter.

I have just one more comment to make. You can enter
my country wirh an identiry card. So can rhe French.
They have a cdrte d'identit6. \7ith rhat they can rravel
from Paris ro Amsrerdam. Bur I cannot go from my
country to Germany withour a passpon. And for rhat
passport I have to pay 50 guilders. Now I may be able
to afford rhar from my salary as a Member of rhe
European Parliamenr, bur I recenrly artended a mee[-
ing of I 500 German and Durch children in rhe East-
ern part of my country, and next year rhe Dutch chil-
dren would like to go ro Germany. But some of them
come from families with two or rhree children, and
they will have ro pay 50 guilders per child if the chil-
dren wanr [o cross rhe frontier into Germany. Papers
we need to enrer rhe various Member States still vary
considerably from one country [o another, so I cannot
go to Germany withour a passpon, while our French
cousins have rhe righr ro go ro rhe Vestern pan of our
country from Paris or Alsace wirh a simple carte
d'identit6, perhaps ro ger a personal glimpse of the pol-
lution of the Rhine.

President. - I call Mr Gillor ro speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.
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Mr Gillot. - (F) Mr President, the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats is happy to see the Com-

. mission proposing a directive which is not confined to
the free movement of workers but concerns all the citi-
zens of the Member States of the Community.

This proposal is an appreciable step forward, no doubt
about that. 'S7e agree with the rapporteur when he

warns against discriminating between workers and
others who are not carrying on an economic activity.
Ve also feel that the right of residence should be

,extended to the family of a national of a Member State
in the broad sense. But is it necessary, as [he report
proposes, to exclude the possibility of Member States

making the right of residence subject to proof of suffi-
cient resources? Ve would very much like to see this,
bur for rhe moment it seems scarcely possible, because

in several Member States people without resources of
their own automatically receive social benefits. Given
this fact, it is not hard to imagine the.influx of unem-
ployed workers into certain countries if this proposal
was maintained. The first essential is the.harmoniza-
tion of Member States' legislation on social assistance.

But until that is done, the Commission's proposal
seems ro us the only acceptable one.

Similarly, valid though it may be, the generous idea
put forward by the Legal Affairs Committee that state-
less persons and refugees from third countries residing
in a Community country should be accorded the same

facilides as Community nationals seems to us too
ambitious as the legislation and jurisprudence of the
Member States now stand.

To summarize, if the rapponeur's proposals are
accepted, there is a danger that the Member States will
be induced to invoke public order, health and security
as, preventing an excessive influx of foreigners and
rhen the outcome would be exactly the opposite of
what the rapporteur wants. Ppr this reason my group
will suppon the proposal for a directive submitted by
the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Bogh to speak on behalf of the
Group for the Techr.rical Coordinadon and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members.

Mr Bogh. - (DK) Mr President, we smaller Mem-
ber States have good reason to prick up our ears when-
ever a proposal is introduced on the basis of Article
235 of the Treaty of Rome, which essentially bypasses

all other anicles. This is true here too, in respect of
this proposal to remove the Member States' right to
documentary evidence that people coming from other
Communicy countries, including refugees and stateless

persons and their families, have means of subsistence
before issuing them with residence permits.

The intention is ostensibly to remove the last obstacles
to a humane and idealistic aliens policy, but, on closer
examination, this reform may have the opposite effect.

. It would force us in Denmark to reduce the qualiry of
our social services and to compromise our principles.
In the narure of rhings the destitute will always gravi-
tate towards those societies ofJering the highest social
security payments.

Denmark, being a small country with limircd
resources, could not afford to eupport all the people
who would be drawn there by its generous social secur-
ity arrangements. The report recognizes this problem,
stating that where appropriate other measures must
therefore be taken to resolve any difficulties that might
arise from the differences in the levels of national
assistance to which those without means are entitled.
The 'other measures' can of course only mean reduc-
ing the levels of assistance in the most advanced social
systems.

As a result of the economic crisis, we in Denmark are
in the middle of a political debate on the desirabiliry of
maintaining the high level of social services we have
always aimed at. Ve want this debarc and the resulting
decisions to remain an internal Danish political matter.
'!fle must at all costs avoid a situation where pressure
from without mighr be used as an argument by those
political panies s/ho are most keen to cut back our
raditionally generous social policy. That is my first
reason for opposing this proposal. My second is that
the implementation of this proposal would erect a bar-
rier between us in Denmark and our fellow Scandina-
vians. At the moment the situation is that immigration
control for the whole Nordic area lakes place at the
Dano-German border. If this border ceases lo operate
as it did in the past, Norway and Sweden will be

forced to set up their own checks on travellers arriving
from Denmark.

'!7e would thus, for the sake of an absract concePt,
the'European person', be forced to break our genuine
hisroric and cultural connection with our fellow Scan-

dinavian neighbours, and to undermine the social sys-

tem we are proud of; rhat is why we reject this pro-
posal.

President. - I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

Mr Sieglerschmidt. - (D) Mr President, with my
two minutes I should firstly like to thank the rappor-
teur and secondly to say that my Broup always sings
with at least three voices and thus achieves speaking
times which are completely unreasonable, thirdly rc
lend empharic support to the amendments suggested
by the Legal Affairs Committee and founhly to call on
the Commission, as Mr Janssen van Raay has done, to
adopt a different course in this matter. !fle are not
unaware of the difficulties, but there must be other
ways, for example by giving Member States affected
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Sieglerschmidt

by such phenomena the opponunity of defending
themselves againsr excessive numbers of foreign
nationals by some orher means. Fifthly, I should like rc
say thar I find rhe British amendment, which will be
explained in a momenr, panicularly inreresting
because we have from the same source an amendment
opposing the immigration policy of the presenr Brirish
Governmenr. Ir is evidently supposed to be more diffi-
cult for Europeans.

Finally, I would call on rhe Commission ro do every-
thing possible when this directive is discussed to make
the existing right of residence in rhe Member States
sufficienrly known and so enable Member Srares' au-
thorities responsible for aliens and rhe Courts ar lower
levels to apply rhe provisions of Community law gov-
erning the freedom of movemenr.

Mr President, in saying this, I am referring nor only to
other countries but ro my own as well. I will conclude
by emphasizing once again rhar this is a first srep on
the path which will rake us by means of a European
passport - nor simply rhis rarher quesrionable form
we are talking abour now - from citizenship of our
Member Stares to European citizenship.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Megahy.,

Mr Megahy. - I will be brief, Mr President. As rhe
Socialist Group did nor find time to serrle i$ position
on this matter I have no doubt that rhe view pur for-
ward by Mr Sieglerschmidt is the one rhat would uld-
mately have prevailed. However had they listened to
my oratory, perhaps they would have accepted my
amendment. As it stands it expresses a different view
from that put forward in this repon and stresses that
the political justification of this would be as a srep
towards European Union. Ir is argued in the docu-
ments before us rhar the first direct elecrions have
created an opportuniry of moving towards rhat goal.
'!f'hat I am suggesting in the amendmenr [har I put for-
ward is that the conditions in rhe Communiry at the
momenr are such as nor [o justify such a move rowards
what is called a Communiry of citizens. I feel rhar if
such a community is to come about, it must, be based
on a common bond, a feeling of citizenship amongsr
the members of the Community. If I look and if Mr
Tyrrell looks at rhe United Kingdom at rhe presenr
time, it is clear rhat there is a vast disenchanrmenr wirh
the EEC and no grear desire and no great wish at rhis
moment to move towards such a union. For these, and
for the many orher reasons which dme does not allow
me to explain, Mr President, we are suggesring thar a
certain period of time should elapse and that the pro-
pitious time ro consider rhis move would be afrer the
second direct elections when it will be possible to
decide whether rhe EEC can con[inue in its presenr

form. If it can rhat may well be rhe time ro conrem-
plate a further move.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri, chairman of tbe Legal lffairs Committee. -(1) Mr Presidenr, I have asked ro speak not only as the
third speaker for rhe Socialisr Group but also as chair-
man of the Legal Affairs Committee, which unani-
mously adopred, with one abstenrion, Mr Gonella's
superbly drafted and presenred reporr..

During the debate I have heard various speakers
expressing anxiety and advocating prudence and cau-
tion. It has been said rhar this directive could have ser-
ious consequences. It has been suggested, for example,
that the high level of social security benefits, in cenain
countries could be compromised by a hypothetical
massive influx from other countries of people in finan-
cial difficulties or of the unemployed. And so people
tend eirher ro rejecr this directive outrighr, arguing
that it is premarure - I should like to know when
would be the righr time to introduce rhese provisions

- or to rever[ ro the original text proposed by the
Commission which - if Comrnissioner Davignon will
forgive me for saying so - would in effect be rc rob
this important direcrive of any real significance. !fle
should be left simply with a roken, a symbol, the
importance of which I should be the last rc deny. If we
were to reinsrate in Anicle 4 the power of each srar.e ro
make right of residence dependent on evidence of suf-
ficient resources we should be doing norhing ro alrcr
the presenr siruarion. In fact, Mr Davignon, we
already have a situarion where any citizen of a Mem-
ber State can leave his own counrry - afrer all, under
a democracy everyone is free ro do so without a visa

- and can easily obtain a residence permit provided
he can show evidence of resources and can also show
that he is not in financial difficulties.

So, what are we rying to do with this directive rhat is
new? rUTe are rying to esmblish as a right somerhing
that is already embodied in national legislarions and is
pan of the democratic sysrem of the individual Mem-
ber States. By giving rhem rhe problem of ascenaining
sufficient resources we are allowing them -.Mr Jans-
sen Van Raay put it very well in committee - ro
extend bureaucracy to such an exrenr as to effecrively
render any righr of residence of citizens of the Mem-
ber States meaningless, and ro force on them such a
tangle of red tape and police invesrigarions as ro creare
a situation worse than we have at present.

Mr President, I ask Parliamenr ro be bold. The Legal
Affairs Commirtee, by its very narure, cannor be sus-
pected of indulging in dreams and fantasies. Many
people here have said: 'You have done well, bur you
have been too idealistic, you see rhe world as orher
than ir really is.' !fle believe that we have kepr our feet
firmly on the ground, rhar we have approached the
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Ferri

matter as a committee which, as I say, does not go in
for dreams and fantasies. By introducing these amend-
ments to the Commission's proposal for a directive we
have tried to give it real meaning and to comply with
both rhe letter and the spirit of the Treades by taking a

modest but imponant step on the road to European
Union, a first step in the creation of a true European
citizenship. Mr Davignon, I appreciated your sincerity
and your realism when you said to us: 'I have a great
deal of sympathy for what you are doing, but I must
tell you that, even if Parliament were to adopt the
amended texr proposed by the Legal Affairs Commit-
ree, the Commission would not be able to go along
with you because we know that there is already among
some of the Member States in the Council considera-
ble resistance to our own cautious text. !7'ho knows
how many more would oppose it if we agreed to
change it in line with the recommendations of the
Legal Affairs Committee and Parliament'.

Mr Davignon, I believe that the Commission must
show more fortitude on this issue, that it must exercise
its polirical auronomy even before the Council. Let the
Council, if ir so chooses, take on its shoulders the res-
ponsibility of rejecting a directive based on a text
amended by Parliament and adopted by the Commis-
sion. Then everyone will be politically responsible for
their own actions. Bur let us not betray the people, let
us not betray our own fellow citizens, let us not put
ourselves in the position of having to tell them that we
have issued a new directive on the right of residence,
when a directive containing such limitations would in
fact be a negation of that right.

In conclusion, I have to say that I do not believe that
there is any likelihood of a mass migration from coun-
tries with lower living standards to other countries.
Ve know very well that this will never happen, that
such an idea flies in the face of economic and social
realiry. And so, to put this forward as a reason is sim-
ply an excuse on the part of a petty, narrow-minded
bureaucracy, in the name of a fear that we have to
overcome, to stand in the way of progress towards
European Union. I appeal to you to give your support
to rhe amended text of the Legal Affairs Committee, a

rext rhat rhe committee has itself endorsed.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Gonella.

Mr Gonella, rapporteur. - (L Mr President, it
really is very sad that such an imponant debate should
have to be concluded during a single sitting and after
such an essentially abstract discussion on a matter in
which - as Mr Davignon rightly said - we have a

tremendous responsibiliry

However, I thank Mr Ferri for saying vinually what I
wanted to say myself with such conviction and fer-

vour. Mr Davignon, we too are aware of the difficul-
ties and possible effecrs of implementing this or that
provision. In such a situation one needs more than just
the courage of one's convictions, one must also have
the will to accept the challenge that new problems pre-
senr, along with all the attendant frustrations. There
was once an Italian by the name of Caracalla - actu-
ally he was nor an Italian but a Latin and thereTore
more courageous than the Italians - who conferred
cirizenship on all subjects of the Empire. No such
boldness is called for in this case. All we are endea-
vouring to do is to draw up a set of provisions that in
fact, we believe, would be compatible with the existing
legislation 'in the other Srates, except for the few
changes that wilI be necessary.

'S7e are here to stimulate and guide progress in the
legal domain along a parh rhat will best serve the inter-
ests of the Communiry. There are two ways of
obstructing progress: either by saying 'no', which
achieves nothing, or by saying 'yes' with a few 'buts',
which would in practice result in a set of bureaucratic
provisions or in conditions that would make it better
to have said 'no' in the first place. Neither option is

acceptable to us. Much as we regre[ having to disagree
with rhe arguments put forward by chairman of the
committee, whose fair-mindedness we are bound to
acknowledge, we shall take our courage in both hands
and press for the text approved vinually unanimously
by the committee.

I wish ro rhank everyone who has spoken in the debate
for their kind remarks. I regret not having the time to
go deeper into some of the issues raised. The road to
any meaningful legislative unification of the European
Community, if we have the will to pursue it, is bound
ro be strewn with obstacles.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I should very briefly like to make a number
of comments of a rechnical nature before broaching
the political problem raised by the chairman of the
Legal Affairs Committee and by Mr Gonella. I am not
known for my timidity, and I should therefore like to
say a word or two on this subject.

The Commission accepts the amendments proposed by
rhe Legal Affairs Committee subject to what I shall be

saying presently about Article 4. The Commission
does not, of course, share Mr Megahy's view. I do not
understand the logic of suggesting what amounts to
doing nothing for people to improve their opinion of

::.r.:.:--r.ity. 
The Commission cannot adopt that
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Davignon

I was rather surprised to hear Mr Bogh say thar rhe
implementation of rhe directive on the right of resid-
ence would affecc rhe agreemenrc between the Nordic
countries. This is nor rrue, Mr Bogh. The directive has
nothing to do with marrers reladng to idenrity docu-
ments required for freedom of movement. The sirua-
tion at the German-Danish fronrier will remain, after
rhe implemenrarion of rhis direcdve, exactly the same
as before. I hope thar Mr Bogh will take note of whar I
have said and that there will be no spreading of infor-
mation which conflicrs with the legal basis of the text.
As the rapporteur and Mr Ferri have so rightly said,
the directive concerns rhe cidzen's righr of residence,
which is completely different from the right to cross a
frontier. You can oppose this directive, Mr Bogh, but
nol on such grounds, which are irrelevant to the con-
tent of the directive.

I now come to Article 4. I admired the eloquence of
Mr Ferri and Mr Gonella. All of us here have long
been fighting to give rights to the citizens. I thank all
Members who have supponed this proposal. I fully
share Mr Sieglerschmidr's senriment, and we shall be
making known what action we take in favour of rhe
citizens. A suggestion I should like m make is that all
our information offices might conduct an information
campaign, in which the Commission and Parliament
might join forces. You perhaps did not understand
what I said, Mr Tyrrell, but we. agree ro the amend-
ment. concerning young people under 18 who are stu-
dents. On the subject of subsisrence rights Mr Ferri
says with great eloquence rhar if any conrrols what-
soever are mainrained, the citizens will be given a
promise, while the situation will remain as ir is, and
that would be a sham. I would draw his arrcnrion ro
two remarks I have made. I said that it would no lon-
ger be a possibiliry but a right for rhe citizen. Ve are
going to consider, as Mr Janssen van Raay and Mr
Sieglerschmidt have invircd us ro do, ways of avoiding
the difficulty raised by differences in social provisions.
It would be a corruption of the sysrem, Mr Ferri, if
people living in border areas decided ro serrle on rhe
other side of the fronder because the social sysrcm
there was betrer. This might result in real difficuldes at
times of crisis. \7e musr also see what is valid in the
argumenm of our opponenm. It is a genuine risk
because social benefits and the conditions attached t6
them are no[ the same everywhere.

I therefore realize rhat the objective of the present text
may not be achieved because rhe phrase 'sufficient
resources' can be interpreted in such a way that the
right of residence is refused. \7e will qy to improve
the proposal so that ir represenrs real, rather than sim-
ply symbolic progress. I feel it will be possible by tak-
ing the various national laws as a basis. Since we are
talking abour a right, Mr Gonella, Mr Ferri, and not a
possibilitn the citizen will be able to apply to the
Couns. Ve are doing away with arbirariness, and rhe
citizen must rherefore be able ro invoke provisions
which are clearly worded and betrer worded than
those that already exist. !7e entirely agree on rhar. Ve

will be looking inro rhis and rrying ro draft a text such
that the national of a Communiry country has the
same righm as the citizen of rhe host counry. The
Commisiion will try to find wording which ieflects
what the rapponeur wants. I hope you will symparhize
and mke accounr of the difficulty encountered in
trying to prevenr rhis difficulty being used to spoil the
sysrem. As Mr Berkhouwer has said, 22 years after the
establishment of the Community we cannot conrent
ourselves with symbols

That, then, Mr Presidenr, was what I wanted !o say,
with the same conviction as Mr Gonella, Mr Ferri and
the other speakers. I undertake, on behalf of the Com-
mission, to ensure that the texr we shall be putting to
the Council canno[ be used in a way other than
inrcnded. Ve well understind the wishes of the Legal
Affairs Committee and of the vast majority of Parlia-
ment, who will be voting on this text tomorrow. But if
we are to succeed, faith is essenrial. I also undertake to
keep the Legal Affairs Commirtee up-to-date on rhe
course of the debarc with the Council, so rhat rogerher
we may be able ro come to another political assess-
men[ tomorrow and decide if we must be more radical
in one direction or more provisional in another to
ensure progress is made. And, I can assure you, the
Commission will not be making this assessment alone:
it will be making it in agreement with the Council and
Parliament. If it found that this righ[ of residence was
no more than a symbol and-not a reality, the Commis-
sion - for this I also accept responsibility - would
withdraw irc proposal, because it does nor wanl any
pretence when the destiny of European citizens is at
stake.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Bogh for a personal comment.

Mr Bogh. - (DK) Mr President, I can tell Mr Dav-
ignon that every week the Danish police arrest Turks
at the border .on their way ro Sweden. This action is
carried out by agreement with rhe Swedish authorities,
because these people are without means. Vhat he said
is therefore incorrect.

President. - I call Mr Bonde on a point of order.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) Yes this is a point of order. I
shopld like to defend my friend and colleague Jorgen
Bogh againsr the accusarion thar he is nor telling rhe
truth.

Is it not true, Mr Davignon, that, in rhe Commission's
view the proposal, based on Anicle 235 means, among
other things, that ...
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President. - That is not a point of order. I cannot
allow you to extend the debarc.

I shall give Mr Davignon a chance to reply.

Mr Davignon, Member of'the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I feel I should have a talk with Mr Bogh in
a momen[ because there has obviously been a misun-
derstanding or confusion over two types of document.
I am in no way questioning Mr Bogh's sinceriry. I sim-
ply said that the Commission's proposal does nothing
to change the present situation. I also said that even if
rhe condition concerning sufficient resources was,
omitted, it would only allow a citizen of the Commu-
nity to cross a frontier as long as he had the document
required. It would not enable him rc stay for longer
than a cenain period or to benefit from the various
social laws.

I rhink it would be better for me to discuss this with
Mr Bogh. If he is not convinced, he can still say so

when it comes to the voting on Thursday. I think I can
persuade him, and his colleague, with the text to back
me up. \7hat they believe they see in the text - and I
am not doubting their sincerity - does not corre-
spond to the Commission's intentions.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vorc at
the next voting dme.

14. Urgentprocedure

President. - I have received three motions for reso-
ludons with a request for urgent procedure, pursuant
rc Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure :

- from Mr Donnez and others, on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group, on EEC/United States rela-

. tions in the field of steel (Doc. l-92/80),

- from Mr Van Minnen and other on the attempted
suppression of the freedorn of the media (Doc. l-93/
80),

- from Mr Prag and other on the hosmges held at the
American Embassy in Tehran (Doc. 1-98l80).

The reasons supponing the request for urgent proce-
dure are contained in the documenm themselves.

I shall consult Parliament on these requests at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

15. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Vednesday, 15 April 1980, with the following agenda:

9 a.tn. to 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 P.m.i

- Decision on the various requests for urgent procedure
I

| - Vote on requesrc for an earlyvote

- Joint debate on thc Rey report on relations between
Parliament and the Commission, the Scott-Hopkins
resolution on the repon of the Committee of '$7ise

Men on the European Institutions and the Blumenfeld
repon on Greece's accession to the Community

- Ruffolo report on the European Moneary System

5.30 to 7 p.m.:

- Question Time (questions to the Council and the
Foreign Ministers).

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at 7.10 p.n.)
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2. Documents leceioed

President. - I have received from the Council sev-

eral requesm for an opinion. Details will be found in
the minutes of proceedings.

3. Decision on r,ngeflcy

President. - The first item is the decision on the
urgency of various motions for resolutions.

Ve shall begin with the motions for resolutions on the
situation in Iran. In addition to the two motions which
I announced yesterday had been tabled, I have been

notified of several others on the same subject. In view
of this, I propose that Parliamen[ vote on whether a
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President

debate on the situation in Iran should be placed on the
agenda under urgent procedure pursuanr to Rule 14.

I call Mr Scort-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins - Madam President, on behalf of
my group I beg to move rhat this should be treated as
an urgenr matter and that ir should come onto our
agenda. I do not rhink anybody here can doubr the
case for urgent debarc, bearing in mind that the Coun-
cil of Foreign Ministers will be meering on Monday to
discuss these matters, following the request from the
President of the United States rhat the European
Community should suppon this country's acrion in
trying to get rhe release of rhe hostages from rhe US
Embassy in Tehran. Therefore I put it ro rhe House
and to you, Madam President, that there is a definirc
need to have this marrer discussed, so rhar not only
our constituents in Europe bur also the world will
know what action this House believes should be taken
[o demonstrate our suppon for the United States in
the very difficult and dangerous situation developing
in the Middle East. One does not wanr [o exaggera[e
its imponance, but I rhink it is without doubt one of
the mosr serious situations which has arisen since 1945.

\7hat day we debate it, Madam Presidenr, is up to the
House to decide. As you know, I hoped as a matter of
counesy it would be today, but I believe rhar will not
be possible. Nevenheless, the sooner we can debarc
this the betrer.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Madam President, we do not think
there is any call for urgency on rhis marter where pro-
cedure and conren[ are inexricably linked. There is no
call for urgency because in the middle of lasr Novem-
ber the House adopted a resolurion which outlined in
very specific [erms our condemnation of the aurhori-
ties in Iran.

On l5 November rhe House adopted anorher resolu-
tion, the first having been tabled by our fellow Social-
ist, Mr Schwanzenberg, by Mrs Veiss, condemning
the conducr of the Iranian authorities who were guilry
of flagrantly violating human rights as universally
defined.

The usk today is ro assess exactly whar means can be
used to get the hostages freed. But we see from the
third version of rhe document which has been mbled
that there is no rejection of force and thar the break-
ing off of diplomatic relations between the Nine and
Iran is seen as a possibility. There are other measures
which are not pur forward and which we could discuss
if there were in facr to be a debate. As for the Socialisr

Group, Madam President, we do not feel that rhe con-
tent of the documenr under consideration really merits
urgent procedure.

Presideat. - I call Mr Baillot.

Mr Baillot. - (F) Madam President, on behalf of the
French Members of the Communist and Allies Group
let me say that we are against urtent procedure. 'We

are well aware of whar is happening in Iran. !7e have
had an opponunity in the past to say what we think
and we are quite ready to do so again if need be, but
this has nothing to do with whar rhe real point is
today. \7hat we have to consider here is whether this
Assembly, the European Parliament, is going to ler
itself be dicated to by a Jimmy Caner who is cam-
paigning for reelection rc the presidenry and who is
ready to exploir anything for the sake of thar c[m-
paign. In a recenr interview wirh four European relevi-
sion companies, Caner asked rhe nine countries of the
Furopean Community for a prompt show of suppon
for America and for sanctions against Iran. Vriting on
the situadon in Iran, a French evening newspaper
commented on Monday that the US President was
forcefuily reaffirming American leadership and thar at
the risk of offending many people in Europe he was
showing no symparhy for those who offered only
halfheaned supporr. Ve do nor wanr anything to do
with American leadership and we refuse ro kowtow to
Caner and his vote-carching ploys. That is why we are
going to vote against urgenr procedure.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangcmann. - (D)Madam Presidenr, on behalf
of the Liberal and Democraric Group I want ro urge
that the morions nbled on this subject be dealt with is
a matter of urgency. The Socialisr Group's argumen[ is
unconvincing. I agree., we have already had resolutions
on this matter, but things have changed since then. As
for whar the Communist spokesman jusr said, it rein-
forces our intention ro press for urgency. \[hy? The
reason is not because we are ready to kowtow to the
US President or the Iranian Government, or to anyone
else for that matter. The predominanr reason is that
the European Community must make its own opinion
be heard on this difficulr situation and at the same
time achieve a dual aim: firstly, to free at long last the
hapless victims of this assault on inrernationaL law and
human rights, and secondly, to defuse a situation
which as a result of the action by the Iranian militants
'has become a threar ro peace both in this area and in
the whole world. This is what it is all abour If there is
a call for rhe severing of diplomatic relations in the
text referred to by Mr Glinne, that is by no means a
last resort. My group tried again last night to phrase
things differently, and the question of urgency ihould
not be made ro depend on what is in one motion or
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Bangemann

another. There are several motions on the table. It was

only at seven o'clock last night, when we were all
meeting, that we heard that the Socialist and Com-
munists Groups would have no objection to urgency,
provided urgent procedure were adopted for all the
motions so that they could be debated on Friday. I fail
to understand why there has been such a rapid change

of mind. How can you draw up an agenda when a

large group, the biggest group in the House, does a

complete about-turn between seven o'clock and half
past seven?

(Applause)

This is a form of conduct which the House can well
do without.

To sum up, we have no Intension of kowtowing to
anyone. But we also see no reason why the Foreign
Ministers of the Community should reach decisions -
as we hope they will - on this matter in the coming
weeks without some indication of what this Parliament
thinks. This is what it is all about, no more and no
less !

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr Blumenfeld. - (D) Speaking on behalf of the

Group .of the European People's Pany, let me say'

Madam President, that I second the last speaker, Mr
Bangemann, and that we find it incomprehensible that
the Socialist Group should go back on what its chair-
man said ar the meeting with you last night, i. e. that
they were in favour of having this crucial issue dis-

cussed by the European Parliament, whereas now rhey

are saying there is no case for urgency and they seem

ro want to postpone the whole matter until the Greek

calends.

In view of the Council meeting which is scheduled for
2l April next, we believe that the opinion of this freely
etectid European Parliament on this imperative and

politically charged issue should be made known to the

President-in-Office at this time, at a time which you
could say marks a turning point in this fraught situa-

tion. The Group of the European People's Pany was

in favour of doing this today, but if there are obstacles

connected with procedure or the agenda in the way,
Friday will have to do.

At their meeting in Lisbon the Foreign Ministers
adopted a position on Iran. Ve welcomed that. Ve
now want. 

-to 
inform them of where we stand and

therefore, Madam President, we are in favour of
urgency. \7e fail ro comprehend the lack of political
awareness exhibited by the Socialist Group in this Par-
liament.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Gillot.

Mr Gillot. - (F) Madam President, we naturally
suppon the request for urgent procedure which has

been tabled. It seems quite straightforward rc us. Con-
sequently, there is nothing I want to say on this Point,
but on the manner of dealing with it.

There are certain topics which by virtue of their signif-
icance and seriousness need a number of conditions to
be fulfilled in order to be debated. This is of course

rrue in the case of Iran. The point is that we have been

rcld that we shall be called on to discuss the matter on
Friday morning. I know that people will say that Fri-
day is a day like any other and in theory this is rue,
but in practice there are seldom many Members in the
Chamber on Friday mornings. I do not think it would
be proper for the House to discuss such a serious sub-
ject with the Chamber more than. half empty. Respect

for this Parliament, for its credibility and for the ser-

iousness of the subject in hand is at stake here.

I strongly protest against deferring this vital debate for
procedural reasons to Friday morning. I urge the
House to discuss this matter today, or tomorrosr at
the very latest.

(Applause)

President. - I call Lady Elles.

Lady Elles. - Madam President, on behalf of my
group: it is clear that we support the urgbncy of this
motion, having been iw originators. Of course we have

understood that it was difficult to hold this debate

rcday and we have conceded that it should be held on
Friday. However, I am absolutely amazed at the reac-
tion of the Socialist Group. Every day that these hos-
tages are held contrary to the rules of international
law and all diplomatic convention, the urgenry of this
matter for every democraric assembly of the world
increases and will continue to do so until these hos-
[ages are released.'!7hen one considers that the Social-
ist Group has been granted urgent procedure to dis-
cuss the results of the assassination of an archbishop

- however good and holy a man he was, he is, alas,

already dead - and yet they cannot take pan or con-
sider urgent procedure for a debate concerning the
lives and the safety of people who are being held hos-

[age, one is filled with incredulity that such a party can

reason in such a way and dare again to speak of
upholding human righm. It is intolerable.

(Applause)
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Elles

Secondly, Madam President, if this Parliamenr is to
have any aurhority at all, surely it is its dury and obli-
gation to advise rhe Foreign Ministers before they
meet on Monday as to whar line and what policy they
should take.

(Applause)

If we are being accused of following rhe line of America
withour consultarion, ir will not be our fault but the
fault of those people over rhere who refuse to debare
the issue before our Foreign Ministers meet. on Mon-
day. I rherefore supporr. rhe urgency of this morion.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Fand.

Mr Fanti. - (I) Madam President, since the marrer
has been brought up, I should like rc remind the
House of whar was discussed at yesrerday's meeting of
the group chairmen.

Ve in rhe Communist Group have absolutely nothing
against this debate and we reserve the righq when rhe
time comes, ro give our opinion on rhe problems
which will be raised and considered on Fridiy. !7hat
we do object to - and it seems rhat Mr Glinne does as
well - is that rhe work of Parliament is being turned
upside down, along wirh the agenda which we
adopted at Monday's sitting.

'!7e feel rhere is also a justification for voring againsr
urgency, since we cannot. give our support rc the rea-
sons put forward by the authorsof rhese morions for
the simple reason rhar Parliament has already on sev-
eral occasions made irs views known, and I do nor see
how we can add anyrhing to what we said as recently
as a month ago.

As I said, we shall be ready to discuss the matrer on
Friday but in the meantime we are against urgenr pro-
cedure for these motions.

President. - I call Mr Capanna.

Mr Capanna. - 0 The Iranian problem obviously
needs to be considered wirhout delay, Madam presi-
dent, but these motions have been tabled in far too
much of a rush. \7ith us here is Mr Colombo, rhe
newly appointed Foreign Minisrer in rhe Imlian Gov-
ernmenr and, by vinue of this posr, the Presidenr-in-
Office of rhe Foreign Minisrers meering in political
cooperarion. The logical thing ro do would be for the
House to hear a sraremenr by Mr Colombo, who
could reporr on rhe recent Lisbon summir as well. This
is whar we need. I think there has been far roo much
of a rush to table requesc for urgency which have

been mainly promprcd by the desire ro ensure this par-
liament's unreserved supporr for the extremist srance
of the Presidenr of rhe Unired States.

In my view, we have to ask Mr Colombo ro give us a
detailed rundown of the posirions of rhe nine govern-
menm of the Member States of the Communitn \7hen
we have heard this, Parliament can discuss rhe matter
quite independently - wirhour being dictated to by
the nine governmenrs - and decide on its response to
the conflict between Iran and the US. Otherwise, we
are just making a show about the fate of the 49 hos-
tages, who - I agree - are being held illegally in the
embassy in Tehran. The point is thar when rhere was a
requesr for urgency on the subject of 4OO Indians held
in isolarion by the US Government in the very hean of
America, rhe requesr was rurned down. The political
manipulation and warmongering designs are obvious
in these motions which go as far as rc call for what the
governmen[s of the Nine have not even yet dared to
do: rhe severing of diplomaric relarions with Iran.

President. - I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Madam Presidenr, rhe ques-
tion at the moment does not concern the substanCe of
these morions which have been tabled but rather
whether rhe topic of Iran should again be discussed as
a matter of urgency. My reply is affirmative. It is true
that I share Mr Glinne's reluctance on this matrer, in
connection wirh last November's resolution, bur I have
this to say to him and to Mr Fanti and to rhe others:
five months have passed since then. In the meantime
the hopes of rhose involved have blossomed and with-
ered. In the meanrime rhat srubborn old cleric in Iran

- who obviously chinks thar his own convictions are
more importanr rhan world peace and human and civil
rights - has been making funher pronouncemenrs.
The question here is nor whether we should busy our-
selves with what rhe American Presidenr has asked.
The opponuniry will arise on Friday if urgency is
adopted.

'!7hen I consider how many subjecrs of much less sig-
nificance are given urgenr rreatmenr by the House,-I
fail to see why we should nor deal with this viral issue,
especially as the opinion of the European Parliamenr
might be useful for the Foreign Ministers who have a
mee[ing scheduled for next week. \7e should nor miss
this opponuniry ro express our views on rhis urgen[
and sordid affair. I shall be voring in favour of
urgency.

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F)Madam Presidenr, we are talking
about differenr rexrs. On rhis morning's agenda wi
have a motion for a resolution by Mr Fergusson, Mr
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Blumenfeld, Mr Berkhouwer and Mr Rey. The text
refers to the suspension of diplomaric relarions wirh
Tehran, which is obviously a step of some magnirude.
On the other hand, in Document l-78/80 rhere is no
mention of any political step of this kind . . .

President. - Mr Glinne, the matter under discussion
at the moment is wherher in fact we should have a

debate on Iran. Ve are not concerned about this or
that motion for a resolution since, as I said earlier, the
debate will cover all the morions which have been
tabled.

Does this meet with your approval, Mr Glinne?

Mr Glinne. - (F) I am sorry, Madan{ Presidenr. I
was not paying attention. If we are going to have a
debate on all the motions, including the one put for-
ward by our group, we have no more objections.

President. - The matter is seltled, Mr Glinne, prov-
ided your motion is mbled in good dme.

I put to the vote the request for urgent procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

I call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr Blumenfeld. - (D) Madam President, I am
speaking on behalf of the Group of the European Peo-
ple's Pany, the European Democratic Group and the
Liberal and Democradc Group. In view of the decision
which has just been taken on urgent procedure and
since the President of the Co\rncil is in agreement, I
propose that we make a start with the debate on Iran
this afternoon. It is now necessary.

(Applause)

Now rhat the majority of the Socialist Group has ac-
knowledged the urgency of this whole affair, I think
thar we ought to inform the President-in-Office of
Parliament's position on this matter. I also think that
Parliament ought to hear what the President-in-Office
has to say about the situation. I propose that we smn
the debate this afternoon.

(Applause)

President. - Speaking time for this afternoon's
debate has already been allocated. I am wondering if
the urgent debate you want will have to be slotted into
the speaking time which is scheduled.

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Madam President, the group
chairmen decided yesterday morning that all the
urgent debates based on Rule l4 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure would be placed on the agenda for Friday.
Furthermore, the same group chairmen decided yes-
rcrday afternoon that if there was to be a debate on
Iran it would be on Friday.

I fully appreciate that when the President of she Coun-
cil makes his statement shortly on the general political
situation of the Community and its position in the
world, he may indicate what stance rhe Council is

going ro adopr on this affair of the hostages in Tehran.
However, if you want the groups to give their vievrs in
a proper fashion, can we have a debate with a set of
documents including all the mo[ions for resolutions
from all the groups in the House who want to take the
rrouble of tabling such texts?

S7e cannot agree [o a debate this afternoon on
motions for resolutions when our group will not have
tabled its text until tomorrow morning. I ask the other
groups to play fair and to do the gentlemanly thing
which is required in situations like this. Let us hear
what the President of the Council has rc say this after-
noon, but let us keep the debate for Friday morning
when we shall have all the modons to go on.

President. - I call Mr Fanti.

Mr Fanti. - (l) l, too, have something to say,
Madam President, about this prepos[erous request we
have heard from Mr Blumenfeld. Yesterday, as Mr
Glinne has just pointed out, an aBreement was reached
by the group chairmen. This agreement has [o be res-
pected. If it is not going to be respected, I request that
the sitting be suspended and that we have a new meet-
ing of the group chairmen, together with the President
of the House.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.

Mrs Cassanmatnego Cerretti. - (I) Madam Presi-
denr, I think we ought ro change the agenda along
these lines. Firstly, we shall discuss the Ruffolo
report in accordance with the pr€sent agenda.
Secondly, we shall ask the President of the Council to
make a statement on Iran, as it would be a good idea
to take advantage of his presence in the Chamber
roday. Thirdly, if possible, we shall have the debate. If
this turns out to be impossible, we shall defer it in line
with the Bureau's decision. These are the proposals
which I put forward on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany.

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, my col-
leagues will remember that it was yesterday that I
asked, panicularly in the meeting of group chairmen,

- I am sure that Mr Glinne will remember this - that
we should have this debate on Iran today. I even
offered to give up the time which was to be given to
the debate on the motion for a resoludon concerning
the institutions. I was supponed by colleagues in the
EPP and rhe Liberal and Democratic Group. Mr
Glinne will remember that.

You will recall, Madam President, that he then said on
behalf of his group that if we pursued this course there
would.be a complete disruption of the House's affairs
by his group, whereupon I replied thqt if his group was
going to behave in that way, then 'with the greatest
reluctance' - he will remember that these were my
very words - I would not pursue my demand, t

because I do not believe that this House should be
brought into disrepute. I do not believe that this issue
of Iran and the hostages held there is of such slight
imponance that it should be messed around by hun
dnour propre, which is what, in point of fact, this is all
about. Ve all of us know that it is while the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council is here that we should
be debating this marter. \7e all know this, Madam
President. It is merely a question of finding the time
and the means to do so.

\7e all of us wanr it. Most of the honourable Members
in the Socialist Group, most of them, would want to
have this debate in the presence of the Presidenr-in-
Office of the Council. Cenainly my group, rhe Liberal
Group and the EPP wish this to mke place, and that is

the majority of this House, Madam President. In the
light of what has happened in the past, I ask you to put
it to the House that we should have this debate rhis
afternoon, starting at 3 p.m. and running for an hour
and a half.

(Applause)

Prcsident. - Ve shall interrupt the proceedings in
order to convene a meering of the group chairmen.

The sitting will be suspended for a few minutes.

(The sitting was suspended at 9.3) a.m. and resr4med at
10.25 a.m.)

President. - The sining is resumed.

I call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr. Blumenfeld. - (D) Madam President, I wish to
withdraw my earlier request to have the debare this
afternoon. This will make it possible to reach an alter-
native solution.

President. - I mke note of your statement, Mr Blu-
menfeld. Parliament will be informed in about an hour
of when we,can have the debate on Iran.

o*o

President. - \7e shall now consider the motion for a

resolution (Doc. 1-92/80) tabled by Mr Donnez and oth-
ers on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Groap:
EEC-US relations in the steel sector.

I call Mr Donnez.

Mr Donnez. - (F) Madam President, by stressing
the urgency of this matter, I think we can show that in
the Liberal and Democratic Group we do not take our
orders from President Caner.

There has been a wave of protectionisr moves by US
sreel concerns, and especially by Union Steel which has
just initiated anti-dumping propeedings against a num-
ber of European steel producers. Seven European
countries are involved. This could stop European steel
products from reaching the American market, which
would naturally be an immediate and daunting se$ack
for steel production in the Communiry.

The legal motivation of these anti-dumping proceed-
ings was the recent decision of the US Government to
suspend the trigger prices which fixed the prices of
steel imponed into the United States at adequate lev-
els. The immediate result of this suspension of the trig-
ger price system may be unbridled competition from
third world countries which will undercut European
prices. They will make it extremely difficult for us to
find oudets for our steel on the American market.

I gather that there are some groups, and particularly
our colleagues from the United Kingdom, who do not
feel shere is any call for urgenry. I am quite willing to
accept an amendment seeking to refer the marter to
the relevant committee, so that it can draw up a tho-
rough repon and give its opinion on the matter. The
immediate problem, however, is still the threat to 10-
15 000 jobs in the sreel indusrry. I say 'immediate'
because in my view it is up to the Commission to take
every step to ensure that the American authorities

- reintroduce the rigger price system as soon as possi-
ble, in order [o protect the steel industry in Europe.
The need for urgency seems obvious to me, and I rust
that the House will share the same view.

President. - I call Mr Manin.

Mr Martin. - (F) Madam President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, there is an urgenr need for a debate on rhe
steel industry. This Parliament really must make up irs
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mind to consider the genuine fears of the workers in
this sector which is such an important pan of our
economies. It is absolurcly vital for these workers and
for the steel industry in France and other countries of
the Community that we draw up plans for pruning the
steel industry.

There are people in this Parliament who ry to hood-
wink us, and the workers, into believing that the Com-
munity is really standing up for the steel indusries in
the various countries of the Community and that it is

againsr American protectionism. Nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth. There is talk of trade wars, and

dumping, of protectionism and competitiveness. There
can be no denying rhese things exist. You only have to
think of all the obstacles that the capitalist nations put
up ar their frontiers to realize this.

The essential point in all this is quite different, how-
ever, and much more down to earth. The fact is that
60 000 steel workers lost their jobs between 1975 and
1978 and another 110000 will be getting their cards
before 1981. In France 45 000 workers will have lost
their jobs between 1978 and 1980. Plants are being
shut down everywhere. '

You do not have to look very far to find those who are
behind this catastrophe. It is the European Commis-
sion and the governments of the Nine who are pushing

through these restructuring plans. \7hat you are trying
to protect these days is not our steel industry, because

you are wrecking it by laying off workers and dismant-
ing the planm. \7hat you are trying to safeguard is
this competitiveness, as you call it,'based on closures
and unemployment so that a restrictcd number of
foundry owners can benefit.

'Sfle cannot accept this because there is another way of
going about things. Ve have to do away with these
ausreriry policies which are curbing economic growth
and having a demoralizing impact on workers' wages.
Ve have so boost popular spending and investment on
public and social facilities in panicular. 'We have to put
a tax on capital and profits and give an adequate boost
to the incomes of the workers. Tlris is the only way we
are going to create the right climate for increased steel
production, in France as elsewhere.

Ve are not going to play along with you as long as

rhere is a need to develop our steel industry.'!/e have
ro produce more and expand and diversify the range
of products instead of axing some of them, because

there are lor of markem which need to be filled. Ve
shall be voting in favour of urgency. The dme has

come when we really must oppose the Davignon plan.

President. - I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, this is obviously a very imponant issue and

we are worried about the social implications. How-
ever, we intend to vote against urgency on this tough
problem and we have three reasons for doing so.

Firstly, what the Commission is being asked to do has

already been done. According to information which
may be confirmed at eny moment, the Commission
has already lodged a formal protest.

Secondly, the Commission is asked to make every
effon to ensure that the consensus is respected. How-
ever, [he Commission has already made a public state-
ment to the effect that this was foremost among its
concerns and it has already initiarcd a procedure in
conjunction with the United States in order to work
out an agreement and avoid protectionist measures.

Thirdly - and this is a point mentioned by Mr Don-
nez earlier - in two or three months' time we shall
find ourselves in the position of having to suppon the
Commission on proposals which will be put before us,

and I think it would be better at that time if we had
some kind of proposal which had been drawn up in
committee, a committee which will have had the
opportunity tackling this ricky subject.

For these reasons, Madam President, I beg the House
to reject urgency on this matter.

President. - I call Mrs Lizin.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) Madam President, with the aim of
getting something done the Socialist Group will vote
in favour of urgency for this motion for a resolution.
Ve do not want to go into the ins and oum of the mat-
rer but simply tackle the essential issue which in our
view is urgent.

The point is that for a large pan of the European steel

industry - the industry in $(allonia, for example -
this matter deserves to be discussed without delayr In
the last few days there has been a change in one

important factor in this case between Union Srcel and

the European Commission, and that is the attitude of
the other American steel manufacturers.

The Socialist Group will therefore support this request
for urgent procedure.

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Fred Catherwood. - I agree, Madam President,
that this is a very urgent matter. But it is extremely dif-
ficult to see what can be decided in an urgent debate

rhis week. I think we should accept the extreme
urgency of the matter and I suggest that this resolution
be referred at once to the competent committees.
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President. - I put to the vore the request for urgent
procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

The motion for a resolution will be placed on rhe
agenda of Friday's sirting.

:t+

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-93/80) by Mr Van Minnen and oth-
ers : Attempted suppression offreedom of the media.

I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Madam President, we have
tabled this motion for a resolution as a result of rhe
television film 'Death of a Princess', which has already
been shown by some TV companies and which may or
may not be broadcast by others. Ve may even be able
to lift the debate above the pany considerations which
have bedevilled proceedings so far this morning. Ve
are not concerned about having a lengthy and time-
consuming debate; we just wanr a shon, sharp state-
ment. And we are not concerned either about assessing
rhe quality of this television film. If it were bad, no
viewer would have cause ro be shocked, and if it were
good, this would be an equally unconvincing argu-
ment.

\flhat is ar srake in this matter is the fundamental free-
dom of our media. Here, in the European Parliament,
we are dury bound to express an opinion on this. The
question is whether we are willing rc allow censorship
and pressure on our media. \flhat is at stake and at risk
here is an essential element of freedom of expression.
Vhat is needed here, before any of the relevision com-
panies knuckle under, is a clear signal from us. I hope
that the majority of us will agree rha[ the independ-
ence of our media is too important to tolerate inrerfer-
ence from outside in whar we decide to broadcast. I
hope that the House will vore in favour of urgency.

President. - I call Mr Vergeer.

Mr Vergeer. - (NL) Madam President, on behalf of
our Broup I want to begin by saying - and I was
almost tempted to say 'narurally' - thar any pressure
brought to bear on the media, wherher radio or televi-
sion, and likely to hinder their freedom will be
opposed by us. However, Madam Presidenr, in the
first pan of the morion rhere is mention of polirical
inrcrference and I musr confess rhar I do not find rhis
at all clear, because this can also mean political inter-
ference by national governmenr, and in, my opinion

this is to say the least rather premature and dubious. I
agree that this is an imponant matter bur I also rhink ir
has to be properly looked into by the appropriare
Committee. This means that the majority of my group
is not in favour of urgency.

President. - I put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.

Since the result of the show of hands is doubtful, we
shall mke a fresh vote by sitting and standing.

The request is rejected. The morion for a resolurion is

therefore referred to the appropriare commitree.

4. tVelcome

President. - In welc,>ming to the House Mr Col-
ombo, President-in-OlTice of the Council, I wish rc
say how hard he work,:d for rhe idea of Europe when
he was President of thir; Parliament.

I am sure his presence here in his new role will serve ro
strengthen collaboration between our rwo institutions
for the benefit of the pe,ople of Europe.

On behalf of Parliament and myself, Mr President, I
once again convey to you my mosr sincere good
wishes.

(Applause)

I call Mr Colombo.

Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (I) Madam President, I am deeply moved by the
welcome you have uttered on behalf of those whom I
am sorry to say I can no longer call colleagues but
who undl a shon time again were my very dear friends
and colleagues. I thank you for good wishes and for
your expression of appreciation and faith in me.

I want to assure the House that although I have a new
role, which normally purs me on the other side of the
fence from Parliament, I shall never forget rhe strug-
gles we have had together and rhe convicrions which
we have shared and which have spurred us forward
during the weeks and months and years of working
Iogether.

(Applause)

5. Decisions on requests for an early oote

President. - The next irem is the decision on the
requesr for an early vore on the motionsfor resolutions
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(Docs. 1-85/80, 1-90/80 and t-lt/AO1: Inooloing the
northem Adriatic in the European unification process.

I propose that Parliament take a single vote on these
three requesm.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

I call Mr Cecovini.

Mr Cecovini. - U) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, as for the projects themselves there are
Communiry and regional reasons for requesting an

early vote on this and the other motions on the
Adriatic waterway.

I say there are Community reasons because the over-
loading of the Austrian road system along the nonh-
west-sousheast axis is not a problem which is going to
come along tomorrow but which is already with us.

The question by Mr Dalsass has made it clear that
something has m be done about the Brenner Pass and
a lot of people are aware that six-mile queues of trucks
are not uncommon at the Tarvisio-Coccau Pass, which
is at the moment the only way from Austria into Italy
and down to Trieste. Rail raffic, too, is extremely
slow. The regional reasons are immediately obvious if
you remember that Trieste, which was formerly the
third-ranking pon in the Mediterranean and served
Austria, Bavaria and central Europe in general, is now
on the verge of economic collapse. The dock workers
are on strike to protest about the lack of strucrural
refor'm and the workers in the shipyards are protesting
about the lack of progress on the dry dock facilities
which have been in limbo for ten years. Unemployed
workers have been marching through the, streets in
protest against living on benefits for five years. Fami-
lies have been camping in the city's main square
because they have nowhere to live.

The city depends to a great extent on state handouts
and a small jeans factory which is now threatened by
the new trans-Yugoslavia highway. The proposed pro-
ject would solve everything.

If we really want to put a stop to the economic deter-
iorarion of the region and ir pons before it is too late,
we really must do something right now, because it will
take a long time to complete this project, and a long
time to plan it as well.

President. - I put to the vote the request for an early
vote.

The requests are adopted. The motions for resoludons
will be put to [he vote at the next voting time.

6. Urgentprocedure

President. - I have received from Mr Jaquet and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-100/80), with
a request for an urgent debarc pursuant to Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure, on the events in Tunisia.

The reasons supponing this request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.

I shall consult Parliament on rhis request at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting.

7. Relations betaneen the Earopean Parliament and the
Commission - Report on the European institutions by

tbe Committee of Three - Greece's dccess;on to the
European Community

President. - The next item is the joint debate on:

- report (Doc. I -71 /80), drawn up by Mr Rey on behalf
of the Political Affairs Committee, on relations
between the European Parliament and the Commis-
sion with a view to the fonhcoming appointment of a

new Commission;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-33180), tabled by Mr
Scorr-Hopkins and others on behalf of the European
Democratic Group, on the repon on the European
insritutions by the Committee of Three;

- report (Doc. l-49180), drawn up by Mr Blumenfeld
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on the
institutional aspects of Greek accession to the Euro-
pean Community.

I call Mr Patterson on a point of order.

Mr Patterson. - Madam President, I think it would
help us all if before we start this debarc you vere to
make your announcement as to when the debate on
Iran will take place.

President. - Mr Patterson, I said earlier that Parlia-
ment would be informed in about an hour of the time
of the debate.There is still one point I have to know
before this can be done.

I call Mr Rey.

Mr Rey, rdpporteur. - (F) Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, rhe report, which I have the privilege to
presenr to you on behalf of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee is the first in a series which will be brought
before Parliament during the pan-sessions to come.

As early as September, just after we were elected, the
Political Affairs Committee decided to put before you
a. number of views concerning the working of the
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European authorities and institutions. \7e were
encouraged in this path not only as a result of the new
authority conferred on Parliament by its election, but
by the decision taken as early as December 1974, at
the highest level, in Paris during a meeting presided
over by the President of the French Republic, Mr Val-
ery Giscard d'Estaing, together with the eight other
heads of tovernment, a decision in which it was stated
that once the European Parliament was elected by
universal suffrage, it would be fitring to increase its
powers, in particular in the field of legislation.

As a result of our own studies, of a number of steps

aken by Parliament which are listed in our repon and
of the appointment of a subcommittee presided over
by Mr Charles-Ferdinand Nothomb, we were led to
submit a cenain number of motions for resolutions.
And if it is the one relating to the Commission which
ii at the rcp of the list, this is not because it is more
imponant than the others but because it is more
urgent. Ve feel that the proposals which will be put to
you concerning the relationship between Parliament
and the Council of Minisrcrs on the one hand and the
European Council on [he other are more wonhy of
consideration. But given that the new Commission will
be appoinrcd this year, and that perhaps the new Presi-
denq will be designated before the summer holidays,
we felt that this matter was especially urgent.

In all our studies, two considerations were uppermost
in our minds: the first was that as things smnd at the
moment the Treaties must not be touched. The Trea-
ties will be revised one day. This revision was already
undenaken once before during my time as President
of rhe Commission between 1967 and 1970: this work
was interrupted and will one day have to be rescaned.
But knowing how slow the constitutional procedures
for revision are, we thought it was wiser at the outset
and this year in panicular to remain within the frame-
work of the existing Treaties.

The second consideration which I placed at the top of
my report, with the agreement of the Political Affairs
Committee - and I should like to stress this point in
the presence of the President of the Council - is that
we can see nothing to be gained by our institutions
quarrelling amongst themselves. In panicular, we have
no intention of gaining the suppon of one institution
in order to combat another. It is our experience - and
as you can imagine, mine goes back many years -that when the institutions quarrel, the Communiry
makes no headway and that when, on the contrary,
they are in agreement, then the Community makes
marked progress.

Be this as it may, in the few minures allotred ro me, I
should like to go over the main points of our propos-
als. First of all, we feel that the political role of the
Commission should be firmly stressed at the ou6er.
The Members of the Commission are neither experrs
nor top civil servants, they are politicians, and this an
outcome of the fact that, quite apan from any other

consideration, they are answerable to this Parliamenr,
which is no[ [he case for civil servants or expens. Thus
they are political, and we feel that it is essential for
them to remain so.

Secondly, there is the problem of the number of Mem-
bers of the Commission. You will recall the repon by
the Spierenburg group, approved by the repon by the
Three Vise Men, which proposed a reduction in this
number, in particular by suggesting that there be one
member per Member State. This proposal will be rei-
terated in the amendments which you will have to con-
sider in a moment, and as a result I will not go over it
in detail. It is however my duty to tell Parliamenr, rhar,
as rapponeur, I personally supponed rhis reduction in
the number of Members in the future Commission, bur
that neither the Subcommittee on Insrirudonal Prob-
lems nor rhe Political Affairs Commitree followed my
lead. !7e will come back to this later.

Thirdly, we feel that it is high rime we had a woman
Commissioner. Our Commission has existed for
almost thiny years in various forms and up ro now nor
one woman has been appointed as a member, either of
the High Authority, or of the Brussels Commissions,
or of the single Commission. !7e rhink rhis is not a
good idea, that the time has come for this rc change

- we can discuss larer what form should be given to
the motion for a resolution - and rhat this reform
must not be delayed any longer.

The Spierenburg report suggested that in future a
vice-president should be given special responsibility
for coordination. Coordinarion within the Commis-
sion between the various directorates-general, Com-
missioners and countries is an exrremely imponant
matler, and we feel thar in these circumsrances it
would be wonhwhile to try out the proposal which is
put to us of having a vice-presidenr with special res-
ponsibiliry for these tasks and responsible for assisting
the future President of the Commission in this capa-
city.

Our resolution also speaks of the management tasks
performed by the Commission. Ve did not rhink rhar
it was our place to draw up an inventory of rhe prob-
lem areas in which this function could be improved,
and we feel that it is up ro the Commission itself rc do
this. This view is expressed in the explanarory srace-
ment with my reporr and might do well to be
expressed in.some pieces of legisladon. Some amend-
ments on this subject are also proposed which I would
ask you to accepr.

My penultimate point concerns cooperation berween
the Commission and Parliamenr. The Political Affairs
Commirtee has expressed the wish thar in future,
whenever the Commission has a proposal ro put to us,
it will enter into contact wirh Parliament at rhe preli-
minary draft suge. I think it is necessary ro make clear

- the text of my repon does not stare this but it goes
without saying - that when we say 'before Parlia-
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menr', we do not mean a debate during a public sit-
ting. It is clear that we would be putting the Commis-
sion in great difficulty shoult it be forced to give an

opinion at a public sitting on a project which had not'
yet taken on im final form. It would also place Parlia-
ment itself in a difficult position. Of course, this pro-
cedure is already applied to some extent within our
parliamentary committees, but it could be extended
and the Commission, before drafting and publishing a

proposal, could contact the competent parliamentary
committees.

My final point, and perhaps the most imponant one, is

rhat we feel that the time has come to endow the new
Commission with a clearer responsibility to Parliament
by requesting that it be subject to a vote. 'We on the
Political Affairs Committee rejected proposals'which
were aimed at having the Parliament itself lay down
the policies of the future Commission. !7e also
rejecred those amendments which suggested that Par-
liament should discuss who the future Commissioners
vere to be. Vharcver one may think of this, it is

obvious that it would be going beyond the Treaties
and we wished to remain within that framework. But
since our Parliament may dismiss the Commission by a

motion of censure, it seems wonhwhile to us - of
course using the same voting procedure as that laid
down in Anicle 144 of the Treaty of Rome and in the
other Trearies, of Rome and Paris - that the desig-
nated President enter into contact with the Political
Affairs Committee so that a general debate may take
place on his interim policy, since,his colleagues will
not yet have been appointed, and possibly in order to
discuss who these might be and even to name names.
Once the Commission is appointed, we should like rc
have a general debate with it, at the end of which a

vote would be taken ratifying and expressing con-
fidence in the appointment of the Commission. \fle con-
sider rhat these proposals fall within the framework of
rhe Treaties and as a result we adopted them with con-
vicrion.

Madam President, I am now reaching the end of my
speech but I would like just to stress one thing which I
feel is very sriking. In thirty years, our Parliament has

never dismissed the High Authority, nor the Brussels
Commissions, nor the single Commission. This is a

very striking fact and I do not think that we can say
for many of our Member States that over a period of
rhiny years their Parliaments have constantly
expressed confidence in the governing executive. I
think we can see in this striking fact a tribute to the
past and hope for the future.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, it is now
more rhan 18 months since the President of France, as

we have already heard, first proposed that the Euro-
pean Council should entrust the Three Vise Men with
the task of exploring on our behalf the problems pre-
sented not only by enlargement but also by the direct
election of this Parliament. The direct election was an

event which, in rhe words of President Giscard d'Es-
taing, would give a 'nouoel 6lan'ro the Community.
Now, six months ago the report of the Three !7ise
Men was submitted to the European Council. It con-
tained many proposals of great importance to the
future of our Community and of our Parliament and

the decisions on these proposals are expected in June. I
am of course aware that the report v/as only for-
warded to Parliament for information. Nevenheless I
believe that we should be failing in our duty if we did
not make known our views on the repom before the
European Council takes its decision. Equally, I believe

that the Foreign Ministers, who are currently studying
rhe repon at the request of the European Council,
would be failing in their duty if they did not take into
account the views of Parliament on these imponant
matters. Ve shall be listening with the closest attention
to the contributions to be made, I hope, at the end of
this debate by the President-in-Office of the Council.

May I take this opportunity, Madam President, fol-
lowing your example, of welcoming the Foreign Min-
ister, Mr Colombo, with whom I have worked over

/rfl ny years. I am delighted to see him here and I thank
him for his counesy in coming.

(Applause)

Ir is my privilege as the first speaker, to pay rribute
also to the authors of the repon, Mr Marjolin, Mr
Biesheuvel and Mr Edmund Dell. They really have
produced a most lucid, comprehensive, and perceptive
report on the difficulties which face our Community
rcday. Their analysis of what is right and what is

wrong with the workings of our institutions seem to
me extremely well-balanced and their conclusions,
with one or two exceptions, are convincing even if,
not always new. But as they, themselves, said in a pas-

sage which I am sure will ring true to many of us with
experience of institurional problems, the problem is

often not to find good new ideas, but to ensure that
good old ones are actually put into practice. \tre
believe, that the Community's institutions can respond
ro rhe new stresses and strains and challenges of the
1980s; we musr respond to them, for, if we do not, the
whole of the Community will suffer. Ve must
re-examine and, where necessary, reform our institu-
tions and that is something which cannot be under-
taken lightly.

You know, I have yet to be convinced that we in this
Parliament have made so very much progress towards
solving our own difficulties as far as the efficient dis-
patch of our business is concerned and I have always
believed that the case for increasing our powers can
only be founded on the judicious use of our existing
ones. '!7e have got a long way to go. I think today's
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example has demonstrated rhe problems which exisr
for us. Ve have two tasks to do in this Parliamenr, one
is to debate rhose issues which are of world impon-
ance and the other is to process and deal wirh in demil
the draft proposals from rhe Commission which are
submittod to us rhrough the Council. At this momenr
we are having difficulty in keeping up with borh of
these tasks. I do not know how many draft directives
are piling up to be dealt with rhrough our various
committee procedures. '!7e also have difficulty finding
the time to debate those marters of inrernational
imponance. Until we have got things working more
smoothly I think it would be injudicious ro say rhat we
want to increase our existing powers.

'!7hat we suggested in our evidence was an'exrension
to the existing conciliation procedure, which would
enable Parliament to follow an irem of draft legislation
right through to the Council's final decision. I do not
see why this should not be extended beyond the budg-
etary field, where we are rhe joint budgetary aurhority
with the Council. I would hope that rhe conciliarion
procedure could be extended to rhe fields of energy,
of agriculture and of indusry. There is a Breat area of
further activity which rhis House and the Community
should cover.'!7'hen rhere is a dispute berween us and
the Council let us have a form of conciliation proce-
dure where we can sir down rogether and rry to work'
out the best possible solution. '!7e suggesred also that,
in the case of prolonged deadlock in the Council over
a panicular issue, rhe problem could occasionally be
solved by a vote in this House. S7'e can certainly sup-
port the practical improvemenr of the conciliarion pro-
cedure which has been proposed in Annex IIL

I do believe thar the Council ircelf has got ro find a
better way of coming ro its decisions and coming ro
those decisions more quickly rhan at present. I shall
not be so discourteous as ro ask the President-in-Off-
ice how many proposals from the Commission are still
awaiting a decision by rhe Council. I know rhere are a

great many. The decision-making process wirhin rhe
Council is not standing up to the existing pressures and
I shudder to think what will happen afrer enlargement.
I am not going to suggest now wherher rhe Luxem-
bourg compromise should be re-examined. It is up to
the Council to come forward with its own proposals
on these matters.

Ve want Parliament's powers to keep in step with
those of other institutions. And we wanr ro keep rhem
in line with the Community's increasing authority in
world affairs. Accordingly we are suspicious of all
those procedures by which decisions are raken on the
Community's furure in secret, without recourse to
Parliament. And we are suspicious of the prolificarion
of the advisory committees to [he Council, which have
a tendency to impede or even obstruct the proper
functioning of the Council and the Council-Commis-
sion relarionship. I suspect thar this Commission also
has doubts about this larter development. '!fle insist,
whatever the Treaty may say, that when adjusrments

consequent upon further enlargement are made to the
system of weighrcd vores set out in Anicle 148 of the
Treaty, the Parliament should and must be consulted.

'!flith such considerations in mind we have resrricted
the scope of the motion before the House. It concerns
almost solely those proposals in the repon which
directly affect Parliament. These are marrers upon
which Parliament can legitimately expect its views ro
have the most weight with the European Council. The
House will be aware that the Political Affairs Commit-
tee has set up a subcommittee on institutional marrers,
very ably chaired by Mr Nothomb, and it is preparing
a series of detailed institutional studies including that
presented by Mr Rey in that spendid speech he has jusr
made. \7e cannot debate the whole of the repon of
the \flise Men, but I hope very much in the course of
the debate rhat the President will set out his views on
the heart of the matter, that is, the 30 pages that relate
to the worsening problem of the Council of Ministers.

Perhaps it may seem overcritical, but I should like to
turn to some of those matters which are not touched
on in the report. One of them is not covered by Mr
Rey and there is another one which seems of great
importance to me as the Communiry seeks to regain
some of the impetus which it has lost in recent years

- that is the question of polidcal cooperarion. I am
convinced that during the nexr decade the Community
must play a political role appropriate ro irs economic
strength. It must be in a posirion to take the initiarive,
not merely to react, as unhappily ofren happens now. It
must be the means of harnessing the presrige, experi-
ence and authority of Member States for the world
and it must enable Europe to become a much more
effective partner in the defence of the '!7esr. Surely we
are proud of our cultural heritage, the qualiry of our
life; are they nor wonh defending? I say to our friends
in all the other counrries of rhe Community and pani-
cularly in France, do nor let our internal difficuldes
overwhelm us, let us get rhem in the right perspective.
Of course, the issues of lamb and fish and contribu-
tions to the budget are of grear imponance. But let us
look a litde beyond that, because they pale inrc insig-
nificance before rhe great dangers which confront us
now which we can nor afford to ignore and which we
must resolve as a Community. No doubt the Vise
Men ignored political cooperarion because their man-
date required them ro produce proposals on the basis
of compliance with rhe reaties. This was an unneces-
sary restriction in my view, and unfonunate.

In conclusion, Madam Presidenr, ler me say rhat I
hope this Parliamenr will suppon my group's resolu-
tion and so help ro stiffen the resolve of the European
Council when it comes !o take im decisions on this
report in June. It would be very saddening proof of
the Community's inabiliry to adapr to changing cir-
cumstances if rhe European Council were ro allow this
repon of rhe Three Vise Men ro go the same way as
the repon drawn up by our colleague, Mr Tindemans,
three years ago. Indeed, the usefulness of the Euro-
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pean Council irelf would be called into question if it
failed, for whatever reason, to implement some of
these wise men's very sensible recommendations. \7e
cannot stand still - that would be faul for this Com-
munity. \7e have to make progress together, we, [he
Commission and the Council. If we stan fighting
amongst ourselves too much, we shall do great dam-
age ro rhe idea of the Community and that is the last

rhing that most of us in this House want to see hap-

Pen.

(Applause)

8. Order of Business

President. - The President-in-Office of the Council,
Mr Colombo, has agreed to make a sta[ement at three
o'clock this afternoon on the situation in Iran.

Pursuant to Rule la (3) of the Rules of Procedure,
and after consultation with the group chairmen who
all expressed agreement, it has been decided that the
debate on Iran, in respect of which urgent procedure
was adopted earlier today, will now be held between
3 p.m. and 5 p.m. romorrow, 17 April 1980. Speaking
time will be allocated after I have consulted the group
chairmen.

The votes on the motions for resolutions on Iran will
be held romorrow at 5 p.m., which has been set as the
voting time for the sitting.

9. Deadlinefor tabling amendments and motionsfor
resolutions on lran

President. - The deadline for tabling amendments
and motions for resolutions on the situation in Iran is

12 noon [omorrow, 17 April 1980.

lO. Relations between the European Parliament and the

Commission - Report on the European institutions by
tbe Comnittee of Tltree - Greece\ accession to tbe

European Community (continuation)

President. - I call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr Blirmenfeld, rdpportear. - (D) Madam Presi-
denr, if w'e succeed this afternoon or in the course of
this part-session in adopting the [wo reports presented

by Mr Jean Rey and by myself on behalf of the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee, the European Parliament will
have taken a yery imponant, very significant step

towards making use of all the powers bestowed on it

by the T'reaty of Rome, and at the same time we shall
have given notice of our political determination to
extend and give the fullest possible interpretation to
our pos,ers. If I may say so right at the outset, then, I
hope that my report on Greek accession, which - let
there be no mistake about it - is imponant in its own
righr, will also give us the chance to clear up the basic
question of the right of Parliament and its directly
elected Members to have a say in all the matters which
directly dffect this House.

Like Mr Scott-Hopkins, who spoke just now, I am
very pleased to welcome the President-in-Office of the
Council, Mr Emilio Colombo, especially as he was for
many years chairman of the Political Affairs Commit-
ree, on behalf of which I am speaking now. Indeed, it
was under his chairmanship that we discussed this
report and finally adopted it by a large majority. I
hope therefore that Mr Colombo will, from his new
position, be able to give this matter the same support
as he did while he was still chairman of the Political
Affairs Committee.

Madam President, the first point in the motion for a

resolution now before this House says quite tersely but
categorically that the European Parliament 'ratifies the
Treaty of 29 May 1979 on the accession of Greece to
the European Community'. The thinking behind this
assertion on the part of the Political Affairs Commit-
tee, which may seem rather bold to some governments

- although it is not up to us to reassure our Bovern-
ments but rather to give them a prod every now and
again - was more of a political than of a legal nature.
According to Article 237 of the EEC Treaty, an agree-
ment on accession to the Communiry by an applicant
State must be submitted for ratification by all the Con-
tracting States in accordance with their respective con-
stitutional requirements. It therefore follows that the
narional Parliaments of the Member States of the
Community and the Parliament of the applicant Starc
are officially charged with the task of Parliamentary
ratification.

By adopting paragraph I of our motion for a resolu-
rion - as I hope it will - this House will be nking a

first, imponant step towards filling the gap left by the
Treary as regards ratification by the European Parlia-
ment. First of all, then, it expresses the political desire
of this House to be involved in the ratification of
future accession treaties, and it should of course be

borne in mind that Greek accession will probably be

followed by that of Spain, Portugal and possibly also
Turkey in the years to come. It is therefore very
important for us ro create a precedent in the case of
Greece, so rhat there is political - if not formal -acceptance of the right of the European Parliament to
play its appropriate part along with the national parlia-
ments in such an imponant matter as the ratification
of a treaty on the accession of new Member States,
especially as the directly elected European Parliament
now represents 110 million people throughout the
Community.
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Paragraph I of our morion for a resolution also con-
stitu[es a starement of inrent on rhe pan of che Euro-
pean Parliament. This debate gives the whole House
the chance ro welcome Greek membership of the
Community, as no rarification debate has mken place
on the basis of consultation of Parliamenr by the other
institutions. Following the signing of rhe Accession
Treary of 28 May 1979 and ratification by the national
parliamenr of the nine Member States and the Greek
Parliament, this debate and rhe morion for a resolution
tabled by the Political Affairs Commirtee now give this
House too the chance to approve the treaty. I must
point out, rhough, thar if Parliament had been con-
sulted on the conditions of the Accession Treacy prior
to its being signed, we would undoubtedly have made
a number of proposals, and suggesrions, nor only on
rhe content of rhe rreaty, but also on its effecrs on rhe
European Parliament irelf. I should also like ro say,
Mr President, thar we would undoubrcdly have had
somerhing to say about the tricky matter of relations
between Turkey and Greece and would also have
pointed out, for insrance, thar the Community had
given Turkey an explicit assurance as recenrly as 5

February 1980 that relations between Turkey and the
Community and the righrs enshrined in the Treary of
Ankara would in no way be affected by other srares -including Greece - 

joining the Communiry.

As regards the role of the European Parliament in
negotiating and ratifying rrearies of accession, I should
like to point out thar the Political Affairs Committee
has asked me, in my capacity as rappor[eur, ro presenr
another reporr on this subject in the near fu1u1s -provided that the House approves this morion for a
resolution - analysing rhe role of rhe European Par-
liament in negotiating and ratifying lrearies of acces-
sion and other agreements berween the Community
and third counrries from rhe legal and political points
of view. This supplemenrary reporr. will be a demiled
document and will, for insr.ance, include proposals on
ways of improving application of rhe Luns-Vesrerrerp
Procedure.

Like the majority of the members of the Political
Affairs Committee, I believe that the Greek members
of the European Parliament should be elected before
accession on I January 1981. In fact, the election is
scheduled for some time in 198 l, and there is nothing
we can do about rhis, as the timing is stipulated in rhe
Treaty of Accession. But it should have been perfectly
possible for rhe Community and rhe Greek negotiators
to make provision for the election of the Greek Mem-
bers of the Parliament to be held before the end of rhis
year. If such arrangements had been made, we would
not now be in a situarion where - until rhe elections
are held in Greece - the European Parliament will
include both directly elecred and nominated Members.
Article 23 of Title 1 of the Act of Accession srates rhat,
in the time before the acrual elecrion, 'rhe 24 represen-
tatives of the Assembly of rhe people of Greece shall
be.appointed by the Hellenic Parliament within itself

in accordance with rhe future procedure laid down by
the Hellenic Republic'.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, along wirh a largi
majoriry of rhe members of the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, I see a danger for the development of Parlia-
ment in this matter. \7e cannor agree ro rhis Parlia-
ment containing in the furure a mixture of elected and
nominated Members. Such a siruarion is not in the
interests of our new Greek colleaiues, nor is it accept-
able to us. The Greek Members musr. rherefore be
elected as quickly as possible, and we make rhis poinr
in one of the clauses of the morion for a resolurion.

Although Anicle 237 of the EEC Treaty lays down the
conditions for admission of a new Member Stare by
way of an agreement berween the Member Stares and
the applicanr Sra[e, we all realize of course that, in
practice, the Council gives rhe Commission a mandate
to conduct negoriarions, the Commission negotiates
membership conditions for rhe applicant Stare accord-
ing to the provisions of this mandate, and the Euro-
pean Parliament has so far never been involved in the
process.'S7'e wanr ro see a change in this situation.

If, despite the absence of any such provisions in Anicle
237 of the Treary, the Council can issue a mandate
and the Commission can fulfil it, why, I wonder, can
the European Parliament not proceed in a similar fash-
ion and play im appropriare parliamentary role in the
prepara[ory negoriations and the radfication of the
resulting treary? This House should therefore - and
my fonhcoming repon would contain suggestions
along these lines - submit proposals as ro how ir
could play irs rightful role in future negotiarions on
accession ro the Community. I should also like rc
stress the fact thar Parliament has not even been con-
sulted by the relevanr institurions on rhe quesrion of
what repercussions Greek accession will have on Par-
liament's own star.us - and whar I mean by that is rhe
mixture of directly elecred and nominated Members

- and has never been asked for its opinion on rhe
repercussions of Greek membership on rhe size of rhe
European Parliament, including rhe question of Par-
liament's working conditions - with panicular refer-
ence to the language problem - resulring from any
funher enlargement of rhe Communiry.

Finally, I should like rc point our that paragraph 5 of
the motion for a resolution refers to rhe kind of ques-
tions I intend to go into in my repon on rhe general
problems arising in connecrion with the role of rhe
European Parliament in rhe negotiarion and rarifica-
tion of all kinds of treaties or agreemenr between rhe
Community and rhird countries. i

I would ask rhe House to follow rhe example of its
Political Affairs Commitree and vore for rhe ra'jfica-
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tion of the Treaty of Accession of Greece to the Euro-
pean Community by the European Parliament, and
also for the other points in the motion for a resolution.

(Applause)

INTHE CHAIR:MRJAQUET

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Colombo.

Mr Colombo, President-In-Offce of the Council. -(1) Mr President, as I have remarked before, to speak
in this House as President-In-Office of the Council of
Ministers, an institution which has often been and

oft6n is at odds with Parliament, is a panicularly deli-
care matter for me, because the circumspection with
which the Council of Ministers is obliged to speak

may seem to you to be out of keeping with the ideas

and attitudes expressed in this House during the cut
and thrust of Parliamentary debates. But the Members
are well aware o.f my convictions and also know that I
should not have taken on the responsibilities of For-
eign Minister of my country if I did not feel able to
help ro achieve from this position - albeit with that
gradualness which is an inevitable consequence of the
difficult task of searching for a concensus amongst [he
Member States represented in the Council - the same

aims, and the same ideals for which we have all fought
in these years of commitmeht to the European ideal.

(Applause)

I wish to issure the Members of this House that in the
exercise of my funcdons I shall be guided by the con-
viction, brought to maturity here and elsewhere, that
the Community institutions can only progress if they
are sustained and nourished by a respectful and con-
structive relationship with an assembly - your assem-

bly, our assembly - in which the voices of the peoples

of Europe are interpreted and given expression by per-
sons such as yourselves, whose deep convictions and
whose devotion to the European cause are well
known.

By a happy coincidence, the question of the develop-
ment, the progress and the efficiency of the European
institutions has been raised here rcday in an important
debate occasioned by a decision on the part of the Pol-
itical Affairs Committee which until a few days ago I
had rhe honour of chairing. The repon prepared by
Mr Rey, who is well-known to all of us for his exten-
sive knowledge of the European Institutions and the
way they work, and the motion for a resolution by Mr
Scorr-Hopkins, as also one or two points contained in

Mr Luster's motion for a resolution, provide the basis

for an initial discussion which is without any doubt
extremely rcpical. !7hat is more, the motion for a

resolurion by Mr Blumenfeld - as I shall point out
later - also brings us back to the examination of insti-
tutional matters. The topicality of all these matters
derives from a series of considerations which I should
like to remind you of now.

The first of these has to do with rhe discussions nking
place at rhis moment with a view to the enlargement of
the Community: we shall deal with Greece presenily;
at the same time negotiations with Ponugal and Spain
are also going ahead. Ve are all well aware that
extgnding in this way the geographical, economic and
political area covered by the Community could easily
bring us back to the narrow concepts of a mere cus-
toms union and free tade area, unless the much more
ambitious policy of integration is sustained and sup-
poned by institutions capable of adaptation and ready
to take the lead in creating a new Europe.

The second consideration that gives topicaliry to this
discussion is the fact rhat, Iast year, one pf the Com-
munity institutions, namely this Parliament, modified
both im composition and the source of its mandate; of
course, this may, and probably will, raise problems as

regards the Treaties, problems of relations between
the institutions which have not so far been foreseen, or
which have not been implemented if they hdve been
foreseen, as happened for exampli, iir the case of the
budget procedure.

Mr Scott-Hopkins drew our attention in panicular to
rhe conrinuing checks which must be made on the out-
come of parliamentary debarcs and on the follow-up
which they get ar meetings of the Council of Minis-

' ters. It seems to me that this is one of the topics on
which we must concentrate our attenrion. Thus in my
opinion the Scott-Hopkins proposal to widen the con-
sultarion procedure to include other aspects of rela-
tions between Parliament and the Council deserves
particular attention.

The third consideration that makes this discussion top-
ical is the realization that a certain process of ossifica-
tion may have set in in the lives of the institutions, a

process of giving in to the temptations of routine, a

certain falling off from the usually smooth functioning
of the institutions, which may all have helped !o wear
awav some of the initial bloom and undermine their
efficiency.

All these factors were taken into account at the Euro-
pean Council of. tgz+ when, in view of the ambitious
aim of achieving European Union by 1980, it commis-
sioned the Tindemans report, to which subsequent
events have unfonunately not been able to provide an
efficient follow-up, and when, in December 1976, it
asked the Three \7ise Men to prepare the repon
which is now being examined in detail, with the aim of
gradually implementing it. I think that the Commis-
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sion was moved by the same spirir when it asked Mr
Spierenburg to prepare his report, in order to help ir ro
reflect a lirde on irs own organization, on rhe effica-
city of its decision-raking machinery, and on the prob-
lems of its internal coordination and of irs relations
with the other insritutions.

I wanr to assure Parliament that a thorough examina-
tion of these topics is proceeding on rwo levels: the
first is an examination by rhe Council of Foreign Min-
isters. The European Council in Dublin instructed the
Council of Foreign Minisrers Lo carry our a detailed
study, and a start was made on this during two infor-
mal meetings held on 8 February in Varese and on l7
March in Brussels.

The main thing to have emerged from rhe work which
has so far been carried our on this topic is rhe grear
interest which all the Member States have in the Three
Vise Men's reporr, which is considered a useful
source of ideas and suggesrions relating to rhe insritu-
tional organization of rhe Community. There is also a
willingness to continue examining rhese ropics in derail
in order to be able to submit opinions and proposals to
the European Council in Venice on l2-13 June of this
year.

However, one or two topics mentioned in the repon
of the Three !7ise Men and given pafiicular arrention
in the Rey report should - as is expected - be con-
sidered at rhe forthcoming European Council at rhe
end of this month.

For this reason, rhe discussion which is mking place at
this moment ar the other level, at the parliamentary
level, is very useful and comes ar a panicularly oppor-
tune momenr, so rha[ the decisions taken by the Euro-
pean Council - and I hope rhey will be taken and will
be able to be adopted - may rake due accounr of Par-
liamenr's opinions, the discussion which has taken
place here and the resolutions which will be adopted
here.

I shalI personally rake pains ro see rhar arrenrion is also
given to Parliamenr's requesr rhar it should play some
part in the process of appointing the members of the
new Commission and approving the new Commis-
sion's programme.

(Applause)

However, I can, as of now, assure you that we are
concerned to help ro protecr rhe central role which the
Treaties allocate ro rhe Commission, with the political
implicarions rhar rhar involves, so as [o ensure [hat rhe
Commission functions properly and with maximum
efficacity.

As for relations berween the Council and Parliamenr,
which are dealt with ar some length in the motion for
a resolution by Mr Scort-Hopkins and which are also
the subject of reflecrions and suggestions in rhe repon

of the Three !7ise Men, I can confirm ro you now rha[
the Imlian Presidency is commirted to doing all it can
to develop and improve relations between our instiru-
trons.

In this connecrion, I am convinced that, whilst respecr-
ing the responsibiliries which the Treaties allocate to
each institution and respecring the presenr. equilibrium
between the instirurionr, *. ."n r.ek *"y, of working,
closer contacts, new procedures of which Mr
Scott-Hopkins menrions, i.e. broadening rhe sysrcm of
consultation - and, above all, polidcal a[rirudes,
which will help us [o exrracr the maximum possible
benefit from present possibiliries and will pave rhe way
for a genuinely fruitful dialogue between Council and
Parliament.

In this respect, I would remind you rhar the Italian
Presidency has already ser up one or two procedures
designed to ensure thar rhe Council pays more arren-
tion to the opinions expressed by Parliament, and I
have no doubr thar the Council is prepared ro conrinue
in this direction in a spirir of open and genuine colla-
boration.

The Italian Presidency has also been panicularly scru-
pulous about conrinuing the cradition of collaboration
between Council and Parliament during meerings of
the Parliamenr's commitrees.

In the conrext of rhis close relationship between rhe
institutions, which has gained srrengrh since the elec-
tion of the Parliamenr by universal suffrage, I think
that I am in a posirion ro say with a clear conscience
that all the suggesrions put forward by the European
Parliament will be interprered by the Council of Min-
isters as a concrere contribution to rhe progress of the
Community and to the gradual achievemenr of Euro-
pean Union.

(Applause)

No one will have failed to observe rhar Mr Blumen-
feld's repon on rhe insrirurional aspects of rhe acces-
sion of Greece ro the European Community is of great
political interesr, while ar the same time it raises one or
two problems of a legal narure.

From the legal poinr of view, it is well known that the
accession of a European counr.ry ro the Communiry is
governed by Anicle 237 of the Treaty. According to
this Anicle, rhe candidate stare sends its request for
membership ro rhe Council, which, after having asked
the Commission for its opinion, rakes a unanimous
decision. I should say rhar this is the first stage of the
process of accession, a srage which, in the case of
Greece, was completed when rhe Council of Minisrers
accepted the request submitted to ir by the Greek Gov-
ernment.

Once this request has been accepted, according to the
provisions of rhe Treary, 'the condidons of admission
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and the adjustments to rhis Treary necessitated rhereby
shall be the subject of an agreement berween the
Member Srate and the applicant states. This agreemenr
shall be submitted for ratification by all rhe contracr-
ing states in accordance with their respective constitu-
tional requirements'.

It is obvious thar when Mr Blumenfeld's repon
expresses the hope that Parliament will be consulred
on requests for accession ro rhe Community by other
European countries, and that ir will be involved in the
process of rarificadon of the Treaties and that, in a
more general sense, improvemenrs will be made ro rhe
functioning of the Luns-Vesterrerp procedure regard-
ing negodations and radfications of orher treaties and
agreemenr, the repon is looking at these things - in
the present legal context of rhe Community - from a
point of view which is essendally political, that is to
say, from the point of view of rhe need ro ensure thar
the European Parliamenr is involved more and more
directly in the most imponant aspecrs of Communiry
life.

A resolution by the European Parliament ratifying rhe
Treaty by which Greece accedes [o the European
Community consequently consritutes in such a legal
context, and in parallel with the legal process provided
for in the Treaties in the case of the accession of a
European state to the Communiry, and in the case of
the respective ratification by all the conrracting parries

- this resolution, I repeat, consri[ures a quintessen-
tially polidcal act. It is an act which gives Parliament's
sanction to the accession of Greece ro membership of
the Community, the imponance of which musr be
obvious to everyone and which is panicularly signifi-
cant to the people and rhe governmenr of Greece.

Vhether or not we shall in future be able [o ensure
that similar expressions of Parliament's will are
to become a formal pan of rhe legal process of ratifica-
tion depends upon the furure developmenr - which in
my opinion is desirable - of Community legislation
by way of amendments ro the Treaties.

As for future aspects of Parliament's position ois-i-ois
requests for membership of the Community and, in
particular, as regards Parliament's right to be con-
sulted on negotiations concerning membership of rhe
Community, it seems to me perfectly legitimate for the
Parliament to wish to be kept informed of how the
accession procedure is progressing, just as it seems leg-
itimate to me that it should express its opinion, if it so
wishes, on any requesc for membership.

This is what happened in rhe case of Greece. The
Commission and rhe Council kept Parliament amply
informed throughout the duration of the negoriations,
and Parliament itself adopted on 14 March 1979 a
resolution relating to the request for membership of

' the Community by Greece in which, amongst other
things, it expressed its satisfacrion at the prospect of

seeing this counr.ry become the tenth full member of
the Community on l January 1981.

That being said, cenain aspecrs of rhe accession proce-
dure more closely affecdng the European Parliamenr

- for instance the number of Members which the new
Member State may send to the Parliamenr and rhe
manner in which they should be elected - are without
any doubt aspects which, though formally governed by
agreemenE between rhe states rhat negotiared the
accession, ought - and here I think I should emphas-
ize that I am speaking in a purely personal capacity -to have some form of quid pro quo in rhe shape of con-
sultation of the European Parliament. In rhis respec I
am glad that the rapporr.eur, in his presenrarion of the
motion for a resolution, pointed our rhar rhe figure of
24 Greek Members of rhe European Parliamenr would
nevenheless be approved by Parliament.

As for the desirability of having the period during
which the delegated Members of Parliament will
repres€nt Greece in this House reduced ro the mini-
mum, and seeing rhar direct elecrions rake place in
Greece during rhe first few months of 198 l, the Coun-
cil will act as an intermediary and will convey [o [he
Greek Government Parliamenr's concern in this mat-
ter.

In the last poinr dealr with in the Pfennig morion for a
resolution - regarding possible improvemenrs ro be
made to the Luns-Vesrenerp procedure whilst fully
respecring rhe institutiona[ pracrices established by the
Treaties - I think thar rhe Council is quirc prepared
to examine any concrere suggesrions rransmitred to it
by the European Parliamenr.

I can assure Mr Blumenfeld of rhe close attention
which will be given ro rhe proposals rhat the Political
Affairs Commirtee intends ro prepare on rhe basis of
the final conclusions of the repon and the motion for
a resolution by Mr Blumenfeld.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Jenkins.

Mr Jenkins, President of the Commission. - Mr
President, let me begin, if I may, by adding my words
of welcome to Mr Colombo in his new capaciry
amongst. us as Presidenr-in-Office of rhe Council of
Ministers. Since he and I first came inro close conracr
over 12 years ago, when we were Finance Ministers of
our respective countries, our lives have been inter-
wined in a quite remarkable way, and I have had the
honour of serving with him as co-President - he in
two capacities, I in one - throughouL a great pan of
the last 3Vz years. It is a pleasure ro have him as a
co-President of a major Community instirution once
again.
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I warmly welcome the decision of this House to
devote some time - not, perhaps, quite as much time
as we envisaged at one stage, but some time - to a

debate on the wide range of institutional questions
raised both by the report of the Three Vise Men and
by the report of the Spierenburg Review Body which
was established by the Commission and which
reponed to it last autumn.

I think rhat a debate on our institutions at this time is,

perhaps, panicularly opportune. First, it is being held
very shonly before a European Council which may
well itself wish to begin its own discussion of the
report of the Three !7ise Men. Both the resolution
nbled by the European Democrats - and I listened to
Mr Scott-Hopkins with great interest - and the reso-
lution from the Political Affairs Committee introduced
by Mr Rey, with his commanding knowledge of the
workings of the Commission, raise questions of major
importance for consideration by the European Coun-
cil.

Second, this debate comes at a time when the Com-
mission itself is nearly at the end of its own examina-
tion of the Spierenburg report. Ve have already taken
a number of decisions and remain determined to give
effect to a substantial programme of internal reform
following Spierenburg during the life-dme of this pre-
sent Commission.'It would, I think, be appropriate in
this debate for me to say somethi4g about the conclu-
sions that we have reached on the means of improving
the internal- efficiency and operation of. the Commis-
slon.

Third, and perhaps most important, this Parliamentary
discussion today comes at a rime when there is a spe-
cial need [o reassert the basic framework of the Com-
munity as enshrined in the Treaties. The whole care-
fully-balanced edifice of powers and responsibilities on
which the Community is based depends upon respect
for its rules and the full-heaned suppon for its institu-
tions. It is a point that I have made in this House
before. I do so again roday, because respect for the
Treaties implies above all a respect for the integrity of
our common institucions established under the Trea-
ties. They are the very essence of our Community.

Before I turn to a number of the more detailed points
raised in the three resolutions before the House, I
would like, if I may, to make two preliminary remarks.
First, the Commission welcomes the clear statement by
the European Parliament of the need to ensure that,
within the institutional balance, the Commission can
and does continue to exercise its political powers of
initiative in full independence. That is indeed our
prime responsibility. In the Commission's view, any
watering-down or weakening of irc right of initiative
to make proposals could only act to the detriment of
the Community decision-making process itself. The
right of inidative is the central pan of the Commis-
sion's political mandate. It cannot be shared and it

must be exercised to the full in the interests of the
Community as a whole. This we intend to do.

Second, the institutional framework of the Treaties
must be seen as a whole. Essentially, this framework is

based on inter-dependence, a creative pannership
between independent bodies, each respecting the other
and each with its own defined responsibility. Each
institution relies for ir daily functioning on the con-
rriburions of others. It is a shared process. Thus, it fol-
lows that for each institution a prerequisite of effi-
ciency is the pursuit of good and balanced relations
with the other institutions within the Community
framework. The Commission attaches the highest
priorities to the continuing development of the good
relations which it hopes, and indeed believes, have
been rapidly built up since direct elections with the
Parliament. \7e will continue to take all necessary
steps to ensure tha!, when preparing proposals for the
Council, the opinions of Parliament that may have
been expressed on the subjects concerned are carefully
and regularly considered.

Againsr this general background, it would, perhaps, be

helpful to the House if I were to look in a little more
derail at the principal issues raised in the three resolu-
tions under discussion. I concentrate in the main on
the Rey resolucion put forward on behalf of thi Politi-
cal Affairs Committee and I do that because, unlike
rhe other two resolutions, the Rey resolution concen-
trates on the Commission and its role. I will, however,
with your permission, Mr President, take up one or
two points on the resolutions introduced by Mr
Scott-Hopkins and by Mr Blumenfeld.

I sran with the future size and composition of the
Commission. Here, as I have made clear to the House
on a previous occasion, our experience, as a Commis-
sion, does not lead us to think rhat the Commission
should necessarily be smaller than the present one. S7e

believe it has been possible to function effectively as a
college with 13 Members. !(/e are, however, much less

clear that the Commission would gain from being sig-
nificantly larger. Further thought needs to be given
before it is agreed that the Commission should grow
automa[ically to 17 Members - perhaps even more.
In panicular, there needs rc be fuller consideration of
the weighty analysis presented by the Spierenburg
ream about the number of ponfolios that the present
and prospective work-load of the Commission could
reasonably bear. It may be that a suitable time ior such
reflection could be after the entry of Greece, which
will increase the Commission to 14 - which is not a

significant or qualitative change from l3 - but before
enlargement to include Spain and Ponugal. In 198 l, I
am also sure thdt it would be right for the new Com-
mission of l4 Members to include one or more
women. That is cenainly the Commission's view. It is

also mine. I would not like to concentrate on any par-
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ticular figure; I merely say that there should be women
Members of the Commission...

(lnterruption : '\Vhy not 13?')

... I think that might be a little unbalanced rhe orher
way, but you might say [har it was redressing the per-
iod of several decades.

(Interruption)

'\flell, we are against discrimination, as you know, we
are all against that! But, if I may remind the House,
before the present Commission was established, or
indeed, when it was being esablished, I worked hard
within the powers I had at my disposal ro try [o secure
the appointment of a woman Conimissioner and it was
to my real regret that that did nor prove possible in
1977 . I hope very much that it will be the case in 198 1 .

The resolution also rightly draws attention ro rhe need
to improve the system of coordination within the
Commission. This was a main concern of the Spieren-
burg team which we appointed in 1978.'S/e have
already acted on a number of the recommendations in
that repon. First, we have embarked on a major re-
organization of the depanmental structure of the Com-
mission which has as its objective a reduction of the
number of basis adminisrrative units by 50. Second, we
have adoprcd a number of proposals for improving
internal coordination, for strengthening policy plan-
ning and the monitoring of prioriries and for reinforc-
ing our internal budgetary procedures. Third, we have
decided upon riew procedures in line with Spierenburg
to ensure that the overall staff resources of the Com-
mission are deployed in the most economic and effec-
tive manner possible. Founh, we have staned on
detailed consultation with the staff on a wide range of
proposals designed to give effect to the Spierenburg
recommendations on staff policy, including recruit-
ment, training, mobility and career development. My
friend and colleague, Vice-President Ortoli, has with a

small group of Commissioners devoted a Breat part of
the time over the past few months to pursuing these
objects and has made considerable and rapid progress.
I am very grateful for the work which he and rhe oth-
ers have done.

The Commission has also considered the concepr of a

Commissioner with special responsibilities for certain
internal administrative funcrions, including coordina-
tion. This is cenainly an idea which we hope the next
Commission will consider seriously.'S7e are not, how-
ever - and I should be frank with the House, as I
have been with the members of the Spierenburg team

- convinced at rhis stage that the range of duties
identified by the Spierenburg repon for such a Com-
missioner is necessarily exactly the right one nor thar
such a Commissioner need necessarily be Vice-Presi-
dent or Depury President of the Commission. \7hat
we regard as essential at this stage is thar the ma-
chinery and procedures of internal coordination are

strengthened and improved. And the action we have
already taken has that major objective in mind.

I turn next to the ideas expressed both in the European
Democratic Group's resolution and in the Rey resolu-
tion about the role of this House in the process of
appointment to the new Commission and in the es-
ublishmenr of its policy programme. Here let me say
straight away that I have considerable sympathy for
the views which have been expressed. I stan from the
position which I made clear to the House in my pro-
gramme speech for this year in February. It will be
essential, in my view, if the next Commission is to ful-
fil its functions, that it should be in a position to feel
that it has been accepted by those who represent the
people of the Community. However, it is difficult ro
see precisely how the Parliament could be consulted
about the Commission's policy before the new Com-
mission takes office, certainly how it could be con-
sulted in a formal sense. The Commission is a college

- that is very much of its nature and essence - and
policy can only be agreed on the basis of discussion
between all the Members of the college. I cannot, of
course, speak for a new President, but I would see

merit myself in an arrangement. such as is suggested,
whereby the Political Affairs Committee might have
the opportuniry for a general exchange of views with
the President-designate. Such a procedure would
necessarily have to be informal, and clearly the new
President would not be in a position to commit his
future colleagues, the college as a whole, until it had
come together and deliberarcd on policy matters.

The first task of a new Commission will be to consider
its policy priorities and to draw up a programme for
submission to and discussion by this House. A new
Commission, like its predecessors, will present its pol-
icy programme to the Parliament at the earliest oppor-
tunity after aking office. That is the moment for a

public debate. Indeed, I would myself find it difficult
to envisage the content or purpose of a public debate
in advance of a presentation by the new President on
behalf of the college of irc policies to this House. At
that srage, however, it would be both natural and
desirable that the Parliament should express its view
on the Commission's first programme. There is no rea-
son why it should no[ do so then or, indeed, on subse-
quenr annual programmes by any means it thinks
right, including a vore, if that is the wish of the House.

The resolution of the Political Affairs Committee also
raises an imponant point about the Commission as the
executive organ of the Community and the role of
committees. Here I think it is right to draw a distinc-
tion between povers delegated to the Commission
under Article 155 of the Treaties and the Commis-
sion's duty to implement the budget under Anicle 205.
As to the former, I would wish to reaffirm the Com-
mission's acceptance of the existing procedures as

regards management and rule-making committees
generally. The legaliry of these procedures has been
confirmed by the Court, which has ruled that Anicle
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155 enables the Council to determine any detailed
rules to which the Commission is subject in exercising
the powers conferred on it; that these committee pro-
cedures form part of these detailed rules; and that the
committees themselves, as they do not have the power
ro take a decision in place of the Commission or
Council, do not lead to a distonion of the balance
between the institutions.

As to committee procedures to assist the Commission
in its task of implementing the budget, the Commis-
sion has made clear its views to this House on this
issue on a number of occasions. The Commission takes
the view that the aim should be to ensure that the role
of any committees created to assist the Commission in
the implementation of the budget should be purely
advisory. This should be the aim, and it is o.ne which
the Commission, conscious of its duties under Article
205 of the Treaty, takes seriously. I must, however,
remind the House that the Council is nor in agreemenr
and, as regards proposals now pending before it, is

tending towards a position which would confer on it
greater power than it has under the Regional Fund
committee model. The Commission considers that in
the case of proposals involving third countries, as all
those pending before the Council at present do, the
involvement of the Council in the commitees is appro-
priate, but the Commission is not, in any event, willing
to accept formulae which go beyond that of the
Regional Fund model. I musr stress to the House rhat
the Commission feels that this question should be
solved politically rather than by resort to the Coun.
Parliament has asked for conciliadon in relation co

one of the pending cases. The Commission supports
this and looks to the Council to respond in a manner
which will enable a constructive inter-institutional dia-
logue to take place.

Finally, I turn to a number of different aspects of the
procedures for consultation between Parliament and
the Commission which are raised in all three resolu-
tions. In general, let me say again that the Commis-
sion's commitment and firm resolve is to make sure
that, when preparing its proposals for the Council,
opinions which have been expressed in Parliament on
the subject in question are carefully and regularly con-
sidered. '!7e remain sympathetic and ready rc do all
that we can to pr6mote the aim of increased consulra-
rion. Ar the same time, however, the Commission con-
siders that the institutional balance berween rhe Parlia-
ment, the Commission and the Council should be fully
respected. That implies that nothing should be done
which could lead ro a weakening of rhe Commission's
role under the Treaties as the independent iniriator of
Community legislation. In the Commission's view, a
consultation procedure which had as its aim an agree-
ment on rhe broad lines of proposals before they were
decided upon and submirted [o rhe Council would in
practice distort and upser rhe balance berween rhe
institutions. Ve are not therefore in favour of an
inter-institutional arrangemenr serting up new consul-
tation procedures. Rather, we believe that, maybe, the

best way to proceed is through informal discussion in
Parliamentary committees and, where appropriate, by
the use of discussion documenrs which can form rhe
basis of debate in Parliament before formal proposals
are made by the Commission.

Both the Scott-Hopkins and rhe Blumenfeld resolu-
tions raise the question of extending rhe exisring con-
sulation procedures with Parliamenr on rhe Commu-
nity's international agreemenrs. The role of Parliament
in these matters has evolved over a number of years
under the Luns-'$Testerterp procedures. It is arguable
that these procedures have yet to be used to the full
and the Commission, for ir pan, would cenainly be
ready to consider with all concerned how they might
be improved. The funher development of these proce-
dures would, however, need to involve the Council as

well and would naturally have to take place within a

framework which fully respecrs rhe role of each insri-
tution under the Treaties.

Against this background, we could stan by studying
the feasibility of exrcnding ro funher types of agree-
ment existing procedures for briefing and consulting
Parliament. Ve might also examine in turn what
improvements might be made to the present arrange-
ments for involving Parliament at various srages of [he
negotiations.

Thus, in the preparatory phase, thanks to the Luns-
\(/esterterp procedures, Parliament is already free to
hold a public debate before the inidadon of negotia-
tions for association on trade agreements. Given the
confidendal nature of negoriarions, it is difficuh to
envisage a full-scale debate on rhe draft negotiaring
directives themselves. On rhe other hand, I see no rea-
son why the appropriare Parliamentary commirtees
should not be fully informed as ro the general political
and economic factors on which negodating directives
will be based. The Commission would be ready ro sup-
ply documentation on rhese general factors on an dd
hoc basis. During negotiarions, the Commission
already briefs Parliamentary committees on the pro-
gress of nego[iarions. The Commission would be
ready to discuss Parliament's wishes as regards the
exact scope and form of these briefings, it being
understood [har conracrs must remain informal and
confidential. I believe rhat if we were ro set ro work
along these lines, we should be able to attain the
objective of this resolution of enabling Parliament ro
play a fuller role in negotiarions with third countries.

The Blumenfeld repon also raises the issue of Parlia-
ment's involvement in procedures for the accession of
new Member Srares. To begin with, on rhis point we
should recognize thar rhere is a fundamental differ-
ence between the negotiation of accession agreements
and the negotiation of Community agreemenff.
Although the Council provides administrative supporr
to the Conference of negotiation on accession and
though the Commission may be given specific assign-
ments within rhe framework of that negoriarion,
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legally both negotiarion and conclusion are marrers for
the Member States.

This being said, may own view - and I clearly cannor
here commit the views of Member Smrcs - is rhat
Parliament could, here too, play its role at the first
stage of negotiations. On the basis of material pro-
vided by the Commission, it could, for example, discuss
the problems arising and suggest appropriate solutions.
I recall that this was indeed the case when the previous
Parliament discussed Greek enlargement on the basis
of a report by Mr Amadei.

In the course of negotiations, it might also be possible
to envisage procedures within an appropriate frame-
work for keeping Parliament informed on progress.
Equally, I see no objecrion in principle ro rhe sugges-
tion that at the end of negotiations Parliament might
sum up its own opinion in much the same way as the
Commission does uhder the provisions of Article 237.
Indeed, there is nothing to prevent Parliament at that
sage from organizing the equivalent of a 'rarification'
debare in parallel with those aking place at national
level in the parliamenr of Member States. Clearly, the
outcome of such a debate would have no binding
effect, but it could cenainly be an imponant influence
on the stand adoprcd by national parliamen-ts.

I have sought, Mr President, to set out [he views of
the Commission on the numerous points of substance
which are raised in these three important resolutions.
If there are arry points, as there may well be, which I
have not been able to cover in the course of my
remarks, I will listen to the debate and, if necessary,
endeavour to take them up at [he end of the debarc if
there is then any time left. This is a debate, as I said at
the beginning, of major importance, since the continu-
ing strength and vitality of our Community institutions
will more than anythirig else dercrmine whether we
can move forward to tackle the deep-seated economic
and social problems that face us. These resolutions
demonstrate the determination of this House to
uphold and strengthen the institutions of the Commu-
nity. I hope I have demonstrated that the Commission
shares that determinarion, that it shares a great pan of
the approach of this House. I welcome this debare and
look forward to hearing the views of the honourable
Members.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Megahy, who mbled a ques-
tion on this subject for Question Time.

Mr Megahy. - Mr President, this is a rather unusual
position for me.to be in, speaking at this stage of the
debate, before the politica[ heavyweighr from the
groups come in. Indeed, it takes away one of the
points of complaint that I was going to make about
this Parliament - that those of us who are humble

backbenchers in the large political groups never Bet an
opportunity of actually saying anything wonhwhile.
However, by one of those quirks of the rules, because
I had a question for the Council of Ministers this
afternoon on this topic, I am therefore allowed some
kind of precedence in this debate.

I would make it clear that I am not speaking on behalf
of a political Broup, although I am quire cenain that
the views I put forward and many of the views in
amendments of which I am a pan:-author will be sub-
scribed ro by British Members of the Socialist Group,
but I am in 'no sense their official spokesman on this.
In a sense I speak as one of those few individuals in
this House who is totally opposed to increasing the
powers of this Parliament. I could say thar I feel some-
what like a total abstainer in a brewery. Nevenheless, I
rhink it is right that this poinr of view should be

expressed.

I was interested in what Mr Scott-Hopkins said about
rhe working of this Parliament. Cenainly some Mem-
bers, like myself, came to this Parliament in a very
sceprical but nonetheless constructive frame of mind
and not to wreck the proceedings. However, when I
wirnessed the kind of thing that went on this morning,
for example, with Members standing around in the bar
and the lobby waiting to see if a debate could be

launched on an issue of some importance to the Com-
munity, then I, at least, felt that there was no need for
anyone rc play a wrecking role in this Parliament. The
bulk of the Members seem to do that very successfully
rhemselves. Indeed if I were being quite Machiavellian
about this question and concerned about not increas-
ing the role of the Parliament, I think that after seeing
the way in which it has behaved on a number of occa-
sions, I would simply say, 'Good, let Parliament do
what it wants, because if it continues to behave in the
way rhat it has done over the past several months, then
I think all its claims to credibility as a serious polidcal
institution will go by the board'.

Now, looking at the questions that are raised here,
one of the thirigs that interests me is the way in which
the Three Vise Men's recommendation about the size
of the Commission seems to have been abandoned in
rhe various reports put forward. I find this quite sur-
prising. It relates, after all, to rhe efficient working of
the Commission, and we had a very interescing state-
ment on what was said to be the efficient working of
the Commission in the papers this week. \7e had
someone who is described, I think, as a fairly colourful
gentleman in the Commission, a man called Sir Roy
Denman, who made a statemen[ to the effect that the
people who work for the Commission would be free to
get drunk all day or to indulge in all sons of immoral-
ity. He did not say, of course, whether they chose to
exercise that freedom or not, and I nodced that Mr
Jenkins, in defending the right of Sir Roy Denman to
make this statement, did not make any comment on
the substance of the matter. I hope that the investiga-
tions being carried out into the working of the Com-
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mission will bring out whether or not there is any truth
in what, I think, is the general implication here, that
there is a lack of control over the working of the
Commission and its workload and that people are free
to do whatever they want. One can, of course, well
understand the concern of the staff about the phrase-
ology used. In any case it seems to me that the whole
argumen[ about the number of Commissioners is

related rc the effective working of that institurion.
Frankly I find it difficult enough now to find out
which DG deals with whar If one is going to have
something like 17 Commissioners, all in charge of dif-
ferent DG's, then God help us! Ve will never find our
way through the system.

I wish now to refer briefly to the main substance of the
complaints that we have, and that is the deliberate
inrcntion of Members [o try to extend the powers of
the Parliament. This is something rc which we in the
British Labour Pany are totally opposed. I feel that
extension of the powers of Parliament does not always
come about through change in the Treaties. People
have emphasized that they are not trying to change the
Treaties. You can in fact change the relationship
between institutions by changing conventions and
working habits. I am totally opposed to anything that
smacks of introducing formal procedures by which we
approve the Commission and the proposals of the
Commission, because these I see as a way of rying to
extend the powers of this Parliament. If we want
democratic control we should be arguing in our own
countries for some more democratic control in the
national parliaments over the affairs of the Council of
Ministers. !7hat would be wrong with oiening up the
Council of Ministers and letdng us see what they are
talking about. I am all in favour of some freedom in
that respect. .

The amendments to which I have subscribed indicate
those areas of both reports to which I nke objection
and I shall be voting against all attemps to increase the
powers of this Parliament.

(Applausefrom the lefi)

President. - I call Mrs van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mrs van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, perhaps
I may be permitted to use - or, as some may think,
abuse - this opponuniry to bring up a point of order.
I fail to see why someone who has nbled an oral ques-
don should get priority in this debate, and the fact that
the Member concerned belongs to my own group is
neither here nor there. I sincerely hope that we have
not set a precedent in this case . . .

President. - On the contrary, this is normal proce-
dure.

Mrs van den Heuvel. - (NL),. . . V.ry well, I shall
move on to the matrer in hand. First of all I should like
to make a brief commen[ on Mr Scott-Hopkins's
motion for a resolution. The Socialist Group objects
very strongly to what we believe to be the over-hasty
treatment of the repon of the Three Vise Men in Mr
Scott-Hopkins's motion for a resolution. Insufficient
time has been spent on the essential preparatory work.
'S7e believe this to be such an imponant subject that
there is, in our opinion, no point in debating the mat-
ter before the repon has been studied in demil by the
relevant committee. Ve appreciate that Mr Scott-
Hopkins had perfectly respectable motives for tabling
his motion for a resolution, but we also believe that, in
this case, he has missed the mark. Quite frankly, we
are surprised rhat a member of rhe Polirical Affairs
Committee should have asked so unexpectedly for this
matter to be debated in plenary session rather than
urging the committee of which he is a member [o pre-
pare the matter thoroughly. \(e do not believe that
this method of going about things serves the inreresrs
of the matter at hand, and we thus intend to have no
pan in discussing this here today. Of course, we shall
be perfectly willing to play our pan in the preparation
and discussion of rhis subject in rhe Political Affairs
Committee.

Mr Blumenfeld's motion on Greek accession very
largely meets with the approval of a majority of my
group, and tlie same goes for what Mr Blumenfeld had
to say here today. I therefore propose to spend no
more of my limircd speaking rime oh this poinr, and
instead I shall move on to deal wirh rhe Rey report.

The great majority of my group very much welcomed
Mr Rey's report, and we think our compliments are
due to Mr Rey firr the work he has put into it. !7e
wholeheanedly suppon rhe political tenor of the
report, which is rhar rhe Commission and the Euro-
pean Parliamenr are political allies in rhe struggle ro
improve the political and democratic aspects of the
Community institutions.

As Members of the firsr direcrly elected European Par-
liamenr, we are intenr on making Parliament more
influential and we have, on several occasions, appealed
to the Commission to play its pan in this process. 'We

support the attitude taken by the Three \flise Men rc
the effect that, without the Commission the Commu-
nity would never have come into being, and that with-
out the Commission the Community could not func-
tion properly. Bw noblesse oblige! we cannot help
thinking that rhe Commission is insufficienrly con-
scious of the obligadons rhis involves. A Commission
which at every srcp - or even before taking a srep -looks round anxiously ro see whether it can rely on the
Council's supporr is, in our opinion, serring irs sights
too low. Let me say, again rhar Parliament and the
Commission need each other, not to make common
cause against rhe Council - which is'represenred here
today by Mr Colombo, whorh I have already had
occasion this morning to congratulate on his appoint-
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ment and to whose speech I listened with grear inrerest
and respect - not, as I said, to make common cause
against the Council but because the Commission and
Parliament are the Community instirutions par excell-
ence and thus need each orher's supporr more than rhe
other institutions.

A majority of my group support the proposals con-
mined in the Rey report for improving cooperation
between the Commission and the European Parlia-
ment. \7e believe that it is essential for a directly
elected European Parliament which mkes itself and the
Commission seriously to be able to influence rhe
appointment of a new Commission and that Commis-
sion's policy programme and that a debare should be
held in Parliament once the Members of the Commis-
sion have been officially appointed. '!7e welcome the
suppon given in the Political Affairs Committee's
motion for a resolution for an arrangement between
the Commission and Parliament whereby Parliament is

to be consulted by the Commission on all preliminary
draft decisions, with texts not being submitted to the
Council until agreement has been reached with Parlia-
ment. This procedure would do justice to the sppcial
relationship which should exist between the Commis-
sion and the European Parliamenr, a procedure which
the present President of' the Commission declared
himself in favour of earlier and which - if I have
undersrood him corrictly - he is not opposed to in
principle rcday.

Praise aside, there are a few minor criticisms I should
like rc make on the report submitred by Mr Rey on
behalf of the Polidcal Affairs Committee. Ve are
disappointed at what the committee had to say in its
motion for a resolution about women Members of the
Commission. After the election campaign conducted
by our parties, in which we consistently tried to
explain to our women voters in panicular what great
things they could expect of the Community over the
coming years, the wording contained in the motion for
a resolution leaves a lot to be desired. Alright, we
know all the arguments; they have all become a little
hackneyed over the years, but recent experience in dis-
cussions has clearly shown us that they still command
respec[. '!7omen must no be elected or appointed sim-
ply because they are women. S7omen must enjoy full
equality with men and any kind of 'positive discrimi-
narion' is contrary rc this principle of equality. Ve
know all the arguments. They have all been trotted out
rime and time again for decades with the result that
rhere has been no reduction in discrimination against
women. On the contrary, it is frustrating to have to
study repon after report on the still prevalent inequal-
ity of men and women. Even the most ardent feminist
would agree that the positive discrimination in favour
of women - in other words the deliberate choice of a
women from male and female candidates of equal
qualiry - is basically contrary to the principle of
equaliry which we are trying to defend.

But what is the use of fine principles if in pracrice rhey
only serve to perpetuate inequaliry. Vhat is the value
of vague formulations which governments - which
will shonly be selecting their candidarcs - can misuse
as an excuse for perpetuating male dominance?

'tU7e had a foretaste of this in the Political Affairs Com-
mittee when one of the members suggested that ade-
quate representation of women could also mean that
no women at all would be appointed to the new Com-
mission. The fact is that women are at a disadvantage
in our society'and we are not going to alrcr that by'
formulations which are susceptible to all manner of
interpretations. Let us be realisdc about this. If we fail
ro spell out what we want and say exactly what is the
minimum number of women we expect to see in the
Commission from I January 1981, there is every prob-
ability of us finishing up with an exclusively male
Commission for the next four years, whereupon
another President of the Commission will come along
and say that he too is very much in favour of women
Members of che Commission, but that he regrettably
failed to get any appointed last time. There is perhaps
one other possible outcome. It is not inconceivable
that the next Commission may contain one token
female'Member. That, though, would be contrary to the
electoral pledges we tave. On behalf of my group,
then, I should like rc appeal rc all the Members of this
House to support my amendment calling for at least

- and I would sress the phrase 'at [east' - three
women to be appointed rc the new Commission. No6-
lesse oblige! And that applies equally to the Members
of this House.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Nothomb to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group).

Mr Nothomb. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gen-
[lemen, anything which can contribute directly to our
collecive ability to take decisions is fundamental for
Europe and for the strife-torn world we live in. In this
con[ext, we are glad to take part in this first debate on
institutional matters and at the same time pleased to
see that it concerns a specific and down to earth sub-
ject.

I should like rc recall that the Political Affairs Com-
mittee, which is the competent body in this matter,
adoprcd a wise and cautious procedural ,approach to
these problems, by designating a small number of its
members to form a Subcommittee on Institutional
Problems. This Committee decided in im first year of
operation to resist two potenlially dangerous [emp-
tations. The first of these would have been to try to
revolutionize the European world and draw an ideal-
istic but somewhat unrealistic picture of what it should
be.
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The other tempration would have been to try ro cata-
logue in a single all encompassing repon all the things
which should be done in Europe.

For our first year, our approach has been more than
anything a realistic one. Our first consideration was to
remain strictly within the boundaries of the present
Treaties which govern our relationship with each
other, and at the same time we were concerned with
examining objectively the whole series of relationships
which exist between the institutions, taking as a basis
the obvious innovation that our Parliament was
elected by universal suffrage almost a year ago now
and that even if the legal positians have not altered,
the political facts are different. Ve decided as a result
to draw up a number of repons, the first two of which
are those by Mr Rey. and Mr Blumenfeld. These
reporrs, which will be clos6ly interrelated, should be

submitted before the end of the year. Their subject
matter is the relations between Parliament and the
Commission and the very nature of the Commission's
power - this is the theme of Mr Rey's repon -, and
the relations between Parliament and the Council of
Ministers in its changing composition - a Council
which is at present presided over by Mr Colombo,
whose presence is welcomed by all those on the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee - and between Parliament and
the European Council, which, even if it is not prov-
ided for by the Treary, is a reality. The European
Council acting in political cooperation is also a new
factor and is destined to play a major pan. Three
repor[s will be drawn up on these three subjects, by
Mr Hansch, Mr Antoniozzi and Lady Elles respec-
tively.

There will also be other reports, one of which will
concern the new view we hold of the European Parlia-
ment's right to initiate policy. There will be a second
Blumenfeld report, which will take a more general
look at the procedure to be followed for any negotia-
tion on accession to the Community. Two other
reports will also be drawn up: one will deal with the
Economic and Social Committee, the Coun of Justice
and the Coun of Audirors; the other, which is just as

imponant since we wish to be realistic, will examine
the relationship between the European Parliament and
the national parliaments, since many matters are still
dealt with jointly and the Council of Ministers contin-
ues to be answerable to the national parliamenr.

I wanted to re-establish rhis general background in
order ro give full significance ro the reporrs by Mr Rey
and Mr Blumenfeld. I will not go into the motion for a

resolution submitted by Mr Scott-Hopkins and his
group, which in my opinion is roday pointless. As you
know, we decided not to study the repon by the Com-
mittee of Three as such, but rarher ro take the sirua-
tion of the European Parliament as a point of depar-
ture for examination of institurional problems. Even
though our aims are close [o some of those expressed
by the signatories to the motion submitted by Mr
Scott-Hopkins and others, rogether we have chosen to

go abour it a differenr way. Ve wish to look into the
various subject headings, using our political experience
and all the data now available, i. e. previous European
Parliament reports, previous reports drawn up by the
European Council, the Spierenburg report and the
repon by the Committee of Three. I thus agree with
Mrs Van den Heuvel that there is no call to discuss the
Scott-Hopkins motion for a resolution today. I should
like it ro be examined, since it raises interesting and
important points, in'the context of the general work of
the Political Affairs Committee and of the Subcommit-
tee on Institutional Problems. I should have however
like to raise one small objection to this motion, which
requests the European Council to consult the Euro-
pean Parliament on the relations which exist between
Parliament and the other institutions. This amounrs ro
asking someone else consult us on the relations which
people have with us! Of course, it is quite right that we

should discuss the problem of our relations with the
European Council. As it happens, this will be the
theme of Mr Antoniozzi's repon.

I am now coming to the main point of this discussion,
which is obviously the Rey repon. Vhy is it the main
point? Because the Commission is central to our insti-
tutional mechanism. By submitting this repon quickly,
we wish to reaffirm both the central and the polidcal
role of the Commission and at the same time our con-
cern to see lhis role clearly defined here and now,
because the President of the Commission will be

designared in June and the whole Commission in the
autumn. Before all this happens we must make
extremely clear what we feel to be a suiable relation-
ship bemeen the European Parliament and the Com-
mission and what we feel to be the Commission's role
in the general European context. I would like to add
that obviously I agree wholeheanedly with what Mr
Jenkins said, that the strengthening of Europe cannot
be achieved by strengthening one body in opposition
to the others, but by strengthening each of these bod-
ies and improving the relations between them. It is

clear that we must not try to build up one institution
against the others; on [he contrary, strengthening the
Commission means strengthening Parliament which is
in close contact with it, and also means simplifying the
task of the Council of Ministers. I was especially
pleased to note the spirit in which the President-in-
Office of the Council, Mr Colombo, spoke of the
problems of relations between the Council of Minis-
ters, Parliament and the Commission, since he showed
a deeply realistic and constructive attitude. Our insti-
tutions must not oppose each other, they must cooper-
ate and strengthen each other.

In addition to streng[hening the Commission, the
guiding spirit of the motion for a resolution contained

. in the Rey report is the Commission's role and its
internal efficiency.'$7e have declared our support for
keeping the present composition of the Commission,
not because we do not agree with decreasing rhe num-
ber of Members of the Commission in order to
increase efficiency, but because a realistic political at-
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titude demands a better weighted representation for
large countries within the Commission. It is also
necessary to ensure a political balance so that rhe
Commission can carry out its role.

If we wish to make sure that there are women Com-
missioners, this should be possible both through the
small countries, which will only have one member of
the Commission, and through the large countries, for
which this will perhaps be simpler to achieve. Ve do
not need to state our complete approval of the para-
graph requesting that at leasr some members of the
Commission be women. It is our considered opinion
that in this case a past error must be corrected. The
old arguments that ability should be rhe only criterion
and that things should be left to look afrcr themselves
are out of date. If we want rc be realistic and have
women actually in the Commission by the end of this
year, we must make minimum female representation
compulsory. As a result we are entirely in agreement
with this motion.

'!7e also wanted to strengthen the Presidenr of the
Commission's role, and we feel that we are doing this
when we ask him to designate from amongst the Com-
mission someone rc aid him in his task of coordination
just as we feel that it is strengthening his role by asking
him to give prior notice of the Members of rhe Com-
mission and to conduct a confidential dialogue with
rhe Polirical Affairs Commitree of the European Par-
liament. This exchange of views on the role the Euro-
pean Parliament would like to see the Commission
play and on its membership and nature would of
course have to be confidential because it would be
weakening the stature of the President of the Commis-
sion were he to come before Parliament as a whole
and make a declaration on his own, without the sup-
port of the other Commissioners and before consulting
national governments.

'\7e would also have liked ro find a satisfactory way of
making his position more stable rhan ir is ar the
moment, since he is elected for two years only. It haS

always been possible for him to be re-elected, but rhis
possibility has never been exploited. In point of fact, it
was difficult to find any legal basis for this in the Trea-
ties as they are now, which are formal on this point.

It is essential however that once formed, the Commis-
sion should come before Parliament for a general
debate on its programme and its policy, to be followed
by a vote ratifying the Commission's appointment and
expressing confidence in it.

In order to have an increased political role, the Com-
mission obviously needs to be sure that its general aims
are shared by a majority of this Parliament. Parliament
should also be able, without exercising im ability to
dismiss the Commission, which is a negative a[titude,
to express its suppon for the Commission outright
since the Commission cannot work, nor exist, without
this suppon.

In this way, from the outset, relations based on dia-
logue will be established between the Commission and
the Parliament, not merely in the formal relations
which are prescribed in the Treaty and have become
normal usage, but also in the informal, unofficial and
everyday relations. The President of the Commission
reminded us of some the helpful procedures which
already exist for this and which are mentioned in para-
graph 9 of the morion for a resolurion contained in Mr
Rey's repon.

I now come to the repon by Mr Blumenfeld, which
deals with an urgent and imponant motion. At least
eight of the nine national parliaments have radfied
Greece's accession. It is inconceivable that our Parlia-
ment should not also express its opinion on this point
more formally and more legally because this Treaty
changes rhe composition of our Parliament. Ve are
quite justified also in stressing that it falls within our
compe[ence to lay down the method to be used in
enlarging our Parliament and how we would like the
Greek Members to be elected as soon as possible by
universal suffrage - a point it is unnecessary to repeat

- and also how we will organize our work as a result
of rhis accession. Since this means that a considerable
change in the character of our Community will be
brought about by Greece's accession, the motion for a

resolution tabled by Mr Blumenfeld and approved by
rhe Political Affairs Committee propose char we radfy
Greece's accession to the Community. This does not
mean tha[ we doubt the fundamental legal right of
each of the national parliaments to ratify this accession
and to have the last word on this subject, but it is abso-
lutely essential that we too, as a body, ratify this acces-
sion, that is to say that we should give our political
assent to Greece which will then by its entry streng-
then our Community. In conclusion, I would like to
congratulate Mr Rey, who has brought with him to
the Political Affairs Committee and the subcommittee
all the experience of a former Presidenc of the Brussels
Commission, and whose realistic attitude has enabled
us to make the definite steps forward which were
necessary. I also congratulate Mr Blumenfeld for his
repon which he drew up in a short time on an impor-
tant. matter, thereby opening up the way to a broader
discussion on Parliament's panicipation in ratifying
and negotiating treaties of accession. These two
reports are ts/o fundamental steps forward. \7e shall
submit them to a realistic and positive examination by
the end of the year, while taking into account the new
factors concerning the European Parliament. The
Europeap Peoples' Pany will contribute wholehean-
edly to this endeavour.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, I would have thought
that everybody would have agreed that, to preseile
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the dynamism of the European Community, as evi-
denced by direct elections to the European Parliament
in 1979 and the accession of Greece, urgent assess-

ment of the inter-reladonship of the institutions of the
Community is required. Vhile, of course, I accept
totally that this matter will be discussed in greater
depth in the sub-committee so ably chaired by Mr
Nothomb on behalf of the Political Affairs Commirtee

- and I very much welcome of course future cooper-
arion in rhat committee on this matter - it is nev-
enheless urgent to debate this matter now. After all,
the question of the Three Vise Men will be consid-
ered by the European Council in June, and surely it is

in our interests that our voices should at least be heard
giving preliminary views on what we rhink of the pro-
posals of the Three 'S7ise Men, panicularly in relation
to our own institution. I have no regrets wharcoever at
having tabled; with Mr Scott-Hopkins and other
members of our group, a request for a debate on this
marrer now. I believe that we have had proof of the
need and urgency of this debate in the extremely wel-
come and construc[ive replies that we have had both
from the President-in-Office of the Council and the
President of the Commission. I have not noticed in
their replies any expression of regret that this matter
has been debated urgently now, and,I very much wel-
come this fact.

It is, however, symptomatic of the illogicality of the
Community as a living organism that the very body,
the European Council, which proposed an assessment
and recommendations on the institutions within the
parameters of the Treaty of Rome and which was
opposed to amending that Treaty, is itself, the one
institutional body which is not even mentioned in the
Treaty and which was not even envisaged in 1957. But
that does not in any way take away from its efficacy as

a necessary institution within our Community set-up.

However, I shall now confine myself to a few com-
ments on the report and motion for a resolution pre-
sented by Mr Rey. The speed and clarity with which
he has presented this document is indeed remarkable
for this body of ours which is not noted for either of
these two qualities. I think we can be proud that we
have this report before us today. I would cenainly add
my compliments and the complimenr of my group ro
those which have already been expressed.

There are three points on *hi"h I would like to con-
centrate, very briefly. First of all, there is the way in
which procedures should be developed betyeen the
Parliament and the Commission. There is one poinr
which, I think, needs elaborating, and that is the ques-
tion of amendmenrc to draft proposals made by the
Commission.'!7hen amendments from this Parliament
are accepted by the Commission, we welcome ir, bur
when sometimes, as inevitably happens, they are
rejected, the rejection should be justified and the mar-
ter returned to this Parliament for rediscussion before
the proposal is forwarded ro the Council for a final
decision on policy. This would indeed closely follow

the procedurbs of our own Houses of Parliament,
where we have first the committee state and then a

report stage before the bill passes into legislation. This
panicular procedure would I believe be welcome and
bqneficial for better relations between our [wo institu-
tions.

'!fle very much welcome the remark made by the Presi-
dent-in-Office concerning the recognition of our
democratic legitimacy in that resolutions on political
mat[ers coming from Parliament will be seriously con-
sidered instead of simply note being taken of their
contents. This will mean that action will at least be

considered. However, I think it is fair to say that, if we
wish our resolutions to be taken notice of, we should
ourselves be reforming our own voting procedure. I
think it is intolerable in a body of this kind that we can
vote and yet nobody at the end of the day knows how
anybody has voted or how many votes were cast for or
against a particular motion. It can go through by one
vo[e, as a matrer of extreme urgency, but nobody will
know what the majority was on that resolution. So I
do think that if we are going to demand better rela-
rionships wirh the other institutions, we should begin
by putting our own House in order, and the sooner
the better.

The second point I want to mention is the quesdon of
the composition of the Commission. I, and I believe
the majority of my group, would not be in favour of
reducing the number to an arbitrary .ten. I think that
the Spierenberg arguments are understandable. But I
believe that, in politics, there are things which go
beyond reason, and I do not think that ten, as an arbi-
trary number, is any better than thirteen. It will not
make the collegiality of the Commission any more
effective than thineen. After all, in our own British
cabinet there are over [wenty members, and the princi-
ple of collegiality is still respected. I do not think you
need fewer people in order to reach agreement,
though sometimes of course it does help. However, I
rhink also thar the larger Member States will demand
more than one representative. Ve only have to look at
the absurdity of China and the Seychelles, having each
one vote in the United Nations and the weight that
rhese two votes have in determining universal deci-
sions. I think the same kind of reasoning should apply,
at any rate for the time being, to the manner in which
the Community is set up. And I would like to emphas-
ize that the economic and political weight of smaller
Member States is afteady vastly increased by being
members of a Community. It is no reflection on their
size or their economic status on their financial contri-
bution nor would it be any derogation of their stand-
ing ois-i-vis the other member States. Again, you have
only to look at the number of portfolios ro see tha[ if
you have a president and a vice-president there are
only eight Commissioners left to deal with all the very
many ponfolios which have to be handled. One can
therefore will understand some of the comments made
by Sir Roy Denftan.
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'!(/ith regard [o women, which is of course another
aspect of represenmtion within the Commission, I was
somewhar sulprised to see the new wording in the Rey
repon which says that it is essential for women to be
adequately represented on the Commission as from I

January 1981. As a lawyer I would demand that the
meaning of the word 'adequate' be based on propor-
tional representation, which would mean 52 %. I rhink
that that would be difficulc to have this accepted by
most Member States and cenainly by any Member of
the present Commission. So, I would say that I sup-
pon very much what Mrs Van den Heuvel has said
with regard to women being represented in the Com-
mission, although I do not support the wording of her
amendment. I think that if we already have a woman
member of the European Council, and a worhan Presi-
dent of this Parliament, both of whom have been
elected by very large numbers of people, represen[ing
very large sections of the electorate, it is surely not
beyond the wit of man - and I repeat the word 'man'

- to nominate a woman to the new Commission. Of
course, we do have the power of censure, so perhaps
the men, when they are making their appointments,
will bear that in mind when the Commission comes
before the Parliament after ir has been appoinrcd early
in 1981. I know I shall have support from my group in
not hesitating to censure the Commission if there is

not a woman on the Commission next year.

Thirdly, there is the question of the appointment of
the Commission. My colleague Sir Fred Catherwood
will be dealing briefly with the ways in which this can
be done in a practical manner without upsetting the
present constitution of the Community. Nevertheless,
we very much welcome the suggestion of the President
of the Commission that the President designare should
come before the Political Affairs Comrnittee for an
exchange of views on future policies. Of course we
accep[ that it is not possible for a Commission to put
forward policies uncil it is in office; this is perfecdy
clear and I personally, of course, accept that.

In conclusion, Mr Presidenq I think that what may
have appeared as a rather dry and irrelevant subject is

in fact one of the most vital ro have been discussed by
this House. If our effons on behalf of the 260 million
citizens of Europe are to be effective, we musr concern
ourselves with our own procedures and machinery and
our relations with the other institutions. Let us be
quite cenain that nobody else will do rhar for us. Ve
must therefore take it upon our shoulders to be quite
cenain that the future of this Parliament is one that we
shall be proud of and not, as some Members like to
apply, something which will remain static. This is a liv-
ing organism, the Community is a dynamic institution
and we shall suppon that dynamism with all the mea-
sures at our disposal.

(Applause from tbe ight)

President. - The proceedings will now be suspended
until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 P.n.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR KATZER

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

ll. Statement by the Council on tbe situation in lran

President. - The next item is the statement by the
Presidenr-in-Office of the Council, Mr Colombo, on
the situation in Iran.

I call Mr Colombo.

Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (I) Mr President, the situation which arose in
Tehran on 4 November last with the occupation of the
United States embassy and the nking hostage of the
American snff by Iranian students can only be des-
cribed as an inadmissible violadon of international law.
The immediate consulations among the Nine had two
main results - the statements made by the bodies res-
ponsible for political cooperation, i.e. the ministerial
meering of 20 November 1979 and the European
Council of 29-30 November 1979, and the joint repre-
sentations made to the Iranian authorities in Tehran
by the ambassadors of the Member States.

The aim of the Nine was from the start to help bring
about a peaceful solution to the crisis in relations
between Iran and the United States, by encouraging
any developmenm which seemed likely to contribute to
thar end.

The call for the hostages to be released as soon as pos-
sible was linked by the countries of the European
Community with two essential elements which
rogerher make up our established policy. Firstly, there
is our unqualified respect for the Iranian people and
their commitment to the creation of a society in keep-
ing with the values of their own historical, cultural and
religious heritage. Secondly, it is our sincere belief that
Iran must assume the role and the greater responsibili-
ries which fall to it, in order to ensure the stability and
security of the tvhole Gulf area.,

Faced with an extremely delicate situation, the Nine
have had a duty to base their action on the approach
adopted by the Unircd States Government with a view
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to obtaining the rapid release of the hostages. Right
from the stan, this approach was twofold. On the one
hand, the American Government followed the normal
international procedures by appealing to the Interna-
tional Court of Justice in the Hague, which on 15

December 1979 ordered the Iranian Government to
release the hostages immediately. It submitted the
problem to the Security Council of the United
Nations, which adopted Resolutions 457 and 461 on7
and 31 December 1979 respectively. It cooperated
wirh the Secretary-General of the United Nations,
whose good offices culminated in the Sending of an,

international commission of lawyers to Tehran. On
rhe other hand, the Unircd States Government
brought a coordinated series of direct pressures to
bear on Iran, and asked allied and friendly govern-
ments to restrict their trade and financial relations
with Iran.

\Tithin the last few days the Iranian Government has

decided not to take what had been regarded as the
first step towards solving the serious crisis brought
about by the taking of the American hosages - i.e. so

bring them under government control.

It is indeed disrurbing that even after such a lapse of
dme it has been impossible for the rule of law, and
more imponantly reason, to prevail.

The Nine regard the continued detention of the
American hostages in Tehran as totally unacceptable.
They are in full sympathy with the people of the
United States, to whose dignified patience in the face
of such a blatant offence against the American nation
they pay tribute.

Our solidarity is all the more incumbent and deeply
felt because this situation involves the human suffering
of the hostages and their families, with which we all
sympathize. The persistence of this state of affairs
strikes at long-smnding traditions of the inrcrnational
community and makes it impossible to use its normal
channels of communication. Such practices are unac-
ceptable, all the more so because in rhis day and age
they tend to be imitated elsewhere.

The countries of the European Community feel deeply
that a revolution which aims at achieving liberation
and independence should not discredit itself by such
blatant violations of law, and thar justice can be
demanded only by those who act in accordance with
justice.

The failure to hand over the hostages to the Iranian
Government has led the United States to announce
sanctions against Iran, with a view to persuading the
Iranian Government to abandon its unacceptable posi-
tion and release the hostages. The American Govern-
ment immediately communicated its decisions through
diplomatic channels to the governments of many allied
and friendly countries, including all those of the Euro-
pean Community, stressing the American people's

expectation that those countries would also take
appropriate action to bring about the release of the
hostages.

Following immediate consultations among the Foreign
Ministers of the Nine, held in Lisbon on the sidelines
of the meeting of the Committee of Ministers of the
Council of Europe, the ambassadors of the Commu-
nity countries in Tehran immediately approached the
President of the Islamic Republic of Iran ro call for the
release of the hostages and obmin information and
assurances on the likely darc and circumstances of
their release.

The ambassadors of the Nine in Tehran have now
recalled for consultations, so thar rhey may inform
their governments of the Iranian reply rc the Nine's
request.

It must be stressed that the action of the Nine implies
no disrespect for the difficult struggle of the Iranian
people to express their nationhood. It also reflects a

prudent concern not to introduce funher destabilizing
elements into such a delicate situarion, and a concern
to safeguard legitimate national and personal interesrs.
But above all, it reflects our full solidarity with the
people and government of the United States.

On the basis of the replies obtained by our ambassa-
dors from the Iranian President - and on which they
are now reporting to their governments - rhe Nine
are already discussing the matter in rhe appropriate
Community bodies.

The results of these detailed analyses and assessmenrs
will thus be available for the fonhcoming meerings of
the nine Foreign Ministers. There will be the meeting
of the Council of Ministers at the beginning of next
week in Luxembourg, and other meetings will follow
soon afterwards.

At all events, we are fully determined to help to
ensure, by adopting a joint position in the appropriate
mulrilareral and bilateral international consul.tations,
that the safety and release of rhe unjustly heid hos-
tages is guaranteed by all means available under inter-
national law. I shall now use the authoriry conferred
by this rostrum to make, on behalf of rhe Nine, a

friendly but firm appeal to the Iranian leaders to make
this possible.

(Applause)

12. Relations between the Earopean Parliament and the
Commission - Report on tbe European institutions by

the Committee of Three - Greece\ accession to the
European Community (continuation)

President. - The next irem is the continuarion of rhe
joint debate,on the Rey and Blumenfeld repons (Docs.
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l-71/80 and 1-49l80) and rhe Scort-Hopkins morion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-33180).

I call Mr De Pasquale to speak on behalf of rhe Com-
munist and Allies Group.

Mr De Pasquale. - (I) Mr President, we Italian
members of the Communisr and Allies Group are in
favour of the Rey resolurion, because we regard it as

confirmation of Parliament's political will to achieve
further progress, gradually but decisively, in the in-
tegration and democrarization of the European Com-
munity.

In these first months of intense and feverish activiry,
activity which is open ro criticism in many orher res-
pects, Parliamen[ has nevertheless managed to make
ir desires perfectly plain by acrions thar have had a
wide and very posirive echo throughour Europe. I
need only remind you of the rejection of the budget
and Parliament's subsequent refusal to berray irc ideals
by giving supporr ro a dangerous and demagogical
race for ever higher agriculrural prices. These ques-
tions are srill open, and ir will nor be easy ro serrle
them without abiding by the guidelines incorporared
in our decisions. In this way we can see the beginnings
of a fundamenral uniry in Parliament's actions, which
are directed ro the aim of promoting a new and more
democratic balance of Community powers. If rhis
unity - to which the Italian members of the Com-
munist and Allies Group have made a by no means
minor contribution - is confirmed and consolidated
in the future, rhe European Parliament, which is
afteady the direct expression of rhe popular will of the
peoples of Europe, will increase its presrige so as ro
become - as it is righr rhat it should become - an
organ of effective political guidance, rhe mosr aurhori-
tative source of momentum for measures that 'fall
within the Community ambit.

Now we are faced with anorher event of fundamental
importance: the appointment of rhe new Commission.
In the political climate which has resulted from direcr
elections it is unrhinkable that the Parliament should
be excluded from the process of appointing the mem-
bers of the new Commission. Apan from anything
else, it cannot be denied, especially if we look ar pre-
sent trends in Communiry law, thar in the conrext of
the code of practice that regularcs relationships
between the instirurions, Parliament already has the
right and the duty to play a pan in rhe appoinrmenr of
the Commission and to derermine broad outlines of its
political programme. Parliament carries our rhe role of
an inspector with regard ro rhe acrions of the Commis-
sion; it expresses an opinion on rhe initiarives which
rhe Commission takes; on rhe basis of Anicle 143 it
examines and subsequen[ly approves or disapproves
the Annual Repon on Communiry acriviry which the
Commission is obliged ro submir ro it; and, above all,
on the basis of Article 144, avote of censure on Parlia-
ment's part can compel the members of rhe Commis-

sion to resign. In the institutional srrucrure set up by
the Treaties, therefore, Parliament and Commission
are closely bound up with each other: the funcrions of
each institurion are condirioned by rhose of the other.
Such an intimare connection between the two Com-
munity organs could be inconceivable if it did not
implicidy presuppose Parliament's co-responsibility in
selecting and appointing the new Commission and in
determining irs polirical programme. These, in brief,
are the reasons why we approve the proposals con-
uined in the Rey resolurion, rc which the Italian
members of the Communisr and Allies Group have
already given significanr supporr during the meetings
of the Political Affairs Committee. Other reasons
could be adduced, but there is no need. The imponant
thing is thar we should succeed - in fact and in the
well-measured and prudent wording provided for by
the resolution - in obtaining a significant panicipa-
tion by Parliamenr in the appoinrmenr of the Commis-
sion, so that we may rhen launch on a new basis forms
and procedures based on closer collaborarion right
from the formative stage of initiatives and legislation.

This is not a purely academic discussion of one of the
numerous, rhough very valuable omnibus repons. On
the contrary, we are about to take concrete political
action on one precise ropic: the Commission. This
topic requires an immediare reply, somerhing very dif-
ferent from the circumlocurions - which were as ele-

Bant as they were vague and imprecise - given ro us
in this House by Mr Colombo. Our opposite numbers
in other words the governmens of the Member Srates,
taken individually or taken collecrively as members of
the Council of Minisrers, should become aware of this.'$fle wish [o warn them against any rcmpmrion [o
repeat [he serious misrake of under estimaring us, an
error which they fell into on the occasion of the
Budget and the serious consequences of which can sdll
be felt. In rhis matrer, as in the ma[rer of the budget,
Parliamenr has the opponunity of reacting effecdvely
if it should be once again be faced wirh an unmor.i-
vated and disparaging refusal. This is the weapon of
censure, which Parliament has never used, as Mr Rey
reminded us and which, I am cerrain, ir has no inten-
don of using lighdy. But we musr take account of rhe
facr rhar the problem of the new Parliament's role in
the instirutional contexr is of such a scope as to justify
using every means at Parliament's disposal.

Mr President, w€ - and you are all aware of this -are nor advocates of perpetual conflict between rhe
Community institutions, since we are already quire
well aware that such behaviour leads to paralysis; on
the contrary, we desire and are pursuing harmony,
understanding, the agreement needed ro make pro-
gress. Nevenheless, we are nor prepared ro rereat in
the face of the predictable and predicted bitterness of
the fight for rhe democratic rransformation of rhe
Community and irs insrirutions, a fight which is not
just ours alone, but in which we wish rc be, and shall
be, in the front line.

(Applausefrom the lefi)
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President. - I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal-and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup. - (DK) Mr President, the Political
Affairs Commirtee devoted considerable time to dis-
cussing the reports submitted by Mr Jean Rey and Mr
Blumenfeld. There was good reason for this and consi-
derable preparatory work was done. I am thinking, for
example, of the Spierenburg repon of Seprcmber and
the Repon by the Committee of Three of October.
These reports have come in for a good deal of both
praise and criticism and rhere is no point in repeating
them here. The imponant thing is that we have had a
chance to make use of th6 material contained in the
reports submitted, panicularly that drawn up by a sub-

committee of the Political Affairs Committee, with
my highly respected colleague Mr Jean Rey, as rap-

Porteur.

Ve are fortunate to have been able to draw on Mr
Rey's wide knowledge and experience and to take
advantage of the fact that he is a quite unique author-
ity on this matter of the relations between the institu-
tions, panicularly between the Commission and this
Parliament. There is no one else in this Parliament as

well qualified to talk on this matter as Mr Rey and,.as
Lady Elles rightly pointed out, it is not least due to Mr
Rey's own personal effon that Parliament has been
able to receive a report such as this in so shon a time.
It is also imponant that we should do something about
the proposals and views contained in the two reports
of last year which mentioned a few momenr ago. If
we consider the way in which the Tindemans report
was dealt with, we are justified in deploring the fact
that the many proposals and ideas it contained were
not discussed and evaluated in greater depth, one of
the unfortunate results of which was that cenain
myths grew up around the Tindemans repon, to the
effect that Mr Tindemans' proposals were much far-
reaching and radical than uras in fact the case.

I can therefore endorse, on behalf of my Group, what
Mr Scott-Hopkins had to say on this point, and say
rhat, broadly speaking, I go along with many of the
thought-provoking views he has put forward. The rea-
son why I do not intend to go into the motion for a

resolution tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and others in
grea[er detail is that we expect to be able to return to it
in rhe Polirical Affairs Committee, and, at a later date,
in this House, since, in our view, it calls for thorough
discussion and consideration in the Political Affairs
Committee. For this reason, u/e cannot vote in favour
of the motion for a resolution, since we do not intend
to adopt a position on it undl it has been discussed in
the Committee. I should like rc say that my Group is

in favour of the procedure chosen by the Political
Affairs Committee and the sub-committee under Mr
Nothomb, whereby the Repon by the Committee of
Three and the problems arising from it are to be dis-
cussed section by section.

My Group goes along with the main points contained
in the repon of the institurional aspects of the acces-

sion of Greece drawn up by Mr Blumenfeld and will
be able ro vote in favour of the atmched motion for a

resolution tabled. It is only common sense that Parlia-
ment should also be involved in the decision-making
process regarding the accession to the Community of
new countries within the context of the relevant
Treaty. I listened with great interest to what the Presi-
dent of the Commissioq, Mr Jenkins, had to say on
this point.

As regards the Rey Repon, I should like to stress that
the Liberal Group fully agrees that the Commission
has a political role to play. The majority of my Group
support the idea that the number of members of the
Commission should remain unchanged in accordance
with the Treary. Opinions differ within my Group
regarding the proposal contained in the Spierenburg
Repon to the effect that the number of Commission
members should be reduced, but the majoriry take the
view that the amount of work for the Commissioners
to do justifies maintaining the present number of
Commissioners and increasing this number when the
Community is enlarged.

Thus, it could well be argued that there was a need for
more than one Commissioner to deal with, for exam-
ple, the Commission's relations with non-member
countries in general, apart from the Lom€ countries.

As regards the inclusion of one or more women mem-
bers of the Commission, or, as Mr Nothomb, so ele-
ganrly put it, 'feminization' of the Commission, we
regard this as a perfectly natural thing. However, since
there have so far been no women Commissioner, it
might be a good idba to stress the desirability of the
Commission including a number of women members.
If we mlk about'women being adequately represented'
this could, as Lady Elles pointed out with her usual
precision, be open to interpretation.

Vhen we speak about the idea of the Commission
including women members as perfectly natural, this
should be seen particularly in the light of the fact that
no other polidcal group in this Parliament has such a

large proportion of women members as the Liberal
Group.

The proposals contained in the Rey Report are, of
course, in no way intended as criticisms of the Com-
mission, and it'was clear from what Mr Jenkins said
that he fully understands this. The inrcntion is rather
to strengthen the Commission, but at the same time to
strengthen Parliament and the close cooperation
between our two institutions, as a natural follow-up
to the first direct elections ro the European Parlia-
menl.

This should not be taken as an attack on the Council
since what we must strive for is a healthy balance
between the institutions. As Mr Rey pointed out when
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presenting his report, improved cooperarion.and a
greater degree of agreement between the insdtudons
can only be in the inreresr of the Communiry. I was
pleased to note in rhis connection rhe points made by
the new President of the Council of Minisrers, our
former colleague, Mr Colombo, in this House this
morning. I should like rc say that I am confident thas
it will be possible rc conduct a fruitful cooperation
with the President of the Council whom I came ro
know and respect very much during rhe time I worked
with him in his previous capaciry of chairman of rhe
Political Affairs Commitree.

It is no less imponant [o srress that rhe proposals
tabled were drawn up on the basis of the relevant
Treaty. They do not call for any amendmenr of the
Treaties since we do nor go beyond the Treaty in these
proposals, the aim of which is to use rhe Treaty ro
increase the role and influence of this Parliamenr.
There is no question of us wishing to dictate to the
Commission and its Presidenr the poliry ir should pur-
sue. It is, however, quite legitimare rhar Parliament
should be able, by means of a debarc and a vore, to
express viewpoints and exen an influence. Ir is a good
sign that the President of the Commission, Mr Jen-
kins, has just said that he undersrands the view rhar
early contacts between the Polirical Affairs Commitree
and the President-designare can be useful.

There will no doubt be voices raised in indignation
during this debare ar the idea of giving Parliament
greater powers. \fle have already heard one such voice.
Let me point out, rherefore, that I myself and my
Group regard it as important rhat we should proceed
in this matter at this time on rhe basis of the Treaty
and attempt to increase rhe role and influence of the
democratically elecrcd Parliamenr with a view to
creatint a more healrhy balance between rhe instiru-
tions of rhe Communiry. Ve will receive further pro-
posals and reports ro work on in the future and I
should like to say in conclusion rhar rhe repon under
discussion here today and the points which have
already been made by the President of the Council and
the President of the Commission are a good stan.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.

Mr de la Maline. - (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I shall restrict my shon speech to only two
of the documenr involved in this joint debare: Mr
Rey's repon and the mo[ion for a resolution by the
Conservative group.

In the cise of the first rexr - rhe repon Uy ih. f,otiti-
cal Affairs Committee - I must say that my group is
in unanimous and total disagreement with the essential

points of Mr Rey's rexr. 'Ve disagree both with rhe
dtle, which bears no relation wharsoever ro rhe con-
tent of the text, and wirh the procedure being fol-
lowed. !(ie think firstly thar ir is somewhat ridiculous,
to seek to alter the institutional balance by adopting a
unilateral approach which only affects part of the
institutions, and secondly thar this texr is fundamen-
tally bad because ir rurns its back on rhe pragmatic
attirude adopted .so rightly both by the Three Vise
Men and by rhe Spierenburg report. I say rhis because
both the general spirit of the repon and im details
imply profound alterations which would drasrically
and seriously affect the instirurional balance contained
in the Treaty.

So we disagree with the general outline and rhe spirir
behind these reforms and we also disagree with the
precise details. Ve disagree with the proposal - even
if this is not in direct contradiction with rhe lerter of
the Treaty, it does contradict the spirir of it - to
arrange for the Commission to be appointed by two
jointly responsible aurhoriries, this means that nor only
the narional governmen[s but Parliament too would be
called upon, as it is on budgetary marrers, to designate
the Members of rhe Commission. Naturally, rhere is
no provision for this in rhe Treaty, it is naturally nor in
the spirit of the Treaty, and ir definirely goes against
the letter of rhar Treary ro rry ro inodify the method
for appointing the Commission.

Ve also feel that it is going againsr the spirir of rhe
Treaty to suggest setting up a joint aurhority to form-
ulare proposals since rhis rask is clearly allotred by
the Treaty to rhe Commission. It is not our Parlia-
ment's task to grant the Commission permission to
submit proposals. It is explicitly laid down in rhe
Treaty chat it is the Commission which makes propos-
als, forwards them to the Council and rhar the Council
then sends them on ro us for our opinion. Suggesring
that there should be a joint aurhoriry ro draw up pro-
posals, means on the one hand hampering the Com-
mission's work and on the other hand clearly violating
the spirit and the lerrer of rhe Treaty.

This means that we cannot agree to Mr Rey's propos-
als either with regard to their renor or with regard to
the actual details. These modifications should not be
thoughr of as minor. In facr, they would mean a funda-
mental change which would unilaterally alter the insti-
tutional balance laid down by the Treaty with norhing
given in return. In any case, ure are cenain that these
proposals will get nowhere at all, even if they are
approved by a majority of this House.

As for the second text, the one submitred by the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, I can say that here, on the
other hand, we are on [he same wavelength as them
and that we could have agreed to this without roo
much difficulty. This is because it follows the line - in
our opinion a wise and pragmatic one - set out in [he
repon by the Three 

.Wise 
Men, which was backed up

by the Spierenburg repon. Ve have not subscribed to
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the motion for a resolution submitted by Mr Scorr-
Hopkins in its entirety because we want to be more
specific. Ve are prepared to stand behind the morion
put forward by our neighbours, but at the same time
we wanted [o express clearly our own ideas and in
order to do this we have tabled an overall amendment
which we would like Parliament ro vore on. Should
our amendment not be adopted, should like at least a

large part of the motion submitted by Mr Scort-Hop-
kins to be passed.

In our amendment we are trying, not to alter the Trea-
ties without saying so as the sub-committee and the
Political Affairs Committee do in their motion, bur to
compensate, within the framework and in the spirit of
the Treaties, for any distonions the institurions might
suffer as a result of various developments.

In particular, we should like the European Council to
keep to its proper role, which is one giving impetus at
the highest level and we should also like it to remain
ar this level because if it descends to minor details it
might well get bogged down in them.

On the other hand, we should like the Council of
Ministers to become fully effective and operational
again, by refusing to fragment itself into a multitude
of ,specialized Councils in which it can only lose its
strength and unity.

As far as the Commission is concerned, we *"r, i, ,o
regain its collegiate character, as laid down in the
Treaty. 'We want it to regain its power to propose leg-
islation and we don't want to see ir bogged down in
some sort of authority sharing arrangement with Par-
liament. Ve are even prepared rc delegate additional
responsibilities to it. Should new common policies be
worked out together in one field or another, we would
be prepared to give the Commission the means ro
implement them, but we do not wanr [o see it getting
bogged down in a ridiculous and peny bureaucratic
artirude. There are thousands of examples of this. For
example, while Parliament is considering the vital
problem of peace and war in Iran, we are asked to give
our opinion on a Directive produced by the Commis-
sion relating to - wait for ir - rhe medical examina-
tion of personnel engaged in poulry meat production.
This is the rype of Commission acriviry we are con-
sulted on !

Ve want Parliament to regain its real functions, we
want the Council to delegate powers to ir when there
are common policies, but we want it to remain at the
top and also provide impetus, ro coordinate and con-
trol work at national level, but nor ro be weighed
down by a vast and meddlesome bureaucracy which
only serves to duplicate the ones we are only too
familiar with in our own countries.

These are a few general principles restoring of the
overall institutional balance which we wanted ro pur
forward in our motion. I shall say no more now, but

hope that the amendment we have tabled will receive
some suppon. Should it not, we are prepared to give
support. to the motion abled by the European Demo-
craric Group with the exception of paragraph 7 a.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich to speak on
behalf of the Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defense of Indepedent Groups and Members.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Mr President, it seems

that this Assembly needs to be regularly reminded of
the fact that it is not a proper Parhament. A proper
Parliament is one which can, for example, adopt laws
and appoint a government. This is not the case here,

however, where the power of the Parliamenr to take
decisions only affects small pans of the budget and the
right to dismiss the Commission.

The two reports before us today express great frustra-
tion at the fact that the powers of the European Par-
liament are so limited. !7e in the People's Movement
against Danish membership of the European Commu-
niry do not share this frustration. It is normal demo-
cratic practice that the duties and powers of a popu-
larly elected assembly are first of all clearly specified
and that the members are elected subsequently. This is

the only satisfactory sequence. First the powers are
specified and afterwards the members are elected.
However, here in the European Community we have
witnessed a curious new depanure in parliamentary
matters, i. e. an assembly is direcdy elected first of all
and it is hoped that afterwards the assembly will arro-
gate more power [o itself. This is a peculiar and some-
what disconcening sequence and this is what is stan-
ing here. The Political Affairs Committee will be sub-
mitting eight repons.in the near future, all of which
propose an increase in Parliament's powers, and it is

the first two of these repons we are discussing rcday.

It is the aim of the Rey Repon to promorc a move
towards the European Parliament appointing the
Commission, which thus would come to be a type of
government. It is the aim of the Blumenfeld Repon rc
give the European Parliament decision-making powers
when new members are to accede to rhe Community.
It is symptomatic that the proposals of this kind now
coming through Parliament are very unobtrusive and
practical in character. They deal with small, limited
fields and do not require direct amendments to the
Treaties since amendments [o the Treaties artract a

great deal of attention and require the approval of the
individual national Parliaments and, in some cases, a

referendum, and the Community does not enjoy the
same degree of populariry in all the Member States.

These pragmatic reports work on a principle which is
commonly known as 'salami tactics'. The Community
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arrogates power to itself little by little. One slice after
another is chopped off the sovereignty of the indivi-
dual Member States and it is this surreptitious aspect
of the process which we object to. If this assembly is
rying to become a real Parliament with the right rc
appoint a government and adopt real laws, we cannot
regard this as a democratic step forward, and this is

the point we wish to make. Power cannot be taken
from thin air, it must. be taken from somebody else -in this case the government and parliaments of the
individual countries. And if our Folketing loses
authority, we reserve the right to call this a retrograde
step from the point of view of democracy. After all, we
are a small country with only 15 seats out of the total
410 in the European Parliament.

\Tithout wishing to be pompous I might nevertheles
remind you once that we in Denmark have for centu-
ries been progressing srcadily towards democracy, and
we think it would be rash to break off this develop-
ment, to let go of the reins and let important decisions
regarding our society be made abroad.

I should like to comment briefly on the two reports.
The Blumenfeld repon on the accession of Greece
deals with the grear disappointmenr and frustrarion
experienced by this Parliament at not being involved in
the decision-making process regarding the accession
of the new Member Sates. The report's total lack of
logic is only by the way, but it is nevertheless very
amusing and curious that paragraph I should state that
the European Parliament ratifies the Treaty on the
Accession of Greece, after which, in paragraph 3, it
claims the right to panicipate in ratificadon. In other
words, rhe Parliament firsr of all insists that it is has a

right which it subsequently claims it should be given.
This is a strange kind of logic. The main thing, how-
ever is that, according ro Article 237 of the Treary, it
is the Member States which negotiate with applicant
States and it is the Member Sates which radfy. This is
where the European Parliament wishes to be involved.
However, this would demand amendments to the
Treaty, even if this is not stated in so many words. It
was said in the Political Affairs Committee that
amendments to the Treaty were not necessary but that
there was simply a need to fill a gap between two arti-
cles, i.e. Anicle 237 and Article 238. This filling of
gaps without amending the Treaties would be an inter-
esting parliamentary innovation, a real Euro-idea.

The Rey report regarding the relations between Par-
liament and the Commission claims, among other
rhings, the right to hold a vote of confidence rc ratify
the appointment of a new Commission. The general
trend of these minor proposals is that the European
Parliament should appoint a sort of government and
hence vinually become a real Parliament. The motion
for a resolution tabled by the Bridsh Conservatives
regarding the repon of the Committee. Three are in the
same vein. Naturally, we intend to oppose these rhree
proposals and any future proposals aimed at increasing
the powers of the European Parliament at the expense

of our Folketing and of democratic control in our
country. A very large majority of the people of Den-
mark will be opposed to democratic steps backward of
this kind. Naturally we support. the sensible amend-
ments to these two reports mbled by members of the
British Labour Pany.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, it is encouraging that a consensus is

emerging in this House on the matrcr now under dis-
cussion. I myself have tried to make a preliminary con-
tribution to this process by getting the matter dis-
cussed in the Bureau, and I hope that my effons
helped rc bring about the speedy discussion of the
matter by our Polidcal Affairs Committee and its rap-
porteur, Mr Rey.

My pany in the Netherlands, D'66, shares the con-
cern felt about the inadequate functioning of the
Community. The reports produced by Mr Spierenburg
and the Three Vise Men give us an excellent analysis
of rhe problems. Four major problems stand out:
firstly, shortcomings in the application of the Treaties;
secondly, stagnation in the integration and extension
of Community powers; thirdly, the failure to take
effective steps to combat the economic crisis in the
Community; and founhly, a lack of efficiency within
the Commission and the Council for lack of general
guidelines and clear priorities. It is true that both
repons make constructive proposals, but we believe
them ro be inadequate. No doubt this was panly to do
with the limited terms of reference and the hasrc with
which the reports had to be prepared. My pany's pro-
gramme on Europe goes somewhat funher, in particu-
lar as regards the importance and influence of the
European Parliament, including the matter of extend-
ing Parliament's powers. To be brief though, I shall
have to restrict my remarks to the two reports.

Firsr of all, let me express my appreciation of the qual-
ity of these two documents. Tlrey are well thought out
and correctly present the essential facts. The proposals
are well and truly in a Community spirit and serve to
srrengrhen the supranational character of the Commu-
nity, which is something we fully endorse. The inter-
ests of the smaller Mernber States have also been taken
fully into account. fhe p.oposals are pragmatic in
character, and this again is something we approve of.
As regards the various sections of the reports, I have
the following comments.

A lot of attention has righdy been devoted to the
European Council, which should, in our opinion,
mainly concern itself with giving fresh impetus to the
unification process, to which informal procedures
seem best suited. \7e welcome a clears set of priorities
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for Communiry action, but feel for some thoughr
should be given ro the risk of tension between rhe
informal procedures and the idea rhat rhe European
Council should draw up this list of prioriries. Vould
that not, we wonder, be somerhing more fitting for the
Council of Minisrers? \7e go along with the Three
\7ise Men in advocating more political clout for the
Commission, which musr be able to play a very impor-
tant pan in drawing up the list of priorities. '!fle also
subscribe ro the suggesrion made by Mr Scott-Hop-
kins in his motion for a resolution to have the Presi-
dent-in-Office of the European Council appear before
the European Parliament.

As regards the Council of Minisrers, we believe thar
the practical proposals for improving the work of the
Council made by the Committee should be imple-
mented as quickly as possible. '!7e endorse the Com-
mittee's proposals on strengthening the functions of
the Committee of Permanent Representatives and the
Commission with regard rc Council decisions. Ve too
want to see no changes made to the length of rhe Pres-
idency of the Council. The adoption of majority deci-
sions must be encouraged as much as possible, and it
seems to us that valuable suggestions have been made
on this subject.

As regards the work of the Commission, D '65 regrers
the fact that neither the Spierenburg Repon nor the
Repon of the Three Vise Men proposes to involve rhe
European Parliament in appointing the Presidenr of
rhe Commission, which is something we believe to be
highly desirable. Nor is paragraph 7 of Mr Scott-Hop-
kins' motion for a resolution very clear on rhis point.
Fortunately, this criticism does not apply ro the Rey
Repon. However, in conrrast rc the Rey Report, we
support the idea of limiting rhe number of Members of
the Commission and we should like to ask what rhe
report means by women being adequately represented
on the Commission? The position of the President of
the Commission needs strengrhening. He musr be able
to approve the appointment of the other Members of
the Commission if there is to be any hope of forming a
homogeneous college. $7e are opposed ro rhe idea of a

Vice-President responsible for day-to-day coordina-
uon.

Mr Presidenr, ever since the first week this House
met., we have repeatedly advocated and supponed the
idea that following im appointing and subsequently
every year the Commission should draw up a political
programme to be debated at a special session of rhe
European Parliament. This would serve ro srress rhe
responsibility the Commission has ois-ti-ois Parliamenr
and the support of a majority of the European Parlia-
ment for the Commission's proposed policies could
strengthen the Commission in its dealings with the
Council. The Rey Repon rightly says that rhe Euro-
pean Parliament's right of censure implies that it
should be consulted on Commission policy and should
approve that policy before the Commission actually
takes office. I wholeheanedly suppon the Spierenburg

Report's proposals on making the Commission's ser-
vices more efficient and improving recruitment proce-
dures, career development and mobility of officials.

Finally, the remarks made by the Committee on rhe
European Parliament itself are of a differenr narure [o
those referring m the Commission and the Council.
They are more caudous and more vague. This must, I
suppose, have something to do with the fact that the
Commission and the Council have set their sights too
Iow in doing their duty to the Community, whereas
Parliament's problem is precisely that it does not have
enough powers. \fle cenainly take rhe view thar Par-
liament's powers are inadequate. However, the Com-
mittee's terms of reference do not allow it to submit
any proposals for amending the Treaty. It maintains
relations between the Council, Parliamenr and the
Commission must be three-cornered, with Parliament
forging close and direct links with both the Council
and the Commission. That is something we would go
along with. !fle want as far as possible to extend rhe
scope of the existing consultation procedures. At any
rate, they should cover all those decisions which affect
the Community's basic legislation, such as amend-
ments to the Treaty and decisions which form the basis
of the policies to be pursued by the Community in var-
ious fields. Ve realize that within the terms of the
exisring Treaty there is only very limircd scope for
effectively strengthening the position of the European
Parliament. The Commitree's proposals also underline
the fact that Parliament is largely dependent on the
willingness of the Commission and rhe Council to give
us a more imponant role to play. It musr be said,
though - and this is reinforced by our slarus as a
directly elected European Parliamenr since rhe middle
of last year - that there are many, as yet untried,
means of making Parliament's presence felt. This
debate may contribure ro this process.

President. - I call Mr Hensch.

Mr Hinsch. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrle-
men, I am pleased [o say [har, along with many of my
colleagues, I agree with a lor of whar Mr Rey and Mr
Blumenfeld had to say in their respecrive repons, both
of which reflect the same basic philosophy. I was also
pleased to hear both Mr Colombo and Mr Jenkins
espouse the same philosophy in their speeches this
morning. The point is, ladies and gentlemen, rhat both
reports remain within the rerms of rhe Trearies; both
are intent on exhausring all the possibiliries offered by
the Treaties. Both of them use rhe Treaties as a lever
to strengthen rhe influence of the European Parlia-
ment - and I deliberarely use rhe word 'influence'
and not 'righr'. Ler me repeat thar for rhis reason, we
can give oirr full suppon to rhe two repons, borh of
which follow rhe line I believe to be of decisive
importance: anything not explicitly ruled out by the
Treaties must be fair game for this House.
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The right we have, ladies and gentlemen, to pass a
vote of no confidence in the Commission indirectly
gives us the right to express our confidence in them. If
we do not express a lack of confidence in the Commis-
sion, we are effecdvely giving them a vote of confid-
ence. Vhat is there, then, to prevent us from taking a
vote to make that public?

For the same reason, we would be opposed to making
the President of the Commission alone the subject of a

vote of confidence. The imponant thing must be to
use rhe Treaty to make our views known on the nomi-
nation of the Commission. At any rate, this is what I
regard as the central point of the Rey Report: we shall
have to force the Bovernments to enter into consulta-
tion with the European Parliament before the new
Commission is appointed, otherwise they will risk
being defeated.

Mr de la Maldne and Mrs Hammerich spoke about
using this as a means of extending our influence and
our righd. It is perfectly natural, ladies and gentlemen,
for a directly-elected Parliament to be constantly con-
cerned about strengthening its influence in general and
in particular its influence on the membership of the
institution we shall be working with for many years [o
come, namely, the Commission of the European Com-
munities.

(Applause)

The point is noi to amend rhe Treaties, but to establish
new conventions within the terms of the Treaties, and
rhis, incidentally, also goes for the Blumenfeld repon
on ratification of the Treary for the accession of
Greece. I know - indeed, we all know - that there is
nothing tegally binding in this, but I think we must
make it esmblished practice that the European Parlia-
ment should be called upon to express a final opinion
on rhe accession of new Member States to the Com-
munity. The point is not - as some people are insin-
uating - to divest the national parliaments of some of
rheir rights. They will still have to ratify new treaties.
The point is that the European Parliament should
ratify such treaties in addition to rhe national parlia-
ments.

I must admit that, if we had been involved in the ratifi-
cation procedure at an earlier stage, the Socialist
Group would have made no bones about the fact that
there are certain aspects of Greek accession which give
us cause for concern or which we are not entirely in
favour of. For instance, there is the question of how
conscientious objectors are dealt with in Greece and
the status of trade unions in that country. However,
this does not mean we cannot give our clear suppon to
the Blumenfeld report and thus welcome and ratify the
accession of Greece to the European Community.

Finally, ladies and gentlemen, there is the question of
the number of Members the Commission should have.
There are many arguments here both for and against

reducing the number of Commissioners. Ler me just
mention one argument. If we seek to reduce the size
of the Commission, this Parliament will be running the
risk not only of getting into conflict with the govern-
ments pn this question, but of getting beaten. I am not
necessarily against conflicr with the national govern-
ments, but I think we must take care ,to select those
areas in which we are prepared to suffer a defeat. And
in my view the question of the number of Commis-
sioners is not worth any such conflict; I therefore
believe that we should stick to the present composition
of the Commission.

In conclusion, ladies and gentlemen, I should like rc
comment on the motion for a resolution mbled by the
European Democratic Group. In my opinion, both the
timing and the subject of this motion are wrong. The
Political Affairs Committee is already dealing wirh the
questions brought up in this motion for a resolution. I
believe that it is not right for a parliament to either
approve or reject reports like the Spierenburg repon
or the report of the Three Vise Men. Reports are
intended to be used as a part of the work in progress.
That is the line we should take, rather than voting on
specific poinr in the two reports. I therefore think we
must reject the motion for a resolution rabled by. Mr
Scott-Hopkins and his Group.

Ladies and.gentlemen, the European Parliament has a
chance to prove, wirh the Rey and Blumenfeld repons
rhar we are working towards the goal most of us advo-
cated to the electorate last year - to streng[hen the
influence of rhis Parliament so as to make it worth-
while that the people of Europe cast their votes every
five years.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Blumenfeld.

Mr Blumenfeld. - (D) Mr President, in my opinion
and the opinion of my groirp, today's debarc is a good
thing inasmuch as it brings out the contrasting views
held by cenain violent opponenrc of European unifica-
tion, and may force some of us to state our own views
more clearly, as Mr Hensch did just now. I think a bit
of friction in questions like this is a good thing; I am
thinking here, for instance, of the views put forward
by Mrs Hammerich or some of those advanced by Mr
de la Maldne..Let me concenrate, though, on what
Mrs Hammerich had to say. She is within her righrc to
express her opinion, but it is the opinion of a dwin-
dling minority in Europe, and we accordingly simply
take note ofwhat she had rc say.

Mr President, I should like, on behalf of my Broup, to
comment briefly on Mr Rey's repon and then to move
on to comment briefly on Mr Scott-Hopkins' speech
and his motion for a resolution on the repon of the
Three Vise Men.
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Paragraph 9 of Mr Rey's motion for a resolution
demands .that as soon as the Commission has been
appointed it should conclude with Parliamenr an inrer-
institutional aBreement to be used as a basis for laying
down procedures for increasingly close cooperation.
'!7e gather from what Mr Jenkins said on behalf of the
Commission that while he is prepared to discuss rhese
quesrions with Parliament most thoroughly in commit-
tee before Parliament reaches a final decision and sub-
mits a resolution to the Council, he is opposed ro
upsetting rhe balance between rhe insriturions - if I
understood him correctly - by accepring point 9 of
Mr Rey's motion for a resolurion. I rake his point, bur
I should like to ask Mr Jenkins to confirm rhat he is
prepared to resume the hitheno not very formalized
consultations in committee between the Commission
and the European Parliament on important Commis-
sion proposals with a view to reinforcing rhe work of
The Commission, so that we can achieve a form of
cooperation which - alrhough not insritutionalized

- is at least more clearly formalized. Let me say quire
clearly that a large majority of this House is nor -and cannot be - sadsfied with rhe currenr srare of
affairs. All too often, we have been rold afrcr the event
of initiatives, developmenm and political activiries on
the part of the Commission which have therefore
taken place in a parliamentary and democratic vac-
uum, because the national parliaments and govern-
ments have also had no opponuniry ro srare their opin-
ions. I would be grateful for Mr Jenkins' commenrs
on this point at the end of the debare.

I should also like ro make it clear thar as regards
extending or strengrhening the rights of the European
Parliament, which we have always advocated in the
past and shall conrinue to work for, once agreemenr
has been reached on cooperation in rhe instirutional
sphere between rhe Political Affairs Commirree and
the Committee on External Economic Relations we
shall conrinue in our effons, with the proper insritu-
tional procedures [o see thar the Commirtee on Exrer-
nal Economic Relations takes responsibiliry for rhose
matters - for instance, rhe conclusion of treaties -where rhe European Parliament has a righr ro be heard
and consulted. Ir is only ar rhe presenr srage - now
that I have heard wirh pleasure and gratirude that a

majority of this House is in favour of strengthening
the rights of the European Parliamenr in thsi respecr

- that it is up to the Polirical Affairs Commirtee to
provide a framework ro be fleshed our subsequently in
close cooperadon with rhe members of rhe Commitree
on External Economic Relations.

I should like ro conclude wirh two brief commen$ on
the motion for a resolurion tabled by Mr Scort-Hop-
kins and his group. I agree with my colleague Mr
Nothomb, Mr Hensch and other members that it is

really to early to be talking about this subject roday, or
rather that this morion is wide of the mark. The Politi-
cal Affairs Committee is currenrly discussing all the
questions mentioned in Mr Scort-Hopkins' morion for
a resolurion. Unfortunately, both rhe Spierenburg

report and the report of the Three Vise Men are con-
cerned almost exclusively with a historical view of the
Commission and the Council. Indeed, rhere are many
aspects of the history of these two insritutions which
are worthy of criticism, but we are more concerned
about looking ahead, and precious litrle mention has
been made of the European Parliamenr. As a resulr,
this repon is not exactly helpful as far as we are con-
cerned.

However, if any points are worth discussing - and
need to be discussed - in this House, they are the fol-
lowing two. The repon of the Three \7ise Men has
nowhere near managed to bring out the real dimen-
sion of the European Council ois-,i-ois all the other
institutions. The European Council is not mentioned
at all in the Trearies of Rome; but has become a domi-
nant institution, and yet it has so far largely failed to
do the job entrusted to it. This European Council,
which managed ro take no real decisions, which fails
to give any real impetus, is supposed - and this would
be a job for a summir meering of rhe European Heads
of State and Governmenr - ro pur rhe Commission in
a position to take much more vigorous and energetic
action not just on its own but in collaborarion of
course with the European Parliament. This would be a
democratic task for the European Council and I hope
that the gentlemen heading our governments will give
a little thought to how they should proceed in the
future.

Finally, ler me rurn ro rhe quesrion which is discussed
in the Rey report and of course also in the repon of
the Three Vise Men, and which a number of speakers
have already menrioned, namely, rhe number of Mem-
bers to be appointed ro rhe new Commission. I rhink it
must be realized here - and this is an argument which
has not been put so far - rhat, if we want the Com-
mission to become even more of a purely adminisrra-
tive bureaucracy, then we should indeed fix rhe num-
ber of Commissioners a[ ren or eleven, which would
make the Commission norhing more rhan an auxiliary
body. On the other hand, if the Commission is to
assume a political role, the number of members must
increase in accordance wirh the currenr formula. Ve
therefore believe rhat, as far as this point is concerned,
Mr Rey's motion for a resolution advances a good and
realistic proposal. $7'e are againsr any reduction in the
number of Commissioners. Ve should like to ask for
Mr Scott-Hopkins' motion for a resolution to be
referred back to the Polirical Affairs Committee along
with the amendments. Thar is where such resolutions
rightly belong.

(Applause)

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Fred Catherwood. - Mr Presiden!, as chairman
of the Committee on External Economic Relations I
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thank Mr Blumenfeld for rhe cooperarion on the
Luns-\flesterterp procedures. I am quite sure rhar the
Committee on External Economic Relations and the
Political Affairs Commirtee have gor to work rogerher
on this. I also rhank Mr Jenkins for his nrost helpful
initiative in offering to consulr us formally before the
Commission stans trade negoriations and informally
afterwards - that is a great srep forward and ir meerc
paragraph 7b of the resolution rabled by thr.European
Democratic Group.

Now I want to speak abour paragraph 7a where our
resolution insism that rhe European Parliam:nt is con-
sulted on the appointmenr of the Presidrnt of rhe
Commission and on the appointmenr of the other
Commissioners. The section in the repon of the Com-
mittee of Three on the appalling problems cf running
the council of Ministers makes clear rhe n:ed for a
Commission that is technically and politically srrong.
The repon says that the burden of business of the
Council has become unmanageable, tha[ t.re Presi-
dency is undisciplined and incoherenr, that rh: Foreign
Ministers cannot control rhe low-level tectlnocraric
working groups where junior narional offici rls block
progress, that Foreign Ministers fly in for only pan of
sessions, never knowing who they are going t<, find on
the orher side to negoriate with, and that no one can
coordinate the agriculrure and finance Councils. Like
everyone else we welcome Mr Colombo wirom we
trust as a former President and recently an elecred
Member, but he is the founh President in ten months
and he will be in office for anorher ren weeks. Now
for all these reasons we really have got to make sure
that there is some functioning body and thar rue have
in the newly appointed Commission a rechnical y com-
petent Commission which works with rhe full polirical
suppon of our directly elected Parliament. Ncw, Mr
Blumenfeld and Mr Hensch have said all these things
are underway, so whar is rhe hurry. The hurry is thar
there is to be a new Commission, the firsr rc be
appointed after the direct elections, and rhe rray in
which that Commission is appointed and the rvay in
which we are consulted will set the standard f rr rhe
future.'What is done now will be done for the {urure,
what is not done now will never be done again. io we
have either got to do ir now or not ar all. Now, while
welcoming the Presidenr-in-Office's supporr in princi-
ple for Parliamentary endorsement of the new (lom-
mission, we believe that rhis endorsement must no[ be
a formaliry. I would like rc point our rhar the Arneri-
can President submirs each member of his admin stra-
tion for scrutiny by the Senate and, if Member rlov-
ernments similarly submirted Commissioners to Pzrlia-
ment's scruriny, I am quire sure that Commissioners of
the highest calibre would be produced and that conrin-
ued strong political suppon for rhe Commission w,>uld
be ensured. Now, we no doubr have the fullest corfid-
ence in the selection of proposed Commissionen by
our own national governments, but it does no harrr to
have double supporr in rhe very hard times ahead
about which Mr Jenkins has so righdy warned us. 'lhe
Commissioners and Parliament will need all of erch

other's goodwill, so ler us stan off with a very full
consulta[ion procedure. Finally, the Treary recognizes
ParliamenCs powers in giving it rhe right to remove by
qualified majority a Commission in which it has no
confidence, so proposals on procedure which would
give us confidence in a new Commission are squarely
in accord with rhe lerter and the spirit of the Treaty.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Baillot.

Mr Baillot. - (F) Mr President, in this debare on rhe
European institurions I should like ro give the point of
view of the French members of the Communist and
Allies Group.

First of all I should like ro point out that all rhese
motions are put forward with a view ro the enlarge-
ment of the Communiry and rhar this is held ro be an
accomplished facr even before the narional parliaments
have had rime to take a decision on rhe entry of Spain
and Portugal.

As Mr Nothomb made clear during the debate, the
proposals which are pur ro us are rhe first pan of a

whole set of instirurional reforms all tending rowards
reinforcing polirical integration. Firstly, rhese propos-
als are aimed at strengrhening the role and the powers
of the European Parliamenr.

The Rey report is clear on this point. So, for example,
Parliament ought to be able ro choose rhe members of
the Commission. \(/hen Parliament claims rhe right to
have the Commission presenr irs programme [o,Parlia-
menr before it is implemented, and to follow rhis with
a vote ratifyinB the programme, rhen the report is pro-
posing nothing more or less rhan rhe adoption of the
procedure used by a narional Parliament ro rarify its
Government.

As for Parliament's field of competence, this would be
greatly extended since it would be entitled ro debate
subjects which are nor covered by the Treary. Ba-
sically, this means a rerurn ro [he conrenrc of rhe corz-
muniqui issued after the European Summit Confer-
ence of December 1974, at which France's representa-
rives were Mr Val6ry Giscard d'Estaing and Mr
Jacques Chirac, who asked for rhe European Parlia-
ment to be more closely involved in the legislative pro-
cess of the Communities.

Secondly, thp proposals we are debadng today aim at
strengthening the role and powers of rhe Commission,
which some people equare with a real executive body
which is answerable to no one excepr Parliamenr. Pur-
portedly "in order ro remove rhe Commission's tech-
nocratic image" as rhe Spierenburg repon calls it, rhese
proposals ask rhat im political powers be srrengrhened
so that it can embody to an ever increasing extent
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'the interests of Europe before rhe interests of the
Member States'. From this basic political standpoint,
since progress must be made towards integration, the
proposals aim at a large increase in the Commission's
management powers, since the Three \7ise Men con-
sider that it is the 'natural executive organ of the

Community'. However, facrc show that the Commis-
sion has akeady played this role and has taken deci-

sions in particular on economic and social matters
which have done great harm to workers in our coun-
rries.

Since I am on the subject of the situation in which
workers find themselves, allow me to say something
on one aspect of these proposals which we feel to be

very serious. This is when the regulations of the Euro-
pean Civil Service are undermined by a whole series of
measures relating to outside recrui[ment, greater staff
mobility, and the reduction of guarantees to staff, so

that they will be more directly subject to the political
decisions taken by the Commission. As I was saying,
the proposals aim at strengthening the powers of Par-
liament and' of, the Commission - this is especially
true for the Rey report - and the Prerogatives of
other European organizations, the European Council
and the Council of Ministers, are also extended to the

same end, namely greater political integration. Thus
Three Vise Men speak of objectively ascenained

European interests for the Council of Ministers, and

fcir the European Council they speak of a consensus in
an area where the Treaty does not give 4ny precise

details, with the aim of introducing moie common
policies. They propose a wider applicadon of Article
235 of the Treary and also a reinforcement of coordi-
nation between Member States on subjects which are

not covered by rhe Treaties. In addition to political
cooperation, we can quote amon8st others, health"
education, telecommunications, the European pass-

port, the European judicial area and, as we saw last

September, problems of defence which were
approached via arms manufacture. During this session,

a motion by Mr d'Ormesson and others under cover
of discussing energy and raw material supplies for our
countries has ried to revive the policy of military inte-
gration which Georges Marchais opposed last Septem-
ber.

In order to continue towards extension of the scope of
rhe powers of European organizations, these proposals
strike directly at the rule of unanimiry and suggest
putting in its place the method of voting by a qualified
majority. Basically, what is being proposed ro us is a

new step forward in an extremely imponant area, that
of strict observance of rhe national sovereignty of each
Member State in the Community, a step which was
first mooted at the Paris Surinmit of December 1974.

The Three \flise Men take as their pretext the prob-
lems which will arise from the enlargement of the
Community in order to gain acceptance of what they
suggest is the need for a.vote by a qualified majority,
which would mean jeopardizing the sovereignty of
individual States.

I would like in conclusion to make two points. All the
proposals submitted to us officially today were already
contained in their general lines in the Tindemans
report which the Council had purponedlv shelved
after it was submitted by the supporters of suprana-
tionaliry who go tirelessly about their wicked task.

Alrhough they were foiled by the opposition they met
with in France especially, they now think that they
have found the necessary excuse for pursuing their
aims in the accession of three new countries.

One year ago, during the campaign for the election of
this Parliament, all the French candidates assened that
they would fight against any widening of the Parlia-
ment's powers and of those of the European organiza-
tions and that they would conform strictly to the pro-
visions of the Treaty of Rome. !7e shall see when
voting takes place just how they have kept their prom-
ise. As for ourselves, we will continue'to resist any
supranational ideas and any increase in the powers of
this Parliament. This is why we reject the two reports
and the motion before us.

President. - I call Mr Druon.

Mr Dnron. - (F) Mr President, I only intended to
speak on the draft Blumenfeld report. on the institu-
tional aspects of Greece's accession to the European
Community.

The motion for a resolution before us provides a very
interesting example of what I would venture rc call the
disease from which all international parliamentary
institutions suffer. \flithout going as far as rc call it
paranoia, we can detect in this motion a tendency to
illusions about the future, a propensity to consider as

achieved things which are only wished for or, as our
British friends would call it, a piece of 'wishful think-
ing', which in my opinion calls for a brief examination
of the basis, or rather the alleged basis, of the resolu-
rion, namely a diplomatic act which is now being car-
ried out and which is almost complercd.

I am well placed to talk about it. It was in fact I who
was privileged to be the rapponeur in the French
National Assembly for the bill concerning Greece's
accession to the Communitites, a bill which was passed

by both houses of the French Parliament so rapidly
that France was able to be the first signatory to the
legal instruments ratifying the Treaty. So it is impossi-
ble to attriburc to what I s4y any reticence about
Greece's .ioining the European Community, since I
have long supponed its entry and am pleased about it
in every way, both for Greece and for Europe.

No, we are dealing with a different problem altogether

- this Parliament's powers. The first paragraph of the
motion for a resolution proposes that the European
Parliament should ratify the Treaty of Accession con-
cerning Greece. The rapponeur himself described this
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motion as rash, which I feel is an undersrarement. I see
from the document rhat the rapponeur is basing his
proposal on a previous morion for a resolurion No
l-346/79, which expressed the desire that this Parlia-
ment be involved in rhe procedures for ratifying trea-
ties. I have only one quesrion to pur. Since this morion
for a resolution was submitted, have the governmenrc
of the Nine met ro examine this quesrion, have they
amended the various Community rrearies, specifically
the Treaty of Rome, have they put this amendment to
the National Parliaments, and did rhe governments
radfy these amendmenrs? Ladies and gentlemen, if this
had been the case I think we would know about it. So,
to state that Parliament should ratify treaties is to dis-
play a frivolous atritude rowards rhe law which will
not help in getting this Parliament taken seriously.

I would have nothing more to say, were rhe ,second

paragraph of this proposal not even more of an aberra-
don. The second paragraph insists that the Greek
Government should as soon as possible hold direct
elections of im represen[arives, according to rhe
explanatory statement rhis means during 1980. \7ell,
the Treaty of Accession stipulates that rhis election
shall take place during 198 1. So, ladies and gentlemen,
what we would be doing is to ask rhe Greek Republic
to infringe immediately, even before it comes into
force, the Treaty which will link it rc the Communi-
ties. Vhere is the common sense in all this, and can it
enhance the dignity of this house?

The reason given is rhat for a few months, perhaps a

year, there will be on these benches direcrly elected
Members, that is to say ourselves, and nominated
Members, i.e. our Greek colleagues. But just who are
these nominated Members and who nominates rhem?
They are members of the Greek Parliament nominated
by the Greek Government and as sr-tch they are
elected. I think I can say that it is somewhat insulting
not just for the Greek Members but for all the Mem-
bers of the European Parliament who sat in this House
up until last July, to consider indirectly elected Mem-
bers as some sort of inferior representatives. Greek
representation during the first year in which they will
be sitting is one of the ransitional measures of the
Treaty of Accession. It is our duty to obey that Treaty,
so let us be polite about it.

These are the reasons, ladies and gentlemen, why I
take it upon myself to ask you not rc adopt this
motion for a resolution, not just on behalf of my
Group, bur for reasons of sound logic and good man-
ners.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Mr President, during the Euro-elec-
tions in the United Kingdom many statemenr were
made about the increased powers which an elected
European Assembly could and would rake ro itself. It

was painted as a body that would srrike an effective
blow at the bureaucracy of the Commission and pro-
ceed to bring democracy into rhe workings of the
Community. Those of us in that elecrion who poinred
out the falsehood of those claims are now fully vindi-
cated. This elected body has no more powers than the
previous assemblies which were nominate{. Indeed
this Assembly, on the accession of Greece, will be
panly elected and panly nominated unril rhe nexr
Euro-elections. In fact, under the Trearies rhe power.
of this Assembly cannot be changed without changing
those treaties. However, as has been pointed out today
by one of the United Kingdom Members, who had an
oral question down on this issue, there could be a
move to change the habirs of rhis Institurion in order
to seize funher powers.

I stand opposed to any increase in the powers of this
House which would funher undermine or erode the
sovereignty of the national governmenrc. This is not
really a Parliament. It is an assembly. It neirher in-
itiates laws nor legislates them. The Commission under
the Treaties, whether we like ir or nor, is not a cabinet
of this Assembly. The President of the Commission
spelt this out clearly today He said rhar rtsrighr of in-
itiative cannot be shared. The Commission had inde-
pendence and intended ro retain it. This Assembly will
be consulted and its opinions considered, but not
necessarily acted upon. How then can this Assembly
have a say in the Commission's appointment? The
Commissioners are nominated by the national govern-
ments, and those sovereign bodies would rightly resent
any such interference.

It has been said roday that we should encourage har-
mony in order to produce progress - harmony
berween the Council, the Commission and the Assem-
bly. Could I say, in bringing to a conclusion my speech
today, that disunity will be encouraged within rhis
Assembly when it is used to launch unfounded attacks
on a Member State of the Community. Such an attack
was made yesterday by Mr Neil Blaney, a representa-
tive of therlrish Republic. He made the wild, fanatical
and lying accusation that the Government of the
United Kingdom in Northern Ireland is responsible -and I quote from page I 12 of the repon of yesterday's
debates - 'for the denial of human rights in every
form'.

I would remind this House that the provisional Irish
Republican Army was spawned with Mr Blaney's help
in'the Irish Republic, and that that terrorist organiza-
tion has bien responsible for many hundreds of the
most brutal murders in my country. I would ask this
House to read Mr Blaney's own speech in the Dail
concerning his support when the Provisional IRA was
formed. During the last few days the IRA has mur-
dered many of my constituents, ye[ if these murderers
get safely into Mr Blaney's country they will find safe
sanctuary. Moreover, there is one fact which desroys
Mr Blaney's contention about the persecution of the
Roman Catholic minority in Nonhern Ireland. Vhen
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rhis part of Ireland left the United Kingdom, the Pro-
testant populadon was around ten per cent. Now it is

only over [wo per cent, whereas the Roman Catholic
minoriry in Northern Ireland has actually increased
since rhe division of the country . . .

President. - Mr Paisley, please keep to the subject
on which you asked to speak.

Mr Paisley. - The people of Nonhern Ireland,
under attack from the IRA, deeply resen[ these slan-
ders by Mr Blaney which cannot lead to,a better
working of this Assembly.

President. - I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, in some of this debate
roday there has been a gobd deal of wishful thinking.
Surely what happened this morning in this House is

the best comment we could have on the three repons
we are discussing this afternoon, because after the
shambles over our own agenda, which wasted 1%
hours of valuable time, can anybody in this Parliament
seriously deny that what we are suffering from is an

inabiliry to make an effective and organized use of the
powers we have got?

The reason, of course is, that we are trying to do too
much, Ve are drowning in a sea of paper, of un-
digested demil and half-read reports. Vhat is more, that
is true of the whole Community, as the very excellent
repon of the Three \7ise Men poinr out. It is true of
the Commission itself, of whom the Three'!flise Men's
report says there are too many Commissioners looking
for activities to justify their existence. The report spells

it out clearly. The increase in the number of Commis-
sioners since the enlargement of the Commission in
1967 has - and I quote the repon - 'made it impos-
sible to give equally meaningful ponfolios rc them all'.
Hence rhe passion of rhe Commissioners ro find sub-
jects for harmonization which are not a contribution
to a meaningful European uniry but merely an irritant
to the citizens of the Member States, like the absurd
at[empt to harmonize the emission of noise from
lawn-mowers and other comparable absurdides. I hope
the Commission has taken to heart the report's
rebukes about its harmonization activities, its stress on
the need for the Commission to rationalize the flow of
its proposals in this field and cut it down to what is

really essential. 
,

But, you know, this won't happen if the Commission is
going to go on and enlarge itself with every enlarge-
ment of the Community. There will be more boys in
jobs for which there is no really effective work, and
the report of the Three Vise Men is emphatic on this.
Again I quote: 'To continue to extend Commission
membership on the present basis after enlargement
could be fatal for the organization's coherence and

efficiency'. Serious words, and I am astonished that
Mr Scott-Hopkins' motion makes no mention of this.
I am deeply disappointed that Mr Rey's repon wants
to srick to the present rules, which would mean that
with enlargemenr rhe size of the Commission would
go up and up. I was disappointed by Mr Jenkins' com-
menrs on this. I did not think he gave us a srong
enough lead towards the rationalization of the Com-
mission, which is clearly overdue, and that is why Mr
Megahy and I have an amendment to delete paragraph
2 on this matter in the motion for a resolution from
the Rey report. I welcome even more positive amend-
ments on this matter by Socialist colleagues, and I
hope the House will vote for them.

But there are other lessons we should learn from this
sensible repon of the Three Vise Men. It certainly
rejects any awemp[ to extend the Parliament's powers.
Its whole message is that we should first make more
efficient use of the institutions we have got before we
try to extend them into a more ambitious role. As for
this Parliament, it has got. to prove itself in its present
form before sriking more grandiose attitudes. That is

why Mr Megahy and I have tabled an amendment to
delete paragraph 7 of the Scott-Hopkins morion,
because however muzzily that paragraph is worded,
using words like 'endorsement' instead of ratification
of the appointment of the President of the Commis-
sion, it is in fact trying to enlarge the legal powers of
the Parliament, and to that I remain obdurately
opposed.

Indeed, I find this attempt highly ironical at a time
when there is no guarantee at all thar che Parliament is
going to have the tuts to stand by the boldest use it
has yet made of its present pou/ers - the rejection last
November of the budget which violated all the
expressed aims of the Community to move towards
greater equality of economic development. Let us pass

that test first before we start demanding an even more
influential role!

I say this in conclusion, Mr President: those of us who
are pressing these amendments and opposing these
extensions of powers, we are the real friends, you
know, of the European Parliament. !7e claim that the
Parliament and the Community are trying to do too
much, to interfere [oo much, that - in the words of
the Three Vise Men - 'a disproportionate effon in
terms of energy, time and money is needed to produce
a rather modest output'.

Ve commend to this House the advice of the Three
'!/ise Men. Stop being too ambitious! Stop trying to
Bet the Community to do jobs which are not for the
Community to do! Remember - and I conclude with
this quotation from the Three Very \7ise Men - '[1
excess of ambirion, panicularly when it begins and
ends with mere words, breeds confusion, frustration
and finally indifference'.

(Applause)
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President. - I call Mr Antoniozzi.

Mr Antoniozzi. - () Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I have listened very arrentively rc this debate
on the Rey repon, on relations between the European
Parliament and rhe Commission of rhe Communities
with a view to the forthcoming appoinrmenr of a new
Commission.

Having lisrened very carefully to rhe various speeches,
let me make one very brief initial remark.

It seems to me [har people have raken the opponuniry
of this debate to raise a lot of poinrs - indeed perhaps
too many. Perhaps it was the English conservatives
who set the ball rolling when rhey opened rhe discus-
sion on the report of the Three !7ise Men. At any rate,
one or r*o oih.. members have referred ar length co

rhip report during the debare. I rhink this is a mistake,
because I believe that the repon of the Three \flise
Men is such an important, such a highly-qualified,
such a wide-ranging document on which we could
stop and reflect that I think that it would be an appro-
priate topic for a separate debarc in Parliament once ir
has been discussed in the Political Affairs Commitree,
which is the body which should in rhe first instance be
concerned by this report, and subsequently in the
other committees consulted for their opinion. If we
don't do that, we run the risk of making desultory
remarks here and there on this repon by the Three
Vise Men without giving to this extremely important
topic the time and space that it merits and without
going into the detailed examination of it which I
believe to be absolutely necessary and indeed indis-
pensable. This is the reason why, in the Political
Affairs Committee, I was opposed to the Scott-Hop-
kins initiadve, since I felt, along with orhers, thar we
should discuss this topic on another occasion in order
not to mix the two debates up.

It also seems to me thar the Political Affairs Commit-
tee, under the presidency of Mr Colombo, was quite
right to set up a subcommittee for institutional prob-
Iems, and- having on its agenda a series of topics con-
cerning particular aspects of the repon of rhe Three
\flise Men - aspects which, if they are each dealt with
one after the other in particular demil, could provide a
broad framework for comments on the repon irself, so
that there could subsequently be an overall examina-
tion of all the material in the report, which is

extremely imponant and fundamental for the well-
being of our Assembly and for the activity and even
the prospects of the European Community.

I hope that, after these brief inrroductory remarks, I
may be allowed to say how much I welcomed this
debate, which in my opinion is the firsr debate which is
in genuine sympathy with our insriturional duties
deriving from the European elections. Let me there-
fore say that I was surprised to hear several prominent
Members of this House expressing negative views and

criticisms on rhe idea of broadening the sphere and rhe
scope of our acrivities, of our responsibilities and so
on. Let us go back jusr for a moment ro [he very
beginning: I wonder wherher these people have read
and still remember the preamble to rhe Treaties estab-
lishing the European Communiry, i.e. rhe European
Coal and Steel Community Treaty, the EEC Treaty
and the Euratom Treaty. In three very brief passages
this preamble says: 'Convinced that rhe contribution
which an organized and vital Europe' - and 'organ-
ized Europe' means much more than rhe restrictive
interpretarions some people rry to pur upon ir -and 'Recognizing that Europe can be buih' - and
'can be built' does not just mean setting up a cusr.oms
union or a bit of agricultural policy - 'only through
practical achievements which will firsr of all create real
solidarity'- and here rhe 'real solidarity' is harmoni-
zatlon, a stage of the initial economic initiatives which
must then be followed by the srage of political devel-
opmen[. It goes on: 'Resolved to substitute for age-old
rivalries the merging of their essenrial inreresrs' - and
here we are talking about much broader matters than
just economic interesrs - 'by establishing an eco-
nomic Community, to creare the basis for a broader
and deeper Communiry among peoples long divided'.
This preamble was signed by rhe political represenra-
tives of those who have spoken our here against any
extension of the Communiry's responsibiliries. Here
are a few more quotations from the preamble of the
document setting up the European Economic Com-
munity: 'Determined ro lay the foundations of an
ever-closer union among rhe peoples of Europe' -and 'ever-closer union' has the political meaning
which we understand. And, finally, there is rhe pre-
amble to the Euratom Treaty which I shall not borher
to read now.

'Well then, ladies and gentlemen, there were political
prospects for us from the very first momenr we
launched the economic initiatives. But rhen rhere is an
imponant political fact: let us not forget how we came
to be here last year. Ve arrived here as a result of an
election in which 180 million European citizens were
called upon to vote, obviously in order to give this
institution the political strength which it required to
make progress on the matters which were referred
to in these preambles. This is why I welcome this
debate, a debare which is perhaps the first that
Parliament has held that has a full bearing on an
important function which Parliament should be exer-
cising on the basis of rhe mandate ir received from rhe
VOte rs.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I believe rhat in
recent months we have wasted too much time on dis-
cussing road signs, dangerous colorants; or rhe prob-
lems of marine pollution; and even when we have dis-
cussed or when we were discussing more important
topics - such as world hunger, the situations in places
such as Chile, Afghanistan, Iran, Cambodia, or the
problems of the Moscow Olympics - rhese topics,
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while rhey must be given due attention, must not make

us forlet the important task that we must fulfil and the
mandate that we received when we were elected, that
is to say the mandate to strengthen this European Eco-
nomic Community politically.

'fhis is why it gives me so much pleasure to welcome
Mr Colombo, the Italian Foreign Minister and Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council of Ministers, because

rhe fact that he holds the office of President of the
Council of Ministers may be of great importance. At
bortom, the dialectic role which he spoke about in his
'speech this morning will cenainly be funher developed
during the coming months, but we must recognize that
both the Commission and the Parliament have a

dialectic role to play ois-ti-ois the Council which
should result in diminishing the power of the Council
and increasing the rightful powers of the Commission
as the executive and those of the Parliament, so as to
achieve the objectives which we have set ourselves. I
am certain that Mr Colombo will make the right inter-
prerarion of his function in the right way, also because

every time that he has been a minister - not just now
but also 20 years ago, when he was a minister with
important portfolios - 

he has always felt the import-
ance of this European prospect of which he has been
such a persuasive advocate as to be elecred President
of the European Parliament.

Ladies and gentlemen, in this House we have spoken

of the Spierenburg report and the repon of the Three
'S7ise Men. I have already spoken about the Three
\liise Men; so I can turn now to the Spierenburg
report. I should have preferred this report to have put
grearer emphasis on the political aspects, and to have
kept consideration of the technico-administrative
aspects within their proper dimension, whereas it
seems to me that they have been somewhat exagger-
ated. I am in agleement with the Rey report amongst
orher things because it was fully discussed in commit-
ree, and I really think that it reflects the thinking of
the overwhelming majority of the Polidcal Affairs
Commirtee. I have one reservation, a marginal criti-
cism of paragraph 4 dealing with the need for a

woman Member of the Commission. I am not against
a woman's being a Member of the Commission, but in
my opinion there is no need to insist that the new
Commission should include at least one women; put-
ting rhings in an extreme form, someone could have
proposed an amendment to the effect that'lt is consid-
ered essential rhat at least one man should be a Mem-
ber of rhe Commission'. I should have excluded para-
graph No 4; I would have said something general,
without mencioning either men or women, something
that would have ensured that a woman was a Member
of the new Commission, something with which I am
certainly in agreement as more than just a passing fad.

I rhink the Political Affairs Committee, drawing com-
fort from Parliament's vote on rhis resolution, should
continue its examination of the problems of the Euro-
pean Council, the problem of the Council of Minis-

ters, the problem of relations between Parliament and
rhe national parliaments 

- 
in a word, of all the insti-

turional matters which in my opinion represent the
fundamenral aspect of our responsibilides and our
future activities.

\7hile it is of course very important to speak about the
physical enlargement of the Community - and I am
in agreement with what Mr Blumenfeld said - 

the
most imponant enlargement for us, and of which the
physical enlargement may be an aspect which will
influence any further developments, is the enlargement
of the legal and political aspects and those of the
future of Europe.

Ladies and gentlemen, we in this House have some-
times expressed majority opinions with regard to this
or that resolution, we have perhaps even expressed a
majority opinion when we elected the President of the
Assembly; but do you really- believe that these are the

majorities that matter for our future? The majorides
rhat matter are those which are arrived at sincerely on
subjects which concern the best road to political
union.

In other words, I think that today, at long last, this in-
itiative is in harmony with the political srength of this
new Parliament, since it deals with a subject inspired
by political vision which we must bring more and more
inro our debates in order to live up to our duties as

represenrarives of 180 million vorers.

(Applause)

Mr Msller. - 
(DK) Mr President, I wholeheanedly

go along with the previous speaker in welcoming this
debate. It is nice for us in the European Parliament to
get an occasional chance to discuss matters which con-
cern Europe. Perhaps our thoughts sometimes range
further afield to problems which are not directly Euro-
pean in nature, but today at least we are having a

European Day.

However, although, as I said, I am pleased that this
debate is being held, I am nevertheless disturbed at the
accounr of the development of the parliamentarT sys-

tem presented by my compatriot, Mrs Else Hammer-
ich, a few moments ago. She said that first of all a

decision is taken as to what powers a parliament
should have, and the parliament is then elected. How-
ever, anyone who knows a little about history, e.g.
Danish history, will know, and I hope Mrs Hammer-
ich will confirm this, that it was the parliament which
its members created which ultimately led to the parlia-
menta'ry system as we know it. The same was true in
the case of rhe mother of European Parliaments, i.e.
rhe English Parliament. lt was a long ar,d slow process
by which England developed its parliamentary system
and ir was only when a German-speaking king came to
rhe rhrone, who could not lead the debates in the
Privy Couricil that the parliamentary system came into
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being, i. e. rhat it was rhe Prime Minisrer came ro pre-
side over the British Cabinet and the British Govern-
ment.

This was just a passing remark to Mrs Hammerich,
whom, as she is aware, I otherwise greatly respect. As
regards women, who have been the subject of much
discussion here today, and I have had an opportuniry
to make a remark on this to Mrs Hammerich, I am
also very much in favour of the idea of women being
included in the Commission. However, I am nor in
favour of fixing a definite number. If we did that,
there would have to be a fixed number for men too,
since there should be at least one man in the Commis-
sion. There must also be equality the other way round,
if I may put it that way.

For the rest, I can naturally support the proposal,
tabled not by the British Conservative Group but by
the European Democratic Group, including the Dan-
ish Conservatives who form part of this group. How-
ever, I should like to say that the Commission is sub-
ject ro Parliamentary control, it is only natural that the
same Parliament should have the opponunity to pron-
ounce on the composition and formation of this Com-
mission. It would be absurd if we could only dismiss
Commissioners but not be involved in appointing
them, i.e. if Parliament were not actively involved, but
could only advise.

Finally, therefore, I should like to say that Parliament
should first put its own house in order and here the
Committee of Three and the repons before us today
will not help us. As Mrs Casde said - and it is rare
that I agree with her - the way this Parliament works
is just too bad. Ve have nothing to brag about. \7e
have nothing to congratulate ourselves on. After the
first short year of this Parliament's existence, all we
can do is feel ashamed at the way in which we have
carried out our work. \(/e could not reach agreement
on a budget. \7e did not manage to adopr agricultural
prices. \7e did not succeed in doing anything about
the most important powers we have. For this reason, I
agree with the view that if something is to grow big it
mus[ be allowed to grow slowly. If it grows too
quickly, it can get'growing pains and become
deformed. I should therefore like to point our in con-
clusion that we must above all give some thought to
our own problems and that the Commirtee on rhe
Rules of Procedure should press on with its wbrk on
drawing up an up-to-date set of rules which corre-
spond to the needs of this Parliamenr of 410 members
and not of a Parliament of 198 members.

President. - I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdi. - 0 Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, my only purpose in speaking is to confirm the
agreement I have already expressed in the Political
Affairs Commiqtee with the mo[ion for a resolution
put down by Mr Rey.

There is no doubt thar this consritutes a srep forward
along the lines studied and called for by the Three
rVise Men and by others - among them Mr Bertrand,
Mr Tindemans, Mr Spierenburg who were
entrusted before them or together with them with the
task of examining ways and means of modernizing the
Community institutions, with a view to providing
greater space, greater incisiveness to Parliament's par-
ticipation in decision-making and ,management of
Community policy in every sector. All of this, how-
ever, has been done in increasingly full agreement with
the Commission, whose role has been and is essential,
and without which 

- as was rightly pointed out by
the Three \7ise Men - there would never have been a

Community, and the Community would not have been
and would not be capable of functioning. The work
and the decisions of the Commission, however, cannot
become fully operative if everything does not proceed
in harmony with Parliament. Mr de la Maline and
others believe that all this could threaten the letter and
spirit of the Treaty, which makes no provisions for
relations or initiatives between Commission and Par-
liament 

- 
only between Commission and Council,

and between the Council and Parliament, which is

asked to express an opinion on the decisions to be
taken. I do not believe that these criticisms, even if we
accept that they are formally valid, are also valid in
substance. Even in interpreting the Treaty with
regard to the relations between the various Commu-
nrty institutions, we must take account of the fact thar
the election of the Parliament by direct universal suf-
frage must have a certain influence, in the sense thar
the Parliament must make its importance felt more and
more decisively. If this were not so, we should have to
ask ourselves why we bothered to have these elections.
If we had wanted to preserve the status quo there was
no need to bother 180 million European v61615 q/he 

-if we were to act otherwise - 
would certainly con-

sider they had been betrayed in their rights and dis-
appointed in their hopes.

I shall give my opinion on the paruicular poinrs in rhe
Rey report when we come to discuss the amendments.
As for the Blumenfeld report on the question of Greek
membership, we too, whilst we welcome Greek acces-
sion and shall vote in favour of ir, we regret thar Par-
liament was nor more specifically involved _in the
negoriarions. This would have made it possible for us

to prepare ourselves better to face and to overcome, in
the name of the political community, the serious pract-
ical and, in particular, economic difficulties which the
accession today of Greece - as also the accession of
Spain, Portugal and perhaps even Turkey tomorrow

- 
will undoubtedly cause.

IN THE CHAIR : MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Fich.
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Mr Fich. 
- 

(DK) Mr President, I should like to
begin by putting a question on behalf of Mrs Gredal,
who is unfortunately unable to be present, and myself
to the Commission in connection wjth the Blumenfeld
Report. Mr Jenkins is unfortunately not present, but I
expect someone will pass the question on to him. I
know this question has been put before, but I think it
rs apposite at this time and that this is possibly the last
chance to get a clear answer to it. The question quite
simply is whether the ratification of Greek member-
ship means that the Greek Government will in future
be able ro vero the accession of Turkey, with which
the Community has had Association Agreements for
many vears? I should now like to continue with the
main points I wanted to make which concern the Rey
Report.

Clarity of the kind exhibited by the Rey Report is

somerhing we have rarely experienced. This report
expresses bnlliantly what presumably the majority in
the Assembly hope the European Parliament will even-
tually develop into. Briefly, what is wanted is that this
advisorv and supervisory assembly should develop into
a legislative Parliament similar to the national parlia-
ments as we know them in !flestern Europe. It will
come as no surprise that the Danish Social Democrats
are against this. Ve are strong adherents of inter-
national cooperation, but in our view rhis cooperation
should involve commitments entered into voluntarily
and should not be an instrument for the repression of
national wishes for independent development. In his
report, Mr Rey proposes, as a step towards greater
powers for the European Parliament, that the Assem-
bly should be actively involved in appointing the Com-
mission, through the expression of its confidence or
lack of confidence in the Commission. I seriously
wonder whether this is ar all in accordance with the
Treaties, since they quirc clearly state that the Assem-
bly can dismiss the Commission but 

- and I stress this
most emphatically - on the basis of the work which
the Commission has done. As far as I know, the Com-
mission has not done any work at the time it is

appointed. There is, therefore, no legal basis for the
Assembly to give a vote of no confidence in the Com-
mission at the time of its appointment.

Obviously, what people have in mind is to introduce
the parliamentary system at European level and there-
by make themselves into a Parliament and, just as

important, make the Commission a government.
Naturally, therefore, the Commission is also likely to
be in favour of this procedure. Since I decidedly wish
to see rhe Commission as an adminisradve body with
limited political influence, I must oppose the Rey
Report. In conclusion, I should like to say that the
only positive thing I find in the Repon is the wish thar
the Commission should include a number of women
members. I must therefore urge you to reject the Rey
Report, and I also urge the Council of Ministers to
reject it if it should turn out that the Report is in fact
adopted by this assembly. Ve must maintain the exist-

ing procedures and the existing distribution of powers
among the institutions. If this assembly persists in its
craving for power, the Council of Ministers must put it
firmly in its place.

President. - I call Mr Pfennig.

Mr Pfennig. - 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, I should like to comment briefly on the Blumen-
feld report on Greek accession, which is concerned
with a marter of great importance to this Parliament.
lVhen 

- acting on behalf of my group, the Group of
the European People's Pany (CD-Group) - I tabled
the motion for a resolution calling for the European
Parliament to be involved in the ratification of the
Treaty of Accession of Greece, we fully realized that
our demand might meet with formal ob.jections, not
only in connection with Greek accession, but also as

regards subsequent accession treaties. According to
Article 237 of the EEC Treaty, ratification by the
national parliaments is quite sufficient. If the Euro-
pean Parliament claims the right rc ratify such treaties
as well, we are effectively expecting our national par-
liaments to relinquish some of their powers. After all,
our demand can only mean that future accession trea-
ties will incorporate a clause stipulating that the treaty
can only become effective once it has been ratified by
the parliament of the country seeking accession, the
national parliaments of the other Member States and
the European Parliament. This presupposes that the
Community is one of the contracting panies, which is
the only way a decision taken by one of its institutions

- the European Parliament, 
- 

can be effective as

regards the implementation of a Lreaty of accession
under international law.

So we are asking for a Breat deal, and we have a right
to do so, because we, as a directly elected Parliament,
are directly affected by the advant of new Members to
this House from any new Member State, and because
we must bear in mind the financial repercussions of
accession and must decide whether or not to approve
the expenditure. Ve should therefore make our justi-
fied demand in unequivocal terms to our national par-
liaments in good time before the next accession'nego-
riations and in future ensure that our work is coordi-
nated with that of the national parliaments. The
German Bundestag was, for instance, recently pre-
sented - on the occasion of the ratification of the
Greek Treaty of Accession 

- 
with a resolution which

was welcomed by all the parties represented in the
Bundestag and according to which the European Par-
liament sfrould in future be involved in the process of
ratifying treaties of accession. I am told that the same
kind of thing is currently happening in the Dutch Par-
liament. This, I think, is a highly welcome develop-
ment. I can only urge all rhe Members of chis House
to see to it that a similar resolution is brought before
all the Member States' parliaments to ensure that the
necessary pressure is brought to bear on the govern-
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ments from our side. I think we can then expect our
wishes to be fulfilled.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Tuckman.

Mr Tuckman. - Mr President, the Committee of
Three noted that there wds a loss of vitaliry, and I
think rhis is true. We are in a situation where Europe
is in a very delicate balance between all power going
to the States and some power going to rhe centre to
give it more clour. Now what we see in Europe is that
we are unable at this stage to cope well with loss of
growrh, inf[arion, unemployment and technical
change. Above ail we see that there is an enormous
desire for stabiliry. I think that what the Committee of
Three asked for, which echoes what Spierenburg said,
was that the President of the Commission should
become a more powerful and more visible figure. I
rhink he should be entitled to collect his team around
him, in agreement with the national governments, of
course. In that connection I think that Mr Roy Jenkins
has done very well. He has pushed through a number of
initiatives, particularly the EMS, and he has got to the
top table together with the Heads of Government
together with, not equal to. However, I now sense a

substantial loss of vitaliry there as well and I could well
imagine that a new face might be sensible for the next
appointment. Of those that I have met here, Viscount
Davignon, the Belgian, and Mr Gundelach, the Dane,
seem to have the sort of visibility I have in mind. I was
also very impressed with the introduction of the new
budget procedures by Christopher Tugendhat.

Now, Mr President, you will see from that that I am in
favour of a Breat deal of what has been put into this
Committee of Three report, but there is also a lot with
which I don't agree. In panicular I refer here to the
manner in which they want to go and change pro-
cedures in favour of the staff at the Berlaymont. I should
incidentally declare an interest here. I am a member of
a management consultancy called Hay. Now what I
find is that there is a blind groping for new and better
procedures without a proper study of these matters.
Vhat I have seen in the Berlaymont so far is that there
are some people enormously overloaded, there are
others who are sitting there with nothing to do. I don't
think it is a matter one just has to lie down under, I
think it is something which could be remedied.

Now, behind another idea of the Committee of Three,
namely, the extra career step which I think is a bad
idea, there lies this thing I have already stressed, the
enormous desire for stability. The extra career step is

apparently thought of as the sort of notion which
underlies the idea of Besitzstand in German, whereby
anphing you have once achieved is yours forever,
regardless of whether your new contribution or your
new job demands it. I think that this kind of ossifica-

tion is very well at times of growth, when we get on
better, when we have more to distribute. However, I
think that at times when we are beginning to have to
face recession, unemployment and the like, this is an
entirely unacceptable notion.

'Sfle are already, as I understand it, paying our em-
ployees at the Berlaymont, and probably here as well,
at the sort of level at which you would pay an expatriate
you sent to an undesirable and dangerous if not hostile
country. I think that the underlying idea of feather-
bedding people is mistaken. There are many mat[ers
in which the Anglo-Saxons limp behind the Continen-
tal Europeans, but not, I think, in this matter of keep-
ing your feet on the ground, of a sense of realism, of a

sense that things cannot always be made pleasant for
people. I think on that there is a realism of the kind we
now see emerging in East Asia with which we find we
cannot compete on equal terms. I therefore suggest
that that pan of the report by rejected. The other parts
seem to me very good indeed.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Focke.

Mrs Focke. - 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, good institutions are certainly not a remedy for
all ills, but they are an essential prerequisite for effi-
ciency and decisive action, and I believe that, in this
case, Jean Monnet's view of the European Community
with im special instirutions has srood the rest of time.
On rhe other hand, chings do change; even without
any rreaty amendment institutions can change, become
worn and deteriorate. Likewise, their relations with
each orher tend to shift, and one must always be on
one's guard to ensure that they retain their abiliry to
function effectively in terms of their relations with
each orher. The Spierenburg report and the report of
the Three Vise Men are signals for what is going on,
and this year we have particular reason to take a fresh
look at our institutions, concentrating our attention on
the Commission, because we are now approaching the
end of one Commission's period of office and nearing
the time for the appointment of a new one, and all this
in the light of the forthcoming enlargement of the
Community. I am therefore very glad that Jean Rey
has produced a report and a motion for a resolution
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee in good
trme. '!/hat he has to say is, in my opinion, remarkably
cool and objective, concentrating on the essential
points and steering a course well within the terms of
the treaties.

Time is pressing, and so I shall concentrate on a few
points in telegram style. First of all, going along more
or less with what has been said here so far today, let
me pick out the absolutely logical and consistent fact
rhat if we have a right under the Treaty to pass a vote
of no confidence in the Commission and dismiss it in
toto, we must surely be able to support and express our
confidence in a new Commission at the start of ics per-
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iod of office. I welcome everything that is said on this
point in paragraphs 3,7 and 8 of the motion for a

resolurion, and I hope rhat by rhe beginning of 1981,
we shall be able to do just that, although it will only be
possible if prior - not over-formalized - consulm-
tions, tentative talks and discussions are held, albeit
not in plenary session. The proposals are good ones. I
think, though, that I have discovered a gap in this sys-
tem, and I have taken the libeny to table an amend-
ment to fill it.

Secondly, I should like to underline what other speak-
ers had to say about strengthening the Commission's
executive functions. Here again, though, I have felt
obliged to propose a change in wording to Mr Rey's
motion for a resolution to make it express rather betrer
the point that Mr Rey makes in his explanarory sr.are-

ment.

Thirdly, I believe that the Commission's function as an
initiator is of viml importance, and I should like here
to make a somewhat critical commen[ on paragraph 9
of the motion for a resolution, which calls for Parlia-
ment to be consulted in advance on every proposal. In
this case, I can understand Barbara Casrle's fear thar
we may be overreaching ourselves. At any rate, I
should like to stress the fact that this should not result
in anything being held up or delayed. On rhe conrrary,
our concern must be to ensure that the work is done
better than it has been in the pasr.

Fourthly and finally, there is of course no magic num-
ber to be applied to membership of the Commission,
but I would underline everything that has been said by
those Members who feel rhat a rather smaller number
of Commissioners - and unfonunately rhis can mean
only the principle of one Commissioner per Member
State - is probably better in terms of rhe collegial
cooperation, coherence and transparency of the Com-
mission's work and irs internal division of responsibili-
ties. I do not believe rhat Mr Hensch's argumenr.s
really get to the core of rhe marter, nor do I believe
that this system will necessarily make the Commis-
sion's work more narionally biased rhan hitherto.
Goodness knows, the representatives of the Nether-
lands, Belgium and other small Member Srarcs have
proved this.

I think it is up to us ro ensure that our debate today
and the decision we take [omorrow will suppon the
Commission on the eve of its reappointmenr. By so
doing, we shall be making a contribution towards the
better functioning of rhe Communiry, which is whar
our voters wan[. By so doing, we shall srreng[hen our
own influence and - nor leasr - improve rhe effec-
riveness of the Council. Everything points ro the need
to follow this course, and I hope there will be as large
a majority as possible.

President. - I call Mr Penders.

Mr Penders. - (NL) I must begin by complimenting
our rapporteur, Mr Rey who, as we all know, will be
leaving us in a few months' dme. It is indicative of his
commitment to Europe that, in the short time he has
been a Member of the European Parliament, he has
seen his way [o produce this report for us. My sincere
thanks, and those of my Group, are due to him. I
should also like to offer a word praise ro Mr
Nothomb, the depury chairman of the Political Affairs
Committee's subcommirtee and institutional problems,
who has done a lot to ensure that the new European
Parliament gets down to discussing this sort of institu-
tional issue as quickly as possible. If only these tvo
Belgian Members could put in so much constructive
work in their own country as rhey have in rhe Euro-
pean Parliament!

Mr President, I think we shall have to have a number
of debares in this House on institutional marters,
including of course the question of extending the pow-
ers of the European Parliament. However, it is quite
right that we should begin with the Commission, and
this for three reasons. Firstly, a new Commission will
be taking office on I January 1981, which makes this a

highly appropriate moment for us to try to exert some
influence. Secondly, there is a strong institudonal link
between the Commission and the European Parlia-
ment, and it is only reasonable for us to build on this
link. In other words, the European Parliament has got
a grip on the Commission. Thirdly and finally, Mr
Spierenburg's report is an outstanding piece of work
which, as far as the section concerning the Commis-
sion is concerned, has pracrically been taken over lock,
stock and barrel by the Three !flise Men in rheir
report. Of course, at some stage we shall also have to
discuss ar lengrh new links berween rhis House and rhe
European Council, but I think it is very right and pro-
per for us to be starting with the Commission.

Perhaps I can make a few comments on rhe morion for
a resolution. I agree with paragraph 2 which fixes rhe
number of Members of the Commission ar 13, soon ro
be increased to 17. Personally, I very much preferred
what the Spierenburg repon had to say on this point,
but my Group decided otherwise. I must say, though
that the other side had some sound argumenm. I
should like in any case ro poinr our rhe provisional
nature of this decision. I believe that, in the years to
come, we shall have to discuss the question of rhe
number of Commissioners again. \

Paragraph 8, dealing with the appointment of rhe new
Commission, is, in my opinion, extremely imponant.
'!7e have the right to dismiss the Commission - as
Mrs Focke said earlier - and I think it is therefore
logical for us also to have a right ro sancrion rhe
appointmen[ of a new Commission. That, I think, is a
very imponant matter. This is somerhing we can tackle
ourselves without any interference from the Council,
the Commission or the European Council. The Euro-
peah Parliament can simply say that we are going to
make this a convention. Of course, I hope the other
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Community institutions will agree to this but even if
they do not, it matters very little: as I said, we can see

to the matter ourselves.

The same does not go, in my opinion, for paragraph 9,
which I take to be an extremely imponant point as

well, perhaps the most imponant aspect of the whole
report. The thinking behind this paragraph cropped up
in a recent speech by Mr Vredeling, i.e. that the Com-
mission should not submit any preliminary draft deci-
sions to the Council before having first of all reached
agreement with the European Parliament. I believe this
to be an extremely imponant point, and here of course
we need the suppon of the Commission. I should
therefore much appreciate it if the Commission would
give an explicit answer to this request of ours.

Finally, Mr President, the political bureau of the EPP,
under the chairmanship of Mr Tindemans, the author
of a famous report on institutional matters met on 4

March 1980 and drew up a number of guidelines for
the selection of the new Commission. I should like to
pick out one point which I wholeheanedly suppon,
and that is that the riew Commission should, broadly
speaking, reflect the political composition of the Euro-
pean Parliament. This is by no means the case at the
moment. I think it a matter of fundamental importance
for the new Commission which will be taking office on
I January l98l to reflect, generally speaking, the pol-
itical composition of the European Parliament.

President. - I call Mr Prout.

Mr Prout. - Mr President, under the Treaty of
Rome the Commission has two fundamental responsi-
bilities. First, to initiate legislation, and, second, to see

thar it is properly implemented by the Members States.

These two responsibilities are intimately linked. To the
extent that the second is not properly fulfilled, the first
is of no account. Legisladon of whatever type is of no
value unless it is properly enforced.

Now, since legislation and enforcement are insepara-
ble, I regard the lack of any serious discussion of rhe
enforcement question to be the most serious defect in
the report of the Three Vise Men. Precisely half a

page is devoted to the Court of Justice, whose role in
this matter of enforcement is absolutely essential. In
conrrast, about 50 pages are devoted to the Council.
Not much wisdom there I fear! The achievement of a

genuine community of nations depends upon the
effectiveness of the Commission and, if necessary, the
Coun in ensuring that nations states apply uniformly
rhe new laws. There is no lack of determination on
behalf of the Court, but I would like to see far more
decisiveness on the part of the Commission in identify-
ing breaches and in bringing disciplinary action under
Arricle 169 of the Treaty. \Tithout such an activist
approach the harmonization programine is rendered
entirely meaningless.

Of course, there is one funher treacherous sqge in the
process of enforcement. It depends in the last resort on
rhe goodwill of Member Smtes. Ultimarcly the key to
responsible governmen[ is respect for the rule of law.
There is no doubt whacover of the European Coun's
dererminarion ro uphold the principles of the Treaty of
Rome. Vhether Member Starcs will be prepared to
meet their obligitions to enforce the decisions of the
Court only time will tell, but if they are not, we shall
never have a European Community.

My other central criticism of the repon its failure to
recognize the implications of Parliament's right to dis-
miss rhe Commission. Save in budgetary matters it is

the Commission, not Parliament, which has the legal
powers under the Treaty to discipline the Council and
rhe Member States. But the right to censure in turn
makes rhe Commission in the last resort politically res-
ponsible to Parliament. It is by this indirect route via
rhe Commission that Parliament will achieve real
influence over the Council of Minisrcrs. The President
of the Commission has the legal powers, but the Com-
mission is also responsible for the exercise of these
legal powers to usl The point is, I believe, fundamental
[o everything we do in this House in the future and it
is not a question of increasing our powers. \fle have
the powers already. All we have to do is to enforce
them.

I would like, finally, to make a related point abour the
evolurion of our instituional system. Constituions
never stand still. They evolve somtimes for better,
sometimes for worse. The Commission used to enjoy a

substantial degree of political independence, because it
was responsible for initiating legislation under strict
Treaty obligations to implement particular transitional
programmes according to a particular timetable. Now
ir is rying to make headway in controversial political
areas, governed by Treaty provisions of extreme
generality, disciplined by no timetable. As a result it
seems to me that the Commission has lost all real
power of initiative and the solutions we reach are not
generally European but those that,reflect the lowest
common denominator acceptable to the representa-
tives of the nine member governments.

I venture to suggest, with respect, that the Commis-
sion will never again regain its old inidative until, at
every step, it comes to the Parliament to seek its full
support for the measures it proposes. The political res-
ponsibiliry of the Commission, therefore, is a matter of
self-inrerest, just as much as a matter of the rule of
law.

President. - I call Mr Ferri.

(/,) Mr President, I wish to express some reserva-
rions on Mr Rey's report.
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The first of these reservarions has ro do with rhe facr
that the Legal Affairs Commirtee 

- of which I have
thr honour to be chairman 

- 
was not called upon ro

give its oprnion on this marrer, despite the fact rhar ir
had expressly submitted a requesr to this end to rhe
President. I do not wish to bring inro this discussion
what might appear ro be a demarcation dispute
between committees; the problem will arise again in
the future with the eight orher reporrs which the Polir-
ical Affairs Committee has been authorized ro prepare
and on some of which rhe Legal Affairs Commirtee
certainly has ar least rhe righr ro express an opinion.

I want to say, however, that there are some points in
the Rey report which do not convince me 

- although
I am fully in agreement with the spirit behind rhe Rey
report and the report of the Three Vise Men 

- on
the need for Parliamenr and the Commission ro
strengthen their relation and rheir roles and, above all,
for the Commission to rerurn completely to ir auton-
omous political role 

- 
reversing a rcndency which has

become apparent in recent years with the result that
the Commission has, as it were, kow-towed ro the
Council. Now whilst 

- 
I repeat 

- I am in agreemen[
with the spirit of rhe repon and on the need ro put a
stop to rhe system of managemenr committees, which
usurp the Commission usks, I must express some
reservations wirh regard ro rhe consultation procedure
which cenainly will have ro be looked at in some derail
by the Legal Affairs Committee. I believe that each
one of us musr carry our his role and that Parliament
mus[ demand that the Commission should behave in
accordance with the spirir of Anicle 149 of the Treaty,
that is ro say, that it should generally amend im own
proposals to the Council in the sense indicated by Par-
liament.

My other reservation concerns, as regards points 3 and
8, what in a sense could be called the novelry of rhis
report 

- the concept that Parliamenr musr give rhe
Commission a vote which is actually defined as a vore
of ratification or a vote of confidence. It has been said

- and the last person to say this was my colleague
from the group to which I belong, Mrs Focke 

- thar
the legal basis of this power derives from Anicle 144
using a form of reasoning which, in my opinion, is

extremely simplisdc.

It is said: if Parliament has rhe power [o express a vote
of censure 

- and as far as I can remember it is not
true that the censure motiton must be voted on
according to a special procedure and with a special
kind of majority 

- 
it musr also have rhe power to

express a vote of ratification or a vole of confidence. I
do not believe that Parliament can arrogare to irself
this power, and if it could, it would have neirher politi-
cal nor legal effect. I am certain nor one of those who
fear an increase in the powers of this Parliamenr, in
that I believe in conrinuing the job of crearing a united
Europe, and in this sense I roo am fighting for a con-
tinuing growth in the role of Parliament. Nevenheless
I believe that this is not the righr way of going about it.

I am in some doubr and confusion with regard to
whar would happen if Parliament, on rhe occasion of
an initial vote on the Commission, were to go so far as

to oppose a decision which had not been taken by
another institution. In that case we should have a con-
flict, not between institutions, but with the Member
Stares, because rhe Commission is appointed by the
governments of the Member States.

So I say: let us keep a check on the actions of the
Commission, let us demand of the Commission that it
should abide by the policy guidelines laid down by
Parliament, let us have recourse - in those cases
where conditions require it - to Article 144, but let us

not arrogate to ourselves an additional responsibility
which is not within our remit.

The origin of this report is the repon of the Three
'!/ise Men. Mr Rey has every right to be considered
and there is no doubt that he is considered, with
regard to Europe - a fourth wise man. If I had had
the time which I did not have - because this debarc
has been guillotined - to submit an amendment, all I
should have done would have been to ask for the dele-
tion in point 3 of the motion for a resolution, of the
words'ratifying' and'confidence'.

Therefore I appeal to the wisdom of Mr Rey and ask
him to have the kindness to accede if possible, to this
change.

President. - I call Mr Battersby.

Mr Battersby. - As Mr Jenkins has poinred our, rhis
Parliament is determined to uphold and strengrhen rhe
institutions and to be seen so to do. It was very hear-
tening to hear Mr Jenkins' words of support for our
determination and to hear that inter-institutional con-
sultation in the future will become rhe .rule and not the
rare excePtion.

I think, too, it is imponant that our Greek friends'
understand the real reasoning behind Mr Blumenfeld's
report, which is to emphasize our determination. '!7e

have an internal problem of long standing with the
other institutions. This is the lack of due respecr by
these institutions for the Parliament and for rhe Parlia-
ment's powers. Ve welcome rhe enr.ry of Greece inro
the Community and we welcome the facr that Greece,
which is the birthplace of our democratic civilization,
a nation which has mainrairled its European spirit and
culture and its narional idenriry for over 2 000 years, a
modern, dynamic nation, is shonly to become a part-
ner in our great enterprise. Ve also welcome rhe facr
that Greek colleagues will shonly be joining us in this
Chamber. This accession of Greece is an historical event
of considerable imponance in the evolution of our
Community and one which must be treared with due
respect and dignity. The Treaty of Accession musr be
approved by this Parliament as a marrer of principle,
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and this principle must also be upheld when Spain and
Porrugal join. Ratification by this House is also a mat-
ter of urgency. I therefore call on the Council to place

the relevant instruments before this Parliament with
the minimum possible delay, in order to enable formal
approval to take place. This will enable us to give the
Treaty its true political and historical dignity and sig-
nificance. I would also suggest, Mr President, that it
would be appropriate when this ratification takes place

for the President of Greece to be invited as a guest of
honour to be present at this great historical occasion, a

great occasion both for Greece and for our Commu-
nity.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
during the next voting time.

I call Mr De Goede on a point of order.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, I am surprised
that you have concluded this extremely imponant
debate we have had today without the Council and the
Commission replying to the points raised by the var-
ious speakers and still remaining unanswered.

How are you going to solve this problem? Ve can
now go on to discuss the Ruffolo report, and perhaps

ro Question Time as well, but I should like both the
Council and the Commission to reply - even if it is

only for a quarter of an hour - to the points raised in
rhis debate and which did not figure in this morning's
sratemenrc by the Council and the Commission. That
is my point of order.

I feel that the quality of our debates is lowered if all
we do here is make statements and there is no real dis-
cussion. I would therefore ask you to invite the Coun-
cil and the Commission to reply to the points raised by
the various speakers in the debate this afternoon.

President. - I appreciate your problem, Mr De
Goede, but all I can do is point out that neither she

Council nor the Commission has asked me to call their
representatives again. I therefore had no choice but to
conclude the debate.

13. Order of business

President. - I propose that the beginning of Ques-
tion Time be postponed for about quaner of an hour
to enable the Council to give its views on the Ruffolo
report. Mr Ruffolo will of course have to present his
rePorr firsr.

Question Time will consequently last until a quarter

Past seven.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

14. European Monetary System

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc. l-63/
80), drawn up by Mr Ruffolo on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the
European Monetary System as an aspect of the inter-
national monetary system.

I call Mr Ruffolo.

Mr Ruffolo, rdpporteur. - (I) Mr President, in the
very shon time which is unfortunately all that is avail-
able for this debate, it is clearly impossible for me to
go into complex problems and assessments, which
have in any case already been dealt with in the motion
for a resolution and its explanatory statement. I shall
therefore confine myself to summarizing what, in my
view, are a few essential conclusions.

The rial phase of the European Monetary System
mechanism has undoubtedly been successfull. The
forecasts that the system would disintegrate have been
proved wrong. Exchange rate fluctuations have

decreased from 5.2 0/o ro 1.9 0/0, creating a climate of
greater certainty.

However, in the last few months the basic limitation of
the sysrcm has emerged - the failure to put the
exchange rate agreement in the context of a consistent
Community policy, in two crucial respects - internal
difficuldes' and the external fragility of the system.
Vithin the system, discipline has not been as strict,
and Community solidarity not as strong, as it should
have been.

This conclusion is reinforced by three observations.
Firstly, the fact that there have been rwo successive

exchange rate adjustments without activation of the
credit mechanisms for monetary suppon - intended
to avoid too frequent exchange rate changes - leads
one to fear rhat the system will be excessively flexible.
Moreover, the operation of the alarm and regulation
mechanisms has been disoned, since the Member
States have given priority to national objectives as a
frame of reference for their exchange rate policy,
rather than to the Communiry objectives represented

by the divergence indicator.

Finally - and this is the Achilles' heel, the fatal weak-
ness of the EMS - the solid basis which should be

provided, according rc the original Bremen plan, by
the gradual convergence of the economic policies and

structures of the member countries, is lacking. Since
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the system came inro operarion, no real effon has been
made to reduce the serious imbalances between the
poorer and richer areas of rhe Community, nor ro

'achieve real coordinadon of the economic policies of
the Member Sutes. On rhe conrrary, Mr Presidenr,
the Communiry has never appeared so divided, im
internal quarrels so acrimonious and its level of soli-
darity so low.

Externally, the crucial point is the absence of a com-
mon poliry towards the dollar and rhe consequent risk
that the vicissitudes of the dollar may cause rensions
within the sysrem which will in the long run become
unbearable, because of the varying imponance of rhe
American currency in the trade srrucrures of the indi-
vidual European countries.

In the absence of a common policy, there is rherefore
a risk rhat the rask of derermining the desired rate of
exchange will be lefr to rhe counrry with the srrongesr
currency, wirh the result thar the countries with
weaker Surrencies risk either being unable ro keep up
or suffering the inflationary consequences of a policy
of divergence.

These problems appear all the more threatening today
in view of rhe worsening of rhe oil crisis and the ser-
ious new political divergences which have emerged
within the Community. In these circumsrances it is
likely to be anything but easy ro srarr the second phase
of the EMS.

Three problems with obvious polirical implications
have to be tackled. The firsr concerns the strengthen-
ing of the economic basis of the system. In this respect

- as I have already said - the outlook is rather
gloomy. To appreciate this, ir is enough ro remember
the long list of Community failures in the field of con-
vergence of economic structures and policies - from
the agricultural policy to rhe Communiry budgeq from
the energy and industrial policies ro the regional pol-
icy. \flithout strucrural policies designed ro reduce
imbalances, and without a convergence of the national
economic policies with a view to achieving growrh rar-
gets and respecting commitments to achieve stability,
no monetary discipline can lasr long.

The second problem concerns rhe development of the
system and its mechanisms in rhe second phase. First
and foremost, there are the technical problems of cor-
recting the mechanics of the sysrem, but I cannor
dwell on these. The basic question is the crearion of
the European Monetary Fund and the necessary inte-
gration within it of rhe three insrruments of the EMS

- the exchange rare agreement, the credit mechanism
and the ECU.

In panicular, the exchange rare agreements must be
made more rigid and the three credir mechanisms
s[rengthened and incorporated in the management of
the Fund. The ECU should no longer be a pale sha-
dow, a mere accounting unit, but a real reserve and

trading currency. To that end, it would have to be per-
manent, fully acceptable and directly linked with rhe
credit mechanisms.

In short; all this requires the creation of a real Mone-
tary Fund instead of the present one, which is simply a
means of registering monetary ffansactions - a Fund
which should gradually acquire the functions of a cen-
tral monetary authority. Obviously this raises difficult
legal and constirurional problems, and it may also dis-
turb those who are haunted by the spectre of suprana-
tionality.

The rruth is rhar a failure ro take caudous but decisive
steps towards the creadon of a real European mone-
[ary authority means condoning the worsr form of
supranationaliry - that hidden supranationaliry based
not on responsible Community institutions bur on
relationships of brute force.

The third set of problems concerns the conribution
which an outward looking European Monerary Sys-
tem can make to a new inrcrnational monetary order.
In the presenr siruation of disorder in the international
monetary sysrem it is srill difficulr to see any imme-
diate and agreed alternative to the instability entailed
by the dollar sandard.

The existence of a strong European Monetary System
could be a facror for progress towards a new muhi-
polar balance. However, rhis presupposes thar the ECU
would be a real currency which could be used for
international reserve purposes, thar the European
Monetary Fund would have a solid institutional ind
functional realiry, rhat the EMS be extended ro
include sterling, whose external position creates imbal-
ances in the regulation mechanisms of the system and
makes the future of its exchange rate uncertain.

The future of the European Monetary System, and
above all the transition to the second phase envisaged
by the agreement, therefore involve not only technical
problems but basic political problems.

No decisive progress seems to have been made on the
technical side, and rhe political obstacles have so far
not been touched. One is therefore somewhar sur-
prised at the nonchalance wirh which rhe last Euro-
pean Council in Dublin - perhaps to include a word
of comfort in what was otherwise such a depressing
message - was able calmly to confirm the commit-
ment. to implemenr rhe definirive phase of the EMS in
March 1981. Ir is now more than probable that the
lack of technical and political preparation, as well as
the electoral preoccupations of some governments,
will lead rhe Council ro renege on this commirment.
Grand designs would rherefore be followed once more
by embarrassing disavowals, and in this case it would
be a serious ma[ter. I

In the last few days we have read in the press about a
new grand design for rhe reorganization of rhe inrer-
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national monetary system - nothing less - which
will supposedly be revealed in Venice next June. Mr
President, no one doubts for a moment that the inter-
national monetary system needs to be reorganized. But
we think that the most responsible and practical way
of doing this is not to build new and improbable cas-

tles in the air while avoiding the difficult problems
which confront us, but to implemenr Community com-
mitments by turning the EMS, the Fund and the ECU
inro established facts.

It is therefore more than ever desirable that the Coun-
cil and the Commission make their intentions in the
matter known to Parliament. Currency is too serious a
matter to be left to the bankers! This, Mr President, is

rhe essential aim of the motion for a resolution which'I
have the honour [o present on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Colombo.

Mr Colombo, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.

- (l)'Mr President, we still regard the creation of
the European Monetary System and the direct election
of Parliament by universal suffrage as the rwo impor-
tanr achievements of 1979.

The development of the EMS has been followed con-
tinuously and with interest by the Council since it
came into operation.

The Ruffolo repon provides us with an opportunity to
record, on the basis of this first year's experience, that
the system has functioned properly and made signifi-
cant contribution to the stability of exchange rates

within the Community. This has been possible thanks
to increased cooperation among the appropriate author-
ities.

As envisaged by the European Council Resolution of
5 December 1978, the Council re-examined some

aspects of the system on 17 September 1979 at the end

of the first six months of ir operation. On that occa-
sion, after hearing the opinions of the Commission,
the Monetary Committee and the Committee of the
Governors of the Central Banks, the Council did not
think it necessary to change the operaring rules

decided upon in December 1978.

In the past year it has been necessary to make two
adjustments to the central exchange rates of the cur-
rencies panicipating in the system, in order to relieve
rhe strains which had developed on the exchange mar-
kets. These adjustments proved to be useful and

opportune, for they re-established more orderly oper-
aring condidons on the markets. They also contriburcd
to the stability of the currencies outside the system.

The Council never loses sight of the need for the EMS
rc develop in the context of a stable and balanced
international monetary system.

For this reason, the Council intends to make an active
contribution to the discussion of these problems and
the assessment of the proposals by the International
Monetary Fund and the Interim Comminee. The
February and Septembe r 1979 meetings of the Council
were partly devoted to consideration of these prob-
lems and of the Community position. The fonhcoming
meeting of the Council on 21 April will also devote
atrention to this matter.

Mr Ruffolo is undoubrcdly right when he says that
one of the weaknesses of the systeln is the lack of a

common policy towards the dollar, although such a

policy should have been one of the ob.iectives of the
European Monetary System from its inception.

It is well known that the EMS must move on from its

present initial phase to a definitive phase. The latter as

envisaged by the conclusions of the European Council
held in Bremen on 6 and 7 July 1978 and confirmed by
the European Council held in Brussels on 5 December
1978, will involve the creation of the European Mone-
tary Fund and the unqualified use of the ECU as a

mechanism for reserve and regulatory purposes. The
definitive sysrcm must be based on suitable legislative
instruments to be adopted both at Community and at
national levels. Pursuant to this commitment by the
European Council, the Council asked the Commis-
sion, the Monetary Committee and the Committee of
the Governors of the Central Banks to carry out the
studies required for the proposal to create the Euro-
pean Monetary Fund. A preliminary report by these

Committees was submitted to the Council in Decem-
ber 1979, and a second report was submitted in March
of this year.

However, our thoughts on the EMS must not be con-
fined to the technical aspects of im operation. In pani-
cular, we must assess the cbntribution that it can make

ro solving the basic problems now confrondng us,

which were rightly mendoned in the repon of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and in
Mr Ruffolo's speech just now.

The relative stability of currencies which we were able

to ensure in the past year was not accomPanied by a

convergence of inflation rates. Internally, the infladon
rate in the Community increased on average from
6.9 o/o at rhe end of tgzl to 9 0/o at the end of. 1979,
and the divergence between the minimum and maxi-
mum inflation rates recorded in the Member Starcs

funher increased.

As was rightly pointed out in the repon by the Com-
mittee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, not
enough progress was made on the measures which,
along with the developments in the monetary field,
were supposed to give a real stimulus to economic
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convergencb in order to ensure grearcr stability and
thus a balanced development of the Community as a
whole, panicularly rhrough a special commitment to
strengthening rhe economic porenrial of the poorer
countries. This is an especially imponant aspecr, which
Parliament has repeatedly raised, and on which there
must be a new stimulus ro Community acrion.

At the end of November, the European Council meer-
rng in Dublin, confirmed its intention ro ser up rhe
European Monetary Fund according to rhe original
timetable, and to rhis end ir asked rhe Commission ro

-submit to it at irs next meerint a reporr reviewing rhe
progress made in this sector and pointing out rhe diffi-
culties encountered.

The Commission has now drawn up rhe repon asked
for by the European Council held in Dublin, dwelling
panicularly on rhe problems relating ro the credit
mechanisms, the internal and internarional roles of the
ECU and the instirutional powers ro be conferred on
the European Monetary Fund. This report is on rhe
agenda for the nexr meering of the European Council.
Let us hope rhar there will be both opponunity and
time to examine i[, even though rhe European Council
is involved in the imponanr marrer of convergence
policy and in the related marrer of agriculrural prices
and the budger.

This debate, which I musr sav seems somewhat com-
prcssed t() mc, \rncc rr rs lrmrtcrl to rhc rapporteur's
;'rresenretiou, a Councrl statemenr anil a Commission
statement, will undoubtedly be useful in providing
information and assessmenr as a basis for future de-
cisions.

I notice thar Mr Ruffolo is somewhar sceprical abour
the future development of the European Monerary
Sysrem, and thar his scepricism seems ro be shared by
others. Ve must nor be discouraged by such scepri-
cism. \(/e rnusr instead rry [o overcome rhe difficulties,
however grear, and ro achieve the aims we have set
ourselves.

(Applause)

President. - The debarc is suspended unril romor-
row morning.

15. Question 77rze (conclusion)

President. - The nexr irem is the second pan of
Question Time (Doc. l-72/80).

\fle shall deal first wirh the questions addressed to rhe
Council of rhe European Communities.

At the request of irs aurhor, Question No 5a (H-al6l
79) is postponed until the May parr-session.

I call Question No 55, by Mr Rogers (H-66l80, form-
erly O-r43/79):

Is the Councrl aware that the posirion of conscientious
objectors to miliury service in the Member States of rhe
European Community is by no means uniformly fair and
not always in accordance wirh the standards adopted by
Amnesty Internarional, which are panly based on resolu-
tions adopted by rhe Parliamenrary Assembly of the
Council of Europe? Vill the Council take a united and
positive stand on this subjecr?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (1) This quesrion is interesring, but rhe answer
which the Council musr give is rhar it is not for it ro
state its position on rhis issue, which, as is known, falls
within rhe province of the Governmenrs of rhe Mem-
ber Stares.

Mr Rogers. - I am pleased that rhe Minisrcr feels
that the quesrion is inreresting. Is rhe Council aware

- if not, I should like to make it aware in my supple-
men[ary - thhr in Greece, which is seeking accession
to the Community, rhe military and the Onhodox
Church are opposed ro any recognition of conscien-
tious objection, rhar conscienrious objectors are srill
sentenced to 4 or more years of imprisonment, where
they are habirually bearen, abused and refused medical
treatment, and also that the Parliamenrary Assembly
of the Council of Europe in 1977 invited member
countries that do not allow rhe right of conscientious
ob.fecrion to legislate ro provide for such a right?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) I take due nore of the poinrs
made by the honourable Member, but, as I said
before, this problem could be broughr up elsewhere in
institutions responsible for such marrers. There can be
no doubt, however, rhar this quesrion lies ourcide rhe
competencies provided for by rhe Treaties.

Mr Veber. - (D) !7ould it perhaps be possible to
ask the Council whar view it takes of the situation in
France, where rhe period of alternarive service for
conscientious objecrors is rwice as long as the corres-
ponding period of military service and where, for
example, it is not possible for persons to be active pol-
itically or in trade unions during the period of alterna-
tive service? Do you not rhink rhar the Council should
intervene if persons doing alternative service cannot
even speak publicly on political quesrions wirhout con-
sulting the minisrer in advance, whereas clearly one of
the most basic rights in a free counrry is the right to be
polidcally active? I ask you really seriously to com-
ment on this question.

Mr Zambedetti. - (I) I am sorry, bur I must repear
that this question although very interesting, is one
which concerns the Member States, and it is therefore
to the Member Srarcs thar questions regarding a solu-
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rion to these problems, which do not come within the
comperency of the Community, should be addressed.

Miss Clwyd. - \7ould nor rhe Council agree that
reform and revision are called for on three main
counts and appropriate provisions codld be incorpor-
ated into a chaner of civil righr proposed by the
European Parliament and adoprcd by the European
Community institutions as a whole, firstly, encourag-
ing basic minimum standards in dealing with the rights
of conscientious objectors, secondly, improving facili-
ries for considering cases of a political conscientious
objector and, thirdly, increasing the choice of the
forms of alternative service offered in countries where
conscription exists, without restrictions?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) I should like to say in a per-
sonal capacity that I can sympathize with the views put
forward on this matter, but I must say, in my capacity
as President-in-Office of the Council, that this subject
is not covered by the Treaties and that the Treaties
form the basis of our action. It is to the Treaties that
ure must refer when trying to solve problems within
the Communiry. Sometimes the Treaties are a head-
ache to us, but at other times they are a delight, since

it is the Treaties which permit us to pursue the various
policies thanks to which we are achieving results
within the Community.

Mr Galland. - (F) I should first of all like to con-
grarulate the representative of the Council for the
extremely circumspect manner in which he has

answered questions regarding a problem which,
strictly speaking, does not fall within the competency
of this Parliament. Secondly, I should like to ask him
another question of a more general nature on this
problem. Does he not find it a very surprising sugges-
tion rhar a chaner should be drawn up on the basis of
srandards laid down by an organization, regardless of
the nature of this organization? Does he not find this
totally astonishing and unacceptable?

President. - I do not think there is any point in ask-

ing the President-in-Office to reply.

Mrs van den Heuvel. - (NL) I should like to ask

the President-in-Office what view the Council takes in
rhis connection - and in this way both our questions
can easily be answered jointly - regarding the
suggestion made in the Commission memorandum to
the effect that the Community as such should accede

to the European Convention on Human Rights, which
would mean that the question of the individual right of
appeal of the people of Europe would be settled auto-
matically.

Mr Zamberle fii. - (I) This problem is one of those
currently under consideration in the Council.

President. - I call Mr Galland on a point of order.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, I must point out
thar I thoroughly deplore your previous remark. It is

not one of the tasks of a President. to say that he

assumes that' the representative of the Council need
not reply to a question put by a Member. I strongly
deplore your action !

(Applause frorn certain quarters)

President. - Mr Galland, if you took it this way, it is

because I expressed myself badly. This is simply a mis-
understanding. I thought I had understood that the

President-in-Office did not wish to reply.

Mr Zamberletti. - (l) I should like to say, in con-
nection with what the honourable Member has just

said, that the Council obviously takes due note of the
points made and leaves the responsibiliry for them to
the questioner himself.

President. - I call question No 55, by Mr Linde
(H-68 /80, formerly H-l 45 / 79) :

\7ill the Council accepr the proposals of Amnesty Inter-
national and other organizations that individuals in all
Member States of the European Community should have

the right to appeal to the Commission of Human Rights
under the European Convention on this subject?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (I) As already indicarcd in its reply to Vritten
Question No 704/79 put by Mr Schwartzenherg, the
Council is of the opinion that it is for the Member
States of the Community alone, as Contracting Panies
to the Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, to decide whether and for how long they
should subscribe to the declaration provided for in
Article 25 of that Convention.

Mr Linde. - (G) Does the President-in-Office join
me in regretting the fact that citizens in different parts
of our Communiry enjoy different constitutional rights
and, if so, can he tell us what action the current Presi-
dency intends to take in this respect?

Mr Zamberlefii. - (I) The Council has no cause for
complaint about the protection of human righm within
the Communiry. As regards the individual right of
appeal, which is covered by Article 25 of the Conven-
tion on Human Rights, I should like to remind you
that this is guaranteed by virtue of the ratification of
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the Convenlion by rhe Member Srates. Basically,
therefore, this is a quesr.ion of relarions between the
Member States and the Convention, and not berween
the Community and rhe Convenrion. Ir seems to me
rhat the rights of rhe cirizens of Europe are adequately
prorected without rhe Community being involved wirh
the Convention.

Mr Schwartzenberg. - (F) Although ir is true to
say, at the legal level, that rhe rarification of an inter-
national convention in its entirety is a marrer for rhe
individual Member Statgs, is it nor nevertheless possi-
ble for the Council not to decide, cenainly, on behalf
of the Member States, bur to make suggestions and
proposals with a view to ever increasing convergence
between rhe Member Srares of rhe Community?

Mr Zamberletti. - U) I take due note of rhe poinr
made by the honourable Member, but would poinr out
that rhe Council reflecrs rhe wishes of its Members
and, for this reason, all I can do is pass your remark
on to the Council raking accounr, however, of the fact
that there is already a very clear and definire bilateral
relationship between rhe Member Srares and the Con-
vention on Human Rights.

President. - Quesrion No 57 will nor be called since
the same subjecr was covered in the previous debate.

I call Question No 58, by Mr Fergusson (H-27l80):

Vhich ma;or spending minisrries in rhe Member Smtes of
the Community does rhe Council consider mosr appro-
priate for study and rationalization wirh a view ro achiev-
ing greater savings and efficiency as a whole in rhe Com-
munity?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (1,) Pursuant to the Decision on rhe ar[ainmenr of a
high degree of convergence of rhe economic policies
on the Member Srares, rhe Council lays down every
year the economic policy guidelines ro be pursued by
the Member States in the course of the following year.
These guidelines cover, among orher things, the bud-
getary policies ro be implemenrcd by each Member
State. The aim of this exercise is to ensure thar
national policies are consisrent with one another and
are in line with the Community's general economic
policy objectives.

Translating these guidelines inro pracrical measures is

a matter for the governmenrs of the Member Stares. Ir
is therefore up [o rhem, and nor the Council, ro de[er-
mine which ministries might be appropriate for study
and rationalization with a view ro achieving budgetary
savings and greater efficiency in public spending.

Mr Fergusson. - Thar answer, goes no way ar all
towards providing an answer [o rhe question I asked.

It merely sidesrepped it, deflecred it and ignored ir. I
hardly know how to ask a supplemenrary ro an answer
of rhar kind, bur I can only say rhar my understanding
ist that in most Member Srares the departments of, for
example, defence and of education are pre-eminenrly
the departments which answer the description given in
my original quesr;on and I very much hoped . . .

President. - Mr Ferguson, now thar you are answer-
ing your own questions rhe Council refuses ro do so.

(Loud laughter)

Mr Fcrgusson. - I suppose I musr sit down and
reword the question anorher rime, because I did nor
get an answer and how can I ask a supplementary ro a
non-answer?

(Loud laughter and applause)

President. - I call Question No 59, by Mr Tyrrell
(H-530/7e):

'Vhat are the reasons for delay in making the financial
regulation on rranspon infrastrucrure referred rc in a let-
ter from the Council to the Parliament dated 22luly 1976,
and when is ir anricipated such a regularion will be made?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (I) Mr President, on 5 July 1976 the Commission
submitted a comprehensive communication on Com-
munity action in the field of transpon infrasrrucrure,
covering a number of aspects. The proposal for a
Decision instituting a consulrarion procedure and set-
ting up a Committee in the field of transpon infra-
structure, which the Commission amended on 3 Octo-
ber 1977 in response ro [he European Parliament's
Opinion, was adopted by the Council on 20 February
1978. As regards rhe proposal for a Regulation on
financial suppon for projects of Community interesr in
the field of rranspon infrastructure, the Council
stressed at its meering on 23 November 1978 rhe
imponance which at attached rc rapid progress on rhe
marrer. It invired the Commission to submir'a repon
on the bottlenecks in transporr. infrastructures and.on
the various possible modes of finance, and to collabor-
ate with the Commirtee on Infrastrucrures in evolving
criteria for evaluating projecrs of Community interest.

The Commission has recenrly announced that it will
be submitting a reporr. on rhe firsr rwo quesrions very
shoruly.

In order [o take accounr both of rhe considerable deve-
lopment in transpon berween rhe Community and
non-member counrries and of Greece's forthcoming
accession to the Community, the Commission submit-
red to the Council on 4 March 1980 a funher amend-
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ment ro irs proposal for a Regulation dated 5 July
1976, with the aim of extending the scope of the pro-
posed system of financial support to transpon infra-
struclures in non-member countries. In a letter dated
l9 Marqh 1980, the Council asked the European Par-
liament for an Opinionpn this amended proposal. The
Council is therefore awaiting both the Commission
report and the Opinion that the European Parliament
may deliver.

Mr Tyrrell. - Vill the new President-in-Office
agree rhar it is utterly deplorable that there should
have been a delay of three years, a delay which he is

now attributing, as regards the last few weeks, to an

amended proposal, and would he also agree that the
action of this House in December in its budget amend-
ment to vote a sum for this regulation is now likely to
be stuldfied if the Council and the Commission
beween them cannot rapidly bring this long outstand-
ing matter to fruidon?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I)The Presidency is fully aware
of rhe need referred to by the honourable Member for
the Community institutions to work within their pre-
cise competencies at every institutional level, and of
the usefulness of a little more speed in this matter.

I shall pass on this call for swifter action, since I real-
ize that the problems underlying this question are
imponant. I7'e trust that the Commission proposal will
move in the desired direction as quickly as possible.

Mr Patterson. - I notice that the President-in-Off-
ice did not answer the first pan of Mr Tyrrell's ques-

tion concerning the reasons for the delay between
1976 and 1978, and I would like to know that first.
Secondly, is the President-in-Office nor aware that
rhere are a number of projects, of which the Channel
tunnel is one, decisions on which are impending and
that decision on this regulation is therefore even more
vital? If this House and the Commission do their work
speedily, can we therefore have an assurance that the
Council will act equally speedily?

Mr Zambedetti. - (l) On 3l January 1980, at the
beginning of this Presidency, Mr Preti explained very
clearly to the Committee on Transpon all the reasons
for the delays which this House deplores. He also said
that the Council was determined to do all it could to
overcome the remaining difficulties with a view to
establishing a specific working programme as swiftly
as possible. As regards the Presidency, it will do what
it can to see to it that this commitment made to the
Committee on Transpon in January of this year is put
into practice as soon as possible.

President. - I call Question No 60, by Mr O'Con-
nell(H-ll80):

At the public hearings of the Committee on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection, the Com-
mrssioner wirh responsibility for consumer affairs referred
to the lack of'the necessary drive, the required conviction
and the political will' of the Council wirh regard to the
outstanding legislation under the preliminary consumer
action programme.

Vould the Council give Parliament a dme-table for the
implementation of the outstanding measures, including
door-to-door sales, misleading advenising, product Iiabil-
ity and consumer credit?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of tbe Coancil.

- (I) As regards progress on the various consumer
proposals currently being examined by the Council's
bodies, I can inform the honourable Member that the
Presidency made a special effon recently to speed up
the process of examining these proposals. The Presi-
dency hopes, therefore, that the Council will be able,
in the course of the next few months, to finalize im

position on the proposal for a Directive on door-to-
door sales and the proposal for a Decision to set up a

Community information system on accidents involving
products.

The Council began a detailed study of the proposals
for Directives on misleading advertising and product
liability several months ago. However, given the broad
legal and economic issues raised by these proposals,
the honourable Member will appreciate rhat at this
stage in the finalization of the Directives the Council
cannot specify any time-table for implementation of
the anticipated measures.

The Council intends to begin examination of the pro-
posal on consumer credit as soon as the European Par-
liament has delivered its Opinion.

President. - I call Question No 61, by Mr Collins
(H-5l80):

In view of the large number of representations being
made across Europe by companies and organizadons
which will be affected by the proposal on product liabil-
ity, will the Council say what protress has been made on
this matter and within what time-scale they expect resulm

of their deliberations to be made known?

Mr Zamberletti, Presidenrin-Offce of the Council.

- (I) The Council is having the amended proposal
for a Directive on product liabiliry submitted to it by
the Commission on I October 1979 examined by its
dependent bodies.

\flork began in January 1980. It is not possible at this
juncture to give any estimate as to the length of pro-
ceedings within the Council.

Mr Collins. - I must say that the reply which I have
just received is quite astonishing. Ve are told that this
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is to be examined by independent bodies. I would
remind the Council that rhe first draft of this directive
dates from 1974 and v/as senr to che Council in April
1979 after a Breat deal of discussion here, in the Com-
mission and elsewhere. Now u/e are told thar it is to be
examined by independent bodies. Are the Council say-
ing that during rhe time between April 1979 and
December 1979 no work ar all was done on this direc-
tive, and will they say which independent bodies are
being referred to, how these independent bodies dif-
fer, and whether they intend ro be rather more speedy
than the Irish Presidency was in discussing rhis?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) Mr President, I think rhere
has been a misunderstanding as I did not say rhat rhe
proposal v/as to be examined by independent bodies.
The proposal is being examined by the Council, and I
should therefore like ro clear up this misunderstand-
ing, since otherwise the Council's reply would appear
a little odd. I said that the proposal was being studied
by the Council, was submirted to the Council on
1 October 7979, and thar work began in January 1980.
\7hen I said that it was nor possible ar this srage to
give any estima[e as to rhe length of proceedings
within the Council, I was referring to the examination
of the Commission proposal not by an independent
body but by the Council.

Mr Battersby. - I for one welcome the Council's
obviously caurious and careful approach to this highly
complex ma[ter. There are so many grey areas in it,
such as when movable becomes immovable, when lia-
bility'begins, when and where it ends, especially in
such areas as building and construction materials, that
I think caution is necessary. For example, does the
Council agree that the complexity of defining product
liability in cases of involvement by default in accidents

- for example, at work - is too complex and should
not really be legislated for by us? The final quesrion:
has the Council costed rhe financial burden excessively
stringent legislation in this area would place on the
consumer, owing to the exra insurance and litigation
which would be caused by such legislation?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) The facr thar this is a highly
delicate and complex marrer, ai the honourable Mem-
ber has reminded us, is all the more reason for rhe
Council ro devote grear care and attention to this mat-
ter. I cannot ar rhis srage predict what rhe Council's
approach will be, in view of rhe fact that work on rhis
extremely complex problem began only in January of
this year. I might however remind you, as an example,
of the great number of opinions which have been
issued on this imponant problem by interested bodies
such as the European Consumer Office, the Union of
Industries of rhe European Community, the Commis-
sion of Agriculrure and Food Industries, the European
Centre of Public Enrerprises and various others. I
mention these bodies merely to give you an idea of the
enormous and complex range of opinions which has

been sent to the Council for considerarion in ir final
assessment of the problem.

Ve realize that these opinions often differ subsran-
tially and, for rhis reason, we are faced with a very
complex problem. Nevertheless - I repeat - the
Council intends ro conrinue along the lines which the
European Parliament had a part in suggesdng to ir.

Mr Marshall. - Vould rhe President-in-Office not
agree [hat the answers to various questions this after-
noon indicate that rhe Council's decision-making is a
rather sorry story of non-progress, and can we have an
assurance from him that on this matter and other mar-
ters he is going ro see rhar the making of decisions is
speeded up somewhar and is not a record of sorry, sad
delays?

(Laughter)

Mr Zambedetti, - (I) I can assure rhe honourable
Member that the Council is far from being a source of
major delays. Perhaps if Members recall the atten-
tion the Council pays [o the numerous problems ro
which we are finding positive solurions, they would be
impressed by the speed and dedication wirh which the
Council works. Unfonunately the quesrions pur
clearly concern problems where rhe decision-making
process should be speeded up. This is why, from a
point of view which might be understandable, but
which is not ideal, the fact that the examination of
these problems is taking a longer rime may give rhe
impression that rhese are rhe only matters before rhe
Council.

Mr President, I should like to say that as regards this
matrer ir has righrly been said that it is a complex and
delicate problem. I myself have reminded you that rhis
is a delicate and complex marter which involves, ler us
make no bones about it, not only major inreresrc in the
European production secror but also the interests of
consumers. There are rherefore many points which
must be examined wirh all the attenrion and serious-
ness which rhe problem demands. I must point out,
therefore, thar rhe Council sraned work on this matter
only on 1 January of rhis year. If we were talking
about 1 January 1979, we could probably justifiably
speak of a delay. But I should like ro remind the hon-
ourable Member of one thing. Parliamenr took two
and a half years ro issue irs opinion on this question.
To say that the Council is dragging its feet after rwo
or three months of work strikes me, therefore, as a lit-
tle premarure a[ rhis stage.

Mr O'Connell. - Is rhe President-in-Office aware of
the fact char this was senr ro rhe Council in September
1976, and is he also aware of the fact thar rhe big
obstacle to the Council passing it is the insurance
problem? I have been assured, as has rhe Commission,
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that the insurance costs would be negligible, that rhey
would cenainly not be what the Council fears. In these
circumsrances, would he see to it that the thing is pro-
pierly dealt with, and in time?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) The opinion of Parliament -and as you know the Council can examine the pro-
posal on the basis of the opinion of Parliament - did
not permit the Council to start work on the examina-
tion of this problem until I October 1979.

I should like to remind the honourable Member that
the two and a half years' delay - which also hindered
the Council in working on this ma[ter - are further
evidence of the complexity of this problem.

Mr Sherlock. - I am pleased to notice that since I
raised my hand my principal point has at least been
mentioned by the President-in-Office, and that is that
amont the multiplicity of bodies offering opinions,
perhaps the opinion in this Parliament was the most
imponant one of all. I wanted to seek his reassurance
that the opinion of this body would be foremost in the
mind of the Council when funher deliberating on this
particular subject, especially that component of it
which is usually referred to as 'absolute liability'.

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) The Presidency places great
imponance on the opinion of Parliament, and it was

on the basis of this opinion that the Council was able

- and this is not intended as a criticism of Parliamenr,
merely as an explanation of the Council's working
methods - to start examining this proposal in Janu-
Lry.

Mr O'Connell. - Is the President-in-Office aware of
the massive dissatisfacdon amongst consumer organi-
zations over the snail-like pace of Community con-
sumer policy? \7ould he not agree and accept that the
Council is the Communiry institution which has acted
as a barrier to progress in this field?

And with the Second Consumer Action Programme
presently being discussed in committee, is it not time
that the Council demonstrated some measure of com-
mitment to Europe's 250 million consumers by setting
a deadline for the implemenation of outstanding mea-

sures and agreeing rc the holding of separate Council
meetings on consumer affairs, [o ensure that future
consumer measures are not treated with the . . .

President. - Mr O'Connell, this is already the sixth
short supplementary question you are putting in one.

Mr O'Connell. - . . . Unfortunately, the answers are
not very good, and in view of that I wanted to men-
tion the fact that the product liability propoial was

sent to the Council in September 1975, and that it
does not necessarily follow that the Council must
await Parliament's opinion before examining a direc-
dve. Also the door-to-door sales proposal v/ent [o the
Council in January 1977, and the one on misleading
advertising in March 1978.

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) I am aware of the importance
of the matter and of the honourable Member's request
that it should be dealt with as a matter of urgency.
However, I must point out that the Council is faced
with a whole range of difficulties of very different
kinds. In rhe case of the principal directives concern-
ing consumers, door-to-door sales, misleading adver-
tising and product liability, the problems are largely of
a legal nature, particularly problems of civil law, but
also - I must point out - of an economic and politi-
cal nature.

In spite of these difficulties, I can assure the honour-
able Member that the dependent bodies of the Council
have recently adopted a number of procedures involv-
ing, in panicular, putting the examination of the pro-
posals regarding door-to-door sales, the information
system on accidents in the home and correspondence
courses directly in the hands of the advisors to the per-
manent represen[atives, so that they can present the
main problems arising from these proposals to
COREPER during the coming weeks. In view, there-
fore, of rhe multifarious difficulties we are coming up
against and in view of the fact that we are awaiting the
opinion of Parliament on one of these questions, the
Presidency is doing all it can under the circumstances.

Mr Newton-Dunn. - \7ould not the President-in-
Office agree that the last questioner's comparison of
the Council's progress in this field to a snail is insult-
ing rc snails? Many of us are very fond of snails and
they should not be insulted in this way.

(Laughter)

Mr Zamberletti. - (f This is obviously a matter for
the honourable Member to decide for himself. As I
said before, the subjects on which questions are put
are frequently those on which rapid progress has nor
been made. It would be very interesting, however, to
take a good look at *hat dois in fact get done, though
this obviously never comes up in questions, as there is
no need for us to announce it formally when we can
agree to work fast on a subject.

President. - I call Question No 52, by Mr Muntingh
(H-7 /80):

In view of the many resolutions adopted by the European
Parliament calling for measures to enable the Community
ro reduce im dependence on imponed oil, will the Council
state the reasons why it has been unable to adopt the
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Commission's proposal on 29 November 1974 for a

Regulation concerning support to common projects for
hydrocarbon exploration ?

Mr Zamberletti, Presidsnt-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (1) Despite all its effons, the Council has nor yet
been able to reach agreement on the proposal for a

Regulation concerning support for common projects
for hydrocarbon exploration which was forwarded by
the Commission on 27 October 1977 and amended on
7 August 1978 since - we must be quite frank with
you here - no general agreement has as yet been
reached on the very principle of Community aid in the
field of hydrocarbon exploration. However, given rhe
pressing need for a decision on the hydrocarbon
exploration project in Greenland, the Council, at its
meeting on 24 May 1979, adopted the Regulation
granting Community support for this projecr up to a

maximum amounr of 3.45 million EUA, in the form of
subsidies repayable if the results obtained are exploited
commercially.

Mr Muntingh. - (NL) Since I am not panicularly
satisfied with this answer, I should like to ask rhe Pres-
ident-in-Office of the Council whether or nor he
thinks that since the oil-producing countries have, for
various reasons, cut back their production recently,
and since there are still several problems involved in
nuclear energy, it is high time that a solurion be found
to the general difficulties mentioned by the President-
in-Office. I should also like to ask the Presidenr what
funher proposals he needs for this Proposal, which has
already been amended by the Commission rwice, to be
brought up in the Council and discussed in such a way
that a decision will finally be reached on this marrer,
so that it will be possible to provide aid nor only for
the odd projecr such as Greenland but for other
important projects too.

Mr Zamberletti. - (/) As will be clear from the
Council's reply, the Nine have nor yet adopted any
policy on chis matter, since there are differences of
opinion which are not due to delays or indolence.

'$7e must, however, admit that the differences on this
matter are substantial, and I think it is impossible not
to share the concern of the honourable Member.

In view of the imporrance of our objectives in a secror
such as energy, in which Community involvement
should be based principally on the results it is likely to
achieve, and in view of the concern expressed at rhe
mos[ recenl meeting of rhe Heads of Srare and Gov-
ernment in Dublin, I think all the Presidency can
undertake to do is to make every effon to bring abour
a convergence of positions which are still very f.ar
aparr, while obviously nking due accounr. of the opi-
nions of the represenratives of the Member Srates of
the Community in the Council.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) Can the President-in-Office of the
Council confirm rhat, during his period of Presidency
this will be one of Iraly's prioriries, as I think his final
phrase implied?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) To include energy policy
among our priorities would at rhis dme amount ro
stating an obvious long-term approach, since it seems
to me that the concern of everyone in Europe should
be to increase efforts in this field.

The Italian Presidency repeats, therefore, im firm
undenaking to work in this direction. As I have
already stressed, there are differences, and we are
doing all we can to overcome them. I can cenainly nor
cherish any illusions in view of the gap still separating
some Member States as regards agreemenr on rhis
matter.

Mr Schmid. - (D) Can the President-in-Office give
us some more details on rhese differences of opinion,
since we had already worked our for ourselves rhar the
Council's inability ro reach a decision so far resulted
from differences of opinion.

Mr Zamberlerai. - U) The differences concern rhe
usefulness or otherwise of Community aid, and hence
the question of whether we should proceed ar Com-
munity level or dispense with such a long-term
approach.

Mr Colla. - (NL) If I have undersrood correcrly,
the President-in-Office rold us that no reguladon had
as yet been introduced because there were fundamen-
ul differences of opinion between the Member Srates.

My question is brief. Does the Council realize rhar in
this way ir is complerely disregarding the fact rhar rhe
budgenry authority include borh the Council and Par-
liament?

Mr Zambedetti. - (1) In cases such as she one
before us, when opinions differ within the Council
regarding its aims, it does all it can in an atrempt ro
achieve a convergence of views and to reach agree-
ment even if, in cases where ir is not a question of
details bur of fundamentally different approaches, the
search for an agreement undoubredly enrails parienr
work involving reflection and the building up of a
common resolve. I do not think one can talk in this
case of delays, but rather of a serious commitment
which means rhar things are cenainly progressing
slowly, bur the development of Communiry policy is
frequently a slow affair, rhe imponant thing being rhar
we manage to achieve posirive joinr results.
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Mrs Krouwel-Mam. - (NL) Can the President-in-
Office rcll us which countries are causing these diffi-
culries?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I) As the honourable Member is

perfectly aware, information regarding the positions of
the various delegations of rhe Council is not made
public, as this practice leads to good results in Com-
munity action.

President. - I call Question No 53, by Mr Bettiza
(H- l3l80):

!/hat does the Council consider to be the main priorities
of the new cooperation between the EEC and Yugosla-
via? In panicular, does the Council consider that this
agreement will make it possible to reduce the Yugoslav
trade deficit and that the financial and technical coopera-
tion envisaged is appropriate to the situation of this Medi-
rerranean country which is still in a sute of development?

Mr Zamberletti, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council.
(I) The new cooperation agreement between the

EEC and Yugoslavia basically concentrates .on two
areas - economlc and technical cooperation and
trade cooperation - and of course takes into account
Yugoslavia's level of development.

The aim of economic and rcchnical cooperation is to
contribute towards Yugoslavia's development by addi-
tional measures supplementing that country's own
effons, and to strengthen the economic and neigh-
bourly links between Yugoslavia and the Community.
The agreement covers industry, energy, science and
technology, agriculture, as well as transport, tourism,
rhe environment, ecology and fisheries. The agree-
menr also esublishes that the two parties will devote
particular attention to measures arising out of the
objectives set out in the agreement between Italy and
Yugoslavia signed at Osimo on 10 November 1975,
panicularly those contained in the agreement on the
promotion of economic cooperation between the two
countries. In the field of commerce, the aim of the
agreement is to promote trade between the two parties
having regard to their respective levels of development
and the need to improve the balance of trade between
rhem so as to provide better access for Yugoslav prod-
ucts to the Community market.

The tariff-free entry into the Community which will
be enjoyed by a considerable proponion of Yugoslav
products, including ECSC products, should be a stan
ro redressing Yugoslavia's large trade deficit with the
Community over the last few years.

Mr Bettiza. - (1) Just two points. Firstly, what,
according to the Council, are the main priorities which
musr be taken inro account if we are to bring about a

reduction in the balance of payments deficit between

Yugoslavia and the Community which, as you know,
rose from $ 0Sg million in 1969 rc $ + 3t7 million in
1979?

Secondly, and I am now addressint you in my capa-
city as chairman of this Parliament's delegation for
relations with the Yugoslav Parliament, does the Presi-
dency not think that we were justified in deploring the
fact that we were not consulted by the Council before
these agreements were concluded?

Mr Zamberletti. - Q) As regards the first of the
points made by the honourable Member, I rhink it
could be said that these agreements taken as a whole
all contain elements which might contribute to reduc-
ing Yugoslavia's trade deficit. I mentioned one of
these elements towards the end of my brief reply, i.e.

tariff-free entry into the Community. However, we
cannot disregard the stimulating effects which an eco-
nomic and indusrial cooperation policy will have on
the structure and productive capacities of Yugoslav
industry for the improvement of the economic situa-
tlon.

In spirc of the whole range of proposed acrion it pro-
vides for, an agreement is cenainly not enough to give a
positive reply ro a major problem such as that raised
by Mr Bettiza. I think, however, that the implementa-
tion of the agreement in the light of common interests
and of aims such as those to which you have just
drawn our attention, may permit us to determine all
the instruments which, in the context of the agree-

ment, migln enable us to achieve the best possible
results in the direction you mentioned. I must, how-
ever, remind you that. a gountry like Yugoslavia, which
is developing at a particularly rapid rate, cannot avoid
having a balance of payments deficit. It is therefore
essential that we should try to highlight cenain ele-
ments, while at the same time taking due account of
some other elements which ware characteristic.

Then there is Mr Bettiza's second point which was
also put to me on the occasion of the meeiing with the
Parliamentary Committees, in accordance with the
Luns procedure, for the examination of the contents
of the EEC-Yugoslavia agreement. I can only repeat
what I said on that occasion. The Council followed
the procedure which involves informing the competent
Parliamentary committees of the contents of the
agreement before it is signed. As regards official con-
sultation of Parliamenr, rhis can take place after the
signing of the agreement and before its conclusion -and I should remind you that the agreement is con-
cluded when it is adopted by the Council of Minisrcrs

- if the agreement in question is based on an Article
of the Treaty which provides for consultation of Par=

liament and, in this connection, the Presidency looks
closely at the proposals from the Commission to
ensure [hat, in its choice of Treary anicle, it indicates
an article which permim a full procedure involving
consultatio-n of Parliament. It is up to tho Commission
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when submitting its proposal ta the Council, ro give
this indication, which is the legal basis suggested by
the agreement itself, and it is up rc the Council to
decide - which means, as far as the Presidency of the
Council is concerned, to choose the option involving
the most extensive consultation of Parliament.

I must say, therefore, and I should like to repeat what
I said to the Committees meeting on the question of
the EEC-Yugoslavia agreement, that, with reference
to certain procedures followed by the national parlia-
ments, an additional step has been provided for in this
case, as in the case of agreements of a general nature,
compared with the cases of national agreements on
which Parliament is consulted only before ratification
and after signing. Here we have an informal meetint
with the Committees before the agreement is signed,
and afterwards, as in the case of the relations between
many governments and the national parliaments, the
agreement is discussed before ratification, i.e. before
ratification in accordance, as regards Community rela-
tions, with rhe final decision of the Council of Minis-
ters.

Mrs Bonino. - (l) The question I wanrcd ro pur was
in fact the same as the second point raised by Mr Bet-
tiza. I will take this opponunity to say quite simply
that I hope the Commission will make its proposals
and rhe Council its decisions without any buck pass-
ing. I hope that the Commission will make proposals
and the Council make decisions along the lines already
indicated by Mr Zamberletti so that rhis consulrarion
procedure will finally come into operarion.

In view of the openness of the Council of Minisrers, I
hope that the Commission will not now fail to make a
proposal. Since they are sitting here face to face, I
hope they will have understood each other perfectly.

Mr Zamberletti. - (1) This procedure is provided
for by the Trearies. I myself have referred to ir as a
procedure to be followed on the basis of proposals by
the Commission, so that the procedure adopred in the
case of rhis agreement will be the same as rhar adopted
in similar cases. Thus the wishes of rhe Presidehcy on
this matter have already been clearly stated.

President. - Ve now proceed with the questions to
the Foreign Minisrers of rhe nine Member States
meeting in political cooperarion.

Ve begin with question No 73, by Mr Rogers (H-67 /
80, formerly 0-144/79)

Are the Foreign Ministers aware of the campaign of
Amnesty International in the United Nations and else-
where for the abolition of the death penalty, will rhey
take steps to coordinare their policies on this matter with
the aim of speaking with a single voice in rhe United

Nations and other international bodies againsr this prac-
tice ?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. - (I)The Nine are aware of rhe campaign
of Amnesty International for rhe abolirion of the death
penalty, which was discussed at the conference which
Amnesty International itself arranged in Stockholm in
December 1977.

They are also aware of the approaches made to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations - in pani-
cular in 1979 - with a view to calling a halt to the
reintroduction of capital punishment for political
reasons.

In a recent statemen[ in the third committee of the
General Assembly of the United Narions, the Presi-
dency said on behalf of the Nine that the ever increas-
ing recourse to capital punishment for polirical reasons
was intolerable.

Since the beginning of the campaign of Amnesty Inrer-
national, the General Assembly of the Unircd Nations
has not as yet considered this question of the abolirion
of capital punishment, and the Nine have nor re-exam-
ined the question in the course of their consultations.
However, I should remind you [har rhe General
Assembly of the United Nations has dealr with the
problem of capital punishment in adopting Resolution
No 3261 of 8 December 1977 and has decided to give
this question priority at its 35th session.

Mr Rogers. - \7ould not the Foreign Minisrcrs
accept that, in spite of their constantly reirerated
desire to speak with a single voice, it is rarher anomal-
ous that France alone in !/estern Europe applies the
dealh penalty - more in accord with all the countries
of Africa who do so and Asia and South America, with
the honourable exception of Venezuela, whose Presi-
dent visits us tomorrow, which was civilized enough to
abolish the death penalry in 1853 and whose consriru-
tion states that the righr rc life is inviolable and that no
law may establish the death penalty or any authority
carry it out. Vould,nor the Ministers think this a

rather anomalous situation that one country in the
Community should sdll carry the death penalty?

Mr Zamberletti. - (I)The view of the Nine is that
the application of the death penalry for political rea-
sons is unaccepmble. I should add rhar this question
will be given priority this year at the next General
Assembly of the United Nations, as I have already
explained, and when I speak of rhis position of the
Nine, I mean tha[ it is in fact the posirion agreed upon
by all the Member States of the Communiry.

President. - I call Question No 74, by Mrs Ewing
(H-el80):
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Bearing in mind the aid given by the European Commu-
nity to political refugees, will the Foreign Ministers meet-
ing in political cooperation coordinate their policies
towards Latin-American political refugees to ensure that a

humane and mutally acceptable policy for the granting of
visas for these refugees is esrablished in all Member
States?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministers. - (l)The honourable Member's question
relates to a matter which has not been discussed within
political cooperation.

Aid to refugees from Latin America - or from any
orher country for that matter - is a question of the
national policy of the individual Member States. All
rhe Nine are pany ro the Geneva Convention of 1951

regarding the Statute on Refugees, which is applied
according to the statemenr and national reservations
which accompanied the ratification.

The Nine, for obvious humanitarian reasons, are parti-
cularly sensitive to the problem of refugees and have
never failed to grant visas for entry into their territory
[o persons in this situation, including refugees from
parts of the world in addirion ro those specified by the
counrries who are parry ro rhe Convenrion of 1951.

Mrs Ewing. - Could I ask the President why it is

that, in view of the fact that the Council of Foreign
Ministers coordinated their policy in che summer of
'79 on aid tosouth-eastAsian refugees - 'boat people'

- and Member States opened their frontiers [o thou-
sands of these unfortunate people, we cannot not use
the same means now to assist the refugees from Chile
and Argentina. Moreover, as the Council has admit-
tedly been studying a new approach to the Latin-
American countries since October, can w'e not, there-
fore, adopt a humane policy on visas for refugees from
Chile and Argendna?

Mr Zamberletti. - (1) As regards the Community's
general position on this matter, I should like to remind
you of the statement made by the President of the
Council of Foreign Ministers at the internadonal Con-
ference of the United Nations on refugees from Indo-
china. He said:

'!7e believe that everyone should enjoy the right to leave
his counry freely and re-enter freely, but should not be

obliged to leave because of fear or because conditions
have been made intolerable. Ve also feel that anyone who
leaves his country for any of these reasons should never
be repatriated against his will, nor should he be refused
political asylum elsewhere.

I think these words with which the President-in-Office
stared the Community's position last summer clearly
reflect the Community's commitment as regards refu-
gees. I would emphasize that they apply.iust as much
in the case of refugees from South-East Asia as from

anywhere else in the world. For the rest, I must point
out that the Member States have acted regardless of
the particular geopraphical areas from which they
stated they were prepared to accept refugees. For
example, my country, Italy, received refugees from
South-East Asia, an area which was not one of those
for which responsibility had been assumed under the
terms of the Convention. Italy also undenook to
accept refugees from Latin America, and the other
countries of the Community acted in she same way as

Italy, and all demonstrated, at the most dramatic
moments, the humanity of the people of our countries.
All the Member States have received refugees from all
pans of the world in the spirit of the statement made
by Mr O'Kennedy in Geneva, thus demonstrating
once more the extent to which Europe is civilized and
sensitive to the problems of our fellow men.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) Has there been any discussion or
recommendation within she context of political coop-
eration on the subject of the reception of Cuban refu-
gees? The Belgian Foreign Minister, for example, took
a year to adopt the last reception programme for
Argentinian and Uruguayan refugees, but only needed
two days to grant the same budget to Cuban refugees.
Vas this a question of a joint position on the part of
the Nine meeting in political cooperation?

Mr Zamberletti. - (1,) No decision has as yet been
reached on rhis matter. Ir is, however, being discussed.

President. - I call Question No 75, by Mr Fergus-
son (H-12l80):

Following the reply to my previous question on this sub-
iect, H-429/79 I will the President-in-Office inform
Parliament of the plogress of his effons to bring about a

solution to the Afghan crisis in close cooperation with all
governments sharing concern for peace and security in
the region, in panicular the progress of consulmtions with
the Conference of Islamic Foreign Ministers and with the
Arab League?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministers. - (I) At their meeting in Rome on 19

February, the nine Foreign Ministers devoted their
attention rc finding sqitable ways of bringing the
situation in Afghanistan into line with the resolution of
the General Assembly of the United Nations of l4 Jan-
uary, which contains an appeal to all States [o respect
the sovereignty, territorial inrcgrity and polidcal inde-
pendence of Afghanistan, together with its position as

a non-aligned country and to refrain from any inter-
ference in the internal affairs of that country.

The Nine took the view that a positive solution to the
current crisis might be found by means of a formula

I Report of proceedings of 13 February 1980, p. 230.
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which would permit a neutral Afghanisran ro remain
outside the conflicts between the major powers. I
would repeat in this connection that the prospecr
opened up by the Nine does not in any way imply the
imposition, from oumide, of a panicular legal srarus on
Afghanistan. Vhat the Nine wished to do was ro
demonstrate quite clearly their willingness to do all in
their power at international level to permit the esta-
blishment of a neutral Afghanisnn.

The intendon of the Nine in putting forward this idea
is to make their contribution to a soludon which
riquires the agreement of a large number of members
of the inrcrnational community to provide the impetus
necessary for the practical realization of this idea.

The Nine have therefore initiated major diplomatic
action - which is still in progress - ro explain these
ideas to friendly countries and to all counrries which
are interested in gonstructive effons to solve the crisis
in Afghanistan.

Various countries, including some belonging to the
'non-aligned' block and the Third !florld have reacted
positively, as can be seen, for example, from the results
of the recent EEC-ASEAN ministerial meedng in
Kuala Lumpur which issued a joint communiqu6 on
political problems which stressed that the crisis could
be overcome in a construcrive manner by the emerg-
ence of a neural, non-aligned Afghanistan outside rhe
power struggle.

The Secretary General of another multilateral organi-
zation, the Islamic Conference, has reacred favourably
to this idea put forward by the Nine.

The Nine will continue to act cohesively and responsi-
bly, basing their objectives in rheir internarional efforts
rc bring about peace on the facrs as they stand, with a
view to establishing consructive agreement as regards
possible solutions which would be objectively valid.

Mr Fergusson. - I am afraid rhat, once again, the
Council has left me rather dumbfounded. The kernel
of the quesdon was in the last two lines that I have
here, which were barely'referred to in rhe very last
stages of the Minister's reply, when he referred to rhe
progress of consultations with the Conference of
Islamic Foreign Ministers and wirh the Arab League.
Are we to understand that there have been really no
substantial consultations and no more are planned
with that panicular Conference? Vould rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office nor agree that there is now a serious
danger that events in the whole area from the eastern
Medirerranean to Pakistan may slide beyond the stage
where consultation and negoriarion and diplomatic
anticipation can control or defuse rhem? May we urge
the Nine to play their pan in preventive consultative
action ?

Just one further question: may I ask whether in view

of the pressure and the need to reopen and develop a

constructive Euro-Arab Dialogue in the context, of
course, of Afghanistan he has any comment to make,
on the report. that four Muslim States, plus rhe Pales-
tine Liberation Organization, have apparently just
agreed in Tripoli to establish a unified military force
equipped by the Soviet Union?

Mr Zamberletii - (I) I should like to reply to the
honourable Member since he has asked me a question
on something, which I have not said.

At the end of my answer to the question regarding
relations with the Islamic Foreign Ministers of the
Arab League, I spoke of major diplomatic action
yhich had produced positive results, which was still in
'p.og..ss and which had also been received favourably
by the Secretary General of another multilateral
organization, i.e. the Islamic Conference, which has

expressed a favourable'opinion regarding the ideas
proposed by the Nine. Clearly, this is not she end of
the matter, but is the result of ongoing consultations
with the Arab countries on the ques[ion of the pros-
pects for development of the inidative of the Nine.

President. - At its author's request, Question No 76
(H-20/80) is postponed to the next pan-session.

I call Question No 77, by Mr Schwanzenberg (H-25/
80):

Are the Minisrcrs aware of the anomalous situation in
which cenain Community countries grant quasi-diplom-
atic privileges or full recognition to the PLO, which nev-
enheless repeatedly affirms, in irs chaner and through its
President, that its objective is 'to desroy Israel', a country
whose existence and security are of the greatest impon-
ance to the people of the Community, represented by the
European Parliament?

Mr Zamberletti, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. - (I) The contacts between the govern-
menrc of Member States of the Community and the
PLO as a Palestinian political force are initiatives
uken within the context of the national sovereignty of
each of the Member States concerned. Similarly, the
official status of the offices of the representatives of
the PLO in cenain European capimls is governed by
the relevant provisions laid down by rhe States in ques-
tion within the context of their own national sover-
eignty.

At a general level, the then President-in-Office, the
Irish Foreign Minister Mr O'Kennedy, explicidy
refegred to the PLO in his speech on behalf of the
Nine to the United Nations in New York on 25 Sep-
tember 1979. In particular, he said rhat Resolutions
242 and 338 of the Security Council, rogerher with rhe
principles listed by the Nine formed rhe essential
framework for a peaceful settlement. In the view of
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Zamberletti

the Nine, these must be accepted by all parties
involved, including the PLO, as the basis for the nego-
tiation of an overall solution in which all the panies
concerned will have their part to play.

Mr Schwartzenberg. - (F) I am sure you will agree
rhat the people of Europe whom we represent have the
right to know wh4t foreign policy is being conducted
in their name, and that they should not be simply pre-
sented with a fait accompli on which the European
Parliament has been neither consulted nor informed.

My quesdon, therefore, is as follows. \7hat are the
Nine inrcnding to do regarding the Middle East, and
can you formally assure us that the Nine, while taking
due account of the legitimate aspirations of the Pales-
tinians, will refuse to give any assurances or de facto
recognition to the PLO, which continues to declare in
its charter that it wishes to destroy the Sute of Israel,
which it refuses to recognize, and which is continuing
ro organize or encourage bloody attacks on the civil-
ian popularion of Israel?

Do the Ministers of the Nine realize how ill-advised,
unwarranted and unseemly any such recognition of
the PLO would be?

Mr Zamberletti. - (l) This supplementary goes back
to the problem of the basic attitude of the Nine which
I oudined in my first answer by referring briefly to the
speech made on behalf of the Nine by the then Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers, Mr O'Ken-
nedy, which marked a significant phase in our rela-
tions with the Arab world and served as a reference
poinr which is not only still valid but continues to
serve as the basis for diplomatic and political action on
the part of the Nine.

The Nine conrinue ro hope rhat it may be possible to
achieve peace in the Middle East and to find the just,
lasting and overall solution to which - as Mr O'Ken-
nedy said - the vast majority of this Assembly is com-
mitted. They feel that a solution of this kind should be

based on Securiry Council Resolutions 242 and 338
applied in their entirety and on all fronts. It should
also be based on the principles contained in the decla-
rarion by the Nine of 29 June 1977, i.e. the unaccepta-
bility of acquisition of territory by force; the need for
Israel to put an end to the territoral occupation which
ir has maintained since the 1967 conflict; the respect of
rhe sovereignty, territorial integrity and independence
of all Smtes in the region and of their right to live in
peace within safe and recognized borders the recogni-
tion of the fact that any just and lasting peace must
rake account of the legitimate rights of the Palestini-
ans.

This approach and the problem of Israel, which has a
right to exist in peace within safe, recognized and
guaranteed borders, represent, I think, the basic policy

of the Nine on this matter. In spite of all attempts co

destroy the unity of the Nine by seeking to demon;
strate radical differences berween the various govern-
ments, the views of the Nine, as reflecrcd by the
Heads of State and Governments and the Foreign
Ministers, have shown themselves to be substantially
similar on this problem. On the basis of this unified
policy of the Nine, at a time when their action might
be of increasing importance for peace and security and
for the development of peaceful relations, we will be

able to develop a basic element for peace in the Medi-
terranean and the world.

President. - The second pan of Question Time is

concluded. t

16. Urgentprocedure

President. - I have received from Mr Boyes and oth-
ers, pursuant ro Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, a
motion for a resolution (Doc. l-109/80) with request
for urgent debate on the electronic voting system of
Parliament.

The reasons supporting this request for urgent debate
are contained in the document itself.

Parliament will be consulted on this reques[ at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

17. Membership of Parliament

President. - The Corte suprema di Cassazione has
informed me, by letter of 14 April 1980, that Mr Anto-
nio del Duca has been appointed Member of Parlia-
menr to replace Mr Colombo.

I welcome this new Member among us. Pursuant to
Rule 3(3) of the Rules of Procedure, until his creden-
tials have been verified, he shall provisionally take his
seat in Parliament or on its committees and have the
same rights as other Members of Parliament.

18. Membership of committees

President. - I have received from the Group of the
European People's Party (CD) a request to appoint
Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti as Member of the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee.

Since there are no objections, her appoinrment is rati-
fied.

I See Annex.
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President

19. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Thursday, 17 April 1980 from l0 a.m. to I p.m.,
3 p.m. to 8 p.m. and 9 p.m. to 12 midnighr, with the
following agenda:

- decision on urgency

- Ruffolo report on the Europcan Moneery System
(continuation)

- Linde report on energy saving

- 
joint debate on two oral questions to the Commission,
on the surveillance of shipping routes and on the code
of conduct for oil tankers

- Seligman report on an EAEC research programme

- Poncelet report on textiles/clorhing

- oral question with debate to the Commission of the
Vorld Conservation Stratety

- Nyborg reporr on public supply conr.racrs

- oral question wirh debarc to rhe Commission on
defective products

- Maij-Veggen repoft on colouring matters in food-
stuffs

- Combe report on inrra-Communiry traie in fresh
meat

3 p.m. to 5 p.m.

- debate on the situation in Iran

5 p.m. to 5.45 p.m.

- address by Mr Campins, President of the Republic of
Venezuela

5 P.^.

- voring time

The sitring is closed.

(The sitting,rods closed dt 7.25 p.n.)
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ANNEX

Questions wbich could not be ansutered duing Qrcstion Time, atith anitten answers

|. Questions to the Council

Question No 64, by Mr Ansquer (H- I 5/80)

Subject: Development of the European Monetary System'

How does the Council envisage rhe medium-term development of the European Moneury System?

Ansuer

In its firsr year of operation, which has just come to an end, the European Monetary System func-
tioned satisfactorily and has made a considerable contribution towards sabilizing exchange rates

within the Communiry. There is now more consultation between compercnt authorities both as

regards internal monetary policy and relations with currencies of third countries.

As regards rhe future development of the system, the European Council planned in 1978 to consoli-
dare into a final system the provisions and procedures laid down for the introduction of the scheme.

The system was to enmil rhe creation of the European Moneary Fund and full utilization of the ECU
as a reserve asset and a means of settlement.

At present, the competent commirrees of the Community are actively examin.ing the problems relating

ro ihe development of this sysrem. Ir should, however, be poinrcd out that the internadonal situation

has changed considerably since rhe 1978 meetings of the European Council. The rise in oil prices,

combined with the increase in the price of raw materials, has led to a worsening in the Community's
terms of trade and ro a reversal of im balance of payments situation, which is generally becoming

netarive. This has resulrcd in greater inflationary trends, and the gap between national inflation rates

is growing. All rhese developmenm, combined with the desire for diversification which the OPEC
countries i..rn ro be experiencing at a time when their surpluses are becomint considerable, are

naturally influencing thinking on the future of the EMS.

Question No 65, by Mrs Ewing (H-22/80)

Subject: Uniform electoral procedure

Vhat plans have rhe Council made for consideration of the proposal for a uniform electoral proce-

dure, which is in course of preparation by the European Parliament, so that it can be adopted by the

Council and the national parliaments well in advanci of the 1984 direct election?

Ansuer

'\rhen rhe matter is pur before it the Council will be required to act, on the basis of Anicle 138 of the

EEC Treaty and the corresponding anicles of the other Treaties, on the draft which the European

Parliament may prepare in accordance with Anicle 7 of the Act of 20 September 1976 on the inro-
duction of a uniform electoral procedure for the election of representadves to the European Parliament

by direcr universal suffrage. Since even the approximate date of rhe adoption of such a draft by the

European Parliament is not known, it would be premature for the Council to prepare any Protramme
of work with a view to its examination.
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Question No 66, by Mrs Cresson (H-28/80)

Subject: Amendmerit of Chqpter VI of rhe Euratom Treary

Vhat action does thq Council intend to take on the French proposals for amendment of Chapter VI
of the Euratom Trelty relating rc the common policy for the supply of ores, source materials and
special fissile materials?

Answer

As already sated in its reply to Vritten Question No907/79, ar its meednt on l8 September 1979
the Council noted that the Commission will examine the French request in actordance with Anicle 76
of the Treaty esmblishing rhe European Aronric Energy Community.

Following examination of the matter, the Commission may if appropriarc submit proposals on the
subject.

The Council has not received any such proposal to dare.

*oo

Qucstion No 68, by Mr Van Miert (H-39/80)

Subject: Restrioions on rhe application of Anicle 235 of rhe EEC Treary

Is it true that at the request of some Mcmber States the Commirtee of Permanent Representatives is
currendy investigating the possibility of restricting the application of Anicle 235 of the EEC Treaty
with a view to impeding, inter ali4 new initiatives to cope with the increasing difficulties caused by
the economic crisis?

Ansuer

The Council is not aware of any initiatives such as rhose referred rc by the honourable Member.

It can, however, inform the honourable Member thar at rhe Council's request the Committee of Per-
manent Representatives is currently investigating ways of resolving cenain legal difficulties with
regard to recourse to Anicle 235 of the Treaty establishing the EEC.

+

Question No 69, by Mr Balfe (H-t7/80)

Subject : Communiry budget

Vhether in any of the months of January, February or March they have exceeded the provisional
twelfth allocated to them under any of the chapter headings of the Council budget and is rire Council
willing to authorize the provision of an additional twelfth for any of those sub-headings of the Parlia-
ment budget which are overspent?

Answer

On 5 February 1980, in conformity with the provisions of Anicle 204 of the EEC Treaty, the
Council authorized several provisional twelfths in respect of Anicle 210 (rents) and Anicte 2ll
(insurance).

This Council decision was forwarded to the European Parliament on 6 February 1980, and a week
later the European Parliament adopted a resolution in which it did not dissent from rhe Council's
decision.
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Since thar dare, and on rhe basis of rhe aforemendoned decision, the Council has incurred expendi-

ture in excess of the monthly provisional twelfths on these two budgetary lines.

Apart from these two budgetary headings the Council has not exceeded the provisional twelfths allo-

cated under any chapter heading either in respect of commitmenr or Paymen6.

In accordance with the provisions of Anicle 204 of the EEC Treaty, a request by the European Par-

liament for the auchorizarion of extra provisional twelfths, would, in the first instance, be examined

by rhe Council, which may take a decision, acting by qualified majority.

Should such a requesr be received it will be examined on its merits with all necessary speed and atten-

tion.

Question No 71, by Mr Kaoanagh (H-ts/80)

Subject: Delays in supplies of rice seed for Cambodia

\7ill the Council act ro ensure that shipments of rice seed, apparently delayed by red tape at the Thai
border, arrive in Cambodia by the beginning of ir rice planting season, so that the Cambodians'

effons towards self-sufficienry in food in 1981 will not be totally destroyed?

Ansuer,

Community aid for the vioims of rhe events in Cambodia is distriburcd through Pytlic o5 non-goy-

ernmenml organizations. The proponion allocated to the FAO should enable this UN body inter alia

to send supplies of rice seed from Thailand. According to the information of the General Secreury of
the Councii, the Commission depanments are in close conhct with FAO to see how the situation

develops. FAO approached rhe Thai authorides recently and again urged them to do all in their
povrer to speed up the procedure for grancing expon licences, so that these seeds would arrive in time

ior the forthcoming rice-planring season in Cambodia, which may be considered crucial for supplies'

2. Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 79, by Mr Van Miert (H-40/80)

Subject: Amendment of UN Resolution No 242

How do the Foreign Ministers view the possible amendment of UN Resolution No 242 to incorpor-

ate recognidon of the rights of the Palestinian people?

Ansuter

The honourable Member's question refers to a position which must be considered from the angles of
substance and procedure.

On rhe substance of thc question, i.e. rhe legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, the Nine have

formally sated their position on several occasions.

In rheir srarcmenr of 6 November 1973 on h.tMiddl. East the Nine recognized that'in the establish-

ment of a just and lasring peace eccounr must be taken of the legitimate rights of the Palestinians'. In
a srarcmenr of 5 November 1975 the Nine reaffirmed the principle of the 'recognition of the right of
the Palestinian people to express irs national identity'. In a joint sutement on the Middle East

adopted by the-Euiopean Council at its meeting in London on 29 and 30 June 1977, the Nine

'affirmed ih.i. b.li.f ihat a solution to rhe conflict in the Middle East will be possible only if the

legirimate righr of the Palesrinian people to give effective expression to its nadonal idendcy is tran-
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slated into fact, which would take into account the need for a homeland for the Palesdnian people'.
In a further statement on the Middle East issued by the President-in-Office of the Council on 26
March 1979, the Nine declared that a comprehensive serdement'musr be based on Security Council
Resolutions 242 and 338 and must translare into fac the right of rhe Palestinian people to a home-
land'. It was hoped that there would be 'a comprehensive agreement in which ail the panies con-
cerned, including the representatives of rhe Palesrinian people, would parricipare'.

This position was reiterated in explicit rcrms by rhe Irish Foreign Minisrcr, Mr O'Kennedy, when he
addressed the UN General Assembly on behalf of the Nine on 25 September 1979. He stated on thdt
occasion: 'It is essential that there be respect for the legitimate rights of the Palesrinian people. These
include the right to a homeland and the right, through its represenrarives, to play ir full pan in rhe
negotiation of a comprehensive settlemenr. Security Council Resolurions 242 (1967) and 338 (1973),
together with the principles I have mentioned; taken as a whole, set rhe essential framework for a
peace settlement. In rhe view of the Nine it is necessary thar they be accepted by all those involved -including the Palestine Liberation Organizarion - as the basis for negotiations of a comprehensive
settlement in which all the parties will play their full pan. . . . This includes the Palestinian people,
who are entided, within the framework set by a peace setrlement, to exercise their right ro derer-
mine their own furure as a people.'

'\flith regard to the procedural aspect, in particular the internarional bodies which can adopt resolu-
tions on the issue of recognizing the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people, it musr nor be forgot-
ten that the Nine as such are not members of the UN Securiry Council. If the Security Council were
to examrne the question of a new resolution to supplement Resolution 242, the Nine mighr well give
consideration to issuing a starcment on their posirion within the framework of Europian political
cooperation.

Question No 8Q by Mr Moreland (H-45/80)

Subject: Elections in Namibia

Is it the policy of the Foreign Ministers to ensure rhat elccrions are held in Namibia as soon as possi-
ble which will include a secrer ballot and an absence of inrrmidation?

Answer

In the Namibian question, the Nine have consistently urged rhe implementation of the United
Nations' plan for Namibia by all the panies concerned, adopted by the Security Council with Resolu-
tion 435.

As laid down in the plan, 'free elections will be held, for the whole of Namibia as one polirical encity,
to enable the people of Namibia to freely and fairly determine their own furure. The elections will be
under the supervision and control of the United Nations in that, as a condition to rhe conduct of the
electoral process, the elections themselves, and rhe cenification of their results, the Unircd Nations'
sp-ecial representative will have to sadsfy himself at each stage as ro rhe fairness and appropriareness
of all measures affecting the political process at all levels of administrarion before such meaiures take
effect'. Consequently, it is the United Nations' and the special represenative's responsibiliry to make
sure that the electoral process is free and fair.

Question No 81, by MrMichel (H-52/BO)

Subject: Fresh wave of arrests in Chite

In view of the profound concern felt at the developmenm following the mass arrests carried out by the
Chilean police during the celebration of the Internarional Day of the Voman on 8 March in San-
tiago, and the continual silencing of the rade unions in Chile, what steps do the Foreign Ministers of
the Nine Member States meeting in political cooperation intend to takl wirh a view ti helping rhose
people, numbering about one hundered, who have been imprisoned, exiled or expelled irom their
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country or who are threatened with such arbitrary measures, against which there is no means of legal
redress ?

Ansuter

The President-in-Office of the Council has made it known on several occasions that the Nine have

always followed wirh panicular attention the development of the human righm situadon in Chile.
They have constantly expressed their concern on this matter, both in their contac$ with the Chilean
authorities and at the United Nations. However, the Nine recognize that in recent years this area has

shown signs of improvement, albeit of a fitful nature.

The honourable Member's specific question refers to an event which has not been discussed in pollti-
cal cooperarion. The Nine are nevenheless aware that the 136 persons detained during the demon-
strations which marked rhe Inrernational Day of the \7oman were released by the Chilean authorities
wichin the legal time limit of five days, apan from 17 detainees who were alleged to have taken pan in
similar demonstrations before and who were ordered to spend three months in compulsory residence

elsewhere in Chile. They are entitled to apply for habcas corpus.

Qaestion No 82, by Mr Prouan (H-54/80)

Sub;ect: Greece's application for entry to the Community

Funher ro quesrion (H-501/79) I and the answer that the Presidency was not in a position to reply,
does the President-in-Office not consider that the imprisonment of Greek nadonals on consciendous
grounds should be taken inro consideration on Greece's entry into the Community and that they be

asked to state their position on rhese matters prior to their entry on I January l98l ?

Answer

As the Presidency has already pointed out, this matter has not been discussed within the arrangements
for political cooperation among the Nine Member States of the European Communiry.

Greece is due to join the Community at the beginning of next year. From then onwards it will be fully
involved in all communiry activities and the Presidency has no doubt that the new Member Smte will
wish ro make its contribution ro rhe common effon to funher the cause of human rights within the
Community and elsewhere.

However, the honourable Member will readily appreciare thar it is not possible at the present dme for
rhe Presidency to provide a reply to his question on behalf of the Nine.

Qaestion No 84. by Mr Tynell (H-75/80)

Subject: Penal Convention

Vhar are the main provisions of the Penal Convention, on which the Ministers of Justice are now
near agreement, and what opponunity do they propose to give to the Parliament and citizens of its
Member States to discuss the issues involved before the agreement is signed?

Ansuer

As rhe honourable Member is aware representatives of the nine Member States are discussing the text
of a draft convenrion which has the principal objectives of facilimting extradition between the Mem-
ber Stares of the Community and of providing in cenain circumstances an obligation to submit a case

I Debates of the EP, 12. 3. 1980 (Provisional Edition).
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to prosecuting authoriries wlrere extradition has been refused. As indicated to the honourable Member
in reply to \flritten Question No 126/79, these discussions are confidenrial. No text has yet been
approved by governments. I therefore regret that I am not in a position to give more detailed infor-
mation on the state of deliberations at this stage because the draft is still subject to alrerations and
amendments and.therefore more detailed information could be misleading.

However, I expect that such information will be made available to the members of national parlia-
ments, and thus to the general public in the various countries, after rhe convention has been signed
and before ratification.

Question No 85, by Mr Radoux (H-78/80)

Subject: Cyprus

In the opinion of the President of the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation, should the
European Community not attempt to bring about a resumption of negotiations on Cyprus in view of
its current relations with Greece and Turkey?

' 

^rr-r,
The Foreign Ministers of the Nine have for a long time closely followed evenm with regard to
Cyprus. Vith the aim of bringing about a fair and lasdng settlement of the crisis affecting the island,
they have acted on several occasions in'the way suggested by the honourable Member and have
appealed to all involved.

It is the opinion of the Foreign Ministers that only a direct agreemenr berween the rwo communiries
on the island will bring about a settlement. Such an agreement can be reached only on the basis of
proper negotiations between representatives of the two sides. The UN Secretary-General has been
making strenuous effons with the specific aim of bringing about a resumption of ulks between rhe
two communities. These talks were interrupted in June last year.

The Nine support Secretary-General Valdheim's endeavours and are sorry that his effons have not
yet led to the desired results. The feasibility of new moves to bring the two sides together for talks
will be exami,ned by the Nine in rhe light of the situation as it develops.
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IN THE CHAIR: MRVANDE\flIELE

Vice-President

(The sitting was opened at 10 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approaal of minutes

President. - The minurcs of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distriburcd.

Since there are no comments, the minutes of preceed-
ings are approved.

2. Agenda

President. - I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, I should like you
and the House to take a very careful look at the nature
of Itern 43 on rcday's agenda. Document 1-30l
80/rev., and even more so the motion for a resolution
which Mr Scott-Hopkins has tabled rc wind up the
debare on this oral question, show that the authors
here want to Bet into a debate on an issue where the
European Communities have no power. $fle are refer-
ring to the military protection of shipping routes for
raw materials

In the texr put forward by Mr Scott-Hopkins there is

even mention of military measures to safeguard the
route around the Cape. I am really astonished at the
frequency with which Members of this Parliament -who naturally have ample right to raise issues - get
carried away and want to put on the agenda items
which ought not to be discussed in this Chamber but
elsewhere. Let me say again that the issue here is the
military prorcction of shipping routes which does not
come within the responsibilities of the Community.

I really cannot see Mr Jenkins and the President of the
Parliament pressganging the staff into service and

sending them off in their 'Sail for Europe' kit to pro-
recr rhe shipping routes as a result of any decision
nken by the European Parliament. I am really upset
by this Item 43. I cannot sand this growing habit in
Parliament of putting on the agenda items which are
quite clearly nor the responsibility of the Community.

Ar all events, Mr President, on behalf of my group I
request that we have separate debates on Item 43 and

Item 44 on the code of conduct for oil tankers, since
we in the Socialist Group have no inrention of taking
pan in the debate on Item 43. Parliamenr must do rhe
proper thing and not get into an intolerable muddle by
confusing Item 43 with Item 44, which has been quite
rightly placed on the agenda.

President. - Mr Glinne, the agenda has been
accepted by the chairmen of the political groups. It
was discussed by the Bureau. However, it is Parlia-
ment which has the last say on its proceedings and you
are perfectly entirled to express your disagreement.

Mr Glinne. - (F) I fully appreciate that the group
chairmen, pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Proce-
dure, are entitled to enter on the agenda of the House
an oral question on behalf of their groups. \7hat I am
complaining about is that they use the Rules of Proce-
dure to put on the agenda political items which are in
no way rhe responsibility of the Community.

President. - Mr Glinne, as this agenda was drawn
up some time ago and since it was agreed to by the
groups, I propose that we do not have a debate on the
matter now but refer it to the Bureau which will be
meeting in ten minutes. Ve can then have the debate
this afternoon, because your question is of such
importance that it merim serious discussion.

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, I do not think
we should change the agenda - that would be a grave
mistake - but the motion for a resolution standing in
my name will be withdpawn.

President. - Since there are no objections to my
proposal, that is agreed.

. 
3. Documents receitted

President, - I have received several documents,
demils of which will be found in the minutes of pro-
ceedings of today's sitting.

4. Statement by the President

President. - I have been informed by the chairman
of the Committee on Transpon that the Committee
has decided not to draw up a reporr on the motion for
a resolution (Doc. 1-583/79) by Mr Lima on the
motorway situation between Brussels, Luxembourg
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President

and Strasbourg. Details of this decision will be found
in the minutes of proceedings.

5. Decision on urgenc!

President. - The next item is the decision on the
urgency of two motions for resolutions. Ve begin with
the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-100/80) b M,
Jaquet and others: Eoents in Tunisia.

I call Mr Sarre.

Mr Sarre. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, at the end of last week the Tunisian Supreme
Coun rejected the appeal of the 13 persons con-
demned to death at the Gafsa trial.

The reason why rcgether with other colleagues I have
tabled this motion for a resolurion appealing for clem-
ency to the Tunisian Head of State is that the events
which are at the root of this affair are quite clearly
political in nature. In saying this, of courset I am not
making any judgment about the motives or the meth-
ods of the accused.

Vhar are the facrs of the marter? On 26 and 27 Janu-
ary 1980 members of the Tunisian Armed Resistance
took over and held the oasis town of Gafsa. In spite of
official statemenm by the Tunisian Governmenr, ir is
evident that these events were linked to a great extent
with domestic politics inside Tunisia. The date of the
raid was significant. It occurred on the second anni-
versary of the general strike which the UGTT - the
General Union of Tunisian Vorkers - called on
26 lanuary 1978. You will need no reminding of the
repression which followed, since the main union lead-
ers are still in prison.

It is an open secret of course that the raiders received
Libyan aid and had the supporr of the r6gime in Tri-
poli. Nevenheless, we must realise that a suicidal
attempt at insurrecrion should have come as no sur-
prise in a country which blocks every political outlet,
where intolerance and repression are rhe order of the
day, where one fifth of rhe working population is
looking for a job and where 30 0/o of rhe population is
living below the poveny line. The events which
occurred at Gafsa were in any case inspired by politi-
cal conviction. This is why Parliament musr prorest
against the dearh senrences passed at Gafsa. Since the
only hope now is a pardon by the Head of State, an
urgenl appeal for clemency from this Parliament to rhe
President of the Tunisian Republic may arrive while
there is still dme.

President. - I call Mr Chambeiron.

Mr Chambeiron. - (F) The Communist and Allies
Group seconds the request for urgency which has been
made. Since this is a procedural mat[er, and for the
sake of brevity, I shall not go into details but I should
like to say that I cannot see how Parliament can fail to
share the international outrage which has greeted the
Gafsa verdicts. S7e cannot fail to add our voice to this
international appeal.'!7e are dealing with human lives,
quite apan from anything else. \7e can and we musr
stop the carrying out of these sentences of death which
have been passed. For this reason we suppon the
request for urgency.

President. - I pur to the vorc the request for urgent
procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed on
the agenda of the sitting of Friday, 18 April 1980.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

Presidcnt. - \7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-109/80) by Mr Boyes and others: Elec-
tronic ooting system of Parliament.

I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes. - Mr President, I do not think a long
statement is needed. I just wish to say thar if we have
another big voting session and demand roll-call votes,
and the elecrronic -system is not working rhen, once
again, people will be appealing for shoner speeches
and speedier action althrough we have a very sophisti-
cated system that ought to give us at all times a record
of the way people vorcd and, very speedily, the results
of votes. I for one find it extremely disappointing that
we have not got this system working after all this rime.
All I am really saying is, before we come ro another
session on budgets or prices, for goodness sake, let us
have it working. This Parliament ought to be informed
why a system costing as much as this one is not work-
ing after all this time. I could be mischievous and say
that perhaps we ought to have a roll-call vote, using
the electronic voting system, on [his resolution.

President. - It put to the vote the request for urgent
procedure.

Urgent procedure is adopted.

I propose that the motion for a resolution be placed on
the agenda of the sitring of Friday, 18 April 1980.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.
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6. European Monetary System (continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuadon of the
debate on the Ruffolo report (Doc. 1-53l80).

I call Mr Moreau to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.

Mr Moreau. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, we welcome the fact that, in the present difficult
economic,'moneary and political situation, this House
is debating the report by Mr Ruffolo on the EMS as

an aspect of the international monetary system before
the preparatory meetings for the Venice summit.

I would like straight away to pay triburc rc the good
work of our colleague, whose explanatory starcment
includes, in particular, an objective analysis of the
good points, faults and uncertain aspects of the system
introduced following the Council meeting of
5 December 1978. As far as we Socialists are con-
cerned, there can be no independent Europe capable
both of conrolling its social and economic develop-
ment and of helping to prepare and establish new eco-
nomic relations in the world - and therefore to create

a new international economic order - without a

European monetary system.

Bur let there be no mistake, the establishment of such a

system must to go hand in hand with the implementa-
tion of social, economic, regional, industrial and struc-
tural policies which will enable the Community and irs
Member States to achieve their objectives, especially in
employment and in reducing the various forms of in-
equality. A European monetary sysrcm is necessary
borh for the Community's internal functioning and for
esmblishing a new world monetary system.

The president monetary disorder does not help the
Community, as it causes profound inequality and
imbalance in the Member States. It delays the drawing
up of Community policies and the development of the
Community. It calls existing policies, including the
Common Agricultural Policy, into question, with each
country more interested in protecting its interests than
in cooperating with the other Community countries.
Such a situation is dangerous for the future of Europe.

Such a system is also necessary within the Community,
as it should enable us to monitor the flow of eurodol-
lars and to control exchange and interest rates and the
monetary activities of the muldnationals. Vith regard
ro external affairs, namely the esmblishment of a new
world monetary order, which must be pluralist and
many-faceted, it is crucial that Europe should be able

to exen a stabilizing and positive influence to remedy
the present imbalance. Europe must be capable of act-
ing wirh complete independence and of helping to'
crea[e a new basis for world cooperation in the eco-
nomic and monetary sphere.

However, when we say that a monetary system is

necessary, we do not imply that we unreservedly
approve of the system which has been in operation for
over a year. Despite the half-heaned declarations of
the Council of Ministers, the EMS shows signs of
weakness and vulnerability which are due to the cir-
cumstances surrounding its inception, the instruments
set up and the lack of any real Community coopera-
don in the social, economic and indusrial spheres. If
we compare the hopes expressed at the Bremeh meet-
ing with the Council decisions of December 1978, we
have to admit that there is a considerable discrepancy.
The monetary system established is, in many respects'

merely a continuation of the 'snake'. The Community
sought shon-term answers to monetary problems
without creating the economic and social conditions
needed for a real improvement, of the situation in the
Community countries.

As the rapporteurhas said, things are not going well.
Although the sysrcm has produced some resul6, the
impending difficulties are likely to expose its weak-
nesses even more clearly.

\flhat, in fact, do we find? The debate on the budget
has clearly shown that rhe Council wants nothing to
do with a budgetary policy based both on new
resources and the restructuring of Community
expenditure. \7har is the present situation? Inflation
ra[es are rising and are sharply divergent, interest rates

are increasing unevenly and the national governments
have conflicdng views on the very concept of converg-
ence. The gap between the wealthy and less wealthy
countries will therefore continie to widen, and the
system will collapse if this situation persists.

One of the conditions necessary for creating an effec-
tive and reliable system is that the Council on Minis-
ters, apart from improving agriculture in ways which
are fair to all, should draft and implement joint poli-

.cies to pave the way for genuine convergence and
effecdve cooperation in cenain fields - by trying to
achieve full employment by appropriate means and by
combating unemployment; by sustained acdon in
energy and scienrific research, by applying an ambi-
riops regional policy, as well as industrial policies
which safeguard and reorganize vital sectors in the
interests of the workers - but these policies should
also make Europe ready to meet the challenges of the
future and of international competition in key indus-
trial and technological sectors.

Vithout this economic basis, we Socialists believe that
the EMS will not be able to fulfil the hopes placed in
it. Ve have always conceived the future of Europe in
terms of the simultaneous development of economic,
social, rade and monetary policies. \Tithout these
necessary accompanying measures, any funher move
rc unify the market will make the rich richer and the
poor poorer. Ve must reaffirm this fact all the more
forcefully now, since the Community's enlargement to
include three new members will bring home the truth
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of this assenion even more clearly. Having said that,
we do not wish to minimize the imponance of the
mone[ary aspecff of the Community's problems; we
just want to view this matter in its true perspective.
Monetary policy should serve the interests of eco-
nomic and social development, and not the reverse.
Sringency in monetary affairs cannot be used to bols-
ter policies which create unemployment and reduce
purchasing power, a point which Mr Ruffolo's repon
rightly emphasizes.

In conclusion, Mr President, the majority of the
Socialist Group approves of the repon by our col-
league, Mr Ruffolo, even though some of us have
expressed reservations because of the terms under
which the EMS has been applied and the lack of any
accompanying policy; we do not, however, challenge
the concept of, our question the need for, a European
monetary system.

Finally, the Socialist Group believes that we should
tackle these problems systemadcally, and not put the
cart before the horse. This is essential if the EMS is to
survive; otherwise, instead of serving the Community,
it will become a weapon used by a few people to domi-
nate others. It is up to the national governments to
react to this situation.

President. - I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the European People's Pany (CD Group).

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I would like rc join our colleague, Mr Moreau,
in complimenting Mr Ruffolo on his excellent work,
which without doubt made it easier for the commirtee
rc hold its highly constructive discussions, on the basis
of which the repon was adopted almost unanimously.

Progress towards monetary union is too slow and too
spasmodic for us not to welcome the positive achieve-
menm of the EMS. Compared with our experience of
the 'snake', the EMS is a step in the right direction.
The divergence indicator, the ECU, intervention cre-
dim and increased cooperation between the central
banks have produced considerable results in that Com-
munity currency exchange rates have been more stable
than in the past. One can therefore understand the
Council's statement of l7 September 1979 that the sys-
tem has worked well and that there is therefore no
need to improve it. Ve cannot, however, agree with
this rather optimistic conclusion. I have already
drawn the House's attention to the technical short-
comings which hamper the working of the divergence
indicator and shall not go into these again, but I feel it
is premature and clearly rather irresponsible to claim
that we have no need to change the functioning of rhe
EMS.

However, our anxieties extend far beyond this and
concern a basic aspect of the EMS, namely the second

phase of consolidation, which was supposed to enter
into force in March 1980. At its latest meering rhe
Council said that it intended to observe the timemble
agreed upon, while the Commission undenook to
draft a repon and some proposals for a Council meet-
ing in the near future. It is now April 1980, which
means that the deadline has passed, and, what is
worse, we have heard nothing about the Commission's
proposals or the preparations for the next Council
meeting on this matter. But it is possible that we have
not been fully informed, and perhaps the Commis-
sioner would care to give us funher details.

Ve have been greatly disturbed by rumours concern-
ing the latest meeting between Chancellor Schmidt
and President Giscard d'Estaing, according rc which
France and Germany agree [hat it would be inoppor-
tune or inexpedient to embark on the second phase of
the EMS now. I can see that the initial phase could be

extended to ensure that we profit from all our experi-
ence, but if these rumours are confirmed and we have
to leave things as they are, we would be obliged to
express our anxiety without hesitation, for, as the
Ruffolo Report most appositely poina out. The EMS
is still at a very precarious and delicate stage.

It has worked well because in 1979 and at the stan of
1980 the divergence between the inflation rates of the
nine Community countries was less marked than in
1974,1975 or even 1976, and because the various bal-
ance of paymenr figures had regained some equili-
brium in recent years. A funher reason is that the
Unircd States has finally ended its policy of 'benign
neglect' and has decided to defend the value of the
dollar. All this has eased the functioning of the EMS.

But our prospects now look very gloomy, and inflation
rates are beginning to deverge very sharply. Balance of
payments figures have been distoned by the increases
in oil prices, interest rates are reaching unprecedented
heights and there is little prospecr of economic

trowth. 
'W'e are therefore about ro cross very troubled

waters or, if you prefer, to continue the meteorologi-
cal imagery, the storm is approaching and the building
is not yet finished. Since it does not rest'on solid foun-
dations, it could tet swept away.

I hope, therefore, that in the few weeks remaining to
us before the meeting of the Council of Ministers and
of the European Council, we shall be able to complete
the work which has been started, for as ir smnds at
present, the EMS would not survive. Cooperation
between the central banks is not enough. Ve need the
support of the European Monetary Fund ro erisure
that decisions are reached auronomously and that
appropriate measures are mken with regard both ro
interventions affecting the dollar and the use of swap
facilities. To sum up, this highly powerful authority
must play a prominent role if we wanl [o preserve
what we have achieved so far.
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President. - I call Mr Hopper to speak on behalf of
the European Democraric Group.

Mr Hopper. - Mr President, may I warmly welcome
this report on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and, like Mr Moreau before me, commend in
panicular the explanatory memorandum as a lucid and
penetrating piece of economic analysis.

'Ir emerges from the memorandum that the system has

changed markedly in character since it was founded. A
year ago, it was conceived m be a fixed-rate system in
which occasional adjustments to parities were permit-
ted to meet market pressures. But no fixed-rate system
can survive intact when the currencies of the Member
States suffer infladon rates which vary from 6 0/o to
220/0. Mr Ruffolo sums this up very clearly in para-
graphs 28 and 29 where he says that the possibiliry
which seems to be emerging from the first phase of the
EMS's operation is the transformation of the system
into one of free but controlled fluctuation with
increasingly frequent parity ad.iustments. He pum this
in more technical language in paragraph 43: 'The sys-

tem is thus moving towards a crawling-peg arrange-
ment, with no formal decisions being taken on the
timing and extent of the crawl.' Mr President, in the
hemicycle of theoretical possibilities, crawling pegs

must be at least half-way between fixed rates and
floating rates.

This change in nature, if Mr Ruffolo's analysis is cor-
rect, alters the situation in which the British Govern-
ment must make its decision about full membership
and indeed must make it easier for it to reach a posi-
tive conclusion. The European Democratic Group is,

of course, an Anglo-Danish group, and it is cenainly
not my object to represent here the views of the British
Government. But I 'think it is in order for me to say

that in my opinion the decision taken a year ago by the
British Government not to participate in the
exchange-rate mechanism was a correct one-and not
only from the point of view of the United Kingdom.
Let us imagine thar the United Kingdom had joined

then and had been accorded a 6 0/o margin On at least

two subsequent occasions, sterling would have pene-

trated irc upper limit. Under the rules of the EMS,
massive intervention by the Bank of England would
have been mandatory. The Bank would have sold
hundreds of millions of pounds in the exchanges. In
order to sell the pounds it would have had to borrow
rhem, and the only place it could borrow them is from
the commercial banking system. This would have
increased the credit base of the system and fuelled
infladon in the Unircd Kingdom at a time when infla-
rion was accelerating. The effect on the other curren-
cies would also have been serious. In order to sell the
pound, you must buy something else, and the Bank of
England would have bought German marks, French
francs, guilders and the other member currencies.
These would have risen sharply-probably contrary to
rhe policies of the Member States; the entire system

would have been de-stabilized and perhaps even

brought to a sudden end.

It. was, and is, the policy of the British Government to
become a full member when conditions.permit, which
is what Mr Ruffolo calls for in paragraph 9 of his
motion for a resolution. It seems to me that there are

rwo conditions. One is that the British economy, and
in particular the money supply of the United King-
dom, must be brought under control, and the second
is that the pound must be at a lower and more compet-
itive level.

Mr President, this leads me to refer to the single
amendment which we have tabled to this excellent
report. This amendment reads: 'Parliament welcomes
the abolition of all exchange controls by the United
Kingdom and the decision by the Federal Republic of
Germany to ease informal controls on the inflow of
capital'. Ve have not moved this amendment simply rc
congratulate ourselves, although I believe that the
government of Mrs Thatcher and the government of
Mr Schmidt are to be congratulated. The reason is
that if the pound is to be brought down on the
exchanges, which is a pre-condidon of our entry, this
can only be achieved through a fairly massive outflow
of capital, and a sine qaa non of such an outflow is that
outward exchange controls should be abolished in the
United Kingdom and inward controls removed in
other countlies. Private flows of capital may no[ be

sufficient to achieve this object. It may be necessary
for the United Kingdom to.make official expons of
capital, as Germany has done for many years. This
might involve the Bank of England in selling the
pound when it was not at its upper limit. I had always
understood that this practice was contrary to EMS
rules; I was therefore fascinated to read in Mr Ruf-
folo's memorandum that intermarginal dealings by
Member States are ten times as Breat as dealings at the
margin. If inter-marginal dealings are indeed permit-
ted under EMS rules, then one of the principal obsta-
cles to British membership is removed.

But I must not deal solely with United Kingdom
aspecrs. Abolition of remaining exchange controls has

much wider implications. A common market requires
freedom of movement for goods, services, people and
capital. Since the foundation of the Community much
time and effon have been expended on the first three
of these elements; since the Segr6 report over ten years
ago, very liwle time has been devoted to the founh. In
the opinion of our group, the moment has come to
give new impetus to the creation of a common market
in credit and capital in the Community.

Finally, Mr President, let me say that the European
Democratic Group is totally committed to the princi-
ples underlying the EMS and to the achievement of
cqniplete economic and monetary union in the Com-
munity. \fle shall vote enthusiastically for Mr Ruf-
folo's paper.

(Applause)
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President. - I call Mrs Poirier to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Poirier. - (F) The Treaty of Rome makes abso-
lutely no provision for the setting up of a European
monetary system. To discuss this quesrion therefore
means discussing the powers and authority of this
House and the other European institutions. This is all
the more essential since the second phase in the crea-
tion of this system would inevitably erode national
sovereignty, a prospect which we French members of
the Communist and Allies Group categorically reject.

'!fle do not, Mr Ruffolo, supporr rhe view that we
should accept rhe decline of our counrry for fear of
having it imposed on us-later. I am very familiar with
this argument. It is tailor-made for rhe Social-Demo-
cram and should be easily acceptable to the right-wing
majority of this House. For our part, we are struggling
to convince and to win.

To return to the EMS, it is planned, in the second
phase, to set up a fund which would acquire a sizeable
share - 20 0/o 

- of national gold and dollar reserves.
It is also planned to create a real currency to be used
as a reserve and for settlement purposes; not only
would this be applied on a permanenr basis, since
national asser would be deposited permanenrly, bur ir
could be convened into any orher reserve asset or cur-
rency.

Mr Ruffolo's repon also says that the EMF should
become a European monetary aurhority. This is really
a euphemism since, although they did nor dare say so,
the ulcimate objective is to set up a central European
bank.

\flhen all is said and done, this phase of economic and
monetary integration goes much funher than anything
which has been achieved so far, and much funher than
anything which rhis House and the Communiry has
the right to decide.

You claim that the purpose of rhe EMF is to creare a
stable monetary zone in the Community, bur you
know full well that rhat is untrue. Economic sragna-
tion and the coordinated policies of austerity have
given an illusion of monetary stability, while rhe EMF
remains at the mercy of any worsening of this crisis,
which has been deliberarely engineered.

This is borne our by the facr that Italy has been
allowed a 6 0/o variation in its currency - much more
than anyone else - by rhe wide fluctuations in srcrling
and by the fact that Great Britain was unwilling or
unable to join rhe sysrem.

The setting up of the EMF has, in facr, other objec-
tives which you are careful nor ro mention. Firstly, in
the context of the serious crisis which is affecting all
our countries, the obvious consequence - indeed, the

deliberate consequence - is to instirutionalize the
domination of the mark in the Community. Germany's
present rade deficit will in no uray detract from the
power of Vest German capialism to dominate Europe
and from the supremacy of its currenry. The EMF will
institutionalize this domination.

Like the International Monetary Fund, the EMF will
be used to support the currencies of the Member
States and to make up the deficits in their payments. It
will therefore also be used to make the granting of
loans or credits subject to pglitical conditions. In
future, the capitalists and German bankers will thus be

able to dictate France's policies and programme aus-
rerity, as the IMF has done in Portugal and in many
other countries.

There is no eanhly reason why we should accept such
a situation. On behalf of whom or what would we be
acting?

There is another thing which is not mentioned in the
repon and which is one of the main purposes of this
system. It is inrcnded [o serve as a sort. of 'spare wheel'
for the dollar, a fact to which we have already drawn
attention. The United States is now able rc pay for its
trade deficit by issuing dollars. The infladon of the
dollar is therefore being used to pay off America's
debr and to finance American investmen$, mainly in
Europe. Germany and Switzerland, which were pre-
viously required to absorb these dollars and thus con-
solidate the American debt, will from now on be in the
comfonable position of being able to fall back on rhe
EMS. This is exactly what rhe Commissioner, Mr
Brunner, was saying recently in a French newspaper
when he stated that the world should now know that
the Communiry suppons rhe United States in ir diffi-
culties. The EMS will therefore offer the additional
advantage of consolidating America's world domina-
tion while easing irs monerary difficulties.

This form of solidariry in which money is of prime
imponance, and this headlong rush towards suprana-
tionality and ausrerity have nothing rc do with the
interests of the people . Since the Community
moreover has neither rhe power nor the competence ro
make such a system work, we are opposed to the
EMS, and in panicular to irs second phase.

In conclusion, I would like ro pur a very specific ques-
tion to the Commissioner: how do you propose ro
reconcile the possible further applicadon of rhis system
with your plans to enlarge rhe Communiry rc include
countries wirh infladon rates of up to 20 o/o or more?

7. Vl'elcome

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of
Parliament I welcome the Presidenr of rhe Landtag of
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Schleswig-Holsrcin, Mr Lemke, who has mken his
seat in the official gallery.

(Applause)

8. European Monetary System (continuation)

President. - I call Mr Damseaux to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Damseaux. - (F) Mr Onoli, Mr President, it is

to be regretted that the European Monetary System
now has cenain faults and that it is not fulfilling the
expectations aroused by the Bremen Summit.
Nonetheless - and we have to be realistic in politics

- the main thing now is to consolidate what we have
achieved. To do this, we must be aware of the weak-
nesses, shortcomings and imperfections of the system.
I would here like co congratularc the rapporteur, Mr
Ruffolo, who has most effectively drawn at[enlion to
both the strengths and the weaknesses of the EMS.

Like certain other speakers, I believe that the diver-
gence threshhold has quite considerable technical
shoncomings. If we analyse the system's economic
basis, in other words convergence, we find that little
or no progress has been made in structural converg-
ence and in the convergence of economic structures,
the two objecdves on which economic integration was
rc be based.

It is rrue, also, that the only innovation introduced by
the EMS for the instruments set up to reduce eco-
nomic imbalance and strengthen the weaker econom-
ies is the new Community instrument which enables
the Commission to contract loans and grant interest
rebates to promore investment.

Lastly, it cannot be denied that the Member States

have had an unhappy tendency, when applying their
national policies, to rely increasingly upon monetary
measures to combat inflation.

Nevenheless, despite the system's weaknesses and
imperfections, we must continue our work, bearing in
mind what we can achieve in the shon term and also
what can only be achieved in the longer term. I believe
Parliament must take a broad view of the situation,
that is, it must not only determine what can be done in
the immediate future, and insist that this is done, but it
must also set its sigh6 on the longer term.

I shall confine myself to making four observations:
firstly, I feel it is essential to set up a central monetary
authority in Europe. Admittedly, the tasks of this
authority, the European Monetary Fund, would be

limited in rhe shon term; it could issue recommenda-
tions and supervise the intra-Community mechanism

governing credits, and it should also superuise the flow
of eurodollars. But ultimately I think we should aim to
halt effecdvely the massive flow of currency and to
supervise the other policies, i.e. the fiscal and employ-
ment policies and the economic and budgetary poli-
cies. It would be unrealistic at present to concern our-
selves with the other policies because of the present
lack of political will, but this should be possible -indeed, it will be vital - in the future.

My second comment concerns our observance of the
timetable in readiness for the meeting in Venice in
1981. The EMS should be backed up by an effective
European Monetary Fund financed by 20 0/o of the
gold and currency reserves of the countries in the sys-

tem. Certain countries, in panicular France and Ger-
many, have already agreed to delay implementing this
measure, which, I would remind the House, requires
rhe agreement of the national parliamenr and which
involves an extremely lengthy procedure.

I think that we should nonerheless insisr that the dme-
table should be observed. I am aware thar the ECU, as

a back-up instrument for the system, will not have any
magic effects on the progress of the EMS, and that,
like the other currencies, it will be subject [o pressure
and tension, but I feel this is unavoidable and neces-
sary. President Jenkins once said before this House
that the Community was to be built up 'step by step',
and I believe that the setting up of a European Mone-
tary Fund is one of these steps.

My third point concerns the enry or non-entry of the
United Kingdom into the EMS. Sterling has probably
been pushed up anificially by Britain's more comforta-
ble internal situation and by its oil revenue, but the
situation could be abruptly reversed since Britain is

going through or will go through in 1980 a serious
economrc recessron, and an unprecedented rate of
inflation approaching 20 0/o has been forecast for that
country.

I sincerely believe that our British friends are right in
saying that sterling is not yet capable of joining a sta-
ble exchange rate system in Europe, and I even think
that the immediate entry of sterling into the EMS
would weaken it. Ve can only hope, therefore, that
Britain will act in such a way that the conditions
necessary for the entry of sterling into the system are
fulfilled as soon as possible.

Clearly, our British friends have already worked hard.
I obviously welcome Britain's decision to abolish all
exchange controls, and I do not underestimate the,
importance of this move, but I would not go so far as

to congratulate Britain, as Mr Hopper has done: a

Member State should not be congratulated for observ-
ing the rules; I feel it is only right that Member States
should conform to Community decisions.

My founh and final comment relates to the fact that in
general our Bovernments tend to overdo monetary
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measures to combat infladon. Vhile many people are
convinced that economic activity and, in panicular,
investment can only be boosrcd by lowering interesr
rates, the narional governmenrs usually do the exacr
opposite. In general, the economic policies of the
industrialized counries have for the most pan cons-
isted of monerary measures, and what is more, ortho-

3::r.-on.r.O 
measures, i.e. stringenr and iriflexible

If the growth in rhe volume of financial resources is
limited, money becomes scarcer and consequently
increases in value, which leads ro higher inreresr rares.
True, movements in interest rates have varied. Real
interest rares, rhar is rhe difference between visible, i.e.
nominal, interesr rares and [he rate of inflarion has
shown a downward trend in Italy and the Unircd
Kingdom, a slight upward trend in Germany and a
marked upward trend in Belgium, rhe Nerherlands and
Denmark. Nevenheless, the main purpose of mone-
tary policy is ro prorect the national economies against
inflation. \fle feel that this approach is misguided.

Inflation is now no longer due to increased overall
demand bur ro rising costs. Inflarion and rising prices,
unemployment and the failure ro utilize production
capacities all exist side by side. Infladon cannot there-
fore be attributed to excessive overall demand, and so
it would be wrong to combat inflation by restricting
this demand. The orrhodox approach to monerary pol-
icy is to regulate demand, but to tackle inflarion we
must get at irs roots; our efforts must rherefore be
directed ar cosrs, and I believe that reasonable people
who consunrly aim ro maintain rhe living srandards of
the people of the Community must accept that
incomes should be limited or brought [o more moder-
ate levels.

I feel it is nor unreasonable ro expecr the Member
States ro adopt a policy on incomes.

Ve must remember rhar the EMS would be weakened
by any lack of convergence in our economic policies;
indeed, the convergence of policies was rhe original
purpose of the EMS, but, in rhe medium term, it is
also essential for its survival.

Finally, we should initially call for Community coop-
eration on the fixing of interest rares. I believe rhar the
fixing of interest rates by the Community is a very
long-term, indeed an exrremely long-term objective
which will mark rhe culminarion of the EMS. This will
be the 'poinr of no return', when the ship will be una-
ble to return to porr for lack of fuel. \7e have nor ye[
reached rhis point, but rhe ship is abour to leave pon,
and Community cooperation on interesr rates would
be an excellenr point of depanure for the EMS.

Mr Presidenr, Mr Onoli, my Group suppons rhe
EMS; ir suppons its second phase and hopes that the
timetable will be observed. Finally, it hopes rhar the
EMS will be studied, improved and developed to the

full as quickly and as rhoroughly as possible. For rhis
reason [he Liberal and Democratic Group will support
the motion for a resolution ubled by Mr Ruffolo.

President. - I call Mr Ansquer ro speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Ansquer. - (F) Mr Ruffolo's reporr on rhe EMS
is being debated at a lime when Europe's economy is
marked by borh inflation and depression. But let there
be no misrake, the inflationary aspec of the world
economy is rhe predominant feature. Ir is inflation
which is most in evidence and most pernicious: we see
it in the movements of the dollar and gold, in currency
speculation; unemployment, in rhe reduced purchasing
power of the lower income groups and in the increas-
ing deficits of rhe developing counries. This chaotic
situation is due mainly to the fact that the heads of
state in the !7est have been unwilling to reorganize the
inrcrnational monetary sysrem and appear to be suffer-
ing from a chronic inability ro lay the foundarions for
mutual trust on which rhe organizarion of monetary
affairs musr be based.

To combar this situation, we have always thought that
Europe needed effective machinery capable of estab-
lishing other links berween the Member States, such as
the Community administration of European reserves,
the setting up of a European monerary fund and the
esmblishment of a stable monerary srandard. Admit-
tedly the EMS exisrs, and we asked for it.

Yet it has serious weaknesses to which we have fre-
quently drawn attenrion. Our exchange rare policy
depends to a large exrenr on the fluctuations of the
dollar, and ir was precisely to prorect itself from rhese
fluctuations that Germany has led its panners in a
scramble to push interest rarcs up. In the shon rerm,
this spiral entails very serious risks of depression.

Is it necessary to remind rhe House of the need for the
nine Member States to coordinate their economic poli-
cies? Yes of course, but coordination must nor mean
falling in line with a resrictive policy which suits one
country but not another. The fight againsr inflarion
and unemployment calls for the application of mea-
sures which can be implemenred ro varying degrees in
Germany, Britain or France. For this reason, alchough
our objectives are rhe same, grearer freedom should
exist with regard to rhe measures applied. The EMS
could therefore provide a basic framework if cenain
conditions are met.

Firstly, all the Community countries should join the
system, otherwise discrepancies might arise which
would have disastrous effects on all rhe panners. \tre
therefore urge Britain to become a loyal member of
the EMS in the near future .

Subsequently, Europe's poliry on exchange rates will
be doomed to failure if it is not supplemenrcd as soon
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as possible by an effective monetary policy to esmblish
and supervise international liquidity and supervise
eurodollars. The enormous mass of petrodollars,
which are reckoned to total one thousand million dol-
lars, will be an increasingly heavy burden on subse-
quent even[s, on fluctuations in exchange rates and on
international relations. The Community, which is

directly affected by this form of capiul, should make
arrangements to control its influence. The Commu-
nity's monetary policy also implies cooperation on
interest rates, the spiralling of which contributes
rowards the weakening of cenain Community curren-
cies to the detriment of the stronger currencies. If the
system is to be coherent, we shall have to be keenly
aware of American policies. The surplus dollars are
still being absorbed, willingly or otherwise, by the
Community monetary authorities thanks to coopera-
rion between the Member States. Movements in capital
resulting from speculation may be temporarily
sremmed, but the time will come when the system may
be swept away or collapse like a house of cards. To
oppose American policy as a matter of course is not in
Europe's interest. Similarly, the Unircd States cannot
be content to export its inflation to Europe. It is in the
interest of America and Europe rc organize their
monetary affairs differently - on the basis of a con-
certed and resolute policy to be pursued by all pan-
ners. The Member States must overcome their differ-
ences and presen[ a united front in order to negotiate
on equal terms with the United States. '!fle can then
embark on the second phase of economic and mone-
tary union by setdng up the European Monetary
Fund.

Ve would funhermore like rc ask the Commission
what stages have been envisaged in the esnblishment
of this Fund. '!fle hope, Mr Ortoli, that your proposals
will be put before the next meeting of the European
Council, which will have to spur Europe on towards
greater monetary independence and create harmony
rather than discord. The main advantage of the EMS
is that it enables the Community to speak with one
voice and substantially strengthens its negodating
power in international monetary discussions. Thus, by
allowing economic and monetary union to be seen in
its true political perspective, the Community will be

able ro play its full 'pan vis-i-vis not only the United
States but also thi Communist countries and the
developing countries, provided, Mr President, that
Europe's policy does not become fragmented and is

directed at all nations.

President. - I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castelline. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gen-
rlemen, having carefully read the Ruffolo Repon I am
all the more convinced that it was a misnke to set up
the EMS; a mistake, without any doubt, for a country
like Italy, as for other weak Member States of the
Community, who find themselves caught up in

mechanisms which presuppose a non-existent equality
amongs[ the panners in the system and who must suf-
fer the consequences of it; an equaliry which, as we
are well aware, does not exist in reality.

This means that the weak countries are called upon to
demonstrate a solidarity which in fact has none of that
'give and nke' which is the true characteristic of soli'
darity. Consequently the 'adjustment costs' imposed
on the weaker countries become unbearable in the
absence of any form of compensation.

It was - I repeat - precisely the critical arguments
put forward by Mr Ruffolo - that strengrhened my
convictions in this matter, and the three minutes which
I have been given this time are thus enough for me to
explain my reasons, since I can confine myself to
referring to his repon, panicularly those pans of it
where he emphasizes the absence of a genuine process
of convergence between the national economies,
which should have been the basis of the EMS. This
problem of convergence is reduced to no more [hat a

division of the financial burdens of contributing to the
Community budget.

The rapporteur himself not only admis the dispariry
between the original ideas worked out at Bremen and

the present situation, but also the fact that the Present
outlook is even bleaker.

All we need to do is think about what is happening
with the Common Agricultural Policy, about the total
lack of new sectoral and regional policies, the dead-
lock over the Community budget. All this is certain to
get worse rather [han gradually ge[ better in a world
which, as we are well aware, is dominated by growing
disorder.

So it seems to me highly contradictory that, though he

makes these criticisms of the experience gained during
the first stage of the EMS, Mr Ruffolo should nev-
ertheless draw from it the illogical conclusion that the
EMS should be kept alive.

He says - it is true - that some positive results have

been obtained as regards exchange rate stability,
rhought I have my own doubts about the veracity of
[hat statement.

Is it nor perhaps true that the EMS has in fact been a

way of wrapping up a very negative reality in a blanket
of mystificadon? During recenl months it has become
quite plain that Europe has missed the chance to carry
our a reform of internal Community policies and
launch an initiative of im own aimed at setting up a

new inrcrnational order. \Tithin the Community we
argue about pigmeat and sheepmeat or about a few lire
contribution to the budget. Externally we waver and
hesitate timidly when faced with American demands,
without having the courage to launch a new genuine
economic and political initiative.
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In such conditions it is very much better to stop rhe
mysdfication and not only not go ahead with sening
up the planned monetary mechanisms for, but even pu[
an end rc the EMS with the aim of examining the
problem afresh when it no longer consritures a risk.

This seems to me all the more necessary since,
although hitheno the negative consequences have
been conrained, it is easy to see that we are now get-
ting to a stage when these consequences could be very
serious for the weaker countries. Even today, in facr,
and perhaps even more so, rhe reasons thar led my
pany, rhe PDUP, ro vore in the Italian Parliament
against Italy's joining the EMS still seem ro me per-
fectly valid; nor were we alone, because the decision
take n by the then Italian Prime Minisrer, Mr
Andreotti, to panicipate in the EMS very nearly
caused a government crisis.

Consequently I shall vote against the motion presenred
to us by Mr Ruffolo, because rhis seems ro me rhe
most effective way of expressing my agreement wirh
the substance of his repon.

President. - I call Mr \flalter.

Mr Valter. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentle-
men, a monetary system designed ro guarantee long-
term monetary and exchange rate stability depends on
the political will of rhe panies concerned and on the
practical measures rhey take if a genuinely Community
policy is ever ro be developed with rhe aim of eliminar-
ing the regional and social differences within the
European Community. In other words, in a system
like this - and panicularly in funher developing it -we musl avoid burdening the weaker Member States
and regions wirh the lion's share of the social and eco-
nomic cosr of monetary and exchange rate stability.

If this is to be the basis on which rc judge a European
Monetary System, we can only conclude that the EMS
suffers from a kind of congenital defect arising from
the Brussels decisions of December 1928, when the
heads of governments expressed themselves in favour
of the European Community taking measures [o pro-
tect the economic potential of rhe less well-off Mem-
ber States, but ar the same rime decided rhar this
should be the responsibility of the Member States
(hemselves. This means in pracrical rerms, ladies and
gentlemen, that rhe economically and socially weaker
Member Stares of the Community will be left far too
much to their own devices to solve their social and
economic problems. This congenital defect has had
practical repercussions on the form of the European
Monetary System. The negative result of this defect
has been thar the EMS has nor produced any new ini-
tiatives in developing Community policies. Since Mr
Damseaux riised the poinr, I should like to add that
the Ortoli Facilities - which are rhe ody new instru-
ment - should nor be confused with rhe development

of genuine Community policies; rhey amounr ro
norhing more than a loan, credit and inrerest subsidiz-
ing instrument which cannor. claim to be, a genuine
Community policy. For this reason, we are grateful to
Mr Colombo for the critical commenrc he made in his
speech yesterday on the way the EMS functions, but
we should add from Parliament's point of view that
any such words of criticism must of course be backed
up by action on the pan of the Council. In a few
weeks' time, we shall again be debaring the 1980
budget in this House and we shall expect the Council
to make irs political budgetary proposals reflecr the
words we heard here yesterday. If the European Com-
munity fails rc make greater effons to bring the richer
and poorer sections of rhe Community closer rogerher,
the European Monetary System could subsequently be
brought to im knees in the face of the very real social
and economic differences within the European Com-
munity. The outcome would be the need to make
increasingly frequent changes within the.sysrem, end-
ing up perhaps with systemadc floaring rather rhan a
system of fixed parities, which was original aim. Ve
have already seen signs of a negative development
along these lines, and I am rhinking here of the recent
increase in bilareral interventions within the fluqua-
tion margins, and of rhe increasing rather rhan
decreasing divergencies in rhe rates of inflation and
interest levels within rhe Community. Against rhis
background.I should iike rc point out'thatihe special
value of the Ruffolo Report lies in the medium-term
guideline it gives the European Parliamenr for Parlia-
ment's own decisions. After all, ladies and genrlemen,
our problem is that the decisions we rake here at inter-
vals of a few months are nor always entirely consistent.
By voting for the Ruffolo Repon - as allihe polidcal
groups in this House have said they will - we shall
effectively be showing this House's derermination to
maintain the'line raken in the decisions we rook in
November and December last year when we come ro
deal with the revised 1980 budget. It also means that
you must be prepared to hold a searching debate in
this House on the structural problems facing the Com-
mon Agriculrural Policy, and not simply postpone this
debarc until the. nexr round of agricultural price nego-
tiations, which would be the wrong time to hold a
debate on matters of principle. Vodng for Ruffolo
Repon will mean you are prepared to discuss rhe mat-
ter of increasing the Communiry's own resources only
in the context of this Flouse's derermination to work
for the development and financing of new Communiry
policies. Increasing the Community's own resources
must not be used as a means of covering up Parlia-
ment's reluctance ro commit itself rc reform in this
sector.

I should also like ro say a few words on the quesrion
of the 'European Monerary Authoriry' or, as it is
sometimes called in rhe Committee, the 'European
Central Bank'. The spokesman for the French Mem-
bers of the Communist Group has already said whar
she thinks abour rhis, and I should now like ro make
two points. Firstly, there are many in rhis House who

r'ryr
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are afraid of a loss of national sovereignty to such

institutions. But, ladies and gentlemen, does the term
'national sovereignty' really mean anything in the face

of international capital markets and businesses operat-
ing on an international scale? Is the point not, in fact,
to restore political sovereignty over uncontrolled eco-
nomic interests within this Community? If this is, in
fact, so, we surely cannot support a position which, in

the final analysis - as Mrs Poirier imptied - would
mean neglecting our policy towards uncontrolled eco-
nomic interesr.

My second point is addressed to many members of the
Socialist Group. Indeed, we are in favour of improving
cooperation in the field of monetary policy, but we are

deeply sceptical about new monetaly policy insdtu-
dons being established and developed, equipped with
new powers without any consideration for the deve-
lopment of new Community policies or for social con-
sequences and the social and democratic answerability
of such a system.

'S7e are graceful to the rapponeur for bringing out
rhese interrela{ionships panicularly clearly in this
report. In conclusion, I think we can say [hat the Ruf-
folo Report brings out three clear facts. Firstly, con-
vergence of economic and social policies will riot come
about automatically in the wake of the European
Monetary System; in other words, the EMS imelf is
rhe best indicator of the weaknesses of the Community
policies pursued so far. Secondly, it ist politically
meaningless - at leasr as far as the Socialist Group is

concerned - to set up a European Monetary System
without developing new Community policies other-
wise it will have no real future as a monetary system.
Thirdly, this repon has clearly shown that a majprity
of my Group and the whole House owe their thanks
and suppon to the rapporteur.

President. - I call Mr Giavazzi.

Mr Giavazzi. - (I) Mr President, ladies and tentle-
men, the limited amount of time allowed me means

that I cannot say at length how much I appreciate this
report. All I shall say is that I share the favourable
commen[s rhat have been made by those who have
spoken before me. I think it is necessary and right to
emphasize the timeliness of this debate, coming as it
does afrcr a period during which the EMS has been
fully operational - a period which is neither too short
for us to assess its effects, nor so long that we can no
longer rectify in time any defects or doubtful points
which have arisen during its operation. But in order to
do this we need the requisite political will, and it is

therefore a duty, even more than it is a necessity for
the Parliament to make its voice heard, without being
unrealistically impatient, but with absolute firmness.

I think that three particular decisive aspects can be

derived from the analysis that has been made of this

report. First of al[, there is the unanimous conviction
that during this first stage the EMS has functioned
well from the technical point of view, though less

effectively in some respects. The fact that the
exchange-rates for Community currencies during the
period following the adoption of the EMS were more

stable than in any previous year since 1972 - the
extent to which they have varied has been approxi-
mately one - third less than the previous average -excludes any possiblility of doubt on this score.

The second point is that the EMS cannot stoP at the
point it has reached: either it is funher developed and

reinforced, or [here is an extremely serious danger that
ir credibility will diminish, perhaps even to the point
of its premature demise. No occasion is more aPPro-

priate than this to say that there is nothing worse than
half measures. The fact ist that, during this initial per-
iod in the life of the EMS, whilst there has been grea-
ter stability in exchange rates, there has also been

higher inflation in general in the Community and

greater divergence between the inflation rates in [he

individual Member States. In other words, rhis
improved exchange-rate stability has not been accom-
panied by a sufficient degree of price stability, so

much so that the Community balance of payments has

gone into deficit. On the other hand, however, in spite

of all this, the economies of the Member States taken
as a whole have fonunately been through a fairly
favourable period judging by the real level of eco-
nomic activity. It is therefore logical to deduce from
this that, while the EMS has for the moment had the
effect of preventing the internal price instabiliry from
creating a vicious circle with exchange-rate instability,
it will not be capable, within its present limits, of hav-
ing an adequate and decisive influence if the economic
policy of the Community as a whole is not directed
more effectively towards that substantial larger agree-

ment which is the primary aim of the Treaty and the

raison d'etre of the Community ircelf.

Thirdly there is the need for the development of the
EMS io be substandal and effective, though this must
be accomplished realistically and gradually. For this to
happen, for this genuine solidarity to be achieved, at
least this much is needed: firstly, the Community
budget mus[ develop in the direction of a sructure
which, by promodng more effectively the convergence
of the Member S[ates' economies, will strengthen the
economic basis of the monetary agreement. Secondly,
rhere must be a genuine common monetary policy, to
be achieved in panicular by means of an appropriate
and concerted policy of controlling EMS exchange
rates vis;a-vis the international monetary system, and
particulJrly vis-a-vis the dollar. Thirdly,'thi necessary
adjustments provided for in rhe system must be made,
and there must be a decisive and timely implementa-
tion of what might be called perhaps improperly, but
certainly realisdcally - the most significant part of the
EMS, i. e. the setting-up of the Europeah Monetary
Fund, with rell powers of guidance and coordination
of common monetary policies. This will involve - as
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the morion so righrly recalls - the gradual rransfer of
the functions of a central monetary aurhoriry ro rhar
institurion, ro creare as well as the crearion of ECUs in
the manner and rhe quandty necessary [o consrir.ure
reserves and function as an instrument of settlemenr.

All that, Mr Presidenr, requires a genu'ine will to over-
come the obstacles which still srand in the way of a
real Communiry policy in this field. Nothing can be
done withour this will, and Parliament, in the full
exercise of its prerogatives and functions, must refer to
it in order ro take the decisions that can no longer be
put off until tomorrow, This is what we hope for, and
this is what we are counting on, and this is the real
decisive significance of the display of will which, in all
plainess and in all firmness, Parliament musr make.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini. - 0 Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, my pany conributed during the meerings of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs to
drawing up rhe reporr which Mr Ruffolo presenrcd to
us this morning on behalf of rhe Commirree. '!7e

remain in favour of the repon and of the thinking
behind ir, and we hope that rhe ourcome of the debari
will not overrurn ir.

The morion purs ar the top of rhe list rhe problems
posed by the need to bring the economic srruciures and
their resuh into convergence, since rhis is an essenrial
feature of the transition to the second stage of rhe
EMS.

A year ago an arremp[ was made to give preference to
agreement on exchange rate fluctuation margins,
partly sacrificing convergence policy, whereas today
the pressing need is ro bring Communiry decisions into
equilibrium by reinforcing rhe economic basis of the
EMS and developing its institutions. This, Mr Presi-
dent, is why we take the view that rhe communiqu6
issued by the heads of state and governmenr at Dublin
was elusively rautological, and this is why I should like
to reproach Mr Colombo in all counesy for having
yesterday - albeir in an otherwise interesting speec[

- applied a funher sedative ro rhar sacharin-sweer
vision of rhe siruation at this difficulr moment in rhe
economic life of Europe. This is why I should not be
so optimisric - and I seem to remember that Mr Her-
man was nor either - regarding the coming meering
of the European Council and rhe decisions *ti.l *i
may expecr from the heads of governmenr.

I notice that Mr Ortoli is here, and I hope rhat he will
say a few words to us before the debate is over, jusr as
I hope that he will uke rhe trouble ro explain to us
why our prepararory work appears ro be late, precisely
which parties are opposed ro making more rapid pro-
gress in this direcdon, who is in favour of soludon A
and who is in favour of solurion B, and who is using

matters of general principle as a means of hindering
the developments which we all have rhe righr ro
expect. I am in agreemenr wirh Mr Giavazzi; it would
be unreasonable to hamper things with a quite unreal-
istic display of impatience bur ir would be even more
unreasonable to make our objective a highly realistic
marking-time. This is why my group, while fully
aware of rhe difficulties of rhe undenaking, calls for
decisive progress ro rhe second stage of rhe EMS. The
first stage constirured a useful step forward compared
with the internarional confusion rhat followed on rhe
abrogation by rhe United States of rhe Brerton Voods
agreemenr. It has nor escaped the notice of those of us
who have panicipared with other members of this
House in the debares on convergence,, on the budget
and on unemployment, how many srrucrural difficul-
ties still remain ro be overcome. Bur we are morivared
by the awareness rhat ir is our duty ro offer to the
more [han 100 million workers of the Community and
ro the companies which employ rhem, a clear and rea-
soned prospect rhat employment levels, incomes and
living smndard will be defended and improved; and it
is our common duty to offer ro rhe workers and to
world opinion [he prospect of a Europe capable of
growing in an armosphere of free [rade and not solely
on the basis of prorec[ionism, a Europe collaborating
in the job of creating a more rational international
division of labour, wirh other industrialized counrries
and with the considerable ponion of rhe world which
is still underdeveloped. \7e have always been aware
that the forces which prosper in monetary anarchy are
many and powerful and that in rhe atmosphere of spe-
culation which they help to promore they flourish and
increase rheir strengrh, jusr as we are aware rha[ ir is
wide sections of rhe people and rhe workers who have
to foot the bill for this foreign exchange anarchy. This
is why we refuse ro believe that narional, European or
world-wide monetary anarchy can possibly be of any
benefit ro the condirion of rhe working classes. Ve
therefore call for increasing convergence between rhe
internal policies of the Communiry and its Member
States, for the requisite international agreemenrs with
third countries ro be signed, and for exchange-rare
agreemenrc and credit mechanisms rc be developed
a.nd improved. Ve must go on ro the second stage of
the EMS as planned, i.e. we musr go on ro develop rhe
role of rhe ECU so rhar it may gradually turn into a
genuine currency by raking an effective and precise
polidcal decision which will reinforce rhe auronomous
character of our decision in favour of Europe.

IN THE CHAIR: MR MOLLER

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - I would like to say immediarcly that rhe
Brirish Labour Party and its Members here cannot
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support alI the paragraphs of this report. Bridsh
Labour policy is firmly against British panicipation in
the EMS, and so we cannot support the paragraphs on
the UK entry or those on the rigid dmetable. In spite
of what the Conservative speaker said, the Tory gov-
ernmenr in the UK is also split on EMS. Politically
they would join, of course, if it would help them
reduce the contributions to the budget, but economi-
cally they are against it. The Treasury is against it;
evbn the Bank of England seemed to be against Britain
joining the EMS. The reason for this, Mr President, is

that there is no responsible way that Britain could join
without a massive devaluation of the pound, and this is

cenainly not acceptable to the people of Britain
because it'would only exacerbate rhe problems which
already exist rhere, problems caused by the present
governmen[ and its rigid monetary policies. It would
create more unemployment, less investment and more
inflation.

Of course, we accep[ that there is a need for some sta-
ble exchange rate and that we must have some stable
currency to measure this against, for instance, the
Deutschmark. But the EMS clearly does not do this.
Even if there were no economic problems in the UK at
the moment, we would be against Britain joining,
because as long as inflation rates differ between Mem-
ber Starcs' the EMS must eventually fail. The only way
that the UK could back this present government and
make the EMS a success is to ensure that Germany
and all the other countries allow their inflation ra[es to
rise to 20 0/0, because the British government at the
moment are incapable of reducing theirs. Yesterday
Mr Colombo was talking about inflation rates and
averages, but we must not look at average inflation
rarcs. Even without the UK there is already a 12 0/o

difference between the inflation rates in Italy and
those in Germany. So the EMS is bound to fail. It is

only a matter of dme before it does.

Joining the EMS, of course, as the report clearly indi-
cates, gives a large amount of monetary control to the
masters of the strongest currency, and at the moment
this rcnds to be, as one of my colleagues said yester-
day, the gnomes of Frankfun. The Deumchmark last

year forced two devaluations of the weaker currencies.
Ve feel that economic control should rest with Mem-
ber State governments. There is no point in electing
governments if economic control is exercised by some

remote unelected body.

Neither, Mr President, can we support paragraph 6

which calls for an increase in the Community's
resources to strengthen the budget. Of course, we can

accept that there should be a redistribution of
resources amongst the sectors, but rhis must be at the
expense of the common agricultural policy. Vhile that
consumes 80 0/o of the budget, we cannot suppon an

increase in resources, and the report completely
ignores this fact. Ve can accept economic converg-
ence, if economic convergence means positive discri-
mination in favour of the poorer countries and the

poorer regions until their standards of living are
brought up to the same level as the standards of the
highest country. However, the EMS cannot achieve
this. I will not quote the repon, but even the rappor-
teur himself in a previous report to Parliament stated
clearly that EMS is wholly inadequate in respect of
achieving economic converBence.

Vhy should the United Kingdom join the EMS? Is it
merely as an academic exercise? Of course it is not.
EMS is a step towards a common monetary policy and
a common currency; it is another step towards Feder-
alism and one which the British Labour Party cannot
support. For once the Labour Pany agrees with the
British Treasury and perhaps with the Bank of Eng-
land. However, let us not be negative, because, as I
say, we do accept that there must be some standards to
have a stable currency.

'\7e would favour a system which first of all encour-
aged economic growth as well as currency stability.
Secondly, we must have symmetry in any system. The
onus of correcting fluctuations should be shared by all
the countries involved, and not those with the weaker
currencies. Thirdly, we must have a system which is

accompanied by transfers of resources within the
EEC, mainly through changes in the common agricul-
tural policy. Last year, only 200 million unir of
account was allowed, and that clearly was not enough.
Finally we must have a system which does not destabil-
ize rhe dollar and must not be rc the disadvantage of
the least developed countries.

Mr President, we cannot support all the parlgraphs in
this report, although we acknowledge the amount of
work which has gone into it.

President. - I call Mr Fich.

Mr Fich. - (DK) I should like to smn by thanking
Mr Ruffolo for his excellent report which deals with
many problems in depth. However, I must also say
that I fundamenmily disagree with rhe solution he pro-
poses. On what points do I disagree with Mr Ruffolo?
Firstly, Mr Ruffolo srresses that the EMS is the first
step towards Economic and Monetary Union.
Secondly, Mr Ruffolo wishes to turn rhe European
Monetary Fund into a Community central bank, and
thirdly, he intends that the ECU should ultimately be

used for reserve and payment purposes. This is a solu-
tion which I can in no way accept, since it would make
it impossible to conduct an independent monetary pol-
icy - something which is so important for us, particu-
larly in times of crisis - and since it would also in the
longer term, naturally involve as has also been pointed
out, harmonization of fiscal policy, social policy and
other sectors which are not covered by the Treaty, and
which we do not think should be included under
Community cooperation.
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Naturally, as Danish Social Democrats, we are in
favour of currency stabilization. Indeed, we must all
be in favour of this with the exception of the currenry
speculators. In our view, the existing sysrcm has func-
tioned reasonably satisfactorily since it was firsr
introduced. !7e are even in favour of exrending rhe
EMS to include more countries - no! only the United
Kingdom, but also third countries. 'We feel that the
development of this international cooperation would
result in a further stabilization of the currencies wirh-
out the disadvantages of Mr Ruffolo's proposals. Ve
are thus in favour of technical cooperation in mone-
tary matters which we would gladly see involving
more countries and technically stabilized. However,
we are not in favour of Economic and Monetary
Union. 'S7e are in favour of broader cooperation, bur
not of closer cooperation, and we therefore have no
choice but to vote against Mr Ruffolo's report.

President. - I call Mr Ruffolo.

Mr Ruffolo, rdpporteur. - (I) Mr President, I shall
require very little time indeed to make one or two final
observations, given the enormous and extremely flat-
tering consensus which the report that I had the hon-
our of presenting on behalf of the Committee on Eco-
nomic and Monetary Affairs appears to meet with in
this Parliament. !flhilst I am happy to thank all those
Members who have spoken for the kind remarks they
made about the rapponeur, I must nevertheless remind
evefyone that this repon is the collective product of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

Mr President, I should just like to make one remark.
Two kinds of criticism, essentially opposite in narure,
can be made of the European Monetary System, as

indeed they have been made. The first criticism is that
there is too little integration of Member Stare's eco-
nomic policies for it to have a solid basis. This is the
criticism which my repon makes and develops. A
second criticism is that, on the conrrary ir involves an
excessive risk of integration and supra-nationality. To
me this second criticism is based on two illusions; rhe
first, which one or two people who have spoken
before me have already pointed out, is that rhe alter-
native to completing the European Moneary Sysrem
is the status quo; rhe second illusion is thar it is possible
for the countries of Europe to pursue independent and
autonomous monerary policies.

I believe in neither the first nor the s-econd of these
two propositions. The alternative [o rhe European
Monetary Sysrcm is monetary disorder and economic
disintegration; as for monetary policies, I think that no
country, not even Germany, is in a position to pursue
a monetary policy on its own. In any case, as far as the
weaker countries of Europe are concerned, rhe alter-
native to the system is subordination ro [he policies of
the stronger countries.

This, Mr President, is the paradox of a cenain kind of
attirude which I should call 'ulrra-nationalistic'. Vhat
an ironic fate - to pursue independence and end up
dependent on someone else. As the Spaniards would
put it, 'Br,tscar el leoante por el ponienrel i.e. achieving
the opposite of what you set out to achieve.

President. - I call Mr Delors.

Mr Delors. Chairman of tbe Committee on Economic
and Monetary Afairs. - (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, thank you for allowing me to speak as

Chairman of the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs. I should like to speak briefly in this capa-
city alone.

The Committee orr Economic and Monetary Affairs
took the initiative of asking the Bureau for permission
to drafr a reporr on the EMS because it felt thar Par-
liament should be involved, to a reasonable degree bur
on a regular basis, in assessing the EMS, in monitoring
its development and in exchanging ideas on irc future.

My Commirtee has worked in a spirit of frank cooper-
ation with Mr Onoli and his snff and I cannot thank
them too much for their help and undersranding. Our
work has culminated in a repon which I have no hesi-
r.ation in describing as a 'reference document', what-
ever the opinions expressed in cenain quaners or
whatever differences of interpretation there might be.
By 'reference document' I mean a repon which will
not be discarded overnight or, if you prefer, one
which will last longer than a plenary session. Ve shall
be able to refer m it again and again, both to eluci-
date the technical complexity of the subject and, look-
ing beyond rhis complexiry, r.o appreciarc the political
implications and the opportunities and dangers for the
building of Europe. But since I have mentioned rhe
righm of the European Parliament - and these are
often invoked, rightly or wrongly, here - allow me to
remind you of the righr of the national parliaments.
The transition to the second phase of the EMS will
require a whole series of legislative, acrs ar Commu-
niry and national level which will have rc be rarified by
the national parliamenr. I wanted to emphasize rhis
point here to ensure thar there is no misunderstanding
with regard to harmonization in general and rhe bal-
ance between the institutions.

The discussions held by -y Commitree have taught
me three rhings, which i would like ro pass on ro you.
Firstly, the economic environment of the EMS is not
sufficiently healthy, and this is a source of anxiery.
Secondly, before we embark on rhe second phase, rhe
EMS still has ro prove its wonh, as it was not rested
sufficiently in 1979. And thirdly, the time has come for
the Community to use this inirial experience ro asserr
its independence and its role in helping ro creare a
new, fairer and more effecrive world economic order
by making proposals, on rhe basis of this experience,
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for alleviadng, at least in part, the monetary and finan-
cial disorder in the world. I am grateful [o the Bureau
for including this matter on the agenda precisely

because we hope that Parliament's work will help

those in the Commission and in the Council of Minis-
[ers who, in the coming months leading up to the sum-
mit of industrialized countries in Venice, will be consi-

dering ways of remedying this monetary and financial
disorder, which, I must say, is also a disorder of ideas.

The fiist conclusion I have drawn is therefore that the

economic environment of the EMS is not sufficiently
hehtthy. On this point, I wish we would stop deceiving
ourselves with words by talking about 'convergence'

when discussing disputes concerning the budget and

'economic union' when we are talking about monetary
cooperation. These words are meaningless in the Pre-
senr situation. They can give rise co extremely unreal-
istic discussions. The fact is that we in Europe are now
witnessing the beginnings.of monetary and economic
cooperation, no more and no less. If we want to go
further - and chis is necessary, for I personally fail to
see how the currency system can be developed in adv'
ance of the economic and social asPects - economic
and social development must go hand in hand with
monetary progress in our efforts for economic cooPer-
ation. If we wish to go funher, we must never forger
what we learned from the failure of the project for
economic and monetary union launched following the
'!flerner Report in the 1970s in a period of economic
euphoria fuelled by the intoxicating effects of infla-
tion. Economic union failed on that occasion because

we are unwilling to recognize that progress towards
economic cooperation in Europe could only be

achieved if we accepted pluralism and rhe diverse

structures, cultures and tradidons of each coun[ry.
Now, to contemplate building Europe on the basis of
currency alone would be to abandon realism and all
possibility of moving forward and disregard rhe spe-

cific opportunities and capabilities of each Member
State. In saying this, I do not wish to aPPear to suPport
a lax approach and encourage inflation. I do not want
ro encourage the Member States to make foolish mis-

takes. But the causes of inflation are now slructural
and are not due simply to short-term economic cir-
cumstances, and we shall not solve the various Mem-
b'er States' problems by adopting the straitjacket of a

single model.

Hence the importance, ladies and gentlemen, of the

two proposals put forward in Mr Ruffolo's remarkable
report. The first is that we should calmly review all the
instrumenrs which the Community has at its disposal

rhrough its budget so that expenditure is used to cor-
rect imbalance and to help the Member States over-
come their problems. For the same reason the report
also calls for an increase in own resources. Here again,
this is not a for lack of riguor but because it is difficult
ro see how we can develop our economic policy can

keep in line wich monetary policy if own resources are

not increased. The second major proposal - this is

only mooted, but I am sure it will be a subject for

debate in the future the notion of'differ-
entiated growth', the realization that the methods
adopted in the new approach to development cannot
be tl{e same in the nonh as in the south and cannot be

applied to all Community countries. The need at pre-
sent is to seize the opportunities available to the indivi-
dual Member States, discard the idea of a single model
and turn our differences to good account.. Recogniz-
ing the right to be different in Europe will be the most
effective means of ensuring the Community's develop-
ment.

The second thing I have realized is that the EMS has

srill to prove its worth. As other sPeakers have pointed

out, l97g was a trouble-free year: there was no mone-

tary upheaval leading to frantic pariry adjustments,
and when palities were adjusted, this did not trigger
off speculation. Nevenheless, we are facing two very
difficult problems which will have to be discussed in

the Member States.

I shall merely stress the main points. Firstly, there is the
diversity of the situations in the Member States: for
the first time we find countries which have, on the one
hand, a high rate of inflation and a low rate of Srowth
and, on the other, a strong currency and a sound bal-
ance of payments. How can such countries be

expected to pursue the same policies as countries
whose situation is more uniform? And secondly, the
usefulness or otherwise of a strong currency to sPear-

head economic development and help to resolve struc-
tural problems is a much-debated issue in cenain
countries.

But apart from that, there are three things which sug-
gest to me that the EMS still has to prove its wonh
and that we must exercise caution. The first is that in
the 'Belgian compromise' so cleverly incorporated into
the EMS, a balance was struck between the use of the
snake, bilateral adjustments and the use of the diver-
gence indicator. The divergence indicator has so far
not been put to the rcst. It is extremely imponant since

it ensures that all the Member countries have the same

righrc and obligations. This means that if a country's
currency increases in value for reasons which are not
connected with that country's domestic situation, but
are due to speculation, it is up to that country to try to
return to the system and not to the countries currently
in2 weaker situation to push upwards. The system has

not yet been tested in such a situation, but this must
come.

The second reason why we must be cautious is the

extraordinary dispariry in inflation rates. If all the

forecasts are right we shall have by the end of the year

one group of countries with price increases of 5 or
6 o/0, another with 12 or 74 0/,0 and another with 17 or
20 %. How will the EMS overcome this hurdle? Vill
reasonable parity adjustmenm be made, as in 1979?
'!7e shall have to wait and see.
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The third reason is the risk of aggression from outside.
By that I mean that if the dollar rose again, how would
the German authoriries react and whar would be the
effects on the other countries? Those are the reasons
behind my appeal for caution.

My third and last conclusion - and I shall end on rhis
point - is that the time has come for the Community
to assert. its independence and come up with proposals
to try to limit the monerary and financial disorder in
the world. Experience shows that whenever the dollar
rises a little, the quesrion of reforming the world
monetary sysrem is shelved - as if a satisfactory rate
for the dollar were sufficienr ro resolve all the ques-
tions raised, in panicular by the Brandt Commission
on North-South relarions or jusr recenrly - and rhis is
a very important poinr - by rhe governors of the cen-
tral banks, who have for the first rime made public
their anxieties concerning the developmenr of the
international credit system.

The governors of the central banks are publicly anx-
ious about the 'house of cards' of international loans,
on which the refinancing of the dollar is now based.
They have adopted cenain measures, but these could
prove insufficient if the Bretton \7oods instirutions,
the International Monetary Fund and the Inrerna-
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Developmenr are
not involved. I earnestly hope, therefore, rhar rhe
Community will take this opponunity to try to imple-
ment measures on the following lines: firstly achieving
greatil cooperation on monerary policies between all
the industrialized countries, and panicularly on inter-
esr rares, in order to hah this insane spiralling of inter-
est rates which discourages investmenr, intensified
recession and increases unemployment.

Secondly, measures to resolve the indebtedness of the
poorer countries which have no oil or raw materials. It
is dme the Community, in a spirit of generosity, made
proposals to write off cenain debts and creared machi-
nery borrowing at reasonable rates of interest.

Thirdly, we must break the vicious circle of inflation
in the Vest and oil price increases. !7e are all free to
argue about figures, but rhe fact is that this vicious cir-
cle has been with us since 1973, the year of rhe first
jump in oil prices, as we rry to offser pan of the drain
on our resources from the price of oil by increasing
the prices of our industrial goods, which in rurn leads
to further increases in the price of oil.

This loss of economic srability is a very serious marrer,
ladies and gentlemen. A grear deal of attention has
also been focused recently on the loss of political sta-
biliry. The reason why the EMS is so importanr and
why, despire being rrimmed down to i$ bare essen-
tials, ir musr be one of our main priorities, is that the
flames of polidcal insmbiliry are fanned by the threat
of economic insubility due to the increasing poveny
of the Third 'World countries and ro rhis vicious circle.
I believe thar by adopting a generous and realistic

approach towards remedying the monemry and finan-
cial disorder in the world, the Community will be
furthering the cause not only of a fairer world eco-
nomic order, but also of peace.

President. - I call Mr Onoli.

Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of tbe Commission.

- (F) Mr President, when it comes rc discussing
problems such as the EMS, I rhink there hre many of
us who experience a cenain feeling of frusration. At
any rate, this is what I feel, as in my view the time we
are devoting rc rhis subject is inadequate. The EMS
deserves much more thorough discussion in this
House, in view of rhe fact that, when q/e talk about
this system, we are dealing with the whole problem of
the economic development of Europe and its stabiliry
and its position in the world. I am therefore sorry rha[
we have so little time at our disposal.

I am all the more sorry as it seems ro me thar the
report from the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs is a very good one. Vhen I say this, I do
not mean that all the Members of the House musr
necessarily agree with all the points in it. \7e are all
free to see things our own way and the speeches we
have heard have given ample proof of rhis. But the ser-
ious thinking that has gone on inside this committee
and the way this is reflected in Mr Ruffolo's report
deserve our special attention. The great value of this
document is that it provides us with an intellectual
framework within which different opinions can be
expressed. The repon is sometimes harsh but it seems
to me that it clearly outlines the problems and clearly
brings out the link which has been established between
the start of the European Monetary System and the
whole range of current developments in the economic
construction of Europe and in the inrernarional mone-
tary system. I know this is no exagieration as I was
able to attend at least some of rhe meetings of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and
was greatly impressed by the animated, forceful and
cogent discussion which took place.

Having said that, Mr President, I should like to make
a few brief remarks on Mr Ruffolo's report, on the
various conclusions which have been put forward and
on various poinm which have been raised during this
debate.

Vhat has been said about the firsr year of the system
is, I believe, correcr. It has helped ro achieve rt"Lility.
There are objecdve reasons for this stabiliy which have
been mentioned by several speakers: There have nor
been any major upheavals on the monemry markers,
for example, during this first year. But rhere are also
other reasons which I fear have been a lirtle underesti-
mated in Mr Ruffolo's repon and by Mr Delors in his
speech and which I think we ought to remember.
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By this I mean that this system features a series of
measures designed [o protect the system which are
much more comprehensive than anything which
exisrcd before. The sysrcm is also marked by a well
judged flexibiliry, in my view, and the instruments
which were devised have operated quite successfully.
Naturally there have been some adjustments of central
rates. But those have been made in a quiet and orderly
fashion and without any fuss, even thought this system
operates in countries with a variety of economic trends
where, in addition, the economies themselves show
structuraI differences.

My second point concerns the function of the diver-
gence indicator which has functioned as it should, Mr
Delors has reminded us what an ingenious mechanism
it is. It not only serves to warn us of approaching
problems and of any currencies in special difficulty but
also compels us to think abour what action to take and
this action is no longer to be seen solely in terms of the
intervention in the money market, or necessarily, even
in terms of adjustments to the central rates, but can, if
necessary, involve changes in internal policies so that
the currency under pressure, which could thereby

irut pressure on the whole system, can be helped by
means of suitable monetary or budgetary policies.

The increased scope for action which the divergence
indicator has brought must not be underestimated.
Despite certain rcchnical imperfections Mr Ruffolo
mentioned which can easily be rectified, the diver-
gence indicator has been put to use on several occa-
sions. Thus the problems have not always been ackled
at the level of parity arranBements but have also been
seen from the angle of general economic policy.

But here is a second aspect to this question which is

extremely important. It is quite obvious from all the
arguemtns put forward on the particularly worrying
problem of divergent rates of inflation and there is one
condition associated with the success of the system,
namely convergence.

Discussion within the Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs has, I think, clearly shown that this
word has two meanings. Firstly, there is structural
convergence which consists of harmonizing the condi-
tions for growth, and it is this aspect that has been
referred to by some of you here who have spoken
about budgetary policy .and industrial policy.
Secondly, and much more simply, there is economic
convergence, which involves an attempt to balance
satisfactorily the fundamental elements of a panicular
economic situation which are reflected in exchange
rates, rates of infladon, and the balance-of-payments
figures.

In other words, the concept of convergence covers a

wide variety of situations, in fact, from the 'fundamen-
tals' to questions of overall economic policy and rc its
uniform application. On this point I can agree with
much of what has been said by the previous speakers.

Convergence is a vital factor which means [ha[ we
must seek ways of strengthening rhe system in its pre-
sen[ form. I shall be saying a few words about the
second phase later, but our first task is to consolidate
the system we have at the moment. This is not a ques-

tion of achieving a genuinely homogeneous situation

- we do not have anything of the kind, nor is ir in the
near future - or even of developing identical policies,
for though all our policies share common features,
nevertheless the situations in the various countries dif-
fer so much that the policies practised are bound to
reveal slight differences or even wide divergences,

given that there have been a very wide range of results
nor only in terms of infladon but also in terms of
growth and the balance of payments.

Ve must, however, try to find policies which achieve

the same objective which is to combat inflation. For
inflation is not only a contributing factor to the prob-
lems of the monetary system but also a formidable
obsracle barring the way to successful policies for
growrh and employment. And this is something we all
have in common, even though the action to be taken is
bound to vary from one country to another.

'S7'e must also make sure tha[ policies are compa[ible
with each other and appreciate that, in an interdepen-
dent Community, no matter how much the individual
situations vary, different policies can be followed on
condition that they acknowledge a common aim, are

subject to common rules and share common interests.

It is therefore vitally important to arrive at coherent
and compatible policies.

This brings me to a third point, which is that, for want
of a powerful insrrument of integration, the satisfac-
rory and lasting operation of the EMS depends on
coordinated policies. Ve must increase and strengthen
this coordination which is in fact akeady happening.
This means coordinationg the budgetary policies in a

way which goes beyond the budgets of the individual
Member Smtes so that we can tackle the problem of
public expenditure as a whole and the question of
financing deficits.

Monetary policies must also be coordinated, and I am
quite convinced that we cannot overlook the need to
discuss together our intermediate objectives, in other
words, the form we give - via the objecdves deter-
mined in most countries by the central banks - to the
kind of development we consider desirable in eco-
nomic and mone[ary terms.

Neither can we forego joint discussions on the policy
of internal and external interest rates. This is a key
issue, all the more so as it is directly connected with
the coordination of policies with regard to third cur-
rencies, notably the dollar.

This problem comprises various elements, as some of
you have pointed out. The first is that of market
trends: this means purely and simply the determined
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coordination of intervenrion policies. This involves
many technical points, which are nevertheless vital and
which are handled by the central banks. \7e obviously
need to ensure that these policies are closely coordi-
nated in order to combat fluctuations in one currency
or another.

The second element. is deliberating rogerher to formu-
late joint monetary policies using rhe mechanism of
interest rates. Ve must to beyond the intervention
policies and exchange policies practised by the Mem-
ber States to tackle internal monerary policies and
their mutual compatibility. This is a very delicate mat-
ter as it strikes at the very hean of the Member States'
policies. Frequently, there are clashes of interest and
there may even be conflict betwefn two separate aims,
such as the fight against inflation on rhe one hand and
panicipation in the international system on [he o[her,
but I think the rend is irreversible. Finally, there is a
funher aspect which is basically development of the
international mone[ary system via the international
monetary instrumenm themselves. I am referring to rhe
joint position we must adopt on substirution accounrs
and Europe's active panicipation in solving rhe recy-
cling problem. There is no doubt in my mind rhat we
are going to be faced with this problem for a long
time, that it is by no means an imaginary problem, and
that it is one which a cenain number of countries -the poorest will find panicularly inrractible. Ir
is therefore up to us ro help find solutions. Alrhough
this falls outside the scope of our own European
Monetary System as such, ir is in our interest ro coop-
erate in tackling this problem.

I am therefore wholly convinced of the crucial impon-
ance of this for us in rhe presenr phase, before we can
talk about the development of rhe European Monerary
System, since we must 'converge' and progress
together towards a single currency, by means of the
coordination, harmonization and compadbiliry of
national monerary policies.

But I would add that this process must be accompa-
nied by another, which involves the need to boosr the
effons of each individual Member State, through our
interdependency and a cenain number of common
measures, in order to achieve not only economic and
monetary stability bur also a litrle more growrh.

It has always been my belief that the concened action
we decided on in Bremen was panicularly significanr
for our aims in the monetary sphere. All these devel-
opmenrc are.now mking place. Coordination is begin-
ning to become a habit and I think avery real effon is

now being made - panly as a result of the existence
of the European Monerary System - to bring policies
closer together, even though such effons may nor be
too apparent to outsiders; coordination of monetary
policy, for example, is pursued mainly by the Commit-
tee of Governors of the Central Banks. The serious
approach taken to these problems gives me grear hope

of achieving real convergence in the results of eco-
nomic policies.

This brings us, as the Ruffolo repon explained to the
second phase on which there seems ro me to be fairly
wide differences of approach.

I should like to remind Mr Ruffolo that it is no easy
thing - and rhat is purting it mildly - ro ser up a sys-
tem which at the same time is ambirious and purpons
to be a final solution in a world where the economic
facts are such as they are and where 

^ 
great deal of

brain-power is being concenrrared on how m deal with
the problems, and rhat rhere are objective reasons for
us to ask quesrions about such a far-reaching second
phase.

Considering that the system must be ambitious and yet
long-lasting, and that all the Member States should be
able to panicipate in ir (and I was very inrerested to
hear what Mr Hopper had to say on the specific prob-
lems of the United Kingdom and on the action raken
by that country) this seems to me of such paramounr
importance thar we musr rake treat care to choose the
next phase, so that it will be meaningful, valid for all
countries and able to stand ihe test of time.

Secondly, this process mus[ nor only aid rhe develop-
ment of the Communty but must also serve to consoli-
date, or rather to repair, rhe international monetary
system. The title of the repon is in fact very revealing
here as it shows thar, at this level, a monetary zone
designed around a ceitain European sysrem cannor
easily be separated from developmenrs in the interna-
tional monetary system as a whole. You do not need
to be a genius to realize that if you live in a world in
which a decisive porrion of inrernational rrade is car-
ried on via a single-international monemry and finan-
cial market, then it is impossible ro separare rhese
problems. \fle thus find we are subjecr to an addidonal
requiremenc: Ve must contribute ro or perhaps even
inidarc developmenm in rhe internarional monerary
order which will reduce or, le[ us hope, banish s6me of
the problems which we are experiencing today.

\7e have reached rhe srage of deliberarions but have
not yet progressed rc the stage of proposals and guide-
lines. Serious studies are nevenheless under way and
cenain broad options are emerging, such as those
which some of us have menrioned and rhose which are
clearly set out in Mr Ruffolo's reporr: The whole
question, for example, of the consolidation of the
credit system, which raises the instirutional problem of
the European Monetary Fund, the problem of the
expression of Europe's monerary individualiry by
means of a new institution, whatever form we may
choose to give it.

In this contacr there are rwo other fundamental ques-
tions we must ask ourselves. The firsr is concerned
with the operarion of the Fund, nor jusr to consolidare
credit facilides, but, if need be, ro creare new liquidity.
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This is a complex question, the main'aspects of which

- the question of desirability, the mechanisms, guar-
an[ees, regulatory procedures - lead us directly onto
a whole series of major monetary problems, and this
also effecm the structural question of how the Fund
would be managed.

The second question refers to the development of thi
ECU. I hope that we shall have occasion rc talk about
this again in the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs. At the moment, the ECU is an instrument
which operares within the closed system of the Com-
munity and, in monetary terms, within the closed sys-

tem of the central banks. Should we introduce it in the
financial markets?

'!7hat is more, should we proceed ,o . ,i,u",ion *h...
the ECU will in its turn become a reserve asset? In
considering this issue, we must think about how such a

system would operate, and about the time factors and

operational conditions involved. Good will alone is not
sufficient. All this must have some meaning and must
not simply be a symbolic gesture or an additional
source of complications.

Having said this, it is my belief that the present stage

of enquiry and reflection must both be prolonged inde-
finitely. \U7hen the time comes, we are going to have to
be able to give anwers to the various questions quickly
s/e are at present trying to define.

In this respect, Par[iament's contribution, both
through this debarc and through the documents it has

drawn up, strikes me as being very imponant. This
conrribution shows that this is not just an affair for
specialism or technical exPer6' but is a major issue for
Europe - and not only for the sake of European inte-
gration, but also for the establishment of a better
monetary organization on a world scale.

(Applause)

President. - The debarc is closed.

The motion for a resolution and the amendments
which have been tabled will be put to the vote at 6 P.m'
today.

9. Urgent procedure

President. - I have received a motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-113180), rabled by Mr Glinne and others
on behalf of the Socialist Group with request for
urgent debate pursuan[ rc Rule 14 of the Rules of Pro-
cedure, on the situation created by the aking of hos-
tages in Iran.

The reasons supponing the request for urgent debarc

are contained in the document imelf.

In accordance with the decision nken by Parliament
yesterday, the debate on this motion and the other
motions on the same subject will be held at 3 p'm.
today.

70. MembershiP of committees

President. - I have received from the Group of the

European People's Party (CD Group) a request to
appoint Mr Del Duca as member of the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon to
replace Mr Piccoli.

Since there.are no objections, Mr Del Duca's appoint-
ment is ratified.

ll. Agenda

President. - At its meeting this morning the

enlarged Bureau decided to Propose that Parliament

consider separately the oral question (Doc. 1-30l
80/rev.) on the surveillance and protection of shipping

routes and the oral question (Doc. 1-59l80/rev.) on a

code of conduct for oil tankers, which were initially
scheduled to be taken in joint debate today.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

I call Mr de Courry Ling-

Mr de Courcy Ling. - Mr President, may I just raise

a query on the agenda as you have .iust explained it?
\7ould you please confirm that you understand that
the withdrawal, announced by Mr Scott-Hopkins this

morning at the beginning of the debates, of the resolu-

tion to close the debate on the oral question by Mr
d'Ormesson, Doc. 108/80, was conditional on the

nbling of a joint motion to close the debate by the

European People's Party and the European Demo-
cratic Party. \7ill you also confirm, Mr President, that
you have the joint resolution to close that debate.

President. - I myself attended the meeting of the

enlarged Bureau rhis morning, and instead of the

motion being withdrawn, it was agreed that Items 43

and 44 would be dealt with separately, and not
together as stated in the original agenda. The change

in the agenda is thus that the two items will be taken

separately.

12. Speaking timefor the debate on lran

President. - At its meeting this morning the
enlarged Bureau also proposed that speaking time for
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the debarc on Iran this afternoon berween 3 and 5 p.m.
be allocated as follows:

energy. I am surE that he will also take rhe opponunity
offered by this debate ro spell out for us the implica-
tions of the latest figures which he made public last
week and which have since been published in the Sm-
tistical Telegram.

But the Commission has done more [han that. Ir com-
missioned a reporr from a group of independenr
experts on an energy conscious society. This document

- which has become known as the Saint Geours
Repon - has drawn our atrention even more clearly,
if that were at all possible, ro rhe gravity of rhe situa-
tion and laid down clear guidelines for the furure, urg-
ing us to take more rapid and more specific acrion.
The disappointing aspecr of all this is how lirtle has so
far actually been achieved. Let us nor rry to hide
behind such excuses as the severiry of the 78/79 winter
or the fact that stockpiling may have distoned rhe fig-
ures. Ve all know that we are srill far from reducing
our dependence on outside sources of energy 19 rea-
sonable proportions. Ve cannor yet look back on a job
well done; indeed, we srill have ir all to do.

'What consequences has the Commission drawn from
ir brilliant analyses? !flell, it has made srarcmenrs
underlining the need ro save energy. In its proposal on
energy policy objectives for 1990, ir recommended a
figure of 0.7 for the ratio between the growth in
energy consumprion and economic growth as a whole.
That is somerhing we have already talked about in this
House. The Commission subsequendy drew up new
Community guidelines in rhe field of energy saving,
togerher with a draft Council Decision. Thar is the
subject matter of this repon, and we now have ro ask
ourselves what it in fact boils down to.

Of necessity, the guidelines can only give a vague indi-
cation of whar has been achieved so far and of the
potential for energy saving and rhe available merhods.
In specific [erms, [he Commission proposes that the
Council should undenake to draw up comparable
energy saving programmes for all the Member States.
The Commission itself intends ro have discussions wirh
car manufacturers ro establish voluntary standards for
reducing fuel consumption. Finally, rhe Commission
intends to conrinue pressing for the formularion of
international standards; these points are backed up by
recommendations for rhe basic ourline of an effective
energy-saving programme. Now, views may differ as
to the appropriareness of some of the Commission's
points - and the debate will no doubt give us rhe
opportuniry to go into this or rhat aspect in rarher
more detail. Generally speaking, rhough, I can only
describe this proposal as a disappointmenr. There is
too wide a gap berween the Commission's own reali-
zation of whar is needed and rhe specific proposals it
has made. Here it can rruly be said that rhe mountain
has laboured and broughr fonh rhe proverbial mouse.

This acute sense of initial disappoinrment led us in the
commirtee to consider rejecting this proposal lock,
stock and barrel. In rhe end, however, we decided to

Council and Commission
Socialist Group
Group of rhe European People's
Pany (CD Group)

15 minutes in all
t5 minutes

European Democratic Group
Communrsr and Allies Group
Liberal and Democraric Group
Group of European Progressive Democram
Group for the Technical Coordination
and Defence of Independent Groups
and Members
Non-attached Members

Since there are no objecrions, rhar is agreed.

l5 minutes
l5 minutes
l0 minures
10 minutes
l0 minurcs

l0 minutes
l0 minutes

13. New lines of action by the Commanity in
thefield of energy sazting

President. - The nexr irem is the debare on rhe
report (Doc. l-816/79), drawn up by Mr Linde on
behalf of the Committee on Energy and Research, on
the

communication from the Commission ro the Council
(Doc. 217/79) on new lines of action by rhe European
Community in rhe field of energy saving.

I call Mr Linde.

Mr Linde, rapporteur. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, if the energy supply situarion were no[
so serious, it would be a pleasure [o presen[ a reporr
on energy saving. After all, I am sure we all realize
that only a third of total energy inpur actually serves
its stated purpose, while the other rwo-thirds lircrally
disappear into thin air. \7e all realize by now that our
reserves of raw marerials, which we have always used
so wastefully, are finite, and we know from birter
experience how vulnerable we are and how open we
are to blackmail.

Energy saving - which I take to mean rhe elimination
of waste and unnecessary consumption and the
rational use of rhe available energy - is a common
objecdve. I shall rherefore wasre no funher time on
extolling the vinues of energy saving; instead, I shall
concenrrate on rhose aspects which first raised our
hopes and then led to disappointment. Our hopes were
raised by the way in which the Commission analysed
the problem. Its constantly updated data on the Com-
muniry's energy situation, our dependence on ourcide
sources of energy and the extent of waste are an out-
standing piece of work. Mr Brunner, in panicular, has
never missed an opponuni[y recenrly of pointing our
in unmistakable rerms, here in plepary session, in com-
mittee and in public, how serioui the energy situarion
is and how imponant it herefore is for us [o save
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approve it for the following reasons. \fle believe that
every means - however modest - should be used,
and the Commission has again given us a glimmer of
hope by explaining that jt regards the proposals put
forward so far as a framework to be filled out in the
near furure with wide-ranging, specific proposals. 'We

shall be reminding the Commission of ir promise, and
to give the Commission the necessary support we have
taken the trouble to pass on at an early stage our own
ideas and views in this important field. I would appeal
to the Commission to give consideration ro these
views. In our opinion, they are the most concrete pro-
posals the Community has at the moment.

The Commission must now fulfil its political role and
provide Council with proposals as a basis for Commu-
nity action. The example of one of our Member States
shows that there is potential for action. Only six
months ago, French Government sources were heard
ro say thal even major investment in France would
produce no further energy savings. The potential was,
it was said, exhausted. Just recently, though, France
h.as surprised us all by coming up wich a comprehen-
sive energy programme which contains quite striking
statemen6 on the subject of energy saving, such as the
sripulation that cars. coming onto the market from
1990 should have an average fuel consumptiori of only
6litres per 100 kilomeres. This development gives me
new cause to hope, but at the same time new cause for
concern. It is vital that we find a European framework
for action: not because I think the Community is such
a good thing in itself, but because convergence of
national economies is indispensable, and because any
distortions to competition resulting from different
energy saving campaigns must be avoided right from
the outset.

Finally, a few words to the Council. After months of
assurances that this Commission proposal was panicu-
larly urgent, this subject recently disappeared {rom the
Council's 'urgent' list. \fle trust that this does not indi-
cate a retreat from the aim of joint enerty savings. On
the contrary, we expect. the Council not only to adopt
this proposal but to go one step funher and encourage
the Commission to draft specific plans for the Com-
munity.

This repon and the ensuing debate should be seen as

an expression of our insistence tha[ specific steps must
be raken. The future structure and standard of our
society will depend upon energy production and dis-
tribution. By adopting energy saving programmes, we
can perhaps avoid hardship and crises. l7ithout energy
saving, there is no chance of our retaining our inde-
pendence and our free, civilized Community. Every
possible step - however small - must be taken in the
interests of energy saving. This House will not, how-
ever, be satisfied with just small sreps.

President. - I call Mrs Groes to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mrs Groes. - (DK) Mr President, I should like to
thank the Commission on behalf of my Group for hav-
ing taken up the problems of energy saving, and Mr
Linde for the report he has drawn up on behalf of his
committee.

Having said this, however, it should nevenheless be

noted that the Commission hardly goes beyond good
intentions - and in very limited fields - and that Mr
Linde's original proposals were far better than the
document before us today, which reflecm the com-
promises made in committee.

Firstly, may I stress that what we want is to break the
vicious circle involving bad planning, poor energy
economics and a high level of dependence on third
countries. Secondly, I would remind you that we must
make considerable use of our technological know-how
to reduce our energy consumption by 15-50 0/o

depending on the sector concerned. Thirdly, I should
like to point out that energy saving is a sector which
has a considerable, but as yet unexploited, potential
for crearing jobs. I should also like to say that I am
amazed that both the Commission and the majority of
the members of the committee are hesitant about using
rhis knowledge and translating it into specific propos-
als for action. Finally, I should like to express my
disappointment at the Council's attitude as reflected in
its budgetary practice, where even the most modest
Commission proposals regarding innovations in the
field of energy policy have been drastically cut.

The options open to us with a view to dealing with the
energy problems lie in making use of all we know
about how to increase indigenous energy production,
and how to make better use of imponed energy
sources and in placing the planning of energy supply
in the right context, i.e. as pan of a social planning
system which includes environmental, road, housing
and town planning.

Mr Linde's original report contains a consistent and
sensible outline of the principles which should govern
Community work in this field. I urge the Council to
make available the necessary economic resources. I
should like to add, if I may be permitted, that, in my
view, an obvious thing would be to offer, on the basis

of the Saint Geours report, interested Member States

economic aid to develop local projecr aimed ac mak-
ing integrated use of existing technological knowledge
in a specific geographical area.

It is often claimed by non-socialism that the free mar-
ket mechanism is the only way of solving the energy

.problems, which is of course not correct. It is also
claimed that free price development is in ircelf an ade-
quate means of managing the situation. This is also
incorrect. As we all know, if we leave things in the
hands of the suppliers and the free market mechan-
isms, far too much energy is used, and the result is that
costs in both the national and private sectors reach a
level which is disastrous for the overall situation in the
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Member States and places far roo great a burden on
the weak consumers. It is not sarisfacrory that the
report refers, a little condescendingly, to the consu-
mers merely as people to be informed and educated.
The consumers should be involved in planning to a far
greater extent than is currenrly the case and the fact
that the Committee on Consumer Affairs of this Par-
liament was no[ consulted on such an imponant repon
as the one under discussion today, srrikes me as

curious, and at any rate fails to indicate any panicular
interest in the points of view of this committee. Thus,
the original idea of working our a starcment for the
Council and a repon for the Committee was, to put it
briefly, far better than what was ultimately produced.
If the Commission wishes to preserve credibiliry in the
energy sector, I should like seriously to urge it on
behalf of my Group to do something specific in con-
nection with the ideas I have outlined which, there can
be no doubt, have a sound grounding in reality. I
should like rc urge the Council to create the necessary
economic framework for work of rhis kind. Unless the
Council does increase appropriations for the energy
sector within the Community, we will get nowhere,
and even the most impressive speeches will only be
hiding the hollowness of the views expressed.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Fuchs to speak on behalf of
the European People's Pany (CD Group).

Mr Fuchs. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the energy crisis is coming to a head and is threa-
tening our very existence. Generally speaking, our
people are not aware of the gravity of the situation, or
if so, they are putting it to the back of their minds.
Our governments are failing rc act decisively and con-
sistenrly and - above all - wirh the necessary soli-
dariry.

This is unfortunately also true of energy saving. I am
sure that the Commission's proposal represents a step
in the right direcrion, and I also think thar the form
the repon assumed as a result of the Commitsee's deli-
berations is aiming in the right direction, which is why
it meets with the approval of rhe European People's
Pany. However, we must urge the Commission to
submit more proposals of this'nature as soon as possi-
ble, leaving the Council to take decisions likewise as

soon as possible.

Some of the elemenrc in the explanatory statement
attached to the repon are undoubtedly aimed in rhe
required direction, but I would warn you mos[
emphadcally against seeking salvation in compulsory
measures, state dirigisme, mushrooming bureaucracy
and an allocation and supervision menraliry as advo-
cated just now by the spokesman for rhe Socialisr
Group and as the explanatory srarement also unfor-
tunately seems to advocate.

History shows that any attempt to achieve a fair
spread of scarce commodities has succeeded only in
making people poorer and - above all - less free and
placing them at the mercy of the state. As regards
energy pqlicy in particular, any such artempt would
result in sterility and immobility. It would prevenr us

from trying out any new ways, neu/ ways which are so
very vital. !7e must therefore press ahead with the
research and development work, and above all we
must invest in energy saving in such fields as rransporr,
engines, household appliances, thermal insulation,
utilization of waste heat and so on. The price facor is

of course of decisive imponance, and anyone who
denies this is closing his eyes to reality. Ve therefore
wholeheartedly suppon the Commission, and I believe
that the amendment mbled by the Socialist Group
would effectively reverse this situation entirely, and
this - as far as we are concerned - is unacceptable.
Of course, we must give special consideration to those
people on low incomes. Ve must be on our guard
against self-delusion. All this will require an enormous
amount of money. Let me give you just one example.
It would cost us in the Federal Republic of Germany
20 000 million EUA to renovare 70 o/o of our housing
stock - in other words 2.5 million dwellings - from
the point of view of energy saving. Assuming that we
would thereby save 50 0/o of the energy consumed
beforehand, the net result would be saving of I o/o of
our total expenditure on energy, whereas the addi-
tional consumption of oil lasr year alone amounred ro
2.7 0/o on the toral. $fle musr be realistic about rhis,
and we must not expect [oo much even from savings in
percentage terms. As far as electrical household appli-'
ances are concerned, the Commission cannot get off
entirely scott free with the answer they gave ro a ques-
tion. \7e must hlso bear in mind the time factor as

regards, for instance, the replacement of household
appliances. In individual households we need ten
years. That is a fact.

If energy saving is to be effective ar all, our people
must be convinced that their own lives and their own
futures depend on solving the energy problem. That is
why the Council, the Commission, the governmenrs,
the Membesr of Parliament and all social forces -especially the mass media - are duty-bound to con-
duct a veritable crusade to make people aware and to
change their attirudes. Above all, we must hammer
into people's heads a realizarion of four crisis sirua-
tions: the running down of fossil fuels, the growing
threat to the oil unker shipping lanes5 the doubling of
the world's population in 30 rc 40 years and the need
to provide energy for these new rhousands of millions
of people.

If we ignore these facm, we shall never be able to solve
the problem, and it is wrong to think rhar the solution
lies solely in saving energy. Ve musr have access ro
enormous quantities of addirional energy and there is
simply no alternarive to the increased use of nuclear
energy, coal, natural gas - in the longer rerm - and
additional sources of reusable energy, although these
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latter sources will only be able to provide a maximum
of 5 o/o by the year 2000. If we ignore these realities,
we will never solve the problem of energy supplies.
However, there can be no doubt that a dercrtnined
effort to cut back on energy consumption can make a

decisive contribution, and we are prepared to do this.

(Applause)

President. - I call Lord Douro to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Lord Douro. - Mr President, on behalf of my group
I would like to thank Mr Linde very much indeed for
his repon on energy saving. Ve welcome the repon,
and I would also very much like to associate myself
with the remarks of Mr Fuchs.

Nearly all projections show that it will be extremely
difficult for the Member States of the Community to
obmin sufficient sources of energy over the next.20, 30

or 40 years if we are going to have any chance what-
ever to sustain anything like the rates of economic
growth that we have had in the last few years. Cer-
ainly, Mr Fuchs is right: one cannot exaggerate, or
one should not exaggerate the extent to which the gap
in energy resources can be filled by making more effi-
cient use of energy, but it is a very effective way of fill-
ing pan of that gap and we should all be extremely
conscious of it. Mr Fuchs ulks about a programme to
educate people to make them aware of how important
this is. I fear that economics will come into it more
than propaganda.

'!7e are all far rco dependent already on imported oil.
To develop new sources of indigenous energy will
take many years. To sink a new coal mine takes 5 to
l0 years, and the same is true for nuclear power sta-
tions. To develop completely new sources of energy,
solar energy and other sources of energy, would take
many more years. The one good thing about investment
in ener$i saving is that, although the cost is considera-
ble, the effect is very quick. Unfortunately, when con-
sidering the return on investment in energy saving
schemes individuals and corporations realize that the
return is not very great.. So we will almost certainly
need fiscal and financial incentives. In the United
Kingdom there is a small granc available to people to
insulate their houses. But it is only ! 50; approxi-
marcly 75 units of account. Ve should not be sur-
prised that it is not taken up by many people. It really
is too small to encourage people to improve the insula-
tion in their houses. I very much hope that the govern-
ments of the Member Sates will consider increasing
the fiscal advantages and incentives to introducing and
to investing in ways of saving energy.

In this group, Mr President, we attach great import-
ance to the recommendation in the repon that this
House should receive from the Commission at

5-monthly intervals progress reports on the measures
adopted in each Member State to conserve energy. Ve
think that that is very, very imponant.

Ve have very little dme do discuss this extremely
important subject, but in conclusion, we musr all real-
ize that energy saving is urgent and it is very impor-
tant, and I commend this repon to the House.

President. - I call Mr Ippolirc to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Ippolito. - (l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group are in favour of Mr Linde's report, and motion
for a resolution. However, we give our approval with
some reservations which do not reflect on Mr Linde's
praisewonhy effons, but derive from our impression
that the energy saving measures so far nken by the
Commission have had only very limited success. The
Commission's action to date seems all the more inade-
quate to us because it would be possible in the energy
saving field to issue strict directives which the legal
systems of the Member States culd easily incorporate.

Ve do not think there should be too much laissez-faire
in this matter, nor that the Community response
should be confined to pious hopes, for we now regard
energy saving as equivalent to a source of energy - so

much so that in the energy policy document recently
approved by our Pany this principle is strongly
stressed, and we estimate that by the year 2000 energy
saving in Italy should amoun[ to 25 0/o of the increase
in total energy consumption.

In this connection, we do not believe that savings can
be achieved merely by a prices policy. Mr Linkohr and
Mr Veronesi have therefore submitted on this point a

specific amendment to paragraph 12 b) of Mr Linde's
motion for a resolution, and both my Group and I
myself support this amendment. In our view, in order
to achieve worthwhile results in the energy saving field
ir is necessary to take decisive steps in two sectors -agriculture and transport.

In the agricultural sector an enormous effon is

required to reduce the consumption of non-renewable
energy, and particularly of peroleum products, to
what is stricdy necessary. In technical terms, this
means maxlmum encouragement for the use of solar
energy, low-energy Beothermic - i.e. hot springs,
where possible - and biomass energy in the form of
bio-gas.,

In these sectors the Commission's activity must be more
extensive, more incisive and more reliable, without hes-
iration or second thoughts. Display projects, especially
those involving the production of bio-gas on a com-
mercial scale, must be financed within the limits of rhe
budget - which are unfonunately narrow - by
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agreeing ro the requests for aid which have been
received and will continue ro be received from Mem-
ber States.

In this connection, I am pleased to say that last month
the first large European plant for production of bio-
gas by anaerobic digestion of the waste from about
10 000 pigs was opened near Todi in Umbria. This
bio-gas is entirely used to produce electrical energy
and heat, while the dried manure is used as fenilizer
and the clarified waste waler for growing aquatic
plants which in turn provide proteins for animal feed-
stuffs, irrigation and fish bredding. In this way the
farm comes close to self-sufficiency in energy, while
the cost of cleaning up environmental pollution is

transformed into an economic benefit.

I am pleased to tell you that the firm which has set up
the plant in Todi will, as soon as possible, invite Par-
liament and the Commission to send representatives [o
visit the plant.

Secondly, energy saving in the transpon sector can
bring about a significant fall in consumption by reduc-
ing the quantity of cheap and non-perishable goods
transported by road encouraging rail transpon, for
which only a third of the energy is required per kilo-
gram per kilometre as Compared with that required for
road transport, and encouraging transpon by internal
waterways and coastal vessels, for which the costs are
less than a tenth of those for road ransport.

Ladies and gentlemen, I do not wish to bore you with
a technical and demiled analysis, but the examples I
have given are enough, in my view, to show that it is

necessary to use intelligence and imagination to work
out an effective enerBy saving policy, with srict and
firm directives, instead of confining ourselves to
purely verbal statements of intent which are subse-
quently disregarded.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr President, ladies and genrle-
men, we all mlk of saving energy but what we must do
is actually save some, and this includes the building in
which we hold our sittings, because energy saving is

decisive for our whole present-day existence. 'We also
need to change our habits and attitudes of mind,
because using energy more rationally calls for a great
deal of innovation and research, since whenever indus-
trial activity picks up again this immediately has the
effect of raising energy consumption.

However, it is worth mentioning one positive aspecr of
this problem, which is that this change necessitates
new investmeht to replace old equipment with .high

energy consump[ion by more efficient machinery. \fle
are all convinced that more needs to be done by all of
us and that any investment in research and innovation
in the field of energy saving will show a greater return
in the future and will probably - which is a point of
some imponance - create new jobs. The answer [o
rhe oil crisis involves creating new companies special-
izing in energy saving methods.

It is a good idea to fight waste, and in fact it is a

necessity, but it is even more important to provide fur-
ther training for staff, especially in energy-guzzling
industries such as cement works, glassmaking or steel,
by enabling them to take pan in retraining or refresher
courses organized with a view to a more efficient use

of energy. This would make it easier to circulate infor-
mation on [he goals and the achievements of energy-
saving programmes. And we should not forget those
who insnll equipment, who should be aware of any
new techniques.

Using the price mechanism as a means of stimulating
energy-saving, is to adopt a solution which will
increase infladon and hit hard at cenain sectors of the
population, in panicular the low-income groups. The
Liberal and Democratic Group is not convinced that
the price mechanism is an effective way of achieving a

more rational use of classical energy sources. Of
course, prices must reflect true cos6, bu[ energy will in
any case become more and more expensive and will
have to be paid for at cost price. \7e should prefer a

voluntary system aimed at making the private citizen,
local aurhorities and companies responsible for taking
action, because appealing to people's public spirit,
education in schools and consumer information
through press, radio and television are methods which
have not lost their impact when it comes [o bringing
home to people the absolute need to save energy. Ve
all know that the price structure and the tax system for
energy vary from one Member State to another and
that in order to cushion the inflationary effect of rises
in the cost of oil, some governments have only passed

on a very slight percentage of these price rises to con-
sumers and have preferred to shoulder the burden, or
a least part of it, via the national budget. A lot is said
about new energy sources. I shall take solar energy as

one example. It is a heaven-senl source of free energy
which our engineers and technicians are striving to
harness. The same is true of geothermal power, which
comes from hot water. Should not we be doing our
best to harness these energy sources, which are more
or less wasted at the moment. '!7e need to combine all
these new forms of energ'y. !/e should encourage
research in them, but not just by expressing our good
intentions. On the contrary, if we are rc achieve posi-
tive results, we must overcome the difficulties and face
up to price rises.

Ve must think up new systems, and we must also
think in terms of small and medium size companies,
which with interest rates at close to 20 0/o are unable at
present o[ borrow the capiml necessary for the mini-
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mum of investment which should be made. Is not the
present financial climate a disincentive for companies?
I should like rc know the Commission's opinion on
this. The private consumer of energy would very much
like to do something about this problem. He is aware

that he should, but there are no regulations forcing
him to save energy and the financial incentives, where
they exist at all, are not very convincing. Let us not
lose sight of the fact that a large number of energy
consumers are reluctant to invest in saving energy
because they have some difficulty when it comes to
paying their bills. Tax incentives, and low interest
loans would be welcome.

In conclusion, I should like to say that the Liberal and

Democratic Group is convinced that appeals to save

energy are in themselves not enough. !7e should like
to see the implementation of a prices policy - and this
would be an extremely effective incentive for carrying
out energy saving measures - which would include in
rhe price to the consumer a replacement element per-
centage aimed at covering the cost of future energy
demand, and would at the same time exclude, except
in the inevitable needy cases, any subsidizing of the
retail price. Mr Linde referred, in his explanarcry
statement, to the Saint-Geours rePort. Could the

Commission give the Members some information on
the follow-up to this report? \flhat is to become of
these proposals? Should not our directly elected Par-
liament have something to say on this matter? Any
reduction in energy consumption will lead to a reduc-
tion in our dependence on oil producing countries for
our energy supplies and will provide new jobs in the
field of research and development. Let us not miss this
opportunity which is now within our Brasp.

(Applause).

14. Agenda

President. - Mr Poncelet has proposed that his

repon (Doc. l-730/79) on behalf of the Committee on
Energy and Research on a second rese4rch pro-
gramme in the field of textiles and clothing, which was
on the agenda for today's sitting, be deferred undl the
nexr pan-session in May.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

I call Mr Beazley on a point of order.

Mr Beazley. - Mr President, may I be permitted to
ask why Mr Poncelet has put forward this proposal,
bearing in mind the urgent need for a decision to be

taken? \fle in my group can no doubt accept this if the
reasons are most imponant, but we are extremely con-
cerned at the urgent need for a decision by the Coun-
cil on this proposal.

President. - Mr Poncelet has given no explanation
as to why he withdrew his repon. However, since
today's agenda is extremely full - among other things
because, in addition to the existing items, we also have
the major debate on Iran and the subsequent votes - I
personally am grateful to Mr Poncelet for his withdra-
wal, just as I am grarcful to you for not opposing the
wirhdrawal. The discussion on this point is now
closed.

The debate on energy saving will be continued after
voting time this afternoon.

The proceedings will now be suspended until 3 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting was suspended at I p.m. and resumed at
3 P.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MRS DE MARCH

Vice-President

President. - The sitdng is resumed.

I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (I) Madam President, before we
begin proceedings, on behalf of myself and other
Members I should like to ask the House to pay tribute
to Jean-Paul Sanre, the greatest French philosopher of
the age, the modern Jean-Jacques Rousseau, a man
who believed in the strength of reason and the conta-
gious appeal of the idea of liberty.

Although Sartre always refused institutional tributes, I
feel that a gesture of this son would no[ be out of
place. It would be a simple and solemn tribute to mark
a loss which is felt not only by the world of culture but
also by the young generations of Europe, to whom
Sanre throughout his life impaned the lesson of lib-
erty and human dignity.

There is no one among us who would dare claim that
the history of our peoples could exist, or may even be

known, without an understanding of the ideas that
have shaped it or of the great thinkers who leave on
their age the uniquely indelible stamp of civilization.

For rhe late Jean-Paul Sanre, I want simply to quote
rhe words of Hobbes: It is on the shoulders of these
giants that we, Iike dwarfs, must hoist ourselves to see

far into the future of history and culture.
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I ask the Chair to permit a minute's silence in memory
ofJean-Paul Sartre.

(Applause)

President. - Mrs Macciocchi, I am sure that I am
speaking for everyone in the House when I say that I
share your feelings and echo the riburc you have paid
to Jean-Paul Sartre. I am sure that I am speaking for
every Member here.

(Applause)

However, there is no precedent in this Parliament for
what you propose. !/e shall continue with the pro-
ceedings.

15. Veri,fication of credentiak

President. - At its meeting this morning the Bureau
verified the credentials of Mr Jalton and Mr Del
Duca, whose nominations had been announced earlier.
Pursu4nt to Rule 3 (l) of the Rules of Procedure, the
Bureau found that the appointmenm of MrJalton and
Mr Del Duca conformed with the provisions of the
[reaties. The Bureau therefore proposes that Parlia-
ment ratify their mandates.

Since there are no objections, the mandates of Mr Jal-
ton and Mr Del Duca are ratified.

16. Situation in lran

President. 
- 

The next item on the agenda is the joint
debate on threemotions for resolutions:

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-89l80/rev. II), tabled
by Mr Fergusson on behalf of rhe European Demo-
cratic Group, Mr Blumenfeld on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany (CD Group) and
Mr Berkhouwer on behalf of the Liberal and Demo-
cratic Group, on rhe plight of rhe Americans held cap-
tive in Tehran;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-98l80), tabled by
Mr Prag and others, on rhe hostages held ar rhe
American embassy in Tehran;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-113180), mbled by
Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialisr Group, on the
situation created by the taking of hostages in lran.

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Madam President, on the face of it
the crisis of the American hostages in Tehran is an
old one, five months old, and though ir would be cal-

lous not to measure it also in terms of the terrible,
continuing and increasing stress on lhe innocent vic-
tims of Iranian policy, in the uncertainty and loneli-
ness of their incarceration, w'e must ask what has hap-
ened in the middle of April that has made a new,
united Community response more urtenr than, say, in
the middle of March or the middle of February.

The simple answer is to look first westwards at an
America - not just the Administration, but the people

- understandably nearing the end of its tether, beside
itself with frustration and worry, afrer a long period of
superhuman res[raint in the face of conscious, calcu-
lated provocation, like a huge animal thar feelsir could
stamp out a smaller one simply by lifting im fo(rt if ir
wanted to.

But we must also look closely at what is happening in
the Middle East and in South Asia, vinually all the
way from the Mediterranean to Pakistan, to realize
that the crisis of the hostages, like a grumbling appen-
dix, has suddenly blown up into an acute threat to the
remnants of what peace remains in this most sensitive
area of the entire world. Let there be no doubt of what
poses the real dangers there today. First, there is Rus-
sia's invasion of Afghanistan and her ruthless suppres-
sion of the Afghan people: there can be no peace and
no rest for any of us until the Soviets have gone home
and left the Afghans alone. As Russia's military build-
up on Iran's northern and eastern borders continues, it
is clearer than ever that rest will be a long time in com-
ing. Secondly, there is the growing acrimonious ten-
sion - tension is too moderate a vord, I fear -berween Iran and Iraq. A fine opponunity, if ever
there was one, for the forces of darkness again to start
stirring the pot!

But I need not take you all the way along the long trail
from Tripoli to Islamabad, rrouble boiling or brewing
at every halt, to argue that the now all-engrossing
human and diplomatic problem of the American hos-
tages is crucially preventing effective or rimely acrion
to neutralize these,greater dangers. It is this problem
that vitiates the ability of ourselves and the ourside
world to understand or even consider the trials the
Iranian people themselves are undergoing, nor to
speak of the struggles and strains among those who
affect to give rhem leadership. The hosmges are rhe
obstacle, almost the only real obstacle, ro rhe resump-
tion of the VeSt's proper relations wirh Iran. If mera-
phors were useful, I would say that while the hostages
are there, no fire-extinguisher could be used, no fire
brigade called out ro quench rhe blaze around rhem.
Vith miliary forces now building up east, west and
nonh, [he hostages may indeed be the spark that sets

fire to the powder-keg.

Now I mentioned the diplomatic problem. Hr-"n
rights apart, the principle ar stake roday, as last Nov-
ember, remains the sanctity of diplomatic convention,
without which civilized life between narions is impos-
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sibte. That is why we must stand, and be seen to stand,
by the United States now, . . .

(Applause)

. . . whose diplomats and citizens illegally held captive
are at risk. This is the nation which finds itself in the
unenviable role, the leading role, in demanding resto-
ration of the rule of international law, and that role is
almost impossible rc play convincingly opposite an

Iranian Governmen[ - if that is a fit descripdon -which denies ir responsibilities, whose main authority
ar rimes seems almost to rest on its professed power-
lessness, and which has now said in effect to America
and ro us all: Go away, y/e do not open again until the
summer, if thenl

It is right, then, that sympathy for the American hos-
tages and their families be written into our resolution.
But let us recognize openly what the Iranian authori-
ties seem unable to see: that this is no simple two-sided
quarrel between them and the United States; it is a
vendetta against us all; the civilized world is being
held hostage - the 'S7est, the East, Islam, anyone in
short who desires or requires that diplomacy be main-
tained as an alternative [o war and ro the use of force
in settling disputes or gaining ends.

(Applause)

It is right that the resolution we pass should insist that
the states of the Community act in concert, that we
should all do rcgether whatever we have rc do. The
motion tabled in the name of the three groups neares[

me here is not the only one in recognizing that. There
is the consideration that only by acting as one shall

our full potential be realized as a moral force in sup-
port of America or in persuading the Iranian Govern-"
ment into reasonable behaviour. If we split, our net'

weight will surely be less than our gross weight. More
than that though: if more economic measures do now
prove necessary to achieve the international justice we
seek, we must face the fact that they may result, tem-
porarily at least, in the contraction of some Commu-
nity energy supplies - not to say of some external
trade. Earlier this decade we saw the uncomfortable
consequences of our failure to promulgate to the
world that a threa[ to one of us - economic and not
just military - was a threat, and would be regarded as

a threat, to us all. !fl'e cannot call for uniform policies
vis-d-ois the outside world unless we jointly bear their
consequences. Therefore let us be sure [hat, if the
Community srands for anything, it stands for mutual,
support when anyone of us is under pressure or attack,
external as well as internal. Moreover, what goes for
ourselves mus[ go for our friends, most of all when
they appeal for our help and our backing. !7hat
rwisred son of mind can only look for the basest

motives when that request comes? The reference we
heard yesterday, Madam President, to 'candidate
Carrer' was not worthy of this House. Besides, what-
ever practical measures the US Government may

require of us, it is the American nation that needs our
moral support and expressions of our friendship and

understanding.

(Applause)

This is no meaningless gesture. The point has been

well taken across the Atlantic: the consultations on

diffusing and resolving the crisis in the area of the Per-

sian Gulf must henceforth be continuous in time and

two-way. Ve share the frustration which is driving us

all rc consider whether the use of force, let alone eco-

nomic sanctions, can be avoided. And may I say to
Mr Glinne, who yesterday seemed to fear that the

resolution rc which I am speaking called for military
action, that that is precisely what it is aimed to avoid.

The fourth preamble is crucial to the argument, for it
recognizes the danger that violation of treaties can

lead to the use of force, even in the pursuit of just

objectives. There has been speculation, for example,
about the eventual blockading of the Iranian pons; but
does anyone suppose that we or America would be

blind to the peril - and let us hope that those who
would lead an independent Iran are not blind rc it! -
the peril of shutting up Iran behind locked doors in
the company of Afghanistan and the Soviet Army?
Vhat this House can therefore do to help is to prevent

events from surging forward on a tide of emotion
alone. Ve can help to maintain rationality in which
firm, measured steps can be taken, precisely by pro-
claiming to the world and to the American people that
their humiliation is shared by us, that their anger and

their mortification are ours, as is their determination
finally to see an end to it all. I cannot suPpose that the

p.opi. of the United States are ignorant now of the

irppo.t gathering for their cause among their friends

here.

Now to our motion for a resolution. Ve are asking for
the approval of the whole Parliament, including the

,pp.o*l of those who have tabled resolutions of their
own, hardly any of which in spirit or intent is far dis-

tant from this one. No doubt there are Members who
consider it less strong than it might be. To them I say:

No, this resolution repeats our appeals of November

and March, requires a date for action, rules out no

subsequent steps to achieve its ends and pledges our
support. And it is perhaps for the Americans, not us, to
judge what is the best way of achieving the specifically

humanitarian objective of getting their citizens out
quickly and alive. And do some Members, perhaps,

think it is too strong? Again I would say no' It is

'hardly stating anything new to say that the rupture of
diplomatic relations, which the Iranian authorities

thimselves hotd in such scant regard, is in our minds.

But I must point out that the resolution speaks of these

relations being suspended not until the hostages are

released bw unless they are released' Sanctions are not'
inevitable:the door is still open, the choice is there for
those who are deliberate,ly and provocatively flouting
international convention and bent on extortion to
change their minds. Vould we give them too the
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choice of continuing with impuniry in rheir presenr
odious, blind, vengeful course? Ve have rried appeals:
we should be wasting our rime.

Madam President, this resolurion is neither too mod-
est nor immoderate. I hope it will find favour with a

great part of rhis House in something close ro its pre-
sent form, and I hope thar rhereafrer, in rhe interests
of peace and of humaniry, it will go on ro do whar it is
designed ro do.

(Applause from tbe right)

President. - I call Mr Davignon ro make a sratemenr
on behalf of rhe Commission.

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - (F) The
Commission wishes to make clear how it inrcnds to
bear its 5esponsibilides as defined by the Treary, both
at political and instirutional level, by taking pan in this
imponant debate which Parliament is today devoring
to a problem which is absolutely fundamental in rerms
of both the specified case and of the principles
involved and with respecr to rhe justification for united
European action.

Thus it is that ir is wirh some seriousness rhat I under-
take to express our opinion. Yesterday, the President
of the Council referred ro rhe measures of acrion
decided upon by the Nine ar rheir meeting in Lisbon.
On this subject, I should like to stare thar the Commis-
sion agrees wholeheanedly wirh the decisions taken
on 10 April last in Lisbon, decisions which cover three
basic points. Firstly, the sratemenr srressed that rhe
attitude of the Iranian authorities is unacceptable and
contrary to the principles upheld by the nine counrries
of the European Community principles which form
the basis of international relarions, I refer of course ro
the mainrenance of rhe rule of law, and thus of peace-
ful relations between Smres. The second poinr was the
demand rhat the sraff of rhe Unircd Sares Embassy in
Iran musr be freed immediately. Thirdly, and this is an
important poinr, rhe Nine expressed rheir solidariry
with rhe Unired Stares and rhe American people.

This'point is especially imponanr because all our
countries have experienced in rhe past, and panicu-
larly in recenr times, fearful situations in which inno-
cent people have been threatened because violence had
the upper hand and jusrice was forgotten. So the
European authoriries - be they individual govern-
menrs, the Commission or the elected representatives
of the European people - can fully appreciare the
dignity and patience with which rhe American people
has faced up rc this denial of the rule of law, and ii is
our duty to see thar no new elemenr of confusion
would intervene ro complicare rhe situarion. Cenainly
no-one wishes ro deny ihe aspirations of rhe Iranian
people, who today wanr ro lay rhe basis for a society in
keeping wirh their historical and religious traditions.

But, yesterday Mr Colombo said somerhing of great
imponance which the Commission suppons: 'One
cannot. expec[ jusrice unless one lives by it.' And the
Commission, when seeking ir guiding principles for
action - and irs guiding principles are based on an
undersranding of what is the Commission's responsi-
bility in this marter, i.e. the need to discover what is in
Europe's interest as a whole - found, in the Declara-
tion that the nine governmenr and the Commission
adopted in 1973 in Copenhagen on rhe European
identity, those principles which should guide our
actions. If Parliamenr permits, I should like ro recall
them.

Here are some extracts from the agreement made
between us in Copenhagen which are relevanr to rhe
situation which exisrs today. I quote: 'The nine Euro-
pean stares might have been pushed towards disunity
by their history and by selfishly defending misjudged
interests. Bur they have overcome their past enmities
and have decided that uniry is a basic European
necessity to ensure rhe survival of the civilizarion
which they have in common. The Nine wish ro ensure
that the cherished values of their legal, political and
moral order are respected.'

Ladies and genrlemen, it is the task of the European
States to bear in mind the rype of acriviry they have ar
a time when they must clearly define rheir polirical
options. The Declararion goes on ro say: 'The Nine
believe that this enterprise corresponds ro [he deepes[
aspirations of their peoples who should panicipate in
its realization, panicularly through rheir elecred repre-
sentatives.'This is the reason behind today's debarc.

The Declararion then raises rwo practical poinrs:

Present international problems are difficult for any of the
Nine to solve alone. International developments and rhe
growing concenrration of power and responsibility in the
hands of a very small number of great powers mean that
Europe must unite and speak increasingly with a single
voice if it c/ants to make itself heard and play im proper
role in the world.

The Declararion rhen refers ro relations wirh the
United Srares in these terms:

The close tie berween the Unircd States and Europe of the
Nine 

- 
who share values and aspirations based on a

common heritage 
- are mutually beneficial and must be

preserved.

The Declararion concludes with rhese words:

These ties do not conflict with the determination of rhe
Nine to esrablish themselves as a disdnct and original
entity.

I think that whar I have jusr said is imponanr. This is
the spirir which guides the Commission in its analysis
of what Europe's role is - a role which musr reflecr
its responsibiliries, rhe whole range of relationships it
has formed with others and rhe value of its objecrives.
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This means that, firstly, a common and united plan of
action should be maintained because this is the only
way in which the Nine's abiliry to exert influence can

be increased. The Commission will do everything
wirhin its power to encourage this unity of action
within Parliament, in meetings in the context of politi-
cal cooperation and in the Council. Secondly, I feel
rhat our action can only be effective if we act with
caution, and by this I do not mean timorously, because

peoples' lives are in danger. This is why we are at a

crucial moment. The Nine have defined a plan of act-
ion, the nine ambassadors have been called in for mlks
and we must decide, as a rsuh of this and of reports
which will be made this week and next, on what steps

we must take in order ro put our plans into operation.
I should like to say, in this respect, and in the clearest
way possible, that the Commission has a cenain res-
ponribitity for implementing the political action
decided on. I do not believe that the time has yet come

for us ro draw up the complete list of all we could do
in order to ensure that our objective, that is, respect

for the law, is achieved, and no[ iust talked about. On
rhis subject, I should like to state thar Anicle 224 of
the Treaty of Rome provides for united Community
steps in the event of threats of war and that this Anicle
is absolutely fundamental.

I should like, Madam President, to make three last
points. The first, is that rcday the Commission for-
mally promises this Parliamenr that it will accept its
political responsibilities in the coming days and weeks

in order to put into effect a policy aimed at achieving
the aims we have agreed upon. The second point is

rhar the Commission joins with the Council and Par-
liament in demanding that international law be

observed and that the hostages be freed. My last point
is that Parliament today has a special responsibility to
ensure that Europe's stra[e8y succeeds, a strarcEy
which is based on Europe's determination rc defend
the rype of society it wishes to have and which means

implementing a foreign policy which is neither half-
hearted nor selfish so that the rule of law may not
merely be affirmed in principle, but in fact. If this is to
be done, the representatives of the European people

must associate themselves with this resolve.

It is unusual for the Commission rc appeal m Parlia-
menr, but I should like to do so today in order to
make clear how imponant it is that both ouride
Europe - in Iran or in the United States - and
within Europe, people should realize that whatever the
differences in outlook or interpretation which may
exist in this Parliament, a vast majority of its Members
have restated their resolve to see that the fundamental
laws of society are observed, and that this resolve is

not wishful thinking, but a living reality.

(Applause)

President. - I ca[[ Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Madam President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, I think the Socialist Group may take some

credit for the fact that this Parliament is now consider-
ing rhe disressing problem of the Tehran hostages.

Our Group was in fact the first, on 13 November
1979, to submit a motion for a resolution, nbled by
Mr Schwartzenberg, myself and my colleagues Mr
Friedrich, Mr Pisani, Mrs Roudy and Mr Lezzi. It was

our Group which as early as 13 November 1979

requested that this House examine the problem of the
hosnges held in the United States Embassy in Teh-
ran. !fle were pleased to note that two days larer four
other political groups pledged their suppon for our
morion. !fle were pleased to note at that time, on
15 November, that our text was approved by Parlia-
ment with only a few minor alterations. I wish to
remind the President of this because in this affair we
really do not need to take lessons in humanity or
democracy from anyone, and I shall return to this
point later.

Madam President, since in addidon to the text
approved on 16 November Parliament adopted
another text on this question on 14 March, we are not
convinced that Parliament will gain in stature or effi-
ciency by organizing virtually every month a plenary
debate on this distressing problem, when it has

already succinctly and eloquently expressed its posi-

rion on this affair.

Parliament's problem was and still is to express its

downright disapproval for this taking of hostages. The
important thing for Parliament is not that im political
groups should set up in competition to find the correct
ways and means to be applied in order that right
should triumph over might. The various executives are

more and better qualified than us to do this, both at
national and Community [eve[, and in the context of
political cooperation between the Nine.

Parliament's role in an affair of this nature is not to
make the task of the European governments and exec-

utive authorities more difficult by putting forward
proposals which the future will show to have been too
strongly worded.

Madam President, my Group would have been happy
to participate in the seeking and finding of common
ground between the political Broups of this House.
But we cannot follow those who deliberately seek to
overstate their attitude in order to raise the stakes

between the various Broups. Given the situation'which
prevails this week and this month, our troup wishes

only to express clearly and concisely its belief in the
use of peaceful means alone.

\fle know that some groups in their motions for a

resolution explicitly refer to the interrupting or break-
ing off of diplomatic relations. \Vere they not so

inflexible on this point, we might well have been able

to table a motion together with them. But we do not
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think rhar interrupring diplomaric relarions is the best
,method.

On many occasions in this House, we have discussed
the relarions which exist between our respective coun-
tries and between rhe Community and especially foul
dicmmrships in various parts of the world. There has
never been any question of breaking off diplomatic
relationsl !(/e have suggested reducing their status -for example by putting charg6s d'affaires in rhe place
of ambassadors, bur we have always insisted rhar rhe
diplomatic channels should remain open and rhat rhese
means should remain available.

This approach will no doubt become valid for Iran
also in a few weeks' time and will enable us ro prorecr
Community nationals by grandng rhem at least some
diplomatic cover.

Madam President, it is with pleasure that I today recall
the words of the motion for a resolution put by Mr
Schwanzenberg and orhers in December at the insri-
gation of the Socialisr Group:

Any taking of hostages is utterly inadmissible. Respect for
the inviolability of diplomatic missions constitutes one of
the mosr imperative obligations under rhe law of narions.

The American hosrages in Tehran musr firsr be
handed over to the regular Iranian authorities so rhar
they may be freed immediarely. Our attention in these
circumstances is focused on the peoples concerned, in
panicular the American people. The wording of the
motion tabled praises the larter fcir the resraint and
patience it has shown over almost 70 days, qualities
which were displayed both by the government and by
the people of the Unircd States. Our rhoughts go our
today to our friends, the people of rhe United Surcs.

But there is also an Iranian people and we have never
been in the habir of confounding any people with rhe
outrages committed in irs name by its governmenr or
its authorities. The Iranian people has rights! And,
Madam President, we are almost the only group in
this House ro have tabled a morion recalling rhat ar
our instigation this Parliament debated the quesrion of
the flagrant violations of the rights of man perpetrated
by the government of the Shah of Iran. For some peo-
ple, one would think rhis had never happened. But this
problem srill underlies and surrounds today's affair of
the American hostages !

The Iranian people has good reason ro show irs frus-
tration and impatience. The governmenr of the Unircd
States rook it upon itself to conclude an agreement
with the Shah's regime for the supply of military
equipment ro [he rune of 20 rhousand million dollars.
Training and servicing and maintenance networks
were operating in Iran under the imperial governmenr
for the furrhering of the army and rhe regime's repres-
sive appararus, and even if is not justified in toleraring
the outrages perpetrated today, it is understandabli

that it should rise up against its oppressors and also
against. those who aided and aberted rhem from out-
side.

Madam President, the texr of our motion also contains
a warning againsr the dangers of fanaticism. \7e
believe that it would be unacceprable for the Iranian
authorities to indulge in any form of blackmail involv-
ing the cuwing off of oil supplies ro rhe European
Community and its member counrries. In this affair,
we wish to appeal - and ro the Iranian people imelf
rather than to the governmenr - to the good sense of
all panies so rhar a solution may be found using only
peaceful means.

And what do we expect from our Community? After
the moderate and exemplary speech made yesterday in
this House by rhe President-in-Office of rhe Council,
we expecr the Council to inform the Political Affairs
Committee of this Parliament of the ourcome and fol-
low-up to the mission which the ambassadors of the
Nine undercook in Tehran. Ve also ask rhar our gov-
ernments and rhe Community decide on gradual polit-
ical measures, aimed at stressing the resolve of rhe
member countries ro see the hosrages freed. Ve
should like rhe Community to adopr as far as possible
a common srance on this question and rc bring to bear
all the resources of its own diplomacy.

Lastly, Madam Presidenr, ladies and gentlemen, we
wish this appeal to be made before it is too late, before
the upsurge of hatred forms an insurmountable obsta-
cle. '!fle musr now launch an extremely solemn appeal
to all those who have already spoken on rhis problem
in this House to recognise rhe close inrcrdependence
of all the peoples involved in this terrible affair.

(Applausfron the lefi)

President. - I call Mr Blumenfeld rc speak on behalf
of the European People's Pany (CD Group).

Mr Blumenfeld. - (D) Madam President, the Group.
of the European People's Pany would like, ar thl
beginning of this imponanr debare, ro thank the Presi-
dent-in-Office, of rhe Council, Mr Colombo, once
again for his exemplary speech yesrerday.

(Applause)

As Mr Colombo reminded us, he is determined rhat
the Nine should, in rhe Ministers' consulrations over
the coming week and in preparation for rhe European
Summit ar rhe end of rhis monrh, join togerher to find
a solurion using the insrrumenrs of international law.
So the point has been made very clearly rhat rhe Euro-
pean Communiry and also rhe European Parliament

- as Mr Fergusson pointed out earlier - are no[
thinking of having recourse ro milirary inrervention,
bur thar we inrend ro use rhe available means of inter-
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narional law, politics and the courage of our Govern-
ments, our politicians and our peoples to bring about a

solution . . .

(Applaase)

. . . The European Parliament must, and can, say more
in a free, public debate than can phe President-in-Off-
ice of the Council at this present time, given the consi-
derations and consultations awaiting him. This we

intend to do by way of the motion for a resolution
rabled by three political groups and elucidated just

now by Mr Fergusson. At this point, I should like to
thank Mr Davignon most sincerely on behalf of my
Group for the speech he gave at this historic moment
on behalf of the Commission and which was charac-
terized by courage, clarity and a sense of responsibil-
ity...

(Applause)

. . . I too, Mr Glinne, should like to exPress my

Group's regret - and I am sure I am speaking also on
behalf of the other groups which joined in tabling this
motion for a resolution - at the fact that no agree-

ment was reached because of a single political point
which you, Mr Glinne, referred to. The responsibility
is all yours. You kept us waiting for three days. \7e
were ready and waiting to cooperate . . .

(Applause)

. . . and it was not until lasl night that you gave the
first indication of your willingness to join with us in
tabling a joint motion for a resolution. Those are the
facts, Mr Glinne, those and no others. It is entirely the
fault of you and your Group if you cannot manage to
agree on a common stance; no blame . . .

(Applause)

. . . attaches to the rest of this House. I have the grea-
tes[ respect for those members of the Socialist Group
who are prepared to stick up for their views to the last.

But we also expect the same treatment from you, and

if we are prepared to go to the limit to ensure a large
majority in this House, I would ask you, Mr Glinne,
to give us the respect we deserve. I believe that once all
the political, diplomatic and other possibilities have

been exhausted, the Governments of the Nine - and I
hope, all European Governments - will consider and

- if necessary - decide to break off diplomatic rela-
tions with the authorities in Iran. This is a very bal-
anced - indeed, a very restrained - pofitical view,
which I at least shall not - and indeed, cannot -deviate from on behalf of my Group.

The time has come when we, the nine Member States,

must take over the leadership of the whole of Europe,
and we are faced with decisions which will have enor-
mous repercussions. lU7ill we - I should like rc ask the
European partners and allies of the United States of

America - make common cause with the Americans
and take joint action against the world's troublemak-
ers in Iran and in the Middle East as a whole, or are
we going to leave the 'S7est's leading power to its own
devices? By adopting the second course, we Europeans
would effectively - and I want to make this point
calmly, bur with the emphasis it deserves - be abdi-
cating politically as a result of a lack of political will
and the necessary courage to defend ourselves ener-
getically against blackmail. Let me add too that we are

not prepared to do our 'panners in detente' of the

70s, the Soviet Union, a favour by issuing a statmen[
which is not 100 o/o watertight.

If the governments of Europe do not now stand and

acr rogether, mking a coolheaded look at all the facts,
we shall not only lose the confidence of the American
people once and for all, we shall also gain the con-
tempt of all those who have thought for a long time
that we could and should be the victims of blackmail.
That, though, is not our function in life.

(Applause)

I should like to remind you of what I said here in this
House at rhe beginning of this year when we were
debating the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. I poinrcd
out that the Soviet Union is very much more depend-
ent on Europe's and America's financial resources,

rcchnological capabilities, industrial capacity, con-
sumption capacity and efficiency than we are on the
raw materials and the limited range of expon products
which the Soviet Union has to offer us.

As regards Iran and the oil states on the Persian Gulf

- and let us not forget that there is a very Breat dif-
ference between the two - I would say that if we in
Europe and the Vest cannot pay for Iranian or Arab
oil with hard currency and thus contribute towards the
establishment or consolidation and reform of she eco-
nomic and social systems in that pan of the world,
who on earth can?

Finally, Madam President, I should just like to say that
we should not be apprehensive about what the future
holds in store. Our people, our working people, the
trade unions, entrepreneurs and housewives are very
much more robust in their political determination and
are prepared to put up - in view of the dangers they
see ahead - with much more than many governments
and politicians think they can reasonably ask them to
tolerate. Our motion for a resolution is therefore an
appeal to the Nine to show shat we can meet this chal-
lenge. Ve want to work with you to secure the peace

and to give prominence once again to justice, morality
and politics in international law and the relationships
of people to people. That is the point of this motion
for a resolution, which I hope will receive the support
of a large majority of this House.

(Applause from the rigbt)
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President. - I call Mr Galluzzi to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Galluzzi. - (I) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, we have not tabled any motion for a reso-
lution for the end of this debate. \7e have nor done so,
because we think that the tense siruation which has
arisen requires not defiant arrirudes or extreme posi-
tions, but rather - as Mr Colombo said yesterday on
behalf of the Nine - a renacious and parient media-
tion effon, and an equally patienr search for a solu-
tion, making use of rhe consrructive contributions of
all,

'\7e 
regarded, and still regard as unacceptable, rhe uk-

ing and holding of the American hosrages by the Iran-
ian students. Ve regard it as an act which is conrrary
to international law and violates basic human righrs.
'S7e know that the Iranian people were subjecred to
unheard of oppression and suffering under the Shah's
cruel dictatorship, and rhat the responsibility of the
leaders of the United Smres of America is considerable
for they supponed the Shah's tyrannical and ferocious
regime to the last. But no injustice, no offence and no
suffering can justify reprisals and the use of force
against men and women who cannot be held responsi-
ble for what occurred. For this reason, we have con-
tinued to associate ourselves with rhose who demand
that the hostages be placed under the jurisdicrion of
the Iranian Government as a first step in a negotiation
which could lead ro their early release.

However, ladies and gentlemen, we must acknow-
ledge that if rhis has not been done, it is noi merely the
fault of the Iranian leaders or because of the domi-
nance of the most intransigent groups within their
government, but also because the Americans failed to
respond to President Bani Sadr's requesr for rhem to
make amends by means of a declaration condemning
the old Iranian regime and recognizing the new Iran-
ian reality.

Ladies and gentlemen, we can appreciare rhar the
United States of America having driven tiself into this
corner should ask its allies and panicularly rhose in
Europe, to help it to find a way our.. Vhat we cannor
accept is not the request for help or solidarity, but the
blunt alternative presented ro us 

-'eirher 
you accepr

our proposals uncondirionally, or we Americans will
have to take military measures'. \7e find this unaccept-
able primarily for a procedural reason, since accepr-
ance would mean [he end of any real political inde-
pendence for Europe it would mean rhar our solidarity
with the United Stares of America would no be a oom-
mitment or a joint conrribution ro rhe solving of
shared problems, but an admission that we are subor-
dinate to American policy choices. But we also find it
unacceptable for a substantive reason, for we believe
that economic sanctions and diplomatic reprisals are
pointless and harmful, and milirary measures down-
right irresponsible. Economic sanctions and rhe break-

ing off of diplomatic relations are poinrless because
rhey force Iran to find other sources and outlets for irs
trade and to point its political compass in another
direction. They are harmful because ultimately rhey
give room for manoeuvre to the Iranian extremist
groups, making the situarion increasingly tense and a

solution to the problem more difficulr to achieve.

Moreover, ladies and gentlemen, as we all know
Europe is not in the same posirion as America. Europe
depends almost entirely on oil supplies from the Mid-
dle East, and a confrontation wirh Iran would - as
Algeria was the first to warn us yesterday - bring
about a confrontation wirh rhe whole Arab world and
would ultiinately lead to disasrer for Europe.

Finally, military measures would be even more dange5-
ous for Europe, in view of the fact that the American
requesm for a naval blockade of Iran and for exrension
of the geographical area of the Atlanric Alliance would
uldmately lead rc escalarion and widening of rhe con-
flict, and a mere error of judgmenr could, as Chancel-
lor Schmidt has said, lead to a new Sarajevo.

In these circumstances, the suggestion made in Para-
graph 4 of rhe motion for a resolution tabled by the
Socialist Group, which otherwise contains many inter-
esting and constructive ideas - the suggesdon rhar rhe
Communicy should urgently introduce a plan to pro-
tect present and future energy supplies - becomes
highly ambiguous, if one bears in mind, among orher
things, that the Chiistian Democratic Groups has
ubled an oral question calling for rhe crearion of a
military structure operaring under NATO auspices to
link the American fleer with the fleets of the Member
States of the EEC to meet what is described in extre-
mist terms as a Soviet threat to rhe oil routes, and if
one also bears in mind that the Soviet Union has pro-
posed an agreement among all Smres ro guaranree
secure oil supplies for all, and thar agreemenrs are
being drawn up between rhe Soviet Union and Vesr-
ern Europe for the supply of tens of thousands of mil-
lions of cubic merres of Soviet narural gas, which is an
excellent alternarive ro scarce crude oil. The fact is
that the Iranian crisis is only an aspect of a larger cri-
sis, that of Nonh-South relations - a crisis which is
both economic and political and which can be tackled
only by means of a policy of peace and international
cooperation. Europe can and must make a contribu-
tion to formuladng this policy. But it can do so only if
it realizes that irs srrengrh alone is not enough, and if
it is thus capable of involving in a policy of peaceful
and patient mediation of these new.Nonh-Sourh rela-
tions, the two superpowers in addition ro rhe peoples
concerned. The problems of Iran, Afghanisran, and
the Middle East, and even rhe ques[ion of arms con-
trol and disarmament which is Chancellor
Schmidt's reason for going to Moscow - are different
aspects of the same problem, rhe solution of which
requires firmness and caution, bur above all an inde-
pendent policy and an independent iniriadve which
takes account of the interdependence of the problems
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and of the impossibility of solving them in the absence

or against the interests of any of the countries and
peoples concerned.

This, ladies and gentlemen, is the true courage which
we must display if we wish to be capable of tackling
the problems confronting us.

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Berkhouwer. - (NL) Madam President, I
should like to stan by saying on behalf of my political
colleagues that we agree totally with what has been
said by Mr Fergusson, Mr Davignon and Mr Blumen-
feld.

Mr Glinne has also spoken in this debate and, unlike
him, I intend to uphold the principle that we should
not indulge in attempts to outbid each other with pol-
irical promises.

I should like to say as a European Liberal that peace,

law - including international law - and political
courage are not the monopoly of any individual politi-
cal party. There is no socialist, liberal or christian-
democratic peace, no socialist, liberal or christian-
democratic law or political courage. Peace and law are
indivisible and have no political colour.

In the case of Afghanistan and Iran, it is easy to sit
back and speak fine words. However, as time goes on,
ir gets more and more difficult to devise and carry out
practical measures jointly with our allies which might
lead to the release of the American diplomais who are
being held hosmge in Tehran, or to the end of the
Soviet occupation of Afghanisun. Iran and Afghani-
stan cannot be considered separately. Both countries
occupy an important position as regards tensions, in
the field of world politics and as regards Soviet expan-
slon.

Let us make it quite clear that it is not we who wish to
rerurn [o the cold war, it. is not the Vest, it is not
Europe which has presented this threat to d6tente. '!7e

must not get thin8s the wrong way round. It is not we,
but Brezhnev and Khomeini who are presentint this
rhreat ro d6tente. As regards Irtrn, the longer we wait
the more difficult it becomes to do what might well
have been possible at the beginning, including even

steps such as those taken in connection with the
Mogadishu and Entebbe incidents, which would have
been technically feasible.

There are in fact authorities on international law -perhaps Mr Schwartzenberg will be pleased to hear
this - who take the view that reprisals on the part of
the United States against the Iranian Embassy in
\Tashington would not be contrary to international
law.

I should like to state explicitly in connection with what
Mr Galuzzi has said that there is no question of our
giving up European autonomy or letting our actions
be determined by domestic electoral considerations in
rhe Unired States. Do not electoral considerations,
however, sometimes have a pan to play here in Europe
too? In spite of that, it is not American electoral consi-
derations we are concerned with. Nevertheless, should
we not, ab Europeans, perhaps give some thought in
this year of 1980 to rhe facr that so far, during this
century, we have twice stood on the edge of the abyss

and been saved by American intervention on our con-
tinent?

And if we in fact wish to maintain European auton-
omy and demonstrate it in the world, we must cer-
tainly realize that what is involved here is one of the
mosr flagranr violations of chaners, conventions and
diplomatic practice. This is what is involved here, and
rhis affects us all! Today it is the Americans, but
tomorrow or the day after tomorrow it might be one
of us, German, Dutch, French or English, anylvhere in
the world I

Helmut Schmidr - who appears to think along the
same lines as Mr Glinne - has said that the situation
at the moment is so serious that he finds April 1980

similar ro rhe summer of l9l4t I think this is exagger-
ating somewhat, and I will leave the responsibility for
this statement with the German Chancellor. I tend
rarher ro think in terms of whar an American stares-
man said in'38 or'39 -l think it was Franklin Roos-
evelt - 'to hang together or to hang separately, that is

rhe question'. This is undoubtedly the question at the
moment and, we cannot therefore do otherwise than
show solidariry with our American allies. Ve must also
realize that we cannot let our defence and security in
rhe Vest ultimarely depend on the United States,
while at the same time we all conduct our own private
d6tente with the eastern bloc! This is impossiblel On
this point, I go along completely with the views of Mr
Davignon and Mr Colombo. The European Liberals
can therefore wholeheanedly support what was said
by Mr Davignon regarding the 1973 Declaration of
Copenhagen which all nine Member States signed. If
we acr independently in a way which is consistent
with, but not dependent on, what the American Gov-
ernment does, we must ar the same time realize that
the American people are becoming extremely impa-
tient and disturbed. Imagine if it happened to one of
our countries! How would our people react then? \tre
know chat ir is well nigh cenain that economic sanc-
tions will not work. In Rhodesia, for example, sanc-
tions of this kind were so ineffective because the Rus-
sians bought the cobalt which we refused to buy from
Rhodesia, for use in their armaments. Ve know that
sancrions and so on are difficult, we also know that
the breaking off of diplomatic relations also means
breaking off the opponunities for talking and that
eirher or both of these measures could drive Iran into
the hands of the Soviet Union and result in Soviet
troops marching into the Persian Gulf region, but
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should this knowledge srop us from doing anything ar
all?

Ve, the representatives of the people of Europe, can-
not specify [he nature, time or place of measures to be
taken. This is the task of rhe governmenrs of rhe
Member States, which must mainiain the greatesr pos-
sible solidarit/, and we urge them, therefore, to do so.
However, in the context of European political cooper-
ation, rhe conrext menrioned by Mr Davignon, we are
the parliamenmry interlocutors of our governments.

This is the dialogue with which we are familiar, and ir
is with a view to this that the Christian-Democrats, rhe
European Democratic Gr-oup and rhe Liberal and
Democratic Group have prepared in a joint motion for
a resolution a statement by the representatives of rhe
people of Europe. No one, none of our 410 members,
should be in any doubt as to rhe fact that rhe authors
of our resolution have exercised the utmost resrrainr,
as should be clear to any objective reader. The holding
of hostages is condemned once more.

Ve should like to make an appeal for solidarity both
between the nine Member States and wirh the United
States, and we suBgest consideration be given to
breaking off diplomatic relations as a last reson. Fin-
ally, Europe's thirst for oil from the Middle Easr
should not cause it to lose all self-respecr or respecr
for the basic principles of law and decency! There are
limits even to humiliation.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Ansquer to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Ansquer. - (F) Madam Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the European Community has not been
inactive in the face of the critical situation facing the
hostages held in Iran. The nine Member States, the
Commission and this House have already taken sreps
to rry to bring to an end the captiviry of rhe members
of the US Embassy. Between 15 November 1979 and
14 March 1980, the two dates on which resolurions
were passed by this House, we had reason to believe
that the hostages would be freed. Since l4 March, our
hopes have resred on those in power in Iran taking
note of the Nine's declaration in Lisbon, calling
emphatically for the hostages ro be freed.

Today's debate represents a fresh appeal to rhose in
positions of responsibility in Iran and the Iranian peo-
ple as a whole ro bring this inmlerable situation ro an
end with all due speed before it has serious repercus-
sions on world peace.

This situation is inrolerable not only because interna-
tional treaties have been violared, but also because
human rights has been ignored. The European Com-

munity - and this House in panicular - therefore
have a dual responsibiliry: to defend the basic princi-
ples of rhe international community and to uphold res-
pect for human rights. In short, we are only doing our
duty. Let us do it with determination.

That, Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, is why
my Group has tabled an amendment to the motion for
a resolution submitred by Mr Fergusson, Mr Blumen-
feld and Mr Berkhouwer. !7e approve the main points
of this resolution, but we feel that Europe musr rake irc
own detefmined stance on this issue, steering a course
between alignment and neutralityl however, we also
feel that the governments of the Nine must join forces
with the governmenr of'the United States to obtain the
release of the hostages and re-establish normal and
peaceful relations with Iran.

Our motives in tabling an arnendmenr ro the morion
for a resolution submitted by Mr Fergusson, Mr Blu-
menfeld and Mr Berkhouwer was no[ simply to see

our names in print. Ve have no desire to draw atten-
tion to ourselves, but we do rhink rhat this text can
command the support of a majority in this House.
Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, let us put
aside cenain party-political disputes and instead affirm
our determination and our desire to see international
law and human rights respected; let us unite to save
world peace before any irreparable damage is done.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I call Mr Capanna to speak on behalf of
the Group for Te-chnical Coordinarion and Defence of
Independenr Groups and Members of Parliamenr.

Mr Capanna. - (I) Madam Presidenr, rwo forms of
logic are ranged against each orher in this Parliamenr
on the difficult and dangerous situarion in Iran. The
first is thar which lies behind the motion tabled by Mr
Fergusson, Mr Blumenfeld and Mr Berkhouwer, and
consists of breaking off diplomaric relarions.

Modern history is all too familiar with rhis argumenr.
lUflhen diplomaric relarions are broken off rhe initial
move is straightforward but the consequences are
unpredictable. This logic, raken ro exremes, has
already given us two Vorld '!7ars.

The second form of logic is the one which I proposed
yesterday and which, with other Members, I have
enshrined in a number of amendmenr. It seems ro me
that it has a good deal of support on rhe Left of rhis
Parliament. The central point is this: Europe can and
must be an active force for peace, nor through words
or force of arms, but by means of a practical iniriative.
The President of the Council of Ministers could offer
his services as a mediator between the Iranian govern-
ment and that of rhe United Saces. The moral, cul-
tural, political and economic strength of Europe may
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enable him to succeed where the Secretary-General of
rhe Unircd Nations, for example, has failed. Of course

it is wrong to take diplomats hostage, but Mr Fergus-

son, Mr Blumenfeld and Mr Berkhouwer cannot cover
up, or pretend to be unaware of, the fact that the Shah

of Iran tortured his own people for years while serving

rhe interests of the United States.

In general, there is in this Parliament too continuing
and considerable concern for the Middle East, but I
would ask all the Members present what Parliament
has done and what the governments of the Nine have

done, to recognize the PLO which represents the
Palestinian resistance. This is now regarded by all as

the decisive factor in trying to find a peaceful solution
to the difficult and dangerous porblems of the Middle
East.

I believe that only in this really incisive way can this
Parliament and the governments of the Nine act in the
inrerest of their own peoples, rather than in the very
narrow interests of a President and presidential candi-
date known as Jimmy Carter.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Madam President, perhaps the people
of Northern Ireland are best able to understand the
feelings and resentment of the American people at the
siruation arising from the violation of their embassy in
Iran and the holding of their citizens as hostages. A
few years ago the British embassy in Dublin was

burned down without any intervention by the police of
the Irish Republic, and I know personally the resent-
ment which was felt at that time. Later the British
Ambassador was murdered in Dublin and that also

caused deep resentment. Of course, the Dublin gov-
ernment never apologised. The people of Nonhern
Ireland can therefore well understand the resentment
of the people of the United Sutes of America today.
In Iran the government evidently is not prepared to
face up to the consequences of this violent breach of
international [aw. By its actions it not only condones
but jusdfies and confirms, this breach. This Assembly
of rhe Community, the Member States of which owe
so much to the United States of America, both for def-
ence and commerce, should demonstrate in unity its
support of ir ally at this time. From this House there
ought to go out a resolution which will declare to the
whole world where we stand - right behind the rule
of inrernational law. The hostages must be released. If
one diplomatic method has failed, then another must
be tried.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini. - (I) Madam President, ladies and gen-
rlemen, only a few minutes are left to my Group, and I

shall use them to take up a few points in Mr Blumen-
feld's speech, with which I agree. I should like rc say

that at such a crucial moment in international life a

greater effort could have been made to find wider
agreement amongst us which would lead to wides-
pread support for a resolution. To the members of the
Socialist Group, I would observe that the documeht,
with which I agree, rightly mentions the consequences
in diplomatic and other fields of the persistence of a

situation of this kind. Indeed, there is no doubt chat

the Iranian attitude strikes not only ar inrernational
law but also at the heart of diplomatic law.'$/e there-
fore feel it incumbent upon us to stress our position,
because it is necessary to warn the Iranian authorities
and the new Iranian Parliament that the consequences

of this situation could even lead us rc break off
diplomatic relations. However, I think that between
rhis necessary warning and actual measures there is

still scope for many initiatives, which we can take only
if the Commission and Council of Ministers are sup-
ported by an agreed position of Parliament.

Mr President, I would like to point out that today -if you will allow me to say so Mr Galluzzi - we are

not merely discussing a crisis which is understandable
in terms of Nonh-South relations, but a choice
between rhe certainty of law and the risks entailed by
abandoning international relations to mere violence
and to the lowest instincts of nations (and we all need

the rule of law, whether north of south of the Equa-
[or, whether old or new nations). And that is why in
this case, as has been rightly poinrcd qut' even the

-basic economic problems of supplies of raw materials
of energy are of secondary imponance in comparison
with the essen[ial conditions of national sovereignty,
human rights and the rule of law. !7'hat emerges most
strikingly from this crisis is the precarious and subjec-

rive nature of future international relations in these

closing decades of the millenium, since, on the one

hand, scientific and economic progress could enable us

ro create a peaceful society, whereas on [he other,
human barbarism could endanger the very survival of
our civilization. Nonh-Scouth problems are impor-
rant, but they can be solved only by respecting the sov-
ereignty and rights of nations, and cenainly not by
reviving Munich-style appeasement.

Finally, Madam President, I would like to express a

view on what I see as a risk underlying the action,
however timely and intelligent of the Council of Min-
isters and the Eurbpean Economic Community'
Today, Mr Capanna, there is no question of taking
'mediation' initiatives, for to mediate would mean that
we had not already decided which side was right and
which side was wrong. Alas, there is no doubr that it is

those who violate the law-against the interests of the
new Iran with whose anxieties we sympathize - who
are in the wrong. So it is not a question of mediating,
but of taking action to restore justice in accordance
with a European approach which can be different from
the American approach in some ways, and based on
the special conditions and traditions of our civiliza-
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rion. It is a question of unequivocally stating not only
ro the American people but to the whole world that
Europe, as Mr Davignon rightly said, is on the side of
the rule of law, and that it is to defend the rule of law
that it expresses its active solidarity with the American
people.

This morning an authoritative anicle in Le Monde
spoke of the present weak position of America and the
free world. This may be tiue, but if so our weakness is

that of those who have always upheld the rule of law
when other peoples resort to violence. Mr Capanna,
wars have never been caused by the breaking off of
diplomatic relations, since that act and wars them-
selves both result from the violation of law. That is

why, with all the necessary cau[ion, we are on the side
of those who are now suffering injustice. I would like
to make only one recommendation - that in defend-
ing an international community based on law, and in
the undisputed solidarity between us and the American
people, we should never forget what the great Presi-
dent Kennedy said in 1961 of the Atlantic Alliance -that ir was an alliance of peoples which consulted each
other, pooling their ideas and responsibilities ro creare
a new order. If I may make a recommendation to rhe
Council of Ministers and the Commission, it would
therefore be that solidarity with the American people
be complemenrcd by rhe necessary readiness ro consult
in order to compare different merhods and meer a

common need - to safeguard the rule of law as rhe
only guarantee of peace for all nations and human
beings.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (1,) \7hen we rook up a position
on l3 November 1979 in the resolurion mentioned by
Mr Glinne on the problem of the hosrages, we did so
with great firmness, expressing, on behalf of our
Group, an extremely strong and fonhrighr attitude -that international law could not be trampled underfoot
by the Iranians, and that if the United States had sub-
mitted to this blackmail they would have deprived
international law of all meaning.

Moreover, we menrioned even then the Nonh-South
crisis, of which the Iranian question is an aspect, and
we added that we looked to rhe European Parliament
for initiatives. The problem with which we are now
faced is precisely the lack of iniriatives, and I agree
with Mr Colombo's statement thar we need a tena-
cious and patient mediation effon. This phrase will
indeed be our constant refrain.

The main point ro bear in mind is that we musr avoid
plunging once more inro the son of stupor from
which we awake every time rhere is a rumour of an
impending carastrophe, uncenain and afraid to link

our position with the interests of one or other super-

POwer.

Ve must not give way [o Iran - we are all agreed on
that. How can we make Iran give way? That is the
problem. The proposals which have been put forward
here are not realistic. It was this that prompted Mr
Capanna - and I agree with him - to mlk of the
need for mediadon. This does not mean making a

choice, Mr Pedini. To mediare, if I understand the
term aright, means to try to find new common ground.

'!7'e are now witnessing exasperation in rhe Islamic
world with American imperialism, combined in the last
few weeks with disillusionmenr with the imperialism of
the Soviet Union, which invaded Afghanisran in order
to have easier access to sources of oil.

This, then, was a completely new situation which
developed in the last few months, giving us scope for
possible acrion. No action was taken, and I would like
to remind you, in agrrement with Mr Galluzzi, that
Iran will have no problem in finding another outler for
irc oil. The customers in the Easr are ready, and .there
is still in existence a l92l treaty giving the Sovier
Union the right rc intervene if the Iranians call for
assistance. Ve are therefore in a situation in which
Iran could choose rc ally ircelf with the Russian bear

- as suggested in an anicle in 'Le Monde' quorcd by
Mr Pedini - to resist the American wolf.

Between the bear and the wolf, Europe now has a role
to play - it can once more be a pole of attraction.
This is the question which we raised, and this is rhe
purpose of the amendments we have tabled, calling for
a bold, realistic and dynamic initiative by Europe,
which would not be confined to condemnations or
complaints.

President. - I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdi. - U) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, as the tablers of a motion for a resolution, we do
not think it necessary rc add very much in order'ro
express the strongest possible condemnation of, and
the greatest possible concern abour what is occurring
in Iran, and to stress the exceptional nature of the
situation, which, apart from any favourable or unfa-
vourable political assessmenr of the rype of revolurion
which has convulsed Iran in the last few monrhs, can
in any case not be justified. k is a situarion which rhe
continuing and repeated refusals of rhe Iranian aur-
horities not just to free rhe hostages, bur even to take
them out of the insecure siruarion in which they find
themselves, in the hands of the group of so-called
Islamic students, have aggravated ro the poinr of mak-
ing inevitable - after many months of patient waiting

- the sanctions announced by the United States Gov-
ernment and its requesr for help from the counrries of
the Atlantic Alliance and of the EEC.
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This explains the need for Parliament to reiterate its

condemnation and once more firmly to urge the Iran-
ian authorides to release the hostages immediately.
Apart from anything else, this is the only way of res-

toring the possibility of normal political and economic
relations, and indeed relations of any other kind,
between the 'Western peoples and the Iranian people,
whom we regard as friends and who are fonunately
not composed solely of fanatics.

This explains also why it is essential, in the spirit of the
sratements made here yesterday - perhaps rather too
vaguely - by the President-in-Office of the Council,
Mr Colombo, that Parliament urge the Nine to con-
sulr once more afrer the Lisbon meetint, in a more
suitable context, in order to find the best and most
effecdve way to express in practical terms our solidar-
iry with the people and government of the United
Srates, and to state their readiness to adopt any
diplomatic or political measures which might be neces-

sary to bring about a more rapid return to normal in
one of the most troubled regions of the world - a

region subject to the tension of a thousand conflicting
inrerests and a thousand porcntial economic and polit-
ical disputes, which we would not wish to become mil-
itary confrontations - a region over which, above all,
hangs the threatening shadow of Soviet imperialism,
which the recent invasion of Afghanistan has made
only too evident.

It may be - as some say - that the attitude of the

Unircd Smtes Administration and the measures it has

threatened to take are a mistake, and that the way in
which the support of the Atlantic Alliance and of the
Nine has been called for without preliminary consulta-
tion is also a mismke.

Of course, there are many points to be cleared up with
the United Starcs Administration, many procedures
and aspects of mutual respect to be insisted upon, but,
even accepting - and we do not accePt it. - that the
United States may have made a mistake in their way of
proceeding, that mistake, which could always be

redressed through open discussions, is a ihousand
times preferable to a refusal by any of the Nine. Such a
refusal could mean the end of the solidarity among the
countries of the Community, the Atlantic Alliance and
indeed of the free world. In other words, this is exactly
what is wanted not only by the more fanatical of the
present Iranian leaders, but also by all the enemies of
the 'Western countries, especially the Soviet Union, its

satellite countries and parties, to whose threatening
presence we must all react in a united way in order to
create the conditions for peace with security for all the
peoples of the world.

President. - I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Madam President, we can-
not imatine the horrific situation the American hos-

tages have now been in for five months. This affront
not only to diplomatic conventions but also to basic

human behaviour, the fact that nothing less than peace

in the Middle East, or even world peace, has been put
in jeopardy by a conceited old man who thinks he

mus! act as if he was a sort of representadve of the
Almighry on this planet, is incomprehensible and
unacceptable. There can be no denying the fact that
the Americans, and panicularly President Caner, have

shown vinually infinite patience, but there are limits to
everything in the lives of nations, and patience is no

exception. This is certainly rrue in situations as provo-
cative as these.

Naturally, it would not be right for us to criticize the

American atritude severely on the one hand, even
though our criticism may panly be jusdfied, while at
the same time realizing that we ourselves as Europeans
have fallen short in mking effective steps in good time
with a view rc alleviating the situation. Secondly, not
everything President Caner says on this matter is

equally fonunate and allies should not present each

other vith ultimatums, with or without dates. How-
ever, it should be quite clear that we as Europeans are

behind and not against our American friends.

The question was, what can we do? Ve failed perhaps

ro answer this question satisfactorily. The question
now is, what must we do? I should like rc say that rhe

two resolutions, both the one mbled by Mr Fergusson

and others and the one tabled by Mr Glinne and oth-
ers meet with my approval. They are both balanced in
tone and structure. It is in fact regrettable that we have

not managed to produce a single joint resolution in the
name of the entire Parliamenti There is one imponant
difference in the operative paragraph, in that the Fer-
gusson resolution goes so far as to consider the possi-

biliry of breaking off diplomatic relations. I am not
actually saying that this must now happen, but that it is

a possibility. The same possibility is implicit in the
resolution tabled by Mr Glinne and others. I think I
can therefore say that it is a pity that we have not
managed to produce a single joint resolution, since

there appears to be such broad agreement on this mat-
ter. I do not think you will be surprised, Madam Presi-
dent, when I say that I hope to be able to vote in
favour of both resolutions.

President. - I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castellin^. - U) Madam President, it seems to
me that we have lost sight of the original reason for
this debate, for the re,.Fnt worsening of international
tension was not caused by the uking of the hostages,
which now unfortunately dates from several months
ago and which we have all roundly condemned.

Ve are now debating the marter because, when it
seemed that a solution was about to be found, Presi-
dent Carter unexpectedly introduced serious reprisals
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against Iran. I think this was for reasons of elecoral
propaganda, and, more imponantly, perhaps to cover
up - by means of an act likely ro arouse the worst
nationalistic instincts - the failure of what had
seemed to some rc be his only political success to date

- the famous Camp David agreemenr. Ir is, therefore,
this American action which we musr now assess,

together with the threat to peace which ir represents.
For this reason I was one of those who insisted rhar
this question be debared urgently, since ir would have
been absurd for the European Parliamenr nor ro have
expressed an opinion at such a crucial juncture. I think
that Parliament should refuse to follow rhe United
Stdtes along the road of the polirical, economic or mil-
itary sanctions which have been imposed or rhrea-
tened, and which, apart from any other objection - as

many have said serve no purpose and would only .ieo-
pardize the chances of solving the problem.

I think that this Parliament - which in my view unan-
imously believes that ir is wrong ro mke hostages -should however try to understand thar acts such as rhis
are prompted by a reaction - however irrational and
unacceptable - on the pan of peoples who have been
oppressed and downtrodden for centuries, and who
for too long have seen bloodthirsry dictators like the
Shah of Iran kepr in power by governmenr which
claim to be democratic and which now invoke the rule
of international law. !7e musr srarr from this facr, and
realize that international rension is likely ro worsen if
we fail to give posirive answers to the just demands of
peoples who are freeing themselves from age-old sub-
jugation. Yes, Mr Pedini, cases such as that of the
American Embassy in Tehran will occur more fre-
quently if the response of the developed countries -so-called developed counrries, or ar leasr so-called
advanced counrries - remains, as in rhe past, rhat of
arroBant oppression.

The first thing that needs to be done, ro show rhar
there is a differenr way ro respond co rhe demands - I
repeat, the just demands - which these people are
making, is, I rhink, rc find a polirical solution to the
Palestinian problem, recognizing rhat people's right rc
self-determination. I mention the Palestinian problem
because it is one of the unsolved problems in rhat
explosive area of the world. But it seems to me that this
road is not being followed decisively enough, and rhat
even those in rhis Parliamenr who refuse to follow the
extremist American line are not acting decisively. I do
not think we can content ourselves with half-measures,
with mere words or fruitless atrempm at mediation
which essentially accept the logic and - let us admit ir

- also the advantages of American policy, while at
the same time trying cunningly ro retain rhe chance of
some trade and a few barrels of oil. Such a policy is
undignified and pointless, and is therefore not the one
to follow. A change is needed, and Europe musr take
an independent and practical initiaitve in economic
and political terms in order to make a positive res-
ponse, with all that thar entails, including sacrifices on
our part for the benefit of rhe peoples of the Third

Vorld. In this respect Iran is only a test. Failing such a
commitment, Europe's position will become down-
right untenable, whereas it could play a decisive role if
it showed more courage

This was the purpose of the amendment which I nbled
together with other colleagues, since, as you are well
aware, we cannot put forward our views even on such
an important question, because even in this case 21

signatures are required.

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Madam President, one
sometimes wonders whether or not one is dreaming.
Here I am sitting in the European Parliament which,
according to the election propaganda, was ro have
been an insrrument for peace. And what do I hear but
voices of a majority speaking in such unpeaceful terms
that one would not have thought possible.

At this present time, the whole world is pressing for
rational and peaceful solutions. Here in rhe European
Parliament, however, the conflicts are being exacer-
barcd and complicated still funher and the compe-
tency of the Community is being extended rc include
those areas normally covered by NATO. The majority
are speaking, in their shon-sighrcd arrogance, in more
warlike terms than the NATO Council. What a con-
rrast ro the more balanced views put forward yesterday
by the Presidenr of rhe Council, Mr Colombo, and to
the wishes of che people of the nine Member Srares.
There is just one consolation in all this, namely thar
the warlike majoriry of this Assembly is nor going to
get its own way. 'We are glad of rhis.

President. - I call Sir Fred Varner.

Sir Fred Varner. - Madam President, I am really
somewhat surprised by the last two speeches. Mrs Cas-
tellina has no greater admirer in this House rhan
myself. Vhar on earrh was she saying to us? She said
that because rhe Iranians had had a bad time some
time ago, it was fully undersrandable that they should
now today seize all the American hostages. \[hat is
she telling us? Because Italy was once ruled by the
Borgias and the Bourbons, and even Mussolini, are the
Italian students going to seize all the diplomats in
Rome tomorrow and put chgm in solitary confinemenr
and blindfold them? I hope nor, and I am sure you did
not mean that.

Now I undersmnd that I am the last speaker in this
debate, so I am in a posirion to say rhat with a very
few exceptions we have had almost toral unanimity in
this debate. Ve have been unanimous on the obvious
need that these hostages should be released as quickly
as possible. We have been vinually unanimous on rhe
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need to support the Americans. Ve have been virtually
unanimous on the need to act together and on believ-
ing that the Nine are a far more effective force in
world politics than each of us acting separately. In that
connection I think we were all greatly heanened and

encouraged by what Mr Davignon said on behalf of
the Commission.

\fle have heard some very good ideas expressed in this
debate. For instance, the Socialist resolution suggests

thar a delegadon should go to Tehran. That doesn't
appear in our motion, but we accept it. If the House
wants [hat, we would be very glad to see it happen and

even to take pan in it. The only thing which has

marred this debate has been a cenain number of pany
remarks from that quarter of the House in which they
invariably seem to arise in the first place. I would have

rhought that this was rhe one debate in which we
would not have to advertise the virtues of our own
party as oppost:d to the olhers. I would have thought
our American allies needed something better from us

than self-advertisement.. There is one issue nonethe-
less, which clearly does deeply and sincerely divide
this House. That is the issue of diplomadc relations
and whether they should be interrupted or not. I have

a special interr:st in this because for 30 years I was a
diplomat, and it is very difficult being a diplomat
today. On onc occasion, as I lay in my bath, a bomb
dropped at the end of my garden. It was not aimed at
me, but it is typical of modern diplomacy that it has to
take place under a rain of bombs. On another occasion
I was shut out of my embassy and had s[ones thrown
at me. My friends and colleagues were kidnapped,
sometimes shot.

These are the difficulties of modern diplomacy, but
countries, governments and diplomats carry on
because they believe in the principle of diplomacy and

rhat internarional relacions can only be carried on
effectively through diplomatic relations. Underlying
all this is the assumption which has underlain it for
thousands of years, namely, that all conberned agree

that it should work and that it should be made to
work, that the persons of those who are carrying it on,
barring accidents, are sacred and that only in a break-
down of international relations, only in the case of war
or where diplomacy is rctally abandoned, do you
withdraw y'our embassy. But what has happened

today? The whole underlying assumption of diplo-
macy has broken down. The Iranians did not say to
rhe Americ:rns, '$(i'e do not want to mlk to you, take
your embassy away'. That is not what they did. That
would have been understandable perhaps, although
mistaken, but what they did was to seize all these

innocent individuals and hold them as criminals. You
cannot carry on diplomacy in those circumstances. It
makes no sense at all, and the lives of all other diplom-
ats are at risk so long as tha[ kind of thing is con-
doned. How can you expect other countries, how can

you expect other students, how can you exPect other
madmen to refrain from seizing diplomats if you sit
rhere quierly month afrer month doing nothing.

The present situation is a great danger not only to our
world, but to Iran. The Iranians themselves are at
stake in this matter. !(e appeal to their government to
realise that they need the friendship of America and

that only the hosrages stand between our friendship
and the present totally unsatisfactory state of affairs.
Ve appeal to the Government of Iran to make this
gesture, and my pany appeals rc this House to supPort
the resolution with the largest possible number of
votes, not because we wish to suPPort a presidential
candidarc, nor to support the President of the United
States, but to support. our unswerving friends and

allies, the American people and the American nation.

(Applause)

INTHE CHAIR: MRJAQUET

Wce-President

President. - I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag. - Mr President, I rise to withdraw the

motion which my co-signatories and I tabled on this
subject, and I hope you will allow me to give a very
brief explanadon of why we are doing so. Ve put the
resolution in right at the very stan and it reflected the
stronBes[ feelings of the signatories. '!7e are withdraw-
ing it zorbecause we want to withdraw the srong disap-
proval we expressed of the behaviour of the students,
which is endrely contrary, as we said in the resolution,
to justice, to diplomatic convention, to the spirit of
humanity and to the rules of civilized behaviour. Ve
maintain our full support and solidarity with the
United States, not only with the people of the Unircd
Srates but also, in this difficult time, wirh the United
States administration. As Mr Berkhouwer said,

whoever heard of any government not having electoral
considerations and I was surprised, as Sir Fred \flarner
was, at the muddy meanderings of Mrs Casrcllina
who, presumably, has never done anything for elec-
toral reasons.

'!7e are withdrawing this resolution very simply
because we believe that our views are fully expressed
in the joint resolution of the European Democratic
Group, the European People's Party and the Liberal
Group, and I trust that we shall have from the vast

majority of the members of this House a firm vote for
that resolution.

President. - I call Mrs De March.

Mrs De March. - (F) The situation in Iran is once

again up for debarc in this House, and I should like to
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point out on behalf of the French Communists and
Allies - as I did in plenary session on 14 November
last year - rhat we are fundamentally opposed to the
taking of hostages and to any form of violent repres-
sion. 'We believe in respecting the principle of diplom-
aric immunity and the rule of inrernarional law. But
can we really deny that the siruation in Iran is essen-
tially an expression of rhe demands and the legitimate
right of the Iranian people to judge their own persecu-
tor, to mke their fate in rheir own hands and assume
full sovereign responsibility for their own affairs?

Judging by the motions for resolurions which have
been tabled here by the other groups and the speeches
I have listened to attentively from the Conservatives,
the European People's Pany and the Liberals, we are
still far removed from rhe humanirarian ideals rhar
people have been proclaiming, and what is in fact at
stake is something completely different. The imponant
thing, you say, is to formulate a common policy on
that polidcally sensitive region. You say yre musr lose
no time in demonstraring our toral solidariry with rhe
Unircd States. These resolutions even refer ro having
recourse to force in what amoun[s, in my view, to the
pursuit of unlawful objectives.

In his speech earlier in this debate, Mr Fergusson
could not have expressed himself more clearly in justi-
fying the anirude of his group. Oil, he said, was ro be
found behind the locked doors of Iran. Here is the
real problem. As far as you are concerned, urgency is
justified by President Caner's appeal. Vhen the Lib-
eral Group calks of new factors what they really mean
is the US President's uhimatum to his allies. The new
factor - as Secretary of State Varren Christopher
pointed our - is rhe deadline: 2l April 1980, rhe date
on which the Foreign Ministers of the Nine will be
meeting again. The new element is the very clear and
unflattering appeal by Caner ro those of his allies who
only rally round hal{heanedly to suppon his decisions;
the new elemenr is the Brussels 'Commission's head-
long rush to ge[ down ro work on rhese planned mea-
sures, and which has in turn caused Mr Davignon to
appeal to the European Parliament ro contribute to rhe
success of a common European strategy.

But what about rhe Community's independence? !7har
about the Member States' freedom of decision? \fhat
about narional interests? Vhar has happened to the
mph of an independenr Europe as the flag-bearer of
the democraric ideal? $7e are far from proreding rhe
lives of the hostages and the supreme principle of
peace in rhar pan of the world. Even rhe American
press is starring ro quesrion rhe point of all this. For
instance, the New York Times, discussing the possibil-
iry of a naval blockade and of mining rhe shipping
lanes, wondered how this would affect the hosrages
and America's allies, who are likely ro be the main vic-
tims of an American poliry of blockade. The truth is
that a majority in rhis House refuses ro acknowledge
that the Iranian people are now following the Viei-
namese in inflicting a severe defeat on American srra-

tegy. You do nor think it legitimate thar a people
should have freed itself from a 25-year dictatorship,
put an end to SAVAK tonuring and demanded the
extradition of the Shah as orher peoples - including
the French - have done for their persecutors in the
past. You will not accepr [har the Iranian people have
put an end to a dicmtorship insulled as a result of a
coup d'Etat engineered by the CIA and are now calling
for justice to be wrought on those who committed
these crimes. Vhat this House is in fact being called
upon to do is to give in as quickly as possible to \flash-
ington's demands.

The Members of the Communists and Allies Group
will be voting against these morions for a resolution
because we stand firmly behind peoples struggling for
their independence. Ve cannor supporr. the adoption
of a resolution in which rhe authors call for solidarity,
armed intervention and sanbtions which have norhing
to do with the humanitarian and legal problem of rhe
people held in the American Embassy. Unlike you, we
have no intention of hasrily turning over [he page of
the Iranian people's struggle for narional liberarion,
because we canno! forget rhe price rhey have had to
pay with their sons and their blood to be free.

In voting against these motions for resolutions, we
shall not allow parry political interests on rhe pan of
President Carter, or rarher - begging your pardon -candidate Caner to jeopardize seriously the peace and
security of Europe and the whole world. In so doing,
we shall be defending rhe sovereign righr of our own
country, because, Mr Davignon, a Europe which
speaks with one voice is - we are bound [o say - an
aligned Europe.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Zamberletti.

Mr Zamberlecti, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (I) Mr President, I would like to rell the Members
of Parliamenr rhar, as represenrarive of the Presidency,
I lisrcned with rhe grearesr atiention to rhis debate
opened yesterday by Mr Colombo.

I also took note of rhe requesr for information pur ro
the Council by Parliament. In this connecrion, I would
like to say that Mr Colombo's staremen[ and my pres-
ence here today take accounr of your requests for
information and continuous contacr, and also bear
witness to [he imporrance which your work has for us,
panicularly when it concerns a serious crisis such as, in
this case, rhe plight of the American hostages in Teh-
ran, which is continuing ro poison internaiional rela-
uons.

Mr Colombo yesterday informed you fully abour the
lines along which European cooperarion is developing
at this critical stage, wirh regard to the disressing epi-
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sode of the occupation of the American Embassy and
rhe taking hostage of its saff. I have nothing nev/ ro
rcll you, In this Parliament, which has shown such
great interest and such justified concern over recen[
events and developments in Iran, may I make the
necessary assessment of the Iranian problem in so far
as ir concerns the functioning of the Nine's polirical
cooperation.

I would like to assure you that there has been consi-
derable coordination and singleness of purpose, both
ar the highest levels of political cooperation and in the
joint action of the diplomatic representatives of the
Community countries in Tehran who, in their con-
tacts with the Iranian authorities, have always fol-
lowed instructions agreed among the governments of
the Nine.

This augurs well not only for future action by the
Nine, but also for ever greater agreement and an
increasingly constructive and incisive approach in the
foreign relations of the Nine.

Mr President, the Presidency will inform the Council
in detail abour the interesting debate held here and the
poinm which have emerged in it, on a subject which is
important for peace, security, the lives of the Teheran
hostages and the safeguarding of international law.

Through these assurances I wish to stress that the
Presidency will follow your debates as closely as possi-

ble, in order to improve the coordination of Parlia-
ment's work with thb aims and imponant decisions
with which the Council will have to concern itself
from time to time.

(Applause)

President. - The debate is closed.

The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

INTHE CHAIR:MRSVEIL

President

President. - \7e shall now interrupt the proceedings
to welcome His Excellency Mr Luis Herrera Campins,
President of the Republic of Venezuela. I

The sitting is suspended.

(The sitting ans suspended at 5 p.m. and resumed at
6 p.*.)

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

17. Votes

Prcsident. - The next item is the vote on [he
motions for resolutions on which the debate has

closed.

Ve shall begin with the motions on the situation in
Iran. !7'e shall consider first the motionfor a resolution
(Doc. 1-89/80 reo./ll), tabled by Mr Fergusson on bebalf
of tbe European Democratic Group, Mr. Blumenfeld on
behalf of the Group of the European People\ Party (CD
Group) and Mr Berhhouu)er on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group: Plight of tbe Ameicans held captiae
in Tebran. ,

Mr de la Maline has nbled Amendment No l/rev.
seeking to replace the entire motion for a resolution
by a new text, as follows:

- having regard to its resolurions of 15 November 1979
and l4 March 1980,

- 
poinring out that the European States have indicated
their suppon in the United Nations for the principle of
economic sanctions if the Iranian Government contin-
ues to hold the hosages,

- 
noting that the representations made by each of the
nine European governments to the Iranian Govern-
menc have so far elicited no action,

- noting that the continued violation of diplomatic con-
venrions and of the most elementary human right in-

*r:;I:':"i:m"irx'*' i'J"::::?il':l"Ii
nations and endangers peace,

- 
aware of the fact that the gravity of the present situa-
tion calls for concened action by all nations which are
atmched to the principles of justice and freedom;

1. Puts on record its deep sympathy with the torr"g.r'
and with their families and expresses its solidarity with
rhe United States of America;

2. Addresses a renewed urgent appeal to the Iranian
Government to comply with international law and
immediarely release the hostages;

3. Invites the Governments of the Nine to take urgent
steps ro convene a meeting with the Government of
the United States in order to decide jointty on appro-
priate measures to secure, at the earliest possible date,
the release of the hostages and to restore normal,
peaceful relations with Iran.

'!fl'hat is Mr Fergusson's position?1 See Annex.
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Mr Fergusson. - The answer is no, Mr PrCpident.

President. - I put Amendment No l/rev. ro rhe
vote.

Amendment No l/rev. is rejecred.

(Parliament adopted thefirst indent of the preamble)

On the second indent of the preamble, Mr Capanna
and others have mbled Amendment No 3 seeking to
delete this indenr.

I put Amendmenr No 3 to the vote.

Amendment No 3 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted successioely the second,and tbird
indents of the preamble)

On the founh indent of the preamble, I have rwo
amendmenr seeking to reword the indenr:

- Amendmenr No 4 by Mr Capanna and orhers:

- recognizing that the continuation of the situarion in
Tehran and the economic and military measures
announced and taken by President Caner constiture a
serious threar rc international peace and security;

- Amendment No l l by Mr Glinne bn behalf of rhe
Socialist Group:

- drawing attention ro the unforeseeable consequences
which refusal to release the hostages might have, and
appealing to the feelings of mutual dependence shared
by all the peoples concerned.

I put Amendment No 4 to rhe vote.

Amendment No 4 is rejecred.

I put Amendment No I I to the vore.

Amendment No I I is rejecred.

(Parliament adopted tbefourth indent of the preamble)

On the fifth indent of the preamble, Mr Capanna and
others have nbled Amendmenr No 5 seeking to
reword the indent as follows:

- anxious that traditional friendly relations between
Iran and the countries of the European Community
should not be perturbed by evenm unconnecred with
the profirable cooperarion berween the peoples of the
two panies.

I put Amendmenr No 5 ro the vote.

Amendment No 5 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted successioely the fifih and sixth
indents of the preamble)

On paragraphs I to 4, Mr Castellina and Mr Capanna
have abled Amendment No 2 seeking to replace these
paragraphs with rhe following paragraphs:

1. Calls on the Foreign Ministers of the European Com-
munity to give serious rhought to rhe dangers arising
from the diplomatic, economic and military measures
raken or threatened by the United States and rc bear
in mind that

a. action of the kind mken by the Iranian studenm is
no more than a reaction - however irrational and
mistaken - on the pan of a people which for cen-
ruries has lived in oppressive dependence and for
roo long has seen regimes which claim to be
democratic (and today appeal co rhe rules of Inter-
national Law) suppon dictators like the Shah of
Persia;

b. there can be no relaxation in internadonal rela-
rions and no lasring peace until such time as a pos-
itive response is given to rhe jusr claims of rhe
developing peoples;

c. it is in rhis direction which Europe musr move,
refusing to follow the United States in adopting
remliatory measures against Iran, but pursuing
insread a clear-cut economic and political course
of action ztis-d-ok the Third Vorld, independently
of the line uken by either of the superpowers;

d. in rhis conrexr it is even more urgen[ rhat Europe
should adopt an approach rhar faces squarely up ro
rhe Palesrinian problem, failure to settle which
makes the situation in the Middle Easr even more
explosive, and one which, in view of rhe mistaken
assumpdons made at Camp David, reaches the
only fair and reasonable decision, which is to
recognize officially rhe PLO as rhe legirimare
representative of the Palesrinian people;

2. Decides

to send to Iran a delegation representative of all its
political groups in order to establish contact with
the represenutive bodies in Iran and in this way,
to help find solucions that lead to the release of the
hosmges and meet the requesrs made by President
Bani Sadr regarding the trial of Reza Pahlevi,

to request the Council to assign to the President-
in-Office a role of mediator between the govern-
men6 in Tchran and lfashington, insructing
hrm to repon back to the Council and the Euro-
pean Parliamenr so that a debate can be held in the
House as soon as possible based on the findings of
the President of the Council and the European
Parliament delegation.

I put Amendmenr No 2 ro the vote.

Amendment No 2 is rejected.

(Parliament adoptod paragraphs I arnd 2)

On paragraph 3 I have rhree amendmenr.s. Mr

b.
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President

Capanna and others have nbled Amendment No 5
r..king to replace the paragraph by the following:

- Requests the Foreign Ministers meedng in political
cooperation, and in panicular their President-in-
Office,

- to take all necessary and practicable stePs to restore
peace and friendly relations between the peoples

involved, thus giving Europe the opponuniry, in this

difficult period, of playing and active role in promot-
ing peace,

- to offer the governmenu of the United States and Iran
the'good offices', and possibly the mediation, of the

President-in-Office, thereby demonstradng the

Community's determination to Promorc peace in an

area increasingly threatencd by a sudden aggravadon
of the situation.

Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist GrouP has tabled

Amendment No l2lrev. seeking to delete rhe first
indent.

Mr Glinne has also nbled on behalf of the Socialist
Group Amendment No 9/rev. seeking to replace the

third indent by the following:

- to decide on progressive political action to underline
the Member States' dercrmination to obtain the

release of the hostages.

I put Amendment No 6 to the vote.

Amendment No 5 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted tbefirst sentence ofparagraph 3)

I put Amendment No 12/ rev. to the vo[e.

Amendment No 12lrev. is rejecrcd.

(Parliament successioely adop.ted the first and second

indents ofparagraph 3)

I put to the vote Amendment No 9/rev.

Amendment No 9/rev. is rejecrcd.

(Parliament adopted the tbird indent ofparagraph S)

I have two amendments on paragraph 4. Mr Capanna
and others have tabled Amendment No 7 seeking to
delete the paragraph.

Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialisr GrouP has tabled
Amendment No l0 seeking to replace the paragraph
by the following:

Appreciates the moderate attitude, after 170 days of
imprisonment of the hostages, adopted so far by the go1-

ernment and the people of the United States, and appeals

to the reason of the parties concerned to seek a solution
solely by peaceful means.

I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.

Amendment No 7 is rejected.

I put Amendment No l0 to the vote.

Amendment No l0 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 4)

On paragraph 5, Mr Capanna and others have tabled
Amendment No 8 seeking to replace the paragraph by
the following:

Instructs its President to forward this resolution with the

urmos[ urgency to the President-in-Office of the Council,
the Commission and the governments of the Member
States.

I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.

Amendment No 8 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraPh 5)

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole.

The resolution is adopted.

(Loud appkusefrom tbe centre and tbe right)

*-o*-

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a resolu-

tion ( Doc. 1 - I I 3/SO) tabled by Mr Glinne and others on

behalf of the Socialist Group: Situation created by the

taking of hostages in Tebran.

The motion is rejected.

*.**

President. - \7e shall now consider rhe three notions

for resolutions on inoolaing the northem Adiatic in the

Earopean unification Process.

\7e shall begin with rhe motion for a resolution (Doc,

1-8t/SO) by Mr Goutbier and others.

I call Mr Gouthier.

Mr Gouthier. - (I) Mr President, I am willing to
withdraw my motion for a resolution if the other two
are also withdrawn in favour of Amendment No 1.

President. - I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi. - (l) Mr President, a replacement

amendment has been tabled and I think it ought to be
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voted on. If this replacemenr amendmenr is adoprcd,
the three motions will obviously fall.

President. - I call Mr Cecovini.

Mr Cecovini. - (l) Mr Presidenr, I only wanr to say
thar I second rhe request made by Mr Gouthier and
Mr Barbi. \(/e have agreed on a !ex[ which is incorpor-
ated in Amendment No I ro my morion. I think we
ought to vote on the morion first, before we vote on
the amendment, which if adoprcd will make all the
others fall. I am perfectly happy with rhis procedure,
as I also pur my name to rhe amendment.

President. - Ve shall rherefore vore on the motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-90180) by Mr Cecovini and
others, on which Mr Arf6 and others have mbled
Amendment No I seeking to replace the entire morion
by the following:

The European Parliament,

- considering that the European Communicy cannor
postpone any longer rhe effecdve coordination of cur-
rent effons to rationalize and expand the Commu-
nity's internal ranspoft network and its links with
rhird countries,

- considering in this context thar it is panicularly
imponant to improve Nonh-South Eanspoft routes in
view of the growing imponance of reladons between
the Community and the countries of Africa and Asia,

- considering that the Adriaric therefore constiturcs the
ideal terminus for rhe maritime roures linking chese
countries with those of Central Europe,

- 
having regard to the problems resulting from the
expansion of the Community into the eastern Medi-
terranean as a result of the fonhcoming accession of
Greece and the EEC-Yugoslavia cooperarion agree-
ment,

- drawing atrcnrion to the energy savings which could
be achieved by opening rapid transpbn links with the
south which would considerably shonen the tradi-
tional roures from the counries in the central pan of
rhe Communiry towards Suez,

- having regard to Communiry panicipation in the
financing of the Austrian mororway from Passau to
Spiefetd, which would establish a direct link berween
Greece, Yugoslavia and nonhern Europe, with serious
repercussions for rhe regions in the south-east of the
Community,

- considering that rhe improvement of communicarions
across the Alps will also strengthen cooperation
between all the Alpine and Adriatic regions, including
those in counrries which do not form pan of the-
Community, and that the projects envisaged must
therefore not in any way prejudice other projects
planned and submitted to the Community by the
regions concerned,

l. Decides, in view also of the recent agreemenr
between the EEC and Yugoslavia and of Greece's

fonhcoming accession to the Community, to
recommend the Council and Commission ro
examine the projecm, which must be coordinarcd
wirh the projecm planned by the countries con-
cerned so as to create an integrated system of
direct road and rail links between Bavaria and rhe
pons of Trieste and Monfalcone and berween Tri-
este and G6rizia and Yugoslavia;

2. Calls for an initial Community contribution of
2 million EUA rowards the elaboration of rhese
projecm;

3. Asks that the pons of the Upper Adriatic (like the
other Imlian pons) be included among the infra-
strucrures eligible for financial aid from the Euro-
pean Community;

4. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to
the Council and Commission and to the Commu-

. nity regions and rhird countries concerned.

I put Amendmenl No I to rhe vote.

The new resolution is adopted.

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Van Miert report (Doc:
1-821/79): Human rights in Chile.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I and
2)

After paragraph l, Mr'!7elsh and orhers have tabled
Amendment No I seeking to add rhe following new
paragraph:

2a. Recalls that the genesis df rhe presenr condition of
Chile lies in the actions of the previous governmenr
which despire being eleced by a minorityof elecrors.
sought to impose a social revolution which was con-
rrary ro the aspirations of the majority of the Chilean
people.

Vhat is rhe posirion of Mr Colla, who is deputizing
for the rapponeur?

Mr Colla, deputy rapport (NL) Mr President,
as far as the firsr pan of this amendmenr is concerned,
the rapponeur considers ir unreasonable and ridicu-
lous to cite past even[s as an excuse for violations of
human rights which are occurring ar the present time.
The idea expressed in the second pan of the amend-
ment is also incorrect. On the contrary, we can state
quite explicitly rhat rhe previous r6gime ruled legally
according to Chilean legisladon. The rapponer., lvl.
Van Mien, feels thar rhis amendmenr is urrerly biased '
and untrue. He requests Parliamenr ro reject ii with as
large a majority as possible.
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President. - I put Amendment No I to the vote.

Amendment No I is rejected.

(Applausdfrom certain quarters on the lefi)

(Parliament adopted paragrapbs 3 and 4)

I put to the vote paragraph 5, on which I have been
asked to hold a separa[e vote.

Since rhe result of the show of hands is doubtful, we
shall take a fresh vote by sitting and standing.

Paragraph 5 is adopted.

(Parliament adopted paragraph e)

Members may now give explanations of vote.

I call Mrs Groes.

Mrs Grocs. - (DK) Mr President, my decision to
abstain from voting on lhe amendments tabled and to
vote against the repon is no doubt familiar to your
from previous-debates on questions of foreign policy,
and I still refuse to get involved in the struggle of rhe
various groups to arrogate to this Parliament greater
powers in the field of foreign policy. I think we have
seen from the debate today that the danger of conflict
in connection with Parliament's discussion of matters
of foreign policy is far greater than the possibility of
establishing peace,

President. - I call Mr Fich.

Mr Fich. - (DK) Mr President, rarely have we seen
such an excellent document as the Van Mien report
on Chile. T'he document is not only good from a

rechnical point of view, but it is also very clear from
the political point of view and is unconditional in its
support for the repressed people of Chile. I can there-
fore only say that I go along with the contents of this
document. However, tlie reason why I can nevenhe-
less not support its adoption here in Parliament is the
fundamental question of what subjects this House
should deal with. In my view, the task of this Parlia-
ment is laid down in the Treaties and should take the
form of an interaction with the Council of Ministers
and the Commission. The Parliament is not, however,
an element in political cooperation which is conducted
between the nine Foreign Ministers outside the Trea-
ties. It would be a good thing if more people respected
rhis distinction so that the Assembly did not spend its
time discussing matters of foreign policy.

Naturally, in this specific case we could let the princi-
ple go by the board, panicularly as the report is so
good, and express our support. to the people of Chile.

However, I am convinced that you yourself, Mr Presi-
dent, realize the danger of ever increasing powers for
the so-called European Parliament which remains
dominated by right-wing forces, which are not pre-
pared to give their support to the people of Chile. For
this reason, I cannot support the repon.

President. - I put to [he vote the motion for a reso-
lurion as a whole.

The resolution is adopted.

(Applaasefrom certain qr4drters on tbe left)

I call Mr Martin on a point of order.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, we have just been
informed that the I 13 persons under sentence of death
at Gafsa have been executed. I want to express our
repulsion at this bloody and iniquitous crime which
has been perpetrated by Bourguiba and the Tunisian
Government with complete disregard for human life
and the rights of man. There is nothing more I can
say.

President. - Your statement is noted. No tragic
death leaves us untouched.

I call Mr Sutra on a point of order.

Mr Sutra. - (F) I propose that the Hoise observe a

minute's silence on account of the news we have just
been given.

President. - There is nothing in the Rules of Proce-
dure and no precedent for such a procedure, and we
shall not set a precedent coday.

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contained in the Antoniozzi report (Doc. 1-723/
79): Sitaation in Nicaragua.

(Parliament adopted the first tan indents of tbe pream-
ble)

After rhe second indent of the preamble, Mr Chambei-
ron and others have ubled Amendment No 4 seeking
ro replace rhe text of the motion for a resolution by
the following:

- having regard to the repon of the Political Affairs
Committee and the opinion of the Committee on
Development and Cooperation (Doc. l-723/79).
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President

1. Asks the Commission to draw up a survey of the aid
so far granted by it to Nicaragua and to keep Parlia-
ment regularly informed of any future aid;

2. Asks the Commission, while respecting to the full the
political, economic and social options of the Nicara-
guan Government, to increase its aid on the scale and
in the form requesrcd by the authorities of the country
concerned in order to meet the various needs of
Nicaragua;

3. Instructs its President to forward this resolution to the
Council and Commission and to the Foreign Ministers
meeting in political cooperation.

\7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Antoniozzi, rdpporteur. 
- 

(I) Mr President, may
I remind the House that this motion for a resolution
was discussed at several meetings by the Political
Affairs Committee, which unanimously adopted the
present text after minor changes to [he earlier one.

For this reason, I do not think there is any poinr in
changing the existing balance of ihe resolurion, espe-
cially as what is proposed in the first, second and third
amendments is for rhe mosr parr already contained in
our motion.

I am against any change to the [exr.

President. - I put Amendment No 4 to the vote.

Amendment No 4 is rejected.

On the third indent of the preamble, Mrs Lizin has
abled Amendment No 1 seeking to replace the indent
by the following:

- welcoming the fall of rhe dictatorship of Anasusio
Somoza, notes with pleasure thar the effons of the
Nicaraguan people have resulted in the restorarion of
democratic freedoms.

\7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Antoniozzi, rapporteur. - (I) I am against the
amendment, Mr President, for the same reasons as

before.

President. - I put Amendment No I to the vote.

Amendment No I is rejected.

(Parliament successioely adopted the third and fourth
indents of the preamble)

On the fifth indent of the preamble, Mrs Lizin has
ubled Amendment No 3 seeking to replace the indent
by the following:

- fully aware of Nicaragua's presen[ grave economic
difficuldes which might, in the absence of remedial
action, encourage the return to poa)er in that country oJ

forces uhicb were responsible for the tragic situation
experienced by it.

\flhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Antoniozzi, rdpporteur. - (1) Againsr, Mr Presi-
dent, for the reasons I have mentioned.

President. - I put Amendmenr No 3 to the vorc.

Amendment No 3 is rejecred.

(Parliament successioely adopted the fifih and sixth
indenu of the preamble)

On paragraph 1, Mrs Lizin has abled Amendmenr
No 2 seeking to replace rhe paragraph by the follow-
rng:

Hopes that rhe Member Smtes of rhe European Commu-
nity will show real solidariry wirh thc progress of demo-
cracy in Nicaragua and will invite their panners to take the
same attitude and to encourage its observance.

\flhar is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Antoniozzi, rapportear. - (D I am against this
amendment, Mr President, for the reason that rhere is
an atrempr here to replace a neutral attitude to Nicara-
gua by quire a different idea of interference - direct
or indirect - in its domestic affairs. I am against the
amendment for this reason, as well as for the reasons I
have already mentioned before.

President. - I put Amendment No 2 to the vore.

Amendment No 2 is rejected.

(Pprliament adopted paragraph 1 and then pdrdgrdphs 2
to 4)

I call Mr Chambeiron for an explanation of vote.

Mr Chambeiron. - (F) Mr President, the Commun-
ist and Allies Group tabled an amendment which illus-
trated our desirg,to see increased aid from the Com-
munity to the people and government of Nicaragua,
and also ro see rhis aid provided without any interfer-
ence in the domestic affairs of the counrry. In other
woids, we did nol wanr this aid ro'have any detrimen-
tal effect on whatever the decisions rhe Nicaraguan
Government may have taken in the economic, political
and social spheres.

Qur amendment was rejecred even rhough it had the
merit of being sraightforward and of dispelling a
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number of ambiguities which have crept into the text
of the motion for a resolution. I am sorry about this.

However, our first concern is to come to the aid of the

people and government of Nicaragua. Thgy are in a

,ery tough situation and they have to heal the wounds

which were inflicted for decades by the Somoza dicu-
torship with its imperialist backing.

Ve shall be voting for the motion for a resolution as a

whole because we want to help the people and the

government of Nicaragua.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-

lution as a whole.

The resolution is adopted.

Mr Ferri, dePuty rdPPorteur. - (I) lvlr President, the

opinion of tfie majoiity of the committee members, of
rh. ."ppon.rr, and of course myself, is against these

amendments which Mr Tyrrell has tabled. The aim is

to reintroduce the restriction which appeared in the

Commission's text and which the Legal Affairs Com-
mittee wanted to exclude by a large majority. In his

reply to the rapporteur and to me during the debate

*i hrd, Mr Davignon himself acknowledged that this

decision by rhe Legal Affairs Committee was appro-

priate for the purposes of further development by the

Commission in this sphere. I hope that this lirre will be

followed by Parliament and that these amendments

will be rejected.

President. - I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.

Amendment No 3 is rejected.

Amendments Nos 5 and 2 therefore fall.

After Article I l, Mr Tyrrell on behalf of the European
Democratic Group has tabled Amendment No 4 seek-

ing rc delete the entire'Council Recommendation'.

\7hat is rhe rapponeur's position?

I

Mr Ferri, deputy rapporteur. - (I) | am against this

amendment, too. This is a recommendation to the

Council and its political and moral value is quite clear.

I can see no reason for deleting it.

President. - I put Amendment No 4 to the vote'

Amendment No 4 is rejected.

'\7e shall now consider the motion for a resolution.

(Parliament adopted the preamble)

After the preamble, Mr Megahy and others have

tabled Amendment No 1 seeking to replace the rcxt of
the motion by the following:

- noting that both the Commission's proposals and the
Legal Affairs Committee's report stress the proposed

Direcdve as having imponant political significance in
the move towards European union,

- 
having regard, however, to the declining suppon for
the EEC in most Member countries and the very low
esteem in which it is held in, two Member countries,

- funhermore, taking account of the severe political and

economic difficulties which the Community is now
experiencing,

- noting also the fact that free movement of workers
within the Community is not yet complete,

- 
taking into consideration the problems now being
encountered in many Member States by the vast num-
bers of guest workers,

President. - I put to the vote rhe motion for d resolq-

tion contained in the Htinscb report (Doc. 1-815/79):
Human rigbts in Czechoslooakia.

The resolution is adoprcd.

(Applause from aarious quarters )

President. - Ve shall now consider the'motionfor a

resolution contained in the Gonella report (Doc. 1-40/
80): Right of residence for nationak of Member States in
another Member State.

\fle shall vote first on the amendments to the proposal

for a direcdve.

On Anicles aQ) and 5, Mr Tyrrell on behalf of the

European Democratic Group has tabled three amend-
ments:

- Amendment No 3 seeking to reinstate the Commis-' 
sion's texr in Article 4(2);

- Amendment No,5 seeking to add the following
new subparagraph after Anicle 4(2):

By way of derogation from the above provisions, citizens

of at least 18 years of age who are studying or who wish

to study in the host Member State shall not be required to
provide proof of sufficient resources;

- Amendment No 2 seeking to reinstate the Commis-
sion's text in Article 6.

\flhat is the rapponeur's position?
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- bearing in mind the fairly imminenr accession of rhree
additional Member States,

l. Resolves thar the time is not yer oppoftune for such a

move towards a 'Communiry of Cirizens';

2. Therefore requests the Commission to withdraw im
proposals cill a later date following the second direct
elections in 1984.

\(hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Ferri, deputy rapport (I) The rapponeur is

definircly against, Mr Presidenr. This is an amendmenr
which would undo rhe whole directive and postpone it
to some date in the future. It grieves me rhar such a

text should be proposed by other Members of my own
group for whom I have the greatest admiration bur
with whose opinion I radically disagree. I ask that the
amendment be rejected.

(Laughter)

Prcsident. - I put Amendment No I to the vote.

Amendment No I is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraphs I to I I )

I call Mrs Macciocchi for an explanation of vote.

Mrs Macciocchi. - (1) I shall only speak for a min-
ute in saying that I am quite convinced - as is the
majority of the Members in this House - that our
work in the Legal Affairs Committee will serve ro rein-
force every European's hope rc be recognized as a ciri-
zen with full rights.

Article 4 is panicularly severe on rhe nodon of wealth,
class and difference between Europeans - between
those in the nonh and those in the south. Ve gave it a

very critical going-over and I hope, considering whar
Mr Davignon had to say, rha[ rhe Commission will
bear this in mind at the earliest opponuniry.

In order to avoid any misunderstanding as a resulr of
what was said yesterday by Mr Borg, who is violently
against Article 4, let me say that our group, in the per-
sons of Mrs Bonino, Mr Pannella, Mr Capanna, Mrs
Castellina, Mr Coppiercrs and myself, will be casring a
favourable vote.

President. - I pur ro rhe vore the motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.

The resolution is adopred.

President. - \fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Rey report (Doc. l-71/80):
Relations between the European Parliament and the
Commission.

(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraph t )

I have rwo amendmenm on paragraph 2. Mrs Castle
and Mr Megahy have tabled Amendment No 5 seek-
ing to delete the paragraph.

Mrs Focke has mbled Amendment No l0 seeking ro
reword the paragraph as follows:

Is of the opinion that, in accordance with the proposal
contained in the Spierenburg repon, the number of Mem-
bers of the Commission should be fixed at one per Mem-
ber State.

Amendment No 3 by Mrs Van den Heuvel has been
withdrawn.

\7hat is the rappo4eur's position?

Mr Rey, rapporteur, - (F) Mr President, the House
may remember that when I spoke yesterday I
expressed my support for these amendments, since
they are in line with the Spierenburg proposal and
with the opinion of the Three Vise Men. I also said,
however, that these amendments were rejected by the
Nothomb committee and then by the Political Affairs
Committee. As rapponeur, I cannor rherefore advise
the House to adopr them. I ask for the House's under-
sanding if, for the reasons I have oudined, I myself
abstain in the vote.

President. - I pur Amendment No 5 to the vote.

Amendment No 5 is rejected.

I put Amendment No 10 to the vote.

Amendment No 10 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragrdph 2)

I have two amendmenrc on paragraph 3. Mrs Castle
and Mr Megahy have tabled Amendment No 6 seek-
ing to delete the paragraph.

Mrs Focke has mbled Amendment No 9 seeking ro
add the words 'and before rhe appointment of a new
President' after the words 'extension of rhe mandare
of the President of the Commission'.

Amendment No 4 by Mrs Van den Heuvel has been
withdrawn.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Rey, rapporteur. - (F) I think the commirtee's
text ought to be lefr as ir is.
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President. - I put Amendment No 6 to the vote.

Amendment No 6 is rejected.

I put Amendment No 9 to the vote.

Amendment No 9 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraPh 3)

On paragraph 4, Mrs Van den Heuvel has tabled

Amendment No 2 seeking to reword the paragraph as

follows:

Considers it desirable for the Commission to include at

least three uonen 
^mong 

its members as from l January
r 981.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Rey, rdpporteur. - (F) Mr President, the Politi-
cal Affairs Committee was unanimous in considering it
desirable - as the text says - for the Commission to
include women among its members as from l January
1981. It was against adopting a text as rigid as this
amendmen[, however, and I cannot recommend that
the House adopt it.

President. - I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.

Amendment No 2 is rejected.

(Parliament successioely adopted paragrapbs 4 and 5)

On paragraph 6, Mrs Focke has tabled Amendment
No 11 seeking to replace the paragraph by the follow-
ing:

In accordance with the view expressed by the Three Vise
Men, solemnly reaffirms chat, pursuant to the Treaties,
the Com.mission is the natural executive body of the
Community and therefore requests that this criterion be

observed and complied with in practice, pursuant to the
Treaty provisions, when additional bodies are appointed
or their rcrms of reference defined.

Amendment No 1 by Mrs Van den Heuvel has been

withdrawn.

\flhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Rey, rapporteur. - (F) I shall rely on the good
sense of the House, Mr President. I think that both
texts are acceptable.

President. - I put Amendment No I I to the vote.

Amendment No I I is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 6)

On paragraph 7, Mrs Castle and Mr Megahy have

abled Amendment No 7 seeking to delete the para-
graph.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Rey, rdpporter.rr. - (F) The amendment runs

completely counter to the general opinion of the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee, whose members consider in
fact thar the provisions which follow, including this
one, make up an essential pan of the motion. I am

against the amendment.

President. - I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.

Amendment No 7 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 7)

On paragraph 8, Mrs Casde and Mr Megahy have

tabled Amendment No 8 seeking to delete the para-
graph.

Amendment No 12 by Mrs Focke has been withdrawn.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Rey, rdpporteur. - (F) The same as for the pre-
vious amendment, Mr President. I advise rejection.

President. - I put Amendment No 8 to the vote.

Amendment No 8 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted paragraph I and then pardgrdphs 9

and 10)

Members may now give explanations of vote.

I call Mrs Roudy.

Mrs Roudy. - (F) Mr President, the French Social-
ists consider the Rey report interesting because it esta-

blishes the relations between this Parliament and the
Commission and allows for a better check on the work
of the latter. !7e are pleased - and I myself am Parti-
cularly pleased - that the Political Affairs Committee
decided to incorporate the wish that was expressed by
various people, including the ad hoc committee on the
rights of women and others and also myself last Janu-
ary, namely, that women should be included among
rhe Members of the Commission. Personally, I should
like to see more than just one token woman in the
Commission.

'\7e do have some reservations, however, about para-
graph 3. Mr Ferri mentioned this. This paragraph goes

a lot farther than the right of censure by Parliament,
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since it introduces the idea of a vore of confidence to
ratify the appointment of rhe President of rhe Com-
mission. This is not in line with the Treaties. Nev-
ertheless, we shall vote in favour of the morion.

President. - I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, I shall be vot-
ing in favour because I entirely agree with the view
which was so cogenrly pur forward yesrerday by Mr
De Goede. This repon in fact is a first step towards_
mori democracy. However, there is one point. I
should like Parliamenr to be concerned not just with
the appointment of the President of the Commission.
Its view must also be sought with regard ro the alloca-
tion of ponfolios among rhe Members of rhe Commis-
sion. If you take a close look at the list, you will have
to admir thar the allocation of responsibilities at the
momen[ is in a hopeless mess. Take, for example, the
division of responsibilities on energy. I have also taken
the initiarive of pressing in a motion for the appoint-
ment of a Commissioner with responsibility for yourh
affairs.

President. - I pur ro the vore the morion for a reso-
lution as a whole.

The resolution is adopred.

(Applause from oarious quarters )

President. - \fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-33/80) tabled by Mr ScotrHophins
and others on behalf of the European Democratic Group:
Report of the Committee of Three.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel on a point of order.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, as I
said yesterday during the debarc on rhe Rey report
and the Scott-Hopkins motion for a resolution, our
group feels that this is not rhe righr time for Parlia-
ment ro vore on this morion, because it received insuf-
ficient considerarion by the relevanr committee. I for-
mally propose that rhe morion be referred back ro
committee and I urge Mr Scott-Hopkins to atree ro
this, so that rhe Socialisr Group can collaborare con-
structively with him on rhis subject in the future.

President. - I call Mr Haagerup.

Mr Haagcrup. - (DK) Mr President, although nor
for exactly rhe same reasons, I should also like [o pro-
pose that this motion be referred back m committee.

President. - I call Mr Spinelli.

Mr Spinelli. - (I) Mr Presidenr, on behalf of my
group I should like ro second the previous two speak-
ters' requesr for the wirhdrawal of rhis motion. The
matter is still being discussed and will be dealr wirh in
a number of repons.

President. - I call Mr Scort-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, although I
regret having ro say so, I think in rhe light of what has
been said that it would be advantageous, in rhe interest
of cooperarion in rhis House on a marrer which I con-
sider of grear imponance - rhar is rhe furure working
of our institutions - to ask for rhis to be referred
back to commitree.

(Apphusefron the brt)

President. - Are there any objections?

The modon for a resolution is therefore referred ro
committee.

President. - !fle shall now consider the motion for a
resolution contained in the Blumenfeld report (Doc.
1-49/80): Greece's accession to the Commanity.

I call Mrs Roudy for an explanatiol of uote.

Mrs Roudy. - (F) Mr President, the French Social-
isr will vote against this motion. By seeking to obrain
for rhe European Parliament the righr rc ratify the
accession rrearies of new Member Srarcs of the Com-
munity, the motion is atrempting ro ascribe to Parlia-
ment prerogatives which, according to the Treaties,
must remain with the narional parliaments.

President. - I pur rhe morion for a resolution ro rhe
vote.

The resolution is adopred.

(Applause from oarious quarters )

President. - \fle shall now consider rhe motion for a
resolution contained in the Ruffolo report (Doc. l-63/
80): European Monetary System.
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President

I have been asked to hold separate votes on a number
of paragraphs.

(Parliament successioely adopted the preamble, para-
grapb 1 and paragrapb 2)

After paragraph 2, Mr Diana has mbled Amendment
No l/rev. seeking to insen the following new para-
graph:

2a. Points out that smbility in exchange rates which the
European Moneury System is seeking to bring about
also has repercussions on agro-monetary policy to
the detriment of the member counries with higher
rates of inflation, since the green currency rate has in
the meantime been brought into line wich the official
parity despite the loss of purchasing power of the
official currency, and that the most appropriate solu-
tions should be found to this problem.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?'

Mr Ruffolo, rapporteur. - (l) Mr President, there is

no doubt that the intricate problem raised by Mr
Diana does exist. However, I do not think that this is

the right place to deal with it. This is a complex prob-
lem which cannot. be resolved in such limited terms,
which would only serve to cloud the issue. I am there-
fore against the amendment.

President. - I put A-4endment No l/iev. to the
vote.

Amendment No I /rev. is rejected.

(Parliament successioely adopted paragrdPhs 3 to 5, para-
graph 6 and paragrapb 7)

After paragraph 7, Mr Hopper on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group has tabled Amendment No 2

seeking to add the following new paragraph:

. 7a. Velcomes the abolition of all exchange controls by
the Unircd Kingdom and the decision by the Federal
Rbpublic of Germany to ease informal controls on
the inflow of capital, since the free movement of
credit and capital is imponant to the functioning of
the common marker.

'\7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Ruffolo, rdpporteul. - (F) The rapporteur
recommends the adoption of this amendmenl, Mr
President.

President. - 
I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.

Amendment No 2 is adopted.

(Parliament successioely adopted paragrdphs 8, 9, 10, I 1,

12 and 13 to 20)

Members nray now give explanations of vote.

I call Mr Jaquet.

Mr Jaquet. - (F) Mr President, the French Social-
isrs intend to abstain from voting on the Ruffolo
motion for a resolution, and I should like to explain
briefly our reasons for doing so.

Ve are not, of course, atainst rhe idea of a European
Monetary System. On the contrary, we are convinced
that this is an imponant prerequisite for an effective
and genuine European Community. In our view, how-
ever, a system like this must be based on the same

righm and obligations for every country, for those
with strong currencies as well as for those with weak
currencies. The system introduced by the European
Council after the Bremen summit is far from achieving
this, whether you consider the relative weight of the
various currencies or the general notions of economic
policy which they underlie. It is true that Mr Ruffolo's
repon highlights criticism close to our concerns, and
his very subtle assessment of the EMS in its first year
of operation is far from being enthusiastic.

In spirc of this, the motion makes a poor job of incor-
porating the criticism which we feel must be emphas-

ized. The point is that we have to vote on the motion
for a resolution and not on the explanatory statement.

'!7'e were among the very first to spotlight the ills of
world monetary disorder, the hissez-faire attitude in
Europe, the malevolent power of the multinationals
and the sacrificing of jobs. \fle cannot help noting,
however, rhat since the introduction of EMS there has

been no decision on any wide-ranging common action
to combat unemploymen[, reduce regional disparities
and cope with new competition in the world. A simul-
taneous attack on jll these problems is needed if full
use is to be made of Europe's porcndal.

As things stand at the moment, we cannot give our
support to a piecemeal policy. Vhile we approve of a

number of proposed modifications to the existing

moneary system which are included in this text, we
cannot go aiong with the idea that the situation on the
whole at the moment is posidve. For these reasons we

shall be abstaining.

President. - I call Mrs Castle.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, I and a numper of my
British Labour colleagues are going to abstain on this
resolution, because we share a Breat many of the aims

of our comrade Ruffolo, who has always'spokbn out
most constructively in this House for the need for
ironing out the economic inequalities in the European
Community and securing Brearcr economic converg-
ence by better planning and more positive economic

,t
I

I
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and social policies. Ve believe that it is that alone
which will create monerary stability, and unfonunately
the stress that has been laid on the EMS puts rhe
whole problem the wrong way round. Get your eco-
nomic convergence first, and you will then get your
monetary stability. To stan by trying ro ger monerary
mechanisms which may actually restrict the ability of
individual Member States to improve and adjust their
own economies is indeed ro work for the very opposite
of what you want. That is why we shall absnin.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini. - (D Mr President, Mr Onoli said
this morning that it was at this poinr in the life and rhe
development of the EMS thar uncenain elemenrs were
emerging. \7e are thoroughly convinced of this, and I
attempted to put across this convicrion when I spoke
this morning.

Precisely because we have arrived at this crossroads,
however, we should not be thinking abour rhese
uncertain elements which we might have done better
to consider a yeer or so ago, but we should be aware
of the answers tha[ need to be given. Ve have colla-
borated with other Members in rhe House to provide
anss/ers which work towards the development of the
European Monetary System, with a view to the major
dates in the future which we mentioned. These
answers go some way towards coping with the defi-
ciencies or the inadequacies of rhe sysrem. As I said,
the point is not to consider rhe unknown elements but
to express the political will rc bring about the full
implementation of the European Monetary Sysrem
and its second-stage fearures. Ve detect this approach
in the motion for a resoluriop, and we shall therefore
be voting for it.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangema (D) Mr President, I should like
to inform the House on behalf of the Danish, British,
Irish, German, Dutch, Belgian, Luxembourg, French
and Italian Liberals that we shall be voting for this
motion, because it offers a European solurion.

(Laughter and applausefrom the centre and the ight)

President. - I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castellin^. - U) The uncenain elements about
the European Monetary System did not emerge now
but when the system staned and when the national
parliaments were called on ro ratify it. Vhar has
emerged in the meanrime, during the first year of the
system, is how righr those people were who expressed
reservations and misgivings about the EMS and who

were against its introduction. All these arguments and
all these misgivings appear in the Ruffolo report. Ir is
precisely because of these argumenrs and rhese criti-
cisms - well-founded in my view - rhar I shall vorc
against this motion for a resolution. Frankly, I fail to
understand the reasoning of Mr Bonaccini who says
that things are in a bad way, bur thar our rask is ro
forge ahead and express our political will.

If things are in a bad way, our task is to say: pur a srop
to it, shut down this sysrem and rhink about the prob-
lem again when the conditions are righr for it to oper-
ate properly. At the momenr - and this is even stated
in the Ruffolo reporr - these conditions do not exisr
and the only sensible rhing to do is to vote for a halr to
the EMS.

President. - I put to the vore rhe motion for a reso-
lution as a whole.

The resoludon is adopred.

(App lause from oarious q uarte rs )

18. New lines of action by the Community in thefield of
en e rgy s ao ing (continuation)

President. - The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debate on the Linde repon (Doc. l-816/79).

I call Mr Lalor.

Mr Lalor. - Mr President, it is evident from the
report that Mr Linde and the Commitree on Energy
and Research have made a comprehensive analysis of
the Commission's proposals on energy-saving and
have found them very wanring. Clearly, in this day and
age, in an 'I'm all righr Jack' siruation, appealing ro
the average individual's spirit of sacrifice and good
citizenship is an idle exercise.

Neither do I accept thar rhe fuelling of inflation by
jacking up the price of oil as an energy-saver is a cor-
rect measure. In the short rerm, i.e. in 1979, it appears
to have worked, but personally I believe thar the con-
sumer graph will show a rise in 1980. I am afraid we
shall have to spend much more on research into fur-
ther means of saving and developing new and alrerna-
tive sources of energy. The Commission suggests
netotiations with motor-vehicle manufacturers aimed
at reducing the fuel consumption of cars. At presenr,
transport accounrs for over 20 0/o of rhe oil consump-
rion. !/hy not plough further financial resources into
massive research ro develop the undoubted potenrial
capacity of the wet-cell battery as a source of power to
drive our cars and various orher vehicles? If a car bat-
tery could be produced to fill this requirement, and I
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see no reason why not, it would not only mean a sav-
ing of 20 Vo of our oil, but in addition would go a

long way towards ridding Europe and the world ar
large, of air pollution and noise. It may be claimed
that if the battery had this rype of potential, it would
have been developed before now. I want to suggest
that that is not necessarily so. And I go on to say tha[
the second largest lead and zinc mine in the world is in
this Community, in my counrry. So rhere need be no
problem about the availability of the principal raw
materials for the revolutionary bawery, if properly stu-
died and developed.

After that I look upon biomass as the most promising
potential alternative source of electric energy. Again,
not enough is being spent on research in this field. I
was horrified to learn recently that, in fact, there has
been a net cut-back in the cash provision from the
Commission for my coun[ry for research in this area
this year. I was dismayed also to note - and I want to
register my deep disapproval - the Commission's
apparent resignation to the absence of a joint energy
policy.

Such a Community policy is a'must'. It is very wrong
for the Commission to say that energy-saving mea-
sures are primarily the responsibiliry of the Member
States. This is too easy a way out. I know that the Irish
Government recognizes the vital role of energy in our
society and by establishing a new Ministry of Energy it
has provided a means of coordinating national and
Community initiative. In an effon rc capitalize on the
growing case for energy conservation, my govern-
ment's Depanment of Energy is setting a conservation
rarget of at least 10 0/o each year over the next decade.
However, ir is the Communiry as such which has

accepted commitments at international level limiting
oil imports and has set imelf the goal of convergence.
It is the Community which has the responsibility of
ensuring rhat the full team combines and drives
towards that particular goal.

INTHE CHAIR: MRROGERS

Vice-President

President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, energy saving in a broad sense and over a

broad front is the essential key to the way in which we
must approach the enormous problems facing us as

regards energy supply. I intend to go into some of
these problems and obstacles in grearer detail this ever-
ing when we come to discuss the plutonium rycle. I
will not go into the need for alternative energy sources

and divers'ification either as other speakers have
akeady dealt with these questions. I shall merely deal
with energy saving, if only because the time available
is insufficient for me to go into the other subjects too.
This does not mean, however, that I regard them as

less important. Generally speaking, our energy con-
sumprion is increasingly becoming the focus of inter-
national conflict which might even lead to a serious
restriction of our room for manoeuvre, particularly as

regards European policy.

In my view, the Linde repon deserves the greatest res-
pect, particularly for the constructive approach rc this
question and rhe concrere proposals for an effective
policy in this field. As we see it, it is panicular consi-
derations which necessitate a massive energy saving
programme, i.e. the conservation of raw materials and
the avoidance of waste of these raw marcrials. Here, it
is not only our own current needs which count, but
those of the third world and future generations are
also of relevance. In addition, the quality of the envi-
ronment is of great imponance. It should be realized
that practically any kind of energy consumption affecm
the environment. Thirdly, there is international secur-
ity. Interference with the transpon of fuels is currently
one of the greatest threats to world peace. The fuel
package and the level of consumption must be fixed in
such a way as to avoid tensions of this kind as much as

possible. Fourthly, rhere is socio-economic stability. In
order to ensure this, we mus[ maintain a production
level and a balance of paymenr situation which prev-
ent social tension as much as possible. These consider-
ations also indicate the consequences of failure on our
part to change our pattern of energy consumption.
They also show that the reducdon of our dependence
on oil as prime objective, as mentioned by the Com-
mission at the beginning of its proposal, is not enough.
By energy saving in the broad sense over a broad
front, I mean energy planning involving specific
energy-saving targets. This would be different from
the approach which is sdll taken whereby energy
requirements are determined on the basis of the devel-
opments in policy which have remained essendally
unchanged, afrcr which this requirement must. be met
by energy sources which can in some cases involve
resorting to energy sources which involve great or
even unacceptable risks. This is something we will dis-
cuss in greater depth when we come to deal with the
Seligmann report.

Mr President, a massive energy-saving programme
must at least involve improving efficenry, use of wasrc
heat and the avoidance of waste and superfluous con-
sumprion. A programme of this kind would have three
advantages. It would mean an immediate reduction of
our dependence on energy and energy costs, the avail-
able supplies would last longer and we would gain
time for lasdng solutions. !7ith all due respect for the
progress the Communiry has already made according
to the Commission Communication, it is nevenheless
disappointing that, according to the figures provided
by Mr Brunner last week, oil consumption in the EEC
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was 5 0/o or 25 million tonnes over the target for the
Member States last year. It is clear from its new
energy-saving proposals, that the Commission cer-
tainly has rhe necessary goodwill, but the inadequacy
of the Commission's powcrs for conducting an effec-
tive programme is equally clear. It musr restrict itself
to recommending methods and measures and simply
hope that they will be effective.

An example of this is paragraph 5 of the Communica-
tion on voluntary indicative targets for the reduction
of fuel consumption by private and commercial vehi-
cles. In spite of the differences in the structure of the
motor vehicle market here and in America, we can
nevertheless definitely take the Unircd States as our
example in this field where far reaching and binding
regulations to this effect already exist. Another exam-
ple is the norms for energy consumption which are
also included in paragraph 9. The lines of action at
present under discussion are a typical example of why
D'55, the pany we represent here, would like to see

the powers of the Community extended. All that is

nec€ssary is, however, already possible in the field of
coordination - I am thinking, for example, of the
exchange of experience and new techniques. Vhen-
ever new methods or techniques for energy saving
are devised, even, for example, in the field of educa-
tion or information, the Commisiion should be noti-
fied of them. It should also ,be possible for the many
ideas and proposals regarding energy saving, som'e of
which come from the citizens themselves, rc be sub-
mitted to the Commission. Another useful idea would
be to promote the dissemination of existing techno-
logy via the Cornmunity.

Finally, Mr President, the main thing here is that the
people of Europe should come to be acutely aware of
rhe need for economical and rational use of energy
under current circumstances. The task of the Commu-
nity is to reward this awareness by an active and clear
energy-savlng ProSramme.

President. - I call Mr Sassano.

Mr Sassano. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I think chat agreement with the motion for a

resolution tabled by Mr Linde, depends on clarifying
what is meant by energy saving. Ve undoubtedly need
energy, and it is precisely the need rc be able to rely
on im availabiliry in the largest possible quantities
which forces us ro save it. If we had an infinite supply
of energy without geographical and political restric-
tions, institutionalized energy saving would be unne-
cessary, but since the basic reladonship between
energy consumption and gross national product is

strictly proportional, in the iense that only by increas-
ing energy consumption can one increase the gross
national product, and thereby also employment, the
problem must be tackled as rationally as possible.
Indeed, a reduction of the rate of increase in energy

consumption which did not produce an increase in
gross product would not be worthwhile. It would lead
one to the absurd position of regarding those countries
which have a lower specific energy consumption as

more rationally organized.

'!7'e are only too well aware that a lower specific
energy consumption medns a lower specific gross
national product, i.e. a lower level of wealth.

It is therefore extremely dangerous to talk about
energy saving without making it clear that a lower
level of consumption must be combined with the larg-
est possible increase in gross national product.

All this is feasible. First and foremost, it is necessary to
reduce waste, i.e. to cut down on those uses of energy
which make no contribution to increasing the gross
national product. In other words, it is necessary to
divert energy from consumption which does not con-
tribute to the gross national product to consumption
which does contribute to it.

Secondly, a special contribution to energy saving can
be made by replacing present techniques with other
more sophisticated rcchniques which make possible a

lower energy consumption for the same output.

Thirdly and finally, we should not neglect the saving
which can be achieved by appropriate changes in social
cus[oms which make it possible to reduce energy con-
sumption. Of course, we should not ignore the cost
inevitably involved in creating the various equilibria
which have so far been assumed. But, although these
costs are cenainly negligible or even non-existent
when it is a question of reducing waste, they become
significant if new rcchniques are adopted or social cus-
toms changed, even if the costs would be of different
kinds in these two cases.

'Sfl'e must bear in mind rhat the position of the indivi-
dual Member States varies according to the level of
development reached, which makes saving easier the
higher the specific energy consumption. The necessary
suppon must be given to the effon which the Member
States with an energy consumption lower than the
Community average will inevitably have ro make.

Presidcqt. - I call Mr Moorhouse.

Mr Moorhouse. - Mr President, like Lord Douro I
support the motion for the resolution and I would like
to compliment Mr Linde on the good job he has made
of a rather difficult nsk.

However, I do have some reservations about rhe
explanatory statemen[, which, I suppose, is rather
inevitable, because it covers 

^ treat deal of ground and
a good deal of fairly controversial marerial. But there
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is one panicular recommendation on page 18, under
the heading of industry, concerning his proposal for a

waste-heat levy on undenakings generating substantial
amounts of waste-heat which I think is misconceived.
It illustrates, to my way of thinking, how imponant it
is rc establish the facts very clearly. In this connection,
I may say rhat I speak as a professional engineer. It
considers that this levy would significantly reduce
waste, but it is wonh recording that waste-heat from
industry has been greatly reduced over the past
25 years and it is really doubtful whether more than
8 % of the potential economies realizable in the indus-
try cen be eliminated fron; th.is source. So to my way
of thinking this panicular proposal is rather a

non-starter.

However, I think the best contribution I can make as a

member of the Committee on Transpon in just two or
three minutes is rc look at transport and the potendal
savings, which are not, of course, dealt with in any
detail in this repon, because it was not really the
purpose of the author so to do and it will be the job of
the Committee on Transpon when it holds its seminar
on energy savings in transpon later this year. Take the
private motorcar, and let us just see for a minute or
two what can be achieved to make economies. It is a

very fruitful area, because one can in fact achieve no
less than economies of between 20 and 35 0/0, as Mr
Linde has said. Under this heading one could hope to
achieve 15 0/o from engine improvements themselves
and another 15 0/o from design improvements, from
smaller engines, from reduced weighr and better
aerodynamics. On the other hand, not all this is pros-
pec[ive, because the point has been made to me only in
the last few hours by the 'Comit6 de liaison de la
consrruction automobile' that the European automo-
bile indusry ircelf has achieved economies in fuel of
new cars by an average of l0 to 12 0/o since 1973 when
we had the first oil crisis and they expect with some
confidence - and I think they are justified 

- to
achieve 20 0/o reductions by 1985 as measured against
1973. So that, I think is quite an achievement which is

not altogether brought about by governments. In fact,
I think perhaps one slight failing in this repon is to
tend to stress overmuch what the Communiry and
member governments can do and not to put sufficient
faith in the effons of industry and of the ordinary
consumers.

The other point I would just like rc touch on in the
remaining minute concerns public transport. Here, I
think, as with waste-heat, it is very important not to be

under any misconceptions about what can be done. It
is commonly said that public transpon will achieve
many of the necessary economies if we use our private
motorcars less and less in urban areas. Vell, of course,
rhere is some [ruth in that, but ir does all depend on
the passenger loads in public transpon. Let us not be

under illusions about thar. If one has low loads, then
one will cenainly not get the economies one is aiming
ar and we must never lose sight of this sort of fact.'

So let us think hard about transport economies. In the
Parliameni we can continue to make a conribution
through this seminar which is to be held under the
auspices of the Committee on Transpon and which
will be a formal public hearing in the autumn.

President. - I call Mr Petronio.

Mr Petronio. - (I) Mr President, the need for
energy saving results - gs Mr Linde said - from the
well-known supply problems. In this sector we are
vulnerable, and we must therefore avoid any waste and
use energy rationally. But Mr Fuchs is right rc say that
this does not mean basing our actions solely on bind-
ing measures which distribute poverty and austerity
impartially and thus paralyse indusrial initiative.
Instead, we of the Imlian Right think there is a need to
develop research to the full, so tha[ more advanced

technology may help us to reduce the energy cosm of
the product. Indeed, saving energy means to consume
less, while con[inuing to produce and, if possible,
producing more.

Two parallel approaches must therefore be followed

- on the one hand, to avoid waste without lapsing into
an unrealistic industrial policy, and, on the other, to
encourage development through research. At this
point, and without dwelling funher on the philosophy
of the matter, it is advisable to get down to brass tacks

by referring to the resolutions which envisage financial
aids for energy saving pilot projecr, and to draw
attention to the guidelines suggested by the Commit-
tee on Energy and Research, which recommended that
the Community be given all the appropriate instru-
menrs for taking effective action in this sector while
avoiding funher banal and pointless appeals to produ-
cers and consumers. In shon, maximum'use must be

'made of cortrbined heat and power for industry, and
above all there must be made available a detailed
report on the most useful practical experience acquired
in the various Member States, especially at local level,
in the field of energy saving.

In rhis connection, I wish to associate myself with Mr
Ippolirc's suggestion that a delegation from the Euro-
pean Parliamenr should visit a farm in Todi where
bio-gas derived from manure is used as a source of
energy. It would also be a good idea for this delega-
tion ro rake the opportunity to visit an area in the
Appennines bounded by Modena, Reggio Emilia,
Sassuolo and Siena, where the Italian ceramic produ-
cers are based. As is well known, Italian ceramics are a
Community product of prime importance, especially in
view of the scale of their exports. In some of these

ceramic factories plans and sys[ems have been tried
out which achieve an energ'y saving of almost 50 0/0,

using neq rather than raditional techniques. These
involve roller kilns instead of the old tunnel kilns.
Energy is saved both in the firing process and in the
clearing of fumes. The elecric power supplied and
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taken up is much less, consumption is considerably
reduced, and only half the number of calories are
used. In a more appropriate context, I shall provide
the technical data, which are difficult rc explain here
and to interpret immediately. However, rhe basic fact

- an energy.saving of 50 0/o 
- is beyond question. Of

course, it is in any case in the inrcrest of the Iralian
ceramics industry to renew its plant, but, since the cosr
of the new plant is considerable, financial aid is

needed from the Community so that the plans do nor
remain unfulfilled, especially since they are economi-
cally wonhwhile and can serve as an example ro
Europe for the near future.

President. - I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

Mr Miiller-Herrmann. - (D) Mr President, I have
only rwo brief remarks to make. Mr Linde's report,
which my Group and I suppon, is basically no more
than a pale image of what is really needed to bring
home the imponance of the energy problem and the
need for energy saving to the public at large. Ve poli-
ticians - and especially the Member Sates' govern-
ments - must have sufficient courage to make our
people realize that we shall have to chinge a lor of our
fond habirc, either by drivers exercising more self-
discipline or by using lower-consumption appliances
or by reducing the temperature in our offices or by
saving energy in our homes.'Ve must realize, though,
that our people will only get the point and act accord-
ingly if they are given the facts in suitable form. I think
it is a better idea to get our people to do what is neces-
sary volunmrily rather than introducing government
regulations rc force them into acrion. Secondly, Mr
Linde, there was only really one conrenrious point in
the Committee, to wit, what role the price factor
should play in energy saving. Let me refer you ro the
speech given by the President of Venezuela, Mr
Flerrera Campins, who pointed out the imponance of
getting the price to reflect the degree of scarcity in rhe
energy sector. However pressing the need ro avoid
social hardship - which we shall indeed do every-
thing in our power to avoid - we should on no
accounr diminish the saving effect of the price factor.

Finally, let me say rhat we in this House *ouil, in *y
opinion, be ill advised, at the very momenr when rhe
Americans have realized the need to correct their price
policy, to reduce rhe impact of the price factor by srate
intervention in the field of energy saving.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Brunner first because he has
to catch an aeroplane.

Mr Brunner, Member of tbe Commission. - (D) Mr
President, I should like to begin by thanking Mr Linde

for his very good repon and for the words of praise he
had for our work. The European Community is now
gradually making some progress in this crucial sector
which, over the next ten years, will require a great
effon on the pan of Europe not only in terms of
energy policy but also as regards our security. Let us

not underestimate the analytical aspect. Analysis is the
basis for a coherent energy saving strategy, just as the
words uttered by this Parliament are the basis for an
effective effon on the part of the consumer. Our
debates in rhis House have great potential imponance,
which is why I regret the fact that today's debate has
become disjointed, that we have failed to get a real
dialogue going, that the same members are not presen[
in the Chamber in the morning as in the evening, and
that we consequently cannot generate the desired
effect ourside this Chamber. Afrcr all, how are we ever
to save energy unless the mitlions and millions of
consumers take the right and necessary decisions?
'S7hat we are faced with here is the greatest process of
structural reorganization since the Second \7orld
\flar. How can we get such a process going without
democratic stimulus from the elected representatives
of the people of Europe ?

Ve have a programme of action, and we are now
instituting practical measures. In 1980 we are concen-
traring on measures in the field of heat generarors and
the labelling of household appliances. 'We are adding
considerably to our demonstration projects for energy
saving. !7'e *'ant 80 million units of account for this
purpose over the coming weeks. $7e are pressing
ahead with our research effons, and finally, we are
doing something whose imponance cannot, be overes-
timated as regards this research effon.

The Saint-Geours'Workint Pany, which made a stan
by studying the question of energy saving, is now back
in action, and is currently examining ways of saving
energy and at the same time creating jobs in Europe. I
hope that once results are available in the coming
months - by the beginning of September, I hope -we shall be able m bring home to every person in
Europe the macro-economic imponance of this
subject. \7e shall then be able to show that this is not
just something which will make us less dependent on
oil, but which will counteract infladonary rendencies
and create new jobs.

This is an avenue we want to explore together with
you. Over the last rcn years, we have achieved a

certain energy saving; after all, a saving of 7 o 8 0/o

since 1973 is not to be sneezed at. There are plenty of
other opportunities for saving, rhough. If we go about
our work correctly, we can save another 100 million
tonnes of oil by 1990, equivalent - if handled
correctly - to a multi-gigawatt operational power
station. I think it is up to us ro get things moving in the
right direction. The European Community cannor go
it alone; we need the cooperation of the Member
States, because legislation and fiscal supporr are vital
factors. But we can do more than simply analyse the
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problem. \7e can continue with this practical work,
and we also want to tackle the harmonization of prices

and taxation. !7'e want to do whatever is necessary, so

that no government - no matter what situation it may

be in - can seek excuses for not mking part in joint
acrion. Joint action is feasible, and we can do more
yet. \7ith your support, we can put all this into prac-
tice.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, I shall do so in
telegraphic style, since it is already very late.

First point. \fle feel that the problem of energy saving

is a vast and complex one and that the three measures
put forward are only a first step in the right direction.
'\fle hope that you will very soon submit a more wide-
ranging programme.

Second point. It is not enough just to coordinate
acrion between the Member Srates. Since you have

neirher the necessary instruments, nor the sutistics,
which are drawn up too late, nor the ability to impose

sanctions, it is not enough to achieve the coordination
you want unless it is really effective. So, at some point,
there must be a definite move by the Member States

rowards a unified Community policy.

Third point. You are being over-optimistic when you
srare that good results have already been achieved and

rhar a lot of energy has been saved. Somewhat deeper

analysis would show that if there have been any
energy savings this is above all because in many sectors
which formerly used large amounts of energy, there
has been a crisis and a deep recession. Indeed we have
seen that even with the slight sign of recovery we had
in 1979 there was an increase in energy consumption,
which proves thar private consumption has not fallen
much but that it was indusrial consump[ion which was

harder hit - as far as it is possible to make a correct
analysis of statistics for all countries, which is not
always easy.

Founh point. The idea of progressively reducing the
ratio between rates of growth in energy consumption
and rhe narional product to 0.7 is in imelf a sound
one, but this is a dubious criterion which will be

difficult to apply. It can be used with hindsight but it is

not a very practical criterion given the margin for
error which exists in defining both the numerator and
rhe denominator of the fraction.

Prices policy is obviously an important point. \7e
should like to draw your a[tention to the fact that, as

is the case in some countries, higher prices will have
no effect in reducing consumption if any price rise is

offset by measures for index-linking or adjusting
incomes.

My last point is that we feel that in your proposals
concerning standards for the energy efficiency of
household appliances and the fuel consumption of cars
you are being over-cautious. Of course, there must be

voluntary cooperation, but what has been done in
Japan and in the United States has been a little more
radical. Perhaps we could set our sighm equally high
and ultimately adopt consumption sandards which
would enable us to save more energy.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
rhe next voting time.

The proceedings will now be suspended until
9.05 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting uas saspended at 8.05 p.m. and resumed at
9.05 p.n.)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR JACQUET

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed

19. Sunteillance of sbipping routesfor
Community supplies

President. - The next item is the oral question with
debate (Doc. 1-30180) by Mrd'Ormesson and others
on behalf of the Group of the European People's

Party (Christian-Democratic Group) to the Commis-
sion:

Spb;ect: Surveillance and protection of shipping routes
for supplies of energy and strategic materials to the coun-
trres of the European Community.

- 
Vhereas the European Community is obliged to
impon from third countries almost all the oil and stra-
tegrc materials necessary to its economic [ife,

- recalling that most of its supplies from the Middle
East, Africa and the two Americas are transponed by
sea,

- 
s/hs1g2s this is also true of iu shipmenm to third coun-
tries, which represenr 50 % of its expons,
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- whereas rhe rcnse international situation, which has
been aggravated by Sovier incursions inro Africa and
central Asia, gives rise ro uncenainty about the stra-
tegy of the Sovier Union,

- whereas, for several years, rhe Soviet Union has been
spending a considerable pan of its military budger,
which is the largest of any stare, on srrengthening
naval forces designed for attack and external inrcrven-
tion rather rhan coasral surveillance,

- having regard to the disastrous effects thar a break in
its marine lines of communicadon would have on the

. EEC,

- emphasizing rhe imponance for its security and for
the cohesion of the Arlantic narions of freedom of
shipping in rhe Atlanric Ocean, the Indian Ocean, rhe
Mediterranean and panicularly around straits and
strategic islands, at a rime when the coming accession
of Greece, Spain and Ponugal will lengthen the
EEC's coastline,

- recalling rhat rhe intervenrion zone covered by rhe
Nonh Atlantic Treary stops south of the Tropic of
Cancer, while 90 0/o of the oil mnkers pass around the
Cape of Good Hope,

the authors of this question ask wherher the common
interesr of rhe nine counrries of the Community, which
share responsibiliry for the developmenr of the interna-
tional siruarion, do not call for:

l. considerarion by the Council meering in political
cooperation of the means rc be employed henceforth
to safeguard the shipping rourcs ro Europe,

2. ihe reinforcement of these means through concened
diplomatic and military action by the members of the
Arlantic Alliance posscssing naval forces,

3. rhe serting up of an ope.ational srrucrure to coordi-
nare in times of crisis the various external measures
the Member States would need to take ro safeguard
their vital maritime interests, and panicularly the
pooling of detection methods (radar) and surveillance
methods (coastguards).

I call Mr Baillot ro speak on a poinr of order.

Mr Baillot. 
- 

(F) Mr Presidenr, on behalf of the
French Communist and Allies I should like to move
the previous quesrion on the oral quesrion by
Mr d'Ormesson and orhers, pursuanr to Rule 32 of the
Rules of Procedure.

A careful reading of this question makes it abundantly
clear thar it has nothing to do wirh rhe present debate
on energy and, whar is more 

- and in our opinion
this is the main poinr 

- 
it is nor included among rhe

responsibilides of the Assembly as laid down in the
Treaty of Rome.

It is a military marrer, as paragraph 2 makes it
extremely clear:

'The reinforcement of rhese means through concened
diplomatic and military action by the members of rhe
Atlanric Alliance possessing naval forces.'

I don't think one can be more explicit than rhat. It is
therefore fraudulent for the aurhors of the question to
seek to impose upon us, by means of a debate, prob-
lems which are nol rhe concern of our Assembly. Ir is
for this reason thar we have moved rhe previous ques-
tion and we therefore ask you ro remove this quesrion
from the agenda.

President. - I call Mr Veronesi.

Mr Veronesi. - (l) Mr Presidenr, we are in favour
of the proposal made by Mr Baillot bur, if I remember
rightly, the Christian-Democratic Group said earlier
today that ir would withdraw rhis subject from the
agenda. For the sake of consisrency, I think thar rhis
document should be held over or wirhdrawn.

President. - I call Mr Luster.

Mr Luster. - (D) Mr President, I would poinr. our,,
first of all, thar what we are concerned with is a
previous quesrion, not a procedural motion under
Rule 32. It is only procedural morions within the
meanint of Rule 32 - in.this case Rule 32 (t) (e) -that can be considered here first. If, however, Mr
President, you feel rhar this previous quesrion amounr
to a procedural morion - which according ro rhe
author of the previous quesrion himself is nor the case

- then it musr be said that we are, among other
things, a European Economic Community, so thal ve
have to deal with European economic problems, of
which one viml economic factor is, of course, [hat
supplies to lhe European Community include energ.y
and strategic marcrial, without which we could not go
on.

In other words, for formal reasons because the motion
has not been moved in rhe correct form, bur also for
practical reasons because the motion does not serve
the objectives of the European Economic Community,
the motion musr be rejected. Funhermore, the authors
of the motion were aware thar this quesrion was being
considered in the context of our agenda. \7hen the
dr'aft agenda was being drawn up, they could have
then broughr forward all they are bringing forward
now, for they are not saying rhat new information has
come to light. Are rhey trying rc play rhe fool or
something?

(Applause from centre and right)

. . . Anyone who proceeds in this way, Mr Presidenr, is
doing what in law is known as a oenire contra fdctum
ProPiltm i.e., an action running counter [o one's
previous conduct. This is known in law as a mischie-
vous proceeding. For all these reasons rhe morion musr
be rejecred.

(Applausefrom centre dnd right)
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President. - I put the previous question to the vote.

The previous question is rejected.

(Applausefrom centre and rigbt)

I call Mr d'Ormesson.

Mr d'Ormesson. - (F) Mr President and colleagues,

before mking you around the Cape of Good Hope, I
should like to turn back a moment [o the past: the
inexpiable wars in which Europe was so often
plunged, meamorphosing each time, gave way, thanks
to God, to the European Community. Thanks to God,
but also thanks to men:

\7ho would have dared contradict in 1945 the exona-
tion of Paul Val6ry:

Are we to go once again where we know not where and

where we would not go, because there is chaos within us,

or are we to get a grip on ourselves, and seek with yester-

day's enemy the ways of peace?

Then came the event which was to change the pourse

of contemporary hisrcry. It proves that the policy of
states does not always follow a historic famlism, for it
is impossible to exclude the human element, the
personal factor. At the end of the Second'!/orld \flar
it was'l7inston Churchill, and it was towards him that
my thoughm turned, on 25 March, when I heard a

niirhish Member express indignation at the burning of
the Union Jack by demonstrators. Vinston Churchill,
the man who had only 'blood and sears' to offer the
British people to save the freedom of all. The repre-
senratives of the United Kingdom sitting here, in
whatever pan of this Assembly, should know that
every one of us, and every Frenchman in this group,
will always have a specral affection for proud and

noble England.

The Community is also the creation of other noble

figures, as Mr Luis Herrera Campins observed earlier
this afternoon: Alcide de Gasperi, Paul-Henri Spaak,

Queen \Tilhelmina, Joseph Bech, Villy Brandt, a

Member of this House, and Jean Monnet.

The event that was to upset the rhythm of history itself
resulted, as you all know, from the friendship estab-

lished beryeen Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and

President Robert Schumann, and from the latter's
friendship with General de Gaulle. Friendship that was

fraternal. These statesmen mapped out a policy from
which would successively emerge, the Coal and Steel

Pact and the Euratom Pact. This was followed by an

agricultural common market that was to stand the test

of time and of its enlargement. On 19 July last, the
nine countries of the Community sent their rePresen-

tatives to sit at Strasbourg after having elected them
for the first time by direct universal suffrage. Thanks
rc this popular backirrg, they gave a new impetus to
the idea of a European Confederation. Since then, the

insititution seems to be faltering in the face of
Europe's hesitation in consolidating its union and

healing its rifts, and also under the pressure of aggres-

sive Soviet diplomatic and military initiatives. In his

end-of-1'ear message, the French President warned

that there was a danger of war, and added: 'Never has

peace depended so much on the coolheadedness of a

few men.' Later, in a televised broadcast which many

of us watched here, the British Prime Minister recog-
nized the graviry of the rhreat to Vestein Europe.

Once a threat exists, Ladies and Gentlemen, there

must be an end to quarrels and recriminations between
partners. And budgemry and administrative dispptes

must. be settled with d'ue regard for the righm and

duties of each Member State, but without parading

them before the public in terms if confrontation. Now
dissensions only serve the interests of Soviet s[rategy, a

strategy which is, at least, brutally frank given that less

than two years after the Helsinki Agreements, which
confirmed the USSR's sovereignty over its ,immense
conquests, Leonid Brezhnev declared in Prague in
February 1977 , in front of the entire Communits Party
hierarchy: 'By 1985 we shall, thanks to our diplomacy,
have attained most of our objectives in \Testern

Europe, and the alrcrnation of the balance will be so

decisive that we shall be able to impose our will
whenever it proves necessary.'

\Tesrern Europe ar the mercy of the USSR with irc

men, its wealth, its granaries - that, since Yalta, has

been the dream of the rulers of a totalitarian Empire

thar belongs to neither East nor Vest, and which has

the traditions of neitherl Any race, any land that has

been successively Romanized and Christianized and

subjected to the inrclligence and discipline of the

Greeks is absolutely European. But Greek culture,
Chrisdan civilitations, the Latin world have no more
redoubtable rival rcday than that which reaches to the

foothills of the Urals, which possesses the largest and

richest territory in the world, and which holds in its
thrall the peoples of the eastern borderland intended
by Charlemagne to contain the barbarian invasions.

Therefore, to the determination of the Community's
Heads of State unremittingly to seek peaceful

compromise with reason, courage and dignity, must be

allied the boldness of new proposals for Europe's
defence and the security of ir maritime routes.

(Applause from centre and rigbt)

Let it not be said that the Treaty of Rome does not
include defence. If the authors of the Treaty of Rome
were today assembled at Messina or anywhere else,

their first concern would be the defence of Europe,
and the availability of supplies of mineral and fossile

materials, including oil.

(Applause from centre and rigbt)

In the September.issue of 'D6fense Nationale', Admi-
ral Labrousse said that if the route around the Cape of
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Good Hope - which is not covered by rhe Nonh
Atlantic Treaty since it lies south of the Tropic of
Cancer - has become the oil route, it is also the route
for raw materials. In a recent debare held here, Mrs
Louise Moreau pointed our the Community's depend-
ence on raw materials. Does it nor impon from
Morocco, Senegal and Togo 83 % of rhe phosphates
vital to the Community's agriculture? From Niger and
Gabon 100 % of its requirements in non-milirary
uraniuml from Gabon and Sourh Africa 75 0/o of its
manganese; from Madagascar and South Africa 46 %
of its chrome; from Zaire IOO 0/o of its cobalt and
35 0/o of. its copper; from Guinea, Ghana and Mozam-
bique 83 % of irs bauxire? More rhan this: this year a
thousand million ronnes of oil will be shipped around
the Cape of Good Hope, 60 0/o of which will go ro
Vesrern Europe and 20 0/o to the United States.

But all along rhis route lurks a fleer of Sovier submar-
ines. The Soviet Union has 305 of rhem, including 87
strategic submarines, (missile launchers) 83 nuclear-
propelled offensive submarines and 135 convenrion-
ally-powered offensive submarines. The US, for its
part, has 41 srraregic submarines, 70 nuclear-powered
offensive submarines and 8 conventionally-powered
offensive submarines. The Community has 1l
nuclear-powered offensive submarines, l0 of rhem
British, and 49 conventionally-powered offensive
submarines. In addition, France has 5 straregic
submarines and rhe UK 4 missile-launching submar-
ines. Taking all sea-going surface vessels together, rhe
USSR has 132 vessels to the United Starcs' 196 and
the Communiry's 119; bur the USSR has 75OOO
tonnes more military [onnage than the United States!
Vhy? Vhy does rhe Soviet submarine fleer emphasize
attack rather than deterrence? Thar is my firsr ques-
tion. Is the general public aware of rhe threat to its
supply lines from some 218 Sovier offensive submar-
ines? Need I recall that in 1939 Hitler had 8 submar-
ines at sea and 20 in his shipyards? My second ques-
tion is this: is it not rime, therefore, for the Commu-
nity to take over responsibility for protecring its sea
routes, in concen wirh rhe Member counrries of the
Atlantic Alliance, a protection which obviously
requires the coordinarion of surveillance missions and
the construcrion of a naval fleet capable of counter-
balancing the Soviet fleer from rhe Nonh Sea to rhe
Cape of Good Hope?

My conclusion is rhis: Europe, which yesterday ruled
the world, has become, in the words of Anhur Conre,
a Europe under siege, because the Communiry's politi-
cal power, economic power and murual-aid capacity
depend very much on its military capaciry. However,
the Community only d'evotes 3.8 0/o of its budget to
defence as againsr 60/o in the Unircd Sutes and l2 o/o

in the USSR. Thar is why I tabled this question roday,
Mr Presidenr.

(Prolonged applausefrom centre and rigbt)

President. - I call Mrs Hammerich rc speak on a
point of order.

Mrs Hammerich. - (DK) Mr President, we have
just heard a very interesting lecture on strategy but I
would ask whether you would be good enough to
remind the honourable Member rhat we are meering
here under the aegis of rhe European Community and
not of NATO. Ve would like rc know where the
Treaty of Rome says rha[ we can discuss military stra-
tegy in this House.

(Applausefrom the extreme lefi)

President. - Mrs Hammerich, this point has been
settled just now with the rejection of the previous
question.

I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I have already made it clear ro rhe honoura-
ble Member who put the question rhar, given the
importance of the problems raised here, which are
obviously disturbing and of concern to Europe, rhe
Commission will follow the debarc wirh rhe grearesr
attention, take note of the resolurion that is adopted
and, in the context of its deliberations on these
proceedings consider how it may best serve Parliamenr
and Europe.

(Applausefrom oarioas benches on tbe centre and rigbt)

President. - I call Mrs Charzat to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mrs Charzat. - (F) Mr President, rhe oral question
put to the Commission of the European Communities
by Mr d'Ormesson is another aspect of the war
psychosis that has recently been organized. To diven
attention from the economic crisis and the European
Community's six million unemployed an artempt is
being made to crea[e a reflex of fear accusroming
Europeans to the idea of war.

I would like to raise five poinrs regarding the oral
quescion. First: the establishmenr of an 'operational
struc[ure', as it is euphemisrically called, is nor within
the ambit .of rhe Community's responsibiliries.
Secondly, this oral question revives, by way of the oil
issue, the debarc on armamenrs and, in panicular, the
creation of a European intervention force totally inte-
grated in the Atlantic Alliance.

Thirdly, as Europe depends on rhe Gulf nations for
85 0/o of im oil supplies, gT 0/o of its supplies being
transponed by sea, the region of the Near and Middle
East, Red Sea and Mediterranean is panicularly
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affected. The creation of an Atlantic operational struc-
ture would be contrary [o any attempt to seek a solu-
tion aimed at esablishing peace on the basis of the
Camp David agreements and UN resolutions 242 and
338 that provided for the establishmenr of demilimr-
ized zones independent of the two blocs. Honour for
the European Community lies in giving its support ro
peace and not to war.

Fourthly, the establishment of a European operational
structure would be pan of a strategy for East-'$flest
tension. Cenainly, the Soviet intervention in Afghani-
stan is inadmissible. But it must be remembered that oil
is of decisive strategic imponance for American imper-
ialism in a system of blocs. The oil weapon enables the
Unircd States to strengthen its military and ideological
dominance, first over Europe, and, as a resul[, over the
Gulf nadons and the underdeveloped countries.

The orchestration of a war psychosis in the Strairc of
Ormuz provokes anxiety among the people of Europe
and the United States. The events in Iran, and the
invasion of Afghanistan by Soviet lroops, allow the
United Stares to raise the level of American forces and
tacrical armaments in the Gulf region.'Since 1972 the
sixth and seventh fleets have been stationed in the stra-
tegic zone of the Middle East. In June 1979 the US
President set up a 110 000-man intervention force in
the Gulf states. Furthermore, the US military budget
provides for the construction of a new fleet of vessels
for marines patrolling the Gulf area.

In the face of bloc rivalries, the only realistic attitude
on the part of the European Economic Community
would have been to adopt a common energy policy
when the first oil crisis began. Vulnerable because of
its hea-vy dependence on oil, the EEC nevenheless
rejected any idea of an independent common oil
policy. !7hen crude-oil prices shot up in autumn 1979,
it did nothing to regulate open markets, the first stage
of any coherent oil policy.

To those who favour an Atlantic Europe, it is easier to
accept the idea of Arab responsibility for rhe oil crisis
than to guard against the rensions sysremarically
organized by American imperialism and rhe multina-
tionaI oil companies.

Need I mention that at the Tokyo Summit, while the
EEC states were fiercely fighting one another rc buy
oil at soaring prices on the open markem, the Unircd
States - thanks to the events in Iran - were taking in
more impons still, via the open marke6, with a

subsidy of 5 dollars per barrel applied by the US Presi-
dent.

Need I mention that at the same time, the American
oil industry decided, on the suspension of lranian
exports, to store crude oil rather than refine it for the
production of petrol. Crude oil impons increased, the
lack being made up by the other crude-producing
countries. The Commissioner responsible for Energy

Matters also bears a heavy responsibility here.
Completely lacking in Euro-Arab institutions, the
Community prevented any possibiliry of Euro-Arab
dialogue capable of giving it some room , for
manoeuvre ois-ti-ois rhe oil mulrinationals.

And now to my fifth and final point. Europe's best
supplies policy must consist not in brandishing the
threat of war in a context of total economic vulnera-
biliry, but in establishing a peaceful dialogue with the
Third \forld countries. Europe must reject the bloc
system to pave the way for economic rakeoff and
non-alignment in the underdeveloped countries. The
European Economic Community must no[ pile up
difficulties, but create conditions for peace and
d|tente by following a common energy policy inde-
pendent of the bloc's srrategies for tension.

President. - I call Mr von Hassel ro speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Pany (Chris-
tian - Democratic Group).

Mr von Hassel. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I musr firsr reject the assertion that a war
psychosis is being stirred up in this House, thar u/e
have been creating anxiety, and wish ro spread
anxiety, and that we have been concerned to stir up
thoughm of war in Europe. I reject your reproach, Mrs
Charzar, that we are spreading fear of war and build-
ing our policy on this fear.

(Applausefrom the EPP)

I failed to detect in yourup..ch, Mrs Charzar, any
reference to events on rhe orher side of the Iron
Curtain. You made no mention of rhe causel of all this
concern over Afghanistan and Iran.

(Applausefrom the EPP)

I consider it most commendable that Mr d'Ormesson
should have direcred the artenrion of this House to the
situation as it presents itself to the objective obser"rer.
And if what Mr d'Ormesson dealr with in only one of
its aspects were ro be expanded by myself to include
others - there is not enough time for this - the great
imbalance between the military forces of the other side
and what we are building up for our defence, would
be seen as tellingly as Mr d'Ormesson has already
outlined. The upshot of all this, Mrs Charzat, is rhat
the Soviets speak constantly of. ditente and at the same

time are building the most powerful land, sea and air
forces in the world. I find it quite incomprehensible,
therefore, that it should be felt necessary in this House
to express sympathy which the Soviet's concern at being
threarened by the \7est.

Mrs Charzat - and this applies equally to Mrs
Hammerich, who has also spoken - anyone who
knows the facts of the situation - and I assume that
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Soviet politicians and Soviet generals are among that
number - knows that NATO, to which you also
belong, is toully unfitted for an attack. Ic is a defence
alliance, and anyone who speaks of a war psychosis is
speaking against his beuer judgment.

(Applause fiom centre and ight)

I cannor understand how it is possible in this House to
talk of warlike statements - as was the case in today's
debate on the subject of Iran. Mrs Hammerich, it was
you who raised this point today, and I would have you
know that you can express yourself freely in this
House today only because men like Mr d'Ormesson
and others from all the leading panies in Europe have
taken care rhat we can still ulk openlj, over here in
freedom.

(Applause fron centre and right)

You also suggested that it rs not the business of this
House 'to concern itself with these questions. My
friends and I believe that the world situation is such
that rhis Parliament, also, must consider it. Basic prin-
ciples must again be stated here. Ve are the most
political of all Parliaments in Europe, directly elected
by the voters and by our nations; and our voters, inso-
far as they concern themselves with the world situation
at all, expect us to do whatever is required to make
our contribution towards guaranteeing peace and
maintaining our freedom.

(Applause frotn centre and ight)

Ve all know that basically the Vest European Union
is responsible for this area, but I know from bitter
experience that the !?est European Union's Parlia-
mentary Assembly does not have rhe requisite,
srrentth, the direcdy elected politicians. Ifwe are criti-
cized for dealing with this subject here, then I suggest
that this House consider whether we should not send
some of our colleagues, like Mr d'Ormesson and
others, as observers to the Vest European Union's
Parliamentary Assembly [o convey to that body our
political views on the issues for which it is properly
responsible.

Allow me ro rake up again Mr d'Ormesson's thesis: we
musr protecr our shipping routes. \7e must guard
against getdng into a catastrophic situacion. In all
directions, that is to Europe and from Europe, our sea

links must be so secured that nothing can happen to
us, and I am grateful to Mr Davignon that the
Commission will do all it can to meet the demands of
this House. This involves not only 'paper' diplomacy,
but also making available those instrumenr which
alone will make it clear to the Soviets that we in the
free world are to be taken seriously.

The aim of this question is to get Eas[ and 'West to
take us seriously in our will to Buarantee peace and
maintain freedom.

(Applause frorn centre and rigbt)

Presiderrt. - I call Mr de Courcy Ling to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr de Courcy Liog. - Mr President, this oral ques-
rion by Mr D'Ormesson menrions and has in mind the
independent countries of Southern Africa. At midnight
tomorrow Zimbabwe will become independent - the
last former colony in Southern Africa to do so - and
I know that all here would like me to say that we send
our good wishes to Mr Roben Mugabe and President
Banana for the continuance of their moral authority,
so rhar the new governmen[ of Zimbabwe may
continue for a long time in the democratic tradition
which has so recently begun.

I have three points to make, Mr President. I believe
rhar the French Communists' initiadve to take this off
the agenda was inspired by that same dreadful ryni-
cism which we hear day after day in the speeches of
Mr Marchais and of 'L'Humanit6'. It is they who are
aggressive in support of Soviet, Bolshevik, perhaps
Tsarist Russia - there'has been no difference, there
has been no change - expansionist policies.

The idea which we have heard expressed by Mrs
Charzar is slightly different, because I believe that it is

based on a false and extremely dangerous idealism.
There is nevertheless a very imponant difference
between Communist cynicism and Socialist idealism. I
fear that among the many flaws in Madam Charzat's
argumenr the most serious is that you can have a kind
of neutrality in Europe or in.the South Atlantic with-
out defending it. Vhat is the evidence thar you can
live in a military vacuum in the 1980s? \7hat is the
evidence that you can maintain the kind of system that
we have in the Lom6 Convention without being
prepared rc defend it against attack? Ve are not
aggressive - you know we are not aggressive; we
simply want to defend what we have.

As regards the Lom6 Convention, we in Europe have a

parricular relationship with nearly the whole of Africa.
A very large number of the countries of Africa have
been colonies of the Member States of this Commu-
nity. \fle have rhe Yaound6 Association, we have the
first Lom6 Convention and we will have many mbre
Lom6 Conventions. '$/e have a reciprocal responsibil-
ity towards the independent African countries to make
security of supply and demand in respect of raw
marerials a reality. If it is impossible to deliver the raw
materials from Africa, and Southern Africa in particu-
lar, to the European Community, our guarantee
means absolutely nothing; it would be an empty prom-
lse.

Finally, Mr President, I want to say that the NATO
area is a restricted area. $7e are not this evening talk-
ing about NATO or the NATO area. I was extremely
interested, on the other hand, in what Mr von Hassel
said about the Vestern European Union. Sfle must
take into account the role of the '!fl'estern European
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Union in these matters. I am inclined to suppon the
suggestion by Mr von Hassel that Members of this
Parliament should perhaps eventually panicipate as

observers in the Parliamentary Assembly of-the'!7est-
ern European Union and I would cenainly think that
Mr d'Ormesson, by the very high qualiry of his speech

this evening, has earned our support for his candida-
rure to go as one of our nominees to that assembly.

(Applause from the cente and fi'om the rigbt)

President. - I call Mr Baillot to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Baillot. - (F) I should like, in a few words, to
reply to Mr Luster concerning our procedure this
evening. There were two ways we could ask for the
dropping of a debate of this kind: we could either have

acted on Monday when the agenda was being drawn
up or we could have used the previous question' as the
Rules of Procedure allow. V'e used the previous ques-

tion. This was the choice we made and I do not see

how Mr Luster can criticize us for this.

I should now like to deal wrth the question itself. The
text tabled by Mr d'Ormesson and others, and the

explanations we have been given, are a[ least clear.
The first point to be noted is the reiterated wish to
overstep the responsibilities of this House and the
European Community by carrying the debate into the
miliary sphere. This is the first time such a debate has

taken place here. There are other European Assem-

blies that are specially designed to deal with these
problems.

The Communiry in general, and this House in panicu-
lar, are based on treaties which completely rule out
military responsibilities. As a result, this debarc is ille-
ga[, and irc conclusions necessarily null and void. And
if any proof were needed of the correctness of our
position, we would find it in the reply of Mr Davig-
non, which shows how wary the Commission is of
entering a debate that is outside its competence.

There remains, of course, the authors' political inten-
tion - to work for the violation of the Treaties and
supranationality. The Strais of Ormuz and the Cape

of Good Hope are pretexts for trotting out once again
the old idea of a Europ'ean Defence Community.

My second point concerns the very concept of the
European Community, as expressed in this text. The
Europe that you defend, Mr d'Ormesson, is merely
one component of the whole Atlantic Alliance. Your
plan is to build an imperialist bloc under American
leadership whose reach would be worldwide.

My third and final point is this:.to give some sem-

blance of jusdfication to this openly imperialist policy,
you wheel out again the old myth of a Soviet threat on

the basis of the events in Afghanistan; those who have

spoken here have merely been preaching anti-Soviet-
ism and anti-Communism. But you know very well -and you will not need much reminding - that the

United States did not wait for the events in Afghani-
sran to announce its intentions in rhis area. On
l5 September 1977 the Secretary of State for Defence,
speaking at the annual dinner of rhe Industrial Asso-
ciation for National Security, declared:

Outside Europe there are other pans of the world where

the situation is delicate and potentially explosive, the
Middte East, the Persian Gulf and Korea being three such

regions where the Unircd States and her allies have vital
interests. A conflict in any one of these regions would not
only force the United States to intervene with appropriate
miliary force, but might precede or even provoke a crisis

or conflagration in Europe. The initial attack might come

from a hostile local force.

I repeat, this is a 1977 starement, it did not come after
27 December 1979:The United States did not wait for
Afghanistan before substandally srengthening its mili-
tary intervention force in the Indian Ocean, whether
at the Diego Garcia base through the agreements for
military facilities concluded with various neighbouring
states or, in panicular, by reinstalling at Bahrain the
Dubai base, not to mention Masira airport in Oman,
and all to what end? Allow me, Mr d'Ormesson, to
also quote Admiral Labrousse, for you are not the only
one who reads the Reoue de difense nationale:

'Apart from the inrcrnal situation in Iran and the uncer-

tainty over the role that country will play in the Gulf's
future, it is South Yemen and the intermittent Dofar
rebellion that will most concern Americans.'

Mr d'Ormesson and those who support him are

merely reflecting at their oq/n level the assessments of
Mr Brown and Mr Carter. Two points emerge: first,
the clearly affirmed readiness for military intervention
to maintain imperialist domination of the so-called
viral interests of the Vest, a phrase designed to
deceive; second, the definition of forces hostile to the
Vest, above all the people's liberation movemenr.

As my friend Danielle De March demonstrated this
afternoon in the debate on Iran, it is clearly not
Afghanistan but the situation in Iran that Mr Carter
considers crucial. Mr d'Ormesson and others want a

Europe that will fall into srcp with the United States

and follow around the world an aircraft carrier policy.
This policy is a danger to peace and we vigorously
oppose it. This policy runs counter to history: your
cruisers and your .missiles will not stop the rrends of
the times - the liberation of peoples and the develop-
ment of socialism. This policy is a disastrous mistake,
the future does not lie in looting the Third !florld and

imperialist violence, the future is a new world
economic order respectful of the interests of all the
world's peoples and, above all, those who have least,

and your proposals, Mr d'Ormesson, go against the
wishes of more than a thousand million men and

women around the Indian Ocean who want so make
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this area a demilitarized zone of peace and who,
together with the UN, demand freedom of movement
through all irc sraits and passages.

(Cries of'Afgbanistan'from centre and right)

In conclusion, need I point out that several of our
countries, starting with Mr d'Ormesson's, receive no
small pan of their energy supplies - coal, oil and,
above all, natural tas - from the Soviet Union, and
that steps are currently being taken to rry to obtain
more natural gas? Need I also mention the proposal
made by the Soviet Union last March - one of our
Italian colleagues referred to it this afternoon in the
debate on Iran - to investigate with the Community
Member States ways and means of safeguarding their
routes for energy supplies, rather than war-mongering
and sabre-rattling? Mr dlCrmesson, the better course
is to use political negotiation to consolidate d1tente
and create the conditions for a steady improvement in
international cooperation. For their pan, rhe French
Communists and Allies will continue to pursue this
goal and will leave you and your like, Mr d'Ormesson,
to stamp the warpath.

(Applausefrom the exteme lefi)

President. - I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup. - (DK) Mr President, it is no exag-
geration to say that the question before us today is an
unusual one. Unlike cenain other topics which we
from time to time consider in this House, no one will
at any r^te be able to deny that it deals with a very
cerrtral problem.

It deals with our Community's extreme vulnerability
and heavy dependence on supplies of strategic mater-
ials, in panicular crude oil, from far-away countries. It
is therefore difficult to imagine a more imponant topic
for the Community. The question is unusual in that it
broaches a wide-ranging subject in the field of security
policy. !7e know from previous occasions thar there
are groups in this Parliament [hat react very strongly
when such matters are raised. I don't think I need to
expand on that point. Nevenheless, this has not pre-
vented the spokesmen of a few groups from bringing up
issues of security policy on previous occasions, albeit
with the opposite purpose in mind. For example, rhey
tabled motions for resolutions directed against the
NATO decision in Decemberto siteAmerican medium-
range missiles during the 1980's in order at least
partially to offset Soviet superiority in thrs field. These
motions were rejected by a large majority, bur it is
worth noting that it was opponenm of the right of rhe
Community and of this Parliament even to discuss
matters of defence poliry who previously raised such
matters in this very House.

This time the situation is different. The protection of
the shipping lanes via which our strategic raw mater-
ials are transponed to the Community has now been
raised by a group of Members who have made a

genuine and well-founded assessment of the rhrear ro
the safety of these shipping lanes. The facr thar rhis
question is addressed to the Commission, whose terms
of reference do not of course include defence policy,
underlines the unusual nature of the form and sub-
stance of the question.

Allow me, on behalf of my group, to put on record
that we do not feel that there are any taboo subjecr
for this Parliament. Ve have no taboo subjecm. The
question as to our comperence in this matter is entirely
irrelevant as far as the European Parliamenr is

concerned.

(Applause)

This Parliament naturally has rhe righr rc raise any
issue which is felt to be of imponance ro rhe Commu-
nity. Nobody can deny thar this matter is of impon-
ance. It is one thing, however, to recognize the major
and, indeed, entirely cenrral imponance of rhis ques-
tion to the Community. It is quire another ro derer-
mine what we in this Parliament can do to create great-
er understanding of the imponance of this problem,
not to mention what guidelines might possibly be
proposed with a view to improving the situation. This
would, among other things, involve ensuring better
coordinated and more effective prorection of the ship-
ping lanes in question. The situation is, as we all
know, that defence policy is not a Community respon-
sibility and that most of the'shipping lanes we are
concerned to protect are not covered by,the Nonh
Atlantic Treaty, to which eight of our nine member
countries are a pafiy. At the same rime, it is of course
possible for the Foreign Minisrers of rhe Nine meering
in political cooperation to consider any issue. Indeed,
the question contains a reference to this effect,
although I suspecr rhar ir was nor rhe intention of rhe
authors of the question to alter the existing division of
responsibilities. Between political cooperarion in the
European Community and military cooperation in
NATO.

However, unless we simply inrend to close our eyes [o
the problem raised here or consider it as a purely
American responsibility or, possibly, adopr both views,
which is not of course a very logical approach, this is

clearly something that should concern us. It is, of
course, a[ once far more difficult to indicate guidelines
for what practical action can be taken when account is

mken of the national, emotional and other reserva-
tions that snnd in the way of an unbiased approach to
these problems. It cannot really be said that these
points have been satisfactorily clarified'by the question
that has been nbled. Neither is it cenain that the
recommended guidelines can be expected to be
accepted as they stand by all the Member States.
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My group cannot. in all respects endorse the exact
wording of the question that has been tabled but it is

ready to engaBe in an appraisal of the problems raised

when a number of questions have been more satisfac-

tory clarified. In the first place - and these are my
concluding remarks - it must be right to help shed

greater light on the question of the protection of our
shipping routes and the possibility of more effecdve
coordination of radar and surveillance equipment.
This should, let it be noted, take place in an unbiased

atmosphere that also takes into account the widely
differing views that are held of these questions. If an

unbiased discussion of this nature can help to increase

understanding of the imponance of these matters to
the Community as a whole and to cooperation
between all the Western countries concerned, it will
not encounter opposition from my group.

(Applause from tbe centre and tbe right)

Presideat. - I call Mr Deleau to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrars.

Mr Deleau. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I shall be very brief so as not rc fuel a debate

which has no place in this Assembly.

I merely wish, on behalf of my group, to prdtest at the
placing on the agenda of this oral question by Mr
d'Ormesson and others. In our opinion, the protection
of sea routes, the necessitv of which we in no way
deny, lies ouride the Community's sphere of activities
and is not, therefore, a matter for our Assembly. It is

for other bodies to take up this matter if they see fit.

President. - I call Mr Skovmand.

Mr Skovmand. - (DK) Mr President, when I get
home to Denmark I will endeavour to ensure that the
whole of Mr d'Ormesson's speech reaches as wide a

public as possible because it was constructed so logi-
cally and clearly and because it represents everything
that the Danes fear about the European Community.

If there is anything that the people of Denmark fear,
and this goes for'so to speak' all sections of the popula-
tion - with the exception perhaps of a small group
around Mr Haagerup - it is the construction of an

EEC military force whether on land, at sea or in the
air. Mr d'Ormesson then comes along and Presents a

whole set of arguments explaining why the European
Community should have such a military force. The
formal justification 

- and I repeat the word 'formal'

- is that the European Community's oil supplies are

allegedly chreatened by the Soviet Union which in
recent years has expanded irc fleet considerably. This
expansion is a fact, although the Soviet Union's fleet is
still weaker than that of the USA. However, to

imagine that the sole purpose of this build-up is to stop
oil shipments rc the EEC is absurd. The crux of the
matter is that the EEC is to be transformed into a

superpower, cost what it may. The intenrion is to build
up a military force with disregard for.the provisions of
the Treaty. Even the feeblest pretext is employed.

Mr von Hassel vinually accused my colleague, Mrs
Hammerich, of wanting to make us the slaves of the
Soviet Union, but this claim is quite ridiculous. The
Varsaw Pact countries as a whole have a somewhat
weaker military force than the NATO countries, pani-
cularly when it is remembered that they must also

count on having China as an opponent. In these

circumstances any expansion of the EEC's military
forces would be a direct threat to peace. It is clear that
we in the People's Movement Against EEC Member-
ship must oppose this proposal to extent the power of
the EEC.

(Cries from the right)

President. - I call Mr Hutton.

Mr Hutton. - Mr President, this is one of the most
imponant subjects that this Parliament will ever
discuss. It ought to unite the House, since it is of such
v-ital imponance, not just to Bovernments, but to
industry and the trade unions as well. Any success in
denying enerty and strategic raw materials to Europe
would result in massive unemployment. Europe is
utterly dependent on imports for some of the most
imponant raw materials we have. Practically all of the
14 or 15 million barrels of oil we impon every day
comes by sea, and the vast bulk of it comes around the
Cape. !7e import 100 0/o of our chromium,
manganese, nickel, platinum and phosphate. Ve
import 97 o/o ol the vital steel additive vanadium, 85 0/o

of our tin, 85 0/o of our copper and 84 0/o of our iron
ore. These are only a handful of the materials that we

need to keep our indusuies running. The vulnerability
of these materials should worry all of us, and it must
now be embarrassingly obvious that it makes no sense

at all to limit the naval defence of the western world to
the nonhern Atlantic.

The sudden appearance last year in the south Atlantic
and the Indian Ocean of noticeably aggressive vessels

of the Soviet navy - an aircraft carrier, guided missile
cruisers, the navy's largest amphibious vessel and a

cruise missile submarine - are not myths, Mr Baillot,
but a dramatic illusradon of Admiral Gorschkov's
threat that he is prepared to deliver crushing strikes
against sea and ground targets of the imperialiss on
any part of the world's oceans and adjacent territories.
Those are his words, not mine!

(Applause from the right)

How can we in the Nine give an appropriate lead
within the Vestern world and the'!flestern Alliance in
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effectively countering rhe Sovier threat to our supply
routes ?

It is of the greatest importance rhat rhe Conference of
Foreign Ministers and the European Council should
consider on a permanenr basis the policies that should
be adopted by the wesr ro safeguard rhe mosr vital
shipping links to Europe, including the Cape route.
But they should not stop here. They must also take
vigorous initiatives within NATO ro ensure rhat an
adequate response is made ro rhe Soviet maritime
threat. The Nonh Atlantic Council should give urgent
priority rc setting up an inrclligence-garherint cenrre
to monitor the Soviet merchanr fleet. 90 0/o of it is less

than 20 years old, and we cannor overlook the poten-
tial for mischief and rrouble from rhar in a crisis.

Those Member States of the Community who are
members of the Nonh Atlantic Alliance should pro-
vide more escort vessels to protect the main sea routes
along which oil and other vinl supplies are rransponed
to western Europe. In panicular they should consider
the developmenr and production on a joinr basis -and here, Commissioner Davignon, Commission
financing could be appropriate - of a smndardized
inexpensive escon vessel which could be used in an
all purpose role and adapted for a specific antisubmar-
ine warfare or electronic warfare role. Maritime
aircreit and helicopters could be carried on stand-
ardized launcher pads, either on these escon vessels Qr
on selected tankers or merchant vessels themselves.
EEC or national governmenr subsidies could be pro-
vided to improve the defence capability of merchant
vessels used on major sea-routes and European indus-
try could provide the weapons and equipment needed.

Consideration should be given by the tovernmenrs
directly concerned to the maintenance, possibly in
cooperarion with other member states of the Nonh
Atlantic Alliance, of a permanent Vestern naval pres-
ence in the Indian Ocean and in the south Arlantic to
counterbalance the naval deployment of the Soviet
Union in these areas. Bilateral or multilareral agree-
ments made between the countries involved could
provide a polidcal and juridical basis for a sourhern
supplement ro the present NATO area.

Despite the sensitive political problems involved in
esmblishing formal links between the Nonh Atlanric
Alliance and counrries friendly ro the !flesr which lie
south of the Tropic of Cancer, rhere is no reason why
NATO's military boundaries should not organise
defence planning and surveillance beyond rhis bound-
ary and there is no reason why communicarions links
should nor be established now. I hope thar rhe Foreign
Ministers of the Nine will consider this proposal and
that the permanenr represennrives of as many of the
Nine as possible will urge rhis policy on rhe North
Atlantic Council.

Make no misrake, Mr President, economic strangula-
tion is today a more dangerous and immediare threar

than any milimry acrion in Europe, and although our
resolution is addressed rc the Foreign Ministers, we
must question whether rhey are the proper body to
discuss these questions which are of such vital impon-
ance to the future of our Community.

(Applausefrom the centre and the right)

President. - I call Mr Barbi.

Mr Barbi. - (I) Mr President and colleagues, I
welcomed Mr d'Ormesson's iniriative and gladly
appended my signature to his question. I am convinced
that if our European Economic Community has
achieved a cenain autonomy in recent years, rhar
autonomy only covers food products. However, our
dependence on energy supplies is serious, very serious.
I agree with my French Socialist colleague who said a
shon time ago that rhe Communiry needed ro develop
its own energy policy, and I hope that the French
Socialists too will supporr the idea of appropriations to
increase the Community's own resources for an
adequate energy policy.

I fear that many years musr pass before rhe energy
policy produces results. It is necessary, therefore, ro
think about today, about the dangers of rhis moment.
The nine Community Member States do nor wanr ro
create a war psychosis, ro send submarines and missile
cruisers into the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. Ir is the
Soviet Union, rhe one counrry that still has an empire,
a fast-growing colonial empire, that wanr this. Faced
with this reality, this terrible realiry, we musr open our
eyes and not pretend we can ignore ir, as if ir did not
exist. It is essential, rherefore, that ways be found of
ensuring freedom of movement across the oceans nol
protected by NATO commitments. I therefore
welcome Mr d'Ormesson's proposal thar, rather rhan
apply to the Commission, we should apply to our
Governments, to the Council, for a a coordination not
of aggressive action, as on the part of the Sovier
Union, but of a surveillance by our merchant fleets
which maintain economic life and keep in employmenr
millions upon millions of Europeans - and not only
Europeans. I welcome rhis idea and consider ir among
others - and here I disagree with many of my
colleagues who see rhis almost as a rhrear - as a firsr
step towards a wise and irreversible rerurn ro the
concept of a European defence Community. If we had
achieved this in 1954, we would now have a European
force, commanded at Communiry level! The dangers
that face us roday would probably be less seriousl I
think this will be a very imponanr srep raken by our
countries, and one thar will enable many Europeans
who now view the prospect with concern, to overcome
any illusion in rhe face of the terrible realiry of Sovier
imperialist war-mongering, rhar they can effectively
defend rheir own independence, the independence of
their people, alone and isolated - as I heard a Danish
colleague suggesting a little while ago. Bur, my Danish
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friends, you have already been through this beforel
Vhen Hitler decided to invade Denmark, no one

stopped him! If we are not united, if you are not
unircd with the whole of Europe, no one will save

your independence, no neutrality - now being waved
before you by a menacing Soviet imperialism - no
au[onomy will be respected! I hope, therefore, that
this Parliament will speak with an authorintive voice,
a voice that expresses the opinion of she more than
200 million Europeans - addressed to our tovern-
ments, so that by overcoming nationalist divisions and
jealousies they may understand that only in unity can

rhe people of Europe defend, first, their freedom and

then their capacity for economic development and

employment.

(Applause from centre and rigbt)

President. - I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag. - Mr President, listening to Mrs Charzat I
wondered whether she thought that slogans and
dogma about multinationals and blocs and
war-psychoses would protect our sea routes from the
massive Soviet submarine fleet.

To Mr Deleau I say only one rhing: does he really
believe that you can separate the questions of energy
policy and foreign policy, which are the domain of this
Community, and the security of our energy supply
routes? Of course you cannot, and it is nonsense to
say that you can discuss the one without the other.

I want to talk about Soviet encroachments, not at sea

but on land. The Russians are not in Angola merely to
stiffen the fighdng power of the Angolan armed
forces, any more than the 17 000 Cubans in Ethiopia
are there merely to sdffen che rather dubious fighdng
qualities of the Ethiopian armed forces. Nor, are the
Cubans and East Germans in Angola merely to fly the
Soviet-built aircraft or to operate the heavy weapons
supplied to the Angolan forces by the Soviet Union.
They are there to perform the same role in Africa as

the Red Army performs in Eastern Europe: to impose
on these areas a lasting Sovier control. These Cuban
armies may be small in European terms, but they are
extremely powerful and well-equipped in the African
context. Military control of countries like Angola and
Namibia, with its excellent naval base at Valvis Bay,
constitutes a major threat, as does the naval armament
of the Sovier Union outlined by Mr d'Ormesson, to
our sea-routes.

Now I want to say a word about South Africa and
dparthei4 Mr President. The Vest should not be di-
vened from its vital inrcrests by its just and reasonable

detestation of apartheid. This would be particularly
absurd at a dme when the whole of South Africa's
race-laws, and indeed im very constitution, are under
examination by Prime Minisrcr P. V. Botha, or,

indeed, at a time when the whole of the ungodly
apartheid system is in the meltingpot. \7e must realize
that the Soviets exploit the existence of apartbeid rc
funher their strategic aims in Southern Africa. And we
must not ler apartheid be the road along which the
Soviet Union marches to control our vital sea-routes.

I would like to suggest two steps. The first is that we
end the arms embargo to South Africa, and the second

rhat we find a way, possibly at Community level, of
renewing the Simonstown naval agreement to give us

back the use of that crucial naval base at the.Cape of
Good Hope which is vital to the defence of the Cape

sea-route.

(Applause from the rigbt, protests from the lefi)

In reply [o the gentlemen over there, who made a lot
of rather pointless noise, I would say that I hope that
the South African Government would agree to a

dmetable for the ending of South Africa's race-laws,
and that is not as far-fetched as you might think to
anyone who has been recently in South Africa and

talked to Cabinet Ministers and listened to the sort of
projects they are considering. The oilcrisis that we
have gone through and the price infladon and

economic statnation which have resulted should be a
warning to us. Let us,wake up to the reality of the
danger to our oil supplies and consequen[ly to the
whole of our European economy before the noose

already round our necks tightens irrevocably!

(Applause fron certain quarters of the cenne and of the

right)

President. - Icall Mrs'S7eber.

Mrs Veber. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I am really quite baffled by this discussion and
would like to make this clear by one or two points.

First of all, I do not all that much agree with the stra-
tegic assessments of either side. But I believe that the
last speaker has made it very plain that what we are

concerned with here is a renewal of the Simonsstown
Agreement, an accord between the UK and South
Africa providing for the support of warships in South
Africa for the purpose of guarding the Cape of Good
Hope. This point, and the call you have just made to
lift the arms embargo on South Africa, clearly show, I
believe, how questionable and uncomfonable this
discussion is. For South Africa is the only country that, '

in the.last three months, has massively rejected what
you are this moment requestint. If we had funded a

European protective fleet in the last budger, then early
this year it would have had to move against South
Africa, which in the most extraordinary way seized

lOO OOO litres of oil destined for the European
Community and bought by Shell. A ship's captain even

told his crew beforehand: 'Vatch out, pack your bags,
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there'll soon be things happening on this ship'! They
all packed their bags and were rcld: 'Righr, a bomb's
going off right now! There is no room for doubt here.
The veracity of this story has since been demonstrared
by South Africa's having to make full compensation to
Shell. I ask myself the meaning of all rhis and how ir
can be possible in such circumsrances to look to South
Africa, of all places. This is jusr one incidenr that
shows who your prorective fleet should be directed
against. The debare mighr usefully be broughr to an
end at this point.

President. - I call Mr Hensch.

IVIr Hiinsch. - (G) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentle-
men, it is nor my intention ro talk about psychoses
since it is exrremely difficult ro enrer into the feelings
of others. Instead I shall try to draw some inferences
from your argumenr; the only logical conclusion, if
they are to be taken as seriously as you have presented
them, is, I fear, the building of a European war fleet.
Now this debate reminds me of an aspecr of German
history. I ask myself why you of all people, ladies and
gentlemen of the European People's Pany, should
want to vindicate good old Karl Marx, who once
wrote that all imponant even6 in history occur twice

- the first time as tragedy, the second rime as farce.
You are now performing the farce. The tragedy
occurred in German history. Thar was in 1848. This
may be of interest [o some of the other countries. In
that year the first democrarically elected German
Parliament resolved, in one of its first decisions, ro
build a war fleer. But we all know how this story ends,
ladies and tenrlemen! The Parliamenr could ger
nothing through and collapsed, German unity was not
achieved, the fleet was sold; all rhat remained was an
admiral, for ir is easier to scrap a fleet than to get rid
of an admiral.

(Applause and laughter)

More than 130 years on you are repeating rhis
episode, but I guarantee it will rurn inro farce. The worst
of it is that you are burdening rhis Parliamenr, a[ rhe
wrong time, with matrers which should be dealt wirh
quite differently, namely within NATO. Even if your
intentions are of the best, Andr6 Malraux (I think it
was he) might have had just you in mind when he said:
'In art as in politics, good intentions are anphing bur
good'. Vith your propaganda proposal you are doing
the very opposite of what perhaps we all really wanr -to bring this Europe closer togerher.

(Applausefrom tbe lefi)

IN THE CHAIR: MR ZAGARI

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Schall.

Mr Schall. - (D) Mr President, ir is understandable
thac Mr Baillot and his friends should oppose rhe
discussion of a topic of crucial importance rc the vital
interesrc of a free Europe, for rhe question by -y
friend and colleague Mr d'Ormesson opens up an area
of discussion - and Mr Hensch's witty remarks can
not disguise this - in which it is clear, or should be
clear, [o everyone in this House that by occupying
Afghanistan the Soviet Union has thrown down a
world-wide challenge ro rhe free Vest in general and

- because of the mere possibiliry of influence over
the Persian Gulf - to Europe in panicular. Everyone
knows how dependent the European economy is on
oil and raw materials that have to be brought round
the Cape, Mrs \7eber, whether we approve of South
Africa or nor. Ir is a geopolitical fact rhat the raw
materials underpinning our economy must pass along
these sea routes, and we all know too that on rhis
economy's prosperiry depends not only our personal
welfgare in free Europe, but also the social sysrem we
have been able to develop for the first dme in history,
at least for the people of Europe, and furrher thar we
depend on an economy which alone is adapted to
easing the great problems this House has already
considered, such as hunger in rhe world, disharmony
and the dispute between North and South, through
the peaceful development of the European economy.
'\fle all of us know this.

To the many very imponant and good contributions I
have heard from many colleagues here, I should like to
make just four more observations and recall four facts,
for with polirical problems of this magnitude no help
can be gained from mere fairh, imagination or ignor-
ance; only sober facts can offer basis for assessing rhe
situation in which we now, unhappily, find ourselves. I
shall therefore endeavour to make some objecrive and
sober observations.

First: in the history of rhe Soviet Union - which goes
back 60 years - there is rhe solid principle, clearly
substantiarcd by Leninisr dogma, rhat the building of a
Communist sociery must never be jeopardized by
incalculable risk. This means rhar pursuit of the goal to
disseminate worldwide an ideological blueprint for
human life, namely Communism, only calculable risks
may be taken, on rhe basis of two sreps forwards, one
step backwards. This facr is in keeping with Russian
history. The conclusions are obvious.

Second, in dealing with considerarions, with paticular
reference to security bur also in relation rc other kinds
of political considerations, a clear disrinction musr be
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drawn between a state a world power's political inten-
tions and its miliary capacity to carry out those inten-
tions.

Now I do not set myself up as d prophet nor would I
suggest that the Soviet Union is intent on funher
advances in the Middle East, possibly as far as Africa

- though they already have a foothold there - but it
is a fact that the Soviet Union has now created the
right military conditions for funher moves in the
direction of the Persian Gulf. This cannot be denied.
\7e have proof chat 12 Soviet divisions, equal in
strength ro the entire Germany Army, are now
'stationed at the North Iranian border. They are now
manifestly carrying out their familiar large-scale
manoeuvres there. They have increased their moto-
rized capability. I am not saying they will cross the
border tomorrow, but they could if they wished. The
military capabiliry is there. In southern Afghanistan
military conditions are being created, by way of logist-
ical camps, military vehicles and the development of
international airfields, for seizing Baluchistan and
reaching the Indian Ocean. I am not saying the plan
will be carried out tomorrow, but again, the military
capability is there. That is the position, and a responsi-
ble Europe must realize that this is a directly threat to
its economic nerve centre.

Third: the enormous military escalation in the two
months following the occupation of Afghanistan is

perfecdy obvious. Mr Baillot, you may call it anti-
Sovietism and fantasy when facrs are produced. I
cannot agree. I have had occasion in my life m go
deeply into the theories and goals of Marx, Lenin and
Stalin, just as you have. I know I cannot convince you,
for you possess the scientific truth that the Communist
way is the right way - otherwise some of your
remarks would have moved me to tears, but I turn to
those of my colleagues who can consider sober facts
and draw a[ least cautious conclusions from them.

And now, my founh and last remark. S7e all know
rhat today in free Europe millions of people are
worried about the immediate future; they fear that
peace can no longer be maintained, that our security is

no longer assured. lVhy are they afraid, and is this fear
justified? Free Europe has 50 million more citizens
than the Soviet Union. Its gross domestic product is
more than double the Soviet Union's. The only thing it
lacks, - which is the reason we are still so anxious
today - is the resolution to jointly take such steps as

would make it an incalculable risk for the Soviet
Union to go on disrupting its interests. If this is so,

then it must be our duty as a European Parliament, to
this most important end, to stimulate che Member
States of our European Community and thereby guar-
antee a peaceful future for Europe.

(Applausefrom centre and rigbt)

President. - I call Mr von Bismarck.

Mr von Bismark. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as someone born before the first \florld
Var, I have been somewhat concerned at the nature
and severity of what has been said this evening by our
younger colleagues in this debate. Vhat are we being
asked?'!(i'e are being asked whether there is not a need

for rhe Council to consider measures to safeguard
shippingroutes...

(Cries)

. . . - You could not be replying to my speech, I had
not yer spoken - , w€ are being asked whether it
would not be appropriate, in 

.order to achieve this
purpose, to consider concened action among the
Member States of the Atlantic Alliance. !7e are being
asked whether an operational structure should not be

set up for cooperation in times'of crises.

\7hat is there in these questions, honourable
colleagues, to justify the severity of your reactions and
the more or less cynical scorn which you, Mr Hansch,
have tried to pour upon us.

Cynicism and scorn are also to be read in your faces.
'!(hat, I ask you, is the reason for this scorn? I would
like to remind you of a time which I lived through,
when I was on the other side. Adolf Hitler would not
have acted in the way he did from 1936 onwards, if he

had not himself been sure of his position, sure that, as

he said, the western democracies were not capable of
action. My honourable young colleagues, we cannot
simply forget all about history and disregard the lesson
ro be learnt, simply because we are here being asked a
question which you were not prepared for. It is ridicu-
lous to suppose that the possibiliry of the Council
considering the question represents a military threat
against anyone, and you are well aware of that. You
cannot expect anyone to believe that you are maintain-
ing rhat Europe might want, or be able, to attack
anyone. You really must ask yourselves how it is you
cannor see that this Atlantic grouping, which does not
at all concern the major areas of our problemadc half
of the world cannot possibly guarantee our protection.
But you must see that the absence of any reaction on
our pan marks a complete lack of responsibility
towards the voters who set us here. I ask you in all
earnestness to bear in mind that period in history
which has such clear parallels with the presenr.

All 'we .r. ,rking is have we thought enough? Are
there not other things we should think about to ensure
that our economy, upon which everything depends, is

in a position to promote freedom and social justice? I
ask you seriously rc think and not simply to laugh.
This is just not the time to pour laughter and scorn on
others who are attempting a difficult task here, as we
are all well aware.

(Applausefrom tbe centre and tbe rigbt)
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President. - I call Mr Griffiths.

Mr Griffiths. - Mr President, I returned to this
House this evening a little after the debate had started,
after seeing my family safely to bed, and I must admit
that, coming into this debate, I could only wonder
whether they would in fact sleep safely. From my own
personal point of view, I should like to see the day
when we, certainly we in Britain, could give up having
anything at all to do with nuclear weapons. However,
I recognize that this is not a position which the major-
ity of people in Britain would take. Therefore, we have
to fight and we have to steer a very careful middle
course in our international dealings with both the
Eastern bloc and the under-developed or Third
Vorld.

A great deal of concern has been expressed here
tonight about the aggressive intentions of Soviet
Russia and about the possibility that the whole of south-
ern Africa might become a Soviet sphere of influence.
I would only ask the people who have predicarcd that
possibiliry why much of southern Africa has already
fallen under a great deal of Soviet influence. The
answer, quiet simply, is that the Vestern world has

failed the movements for black independence in those
areas. That is why we have the problem .of Soviet
expansionism, as we see it, in southern Africa today.
The way to save South Africa from Soviec influence,
from a Soviet presence, before.the end of this century
is to give not support to the present South African
r6gime in the hope that that r6gime will, slowly but
surely and quickly enough, give equaliry and inde-
pendence - not just political independence but
economic independence as well - to its black popula-
tion. It is only when that is done that we can support
an independent black South African State and save it
from possible Communist domination.

Now, there has been a reference to young people, and
this I uke ir, was mean[ to include those who were not
actually able ro take up arms in the Second \7orld
'\Var, people like myself who were only born during
that war. '!7e have been told that we should not forget
history. I do not forget history; I read history at univ-
ersity and I taught hisrcry for 61ny years before
coming to this House. One of the lessons of twen-
tieth-century history is that before the two major
world wars in which Europe was principally involved,
there was a period - in the case of the first Vorld
\Var, some 15 years, and in che case of the second
'!7orld \Var, about 8 years - when there was a build-
up of arms, when there was talk about the possibility
of war, when people on one side of the fence said,
'Look, there are your possible enemies, get armed, get
ready to fight theml' and the people on the other side
of the fence were saying exactly the same thing, so
that governments felt able to spend more money on
armaments and created an atmosphere where people
eventually could see that there would have to be a war.

Recently we have seen tha[ the Soviet Union went into
Afghanistan, and I do not at all deny rhat there is rhe
possibiliry of funher Soviet aggression. On the other
hand, I cannot say [hat we in the Vest remain
complercly pure, that our hands have not been dipped
in blood, because they baoe been. !flhat I plead for is

that we try to deal with this talk of war, which dangles
before the public, as it cenainly did in Britain, the
prospect that if you buy a certain type of nuclear-
fallout shelter, costint something between 10 and l5
thousand pounds depending whether you wanted a /e
luxe model or not, then there is a fair chance of surviv-
ing a nuclear attack. Vhen that son of attempr is
made to influence people's minds you cannot help
wondering what the powers-that-be have got in mind.

I do not believe that the deliberations of this House on
this panicular point are going to have any eanh-shar-
tering effects, but speaking here tonight I just want ro
plead with the House not to rush into some mad South
Atlantic war-force which could result in increasing rhe
number of areas of tension in the world. It should be
our job to reduce those areas of tension and not to
build up our military forces so thar the number of
places with a porcntial war conflict is increased. Ve
want less possibility of war and not more - which is

what this oral question is really leading to

(Applause from the lefi)

President. - I call Mr D'Ormesson.

Mr D'Ormesson. - (F) Mr President, during this
debate I have heard myself referred to by Mr Baillot as

a fire-raiser. I shall answer him without any acrimony.
I have been mayor of my commune, right in the
middle of Communist suburbia, for 33 years, 33 years
in which you have opposed me; but you must admit
one [hint, if I have been mayor for 33 years, then it is

because I am no fire-raiser. . .

You reminded us that Russia sells oil or gas to the
Vest. Granted. But to Russia we sell wheat, when it
has the richest territory in the world. And butter so
cheap that with the amoun! saved it has been able rc
construct the largest number of mnks in the whole
history of humanityl

The thing which separates us, you see, is the fact that I
am perhaps older than you. I saw my father weep on
the evening of the Munich agreement, because he had
understood that the Vest's capitulation to Munich
would mean war for us. And since rhen I have sworn
that I will fight to the last to prevenr anorher Munich.

(Applause from the right - Protests fron the lefi).

'!Var. Since historians far more emin6nt rhan I have
spoken this evening, I would venrure ro remind them
of only one thing, that the largest world wars ever,

/
\-/'
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that in the 18rh century' under Napoleon, and rhe
second \florld !Var, were both won ar sea! Europe is

exposed. Europe needs a naval fleet large enough ro
counterbalance the Soviet fleer, and I am not afraid rc
say so. This atdtude could change rhe outlook for the
future, because Europe's capacity to contribute to
maintaining rhe balance of military power in rhe world
would give it a prestige which its spirit and its culture
could equal, and it would be a pledge of peacel

(Applause from the right)

President. - I have received from Mr d'Ormesson
and others, on behalf of the European People's Pany
(Christian-Democraric Group), and Mr de Courcy
Ling and others, on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, a motion for a resolution (Doc. l-108/
80) wirh a request for an early vore, pursuanr to Rule
a7g) of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the debate
in this oral question.

I shall consult Parliament on this requesr at the begin-
ning of tomorrow's sitting.

I declare the debate closed.

20. Code ofconductforoil tanhers

President. 
- The nexl irem rs the oral quesrion with

debate (Doc. l-59/80) by Mrs Ewing and orhers on
behalf of the Group of European Progessive Demo-
crats to the Commission:

Subject: Code of conduo for oil unkers and vessels
carrying noxious substances

- Vhereas on rhe 7 March 1980, yet anorher disaster
involving an oil tanker occurred off rhe coast of Brir-
tany - one of a series of such incidents which
comprise a grave rhreat ro Community waters,

- whereas it is known that numerous rankers sailing in
Communry warcrs are sub-standard in basic respec$
such as construction, equipment, crew qualifications,
etc.,

- whereas no single Member Stare has been able to
control the behaviour of such mnkers or the compan-
ies which employ rhem,

- whereas many such tankers cannot manoeuvre -some being even unable to reverse - causing grave
hazards to Community waters and coasml communi-
ties,

' 
- whereas whole coasrc have been riuaged by oil slick

onslaughts which have deprived these areas of marine
life and associared fisheries, amenity and tourist
appeal for many years,

\flill the Commission draw up and instirure a Code of
Conduct for oil tankers and other vessels carrying

noxious substances to be applicable in all Member
States and restrict access ro Community Vaters to
vessels which have agreed to adopt the said Code of
Conduct?

I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. - Mr Presidenr, I rhink this is an impor-
tant question for all of us. I, as perhaps you know,
have a lot of Community waters around my panicular
area in the north of Scotland, but of course the marter
affects every country in the Community and every
coast. Those Members who represen[ lhe area near the
English Channel will probably be very concerned also
to join in this debate, as it is such a busy sea area.

One of my areas around the Shetland Islands is, of
course, almost as busy sometimes as the English Chan-
nel, with a great many oil rankers from many countries
going there. The background is, I think, clear. There is
good will on the pan of all Member States of the
Community to get this problem solved and ro rake
previntive measures. The Commission has taken many
steps, and there is no lack of documentatibn, no lack
of initiatives. I would like m congratulate, for exam-
ple, Mr Muntingh on his initiative. He has thrown
light on many of the problems of what you do after
you have got the horrible problem of pollution. I
would also like indeed to congratulate all the groups
who have abled many resolurions over a period of
tlme.

However, the time for mlking is over. In this parlia-
mentary session could we no[ ask the Commission
now to stan urging the Council rc enforce a strict
code of conduct which would apply to all Communiry
waters? The obvious elements are, of course, control
of sub-standard ships, arrangemenr for warning each
other from port to pon and from state to stare, and
arrangements as to what we do with pollution. Ve all
know that we are just playing ar solvint this problem.
Certainly in the UK we just do not have adequare
ways of coping wirh a disaster, and we have already
had a few of these, although none perhaps as bad as

the disaster off the coast of Brirtany. Another problem
is that of compensation. Some of these problems we
are on [he way to solving.

Because I am limited in time I cannot read through the
excellent paper which I thought of making available to
the groups, Mr President, in order to save rime. It was
prepared by the Directorate-General for Committees
and the Committee for Transpon. It lism the Member
States that have not ratified various international con-
ventions which are relevan[. Some have been ratified,
in some cases by all of us, buc most of us, including my
own country, are guilty of not ratifying others. Now
until we are all going to ratify the conventions we can-
nor begin to ackle the subject. Therefore I would like
to make that document available and not ro read ir our,
tonight. It is a rather scandalous situation, and I am
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sure you will all agree with me when you get it in front
of you.

The background here is that 2.2 million deadweight
tons went down in 1979. 177 sailors died, with three
ships per month sinking, colliding or exploding, some
in very suspicious circumstances. There were falling
standards and a cutback all round in maintenance and
inspection. The problem is enormous, because since
1934 we have gone from 250 million deadweight tons
to 2 billion tons last year. I think that perhaps is

enough to say about statis[ics, except to say that the
number of tankers went up in that period from over
3 000 to 7 000. Funhermore, 'older' seems to me to be

more dangerous than 'bigger', if I could just make that
general point.

I would like to say in advance that I understand that
Mr Turner is going to put forward an amendment on
compulsory pilotage. As far as I understand it, I rctally
support that. Indeed that has been one of the things
that the Shetland Islands Council has tried ro encour-
age, including a mandatory ten-mile rule. However, it
has not had a tremendous amount of support from the
British Government.

In the study done about the English Channel last year
by the UK and France it emerged that 29 0/o of the
vessels studied had not even up-to-date chans. It was a
higher percentage in the case of ships flying flags of
convenience. I was one of the cross-examiners in
Lord Bruce of Donington's excellent public hearing in
Paris in June 1978, where we were privileged m be
able rc cross-examine the Shipmasters Association, the
Tugs Inrcrnational Association, IMCO, the oil
companies, Lloyds and many other bodies.

'I would like to say about the flags of convenience argu-
ment that unless you are going to disregard the Neth-
erlands Marine Institurc's figures and UNCTAD
figures, you really have to come to the conclusion that
there is something wrong here. All Lloyds' assurances
to me in my cross-examination that there was no
difference are just not good enough. That is a rather
tragic position, because Lloyds give an illusion to the
world that when they endorse something then it is all
right. However, they are endorsing many of these flag
of convenience ships.

I shall just give a few figures that the Netherlands
Marine Institute published in February 1978 for esti-
mates of substandard tankers - Greece 175, Liberia
200, Panama 30-50, Cyprus 20. Then if we look at the
actual accidents, we find that Cyprus has eight times
the average rate, Panama six and Liberia two. All these
figures and many others are in the Bruce report, and I
recommend it to you. It makes very sordid reading.
However, the subject is so vast, including my own
cross-examination of Lloyds which I would like to
refer to, that I cannot go into it because I have only
ten minutes tonight.

These enormous ankers are going to make it unneces-
sary for people like me to mlk about fishing, which I
am always doing, as you know. There will be no fish
to argue about if we are not careful. These tankers are
floating banks. The recent suspicious circumstances
are admitted to be ielated to a new kind of piracy
worse rhan hijacking. If something goes wrong it can
affect a whole coast, or perhaps a whole tourist indus-
try where tourism is really imponant, as in Brittany
and to some extent in the Shetlands. If an accident
happened in the Minch in Scotland, one of the richest
fishing grounds in Europe would be very seriously
damaged. The world is starved of oil in many parts.
These tankers, unless they are conrolled, are tempta-
tions. As I say, it is admitted at high level, the oil
companies included, that there have been some very
disturbing and puzzling incidents which suggest that
what I refer to is on the increase.

Vith regard to insurance, in the Bruce repon the
insurers admit quite frankly that even when a country
is clearly allowing substandard ships to sail, they will
still go on dealing wirh that country, even after it has

become clear that that country does not deserve to
have Lloyds' stamp of approval giving a false impres-
sion to the world. I am not singling out Lloyds
specially because, after all, insurance is a competitive
world. Presumably if Lloyds does not insure there will
be others who will do it, but I feel very alarmed in a

way by some of the answers that we have got.

In relation to tugs, I would suggest to this House that
rhe rules of salvage, when. applied to tankers, are

absurdly our-of-date. 'We made rhese rules in rhe
Victorian age when there was no conception of the
size, powir and potential for damage of modern
vessels. The rules of salvage and the way in which the
evidence from the tug interests came out makes it plain
rhat one cannot leave this matter to a bargain
conducted at sea. I would ask the Commission if they
are satisfied that competition rules are being observed
by the tug interests of Europe. It seems to me that that
is not the case.

Could I also draw to your attention the evidence in
the Bruce repon which indicarcs that when the master
of a ship is shotrn to be negligent, unlike many other
professionals - I happen to belong to the legal pro-
fession where we deal very severely with our profes-
sional brethren who default in any way from the stan-
dards that we lay {own - there are very few examples
where ships masters have withdrawn the stamp of their
approval from the master of a ship who was proved to
have been negligent. They do not seem to be in any
way repentant about their attitude on this subject.

I have already mentioned the inability ro cope if there
is a disaster. That is a rather technical matter that Mr
Muntingh went into, and I shall not rehearse his
points. I suggest that there should be the strictest port.
protection laid down by a code of conduct accepted by
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all members of the Community. If the oil companies
say, 'leave it to IMCO, leave it to international agree-
ments like the Hague,' I say we have waited roo long.
First of all let us put our ov''n house in order by means
of international agreements. Let us stan with rhis bit of
the world. Let us show the resr of the world that we in
Europe can get on and improve our standards. After
all disasters could put whole coasts or parts of our
countries out of action.

\flith regard rc OPEC's directives on ports of destina-
rion this is a situation that makes it possible for us to
exercise control if we want to control what is happen-
ing in our seas. This is already being operated by
OPEC, so we can find out where tankers are heading.
Ve can check and stop what is happening up in
Sullom Voe in Shetland: the shocking behaviour of
dumping che sludge when there are perfectly accep[a-
ble levels laid down. For instance, Shell rcld me today,
when they lobbied me about this matter, about an
excellent top-loading method which, if pons enforced
it, would absolurcly ensure that no tanker was allowed
to berth at a European port unless it obeyed the rules.
Vhenever one port finds out that a tanker is not obey-
ing the rules it is only necessary to cooperate with
each other and have a system by which that pon
authority can get in touch with every EEC port, so
that tanker is not allowed to go there. Now these are
things that you are going to have to decide to do. It
requires political will. I am sure you are all cohcerned.
I am asking you for the politica,l will, not to wait on
the Hague convention but rc ratify all these interna-
tional convendons. By all means let us put our seas in
order, otherwise all my speeches on fishing have been
wasted and will continue to be wasted.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commision. - (F) At
this late hour I should like to be as shon and as precise
as possible. At the last plenary session my colleague, Mr
Namli, had the opportunity of expressing the
Com'mission's deep and continued concern about inci-
dents which continue to occur, and more specifically
that relating to the tanker Tanio. I should like to say
on behalf of the Commission that we agree very
strongly with what Mrs Ewing has said, which we can
continue to talk about for quite a time and all agree
about for quite a time. As long as we do not really get
to grips with the reality of the problem - and this can
be done - nothing is going to change. I should like to
put at Parliament's disposal, together with the docu-
men$ tha[ the honourable Member mentioned, our
list of the various existing international conventions
which effectively deal with the problems under review
and would create the necessary legal basis for action if
they were ratified.

They have been signed by the great majority of our
Member States, but have not yet been ratified. I think

this is basically the problem. If we permanently think
that we have to create a new legal instrument, before
using the legal instruments which exist, then, by trying
every time to be more precise, to deal with the prob-,
lem more in demil, we shall just leave the vacuum and'
the void, as it now stands, and the Commission does
not think rhat this is an acceprable situadon. So there
exists a proper agreement esablishing the proper
technical standards as soon as these conventions are
brought into force.

Then the second question is enforcement. And here
we have again not a very complicated problem. The
enforcement task fails to rhe States themselves. The
States have power to enforce these rules for ships
flying their flags, and as port States they have the
power for ships which do not fly their flag if they
decide to close their ports to ships which do not obey
these rules. Let us not delude ourselves, the possibiliry
is there. It is not that we have to do something new.
'\7e might have to do somerhing new on top of it. But
let us begin by doing what we can without waiting for
everybody to do the same thing. Let us put our eight
European countries and pon States in order. This
would be a major step forward.

Then there is the very imponant question of informa-
tion. Ve can look at how substandard we in Europe
are, for instance, by comparison with what happens in
rhe United States. Ve in the Commission hope to
present in the coming months a drak directive which
would set for Member States the basic objectives of
identifying all substandard ships entering their ports
and requiring them td bring themselves into conform-
ity with the appropriate international standards set by
convention and automatically giving this informadon
to all the other port States of the Community. The
new information data basis which this would also
require would be a useful suppon for indusry.

So basically, the question that we have to put - and I
am suggesting here that rhe question be put not only in
the European Parliament but in the national parlia-
ments of the Member States - is why the Member
States are not ratifying and why their ratification
procedures are sometimes so slow in those parlia-
ments. Here I also ask the Council what is its record
and what are the larget dates that have been set up.
\(re in the Commission managed in 1978 to get
through the Council a recommendation giving target
dates for the ratification of these various international
conventions. These rarget darcs have not been met.
'\7hy? These questions should be put, not only here in
rhe European Parliament but also in the national
parliamenrc by your colleagues who are interested in
this question, because there is here clearly an element
of articulation between action at the European level
and action at the national level.

So I think this is basically the message we in the
Commission wanr to give. Our concern now obliges us

to see that the proper enforcement action be taken.
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The enforcement possibilities exist. It is not a legal
problem, the possibility is there if we decide to act in
those circumstances. Please, as a first priority let us see

what common action by this Parliament, by the
Commission and in the national parliaments can be

aken, so that these conventions are ratified and the
enforcement carried out by the Member States. Then
we can see what additional measures can be taken. I
mentioned one tha[ the Commission has in mind and
intends [o put before the Council before the summer.
This would help us as a practical enforcement
measure, which is so essential for all the reasons that
the honourable Member gave in putting his question.

President. - I call Mrs !/eber to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mrs lVeber. 
- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-

men, I believe all the Groups are completely united in
their assessment of the situation. The extent of the
damage already caused by oil tankers in Community
waters is so great, not only from the financial point of
view, but also with regard to the environment, with
regard ro our seas and also our coasts, that we all
appreciate that something must be done urgently. But
we should at the same time recognize what has already
been achieved in the Community, and Commissioner
Davignon has kindly listed the numerous activities
which have been undenaken in this area. I believe too
that the European Parliament - both the old and the
new Parliament - has already taken some steps in the
right direction. For this reason I do not see such a

need for this oral question, since everFthing is in a

state of flux; our committees are studying the prob-
lem; authorization has been requested and given for
an own-initiative repon by the Committee on Trans-
pon, and at the end of last year Mr Muntingh made
the very sound proposal of setting up a North Sea

forum - a decision has already been taken on this.
Ve have suggested a great deal of practical work,
which has also been carried out, and yet the situation
is still not satisfactory from this point of view.

'We have already referred to [he convendons which
you too have just mentioned, and which contain all the
major demands which we wish to make. Ve have the
new proposal from the Commission, which you have
just announced, and a few weeks ago the Commission
published specific proposals for action in the evenr of
disasters; in these it demands harmonization of rhe
methods applied, better training, and - in my view
this is very important if one is to be able to act quickly
and effectively in the event of a disasrer - rhe crea-
tion of a Community pool of large-scale equipment
which would be too expensive and too difficult for
individual Member States to obtain.

But the situation is nor yet such that we can be saris-
fied with our demands. The position regarding rhe
safety of ships is appalling; some of the ships still in

use are over 20 years old, and one cannot help
wondering why much stricter safety regulations now
apply ro the transpon of gases, for example, but are
nor yer applicable to oil. One must also ask why those
who steer vessels through European waters are so
poorly trained. Vhen one reads that one in seven
vessels has out-of-date chans - and that was the
reason for the last accident in the Channel - it'is clear
that there is still much to be done.

You said, Commissioner, that there was no need for
any new legal provisions, but in the field of interna-
tional law with regard to average in panicular some
rhought musr be given to the extent rc which the
captain of a ship is responsible for decidinB the
momenr at which rhe ship is rc be handed over to a

salvage company, for example.

I believe many captains hesitate for a long time
because they are made personally liable; this is perhaps
one area where something could be done on the legal
side.

I would like here to mention another point which has

not been referred to directly but which, by its nature,
is an integral pan of this proposal, the question of
inland navigation. Much of the polludon of warcrways
in the European Community is also a result of the fact
that inland vessels transponing dangerous cargoes in
some cases still wash and empry out their tanks in
rivers, thereby causing considerable damage. I believe
that here too there is more to be done, and this is

certainly an area in which the European Community
could act.

My group would go very much funher than our
colleague, Mrs Ewing, in ics demands; we do not
believe that a funher code of conduct will do much to
change the situation in the waters of the European
Community, because we all have such codes already. It
is clear thar the voluntary signing of conventions does
not help the situation a Breat deal.

The first requirement is cenainly the ratification of
already existing conventions. But we must also have,
on the seas and in ports, stricter Community control
which cannot be evaded, and ensures that the provi-
sions of the IMCO convention are no! continually
broken. The problem ar rhe moment is that if vessels

are likely to be subject to strict checks in one pon,
which is unfonunately not the case with the majority
of pons, then they can head for other pons where
these provisions are not respected, and this of course
creates problems of competition for the pons, which
they try to overcome by being less strict than they
perhaps should be. For this reason Community control
organizations must be set up to preven[ this possibility.
Ve should also consider the penalries ro be applied
within the Community; how, for example, one could
close the other Community ports, or mke similar
measures, against vessels which infringe the regula-
tions. This too is possible only at the European level,
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which means within the Community, and possibly
even ourcide the Community, since the other countries
of Europe are also affected.

Thought should also be given to the possibility of
inroducing, as in the area of aircraft safety, a sysrem
of marine navigation control. I believe this idea has
also been discussed already, and the question is

whether a yery thorough control system should be
inroduced in those danger spots where such accidents
occur frequently, in order to avoid damage, and the
question of pilotage, which you have just mentioned,
would certainly provide a very good short-term solu-
tion to the problem.

In all, my group therefore agrees with the assessment
of the lituation, but in view of what has already been
done in this Parliament and also by our predecessors,
the demands should go much funher than those put
forward by Mrs Ewing and the other authors of this
question. \fle therefore ask and earnesrly require the
Commission to take steps accordingly and ro use the
means available to prevent dangerous siruations arising
in European warcrs.

President. - I call Mr Hoffmann to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Party (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).

Mr K. H. Hoffmann. - (D) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, the oil-tanker disaster on 7 March has

once again drawn the attention of the citizens of
Europe to the threat to our coastal regions represented

by vessels which do not conform to international
safety regulations. People everywhere, not jus[ those

in the regions affected, are outraged at the inability of
those with political responsibiliry to take preventive
measures which would largely eliminate such disasters.

For years we have been asking the governments of the
European Community for measures to improve the
safety of marine vessels, but, Mrs !?'eber, our demands

have so far met wirh very little response, and rhe most
recent disaster off the coast of Brittany indicates that
the situation is becoming ever more dangerous. Vhat
occurred in Britnny in March may occur again tomor-
row at Rotterdam, a[ Genoa, at !flilhemshaven or off
the British coast, for more and more shipowners from
the European Community are abandoning the flag of
rheir native country. They fly the flags of states which
have what are known as open ship registers. These

include primarily countries such as Liberia, Panaina,
Singapore or Cyprus. Anyone sailing under the flag of
one of these states pays no tax and at most a minimal
registration fee. Anyone sailing under the flag of one

of these states need not comply with safety regulations
on the vessel and need not employ a qualified crew
with navigational training on the vessel. The result is

that every day floating coffins with highly dangerous
cargoes sail around our coastal areas and pons. It is a
miracle that up until now nothing worse has happened.

But time is of the essence if effective protection is to be

provided for coasts, ports and our environment, for
the escape m flags of convenience is on the increase.
On 1 January 1980 32 0/o of the total tonnage owned
by German shipping companies was entered in foreign
registers. 280/o of world commercial tonnage is today
flying the flags of states with open registers, and this
proportion is steadily increasing. Yesterday this House
discussed the Blumenfeld report on the accession of
Greece 24.7 million gross register tonnes, equivalent
ro 20.7 0/o of the tonnage in states with open registers,
rs in the hands of Greek shipowners. This represents
more rhan 3 dmes the number of phips flying under the
German flag today. I would ask the Commission, was
this problem discussed during the accession negotia-
tions with Greece? Vere solutions found to prevent
the large number of Greek ships flying foreign flags
from causing funher problems for shipping in the
European Community in the future? Many dangerous
substances, especially chemicals, are carried today also
as dry cargo in vessels which should have been

scrapped long ago. I can give you an example, because

last year my union checked up on such a vessel which
was chained up in Germany. Vhen the mnker left
Venezuela there was one captain on board, who had
never been in charge of a tanker. There were no offi-
cers at all, just a trained boatswain and an untrained
crew. During the voyage the captain promoted the
boarwain to officer by a handshake. I would just
mention as an aside that in the meantime the shipping
company owed the crew $ 80 000 in wages. This
contraption was thus heading for the coast of Europe,
and we tried to ascenain who it belonged to. Ve
found out that there were shipping addresses of a

broker in New York and a broker in London, but that
neither of these was the owner. Vhen the owner was

finally raced in Sidney, he had already re-sold the
tanker and we then had to look for the new owner.
How can a capcain in charge of such a vessel act'
responsibly in the event of loss? Vho should he go to
for instructions to avoid loss or damage, collisions,
etc ?

Ladies and gentlemen, my group welcomes and
supports the oral question by the Group of European
Progressive Democrats. Vhat is being demanded here
naturally does not cover everything, but the macter is

being brought to Parliament's attention again. But my
group also urges [he governments of the Member
States finally to ratify the conventions of the United
Nations Maritime Organization IMCO, and on this
point it shares fully the Commission's view. This can
be done now. It is also our opinion thas the ILO
Conventions must likewise be adopted, so that it is

finally possible to grant seamen some social protection.

But we also call upon the Commission to introduce
minimum training requirements for captains, officers
and sailors, and effective inspection procedures at
Ccmmunity pons for ships flying flags of states with
open registers. It is our view that proper inspection of
rhese rreisels could assure better protection of seas and
coasrc against conmmination and polludon; another
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ship has gone down off rhe coast of Sardinia with
containers of arsenic on board which must be recov-
ered now to prevent deaths during the next holiday
season. Ve feel that higher qualification requiremenr
for personnel on board could reduce the numbers of
averages and collisions and at the same time improve
the social conditions of seamen. Lastly, tighter restric-
tions on the use of flags and stricter control of vessels

flying flags would eliminate the unfair advantages of
competition which still handicap those shipowners
who are prepared to sail their vessels under the flag of
a Member Starc of this Community.

On behalf of the Group of the European P.eople's
Party, I therefore urge the Council, governmenm and
the Commission finally to take action to ensure better
protection of seas and coasts.

President. - I call Mr Cottrell to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Cottrell. - The people of Brittany are only too
familiar, as we are well aware, with what an unwel-
come gift from the sea can represenr. A carpet of oily
slime which is an ecological disaster is a problem that
we are well familiar with in the United Kingdom.

I should like rc concentrate my brief remarks thrs
evening on two points that the Commissioner has
himself made. The question is whether we need any
additional safety measures beyond those which are in
treaties radfied or unradfied. I think that we do. The
previous speaker referred, I think, to neuralgic spors.
Vell one of those is clearly the Channel which lies
between the Unircd Kingdom and the mainland of the
continent of Europe. I think it would be absolurely
extraordinary if it were suggesred to the Aviarion
Authority that they should try to mainrain one of their
major air routes in the same way that the Channel
route is maintained. In other words, it is a free-for-all,
which in some respects has never changed since medi-
eval days.

I would like the Commission to consider what the
advantages would be - notwithsanding all rhe valiant
efforts that are made by the existing safery organiza-
tions, such as Triniry House in the Unircd Kingdom
and the coastguards in France - of setting up a joint
maritime safery organizarion to patrol whar is

Europe's El, if you like, in shipping terms. It seems
extraordinary that there is no provision for this under
existing proposals from IMCO or from any conven-
tions which will discuss this in the near future. I well
remember as a journalis[ some years ago trying to
unravel the mysteries and the nonsense which arose
when ir was suggested rhat it would be fairly sensible if
ships going one way.kept to the left and ships going
the other way kept to rhe right. It seemed extremely
difficult to persuade either the shipping authorities,
and indeed in some cases the Member States, that this
was a sensible proposal.

\fle know what happens when an oil unker goes
aground. May I make another proposal on how to
prevent ships from going aground, because rhis is

often thq cause of the rouble. They collide, for in-
stance, in mid-Channel and spill their cargoes. \7e had
an extraordinary case recently in which, to a cenain
extent, Britain and France were both involved. A ship
called the Aeolian Sky was involved in a collision in
mid-Channel. She was not a tanker, but she was
loaded with possibly dangerous toxic chemicals. The
ship had a collision in mid-Channel and was taken in
tow by a tug during a Force 8 gale. She developed a 16'
list to pon. She then went, like a proverbial Biblical
beggar, from pon to port, looking for somebody who
would have her until finally, heading into the Force 8

gale, she sank and discharged her cargo, causing
immense distress rc local authoriries in the south-east
of England and immense cost r.o the rax-payers and
the rate-payers.

If there were a system of havens of refuge where ships
which are in danger of sinking following a collision or
a mechanical failure could be raken and properly
tended, I believe that it would be possible ro prevenr at
least 50 % of all collision casualries in rhe English
Channel from sinking. I know that in some areas -France, the United Kingdom and Denmark - local
authorities might be sensitive to the prospect of having
to provide a haven, as rhey mighr see it, for coffin
vessels on their doorstep. Vhat I would like rhem ro
consider is, if the Aeolian Sky, for example - and
perhaps even the Amoco Cadiz as well - had been
able rc go to a haven of refuge, then she would nos
have sunk and she would not have spilled her cargo.

These are the two specific sugBesrions that I would
like rc make. Is it not time that we began to consider a

commonsense police patrol in the English Channel to
avoid disasters? Ve have had enough, Lord knows,
afteady. It is impossible to imagine what the conse-
quences would be of rwo or perhaps three supertank-
ers colliding in mid-Channel. Surely ir is time ro have a

commonsense police conrrol in the Channel. Secondly,
I think it is most imponant that we should consider
the possibility of well-known havens of refuge which
are marked on chans, which are known ro caprains and
mariners, not just in the warers of the Channel bur in
the other Communiry waters as well, panicularly in
the Irish Sea and in the Medircrranean.

President. - I call Mrs Le Roux to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Le Roux. - (F) Mr President, I"would tike to
state the views of the French members ,of the
Communist and Allies Group on [he problems of
oil-tankers sailing around our shores.

Ve have always taken every opponunity to express
our commitment to international cooperation and soli-
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darity, panicularly in the area of scientific research,
and we support all iniriatives with this aim. \fle rhere-
fore consider that the European Community should
increase im aid to teams of researchers and technical
experts working to prevent accidents at sea and
combat hydrocarbon pollution. Moreover, this inter-
national scientific and legal cooperarion should not be
limited solely rc the Member States of the EEC.

But, for all that, we cannot agree with Mrs Ewing,
Mrs Dienesch and Mr Josselin, when they speak of
fate or the supposed inability of states to impose regu-
lations on oil companies and shippers which would
make it possible to prevenr accidenm at sea.

\fle refuse to leave it to rhe gods of rhe sea or ro rhe
European Communities ro sertle problems which
concern first and foremost rhe government of our
country. Ve refuse to invoke destiny or international
law in order to excuse governmental negligence. Ve
cannot support the explicitly supranational measures
proposed here.

'\flhat, in fact, is the situation? Following the Amoco
Cadiz disaster, a Commission of Enquiry of the
French Senate, composed of 21 members from all
political parties, adoprcd unanimously a report in
which it was made quite clear that we do know how to
preven[ such accidents, how to fight and deal with
pollution whe4 it occurs, and in what areas national
measures are required in order to guarantee our coun-
ry an effecdve system of protection. The means for
action to exist, is the political will to put them into
effect which is lacking. Ve would assert that under
existing law governments are quite capable of dealing
wirh pirates at sea. For the information of Members
not acquainted with it, I would refer to the Brussels
Convention, enacrcd by the law of 6 May 1975, which
provides that in the event of an accident at sea result-
ing in material damage or a direct threat of material
damage the State may take necessary measures with-
out notifying the natural or legal persons concerned, if
urgency so requlres.

I would also inform my colleagues, in case they do not
already know, that this law was supplemented by
further provisions introduced on TJuly 1975 which
exrended the State's power of intervention at sea to
include even the risk of damage.

Today, we say piracy must stop, complacency must
stop, we will not let the national governmenm disclaim
responsibility, we refuse to leave everything in the
hands of institutions which have demonstrated their
toral allegiance to those actually responsible for these
accidenm, the large oil companies, whose exorbitant
profir we alone have denounced. 'We refuse to leave
everything in the hands of institutions dominated by
governments which fiercely suppon the system of
maritime transpon in operacion today. I am talking,
for example, of the Federal Republic of Germany,
which ships around 80 % of its oil cargo under flags

of convenience. One canno[, with a clear conscience,
take the lead in demonstrations of anger in Britnny
and Paris and there level accusations at governmenl
authorities, and at the same time put forward resolu-
tions in Strasbourg under the banner of supranational-
ity which absolve those government authorities of all
responsibiliry.

\7e shall not join the conspirary against rhe shores of
France, against those who work at sea and on [he
coast in Britanny. Ve cannot be part of these ploys to
undermine the interests of the population of our coun-
try. Ve, for our pan, will fight wilh the workers of
our country [o ensure that the strictest safety regula-
tions are applied rc tankers, their shippers and their
states, when they sail around our coast.

(Applausefrom the Communist and Allies Group)

President. - I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr President, the Liberal and
Democratic Group is in favour of drawing up a code
of conduct for oil-tankers and vessels carrying danger-
ous subsmnces - I prefer that term to noxious sub-
stances. It is discomfoning to read in a text submitted to
this Parliament that no single sute is able rc control
the behaviour of cenain vessels. Is this not an admis-
sion of impotence on [he pan of elected representa-
tives of rhe Member States? It does not bear thinking
about.

But has not the time come to decide to implement a

system of Community cooperation to deal with the
problem of non-ratification by certain Member States
of international agreements to establish navigation
rules, to determine methods of monitoring the routes
used by commercial vessels, either with naval aircraft
or with customs authority patrol boats, or to provide a

basis for plans to protect the coast in the event of a

disaster. Ve await a directive on this subject from the
Commission, and I listened to Mr Davignon's remarks
with much interest. I am sure that in him we have a

commissioner who is much concerned with this
present-day problem.

Ve cannot ignore the question of compensation for
victims of disasters caused by commercial vessels. If
this Assembly is to be provided with information, then
it must be full information, and reference must be

made to the fact that the oil companies, which have
been spoken of in strong rcrms by some people,
adopted provisions in 1969, l97l and again recently,
for compensating victims of damage resulting from
accidents at sea, over and above the responsibility of
the shipowners. It is said that prevention is better
rhan cure and I agree, as do you. The so-called 'crys-
tal' system of indemnity was created volunarily by the
large oil companies. Could it not be extended to
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include every vessels carrying dangerous substances,
whoever the owner?

Most of all, we must not close our eyes to the in-
fringement of safety regulations when vessels over 20

or 25 years old come into some of our ports, some-
times with inadequately qualified crew members. Strict
measures should be laid down to deal with this situ-
adon. If there are flags of convenience, is it not also the
case that there are pons of convenience and crews
who are prepared to sail on floating coffins?

The Commission should invite the Member States to
strengthen existing regulations and carry out the
necessary checks. It seems to me that Community
measures are essential today to Prevent the recurrence,
off the coast of Brittany, or perhaps somewhere else

tomorrow, of shipping disasters which bring poverty
rc individuals, destroy animal life and diven tourists
and holidaymakers elsewhere. Our group will support
all proposals along these lines.

President. - I call Mr Josselin.

Mr Jossclin. - (F) Mr President, during our last
session, this Assembly adopted unanimously - I wish
to remind you because some people seem to have
forgotten - a resolution in which we invited the
Commission to draw up a plan for monitoring the
application of international standards. \7e asked the
Commission to report to the parliamentary committees
responsible, on the progress of measures concerning
transport safety and on the budgetary measures
involved, before 15 July 1980.

I do not wish to say that this evening's debate serves
no purpose, since I consider it essential that we
continue to put pressure on the Commission and the
Member States to adopt a more responsible position
than in the past with regard rc this vial problem of
coastal protection.

i ag.ee with those who consider rhat the problem is
not so much one of imagination but ragher of will.
Indeed, when one mkes stock of all the'instruments
referred to earlier by Commissioner Davignon, it
becomes clear that, at the international or Community
level at least, the, means are available, if not to prevent
totally, then at least to restrict to a very large degree
those accidents which we have recently had call to
regret once again.

I would like here to mention various pieces of infor-
mation which were mostly gathered together in Brir-
tany during an extraordinary meeting of the general
Council, of which I am chairman. This information
leads us to conclude that, unfonunately, tovernmenm
still have not learnt from experience. I would also like
to say how deeply I regrer the facr that the French
Government felt it necessary to prevent the rwo offi-

cials from the Commission in Brussels, one from the
Transpon Directorate and one from the Environment
Directorate, from coming to give us more information
about what had been done by the Commission; in so

doing it was acting upon a principle widely applied by
the French Government, which prohibits any contact
between Community bodies and local authorides. In
this instance I believe that the local representatives
were entitled to very specific information and I am
sorry [har they were refused it.

As far as supranationality is concerned, my position
has been made clear: I said in effect that without
Community or international measures, unilateral
refusal to grant access would inevitably lead to the
creation of pons of convenience. If oil is refused
access to French ports, I cannot. wait to hear the reac-
tion of dockers from the CGT, for example, when
they see the oil going to another country and then
returning to us on lorries which are not French either.
Having said that, here is the information which I
wanted to give you. Firstly, automatic pilots are still
used in the English Channel at night. Secondly, there
is not a single tug in the world capable of pulling out
to sea an oil-nnker of over 200 000 tonnes. I would
add that the corrosion caused by the cleaning of
oil-tankers causes them to ate prematurely. Another
interesting piece of information: the plan to destroy
vessels which are too old, for which there may be a

grant of financial aid as proposed by the Community,
seems rcday to have met with refusal from a cenain
number of Member States who are afraid to pay to
destroy vessels which will be rebuilt outside the
Community. This is a problem which cenainly needs

attention.

In general terms, the question being asked is whether
the Member States and the Community are prepared
to pay the price of safety. It is possible, if not to prev-
enr, then at least to limit the number of accidents, but
it will be expensive. Vessels will be more expensive and
pons will be more expensive because they must be

equipped with cenain specialized facilities which do
not yet exist and which today, for example, prevent
the ratification of a cenain number of conventions, I
am thinking of 'Marpol'. Larger and better paid crews
will also be necessary. The measures will be expensive
because the radical step musr be taken of prohibiting
the use of vessels which cannot be controlled. This
means, and this is what the people of Brittany are
asking for, a ban on oil-mnkers of over 200 000
tonnes, because nobody can control rhem at the
moment. It is essential, and this debate.should play its
part, that rhe Member States be persuaded to srcp up
considerably their methods of inspection and surveill-
ance.

That, Mr President, was the information which I
wished to pass on, pointing out that I am not one of
those who beligves in fate or impotence. On the
conrrary, I am one of those who consider that if
oil-tankers, which are no more than tools, are beyond
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the control of the society which created them, then
clearly it is high time we considered the question of
changing this society. And here I am thinking both of
550 000 tonne oil-tankers and 4 000 megawatt nuclear
power stations.

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Turner.

Mr Turner. - Mr President, I think that what has

come through most in this debate is that one must
have the same for all. Every port, must have the same

regulations so that nobody chear on the other, so you
do not have easier conditions in one pon than in
another. That is why Mr Davignon is here and that is

why Mr Davignon is so imponant for what this debate
is about. $(i'e must have harmonized laws for all the
ports of Europe, and that is why it is not a matter of
nation Sates or tovernmenw and parliaments, as he

said; it is a matter for the Commission to make sure
that all the governmenm of the Community have the
same regulation.

Now I must point out that the Danish members of our
group have reservations on what I am about to say,

and so I speak for all except the Danish members of
the European Democratic Group. I am proposing this.
There is an urgent need for compulsory pilotage in all
congested waters between the coasts of the Member
States of the Community, i.e. the Mediterranean, the
Channel and the Nonh Sea. Now this is something
that was put forward in l97l by all the pilots of the
International Maritime Pilots Association, the Euro-
pean Maritime Pilots Association and the United
Kingdom Maritime Pilors Association and is, in fact,
law now in German waters. So what I am proposing is
something which ir has been said for years and years
should be pan of the law of the Communiry. There
should be compulsory pilomge of oil-tankers in the
congested waters of the Community.

Now you might ask'why compulsory', and the answer
is this:the good ships do not need pilots so much and
yet take them on board. It is the other ships, which do
not rake pilots on board, that need them and, there-
fore, one must have compulsion in this proposal. Ve
need a directive, if I may say this to Mr Davignon, so

that pilotage in the congested waters is compulsory
and not optional.

Now you know that even a sophisticated master of a

very large oil-tanker probably only passes through the
Channel twice in one year, and yet every day of the
year 800 ships'pass through the Channel. Now it is

clear from that that there is a very Brave risk of acci-
dents, either collisions or wrecking of one sort or
another, and I understand that three-quaners of all
accidenr tha[ occur are due to human error. Now the
advantages of having pilots on board ships are numer-
ous. First of all, they know the latest raffic schemes
near [he coast in question; secondly, they bring on

board their own communication equipment; thirdly,
they actually speak the language of the coastal country
along which they are passing. Lastly, and I think most
important of all - and again I speak to Mr Davignon
who, I think, is listening - if you have a pilot on
board he is concerned solely with the traffic of the
Channel he is passing through. He is not concerned
with the commercial advantage of cutting corners, as

is ofrcn the case when a master of a ship is in the
hands of an owner anxious to make the greatest profit
he possibly can. It is no good having merely voluntary
pilotage because the good ships take pilots on board
anyway and the older ones, who cause most of the

.accidents, do not take them on board, and therefore it
musr be compulsory. Now nobody in this debarc
except Mrs Ewing - who I am glad to say supponed
me in advance of my speech - has said that we must
have compulsory pilotage in all the waters round our
coasts in the Community, and I mean the Mediterra-
nean, the Channel and the Nonh Sea. I ask the
Commission to bring forward a directive which pro-
vides for the nations themselves with their own mari-
time authorities to arrange for compulsory pilotage,
and I hope this parliament will accept this proposal.

Tomorrow, my group will put forward an amendment
to Mrs Ewing's morion, which will call upon the
Commission to make proposals to improve standards
of safety and conduct in Community waters, and I
stress here it calls on the Commission of rhe Commu-
nity to make these proposals. I draw attention to para-
graph 2 (c) which speaks of 'the establishmenr of the
aim of the maritime authorities of the Member States

of. compukory pilotage for all oil-tankers in transit
through congested waters between or adjacent to the
coasts of Member States'. Now, if cre pass this tomor-
row, it will be something which the pilots have asked
for for the last nine years. So I hope the Commission
will propose a formal directive to be acceprcd by the
authorities of the Member States.

President. - I call Mrs Ewing.

Mrs Ewing. -, Mr President, I will not say mcire than
just three things. I would like to know whether the
Commission would really take very seriously one or
two of my points that Mr Davignon did not comment
on. One concerns the snndard I referred to, which
seems to have been observed and supponed by a

German colleague in his speech about the shipmasters:
when they are negligent, it seems as if Member States

do not rebuke the association for allowing them to
carry on in their ships. There is also the quesrion
wherher the coastal States should not accept the
responsibility for the tug arrangements, instead of [he
old-fashioned Victorian type of bargaining that some-
times holds us up. I think also that the insurance
comments I made are really very serious, and I do not
rhink, to get back ro it, that rhe semantics of whether
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you call ir a code or a system of cooperation really
separates myself from any of the speakers.

I just feel that there is so far not enough will,
Mr Davignon, and anything the Commission can do
ro stress this to the Council and to the Member States

- and we can all try and help - will, I am sure, only
take us forward.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F)
Mr President, I would like first of all to remove the '

doubts of the honourable Members, Mrs Ewing in
particular, and assure them that the Commission has
listened most. attentively rc everything that has been
said. It is very difficult, Mr Turner, for a Commis-
sioner to show his interest when his back is turned to
the speaker. But perhaps the Commission will also be
able to prepare a directive on this subject in due.
course; I will give thought to the matter during what is

left of the night

(Laughter)

Vith regard to the rwo points raised by Mrs Ewing,
there do in fact exist, on the sub.iect of crew qualifica-
tions referred rc by Mr Josselin, unratified agreements
laying down training requirements; a recommendation
was approved by the Council in December 1978 and
the Member States were invited to ratify she conven-
tion on training standards. All this is already in exist-
ence and one wonders why these provisions have not
been ratified by the narional parliaments. I would
inform Mr Turner that the Cornmission is going to
consider the question of compulsory pilotage in
certain circumstances. It would not be a bad thing if
the Member Srates, his in panicular, were to adopt the
1978 directive laying down qualifications for pilots.
Substantial progress would already have been achieved
if a directive adopted by the Council were imple-
mented by the Member Sates and if one began by
honouring outstanding commitments rather shan
weighing down the issue with further demands.

In view of the time, Mr President, I will arrange for
the answers ro some specialized and technical ques-
tions to be given directly to the honourable Members.
I hope, and perhaps Mrs Ewing could give some
thought to this between now and tomorrow, that the
resolution proposed will call upon the narional parlia-
ments to assume their share of responsibility by ratify-
ing agreements, otherwise we shall continue ro talk
pleasantly amongsr ourselves until all hours of the day
or night without acrually solving any of the problems
involved.

President. - I have received m/o motions for resolu-
tions with request for an early vote, pursuant to Rule

a7$) of the Rules of Procedure, to wind up the debate
on this oral qilestion:

- from Mrs [r Roux and others,

- from Mr Cottrell and others, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, Mr Calvez and others, on
behatf of the Liberal and Democracic Group, and
Mr Janssen van Raay and Mr Hoffmann, on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD
Group) (Doc. l-l l5180).

I shall consult Parliament on these requests at the
beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

I declare the debate closed.

21. Urgent procedure

President. - I have received from Mr Manin and
others, on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group,
a motion for a resolution with request for urgent
debate, pursuant ro Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure,
on lhe execu[ion of the thineen persons condemned to
death in Gafsa (Doc. l-125/80).

The reasons supponing the request for urgency are
contained in the document imelf.

I shall consult Parliament on this request for urgent
debate at the beginning of romorrow's sitting.

22. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The nexr sitting will be held tomorrow
Friday, 18April 1980 at 9a.m., with the following
agenda:

- Procedure without repon

- Decision on urgency

- Michel report on food aid

- \Toltjer repon on vessels
(uithout debate)

- Glinne motion for a resolution on the assassination of
Archbishop Romero

- Diligent motion for a resolution on the granting of
asylum to Cuban citizens

- Pruvot motion for a resolution on political prisoners
in Guinea

- Josselin motion for a resolution on marine pollution

- Donnez motion for a resolution on EEC-US relations
in the field of steel

- Jaquet motion for a rcsolution on events in Tunisia

I.

flying the Swedish flag
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- Boyes motion for a resolution on Parliament's elec-
tronic voting sysrem

- Seligman report on research programmes

- Muntingh report on the \7orld Conservadon Srategy

- Nyborg report on public supply conffac$

- Oral question with debate to the Commission on
defective products

- Maij-Veggen report on colouring matters

.* Combe report on fresh meat

- Seal repon on India

- von Vogau report on inrcrnational ravel

- Nyborg report on the stores of vessels

- Mihr report on the noise emission of construction
plant

- von Vogau report on binary rcxtile fibre mixtures
(without debate)

- Luster report on health problems in connection with
' the imponation of animals (aithout debate)

- Simonnet interim repon on Parliament's administra-
tive expenditure in 1979

- Ed. Kellet-Bowman report on the European Founda-
tion for the Improvement of Living and Vorking
Conditions

End of sitting.'Voting time.

Mr Seal. - Mr President, one of the few things that
has been decided in this pan-session is that the repon
for which I am rapponeur, on the commercial cooper-
atlon agreement with India, will be heard by this
Parliament. It was decided in plenary sitting that it
would be put on the agenda for this evening. \7e have
not reached this item, Mr President, through no fault
of anybody's, apart from the organization perhaps, but
it is not one that you have mentioned for tomorrow
morning. I would request that, because this is one of the
few repons that Parliament has said it will hear, we
hear it as the first item on the agenda tomorrow morn-
ing. Ve should not delay it any longer than necessary,
and I am sure, Mr President, that you will accept this
and pur it first on the agenda. Parliament thinks it is a
very imponant debate: let us debate as Parliament
wishes!

President. - 
| realize the imponance of the subject

you want to have debated, but requests for urgent
debate take precedence over all other items. I cannot
therefore amend the agenda.

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - 
(NL) Mr President, it is almost

Friday morning and we still have the report by Mr

Seligman to discuss. To hold it over until Friday's
meering would not be very respectful to our colleagues
present. This repon is exremely important and by no
means technical. It affects people's everyday life and

therefore requires more than casual consideration on
Friday. Moreover, a request will be made that it be

referred back to the committee.

Mr President, I would request that the decision
concerning the consideration of the repon by Mr
Seligman in this pan-session be placed as the first item
on tomorrow's agenda, before the requests for urgent
procedure.

President. - Mr Coppieters, your proposal can be

put forward again tomorrow morning. It is impossible
to make a decision on it tonight in the few minutes we
have left.

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr Johnson. - Mr President, I do not think it is

reasonable that where we have not been able to
conclude our bussiness this evening, items which have
appeared on the agenda for the whole of this week
should suddenly find rhemselves shunted to the end of
the queue tomorrow morning . . .

(Applause)

. . . because this Parliamenr, injudiciously perhaps, has

voted a large number of urgent debates. It is not right,
reasonable or fair, and I do beg you, Mr President, to
let us finish the agenda first tomorrow morning before
dealing with the item for which urgent procedure has

been approved.

(Applause)

President. - Mr Johnson, you know as well as I do
rhat the Rules of Procedure provide that requests for
urgent debate shall have priority. However, the Chair
will make every effort to meet the wishes that have

been expressed.

I call Mr Normanton.

Mr Normanton, - Is there any reason, Mr Presi-
dent, whywe should not, in the next l0 or 15 minutes,
take the opening speech of Mr Seligman as pan of the
process of dealing with this matter? The debate could
then take place and be completed tomorrow morning
perfectly adequately: we have Commission rePresenta-

tives here and there is no reason, as I see it, Mr Presi-
dent, why that should not be done tonight. Ten
minutes, and we have it firmly on the agenda.
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President. - Mr Normanton, there is a specific
agreement with the staff that the sitting will end not
later than midnight.

I call Mr Luster.

Mr Luster. - (D) Mr President, you said that the
remainder of today's agenda will be postponed until
tomorrow. May I just point out that, aside from rhe
question of whether it is dealt with before or after the
requesr for urgent debate, I have understood you to
mean that item 50 on today's agenda - Oral question
with debate by the Legal Affairs Committee on liabil-
iry for defective products - will not be taken in the
same sequence as intended for today. Might I ask that
tomorrow this oral question be dealt with at the same
time as it would have been today, between the Myborg
report and the Maij-\Teggen repon.

I should point out that the Legal Affairs Committee

asked that this item be placed on rhe agenda in
November of last year.

It is an item inrended to uphold the reputadon of rhis
Parliament in the eyes of the Commission. It would be
a poor state of affairs if Parliament did not take itself
sufficienily seriously to defend its own reputation.

I therefore request that tomorrow we simply adhere to
the order proposed in the agenda. I would be grateful
if you would confirm that this will be the case.

President. - Mr Lusrer, I have already explained this
matter when replying to those speakers who wanted ro
have the agenda amended.

The sitting is closed.

(Mixed reactions)

(Tbe sitting was closed at 0.15 a.m.)
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' ANNEX

Solemn sitting on the occasion of the fficial of tbis Excellency Mr Luis Henera Campins, President of
. tbe Republic of Venezael4 Ad.dress by Mrs Veil President of the European Parliamert

Mr President, rhe European Parliamcnt is panicularly happy ro welcome you in this Chamber today.

On behalf of all rhe Members of this Parliament let me extend to you our heaniest greetings.

Your visit, Mr President, is an honour not only fo. or. Institution, but also, and above all, for the
cirizens of Europe whom it is this Assembly's task to represent.

'Ve welcome in your person the head of a Smte which is a model of parliamenury democracy in Latin
America. Rightly concerned with the defence of democratic freedoms and human righm throughout
the world, the European Parliament, which has placed these concerns at the centre of its debate at the
presenr meeting, is panicularly happy to hold at the same time this solemn sitting in honour of a

country such as Venezuela, the country over which you preside.

Ve are also happy to welcome you as a parliamentarian of long standing who, before being called to
the high office you now occupy, served for many years in this capacity, first as depury and then as

senaror. Ve are pleased to remember, Mr President, that you were one of the founders of the Latin
American Parliament with which the European Parliament has established links of friendship.

Your presence among us today, Mr President, provides illusrious evidence of your own and, through
you, your counry's interest in the European Community.

Ve are most grateful that, on the occasion of your visit to France, you have made a point of coming
ro Srrasbourg to speak to the citizens of the nine Community Member countries.

And we should like to remind you rhar, in addressing the representatives they have chosen through
direct universal suffrage, it is to 260 million Europeans, that you will speak.

Adress by Mr Luis Henera Campins

Madam President,

The exisrence of this great supranational Assembly does credit rc Europe. I bring you the greetings of
Venezuela, of its people and of its governmenr, which I have the honour to preside, together with the
expression of the admiration and respect of a dcmocratic ruler who has always been a convinced
advocate of integration among nations.

I am honoured to come before you on this occasion as the spokesman of the Heads of State of
Bolivia, Colombia, Equador and Peru - countries which, together with my own, constitute the
Andean'Group, that dynamic proving ground and focal point of Latin American integration
processes. I come with the task of promoting a closer and deeper relationship between our two troups
of countries, which are linked not only by their significant economic and cultural exchanges, but also
by their common attachment to the principles of integration, democracy and peace.

Strasbourg lies at rhe crossroads of the past and the present and it is here that you, the legislators
elecred by direcr universal suffrage, meet [o represen[ a Europe that is conscious of its fristorical
individuality and of rts world mission.

The men who forged the inregrationisr ideal on rhis continent not only founded Europe, but gave

inspiration to other nations in their search for a form of integration that would harmoniously
consolidate their own development,

The names of Jean Monnet, Roben Schuman, Alcide de Gasperi, Konrad Adenauer, Paul Henry
Spaak and others, some of whom are present in this chamber today, resound gloriously from Europe
as far as our own continent.

The noble inspiration which moved them to join together in the reconstruction of a war-devasated
Europe has borne most valuable fruit. It is our hope that in these lands, which have witnessed man's
most splendid achievemenr, armed conflict vill never again hold sway.
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In the world concert of nations the European Communities today play a leading pan and they have a
fundamental role in the building of a new society for all men.

And now, working for the cause of democradc Europe rhere is a political instrument of highest quality

- this Parliament, in which lcading politicians of every shade of ideology and opinion, are assembled.

The direct panicipation of your peoples in the selection of their representatives in Parliament has

become precedent of historic imporance, opening a new era for Europe and, by im example, for the
rest of the world. Various political tendencies can now express themselves and take pan in rhe making
of binding decisions on all questions of common interest. A new phenomenon is taking place: the
emergence of European political panies.

The joining of nations to deliberate together and their search for a Communiry of interests to guide
effons towards ever wider panicipation, are the guarantees of progress and peace.

I bring before this Assembly a messate of optimism and hope, and of our desire to strengthen our
common faith in panicipatory democracy. I come from a peace-loving nation which believes in
democrary and which, in a joint effon, strives ro lay the foundations for a more just and humane
soclety.

In addressing this Assembly, exceptional in its quality and the degree of its polrtical
represenutiveness, I should like to outline the main characteristics of my own counrry, as it appears
on the inrcrnational scene: I shall speak of Venezuela as a democraric country committed to
panicipation; as a developing Latin American country that believes in integration; and as a counrry
that is an active member of OPEC.

Barely a year has p"rr.i, M"dr. Presidenr, since it was our pleasure ro welcome you in Caracas. As
representative of the French Government at that time, rogether with the Heads of State and
representatives of other friendly Governments, you acknowledged by your presence the
accomplishment of a simple, orderly and democratic acr - the transmission of power that has

continuously taken place in my country for two decades now through the process of free general
elections in which every five years over 90 0/o of electors take pan - a degree of panicipation
perhaps unique in the world.

The distinguishing characteristics of a Venezuelan are his attachment to democracy and a srrong
egalitarian spirit. And my country's political imponance is not, as some unforgivably simple-minded
and ignorant observcrs seem to believe, due to its considerable oil wealth. It is rhe result of a
protracted and heroic struggle, marked by many sacrifices, by which our nation achieved its freedom.
If we were able to nationalize the petroleum industry without an upheaval, ir was because our
democracy was strong.

Not that we have a perfect system, but neither can one be found in the entire world. There is room
for improvement, and it is towards improvement that we direct our hopes and our faith. It is the full
and responsible exercise of freedom that gives to our system strength and imaginative power in
following the road of democracy and exploiting its potential for renewal.

It is these ideals that inspire our daily struggle against corruption, against bureaucratizarion and
against smgnation. Democratic renewal is more than a political objective - it is what the peoples
demand. And to meer this demand there must be a powerful impulse to exrend participarion ro
everyone in matters that concern everyone.

The concept of panicipation is inseparable from the idea of democracy in a society of men who are
equal and free.

Madam President, the high office which you occupy reflects an endeavour which is very close to my
hean: the strugglc for the panicipation of women in the worlds's affairs. It has been my dream
throughout my political life. Vhen I became President of my country, I began w realize chis dream
by setting up a Ministry of Statc for Vomen's Panicipation in Development. Vho could deny the
extraordinary enrichment of humanity's intellectual, sciendfic, cultural and productive vealth that the
accepance of wometr in fields which have so far been denied them can bring? Many other high and
imponant offices are filled most satisfactorily by Venezuelan women.

Ve have been advocatint the concept of thc Promotive State, one thar stimulates individual and
social initiative and encourages participation by all sectors of the population, and panicularly by those
secdons urhich are thc most deprived. )
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My government's prime concern is with the fate of the poor. My fundamental commitmenr is to them.
Our aim is to consolidace a panicipatory democracy that recognizes rhe aspirations of the workers
and of the peasan6, of young people, of women, of the professions and trades; a democracy thar
promotes an open society in which all Venezuelans can effectively share in decision-making; in which
economic, social, political, civic and cultural righm have full recognirion and effective force in a
democratic context of solidarity and freedom, offering to each and all every opponuniry for spiritual
and tnaterial achievement.

In historical terms, Venezuelan nadonhood was forged in the heat of rwo great ideas: of
independence and of integration.

Both are associated with the name of a native of Caracas born in rhe Age of Enlighrcnmenr. One who
astonishes us today by his abiliry to combine active and passionare panicipation in thc chree great
historical processes of his times: Nonh American independence, the French Revoludon and the Var
of Liberation in Spanish America. He was the firct to envisage 'Colombeia'- a counrry in which the
peoples inhabiting the lands from the Rio Bravo to Cape Horn would live as fellow-citizens.

Francisco de Miranda, comrade of Lafayette and Hamilton, hero of Valmy, guiding light and
instigator of the Latin American !flar of Liberation, ended his days in an obscure colonial prison.

His banner was taken up by his fellow countryman, Sim6n Bolivar, the Liberaror, whose symbolic
statue has been sculpted by David D'Angers. This beautiful work stands in this town's Gutenberg
Square side by side with the figures of other great men whose lives serve as eternal models of
humanity to the narions.

Bolivar realized from the stan, and rcok it as an axiom rhat freedom for his country was possible
only as pan of che liberation of all Spanish America, and that unification of all rhe nations was a
necessary condirion for rhe preservation of independence.

This was how this extraordinary man conceived the idea of what, wirh his profound political
undersanding of rntegration, he called the'nation of republics'. It was the underlying principle of the
confederal formula he devised for Spanish America when he planned rhe Panama Congress of 1826.

As Bolivar saw it, this confederation, to be formed by al[ the new republics, was compadble with a
process of more advanced unification berween some of these republics. He rhus envisaged, wirh quirc
extraordinary foresight, a federation of the Andes consisting of the five countries which he had
liberated with his sword.

Nearly a century and a half later, these same counries decided to form the Andean Group to which
my country belongs.

It cannot be denied that profound analogies exist between Bolivar's ideas and the present-day
regional configuration of Latin America: this fact strengthens our conviction rhat what we are doing
is right, that we are moving along rhe road of history.

In 1960, with the signing of the Treaty of Monrcvideo, by which the Latin Amcrican Free Trade
Association (I"\F[A) was set up, the first atrcmpt at regional integradon in our times was made.
Twenty years after this experiment, fruitful in both lessons and pracdcal achievements, we have begun
negotiations which should, before the end of this year, result in its complete reorganization. Today
we are trrying to continue the fusociation on principles which will allow our region's inherent
potential for exchange and complementarity, to be fully developed, in a flexible and pragmadc way,
towards our common aim of Latin American unity.

From ["\FTA, and the experience gained in the first years of is existcnce, there came the Canagena
Agreement of 1969 creating the Andean Sub-region, just as, ar anorher level, from rhe experience of
the inter-American system based on the Organization of American Sutes, OAS, there emerged,
towards the middle of rhe last decade, the Latin American Economic System, [,tES.
'lIith cooperation objectives complementary to those of I,AFTA and, at present, wirh a wider
geographical span - because it includes Central America, the Caribbean and the former British and
Dutch colonies of Guyana as well - [.AES (consisting of 26 Ladn American states) acts as a

coordinating, consultadve and negotiating body fully representative of its region, thus increasingly
gaining the status ol the authoritative [adn American umbrella organization.

Vhat is happening in Latin America today is a coherent and convergenr process which might be
described as a series of concentric exercises in solidarity, understanding and cooperation, varying in
intensity according rc local affinities and practical possibilides, It proceeds from rhe sub-rcgional to
the regional level, operating through different but complementary channels of integration,
interchange, dialogue and concenation. In this way, our regional system is developing in a highly
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satisfactory way on rhe principle of panicipation, whereby the contributions of each and every one of
its components are channelled and added up to give a voice to the endre region in the intcrnational
concert of nations.

It is in this context thar we should look at our most inrcnsive and imponant integrationist
undenaking: the Andean Pact.

On26May lgTg,rhefivePresidentsof theAndeancountriesmetinCanagenadelndiastocelebrate
the first decade of our Sub-regional Integration Agreement.

Created with rhe aim of speeding up the development of the member countries through economic
integradon in the context of harmonized, balanced and independent development, the Cartagena
Agreement, on which the Andean system is based, can boast, despite the difficulties inherent in a

process of this kind, significant achievements in the construction of an ecoriomic union.

But integrarion ro us, means more than the economic sphere, and this is why, in addition rc the

monetary and financial agreemen$ complementing the Cartagena Agreement, the Andean integration
process over these years has had irs parallel development in the cultuial, educational, scientific and

technological spheres through the Andr6s Bello Convention; in the social and labour spheres through
the Sim6n Rodriguez Convention; and in the matter of public health through the Hip6lito Unanue

Convention.

In Canagena we reaffirmed our political resolve to promote the process of integration and we traced

the aims which should guide us in the present decade. At the same time it became clear to us that
condirions for Andean inrcgration already existed and it was cherefore essential to provide for a

guiding and coordinating political authority.

Meeting again in Panama, we v/ere inspired by the presence and activity of the Andean Foreign

Minisrcis in the midsr of the roublcd political situation in Latin America, to esablish the Andean

Council of Foreign Ministers.

At the same time, in the conviction that integration cannot be pursued by governmenr alone, and

thar panicipation of the peoples must be ensured, we decided to set up the Andean Parliament - thus

testifying to the unflinching atrachment of the governments of this region co the democratic principle.

In a process analagous rc what has been happening in Europe, our Parliament will at first have

consultative status, to become in future a genuinc Communiry legislative body.

The Andean presence in the context of developments in Nicaragua, and subsequently in Bolivia,
became clear evidcnce of how imponant for our ultimate integrative objective the introduction of the
political dimension had been.

This week's debate in this House on rhe siruation in two of the sister countries of our continent - the
debate calling for the respect of fundamental freedoms and che return of the rule of law in Chile, as

well as for Communiry aid for the reconstruction and economic recovery of Nicaragua, to help that
anguished counrry back on ro rhe road to the re-esablishment of its democratic institutions -
demonstrates rhe concern of this august Assembly, emanatinB from the will of the pcoples of nine
European countries, for evenm and political developments in Latin America.

The Andean Council's decision ro enter international politics has already resulrcd in understandings
vith Brazil and with Argentina. Shonly thcrc is to bc a meeting with Mcxico. There is soon to bc a
meeting between the Andean Group and the Council of the European Communities, which should
lead to a useful rapprochement between our two Communities and promorc the success of the
economic negoriarions to be held between the Commission of the European Communities and the
Commission of thc Canagena Agreement.

Contacts berwecn the Andean Pacr and the European Communities Legan in the middle of last year,
with the visit to Brussels of Presidenr Turbay Ayala of Colombia, representint the Andean Group.

The subsequent visit of rhe Chairman of the Canagena Agreement Commission, to open exploratory
talks, was a funher confirmation of our sqb-region's interest in associadng the two integration
processes more closely and in laying down the foundations for a cooperation agreement between the
two regions.

Vhat we are seeking here is a qualitative change in our relationship with Europe. Ve want this
rclationship co be bascd on equaliq/ and increasing reciprociry, in the interest, and to the benefit, of
both sidcs.
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ll4 y. m-ust acknowledge 
-that 

from the stan the European Communiry has mer us half-way with
initiatives for cooperation of its own. This gives us hope rhat now we shail be able ro achieve tangible
results.

The conmcts being now established between the Andean Pact and the European Communities open a
new stage in the Group's inrcrnational economic relations, inidated some years ago when rhe Joint
Cooperarion Commirrees with Argentina, Mexico and Spain were ser up.

Funhermore, last November the Canagena Agreement Commission opened relations with the
Government of the United Sates of America by laying down the basis for a dialogue in a general
memorandum of understanding, as well as by signing an atreemenr on technology and, larer, anothe.
document concerning trade.

Generally, it can be said that, in esmblishing its presence on the inrernational arena, both in policical
and in economic rcrms, the Andean Group is increasingly rending towards joinr coordinaied and
concerted action which strengthens im negotiating position and gives greater weighr ro im activiries
and status ar regional and world level.

At the moment when the Third Development Decade is beginning, all the countries of rhe world
should realize that they must concentrate all their effons on the search for permanent solutions, to
eradicate injustices, underdevelopment and exploitation, with everything that ir implies. Like the
Sovereign Pontiff, Paul VI, I believe rhat'development is the new name for peace'.

Ve must look for mechanisms through which a new world system of economic relations can be
established between the nations which today, more than ever before, are threarened by grave
international crises

The world's economy is going through the most critical phase since the Great Depression. The
spectre of mass unemployment has been haunting the industrialized world for more than five ycars
now, and is accompanied this time by a chronic sate of inflation, for which raditional economic
policy measures can find no remedy. To the monetary disorder of the last decade there is now added
a resurtence of procectionism by the indusrial economies, but the prcsent economic crisis has hir
hardest rhe pooresr countries of our globe.

In this dramatic situation the seeds of conflict germinate: kidnappings and assassinarions of diplomar
and vtolent seizures of diplomatic missions; the burgeoning of narrow nationalisms and religious
fanaticisms; interference in internal affairs and high-handed occupation ofcounries in circumsrinces
which threaten the world's peace. The proliferadon of arms, increased milirary spending and
increasing power and precision of the instruments of war - all rhese mean that scientific,
technological and financial resources are being divened to military ends, when rhey could bc used ro
provide for the two-thirds of the world's population thar has to suffer shonages and poveny -panicularly in the developing countries. The economic and social.onriqr.n... of massive'and
competitive armamenr are totally incompatible with the principles of international social justice ahd
then undcrmine every effon towards the establishment of rhe new world economic order.

It.is. optimistic {olly rc defer the necessary restructuring of the world's economy by subsdtudng for it
ad hoc palliatives which only threaten to revive a spirit of retaliation, insiead of p.orno.ing 

"nequitable climate of world cooperation.

More petrodollar recycling alone is not the way to stop rhe incessant emertence of points of tension
throughout the world. Sever-al. recent developmenr go to prove it. Those who .or. ,o believe, by
dint of consant repetition of the claim, that the underlyingcauses of the presenr economic crisis are
to. be sought in the readjustment of petroleum prices will be labouring under a dangerous
misapprehension._The price changes oI 1979, after rwo years of a vinual fleeze,barely begin to
comPensarc the loss of purchasing power resulting from the devaluarion of the dollar anld the
inflatio.nary spiral unwinding throughout the industrialized world. Ve also say rhar ir would be a
grave delusion to advocate petroleum price levels that do not reflec the supply and demand situation
in the energy market.

If alternative-enerty sources are to be developed, the relarion berween the prices of conventional and
new forms of energy must be such as to make their exploration and exploitaiion profitable.

Ve must face the reality of the natural, and increasing, [imimrions of available encrgy resources if we
are to coPe boldly and,constructively with the problem of modernizing thc technological civilization
of our post-war era. If a new period of prosperity and growth is ro 6e ushered in, ihis will require
bold action, not only in restructuring the industrialized economies and achieving a new and equiiable
inrcrnational division of labour, but,also in creating en cnerg'y supply situation that can effectively
check the resurtence of rade and financial protcctionism that is now threatening to dislocatc the
industrialization effort of thc developing countries, or bring us atl inro financial bankruprcy.
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Venezuela's inrcgrationisr avocation falls naturally into the conrcxt of the strengthening of the

solidarity and collective self-confidence of the developing countries. Dynamic, imaginative and

fruitful methods of cooperation must be found to permit the Third Vorld to become organized. This
is an essential condidon for the necessary rransition towards more iust and equiuble international
economic relations.

Twenty years ato the cooperation and solidarity of developing counries in Asia, Africa and Latin
America in defince of rheir principal export - a resource limited in quantity, but frequently
squandered - led to the creation of rhe Organization of Peroleum Exponing Countries, of which
my country is a founder member.

The Organizarion's activiries in the course of these two decades have been the subject of the most

diverse assessments. Nevenheless, the rightness and the rationale of its actions are understood better

with each passint day.

It is thanks to OPEC that the realiry of the interdependence of our world has been recognized a new.

Ir was OPEC rhat warned humanity against unrestricrcd and unjusdfied consumption of
hydrocarbons and awoke it ro the need for an ordered transition towards new systems, based on new

and renewable energy sources, in order ro avoid shonage situations which might tenerate conflicts
that it is in everyone's interesr to preyent. It was OPEC that was the moderating factor when the

insatiable greed of the grear oil ransnadonals led them to speculate in the spoq market. Ic is OPEC's
initiatives, and rhe solidarity of the other developing countries, that are going to bring about genuine

Nonh-South netotiarions in which the polidcal will of one side will generate a similar resolve on the

other side, inspired by a mutual, equitable and just interest.

'!7e must search for a new joinr machinery that will enable us both'rc xrengthen relations between

Europe and Latin America azlto contribute to the consolidation of a new world order.

Your Parliament offers an alternative - which is not merely economic, but essendally political - to
rhe concept of a bi-polar balance in the world. To the domination of the super-powers we must

oppose a model that, rejecring all domination, is directed rcwards participation and the respect of the
principle of independcnt but cohesive development for all nations.

It is rhe fact of interdependence rhat dictates that we should help - not paronizingly, nor
paternalistically, but as a dury - every country to achieve self-determination.

This is the grcat challenge to pluralism in Europe. This is the shapc of the new world being born.
Madam President, the Third Vorld, in following its natural avocation in these troubled times, wan$
ro become a force for peace and understanding. It is determincd to proceed towards is fundamental
objective of increasingly developing its own potendalities. This, far from weakcning the ties which
unite us to Europe, will make a decisive contribution to strengthenint these ties on the basis of
mutual benefit, equity and justice.

Madam President, today more rhan ever before, the world needs a Europe that is strong, but has no
pretensions ro hegemony, a Europe willing to cooperarc consructively with all the nadons, a Europe
prepared ro accepr that ways of life appropriate to man's new social, global and cosmic dimension
must be allowed to develop and prosper.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

Vice-President

(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approoal ofthe minutes'

President. - The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disributed.

Are rhere any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Documents receioed

President. - I have received a number of motions for
resolutions 

'tabled under Rule 25 of the Rules of
Procedure. Details of these can be found in rhe
minutes.

, 3. Membership ofcommittees

President. - I have received from the Socialisr
Group a request for the appointment of Mr Jalton to
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Spon, in replacement of Mr Estier.

Are there any objections?

The appointment is ratified.

4. Petitions

President. - I have received two peririons. Their
dtles and authors can be found in the minutes, where
you will also find a number of decisions relating to
other petitions.

5. Authoization of repora

President. - The minutes contain details concerning
a decision by the Legal Affairs Commitree on rhe

motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Collins and
others (Doc. l-555179/rev. II) on the procedure for
consulting the European Parliament.

6. Procedu)e without report

President. - On Monday, I announced the titles of
those Commission proposals rc which it was proposed
to apply the procedure utithout report provided for in
Rule 27A of the Rules of Procedure.

Since no one has asked leave to speak and no amend-
men6 have been abled to them, I declare these
proposals approved by the European Parliament.

7. Agenda

President. - I cail Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, I would like
to make a purely practical proposal concerning today's
agenda, of which item 45 is the repon by Mr Seligman
on the plutonium cycle. In my.opinion, we should nbt
be treating the subject with due respect. if we tried to
deal with or even introduce this highly important and
entirely non-technical repon. The other reason for my
request, Mr President, relates to the content of the
report. This report and its accompanying motion for a

resolution is so incomplete, so premature, and there-
fore so misleading, that 30 amendments have been
submitted, upon which a vote may be held. I would
sherefore urte you, Mr President, rc hold over the
repon by Mr Seligman until the next part-session and,
in view of the importance of this issue, I would ask my
colleagues for their understanding.

President. - I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - Mr President, I would resist very
strongly Mr Coppieters' recommendation to put off
this report. It is already one year late. If we put it off
another month or two it will become irrelevant and,
anyhow, Mr Coppieters had plenty of chance to
discuss it in the committee.

President. - I put to rhe vote the request to hold
over the Seligman repon (Doc. l-813/79).

The request is rejected.
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8. Decision on reqaests for an early oote

President. - The next item is the decision on three
requests for an early vote.

I put to the vore the request for an early vote on the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr d'Ormesson and
others on bebalf of the Group of tbe Earopean People\
Party (CD) and by Mr de Courcy Ling and Mr Hutton
on behalf of the European Democratic Group (Doc.

1-119/80): Sunteilhnce and protection of shipping
routes.

The request is approved.

The vote will be taken at the next voting-dme. '

President. - I put to the vote the request for an early
vote on the motions for resolutions tabled by Mrs Le
Roux and others (Doc. 1-115/80) dnd b Mr Courell
and others on behalf of the Earopean Democratic Groap,

Mr Caloez and others on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group and Mr Janssen ttan Raay and Mr
Hoffmann on behalf of the Group of the European

People\ Party (CD) (Doc. 1-117/80): Code of conduct

for oil-tankers.

The request is approved.

The vote will be mken at the next votint-time.

I call Mrs Squarcialupi on a point of order.

Mrs Squarcialupi. - (I) Mr President, I would point
out that this is a Parliament, in other words a forum in
which any member may express his opinion pursuant
to the Rules of Procedure.

Since the sitting began - only ten minurcs ago - you
have disregarded this rule several dmes. This is rctally
unacceptable and seems like an act of provocation to
the Assembly!

I respect your role as President in directing the work
of the Assembly, but the members must be allowed to
express their views whether you approve or notl The
Rules of Procedure, which the fusembly itself
adopted, must be'respected: if you are not in a posi-
tion to ensure that they are observed, let someone else

take over who is prepared rc do so!

President. - The Rules of Procedure have been

srictly applied. Any Member can ask for the floor
during the debate.

9. Decision on urgent procedure

Presidcnt. - The next item is the decision on the
request for urgent debate on the motionfor a resolution
tabled by Mr Martin and others on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group (Doc. 1-125/80): Execu-
tion of tbe 13 persons condemned to death in Gafsa.

I call Mr Manin.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Bourguiba has just executed 13 people. I should
like to reiterate the s[rong protests we have made. This
execution crowns a series of violadons of human righs
and condemns the regime and its supponers. All those
who allowed Bourguiba to do as he pleased give a

poor impression of their commitment to human rights.

These l3 men could have been saved.'!/e Communists
made strenuous represenmtions in this connection.
However, in the meantime, others washed their hands
of the crime being planned, just like Pontius Pilate.
Even in this Assembly, cenain members rejected
urgent procedure on Thursday, thereby accepting or
even encouraging the execution of the condemned
men of Gafsa. Funhermore, in Tunis, stiff penalties
involving forced labour and imprisonment were
imposed on 17 other accused people. Political and
trade union prisoners are now rotting in Tunisian
prisons and dungeons. Ve feel that solidarity must be

shown to secure their release and free the Tunisian
people.

It would cenainly have been better if the debarc had
begun immediately the request for urgent debate was
approved yesterday. However, this did not happen,
and now we have Bourguiba's gallows and the dead
bodies of 13 men.

This is intolerable and we must make this point here in
the Assembly. Those hanged in Tunis will not have
died in vain if, as a result of their sacrifice, Mr Bour-
guiba's regime, the jewel of the so-called free world, is

deservedly indicted and the need rc fight against
attacks on human righr wherever they occur is under-
lined. This is the reason behind our proposal for
urgent debate, which we ask you rc approve.

Preiident. - I call Mr Irmer.

Mr lrmer. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, a few days ago I supponed and voted for a

proposal to appeal to the governments and ask that
mercy be granted. I cannot now see why the matter
should be so urgent. There is nothing cre can do now
to alter the sorry fate of those concerned. I am against
the death penalty in general. However, I do not feel
that I am in a position to interfere in Tunisia's internal
affairs. I do not know the circumstances in which the
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death sentence was pronounced and carried out.
There can be no question of urgent procedure. The
matter should first be discussed in the Political Affairs
Committee and then Parliament can express its views.

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, on
behalf of the Socialist Group, I would urge thar this
matrer be treated as urgent. Although we can do
nothing more to save these people from their fate, we
can nevertheless express our abhorrence at any system
which believes in thus eliminating im adversaries.
Therefore I trould urge [har Parliament give priority
to this matter.

President. - I call Mr Donnez.

Mr Donnez. - (F) Mr President, I wish to spea'k
both on my own behalf and on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group.

The Liberal Group has authorized me ro make this
statement. I have a son who is working on a medical
cooperation project in Gafsa and it is rhrough him rhat
I learned what happened. I can tell you that those who
came from Libya to Gafsa did not do things on a small
scale and that many innocent people died as a resulr.
Given these facts, it is not for me to judge rhe Tuni-
sian Government, which took such action as it was
entitled to in circumstances which I would describe as

normal on the basis of its [aws, regulations and penal
code.

I deeply regret that the President of the Tunisian
Republic did not take steps ro ensure thar those
condemned to death would be pardoned. I regret this
deeply from the human point of view, but from the
strictly legal point of view, nking into accounr rhe
information I have available and in view of what I have
suffered personally, I can assure you that I will not
vote for urtent procedure in this case.

President. - I call Mrs Macciocchi.

Mri Macciocchi. - (F) l, on the contrary, should
like to announce our intention to vote in favour of the
request for urgent procedure which is before us in
view of the fact that wherever assassinations, execu-
tions and deaths take place, we are opposed to the
death of individuals, of men fighting one anorher
whether on one side or the other. To be consistenr
with ourselves, therefore, and in the interests of coher-
ence, a concern which I should like to see cenain of
my colleagues share, I ask you [o approve urtent
procedure immediately so that we who have so often
fought against prisons, concentration camps and

death, can show the world that we set as our ideal
respect for human life wherever it is in danger. \7e will
always fighr in favour of respecr for life.

President. - I put the request ro rhe vore.

fhe request is rejected.

The modon for a resolution is consequenrly referred
to the appropriate commitree.

10. Foodaidin 1980

President. - The nexr irem is the repon (Doc.
1-105/80) by Mr Michel, on behalf of the Committee
on Development and Cooperation, on rhe

proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-5/80) for regulations concerning food aid in 1980.

I call Mr Michel.

Mr Michel, rdpportear. - (F) Mr President,
colleagues, I have the honour ro presenr this repon on
behalf of the Commirtee on Cooperation and Deve-
lopment.

The repon was discussed on 15 April, in orher words
during this pan-session. Accounr was raken ar rhar
time of the views of the Commitree on Agriculture,
which sent us a letter sefting out its opinion, and of the
resolurions adopred by the Commirtee on Budgets,
which was represented in the Commitree on Develop-
ment by Mr Flanagan.

Mr President, colleagues, the appalling hunger and
object poverty of over 500 million people highlighm
inequalides at world level which shame all mankind
and throw down a challenge ro the human conscience.
There are two main insrrumenrs which should be used
to remedy this tragic siruation. In rhe short term there
is food aid, which should be guaranteed and which
should be betrer strucrured and planned at inrerna-
donal level in order to ensure a continuous and effec-
tive flow and to respond in panicular to emergencies.
Ve should also be able in the medium and long term
to make an acrive contribution ro the policy of overall
development through conrinuous international effons,
and this policy must be concentrated intensively on agri-
cultural reform, rural and technical development and
on seeking balanced and integrated overall develop-
ment with food aid playing a key role. \7e should give
constant thought to all these marrers and I hope we
will return m rhem during the debate on the problems
of hunger in the world.

It was in the light of this basic concern that I agreed ro
present to you the repon concerning the Commis-
sion's proposals on food aid in 1980, submitted to the
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Council of Ministers. Adoption of this repon is a

matrcr of urgenry for obvious and pressing reasons,

namely with a view to continuing existing aid until
such time as we will hopefully be able to increase it.
\7e will cenainly not be able to meet the world's total
food requirements, which are immense, but we, the
well-fed people of the world, can certainly provide

more and we must learn to share more with those whb
are hungry.

The special reasons for the resolution and the repon
are stressed on page 7 of the document you have

before you. Let me summarize the reasons for the
request for urgent procedure: first, the lack of a

budget for 1980; second, the forthcoming considera-
don by Parliament of a new budget; third, the fact that
rhe Council of Minisrcrs has still not adopted the
proposal for a regulation on the management of food
aid; founh, the fonhcoming publication by the Coun
of Auditors of a special report on this form of aid; and
finally, and most imponant of all, preparation by our
committee and the other committees involved of a

comprehensive report. on the problems of hunger in

the world. For all these reasons, ladies and gentlemen,

even if we cannot predict future guidelines and deci-
sions still to be taken, we cannot remain inactive in a
field of such crucial and prime imponance, where the

lives, or rather survival of starving men, women, and

children is at stake day after day.

Let us now consider the three main points of the

report. First, the immediate renewal of the quantities
entered ii the 1979 budget in order to remain opera-
tional, in other words to feed the people concerned.
Second, the trend of food aid in 1980 and the need for
our Parliament to adopt a position in this resPect.

Third, the consequences of the Council's failure to
adopt the regulation for the management of ,food aid,
which you will find on pages 10, 11 and 12 of this
repon.

I should like to sum up the main features of the

Commission's proposals. First, the proposal concern-
ing the renewal of aid; here, we must request authori-
zation to act on the basis of the rule of provisional
twelfths. Although the budget was not adopted, food
aid must not be held up for several months more' If
higher quantities of food aid are granted under the

1980 budget, which we will vote on as soon as poss-

ible, it would still be possible to cerry out additional
programmes; in the meantime, however, the quantities
ser our in the mble on page 8 of the report must be

made available immediately according to the above
rule, namely, 72O5OO tonnes of cereals, 150000
ronnes of skimmed-milk powder and 45 000 tonnes of
butteroil. In connection with these proposals, the
Commission has suggested three main criteria for the
distribution of the emergency food aid; first, the nutri-
tional requirements of the populations concerned I

second, the per capita gross national product of each
country's external financial situation, starting with that
of rhe most deprived countries. In practice, the latter

would get 90 % of the cereals aid, 82 0/o of the

skimmed-milk powder and 89 0/o of the bumeroil.

Second, the disribution of aid and future aid policy.
Your rapporteur does not believe that there would be

any point in studying the distribution proposals in
detail given the present situation, as they were covered
in'a report presented to this House by Mr Broeksz and

in a resolution adopted by this Assembly on 27 April
1979 when Parliament approved the Commisiion's
disrribution criteria. Ve will have an opportunity to
come back to all these distribution and commitment
problems when in the cbming months we discuss the
.eport on the problems of hunger in the world, which
you know is being prepared. However, your raPPor-
teur rnust point out that, if no increase were granted,

the stdtus quo would have been preserved for five
years. 1979 was the founh year in which no food aid
inc.ease was granted. Consequendy, we cannot simply
be content to continue in this way because, given the
level of need and unsatisfied requirements, this would
be ranamount to ignoring a tragic situation for which
we should be assuming responsibility in the interests

not only of this generation but also of the next.

My third and final point is the failure by the Council
of Minissers to adopt the regulation for the manate-
ment of food aid. On 1l January 1979 - that is,

sixteen months ago - the Council leceived from the
Commission a proposal for a regulation, but has still
taken no decision. In the light of the repon presented

by our colleague Mr Lezzi on 16 March 1979, the
European Parliament adopted a qualified favourable
opinion approving the main lines of the Commission's
proposals. Parliament asked that the proposed
management committee should only be consultative
and should therefore not have the right of veto, and it
stressed that the conciliation procedure should be

initiated between the Council and the Commission in
the event of any disagreement. Parliament also

requested presentation of a repon on the imPlemenla-
don of food aid.

Today Parliament has got what it wanted. A concise
repon has been prepared. Your rapponeur should like'to 

thank rhe Commission therefore, but, like the
majority of the members of the Committee on Coop-
eration and Development, would like this repon to be

less succinct and more explicit in future. The absence of
a management regulation is highly regrettable. The
Council's decisions are generally aken too late, which
is bad for those who require the aid and, conse-
quently, excessively shon deadlines for implementing
the aid and failure to implement the aid in time result
in cenain programmes having too much left over in
the way of resources, which should clearly be used to
help the people concerned. In this connection there is
srill the special problem of transpon. A distinction
must be made between responsibiliry for transponing
food aid and that for supplying it, as the supplier does
not necessarily transpon the goods. The Commission
accepts that it should be able to exercise control over
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the suppliers and the recipients and assume financial
control regarding the saving on ransporr costs, but it
has inadequate material resources ar im disposal;
DG VIII must have sufficient sraff to cope with the
reques6 it receives and to exercise proper control.

Mr President, I have come ro three conclusions. First,
the opinion we are called upon to give in rhe imme-
diate future should be confined to rhe programme
which can be carried out directly wirhin the frame-
work of the budget on the basis of the system of provi-
sional twelfths. Second, we do not wish to anticipate
the 1980 budgenry decisions, as proposals will have to
be made in this connection at the fonhcoming budget-
ary debate. Third, we have to prepare a new food aid
programme, but work caflnor stan on this seriously
until after the debarc on lhe many problems posed by
hunger in the world.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F)To
avoid any misunderstanding, I should like to point our
that this is merely a temporary situation resulting from
the rejection of the budget. This emergency acrion is

necessary to enable us [o carry our our plans without
delay in places such as Somalia and Bangladesh.

Ve also feel that the appropriations available are
wholly inadequate to do what is required in this area,
particularly as regards cereals, a fact which is impor-
tant in the general contexr of the Community's sirua-
tion. ,For this reason, in one of the annexes to the
document, the Commission gave an initial indication
of the guidelines it hoped m follow and which it
inrcnded to present formally as soon as the draft
budget was adopted.

President. - I call Mrs Focke to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mrs Focke. - (D) Mr President, I should like to
state very briefly that the Socialist Group approves the
Commission's proposal and consequently our rappor-
teur's resolution, despite the fact that we have consi-
derable reservations regarding the quantity and form
of Community food aid, which has been very low up
to now, and also regarding the quality and implemen-
tation of the food aid. However, since the House will
be discussing these subjects in deuil in connection
with the 1980 budget and the report on hunger in the
world, we feel that at the moment rhe imponant rhing
is to give the Commission the green light as quickly as
possible to implement the food aid in order to ayoid
any irreparable delays. \7e approve the proposal
subject to this reservation.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vorc at
rhe next voting-time.

I l. Fis hconseruation measares for aessek flying
tbeflag of Sweden

President. - The next item is, without debate, the
report (Doc. l-102/80) by Mr Voltjer, on behalf of
the Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposal from the Commission rc the Council (Doc.
l-35l80) for a regulation laying down for 1980 cenain
measures for the conservation and management of fishery
resources applicable to vessels flying the flag of Sweden.

I norc that no one wishes to speak.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.

72. Assassination ofArcbbishop Ro*io

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Glinne and Mr O'Connell on
behalf of the Socialist Group and by Mr Penders and
others on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany (CD), condemning the assassination of
Archbishop Romero (Qoc. l-7 4 / 80 / rev.).

I call Mr O'Connell.

Mr O'Connell. - Mr President, four weeks ago, one
of the great defenders of human rights and a cham- '

pion of the oppressed people in El Salvador, Arch-
bishop Oscar Romero, was assassinated, and his death
ended the hopes of the peasants of that country that
freedom and justice might prevail. Oscar Romero was
a courageous adversary of the repression, violence and
injustice which had condemned the people of El Salva-
dor to lives of desperation and despair. He fought
against an oppiessive economic system under which
20/o of the people control over 60 0/o of the land and
an oligarchy of small but powerful families has
succeeded in oppressing the vast majority of the Salva-
dorian people. He denounced the social deprivation
which was the inevitable by-product of the obscene
disparity between poveny and wealth: the malnutri-
rion which afflicts 73 % of children under the age of
5; the illiteracy afflicting over half the population; the
appalling housing conditions, where 80 0/o of houses in
rural areas are unfit for human habintion; and the
appalling lack of medical services, with a mere 3

doctors for every l0 000 people. Seventeen days
before his death, Archbishop Romero said:

The cause of all our problems in El Salvador is the oligar-
chy, that small nucleus of families who do not concern
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themselves with the plight of people except in so much as

they have need for them as a source of cheap and plentiful
labour.

The violence which has torn El Salvador has its root
cause in this brand of economic tyranny, rc which
Archbishop Romero referred when the said:

The most widespread form of violence in our society is

instirutional violence, the product of an unjust situation in
which the majority of men and women and panicularly
children in our country find themselves deprived of the
necessities of life.

It is not only as a valian[ warrior atainst economic and

social evils that Archbishop Romero captured the
minds and heans of the Salvadorian people: he coura-
geously denounced the excesses of the army. He was a

defender of basic human rights and it is for that alone
he will be best remembered; but even with the excesses

of the army which he denounced, he appealed to the
soldiers ro lay down their arms and not shoot the
defenceless peasants. In the three years that he was

Archbishop of El Salvador, he became a living legend
for his own people and a source of inspiration for
rhose concerned with human rights in the world. I am

cenain I express the feelings of all parliamentarians
from rhe nine Member States of the Community when
I express sympathy with the people of El Salvador over
rhe loss of this passionate defender of human righm
and champion of the oppressed.

As Europe's first democratically elected Parliament,
we should be failing in our duty to those we represen[
if our response to the brutal murder of Archbishop
Romero were to rest with eulogies and expressions of
sympathy. I think much more is called for. The repres-
sion in El Salvador continues, despite rhe coup last
October, which installed a junta with civilian represen-
tation that promised a return to social reform. These
promises have not been fulfilled. The junta has shown
itself either un\uilling or unable to confront the oligar-
chy and the military forces who protect their interesr.
In his letter to the US, Archbishop Romero asked that
America stop supplying arms to El Salvador. This has

continued. In the first two months of this year, over
500 people have been killed, and there is an average of
over 25 people a day being slaughrcred in El Salvador.
The junta will point to its programme of agrarian and
fiscal reforms. Unfortunately, they have been accom-
panied by rhe announcement of a state of seige, which
has led to increasid violations of basic human rights. I
think the European Community has a moral and polit-
ical responsibiliry rc ensure that its rade and diplom-
atic links are not used to suppon a corrupt oligarchal
system of government which has shown scant respect
for human righm.

As an immediate measure, the Foreign Ministers
should call for an inrernational ban on the sale of arms
to El Salvador. The members of the Community
should also use political leverage in such forms as the
\7orld Bank and the International Monetary Fund to

ensure that loans to that country are conditional upon
the junta respecting human rights and agreeing to a

rimemble for the restoration of democracy. This is a
country which has not had a'genuinely free election
for over half a century, and I think the restoration of
democracy is essential.The Community should take
the lead in calling for the establishment of a special

United Nations committee to supervise free elections
in El Salvador.

The civil war which threatens El Salvador has its root
cause in the repression by the milinry and the inabiliry
of the junta to break the stranglehold on economic
power held by the oligarchy in El Salvador. The only
way to prevent civil war from occurring there is

through the restoration of democracy, social reform
and respect for human rights. Until these changes are

made, Mr President, violence and death will be an

everyday event in El Salvador.

President. - I call Mr Penders to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD).

Mr Penders. - (NL) Mr President, you have before
you a motion for a resolution tabled jointly by the
Socialist Group and the Group of the European
People's Party. I am very pleased that a joint text
could be drafrcd on this matter and would like rc
express my gratitude to my colleagues in the Socialist
Group for their constructive attitude. \7e, the Chris-
tian Democrals, have expressed cenain wishes
concerning this resolution, and the Christian-Demo-
cratic Vorld Union has tabled a number of significant
amendments to the original draft by Mr Glinne and

Mr O'Connell. Unfonunately, Mr Rumor, President
of the Christian-Democratic Vorld Union, who
would have been pleased to speak on this matter, is

unable ro attend the debate. I fully agree with Mr
O'Connell that it is thd duty of the directly-elected
European Parliament to raise its voice in protest ar the
murder of Archbishop Romero.

I would now like to say a few words about the resolu-
tion itself. In panicular, I would like to draw your
attention to paragraph 3, considered by my group to
be the key paragraph. This can only be properly
understood by those who have followed developments
in El Salvador in recent months. $7e must think back
to 15 October 1979, when Archbishop Romero
himself expressed his belief in the possibility of a

peaceful and constructive policy in El Salvador,
appealing to [he exreme Left to cooperate with the

Junra, consisting of moderate members of the military
and Christian Democrats. Unfonunately, the
constructive work commenced by the Junta and
referred to in paragraph 3, was blocked by the extreme
Righr. After 15 October 1979, the generals and big
landowners to a large extent countered the social re-
forms introduced by the Junta and the Christian
Democrats. For this reason, we consider paragraph 3

to constitute the hean of the matter.
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I would also like to mention an open relegram sent by
the Bureau of the European People's Party, meeting
last week in Luxembourg, to Mr Napoleon Duane,
Christian Democrar and member of the Junta. The
Bureau of the European People's Party appeals to Mr
Duane to accept his responsibiliry and use his influ-'
ence as a Christian Democrar and member of the
Junta to secure a return ro peace, justice and, in pani-
cular, social reform in the country. The Group of the
European People's Party fully supporrs the motion for
a resolution.

President. - I call Mrs Poirier.

Mrs Poirier. - (F) Mr President, the people of El
Salvador have our active suppon; our condemnation
of the bloody r6gime which - with the assistance of
the USA - oppresses them is unqualified.

Here we have an instance of another nation shaking
off oppression, dictarcrship and foreign domination by
the only means open to it and Monsignor Romero was
assassinated because he was on [he side of the poor
people, those who used up their shon lives for'the
profits of capitalism and because he supported their
fight and their revolr. His assassination was inrcnded
to set an example so that the people would recoil
submissively in terror.

Here as elsewhere we are on the side of the workers,
the poor people, those who are sruggling whether
they believe in God or not. So much for the substance:
our attitude on this aspect is absolutely clear.

As far as the resolution before us is concerned, we
would repeat yet again that while we have supponed,
are supporting and will continue to support. the people
of El Salvador, we also refuse to acknowledge this
Assembly's right to investigate, to judge, to welcome
or to condemn every event in the world. This is why
we will not take part in the vote, panicularly as there
is a wide gulf between what is said about human righm
and the actual expressions of political will: this was
demonstrated in the vote on Tunisia this morning and
in the almost tragic debate of yesterday evening.

It is up to the people of El Salvador to decide on how
they should go about recovering rheir libeny and
hence the righr rc live. Ir is not for us ro advise a
government which perpetra[es murders daily to
re-establish democracy and pre-empt civil war.

This government, Mr Penders, is in power simply
because it represents the main financial forces and the
large property-owners of El Salvador, who actively
support it. Civil war will be avoided only if the popular
movement is sufficiently srong and unircd m score a

rapid victory and in this it can count on our vigorous
and wholehearted suppon.

President. - I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr Presidenr, ir was impossible rc
learn the details of the murder of Arphbishop Romero
without remembering thar one of the most tragic and
notable and seismic evenrs in the history of Europe
was [he murder seven centuries ago, in the sanctuary
of his own cathedral, of. an English Archbishop.
Perhaps Central America is rcday experiencing some-
thing of the same shock at such an ourage as hit
medieval Europe, and we can only hope that the Arch-
bishop's death in Central America last month will lead
in due course, through the immediare violence which
has followed it, ro the spread of the peace and liberal-
iry for which he srood.

So far as the urgency of this debare is concerned, as
my colleague said yesterday, rhis debate is obviously
too late. Anyway, of course, it is always easier to pass
resolutions of sympathy. I do nor think that the EEC
can very often seriously concern itself, very closely at
any rate, with such matrers as restoring order to such
places as El Salvador or restoring democracy ro tha[
particular country. Nevenheless, we musr accepl lhat
there is a forest fire going on in Central America today'
and that El Salvador is threatened by violence and
terror and wildness from Left and Righl Vithour
prolonging this debate any funher therefore, my
group is happy to support, with its very careful phras-
eology, the terms of the resolution before us.

President. - The debarc is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to rhe vore at
the next voting-time.

13. Rigbt of asylumfor Cuban citizens

President. - The nexr irem is the motion for a reso-
ludon mbled by Mr Diligent and others on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD) and
Mr Baudis on behalf of che Liberal and Democratic
Group, on [he granting of asylum to Cuban citizens
(Doc. 1-8al80).

I call Mr Seitlinger.

Mr Seitlinger. - (F) Mr President, colleagues, a few
days ago we witnessed a sponraneous and spectacular
event in Havana following a miscalculation by the
Cuban governmenr, which decided to wirhdraw
protection from the Peruvian Embassy at a dme when
the latter had already received a number of requests
for asylum. Hundreds and then thousands of Cubans,
men, women and children of all ages and all degrees,
abandoned their homes because they saw a window
open on freedom.
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Complercly overwhelmed, the Cuban government had

to stand by and watch as a passive observer of this
large-scale exodus, which in many respects reminds
one of the flight of East Berlineis before the concrete
and barbed-wire wall was built to enclose a whole
people.

The myth of this Communist paradise, inhabited by
bearded idealists, this leader of the non-aligned coun-
tries has suddenly collapsed destroying the last illu-
sions of those who made the pilgrimage to Havana in
rhe same way as cenain intellectuals used to go to
Moscow in Stalin's day.

\7hat can Europe do in the face of this disaster, which
has uncovered the deepest wounds of the Communist
world? It must play its pan in the exercise of solidarity
which the free countries of the Third !florld, of Amer-
ica and Asia have already begun, as happened several
months ago in the case of Cambodian and Vietnamese
refugees fleeing the standardization imposed by the
soldiers and political commissioners from Hanoi.

Four thousand Cubans have already received permis-
sion to emigrate and a thousand of these are expected
in Peru . ..

Mr Baillot. - (F) Vhat is the population of
Cuba?!. . .

Mr Seitlinger. - (F) You are disturbed, of course,
Mr Baillot, by the thought that the countries of the
Community should undenake joint action! You are
one of those pilgrims who dettrmine the number of
Cuban refugees to whom they are prepared to give
asylum!

The Member States of the Community should also
intercede with non-member countries to find homes
for all rhe remaining refugees. By adopting this modon
for a resolution by urgent procedure, the European
Parliament will confirm its role as the democratic
conscience of Europe, passionately devoted to the
defence of human rights wherever they are in jeopardy
and whatever the colour of the flag under which free-
doms are violarcd.

In concerning itself with the plight of the Cuban refu-
gees and trying to find rapid and practical solutions to
individual, dramatic situations, Parliament is carrying
on the radition of hospitaliry and tolerance which is

characteristic of democratic Europe. France is proud
to be at the forefront of this broad concept of interna-
tional relations as it has taken in the largest number of
political refugees in proponion to population of any
coun[ry in Europe. Now it is up to the European
Community to make known ir opinion and to act.

President. - I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes, - Mr President, we have another exam-
ple here of the absolute hypocrisy of the Right in this
Parliament in using every opportunity, no matter how
small, to make an attack on governments outside the
Community. I am surprised, ever since I have been in
this Parliament, at the humber of times that issues

concerning citizens of the Community have been
raised and the people over there on those benches have
regularly refused to allow them to be debated. \fle had

the classic case this week of Stanley Adams - no
chance to debate it! !7e have seen it again this morn-
ing in the matter of the executions at Gafsa, in Tuni-
sia. Again absolute determination not to let that matter
,be debated I That wasn't urgent. Yet something
happens in Cuba, and instandy these people Brasp the
opportunity to rable resolutions launching another
attack on another Socialist country.

The speaker this morning used language that really
wasn't applicable to this situation. He compared, for
example, those requesting to leave Cuba with political
prisoners in Hanoi and other countries. He talked
about a spectacular occasion in Havana when rhou-
sands of Cubans were involved, and then he ulked
about the myth of Communist paradises. I don't think
anybody here has ever attempted to describe Cuba in
that way.

I am a little penurbed, Mr President, that every time
something is reponed in the newspapers, somebody in
rhis Parliament ables a resoludon, which is then
debated without any information available on what is
actually happening. On the morning that this resolu-
tion was ubled, I bought a Nean Yorh Herald Tribuie
.and poinrcd,out to a colleague that I could have tabled
14 different resolutions on events that were occurring
in countries outside the Community, because of some
aspecr that I wasn'[ too happy about. !7e could go on
spending all our time ih this Parliament reading press

reports, abling resolutions and having hundreds of
debates on the Friday of every part-session about
countries ranging from Argentina to Zanzibar.
However, it makes me wonder why people table reso-
lutions of this kind. It makes me think that some
people are using resolutions this time to continue the
debate on what I think is an answer in the cold war
situation.

Last night there was funher evidence of the way some
of the debating takes place. I understand that in Cuba,
for example, there are up to 10 000 people wishing to
leave. I understand that, apan from the ones respons-
ible for murder, rhese people are quite free to leave. I
understand that the people who are occupying the
Embassy are free to go home during the day and are
also being provided with food and free medical reat-
ment. So you cannot compare that. You cannot take
the case of a few people wanting to leave a country
and make it a pretext for a debate on the difficult
world situation we have at the moment.
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I ask this Parliament to rejecr this resolution because ir
is factually wrong. Its phraseology suggesm rhat the
situation there is different from whar it actually is. I
ask this Parliament to concenrrare primarily on putring
right the human righ* issues and rhe problems in rhis
Community, which really do concern us and which we
can do something about.

IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS

. Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Langes to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (CD).

Mr Langes. - (D) I would have thought thar,
following my colleague, Mr Seidinger's presenrarion
of our joint motion, the text would be intelligible to
every Member of this House, but Mr Boyes of rhe
Socialist Group has obviously nor read this motion as

he has raised points in his speech which are not even in
the modon. Unfonunately, therefore, I will have to
describe again the main points, which my colleague
Mr Seitlinger has already presented in such outstand-
ing fashion.

To come straight rc the point: it is not our inrenrion,
Mr Boyes, to condemn any tovernYnent in this resolu-
tion, but rather that it is the primary dury of Euro-
peans to help people who are political refugees from
whatever country, be it in the grip of right- or left-
wing fascism, so that they can find asylum in Europe
and that we in Europe should' offer these political
refugees such opponunities. As a young Ge.*"n
Member of Parliament, I know only rco well how
imponant it was during the period of Hitler's brand of
fascism that countries of the free world granrcd our
refugees asylum. It may not suit your ideological
concepts that these people are fleeing from a

Communist country and have'an opponunity to climb
out of the window rhis way, as Mr Seitlinger pur ir,
because the Cuban Bovernment has obviously made
mistakes. It is one of the primary duties of Europeans
m help these people and that is all that is involved. It is

not a question of condemnation but a matter of our
wanting to do something for people who do not know
where they can live in freedom. One of your
colleagues in the German Bundestag, Mr Kiising, rcok
the easy way out, as Communist propaganda and
propaganda in all dictatorships always does, by stating
in doubtful cases that only criminals are involved.

Ladies and gentlemen, we are no longer taken in by
this. History has shown that every dictatorship, every
ideology which enslaves human beings always says
that those who want to escape from it are only crimin-
als. But we know better and we Europeans must give

them the opponunity to ler them live in our counries
the way they want ro live - no more and no less. This
motion is therefore more rhan a condemnation, it is
also a duty on our governmenm to do what we
demand in this motion, namely to help rhese people, ro
welcome them and ro allow rhem rhe possibiliry of
asylum so that they can live here in freedom. This,
ladies and gentlemen, is rhe idea behind the morion
and I would urge you to accept it as an urgent motion
since men, women and children of all ages are waiting
for Europe to give them the opponuniry to setde here .

President. - I call Lady Elles to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Lady Elles. - I hope that Mr Boyes reads the same
papers as I do in the same way and that he has read the
resolution before this House. As the previous speaker
has pointed out, Europe is specifically involved in this
panicular resolution, and this, I may say, is practically
never the case where any resolutions put forward by
other sides of this House are concerned: they are
usually tabled for political purposes only, but we are
directly involved and have a direct responsibiliry, as a
haven in a world of oppression, to provide freedom
and democrary for those who seek it. This is the
purpose behind this resolution.

Ten thousand people in Cuba have tried to get out of
that country. Now in the last few years, as Fidel
Castro himself says, 36 000 have left to go to \7est
Africa, another 12 000 have left rc go to Ethiopia -not entirely, I suspect, of their own free will. He stated
earlier this year thar 10 000 would be sent to Siberia to
hew the wood that the Soviet Union has failed to
deliver to them. The only thing thar Cuba has done is
to violate sysrcmatically the Universal .Declaradon of
Human Rights, which recognizes the fundamental
freedom of everyone to leave his own counry and ro

. return to it. This right has been denied to the people
of Cuba. Therefore l0 000 assailed the gates of the
Peruvian Embassy to seek sanctuary. I would like to
express here the gratitude of the free world, including
this pan of the world, to the Peruvian Government for
having honoured diplomatic sanctuary in these most
difficult circumstances.

(Applause)

They cenainly deserve our admiration and respect. Ve
should admire and respect those countries which have
already agreed so admit some of these people, whether
they be exiles or refugees or whatever the real legal
definition of their status is. Except those who have
already been received by cenain countries, they are
not actually at the moment able to seek political
asylum, because they have not yet left Cuba. So I
strongly back this resolution on behalf of my group
and know that in this pan of the free world we will do
all we can to help these people who have suffered from
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oppression, tyranny, fear and economic failure, which
are the four characteristics of every Marxist country in
the world.

President. - I call Mrs Hoffmann to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Hoffmann. - (F) Mr President, I would like to
address my remarks first of all to Mr Seitlinger: you
seem very willing to use the word 'freedom' but I note
that in a previous vote you helped, in the name of free-
dom, to condone the murder of the 13 at Gafsa.

(Applause)

I should like to make three points concerning the
motion for a resolution before us.

First, it seems to us strange to say the least that people
should be raising this fuss today about Cuba just
because the Havana government has allowed a few
thousand Cubans to emigrate and expressed hopes
that residence permits will be granted rc them in the
countries of their choice. This is the poliry of openness
of the national territory which, I may add, is not new
and dates back to the early years of the revolution.

Secondly, there is the fact that yesterday we saw all
the most reactionary forces in the world back Ameri-
can imperialism, which for 2l years has organized
with impunity an economic blockade, repeated its
threats and carried out aggressive acts including the
imponation of counter-revolution in the hope of
subjugating the Cuban people. Those who are so

interested in Cuba today are rhe same people who
voted yesterday f.or a blockade against the people of
Iran and who did not raise their voices nor their little
fingers in protest when a blockade was introduced
against Cuba, the main victim of which is ir people
who have, and this is what really sticks in the gullet of
most of those in this Assembly, regained their dignity
and thrown down a remarkable challenge by con-
structing.within 150 kilometres of the American coast
a socialist State which guarantees its inhabitants,
work, education and health in their tremendous effons
to overcome underdevelopment.

The same people today are supporting those who,
through the intermediary of Peru, are encouraging
Cuban citizens to leave their country illegally.

My third point is that as Cuba has no links with the
European Community, our Assembly, as we have
already srated in the past, is not competent to deal
with this question for the more general reasons raised
by Robert Chambiron on Monday. Consequently, the
French members of the Communist and Allies Group
will not take pan in the vote.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.

14. Situation of political pisoners in Guinea

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. l-86180), by Mrs Pruvot and others, on
rhe situation of the political prisoners in the People's
Republic of Guinea.

I call Mrs Pruvot.

Mrs Pruvot. - (F) Mr President, one cannot raise

problems of human righm in a country which is a

signatory to the Lom6 Convention without wondering
or knowing whether Lom6 is a straightforward asso-

ciation on equal [erms between nine European coun-
tries and 59 ACP States regardless of the latters' ideo-
logies or political r6gimes. The People's Republic of
Guinea has known difficult times since it became inde-
pendent. As a result it has become more and more
isolated and beset by serious economic difficulties.

In recent years Guinea has begun to open up gradually
ro the ou$ide world. This has mken the form of the
liberation of a number of political prisoners as a result
of representadons made by many European organiza-
rions or individuals. There are no longer any prisoners
holding European or dual nationality in the jails of
Guinea. But there is still one funher group of prison-
ers of whom we have no news, namely the Guineans
who have European wives.

Imagine the uncenainty and anguish felt by these
wives and their children. There are more than 10 in
rhis position whose husbands were arrested 7, 8 and l0
years ago and more. They have never been brought to
rrial and their wives for the mos[ pan have been
expelled from Guinea with the childrin of several of'
them kept as hostages. This is one of the reasons why
their effons had to be kept on a very low key until last
year when the last child fled from Guinea to rejoin its
mother.

According to a report published by Amnesty Interna-
tional in 1978 some information has been obtained on
polirical prisoners in Guinea as a whole. They come
from all pans of the country and belong to different
ethnic and professional groups. At various times since
l97l most social groups have been the subject of
repressive measures. A large number of people belong-
ing to the intellectual 6lite of the country - officials,
officers, rcachers, and students, Muslim or Christian
religious leaders - have been imprisoned, executed or
forced into exile. However, [he successive waves of
arresm have not been confined to the €lite. Farmers
and small raders have also been imprisoned in a arbi-
rrary fashion or forced into exile. ln 1976, measures
were uken against the Peul ethnic group to which a
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third of the populadon belongs and in particular
against one of their number, the former Secreary-
General of the organization of African unity, Mr
Diallo Telli.

Most of the polirical prisoners still in jail have been in
custody since 1971 or earlier. The vast majoriry of
them has never had any kind of trial.

It is reported that between 1972 and 1976 and again in
1977 many people were arrested for 'economic
offencis', for having raken part in demonstrations
against the governmenr or having rried to leave
Guinea without official authorization.

I will not describe the extremely harsh conditions in
which the prisoners are kept and which in no way
meet the basic standards required by minimum rules
on the reatment of prisoners as defined by the United
Nations. It is enough ro read the repon of Amnesry
International or of the International League for
Human Rights.

I intentionally mentioned the situation of all political
prisoners in Guinea because this cannot be separated
from any consideration of the plight of the Guinean '

husbands of European women who have been arrested
for the same reasons and who share rhe same fate as
their fellow-citizens.

All the member countries of the United Nations have
ratified the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.
The member countries of the Organization of African
Unity reaffirmed their supporr for these basic princi-
ples at the Monrovia Conference in 1979. Similar
concern is to be found in rhe joint sraremenrs made by
the Presidents-in-Office of the ACP-EEC Council of
Ministers ar the signing of the Lom6 Convention on
31 October 1979.

Ve have high hopes of rhis appeal which we are
making to the Guinea government and to President
S6kou Tour6 on the eve of his departure for a trip to
Europe. \7e have nor forgorren that before going to
the United States in August 1979,he freed Monsignor
Raymond Tchidimbo, Archbishop of Conakry, and a
number of other detainees and I am sure rhat he would
now wish to improve his country's image abroad.

The release of the polidcal prisoners sdll held would
mark a watershed in rhe history of relations berween
Europe and the People's Republic of Guinea.

Let us think for a momenr of the families who have had
no news of one of their number for such a long time.
\7har anguish!Vhat uncerrainry, quire apart from the
difficult legal, financial and social problems which can
result from such a situation.

Ve would ask the Commission, and in parricular
Commissioner Cheysson, who was received by Presi-
dent S6kou Tour6 several monrhs ago, and the Coun-

cil of Ministers of the European Community to take
all the necessary srcps ro secure the release of rhose
still in detention.

I would add that our intenrion is to help these unfor-
tunate women and perhaps ro save human lives. Ve
are not attacking a governmenr nor even judging it;
we would like to make a humanitarian gesrure for the
benefit of citizens of the European Community and
their husbands who are rhe fathers of European chil-
dren.

'!fle 
have no illusions about this marrer. Many of these

people are no longer alive but ar least their families
should be informed about their farc.

For many of the wives of political prisoners the action
which we are raking today is rheir last reson. Ir may
also mark a new stage in relations between Guinea and
rhe Community.

President. - I call Mr de Courcy Ling to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr de Courcy LioS. - Mr President, rhe Danish and
British Conservatives in this Parliament passionately
wish rc support the resoludon tabled by Mrs Pruvot
and the effons of rhe French Governmenr in this
dreadful matter, and, as Mrs Pruvot has suggested,
we urge Mr Cheysson in panicular to use his consider-
able influence on rhe Guinean authorities [o secure a
humane solution. As you remember, Mr President, the
history of Guinea, since her independence in 1958, has
not been happy, but this is a marrer which is central to
the Community: Guinea hasbeen associated wirh rhe
Community under the Lom6 Convenrion since 1975.1
hope that we have now reached rhe beginning of the
last sad chapter of vindictiveness in relations benreen
France and Guinea and between the Community and
Guinea and that we can obtain news of these unfor-
tunate political prisoners whose wives have been
deported, whose children have been held hostage. Ve .

hope that from now on, relations between the Euro-
pean Community and Guinea will be happier and that
the human situation in Guinea will be improved. So,
on behalf of my group, I ask all our colleagues, and
Mr Boyes and his colleagues, to join in voting for a
resolution which I know will be of considerable inter-
est to President S6kou Tour6. I have fairh that he will
take norc of it.

Prcsident. 
- The debare is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put ro the vote at
the next voting-time.
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15. Regions of Binany hard-hit b oil pollution

Prcsident. - The next item is the motion for a resolu-
tion (Doc. l-87 /80) tabled by Mr Josselin and othprs,
on behalf of the Socialist Group, on financial aid from
rhe Community to the regions of Brittany affected by
oil-slicks.

I call Mr Josselin.

Mr Josselin. - (F) Mr President, colleagues, Brit-
tany rcday appeals to you again for European solidar-
iry following the latest disaster which has hit it as a

result of the sinking of the Tanio on 7 March. I have

tabled this resolution pursuant to Chapter 59 of the
budgeq which makes specific provision for this rype of
aid in the case of disasters. I do not ProPose to make a

long speech .this mornint - yesterday evening's
debate allows me rc dispense with this - as we have

already discussed the problem of rules concerning oil.

I would, however, like lo remind you briefly that,
while it is difficult to evaluarc the damage preciscly,

there is no doubt that it is substantial in extent and

degree. The oil this time is quite different from that
which the Amoco Cadiz was carrying. It is of low
volaqiliry and there are fears that it may remain where

it is for a long time. As far as fishing is concerned,
clearly the cumulative effect of two catasrophes of
this kind within this dme makes it extremely unlikely
that certain species of fish will recover. As for birds I
would quote one figure: it is estimated that about

40 OOo birds died in the latest disaster, i.e' rwice as

many as when the Amoco Cadiz sank' Allow me to
dweil on one deail which is imponant: this type of oil
does not smell so that birds unfonunately become

caught up in it unawares. Seaweed is also affected and

theri is an obvious risk of damage to the tourist trade'
There is plenty of jusdfication, therefore, for this aid,
particularly as the present facilities for financial
coripensation are limited - changes will have to be

made to the rules on insurance - and slow to imple- ,

men! as we already know to our cost. However, I
would like to point out that one of the ways in which
the European Community can help Brittany, in addi-
tion to giving financial aid, which I hope will be

approved in a moment, is by providing honest infor-
mation. Although 2Oo km of coastline are affected,
the total Breton coastline is I 500 km long and
the imponant thing for us Bretons is to see foreigners
continue to come in large numbers to our coast thus
enabling at least the unaffected areas rc benefit from
the tourist development which they so badly need.

These then, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, are

rhe remarks that I wish to make. I would like to thank
you in advance on behalf of Britnny for the aid which
I'am sure you will shonly approve.

Prcsident. - I call Mrs Le Roux.

Mrc Le Roux. - (F) Mr President, all the oil bound

for the European Community passes along our coast.

One third of world oil production passes through the
English Channel. As a result Brittany has suffered
rhese disasters.

The request for aid which I tabled on behalf of my
group a[ the March part-session, that is .in the days
Iollowing the Tanio accident, were not intended to
substiruti Community responsibility for those of the

oil companies and the French government. Its aim was

to encourate our Assembly to show immediate soli-
darity to cope with the initial needs of my region and

to help those for whom this accident has meant the

sudden loss of all that they have. I am thinking for
insnnce of fishermen who have heavy instalmenu to
pay each month for their boats.

This request was also intended to help Britany dispose

as quickly as possible of the oil which had stuck to
.ocks, co*,ered the beaches and pons, as the tourist
season has started and many visitors from other Euro-
pean countries come to our pan of the world each

year.

The most reactionary forces in this Assembly -
including our British colleagues despite the fact that
they also had to suffer serious oil pollution and should

remember what that means - decided to refuse the

aid which I requested. Perhaps now, with treater
awareness and better information, the Assembly will
agree to help Brittany. The aid for which we ask will
not p.erent us from demanding that the French

tovernment insist on a contribution from the oil
iompanies to help remove the consequences of the

disaster for which they are responsible.

President. - I call Mr Harris.

Mr Harris. - In view of the last remarks, could I
explain that, in fact, we supponed the last request for
urgent procedure. I personally suPPort very strongly
this one.

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of tbe Commission.

- Mr President, the Commission can well under-
stand the very stront feelings and the very deep

concern which the honourable Members have

expressed on behalf of their constituents in Brittany.
Cllarly, disasters of this kind are of profound signific-
ance in that pan of the world and can do lasting

damage to the infrastructure and the economy.
Obviously, the House urill understand that the
Commission's resources in this field are extremely
limited. It is of course up to the budgetary authority to
decide how substandal of otherwise they should be,

but they arevery limircd.
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Now although rhe shipwreck was a technical accident
and not a natural disaster, the appropriate Commis-
sion depanments have monitored developments to
esnblish the gravity of the repercussions. Ve have,
however, been unable to obtain any assessment of rhe
nature and scale of the damage from the aurhorities
and the other panies concerned. The 'Mission Inter-
minist6rielle de la Mer' has informed us rhat the
FF l0 million intervention fund provided for under rhe
Polmar plan is now exhausted. The French authorities
ars collecting comprehensive data on the 

- 
damage

caused by the accident. The Commission is waiting for
this basic information, which, even if only summary, is
essential if the Commission is ro continue and
complete its own examination of the situadon.

Presidcnt. - The debate is closed.

The modon for a resolurion will be put to the vote at
the next voting-time.

16. Votes

President. - The nexr irem is rhe vote on rhe
motions for resolutions on which the debate has been
closed.

Ve shall first consider the motion for a resolution
contained in the Linde report (Doc. 1-816/79): Energy
saoing.

(Parliament adopted the preamble)

On paragraph 1, I have Amendment No 1, abled by
Mr Fuchs and others on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany (CD), seeking rc replace this
paragraph by a new text:

1. Stresses the vital imponance of saving energy by
avoiding waste and ensuring a more rational utiliza-
tion of energy supplies; in panicular, a more favour-
able reladonship must be established between economic
growth and energy consumption.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Linde, rapporteur. - (D) I can accept the first
paragraph of the amendment but nor rhe second, from
the words:

in panicular, a more favourable relationship must be
established betweep economic growth and energy
consumption.

In principle the statement is correcr and ir was
included amont the energy poliry aims for 1980; but I
do not consider it useful to repear it in rhis connecrion.

President. - Mr Linde, as rapporr€ur, can you tell
me whether it would be possible [o vore on [he rwo
separate pans?

Mr Linde, rdpporteur. - (D)'Ve must vore on rhem
separateli,. I shall read you the rcxt I accept and the
one I do not accept.

I accept the following pan of the German text:

Stresses the vital imponance of saving energy by avoiding
wasuge and ensuring more radonal urilization of energy
supplies.

That pan I accept. I do not accepr rhe remainder.

President. - I put the first pan of the amendment to
the vote.

The first pan is adopted.

I put the second parr to the vote.

The second part is adopted.

(Parliament adopted paragrdphs 2 to'4)

On paragraph 5, I have Amendment No 2, tabled by
Mr Sassano and seeking to replace this paragraph with
a new text:

5. Recognizes the stimulating effect that energy-saving
measures can have, eitber as d consequence ofthe deoe-
lopment of energy+aoing teclmologies or more generally,
in many scctors, pardcularly in the case of labour-
intensive manufacturing industries with a low energy
consumption.

Vhat is the rapponeur's posidon?

Mr Linde, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour.

Presideat. - I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.
Amendment No 2 is adopted.

(Parliament adopted paragrdph 6)

On paragraph 7, I have Amendment No 3, tabled by
Mr Sassano and seeking rc replace this paragraph by a
new texl:

7. Stresses the need for action at Community level to
promote convergence between the Member States, not
only in respect of all energy policy actions, but also in
the economic and social scctors in accordance with
the principles embodied in the EEC Treaty.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Linde, rdpportear. 
- 

(D) Unfonunately I must
vote against it. I think the reference to the economic
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and social sectors, in accordance with the principles
embodied in the EEC Treaty, would overload the
resolution. So I cannot accept this pan.

President. - I put Amendment No 3 to the vote. As
rhe resulr of rhe show of hands is not clear, a fresh
vote will be taken by sitting and standing.

Amendment No 3 is adoprcd.

(Parlianent adopted paragrapbs 8 to I I dnd 12 (d)

On paragraph 12 (b), I have Amendment No 7,by Mr
Veronesi and Mr Linkohr, seeking to replace this
subparagraph by a new text:

(b) the price mechanism as thc sole regulatory instrument
would have serious disadvanutes for substantial
sectors of the population and should therefore be used
on a limircd scale and only in conjunction with other
insrruments; it must also be accompanied by a

campaign to promorc the use of other rypes of energy,
demonstrate the possibitities to the most receptive

[::....r 
(.t.t.rlture and transpon) and inform consu-

\flhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Linde, rdpPorteur. - (D) I am in favour.

President. - I put Amendment No 7 to the vote.

Amendment No 7 is rejected.

(Parliament adopted consecatioely subparagraphs (b) and
(c) ofparagrapb t2)

After paragraph 12 (c), I have Amendment No S/rev.,
tabled by Mr Sassano, seeking rc add a new subpara-
graph:

(c)a Panicular attention must be given rc a rcduction of
consumption in the road Eansport sector by rational-
izing administradon and improving techniques.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Linde, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour of this
amendment.

President. - 
I put -Amendment No 5/rev. to the

vote.

Amendment No 5/rev. is adopted.

Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr Sassano to para-
graph 12 (d), has been withdrawn.

(Parliament adopted paragraph tZ 1d11

Amendment No 6, tabled by Mr Sassano and seeking
to insen a new paragraph l2a, has been withdrawn.

(Parliament adopted paragrapbs 13 to 15)

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as a
whole, incorporating the amendments which have
been adoprcd

The resolution, as amended, is adopted.

President. - \fle shall now consider the d'Ormesson

et al. motion for a resolution (Dctc. 1-119/80): Sunteill-
ance of sbipping routes for Community sapPl;es.

I have received a written request under Rule 33 to
esmblish whether a quorum is present.

\flill the ten Members please snnd?

(Ten Members stood)

'Ve shall now proceed to ascenain whether a quorum
is present.

(lntenuptionfrom the floor of the Chamber)

The-number of Members present is 129. A quorum is

therefore not present.

I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Frcd Catherwood. - Thiny people asked for the
quorum and those 30 people walked out. I suggest you
add them to the quorum.

(Appkuse)

President. - The rules are quirc explicit. Ten
Members can request a quorum, the President then
instructs the secretariat to establish whether a quorum
is present. They can only count those Members who
are then in the Chamber. If there is no quorum
present, the vote is then adjourned to the next sitting.

(Uproar)

Pursuant to Rule 33 (4), the vote will be placed on the
agenda of the next sitting.
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President. - \fle shall now consider the Le Roux et
al. motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-115/80): Code of
conduct for oil- tanhers.

(Uproar)

I call Mr Cottrell on a point of order.

Mr Cottrell. - Mr President, I wish rc establish
whether a quorum exists. I have the suppon of
10 Members to esnblish a quorum.

President. - A quorum is not present. Pursuant to
Rule 33 (4), the vote will be placed on the agenda of
the next sitting.

\(e shall now consider the motion for a resolution by
Mr Cottrell and otbers on behalf of the European Demo-
cratic Group, Mr Caloez and others on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group and Mr /anssen oan
Raay and Mr Hofmann on behalf of the Group of the
European People\ Party (CD) (Doc. 1-1 17/80): Code of
conduct for oil- tanhers.

I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.

Mr Fergusson. - I am raising a fresh point of order.
May I suggest that the moment when the quorum is
called is the moment when the necessary number of
Members should be in the Chamber. If your staff -and I am not criticizing them in any way - had
counted quickly enough, they would have established
rhat rhe number of people who walked out, both on
this occasion and the previous occasion, if added m
rhose who remained, was enough to constitute a

quorum. The quorum was therefore present. I hope
you will accept that as a suggestion.

(Applause)

President. - I put the motion foi a resolution to the
vote.

The resolutiorr is adopted.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution conrained in the Michel report (Doc. 1-1$/80):
Food aid in 1980.

The resolution is adoprcd.

President. - I put to the vorc the motion for a reso-
lurion contained in the lVoltjer report (Doc. 1-102/80):
Fish conseruation measures for aessels flying the flag of
Suteden.

The resolution is adoprcd.

President. - I put to [he vote the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Glinne and Mr O'Connell on behalf of tbe

Socialist Group and by Mr Penders and others on behalf
of the Group of the European People\ Party (CD) (Doc.
1 - 7 4/8 0/reo. ) : As s as s inat ion of Arcb bis hop Romero.

The resolution is adopted.

.***

President. - I pur to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Diligent and others on behalf of the Group
of the European People\ Party (CD) and by Mr Baudis
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group (Doc.

1-84/80): Granting of asylum to Cuban citizens.

The resolution is adopred.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution by Mrs Pruoot and others (Doc. 1-86/80): Sitaa-
tion of political prisoners in Guinea.

The resoludon is adopted.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution by Mr Josselin and otbers on behalf of tbe Socialist
Group (Doc. 1-87/80): Regions of Brittany bard-hit by
oil pollution.

The resolution is adopted.

17. EEC-US relations in thefield of steel

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution (Doc. 1-92/80) tabled by Mr Donnez and
others, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on EEC-US relations in the field of steel.
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President

I call Mr Donnez.

Mr Donnez. - (F) The request for urgent procedure
which you accepted last l7ednesday for the debate on
EEC-United States relations in the field of steel is

largely motivated by the following facts: the main
American steel company, US Steel took and-dumping
proceedings on 25 March 1980 against all the
Community producers except those in Ireland and
Denmark. Following these proceedings, the American
adminisration susp'ended the trigger prices mechanism
which for the past two years has laid down minimum
import prices and thereby ensured that the American
indusry could develop free of any anarchic competi-
tion on its own market. The American administration
felt that under the above conditions it was no longer
necessary ro sran anti-dumping proceedings. . The
situation this has created is thus a quite novel one and
all the more serious in that the American depanment
of trade has just declared the proceedings in question
admissible and that the other 7 major US firms have
just announced their intention to associate themselves
in practice with these proceedings.

The first result of this is clear. Such a situation
destroys the consensus which had emerged within thc
OECD in 1977. Under that consensus the major
industrialized countries recognized that the effons to
improve rhe position of the srcel indusry and the
sacrifices involved should be shared fairly by the inter-
national community as a whole. The second result is as

follows: since 1974 we have seen a dercrioration in the
Community's relative share of the American market:
16 0/o in 1979 as against 47 .4 o/o in 1973. At the same
dme, third countries have gradually been replacing the
Communiry, without this however leading to US Sseel

taking any action of the kind now causing us concern.
In this context, may I point to a material error in the
text of the resolution before you. European expofts to
the USA did not fall by I million tonnes in 1979 in
relation to 1978 but by 2 million tonnes and I would
ask the administrative services to rectify this editorial
error. I thank them in advance.

The suspension of rigger prices will only worsen the
situation, for, aware of their responsibilicy, the Euro-
pean steel indusries do not y/ant to stan a trade war
against the American steel industries; but it is to be

feared that third countries will not have the same
scruples.

My third remark concerns the serious social implica-
tions of this situation. Tens of thousands of European
iron and steel workers work solely for the traditional
outlet of the American market. It is to be feared that if
this market were more or less closed, this would very
soon have repercussions on these workers'jobs. The
steel industry, hard hit by the crisis which has been
blowing up since l974,has begun to revive, thanks to
the effons of the European Commission. Ir can
certainly not tolerate any new difficulties.

If I may, Mr President, honourable Members, I would
now like to discuss the two amendments to the modon
for a resolution I tabled on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group.

The first mkes note of the fact rhat the Commission
protesred ar this failure to observe the consensus
adopted in 1977 in the OECD. I think here I am
repeating what the speaker for the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group said on Vednesday. My second amend-
ment tries to take account. of the request made by
several speakers for the responsible committee of the
European Parliament to draft an exhaustive report as

soon as possible. I think it is essential to draft it by
next July: this is imperarive. For rhat is rhe dare on
which the American adminisration should give us its
views on the anri-dumping proceedings brought by US
Steel.

I will conclude by sressing thar it is essential for
Parliament to adopt a resolution on this matter today,
without delay, in order to demonstrate the great
imponance it attaches [o this sector by attempting rc
find a solution to this critical situation.

INTHE CHAIR: MR MOLLEB

Vice-President

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Oehler to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Oehler. - (F) Mr President, honourable
Members, Europe is not the main steel supplier to the
Unircd States. Community expons to the United
States only amount, to half the Japanese exports.
Canada alone expons one third of the volume of
Japanese exports to the United Sutes. Moreover,
European steel firms are nowhere near the top world
producers. In fact our exports to the United States fell
6y 20 o/o from 1978 to 1979.

So what is the reason for the US-European dispute? It
in fact resulm from a deliberate att€mpt by American
imperialism finally to destroy our European steel
indusry. How else can we explain the fact that simple
antidumping proceedings lead to the immediate
suspension of the system of reference prices for Amer-
ican steel impons?

The Community must react vigorously, for it is a ques-
tion of the future of our industry, the furure of the
jobs of our European workers and the credibiliry of
rhe European Community. After our debarc today, no
furrher doubts should remain about she content of the
negotiations which should be opened with the Ameri-
can authorities. There are some things one does not
negotiate: employment and the future of our coun-
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tries. Any modus oioendi or arrangerqent which in any
way penalized European exports to the Unircd Starcs

would soon affecr employment, just as any disturbance
to the world market during a process of internal trans-
formation can only have disastrous effects on the very
existence of these sectors of industry. And, as every-
one knows, the Community's restructuring plan is very
costly for the workers, sometimes permanently depriv-
ing them of their jobs. So we must all be very watchful.
European industry, which is in a crisis, a period of
transformation, following a restructuring plan which
penalizes the workers, will be desroyed for all time if
new external difficulties arise, which is just what the
Americans want.

Mr President, in agreement with the author of the
motion for a resolution, I call for a modification to
Amendment No 2. Instead of instructs its committee'
we should say 'instructs its committees', for I feel that
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
should also be involved in this most imponant debate.

President. - I call Sir David Nicolson to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Sir David Nicolson. - Mr President, I should like to
stan by stressing that this subject is currently under
examination in the United Sates and that we should
therefore hesitate before taking rco firm a line or
expressing unduly srong commenm. On the other
hand, I feel we must make a few points which are in
the interests of the Unircd States as well as the EEC.
The first is surely that protectionism is a very danger-
ous and insidious thing and might easily sour our rela-
rions and imperil the goodwill on which the Atlandc
Alliance basically depends. I think both panners must
be very much aware of this, as indeed we must be

aware of some of the problems of protectionism in our
own Common Market at home.

Recently, we have unfonunately seen controversy
developing in EEC-USA trade relationships.. It has

been escalating: Ve have seen differences over
synthetic fibres; we have threats of possible retaliation
to our actions with regard to wool products imponed
inrc the United States; this question of steel has now
arisen, and there are other subjects as well - food
products, for example - and we cannot afford provo-
cation and retaliation in these areas. These are
processes which, unfortunately, are probably fuelled
by the recession and economic difficuldes which we
face today, but we must beware of it and we must be

sure that we have the ability to damp down a smould-
ering fire before it blazes up. This is not an unimpor-
tant subject: it is a vital, dangerous subject and well
justifies urgent debate.

There is another major consideration which we must
not overlook, because it has very serious implications
for the future. How can we ever develop industrial
policies which will combat recession and unemploy-

ment if we cannot depend on stable opportunities for
international trade and exports and if we cannot even r

plan in these areas with our friends in an orderly way?

In the past 5 years, the EEC's share of world steel

production declined by approximately 15 0/o to some

19 %, while the USA's share only declined by 60/o to
some 17 o/o of the world total. Dr:ring the same

period, EEC exports to the USA declined f.rom 46 o/o

to 37 o/o of their imports in the face of gains by other
countries. But it is the EEC which has been attacked.

Now the complaints which have been made by the US

Steel Corporation are excessive, as the Commission
has already suted. Other United States srcel manufac-
turers are not following their example and do not
agree with the US Government's suspension of the
price system as a result, a sysrcm which has resisrcd

prorcciionist trends. !fle cannot isolate steel from
overall trade and political relations just because one

big company feeis vulnerable and can use rade
weapons without fear of direct retaliation because its

exports are relatively small. Our exports to the USA
have been subject rc disruption and threats for the past

15 years. The suspension by the US Administration of
the trigger-price system has de-stabilized a situadon
which had worked well for the past two years. 'S7e

must therefore regard the auitude of this comPany'
US Steel, as irresponsible and opportunistic. It is

reputed rc have the oldest equipment in the United
States and thus to be hit the hardest by recent environ-
mental legislation. Is this one reason for its actions? Or
is it for financial reasons and tax adjustment hopes,

because is has favoured modernization in non-steel
areas? Is it in fact trying to pass ia own failings on to
us?

'Well, we know that world steel capacity is under-util-
ized and that the problems for everyone concerned are

raumatic; but in the first quarter of 1980, the US

capacity utilized was 83 0/0, while the EEC capacity
urilized was 55 %. Their industry, its capaciry used

and its return on capital are the envy of other steel

producers, so that this action would seem to be hardly
appropriate at this time. !7e do not want selfish unila-
teral acdon on either side: what we want is orderly
marketing control, restraint and cooperation. Ve
should respecr the consensus which emerged at OECD
level in 1977.h is no good attemPtint to restructure
an industry by restrictive practices and thream of
reprisals. As has already been stated, thousands of jobs

are at suke. There are 700 000 workers in EEC steel

indussries and 100 000 jobs are at risk; another
lOO OOO jobs have already gone since 1974. The
Davignon plan calls for the stabilizadon of prices and

expons and the creation of new jobs, but it needs

brearhing-space and stability in the shon term.

'!fle have just heard of the hearing yesterday on this
subject by the International Trade Commission in the
USA. Information is not yet fully available, and the
negotiations are at 

^ 
delicate stagc. I, for one, believe

in rhe integriry of the Unircd States Government and
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will therefore say lirtle more ar this smge; but I do say,
with the greares[ respecr, that I believe it is up to the
United States now to approach rhe EEC and negotiate
calmly in this vital area before harm is done to our alli-
ance which would be to the damage of us all.

Mr President, the European Democraric Group
supports chis resolution as amended by Mr Donnez.

President. - I call Mr Martin ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, Ladies and Gentle-
men, once again we see that nothing that has been said
here, during this srcel debare, comes close ro rhe real
concerns of the workers,

People speak of a trade war. They try ro make us
believe rhat Europe is protecting rhe steel industry of
our countries - but how rynical that is! How cynical
indeed when we know rhar tens of thousands of jobs
have been cut or are about to be. One by one the blasr
furnaces in the nonh and in Lorraine are being extin-
guished. One by one rhe steel works in the regions are
being closed down. It is life that is being extinguished
by the foolish complacency of your restructuring
plans.

The workers have had enough, and they are proving it
by fighting. They have proved it so well rhat the
French authorities, like the European Commission,
have been forced to use social welfare alibis to hide
their policy of demolirion, a policy which reflects
contempt for man, conrcmpt for work, contempt for
social and regional life on the pan of those who are
planning and implementing it.

At this point may I say ro Mr Donnez that I do not
think he is in any way qualified rc set himself up, as he
tries to do in his resolution, as the defender of steel.
For, Mr Donnez, ir is your friends who are in power
in France. The policy of demolishing rhe French srcel
industry is theirs, and yours. Mr Donnez, your speech
here in Strasbourg, a monumental example of political
agitation, cannor hope to conceal the crushing respon-
sibility you bear, togerher with rhe Giscardian pany,
the RPR and others, for desrroying the steel indusry
of our country.

That policy is necessary, so we have been told, because
of rivalry and competition. Bur on what principles is
this competition based? France is the only counrry
whose production capacity has fallen by a.6 o/o since
1974, while that of rhe Federal Republic of Germany
rose by 11.2 o/0.

Afrcr demolishing the heavy steel indusry, plans are
now being made to destroy the special steel industry.
In France it is planned to cur l0 000 jobs in this sector
over the nexr few years. Iri fact, as you well know,

French steel is competitive and sold at prices which
will easily assure it sufficient ourlets. Your real aim is
to guarantee that the mosr powerful Eusts, in panicu-
lar the !flest German trusts, obtain rhe highest profir,
at the price of desroying the French steel indusry.

The American srcel employers, the German steel
employers and the heads of the French sreelworks are
now trying to share our berween them a world market
which their own policy of austerity is resrricting and
constantly weakening. That is whar you call the rade
war.

\7ell, we French Communists and Allies, standing
between Caner's America and the Europe of Mr
Schmidt and Giscard, we choose the economic inde-
pendence of France, and of the workers: all rhose
workers who are fighting, like those at lJsinor, Sacilor
and Denain, or like the 150 000 British sreelworkers
who went on srrike last February, and many others
too, who refuse to allow rheir jobs and rheir means of
work to be sacrificed. \7e say no ro rhe Davignon
plan! No to all redundancies or dismantling! Yes ro
the resolute implementation of a genuine social policy
which respects the real concerns of the workers!

That is the only policy which would create the righr
conditions for restoring the equilibrium in the
Community steel trade, and putting an end [o rhe
inacceptable French deficit, and for relaunching steel
consumption and production. Obviously this also
means an end to the policies of austerity which
restricted growth and incomes, which in France
implies rhe democratic nationalization of the steel
industry.

In short, what rhe workers expect is not speeches, here
or elsewhere, on a commemorative stone which names
then as the first vicrims but posirive acrion. Once again
we find that this is nor the road being raken here.

President. - I call Mr Deleau ro speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Deleau. - (F) Mr Presidenr, Ladies and Gentle-
men, the announcement by the No I American steel
producer, US Steel, that it is bringing anti-dumping
proceedings against rhe Community steel producers, is
a cause of grave concern, especially in the French and
European sreel regions.

As regards trade in steel products, it should be pointed
out that radirionally the American market has been an
imponant outlet for the European producers, and I will
give you a few figures to show rhis. In 1973 the
Community's share in total American steel impons
was 47-400/0. ln 1978 Community exporr.s of steel
products to the USA accounted for 22 o/o of total
European exports to third countries. In the first nine
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months of 1979, they still accounted for 15 0/0. In the
case of France specifically, nearly 25 0/o of our steel
exports outside the European Community go to the
USA.

Everything seems to indicate that US Steel's attiude is
based on very bad premises. Ve know that the Ameri-
cans excel in. the use of instrumenm to protect their
domestic market. The system of trigger prices imposed
two years ago (minimum expon prices) may have been
accepmble in principle. But rhanks to the periodical
and often arbitrary revaluations, they almost reached
rhe level of domestic American prices at the beginning
of this year and thus gradually became an obstacle
very difficult to surmount.

In 1979 total French steel deliveries to the USA fell by
17 0/o compared ro 1978. But not content with this
drop, the American srcel firms who benefited from
this in 1979 are, oddly enough, now blaming only the
European producers. This is all the less justified when
one finds that European sales to the American market
have also fallen, from 6 million tonnes in 1978 to
5 million in 1971 while a marked increase was
recorded in some third countries over the same period.

Thar is why, having exhausted all the possibilities of
negotiacion, we ask the Commission to consider retal-
iatory measures in order to protect the interescs of
European steelworkers, thousands of whom would be

affected by the loss of the European market's tradi-
tional outlet.

This last suggesrion which we are proposing is

reflecrcd in Amendment No 3 which I recommend to
our Assembly in order to give clear proof of our
resolve to put an end to these practices which
adversely affect employment within the European
Economic Community.

President. - I call Mr Velsh.

Mr Velsh. - Although rhe sentiments of Mr
Donnez and the other movers of this resolution do
them great credit, I think it is imponant, Mr Presi-
dent, for Members rc keep one essential technical fact
in mind, and that is that we are concerned with a

dumping action. Now dumping is something that is

defined quite precisely in the terms of the GATT
agreemenr. The investigarion which the United States'
Department of Commerce is now undenaking is, in
fact, a quasijudicial investigation. If there is dumping,
then that is exactly what they will say, and then it will
be a question of doing something about it. I{ there is

no dumping, then equally there is nothing US Srcel
can do to keep European steel out and the old
mechanism will reapply. Now ir seems to me a grea[
pity to try and anticipate this son of investigation and
turn what is a purely legal point into an emotional
debate about the rights of the steel workers. The US

Government has a few problems with it. For one thing,
unlike most European countries, the United Sntes
does not have a nationalized steel indusry and there-
fore US Stee[ acts outside the purview and the remit of
the United States Government, and it would be illegal
for it to instruct US Steel not to bring an action.

The second thing is that we are telling the Commis-
sion that it has got to make an agreement with the
United States over steel. Vell, it is very difficult for
the Americans to do this, because they happen to have

a series of anti-trust laws which preclude the US
Government from making that son of restrictive agree-
ment, because, like a great many of us here, they actu-
ally believe in free competition.

So I would say to the movers of this resolution that,
although it is perfectly proper that Parliament's voice
should be heard, we should not succumb to the hysrcr-
ical antics of the French Communists, who talk about
workers as if French workers were the only people on
earth who matter, who show absolutely no concern or
care, for instance, for the workers in the Unircd
Srates, who presumably have their righm as well. I
think if we want to have a sensible world trading
system, it would be a very good thing if the French
Communists would just listen, learn something, study
the facr and utter speeches that have a certain reason
and balance, instead of posing for their own national
television audiences.

(Cies from the extreme lefi)

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) The
Commission is grateful to Mr Donnez for having
drawn Parliament's attention to this panicular aspect
of the steel problems.

I propose to set out the problem and indicate what the
Commission has done, a[ the same time thanking Mr
Donnez for his Amendment No I which notes that the
Commission, on behalf of the Community, took
immediate ac[ion, firsdy to avoid this situation and
then to protest when it evolved in the way you have
seen.

Two types of decision are in question, on which rwo
types of posidon must be taken.

First, US Steel has decided to bring anti-dumping
proceedings against the Community suppliers; that is a
legal action. It is an action which the European steel
companies, the Commission and their governments do
not consider well founded. I say this quite calmly and
clearly. As regards the action US Steel has taken -and which moreover has been taken by the only US
Srcel firm which is losing money, which indicates that,
as far as im management,is concerned, it is not able to
run and manage the firm in the interests of economy
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and its own workers and is seeking an outside prerex[
for its own errors - we shall combar it by the proce-
dure provided for in American legislation, a legislarion
which complies with rhe GATT legislation, that being
one of the concessions we have obtained from the
AmericanS.

So between now and July we musr dispure the anri-
dumping proceedings with all the necessary firmness
and precision. That is why Parliament's responsible
committee must follow the developmenr of rhese
proceedings so that, if appropriate, we can decide
whether new European measures will be necessary in

July.

The second problem is rhe American administration's
decision to suspend the trigger prices because of rhe
anti-dumping proceedings. We must remember whar
the reference price system involves, for people have a

tendency to forget it. The sysrem of reference prices is
not a cusroms barrier ois-ti-ois impons from the United
States but is a system we have negoriated with the
Americans and the Japanese and which is compatible
with the system of basic prices in the Community
which ensures stable prices within the Communiry.
Under this system exporters know that by selling at
those prices they are ensured secure commerical trans-
actions. The US administration, considering through
the intermediary of Unircd Steel that American steel
needed further protection in the form of anti-dumping
measures, decided that it was time ro put an end to the
system of reference prices as it stood.

Ve disagree with the American administrarion's argu-
ments because they threaten [he security of trade we
have achieved between Europe and the United States.
'Vhat we want to negotiare about wirh rhe United
States is not the anti-dumping proceedings, where we
do not feel the need to make any concessions in order
for the proceedings to be withdrawn, but a return ro
stable trade by means of the reference prices. And I
think that when Mr Donnez speaks of negotiarions in
his resolution he is not asking us to make concessions
to the Unircd States in connection with the complaints
of US Steel but referring to the problem of restoring
the consensus in order to ensure that stability of trade
thar is so essential if we are to overcome the crisis.

Finally, is it useful to speak of retaliatory measures so
soon? May I say very clearly ro Parliament thar if the
United States takes measures that do nor comply wirh
the commercial rules and takes discriminatory
measures against European steel, the Commission will
propose to the Council that we should react and in our
turn take the necessary measures. I hope Parliament
will take nore of this. But should Parliamenr speak
of retaliatory measures before we know all about the
situation? My objective is the same as Mr Donnez's,
but I do no[ want to create a bad impression in all
those circles in the United Srarcs which are exerring
pressure on [he American administrarion to make it
change its attitude and adopt a really prorectionisr

position. I do not wan[ ro enable them to use our arti-
tude as a pretext. That would nor be in rhe inrerests of
our firms or our workers.

Perhaps the best solurion would be for Parliamenr ro
take note that rhe Commission has declared that if rhe
American administration violared rhe GATT legisla-
tion and took discriminarory measures against us and
against the steel industry we would - and will - rhen
make certain proposals to the Council, because rhat
would be contrary to what we negoriared and
obtained.

\7e can examine all this in July, in rhe framework of
the proposed procedure.

President. - The debare is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be pur ro rhe vote at
the end of the sitting.

18. Eoents in Tunisia

President. , The nexr irem is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Jaquer and orhers on events in
Tunisia (Doc. l-100/80).

I call Mr Sarre to speak on behalf of the aurhors of the
motion.

Mr Sarre. - (F) Mr President, Ladies and Genrle-
men, alas, the motion for a resolution which was
accepted as urgent some fony-eight hours ago no
longer has any meaning now. Unforfunarely those
condemned at Gafsa have been executed.

May I say briefly thar the Socialists feel very srrongly
about it. Ve solemnly proresr at the execurion of rhose
who, as a resulr of political commirmenr, took direct
action in their country.

Mr President, I therefore find wirh regret roday that
Parliament need no longer.discuss rhis motion for a

resolution now thar rhe men who had been judged are
dead. On behalf of the Socialisr, I express my grear
sorrow and withdraw rhe motion for a resolurion.

President. - I am sure thar many Members share the
feelings of regret expressed by Mr Sarre.

19. Parliament's electronic ooting-system

President. - The nexr irem is the morion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Boyes and orhers on Parliament's
electronic voting-system (Doc. I - 109/80).
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I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes, - Mr President, I want to make only a

very brief statement this morning, because the, agenda
is very long and contains some very imponant marters.
It is in a spirit of disappointment and not anger that I
have tabled this resolution, because, having worked in
the computer industry at one time, I am cenainly not
against our advance into electronic voting-systems. I
accept that occasionally errors take place with that
machinery because of vodng errors by Members; but
above all, I am surprised that any company should
insmll a system and find, after all this time on public
view, that it is not working, and I uke the vote from
all parties that this matter should be debated urgently
as an expression of suppon for this resolution, though
it is not necessary to debare ir in full rhis morning.

Let me say, finally, that my reason for wanting this
thing to work is that I feel that in this Parliament all
votes should be recorded electronically and that all
names should be recorded each and every time we
vote. This would be a simple matter with a working
sysrem, bur ir is impossible even [o consider this item
until we can bC assured by the President thar the
system is working perfectly. I hope the Parliament will
support my resolution asking for a report to tell us

when and why we have had this number of failures.

President. - I can assure you that the Bureau is

conscious of this problem.

I call Mr Seal.

Mr Seal. - Mr President, I would like to support Mr
Boyes fully on this resolution, but one thing I should
like to warn the House about is that if we have an
investigation we must remember that it will not just be
an investigation into the computer company tha[
supplied this equipment, namely Olivetti; it will also be
an investigation into the specification which was given
to the computer comparry by the Parliament,. and it
may be - and I feel that ro some extent this is so -that the Parliament is at fault in the specification they
gave ro Olivetti. I do agree that it should be working,
that Olivetti ought to regard this as a showpiece and
that for the amount of money it has cosr rhe Parlia-
ment they ought to make every possible effon ro get ir
working, particularly before the next budget. But do
let us remember that the Parliament will probably be at
fault as well.

President. - I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD).

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, like the previous
speaker may I express the surprise and anxiety of this
Assembly, and cenainly of our group, abou[ the oper-

ation of this system. \7e ask ourselves how Parliament
came to choose it.

How is it possible when so many examples exist in the
national parliaments of systems which work rc the full
satisfaction of everyone and which are easy to follow
that this complicated system was chosen, which
more'over works very badly? If my information is

correct, those who drew up the specifications must
have taken the trouble to study the systems in all the
Community parliaments. So how did we end up with
this lamentable system which is so expensive and
works so badly?

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at the end of the
sitting.

20. Agenda

President. - I call Sir Fred Catherwood.

Sir Fred Catherwood. - Mr President, I leave myself
entrrely in your hands, but we did vote in Monday's
plenary sitting to take the repon on India during this
part-session. Ve did this because the Council will
be6;in to negotiate on India before the next part.-
session, and therefore it is very imponant, if the
Parliament is going to have any say in our negotiations
with this, the largest democracy in the world, that we
should rake this through during this pan-session.
Now, we are running out of time, and I would really
earnestly ask the Chair to make absolutely certain in
one way or anorher that we do vote, if necessary with-
out debate, on India by the end of this pan-session.

President. - Does the House wish to take the vote
on the Seal reporr (Doc. l-45/80), as suggesred by Sir
Fred Catherwood, after rhe end of the debate on rhe
Seligman report?

Sir Fred's proposal is adopted.

21. EAEC research and deoelopment progranne
on Plutonium

President. - The next item is the report by Mr Selig-
nran (Doc. l-813/79), on behalf of the Committee on
E.nergy and Research, on the

proposal from the Commissron to the Council (Doc.
12/79) for a decision adopting a research and develop-
ment programme for the European Atomrc Energy
Community on the plutonium cycle and its safety (1980-
l 984).
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I call Mr Linkohr on a point of order.

Mr Linkohr. - (D) Mr President, Ladies and
Gentlemen, I would like to request that Mr Seligman's
report be referred back rc committee and justify rhis
briefly with reference rc Rule 25 of the Rules of
Procedure.

Afrcr all, we are dealing wirh a programme of
20 million EUA and a question on which nor only
Parliament but the general public too is divided.
Meanwhile we have the results of rhe so-called INFCE
report (International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation)
which were not yet known when we debated the
report. That is why I think the committee musr now
discuss the repon in the context of this programme.

Secondly, the findings of the first five-year
programme are sdll not available, and yet we wanr ro
decide on the second five-year programme today
without knowing the results of rhe first. I do not think
that is very logical, especially since we keep wondering
how to assess research programmes ar all. The simplest
thing to do would surely be to make up one's mind
first what the resulm of the first research programme
were, and that we find this very difficuh is clear from
the 40 amendments before us. So I requesr rhe House
to refer the repon back to committee.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman. - This was already proposed four
hours ago by Mr Coppierers, and on the points that I
made it was rejected by the House, so ir has been
brought up again by Mr Linkohr and Mr Coppieters
in defiance of what we decided only 4 hours ago. This
report, is already one year lare, it was pur our in March
last year, and anyhow Mr Coppieters and Mr Linkohr
had plenry of opponunity to discuss it in commitree
and they should not be bringing it forward again now.
I do nor know what their morives are, bur I do not
understand them. I oppose the idea of sending ir back
to committee.

(Applause from tbe centre and from the right)

President. - Previously it was proposed ro hold rhe
repor[ over until the May pan-seision. Now, however,
it is being proposed to send it back to committee. ,

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppiete rc. - (NL) Mr President, Mr Seligman
is mistaken if he thinks rhat the same proposal is being
made twice today. My proposal, made earlier on in thc
proceedings, is not that the repon be referred ro

committee.but that ir should be carried over unril the
next part-sitting because of the pressure of time. I
support Mr Linkohr's proposal, Mr 'President,
because, as I said rhis morning, cenain scientific dam
have not yet been received and this reporr is therefore
premature. It is also incomplete and therefore mislead-
ing. It would be dangerous ro expecr this Assembly to
consider one of the vital quesrions of our society, the
plutonium cycle, on the basis of buch a teporr. There-
fore I suppon Mr Linkohr's proposal.

Presidcnt. - I put to the vote the proposal to refer
this report to committee. The proposal is rejecrcd.

(Applause from the centre and the ight)

I therefore call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligmen, rdpporteur. - Mr President, rhis repon
concerns primarily the safety of workers and the
public who may come in contact with plutonium
during its recycling from the waste products of nuclear
reactors back to its fabrication into useful fuel rods for
fast-breeder reactors and thermal reacrors, but it also
raises fundamental matters of principle concerning
Communiry research. If we reject this programme, we
shall be vinually saying that the Community should
not coordinate research into matrers concerning the
safety of workers and the public. If we reject rhis
report, we shall be saying rhar research is better done
by individual narions, each one duplicating rhe work
of the others and each one keeping its own secrers and
that is nonsense.

Mr President, every day quantities of pluronium are
being produced as waste products from nuclear reac-
tors working in the Community, and over l0 % of the,
elecricity in this Community comes from nuclear
reactors. Now environmentalists like Mr Coppieters
think thit if they srop this research inro the develop-
ment and safery of the plutonium cycle, they will srcp
nuclear reactors and nuclear power, but that is not
true. They will not stop that. They will just reduce
research into safety and thus add to rhe risk of nuclear
war caused by energy shonages.

About I 0/o of all waste fuel from nuclear reactors is in
the form of plutonium. Plutonium is therefore accu-
mulating steadily, and by the end of rhis century some
50 tonnes of plutonium will be accumulating every
year. So we have a choice. Either we ry rc employ this
plutonium usefully as fuel for reactors or we rhrow ir
away, with all the problems tha[ that involves. By far
the safest and most economical way rc deal with
plutonium wasrc is to burn it in reactors, as fasr-
breeder reactors which can burn plutonium waste are
60 times as efficient on fuel rhan pressure warer reac-
tors. If we do rhis, Europe can be independent of
imported uranium in the next l0 or l5 years. Pluton-
ium, after all, is the only indigenous nuclear fuel we
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have in the Community. So, Mr President, the pluton-
ium cycle is here to stay. That being so, it is vital ro
make sure that ir is safe for the workers and the public
who iome in contact with it.

I am astounded to learn that the Commission is having
to fight for the very life of this programme. France and
possibly Britain, who are admittedly leading the world
in using fast-breeder reactors, do not think that the
whole of this programme is necessary. Somehow this
Parliament must bring these nations to their senses and
persuade the French and British Governments that
nuclear safety is a Community matter of the highest
importance. It is not a matter where individual nations
can act on their own. If there is any field where tran-
sparency is absolutely vital, it is in that of nuclear
safety. It is a Community matter, and this programme
must be coordinated by the Community for the peace
of mind of the 260 million people in our Community.

The problem with rhis programme, unfonunately, is

thar Britain and France do not support. all the five
projects. All nations support the first project, which
concerns the following up of the health statistics of
people who have come into contact. with plutonium.
Ve all support the third project, which concerns the
safety of transporting plutonium by land, sea, air and
rail, and rhis is panicularly important for the transport
of plutonium by air. So we support that project.

Every nation except France and Britain suppons the
second project of the programme, which concerns the
safery of workers involved in the fabrication of mixed
oxide fuel rods. The problem is that France and Britain
think they already have the knowledge: they don't
lack it, and they don't want anyone else to have it.

Most of the Members are keen on the founh project,
which studies the safery of different methods of
re-using waste plutonium as fuel in light-water and
fast-breeder reactors. However, only some Members
support the fifth project, which finishes off the work
of the previous programme on the behaviour of
plutonium and its safe use in light-water reactors.
France and Britain do not intend at present to use

pluronium in lighr-water reactors. They need it all for
their fast-breeder reactors. That is why I have called,
in one of the amendments to my report, for greater
emphasis on fast-breeder use.

Here is the final point of principle. Is the *hole safety
programme going to be rejected because some
Members do not need parts of it? t'his is not right and
it is not communautaire. I am opposed to that way of
thinking.

Concerning some of the 40 amendments which have
been tabled, I want to emphasize that this is a

programme of research and has nothing to do with
nuclear proliferation. The INFCE repon by 50 nations
in Vienna emphasizes that proliferation is a political
problem to which there is no technical solution. It is

nor possible to tack on a debate on INFCE to the end
of this research programme debate. INFCE needs a

proper debate of im own. It is a most significant report.
Secondly, the Socialists would like to wait, as they
have just said, for the final repon of the Commission
to come through. S7e already have enough knowledge
of that report and the progress of the previous
programme to know that it was extremely successful.
If we wait any more we shall be compounding the
felony, as we are already a year late in reponing on
this programme.

Mr President, I ask the French and British Govern-
ments to remember rhat they are members of the
Communiry. I ask rhem to listen to the different needs

of their fellow-members, some of whom may never
havr: a fast-breeder reactor, but who will want to
know how they can use plutonium safely in their
light-water reactors. This will affect Spain and Greece
and Ponugal in due course. Let the French remember
rhar. there are other people with problems that they
can help.

Finally, I am asking honourable Members to press

their own governmenm to settle their differences on
thir; matter in the Energy Council and reach a positive
cornpromise as soon as possible in the interests of the
safety of the plutonium cycle, which concerns us all.

President. - I call Mr Linkohr to speak on behalf of
th,e Socialist Group.

Iv'tr Linkohr. - (D) Mr President, tadies and
Gentlemen, this programme is not concerned with
dr:ciding on panicular energy strategies or nuclear fuel
cycles but is a research programme. And my objection
a while ago was nor directed at the matter as such but
concerned a number of questions now facing us,
which were not included in the programme but should
also be discussed as part. of the research programme.
T'hat was the reason for my intervention, and I should
like to go into it more fully.

'l-he resuh of this programme are inrcnded to make
future decisions easier. For instance, in the Federal
Itepublic we have still not decided whether the fast-
breeder reactor is really the best choice, even though a

l'ast breeder is now being built in Kalkar under a

research programme, or whether we should choose a

,lifferent system. The Bundestag has set up a commit-
ree of enquiry which should present. irc findings by
1983 so that a decision can then be taken. I consider it
rather presumptuous for us in Parliament to decide on
rhe basis of our discussisons and information to date
that we can take a decision at this point while in the
Federal Republic, for example, a committee of
members of parliament from all panies is very care-
fully preparing for such a decision in 1983.
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So we should give ourselves a little time for discussion,
and for discussing proliferation, i.e. the spread of
plutonium or nuclear fuels. In order to highlight the
problem, may I give you a few figures, which may well
be familiar to some people.

ln 1978, as stated by the International Atomic Energy
Agency, there were already 125 tonnes of commerical
plutonium in the world as a whole. In 1985 the figure
is likely to be 240 tonnes and in t990, 580 tonnes. At
present 21 countries have plutonium and in 1990 it is

estimated that the figure will be 35 countries. Vherher
these 1990 figures will actually be reached or nor is
another question. At any rate these are large quantiries
of plutonium, which may endanger the enviionment
and also lead to the construction of atom bombs.
These are not fantasies I have deamed up but literally
urten[ questions, as shown by the INFCE conference
which met for more than two and a half years and has
now submitred a report which has not been discussed
at all in this Parliamenr, let alone in our commirtee;
and, incidentally, I was nol even able to find a copy of
the INFCE repon in Parliament's library.

In 1974lndia set off an atom bomb, subjecr ro cenain
control mechanisms - although India has not signed
the non-proliferation treaty. Meanwhile we know that
other countries such as Pakistan ans South Africa to
name only two are very probably building atom
bombs. Recently the Dutch parliament discussed
whether Durch technological information had been
passed on to Pakistan. ln 1977 rhe American President
therefore prohibited the expon of sensitive marerial
and in panicular technology to countries which have
not signed the non-proliferation treaty and this gave
rise to the creation of INFCE, which nevertheless has
not worked successfully. Switzerland wants ro sell a
heavy-water reactor to Argentina. Germany is selling a

reconvertor to Brazil. Other countries are selling simi-
larl highly-sensitive material and technology else-
where. '!7e have no conrrol over whar is happening in
this area and it is Parliament's duty to consider this.
This is a polidcal and not a technical dury. As INFCE
showed, the problem can no longer be solved by
technical means, because there is no system ro prerrent
proliferation. That is why it is up to us ro give an
opinion and consider the marrer, rc talk wirh those
concerned and ro try - and rhis is urgent - ro obtain
an inrcrnational agreement to halr the spread of rhe
nuclear weapons which we are helping ro produce
with our technology. Time really is shon, for rechnol-
ogy is advancing apace and other countries are nor
standing idly by, no marrer why they want to build
bombs.

I shall deal with the second point very briefly, so as
not to prolong rhe debate unnecessarily. A number of
risks have ari5en from accidents during rhe rransport
of fuel rods and plutonium. I rhink we need a research
programme here. Ve musr deal with rhis mar[er, since
it is unlikely rhat some magician will make all the
plutonium disappear overnight by a wave of his wand.

Such things exist only in fairytales and unfonunately
not in real life.

I am referring to such incidents as the fault in a US
enrichment plant in 1978 which we have only just
found out about. Two years after the event we learned
about it in the press. In India, in Tarapur, there is

supposed to have been an accident in a major power
sration. There was a short report in the press and that
rs all we know. So the question of information is an
urgent one and must be discussed, and this Parliament
must cenainly not avoid such discussion; we should
also consider what must be done politically to reduce
the risks to a minimum and perhaps even put a stop to
the whole business. I do not exclude that either. But
rhe answers to these quesrions should come from a

research programme, which should also help us to
decide on the political questions, over and above the
rcchnical ones, and I would be pleased if on some
other occasion we could go into these matters in the
committee and in this Parliamenr.

President. - I call Mr Sassano to speak on behalf of
the European People's Pany (CD).

Mr Sassano. - (I) Mr President, careful considera-
tion must be given to a suitable policy for recycling
plutonium.

The ceniral problem regarding rhe use of plurcnium
produced in reactors using natural or enriched uran-
ium and the policy rc be followed on this plutonium
concerns the questipn of wherher to srore it, in view of
its future use in fast breeder reactors, or ro use it either
dlone or in alloy as the core and for recycling in ther-
mal reactors.

The prospec/of using fasr-breeder reacrors was, form-
erly, a long-term one. Therefore, recycling in rhermal
reactors has been preferred, as storage was not an
atrractive possibiliry. Pending the introduction of the
fast-breeder system, in an economy where only thermal
reactors are used, as well as improving output from rhe
basic material the recycling of plutonium can lead to a
reduction in the cosr of electricity. Everything,
obviously, depends on rhe value of plutonium itself,
which is linked rc processing and manufacruring costs,
and on the characrerisrics of rhe reactor in which ir is
used.

Instead of inrcgradng fast-breeder reactors into the
thermal reacror energy sysrem, and leaving aside the
direct and indirect advantages arising from the more
profitable use of source material, this possibility has
the effect of reducing rhe cosr of electricity through
the introduction of fast breeder reactors themselves.
Consideration could therefore be given to a general
plan which provides for a simuhaneous recycling of
thermal reacrors and the use of fast-breeder reactors.
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The Commission's proposal to the Council for a reso-
lution on a research and development programme into
the plutonium cycle and its safety has provoked disa-
greement in the Council between representatives from
the various Member States. In panicular, some coun-
tries are opposed to any activity, in respect of the
plutonium cycle, on thermal reactors, and suggest the
alrernative of bilateral agreements on various specific
topics which should, naturally, be financed by the
countries signing these agreements.

'Sfle, however, consider that activities of this kind
should be undenaken, paflicularly in respect of prob-
lems connecred with research and development into
the safety of manufacturing fuel consisting of mixed
uranium and plutonium oxides.

There would be technical reasons for this interest
which would lead to a considerable lessening of the
risk of nuclear proliferation, as in these working
schedules plurcnium always remains mixed with uran-
ium. Moreover, chis could lead rc increased safety in
the manufacturing plants, as if the amount of dust
present is considerably reduced, there is a correspond-
ing reduction in the risk of radioactive pollution.

It should be nored that research has reached the point
where cooperation at the European level is only
wonhwhile if the finance allocated does not fall below
7 million EUA, as provided for in the first Commission
proposal. Unfortunately, the views expressed in the
Council have led to the formulation of new proposals
under which provision is made for only 4 million EUA
for the programme. This figure is very low indeed: If
the amount were reduced funher, there would be no
point in doing the research.

I am saying this in suppon of what Mr Seligman has

said, and I am in complete agreement with him on all
the matters indicated.

President. - I call Mr Purvis to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Purvis. - Mr President, I think we all owe a debt
of gratitude rc Mr Seligman for nking on ve(y bravely
a subjecr that does provoke a lot of emotion around
this House and around the Community and, I have no
doubr, around the world. It is no-use sweeping things
under carper and not being prepared to face the prob-
lems that are there. The urgency of this, I would have
thought, would have b,een of particular imponance to
Mr Linkohr and Mr Coppiercrs, just as it is to me and
my colleagues here. Theimmediate emotional reaction
we get just to the word 'plutonium', in whatever
context it may be placed, the almost hysterical reac-
tion, is misplaced in this case. $7e may be for or
against motorcars, but,cenainly v/e are all for safery in
motorcars. In this case we have a fuel that is being
used, and we are honour-bound to provide for our

electorate the safest possible environment in which it
can be used. Ve need enery resources; we speak at
grat length about the need for our energy resources.
\7e need rhese to be indigenous, if at all possible.
Plutonium is one of these resources. It not only has

considerable potential to mee[ our energy needs, it is

already meeting them. The one major consraint on its
use is the question-mark over safery and ic safe

disposal and, therefore, it must be a prime considera-
tion to make sure that it is as safe as is practicable, as

safe as is possible.

The objective of the Commission's programme is to
deal with this constraint, so the research and develop-
ment programme on the plutonium cycle and its safery
is essential if plutonium fuel is to be exploircd success-

fully and safely. Powerstations in six of our Member
States are already creating plutonium, so action at
Community and not.iust at national level is also fully
justified.

Therefore this group, the European Democratic
Group, fully suppons the motion for a resolution in
Mr Seligman's repon and funhermore suports its view
of the urgency of getting the research programme
under way. I would appeal to all Members and pani-
cularly to my colleagues in the Socialist Group that
rhey too should take it in this spirir: we have it; we

have to deal with it; safety in the use of plutonium is

of concern to all of us.

President. - I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppicte rs. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, Mr Purvis
was, as usual, very correct in his use of words in his
reference to emotion. I hope, however, to make it
clear that this matter is by no means emotional, and
this will become clear when I discuss the only existing

Process, the 'purex process'.

Unlike the rapponeur, my colleagues and myself are,
as we have repeatedly said, in favour of a nuclear
moratorium. Today, however, we are opposing funher
measures to develop complicated and untested tech-
nology, in particular the reprocessing of irradiarcd
fissile material and breeder reactors. Neither the
rapponeur nor the Commission have thought of
asking rwo simple questions: firstly, whether these new
technologies are viable, and secondly, whether they
are safe. Today, the answer to both questions is no.
For this reason, the repon by Mr Seligman is prema-
rure and of no value from the technological point of
view. Such issues must be discussed on the basis of
facts, Mr Seligman. Ve have a dury to our consti-
tuents, rc the people of Europe, to provide them with
a clear picture of the situation as it is today.

Two developments contained in the programme
proposed by the Commission are the reprocessing of
irradiated fissile material in order to obtain plutonium
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and the use of plutonium in fast-breeder reacrors. This
involves a dual recycling process in order ro obtain
plutonium from used fissile matcrial in existing wa[er-
cooled reactors and from the uranium ro be used in
future breeder reactors.

However, there are tuiro major problems involved in
recycling: it is not rcchnically viable and it affects
human health. Fint of all, I would like to mention the
technological problems.

Mr Seligman cannot deny thar throughout rhe world
present developments in this area have been a total
failure. No method for obtaining plutonium on an
industrial scale from irradiarcd fissionable oxides has
yet succeeded. The roml quanriry of reprocessed fissile
material amounts at presen[ to 10 0/o of the waste
produced. At the same time, it is clear thar the effi-
cienry of the recycling plant diminishes as maximum
capaciry increases.

The reason for this is very simple and clearly illustrates
how the nuclear industry works. Only one merhod of
reprocessing used fissile material to produce pluton-
ium has been developed on an industrial scale. This
technique is called 'purex' - and I would urge Mr
Seligman and Mr Purvis to listen atrentively, since we
are now leaving emotions behind us. This purex
method, which was very expensive ro develop, was
part of a military nuclear programme, the object being
to obuin plutonium with a very low degree of radia-
tion from meallic fissionable marcrial for the produc-
tion of atomic bombs. [n order to spread the cost, the
same technique was also used for industrial reprocess-
ing. Other possible methods were either abandoned
early on or are still in an experimental stage.

None of the purex installadons could be used for
fissionable oxides from TVRs (thermal wat€r reac-
tors), the main reason being that the waste reduced
has a much higher degree of radiation. The British,
American, Belgian and Japanese plants were closed
down. Only France refuses to adopt this course and is
even concluding contracts for the reprocessing of
nuclear waste from other countries. It may well be in
this connection, Mr President, that the mattcr is
regarded as urgent. I should also add.thar the purex
method itself is evbn less suitable for the future repro-
cessing of highly irradiated fissile marcrial from
breeder reactors.

The second item which must be considered is the
health and safety of those employed in the industry
and that of the entire population. Reprocessing,
[ogether with rhe mining of uranium, is the mosr
dangerous pan of the whole nuclear rycle. According
to French expens, the degree of radiadon to which
workers are exposed as a proponion of the electricity
produced must be reduced by a factor of 100 if safety
sandards are to be respected. Temporary workers
exposed rc a single very large dose of radiation are nor
aken into account. Indeed, it is doubtful wheiher rhis

is possible. On the other hand, safety standards have
been made more stringent. The American '!?'est Valley
plant, which reprocessed a total of 240 tonnes of oxide
waste, was closed in 1972 because the degree of radia-
tion had become too high. In the United Statcs, the
reprocessing of fissile oxides has been halted and thp
waste is now srored in specially designed mnks. The
danger involved was shown by a minor incident occur-
ring in the Hague only four days ago. In view of this,
blandly to talk about research into the plutonium cycle
and its safety practically amounts to deceit. There is
no plutonium cycle, only the production of the deadly
element. Only irrgsponsible plans for its use exist.

I realize that cenain colleagues will call this emotional.
Those who refuse to listen to the experts who signed
the appeal in Geneva will probably also refuse to listen
to another emotional appeal made by Roger Garandy
in his incomparable work Appel aax oioants:

To choose nuclear energy is to annihilate our granichil-
dren! To choose nuclear energy is to lay the foundations
of the Gulag! To choose nuclear energy is to force the
Third lforld to choose between extermination or revolt!

Mr President, you must read the many amendments
we have tabled as an anti-Seligman report, and as an
anti-resolution, since it is an amendment of the whole
text. 'Ve consider, as can be seen from the amend-
ments, that the only acceptable solution is to abandon
all attempts to use plumnium. Secondly, every effon
should be made to assess and counter the dangers aris-
ing from radioactive waste, including plurcnium. For
this reason, we solemnly request the Commission to
withdraw its proposal and to replace it by another
based on the objectives contained in our amendment.

Presidedt. - I call Mr Veronesi to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Veronesi. - (D Mr President, I think it was a

mistake to refuse to send the document back m the
committee not only for the reasons given by Mr
Linkohr, with which I agree, but especially because
paragraph l0 of our resolution says that the
programme must or can be revised in the light of the
results of the International Commission which has

studied the problems of the plurcnium cycle. There-
fore even if this resolution were approved today -and this will be difficult because there are 38 amend-
ments - in 40 days' time we shall be faced with an
oral question with debarc which proposes that rhe
problem should be examined again precisely in the
light of paragraph l0 of today's resolution.

It would have been much more suitable to analyse the
problem at a committee meeting in the near future, to
give close consideration to the 38 amendments within
the committee and to draw up a concise but complere
report on the results of work on the fuel cycle.
Members of Parliament will never have time to read
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the different books on the matter; we need a summary
of the results at a technical level in order to be able to
give a political appraisal of the matter.

It is not true that urgent problems are raised. It has

taken almost two years for the three-pan programme
to gain approval, with all the reservations on the part.

of some countries. Ve should no[, therefore, imagine
that the Council will give immediate approval to this
programme.

I do not think that the method of approach has been a
good one. There are three trains of thought on this
matter, 'represented by those who think that this
research will immediately open the way for the diffu-
sion of fast-breeder reactors. There are those who
consider - and Mr Seligman himself touched on the
matter - that this interpretation is the valid one. '!7e

do not agree. There are others, however, who think
that it is absolutely necessary to abandon this research,
professing, as did that famous mother, to allow the
child to go into the water only after it has learnt to
swim. Now some of those who want to prevent the
research for reasons of safety have taken up positions
which are clearly contradictory.

\fle think, however, that this programme should be

assessed at its proper value: it is a research programme
which should give a technical, political, economic and
social appraisal of the problems connected with the
plutonium cycle. \flhy are we raising this problem?
Because, within the framework of safety guarantees, it
is our duty not to neglect any source of energy. The
rerm safety must be defined, Mr Coppieters: the term
'safety' must be defined rigorously in order to under-
stand what we intend to include in it. Now, we cannot
abandon any energy source, precisely because it is our
duty in respect of future generations not to leave them
just with radioactive waste but also alternatives and
energy reserves which can be put to use, we should not
forget that plutonium can guarantee energy for
modern society for a millenium.'!7e should only aban-
don this source after a rigorous and precise appraisal. I
know that the problem of proliferation exists, and shis

we find deeply distressing and requiring a careful
appraisal.

Moreover, the critical mass of plutonium is one-fifth of
the critical mass of uranium, so [hat it is much easier
to have the carriers for launching nuclear devices. It is

much easier to build a small-scale bomb than a large-
scale bomb. These are all matters which we must
consider. At the moment we are only talking about the
availability of a research proBramme which will allow
us, deliberately and responsibly with regard to our
counries, our people and future generations, to take a

decision on a matter of extreme importance.

President. - I call Mr Mundngh.

Mr Muntingh. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
the Dutch Socialist Members I would like to say a few
words about Mr Seligman's report. It is well known
that we are against plutonium, as I have said several
times. I do not need to explain the reasons for this,
since I have done so on earlier occasions. Mr Coppie-
ters has given a panicularly eloquent explanation this
morning, with which I fully agree.

Ve are by no means against research and fully realize
that this is a research protramme. However, the
money spent on it can be better used. Much more
serious is the fact that this protramme is used by advo-
cates of the plutonium cycle, which, as Mr Coppieters
has said, does not in fact exist, and by rhe advocates of
nuclear energy to prove that they can continue with
extremely dangerous processes to the particular deri-
ment of public health.

\7hat rhey are saying is: while we realize that there are
problems with nucelar energy, we are doing all we can
to solve these problems and will succeed. ln the mean-
time, they are able [o continue their work, which, Mr
Seligman, I am sorry to say, is so unbelievably danger-
ous and may have such an enormous effect on the
health of entire nations, on our surroundings and on
the natural environment that I consider it extremely
irresponsible to write what you have written.

There is indeed an energy problem which we must solve.
To this end we mus[ direct all our energies, money,
resources, intellect and every opponunity we have to
develop alternative sources of energy. I do not need to
say what these alternatives are, because there are so

many and have such potential! Ve should concentrate
entirely on these and forget all ideas of a plutonium-
based economyl Mr Seligman, the lights are red, a

much brighrcr red than you have at this moment on
your lapel.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F)
I rhink the Commission's position is quirc clear and it
is rrue, as I heard here this morning, that the basic
debate can be re-opened whenever a question with
nuclear aspects arises. Is it sensible, though, to choose
that option?

I have the greatest respect for those who hold opinions
different from mine. But it is not a question here of
re-opening the debate, and there was something that
surprised me in what the last speaker said. He said that
we are faced with a situation in which plutonium is

used on a number of occasions and in a number of
indusuial activities. Therefore, without making pron-
ouncements - which this programme does not do
either - on what one should think of the plutonium
cycle, action should be taken on five precise points in
order to ensure safety, and if that was not possible, we
should take no funher action.
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Then one has to esablish, as rhe rapporteur showed
very clearly, whether rhe safety measures can be taken
more usefully under Community research protrammes
or by individual States, which is a poor way of looking
at European cooperation. I realize that a procedural
problem is involved here: when should on. .*|r.r,
one's first opinion? \flhat funher argumenrc and infor-
mation should one wait for before giving an opinion?
A variety of factors come inro rhis issue, including
non-Communiry activides (e.g. rhe INFCE). I think it
would be right to accept these research programmes a[
a given point in rime. Then rhey can be adjusted on the
basis of scientific, political and other developments.
On behalf of the Commission I will undenake to
ensure that the responsible committees will be kepr
informed of the progress of work on this subject; but I
also believe that at a certain point Parliamenr musr
give im opinion on the programmes the Commission
has proposed, which do not concern rhe usefulness of
the plutonium cycle and are nor conceived from the
point of view of energy resources. Our discussion
today centres on finding out whether it is possible to
ensure safety in five areas by means of common
programmes. If Parliament does not give its opinion
roday, it will have no influence on rhe proceedings
which will srart again next week in rhe Council of
Ministers. May I say, as a Member of the Commission
who has trea[ respecr for Parliamenr, rhat whatever
Parliament's opinion is, I would prefer to hear it than
to hear nothing.

President. - I call Mr Seligman.

Mr Seligman, rdpporteur. - I would like just to make
one or two points in reply to Mr Linkohr and the
other speakers. Mr Linkohr and Mr Veronesi regard it
as imponant to incorporate the INFCE report into the
work of this programme. I would like to say that I
have read the nine volumes of INFCE. They are'very
useful, very demiled and, in my opinion, they will not
change our programme in any way: they vinually
endorse the use of plutonium in fast-breeder reactors.
In any case, if they do change our programme, there is
provision in clause 9 to review this programme after
one year and at that time we would bring in the
INFCE recommendations if we needed to.

Mr Coppieters says that there are a lot of technical
problems, and I admire the detail in which he has
studied the matter. But all thar he says stresses the
need for rhe rhing to be examined in greater detail,
and to my mind the Community is the most unbiased
and most neutral place in which this son of rdsearch
could be carried on. As far as purex is concerned,
there is, of course, an alternative system which I
believe is very safe and shat is the soljol process, which

;;ids 
the powder phase in the reprocessing of plurcn-

I agrce with Mr Veronesi that the programme is
important socially and economically, and I welcome
his statement that we cannot neglect any source of
POwer.

Mr Muntingh does say quire righdy that plutonium
can be dangerous, but again it is ignorance that breeds
fear and the object of rhis programme is to find out
facm. Do you realize that if I had a piece of plutonium
on this table wrapped up in Le Monde I could have it
there for all the time rhat I am speaking and not suffer
at al[? Plurcnium is only dangerous in certain condi-
tions. So it is ignorance that breeds fear, and this fear
that Mr Muntingh has will be to some extent mitigated
by this programme.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to rhe vore ar the end of this
slttlng.

22. EEC-lndia cooperation agreement

President. - As you will remember, the House
decided, before the debarc on the Seligman report, ro
take the vote on the Seal repon (Doc. l-a5l80) with-
out debate.

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution conrained
in the Seal interim reporr on a cooperation agreement
between the EEC and India.

The motion for a resolution is adopted.

23. Agenda

President. - I call Mr von Vogau.

Mr von Vogau. - (D) Mr President, may I point
out that the report on turnover tax and excise duty in
international travel on today's agenda cannot be
discussed today. The repon calls for increasing the
dury-free allowances for travellers from I July and for
the Council of Ministers to take action beforehand. As
a result, the citizens of Europe would feel that this
Parliament and the Council of Ministers were really
doing something for them during rheir rravel time. But
since we shall not be able to discuss it today, although
the repon was not dispurcd in committee and the
Commission agreed on it too, I would suggest that a
vote without debarc be held on it, roday if possible.

(Applause)

President. - The rapporteur proposes that a vote be
taken on his repon (Doc. 1-43l80) without debate.
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President

Are there any objecrions?

This proposal is adopted.

24. Vorld Consentation Strategy (IYCS)

President. - The next item is the oral question (Doc.
1-31l80), with debate, tabled by .Mr Mundngh on
behalf of the Socialisr Group to the Commission, on
the '\7orld Conservation Strategy' (\(zCS):

On 5 March 1980, the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources will
launch its Vorld Conservation Strategy in various pans
of the world.

1. Does the Commission consider that this document
contains imponant guidelines and recommendadons
on the rational exploitation of natural resources with-
out disruption of essential ecological processes?

' 2. Does it consider that these guidelines and recommen-
dations deserve closer study from the point of view of
their applicabiliry in the Community and elsewhere,
notably as regards development aid policy?

I call Mr Muntingh.

Mr Muntingh. - (NL) Mr President, first of all I
would like to say how gratified I am that Parliament is
prepared to debate such matters despite the late hour.
It is quite possible that the European Parliament is the
first parliament ever to discuss the Vorld Conserva-
tion Strategy, the lamentable situation of our natural
environment and measures which can be taken rc
prevent the frighrcning increase in the destruction of
nature throughout the world.

Since I am speaking on behalf of my group, if perch-
ance you should glance at the clock, Mr President,
and note thar I am going beyond the time allowed tcj

me as questioner I will continue as spokesman. My
group has high hopes concerning the outcome of this
debate. Ve expect that the Europe of the Nine will, as

a result, take steps to conserve nature and prevent its
destruction. Such action is essential. The situation is
desperate.

Those who have read '\7orld Conservation Strategy'
and who have any knowledge of the situation will
wholeheanedly agree. I will briefly explain the situa-
tion in order to ensure that matters are clear. The basic
problem is the rapid dwindling of plant and animal
species and the danger that they will disappear even

more rapidly in the future. I specify plant and animal
species, not planrs and animals, which is a totally
different matter. It is normal that plants, animals and
people die. It is a simple question of binh, life and
death. However, rhe problem is that entire species of
plants and animals totally disappear from the face of
the earth, never to return. This may be better under-

stood if it is considered rhat human beings are also a

species.

Vhat would we think if a species of living being
attempted to exterminate mankind? I am convinced
thar this species exists - mankind iwelf: That is the
length and breadth of the problem. Mankind is slowly
but surely desroying and exterminadng all living
beings, including itself. I am firmly convinced that
mankind as a species has no chance of survival if it
continues to destroy the world ecological system of
which it is a part. It's not a matter of a single flower or
animal; the entire ecological sysrcm is involved,
including the last tropical rain-forests, the last tropical
deserts, the entire ocean, the Antarctica, enormous
flourishing river nerworks, deltas, estuaries, the last

mangrove forests, an entire army of valuable genetic
systems. The aesthetic, ethical and moral values

involved can never be fully appreciated. Finally, Mr
President, the continued existence of mankind is at
stake.

To express myself in more specific terms, according to
Professor Eckholm, before the end of this century
unique and irreplaceable living beings will have disap-
peared, not in their tens, not in their hundreds, but in
their hundreds of thousands. On extrapolating from a

development of the population today, the use of land
and the pollution of air and water, Thomas Lovejoy,
of she American '!7orld Nature Fund, has concluded
rhat towards the year 2000 the total number of species

in the world will have been reduced by at least

one-sixrh. Please take note that this means that at least

5OO 000 species will have disappeared.

There are those who laugh incredulously, saying that
it is impossible and ridiculous. I stress, however, that
this is true and will give an example. A single volcano
in the Phillipines has more species of tree and shrub on
its slopes than the whole of the Unircd States, and

slopes such as these are being stripped or burned with
depressing regularity. According rc the !florld Conser-
varion Society, tropical rain-forests are being felled
and burned at a rate of 110 000 square kilometres a

year. At the same time as these woods and shrubs, a

large number of unknown plants, insects, fungi, birds,
amphibians, reptiles and mammals disappear. They are

unknown because nobody has listed the constituents
of such an ecological system. \/hile we have taken
stock of the moon, we have scarcely done so with the
plant and animal life of this planet, which we have

nevenheless begun to destroy.

The problem does not stop with the destruction of
nature, far from it, but leads to the inevitable and
deplorable cases of poveny, hunger, social injustice

and the exploitation of poor by rich. According to
''S7orld Conservation Strategy', 500 million adults and

children are undernourished, while 800 million are

destitute and are forced to destroy the natural
resources necessary to alleviate their most urgent
needs and their extreme poveny. The result is erosion,

t,1
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devastation, salination, silting, all of which lead to
further impoverishmenr. Thousands of millions of tons
of soil are losr each year as a resulr of deforestation
and bad land managemenr. Ever-increasing areas of
land around villages are being deprived of their vege-
tation, which is needed ro provide fuel for rhe inhabi-
tants. The poor and hungry of rhe world are forced to
burn 400 million tons of manure and husks which are
necessary for the regenerarion of the soil.

As a result of rhe deforesnrion and erosion, warer
reservoirs sih up behind rheir dams, with an adverse
effect on rhe efficiency of hydroelecrric power-
stations. The Aswan Dam, a tremendous projecr devel-
oped by Russia, the Unircd States and Egypt, is a case
in point. Only rwo of rhe twelve rurbines are srill
working. Flooding is another consequence, cosring
between $ 140 million and $ 170 million per year in
India alone. Damage is caused by Vestern companies
anxious for the profits and advantages to be obtained
from the great demand in our countries for hardwood
and other products.

Mr Presidenr, my group considers that rhis world-
wide destrucion of nature can no longer be allowed to
continue and rhat for the sake of the poor people in
developing counrries, of all other people and of narure
itself, ir must be halted. Our group is extremely grati-
fied that, for rhe firsr time, a proposal has now been
made for joinr action to be taken effectively and objec-
tively at international level concerning these problems.
In our opinion, this plan of action, the !/orld Conser-
vation Strategy, will score the firsr sr;ccess. It must
succeed in order to avoid the entire foundations of life
on eanh being irrevocably altered. Failing rhis, the
long-term survival of mankind is in danger.

For this reason, we are panicularly gratified at the
resolution tabled by all the groups, including our own.
In this resolurion, rhe European Parliament is
requested ro approve the Vorld Conservation Srrategy
and to accept the consequences of so doing. In our
opinion, it is essential thar Europe give much trearer
priority to nature conservation for the sake of nature
itself and for the sake of rhe population of developing
countries.

In the resolution, rhe second paragraph refers to trade
policy. Forrunately, all agree that, in view of rhe
exceptionally serious danger [o rhe narural environ-
ment, [he conservarion of plants and animals musr be
given priority over rrade in producrs derived from
them.

I now come ro my lasr and most imponant point. Ve
consider rhar the Communiry's aid policy must be
fundame ntally restrucrured. Ve must realize, as
Professor Eckholm has pointed our, rhar the deprived
will be desperate for land, rrees and animals which are
protected by the law and will nor leave them unmo-
lested. The insrincr for immediate survival will always
prevail over the conservation of na[ure, and even the

best methods of nature conservation will be under-
mined where such social neglect exists.

For this reason, the objecdves of the \7orld Conserva-
tion Strategy must be a pan of international develop-
ment strategy in the framework of the United Narions
Third Development Decade. Therefore, we musr also
make effons along these lines within the framework of
the Lom6 Convention and the European Development
Fund.

Finally, Mr President, I refer once more to Professor
Eckholm and the !7orld Conservation Strategy.
According to Professor Eckholm, one thing is clear: if
we look at the increase in human poveny, rhe
increased pressure from popularions and the growing
number of threatened species, we must realize that
certain species will inevitably become exrinc, parricu-
larly in the tropics. The \7orld Conservation Strarcgy
states that we have not inherited rhe eanh from our
parents but have borrowed it from our children. Ve in
this House must therefore make every effort to limir
the damage predicted by Professor Eckholm and, in
the spirit of the !florld Conservation Strategy, ro repay
our debt m our children in full and, if possible, with
interest.

President - I call Mr Johnson to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Johnson. - Mr President, I think at this late
hour on a Friday morning, with only a few minures
left, it is inevitable that rhe things I wanr [o say will
have to be said very briefly indeed. Ve need people
like Mr Muntingh to remind us rhar Parliament has
vastly importanr issues to discuss, and that they are in
facr very Bermane to the European Communiry. !7e
may only have a few minutes, bur it is worrh usint
those few minutes. I only wanl ro say rwo rhints
really. First, on behalf of the European Democrats, we
welcome rhis !7orld Conservation Srraregy, as woll as
the fact that, as far as I know, the European Parlia-
ment isr rhe firsr Parliamenr to debate it.

Secondly, I wanr ro say rhar we in Europe ,must look
very closely at our own responsibilities here. Ve are
talking about world conservarion, and there are rhings
we can do in Europe which can have a very real
impact on rhe realizaiion of conservation policy in the
broadest sense. '$7'e have, I think, to pur our own
house in order. The Federal Republic of Germany
alone accounts for approximarcly 60 0/o of. the world's
fur impons, and for a proporrionately high share of
trade in sporred catskins. It is likely rhat Vestern
Europe as a whole accounrs for 80 0/o of the market
for all endangered species of wild felines - in orher
words, about half-a-million fur skins a year.

'!fl'estern Europe's official import of ivory each year
represenrs 10 000 dead elephants. In addition, a large
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amount of ivory passes through Belgium and France in
transit, and is not recorded in statistics. Europe
remains a major consumer of whale products, espe-

cially sperm oil, of which more than 11 000 tonnes
were used in the EEC countries in 1978 alone. Now
that is equivalent to 2 000 dead whales a year. Two
million crocodile hides are traded each year through-
our rhe world, and 60 o/o are consumed by tanners in
Vestern Europe. The European share of snakeskins
and other reptilian and tunle products is equally high.

'!7hat I am trying to say, Mr President, is that when
we talk in general terms about world conservation
strategy, the EEC countries have a very real part to
play and the EEC institutions in panicular, because if
there is one area where competence is indisputably
with the European Communities, it is that of trade.
'We may question other items which this House
debates, and we have questioned them, but nobody
questions the competence of the Community in the
field of trade, and it is up to the Community to regu-
late international trade in producm from endangered
species.

'\7'e welcome on this side of the House the moves by
the Commission to translate into Community law the
provisions of the international convention of rade in
endangered species. But let me be quite clear:
loopholes must be closed. Germany, France and Italy
for example, have entered a reservation [o the conven-
tion on the salt-water crocodile on the grounds that
this is of use to the leather industry. Just an example,
Mr President, of action which the Community must
take.

I conclude, Mr President, by saying that in the field of
trade and also in the field of development assistance,
we have a major and primary responsibiliry. Mr
Muntingh has mentioned one or two examples. I
myself am well aware of areas throughout the world
where the Community's own effons in development
assistance have substantially conributed to the deter-
ioration of the environment. Ve have to take more
account of these problems, because if we do not, not
only the countries themselves who are receiving assist-
ance will suffer, but eventually the consequences will
rebound more widely. '!7e welcome the resolution,
and the initiatives.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commrssion. - (F) Mr
President, as the honourable Members who spoke
know, rhe Commission took part in the meeting which
launched the world conservation strategy. \7e regard
that as an essential activity which we will suppon
fervently and resolutely. Quite apart from all the
reasons given here, that initiative is absolutely indis-
pensable because it will give the leaders precise and
succincr informarion. It will have an impact on public

opinion which is much needed to ensure that the lead-
ers take account of the serious situation now facing us.

For our pan, we are prepared ro adapt the objectives
of our own strategy, in the contex[ of our proposals
and environmental action programmes, to this more
global and world-wide stratety which has been advo-
cated.

A more specific question was put about our activities
vis ,i ois the developing countries. May I say that we
are prepared to take these problems into account when
we give opinions, either in the context of the funds we
grant to the developing countries under the Lom6
Convention or that of the opinions we give to the
European Investment Bank on the loans it granm.

In practical terms, that is how the Commission
suppons the basic inidative and the political inidative
Parliament has taken today.

President. - To wind up this debate, I have received
from Mr Muntingh on behalf of the Socialist Group,
Mr Alber and ochers on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany (CD), Mr Sherlock on behalf
of the European Democratic Group, Mr Ceravolo on
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group, Mr Berk-
houwer on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group and Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, a motion for a reso-
lution with request for an early vote pursuant to Rule
a7 $) of the Rules of Procedure.

I will consult the House on this request at the.begin-
ning of the next sitting.

The debate is closed.

25. Public supply contracts

President. - The next item is the repon by Mr
Nyborg (Doc. 1-814/79), on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the

proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-572/79) for a directive amending Directive 77/62/
EEC, coordinating procedures for the award of public
supply contracts.

Mr Nyborg has informed me that he cannot be here
rhis afternoon. He has proposed that the report be

held over undl the May part-session. I leave it to the
House to decide.

I call Miss-Forster.

Miss Forster. - Mr President, I would ask that this
matter should be taken. I do not see why we should
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not consider it merely because Mr Nyborg cannot be
here. It is a technical matter, it has to be completed by
the end the year and I think we should debate it very
briefly now and vote on it today.

President. - I put to the vote the proposal that this
report be held over.

The proposal is rejected.

I call Mr von S7'ogau to speak on behalf of the Euro-
pean People's Pany (CD).

Mr von Vogau. - (D) Mr President; Ladies and
Gentlemen, may I inform you that on behalf of my
group I can accept Mr Nyborg's report. There was no
dispute about the repon in our committee either. I
would only like rc point briefly to the significance of
rhe Europe-wide invitation to tender and say that it
will lead to lower cosm and improved quality; those
are the objectives. \fle call on the Commission to urge
more strongly that these aims really are achieved and
that more public contracm are awarded on the basis of
Europe-wide invitations to tender. I would also like to
mention a second equally imponant point. These invi-
tations to tender concern very large contracts. So

ofrcn only large undenakings can carry them out.
That is why we call on the Commission also to
consider how one could organize the procedure and
split up the contracss in such a way as to give small and
medium-sized undertakings more chance of taking
Pan-

I will conclude by proposing that Mr Nyborg's repon
be adopted.

President. - I call Miss Forster to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Miss Forster. - Mr President, the Er.(ropean Demo-
cratic Group would also like to suppon Mr Nyborg's
report,. The motion for a resolution and the Legal
Affairs Committee's amendment both refer to a techn-
ical directive for bringing an EEC directive into line
with the new procedure under GATI relating to the
award of public supply contracts. The object of borh is
to achieve greater fairness and openness in the tender-
ing and award of these contracts and rc esrablish
methods for providing information on the tenders and
the reasons for the choice of the winning bid. The
regulation is of interest, Mr President, because the
Community has led the way in liberalizing purchasing
by governments and other public bodies and erisuring
that suppliers from different counries receive equal
and fair treatment by those awarding contracts. Hence
the new GATT proposal closely follows what we have
already had in the EEC.

The wording of the directive is imponant, but the
crucial factor is how it is put into effect and how
closely governments and commercial undenakings
comply with the directive. Ve therefore insist that the
Commission monitor this and ensure [ha[ there is reci-
procity on all sides. Those in the Community must not
be at a disadvantage ois-ti-ois others in GATT, while
within the Community all the Member States - and I
do mean all of them - must comply equally with the
direcdve. My colleague, Lord Bethell, has already
asked the Commission for information on the numbers
of public contracr advenised by Member States. The
figures show that up to the'middle of last year not all
Member Starcs were complying equally with the direc-
dve. The Commission figures, however, were incom-
plerc in that they did not show the value of contracm.
Neither did they show the total numbers and value of
contracts exceeding the minimum value for which
advenisement is obligatory, as opposed to those below
this value. !/e ask the Commission therefore to ensure
thar these figures are collected in future so that
compliance with the directive can be measured.

Finally, Mr President, in the motion for a resolution
we ask the Commission to extend the directive to
include public ransport, enerty and telecommunica-
tions. I have also been told that the Commission is

already preparing cenain other amendmenm to the
direcrive. Because of this, and because of the complex-
ity of the directive and im implemenntion, we would
like she Commission to seek this House's opinion
again before the reguladon comes into effect, and
preferably within the next 3 months.

Presideat. - I call Mr Baillot to speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Baillot. - (F) Mr President, the Nyborg report
does nouonly give the French Communists and Allies
cause for reflection on the coordination of procedures
for awarding public contracr. Ir also induces us ro
repeat our basic opposition to opening these conrracrs
to international comperirion.

It seems evident to us tha[ opening public contracrs to
the competition of the multinationals, especially the
American multinationals, within the framework of a
policy of austerity rhat applies generally to all rhe
Member States of the Communiry, can only accen-
tuate the dependence of our country's economy in
panicular and the stagnation of growth that is appar-
ent now. So it would be a funher element of crisis.

Ve can only escape this crisis by ensuring balanced
and sustained growth by means of producrive and
job-creadng investments and by restoring popular
consumption. Now, to be precise, rhis balanced
growth can only be based, as it is in France, on rhe
activity of a large public sector. It is indisputable that
faced with an overall stagnation of investment, that is
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the sector which literally attracts growth and it is only
thanks to that sector that the recession is not even
more serious. So it is easy to forercll what would
happen if one lefr the public secror, especially the
French one, to the mercy of the savage competition of
the multinationals. The whole sector would be at risk,
since the motion for a resoludon tabled by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs calls
for extending the directive to 'public transpon, the
production and distribution of energy and ro telecom-
munications.

That is why, when it was decided during the last
GATT negoriations to award public contracts, the
French Cornmunists and Allies and they alone, were
against the Catherwood repon which approved these
agreemen[s. One cannot try to defend the public
sector while in Paris and then, in Strasbourg or Brus-
sels, abandon public conrac6, to [he piracy of the
multinationals.

The workers involved are bound ro condemn this
double talk. From experience it seems that the public
sector has represented a powerful force in the achieve-
ment of many social rights. The workers intend to
preserve and above all rc defend these. On the other
hand they know the familiar refrain: Tomorrow they
will be told, even more emphatically, that international
comperition calls for ocher sacrifices, especially as

regards wages, the right to strike and a variety of indi-
vidual rights. It also seems clear to them that the
attacks on the public sector and the statutory rights of
employees are in fact preparing the ground for new
supranational advances. The budgetary policies of
austerity, both in France and elsewhere, and the
massive transfers of public funds rc the private
companies and multinationals are making it increas-
ingly difficult for the public sector to carry out its task.
The continuous increase in public tariffs and the
progressive withdrawal of the Snte from financing
collective and social needs tend towards the same
result. The credits intended for financing civilian facil-
ities have been cut severely, especially as regards
education, health, transport, research, youth and
spons. So public contracts are beint reduced more and
more, and opening them 1o international competition
will restrict them even funher.

But rhat is not all. '!fle are in fact being asked to
reserve trade and public contracts to [he most power-
ful companies. In the curren[ crisis, that means
restricting trade and producing new ravages in the
national economies, with the result of reducing the
workers' standard of living. So we are resolutely
opposed to this new offensive; in our opinion the only
solurion lies in an economic and commercial coopera-
tion which favours the development of everyone and
respecm the mutual interests and independence of
every country.

President. - I call Mr Turner.

Mr Turner. - Mr President, I must just say a word
or two because Mr Nyborg is not here. He accepted,
and so did the Committee on Economic and Monetary
Affairs, one of the major proposals of the Committee
on Legal Affairs, on whose behalf I speak, to ensure
that not only national but also local government
contracts were covered in the same way to avoid a

discrimination which would otherwise exist within the
EEC itself.

Now there is one other matter on which the Commit-
tee on Legal Affairs had very considerable discussions
and came to the conclusion that the proposal of the
Commission must be amended. That is in Anicle
25 (b), which provides a method of enquiry and

explanation from governments who have refused to
grant a contract to one tenderer and have granted it to
another, so that the tenderer who is complaining can

find out the reasons why. This comes under the GATT
arrangements but wab not in the original EEC direc-
tive which is being modified. The directive proposed
by the Commission provided that the national tovern-
ment of a tenderer who had a complaint could enquire
of the government giving the contract what the
reasons were for granting the iontiact to a panicular
party. \7e in the Committee on Legal Affairs consid-
ered that this was an inappropriate procedure for
conrracts within the EEC and that for internal market
transactions between undenakings it was more aPPro-
priate that the undenaking within the EEC should go
to the Commission and the Commission should
enquire of the Member State concerned the reasons
for the granting of the contract, and we therefore put
that proposal forward. I think it is a matter of very
considerable constitutional significance, and cenainly
ir is in accord with normal EEC procedures that the
Commission itself rather than the national Bovern-
menm should deal with matters like this where a

harmonized sector of the economy has been set up.
This is the case here, and so ure put this forward.
Now, I undersand that the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs considered the first point put
forward by the Committee on Legal Affairs and
accepted it, but did not consider the second point.

I have had discussions with Mr Nyborg and, as I
mentioned before, he accepts the Legal Affairs
Committee's point of view. Had that been realized at
the time, I have no doubt'the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs would have accepted this point
as well. Therefore there is an amendment put forward
on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee: this is

Amendment No 1, which amends the opening words
of Anicle 25 (b) to provide that the Commission shall
act in cases of complaint within the EEC rather than a

narional government itself. So I would ask this House
please to accept this amendment, which I believe is in
accord with what the rapponeur would have wanted.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.
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Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, this is a difficult rcchnical question which
the Commission is being asked to deal with in three
minutes, in the absence of the rapponeur and at a time
when the Council has begun to discuss the proposal to
implement the Commission directive. Alrhough ir is

not my cusrom I cannot, in the time available, go inro
detail on the various points raised.

As a rule I like to go into a subject in depth, whether
the debare is a polirical or a technical one. Bur the way
in which this one is organized does not allow me to
do so.

So I shall confine myself to two remarks.

First of all, let Mrs Foster have no fears: the Commis-
sion will exercise and assume its responsibilides to
ensure that the existing directives on public contracts
are implemenrcd in all the Community countries in the
spirit in which they were adopted. Procedures are
being drafrcd on this matter.

It is indeed essential that the law should be applied in
the same manner everywhere, if we want to have a

genuine Community.

Secondly, it is not the object of this directive to reopen
the question of public contracts but to harmonize the
internal directive that already exists with the provi-
sions negotiated within the GATT so as to give us a
legal instrument compa[ible with the international
legal instrument, while at the same time adhering to
what we have already decided and adding the best
points derived from the GAfi directive.

The amendmenr rabled by Mr Turner is directed not
at ensuring that the two texts are compatible in the
near future, but at improving the way in which the
question of public contracts is handled as such. '!fle

cannot pursue these two aims together. Vhy not?
Because we must complete our Community legisladon
by the end of the year so that the directive is compati-
ble with our commitments to the GATT. At rhe same
time, we can try to improve all the rules on public
contracts.

I am quite prepared to go inro rhe matter ar a later
date, borh with the Legal Affairs Commitree and with
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
since we cannot do so now.

President. - The debate is closed. The vote will be
taken at the end of the sitting.

26. Agenda

President. - Since the proceedings cannot conrinue
afrcr 2 p.m., we shall now procceed ro the vore on

those items on which the debate has been closed.
Those items on the agenda which could not be dealt
with today are postponed until the May pan-session.

I call Mr Ltrster.

Mr Luster. - (D) Mr President, that means, and I
do not wan[ [o interfere with your arrangemenm, that
item 50 of the agenda, the oral question by the Legal
Affairs Committee, will not be dealt with today. In
that case may I on behalf of the Legal Affairs Commit-
[ee request that a matter which has been awaiting
discussion since November last year and concerns
relations between Parliament and the Commission -which is not evident from its description in the agenda

- will be placed on the agenda of the next pan-
session at a time when it has a chance of really being
discussed.

President. - Mr Luster, your proposal that this item
be included in the agenda for the May pan-session
will be laid before the Bureau.

27. Votes

President. - The next item is the vote on those items
on which the debate has been closed.

I put to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the von Vogau report (Doc. 1-818/79): Binary textile
fibre mixtures.

The resolution is adopted.

*.**

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution conmined in the Luster report (Doc. 1-811/79):
Healtb problems in connection aith the importation of
animals.

The resolution is adoprcd.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the zton til'ogau report (Doc. 1-43/
80): Excise duty applicable in international traoel.

The resolution is adopted.
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President. - Ve proceed w the Donnez et al. motion

for a resolution (Doc. 1-92/80): EEC-US relations in the

field of steel.

( Parliament adopted tbe preamble ).

On paragraph l, I have Amendment No 1, nbled by
Mr Donnez on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group and rewording this paragraph as follows:

1. ,Notes thar the Commission has protesrcd, on behalf
of the Community, at this failure to observe the
consensus adopted in 1977 in the OECD in the inter-
esm of all the steel-producing counries;

I put Amendment No I to the vote. Amendment No I
is adoprcd.

(Parliament adopted paragrapb 2)

After paragraph2, I have two amendments, each
inserting a new paragraph:

- Amendment No 2, mbled by Mr Donnez on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group:

2a. Instructs the committee responsible to draw up an
exhaustive report on this subject before July 1980;

- Amendment No 3, tabled by Mr Deleau on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats:

2a. Requests that, should the negotiations fail, consider-
ation be given to possible retaliatory measures in
other sectors and how they could be applied.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position on Amendment
No 3?

Mr Donnez. - (F) In the light of what Mr Davig-
non has just told us, I think Amendment No 3 might
well be rejected.

President. - I put Amendment No 3 to the vote.

Amendment No 3 is rejected.

I put Amendment No 2 to the vote.

Amendment No 2 is adoprcd.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 3)

I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to the
vote.

President. - I put to the vote the Boyes et al. motion

for a resolution (Doc. 1-109/80): Parliament\ electronic
ooting-system.

The resolution is adopted.

* 

oo

President. - Ve proceed to the Seligman report
(Doc. 1-813/79): EAEC resedrch and deoelopment

Progrdmme on plr,tonium.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, may I
ask you to ascertain, pursuant to Rule 33(3), whether
or not a quorum is present? By way of explanation, I
do not intend to pursue pany politics or to ensure that
Parliament takes our ideas into account - rc be

honest, I am afraid that on this and subsequent occa-
sions it will not do so - but, I have no intention of
allowing such an important report to be put to the vote
in such scandalous fashion as would now be the case.

My criticism is directed a[ least as much a[ my own
politica[ colleagues as at others who are now absent. I
am really concerned with the matter itself.

(Applause)

President. - Ar the request of more than rcn
Members, I note that the requisite number of
Members present is not attained. This item is therefore
removed from the agenda.

I call Mr Scott-Hopkins.

Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, it is not
removed from the agenda, it is merely postponed, and
the vote will take place first thing on Monday after-
noon, I assume. I regret that we have to Bo throuBh
these charades of calling for quorums when obviously
one is not going to get one's way and it means post-
poning it. I can only say that on Monday I hope that
both the honourable lady and her friends will be here,
as I can assure her that mine will be and all those who
support this. I regret that we have had to go through
these proceedings, but I can understand the reasons
why she has done it.

President: - The vote on this item is, of course,
pursuant to the Rules of Procedure placed on the
agenda of the next part-session.

The resolution is adopted.
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Prcsident. - 
!7e proceed to the Nyborg report (Doc.

1 -8 1 4/79) : Public supply contrdcts.

On the proposal for a directive, I have Amendment
No l, tabled by Mr Turner on behalf of the Legal
Affairs Committee and rewording Anicle 25b as

follows:

In the case of contracts awarded by conracting authori-
ties within the EEC, the Commission shall at the request
of an unsuccessful tenderer from a Member State, and
without prejudice to rhe Council Decision of 26 July l97l
setdng up an Advisory Committee for Public Contracts,
as amended by Council Decision 77 /63/EEC of
2l December 1976, requcst any funher information
concerning the award of the conract which may be

necessary to enable it to ascenain whether the conuact
has been awarded justly and fairly. The Member State of
the contracting authority in question shall, to this end,
furnish information on both the comparative characteris-

, tics and advanuges of the successful rcnder and the
contract price. This lacter information may be disclosed
by the Commission provided such right is exercised with
discretion. Vhere such disclosure would' prejudice
competition on the occasion of subsequent invitations rc
tender, such information shall be disclosed only following
consultation and with lhe consent of the Member State by
which it was notified;

- Available information concerning the award of a

conract shall be notified to any Member State who so

reques$;

- Confidenrial information furnished pursuant to rhis
Anicle which would impede the application of satu-
tory provisions or which would be conrary in any
other way to the public interest or would prejudice the
legirimate commercial interests of specific public or
private undertakings, or which could prejudice fair
competition between suppliers shall be disclosed only
with the formal authorizadon of the Member Stare
which furnished it.

I put Amendment No 1 to the vote.

Amendment No I is adopted.

I put the motion for a resolution to [he vorc.

The resolution is adopted.

28. Membership of committees

President. -. I have received from the European
Democratic Group a request for the appointmen[ of
Sir Peter Vanneck to the Committee on Energy and
Research.

Are there any objecrions?

This appointment is ratified.

29. Dates of the next part-session

President. - There are no other items on the agenda.

I thank the representatives of both Council and
Commission for their conributions to our work.

The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be
held at Strasbourg during the week from 19 to 23 May
1 980.

Are there any objecdons?

That is agreed.

30. Approaal of tbe minutes

President: - Rule l7(2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
wrirten during the debates.

Are there any commenr?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

31. Adjournment of tbe session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting closed at 1.40 p.m.)
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